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This section of Volume II is devoted to the QL module of PADS. Execution
of this module is initiated when and if subroutine PADS1 calls subroutine
GROPE. Subroutine GROPE controls the high level logical flow of the QL
module.
The purpose of the module is to determine a t ra jec tory that satisfies the
neces sa ry variat ional conditions for optimal performance. As is shown in
Section 16 of Volume I, the QL module achieves this end by solving a non-
linear mul t i -point boundary value problem. The numerical method employed,
which is al ternately known as quasi-linearization or the generalized Newton-
Raphson operator, is described in Section 17 of Volume I. It is an iterative
technique that converges quadratically when it does converge.
The module consists of three basic steps: (1) initialization, (2) iteration, and
(3) culmination. The second step has two distinct components: (A) integration
of the par t icular and homogeneous solutions, and (B) satisfaction of the bound-
ary cond i t ions . Both of these components are executed for each iteration in
s t ep 2.





The flow chart of subroutine GROPE on the next page depicts the sequence in
which these steps are executed. The listing of GROPE following the flow
char t is a CDC-compatible version. As a result , the t ransfers to the above
e n t r y points appear as calls to OVERLAY. The correspondence of entry
points to OVERLAY calls is:
CHECK CALL OVERLAY (6HH75021, 4, 1, 6HRECALL)
SALVE CALL OVERLAY (6HH75022, 4, 2, 6HRECALL)
COHOMO CALL OVERLAY (6HH75023, 4, 3, 6HRECALL)
WRAPUP CALL OVERLAY (6HH75024, 4, 4, 6HRECALL)
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*NU .ITER , ITAPA , ITAPB ,JMIN ,JMAX .LINES ,KPT ,MOH ,
•KARO ,INDX(4) , NEUNOM, CNT016, RHOC .RHOP .NPTS , MINES ,
«KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP , IARC , TfiSTfi ,I««X ,KTIfl£ .KONVER, NOPRNT,
•1NBDRY, NUPAGE, 1VARY120), NN, NOVARY, PLAST, ZLAST, KOOE&
LOGICAL INBDRV, NEUNOM, KONVER, NOPRNT, NUPAGE
REAL HAGBV, MU, M, LV.'LGAH, LPSI, LR, LRMO, LMU, LM, LTAU, NOH
», LHT
COMMON /O/ .
• X, H. XK4), MAGBV, ERR, 09, ,010, C( 40 1, CSAVE440), V, GAM, PSI,
•ALT,ftHO,MU,M, TAU. HT. LV. LGAM. LPSI, LR. LRHO. LMU. LH. LTAU.




»PC1 ,N PC3 -I DP -PCS ,PC6 ,PC? .HAXBC .NAUX
COMMON III 2(50)
COMMON 1101 Z0(50)
COMMON /Y/ VI 820)
COMMON/GLOBAL/
•6R ,ER ,OMGZ ,XLAMRF,YMURF ,LUM .TO .EPSLON, INNER ,
•ITRMAX,JJOP(6) , IFATAL'NARC 'NBRAN 'NFARC ,10(4) ,KTAB(20),
>ITAB(20). SIG.MAXTAB.6N,PSIRF , 1PFLG1 , IPFLG2, IPFLG3, IPFLG4 .
*INEOFL(20>. ITPSO. KSOL. INARK.KGLOBL<7)
COMMON /BLOCK/ lltdO, 20), IlCTdO, 20), ITCdO. 20). JTABI20),
• ITCT( 10. 20). L1AB120), NOKNOM, NOC(20), VALlCdO. 20),
• VALTCdD, 20), IPAY
DIMENSION CDIFF(40), PCI 9)
EQUIVALENCE (PC. PCI ) .
DATA GROPEX /6HGROPE /
DATA PC/6HGROPE , 18, 0, 8. 3»0. 40, 5/
GET READY TO ITERATE
CALL OVERLAY( 6HH75021.4. 1. 6HRECALL)
INITIALIZE QL DIVERGENCE COUNTER
IOIVER = 0
00 111 ITER c 1, ITRMAX
CALL ETIME
KPAGE =--1
SET POINTERS TO SCRATCH FILES. ITAPA HAS THE PAR-
TICULAR AND HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTIONS FROM THE LAST
ITERATION. ITAPB UlLL CONTAIN THE SAME INFO. FROM
THIS ITERATION.




101 ITAPA c 4
ITAPB = 1 2 . . - • . .
102 REWIND 4
REMIND 12
00 103 I = 1. HUP
103 Yd) = 0.
MOM = 0
SET KOOES TO ZERO SO THAT MLORV UlLL ZERO OUT
JACOB
KODES =0
INTEGRATE PARTICULAR AND HOHOGENEOS SOLUTIONS OVER
ALL THE SUBARCS.
CALL OVERLAY(6HH75022,4, 2, 6HRECALL)
DETERMINE THE VALUES OF THE OS THAT CAUSE THE
TARGET CONDITION MISSES TO BE ZERO.
CALL OVERLAY(6HH750Z3.4. 3. 6HRECALL)
STORE ERRfiR METRIC FROM LAST ITERATION
RHOP = RHOC
COMPUTE ERROR METRIC FOR THIS ITERATION















































































75. 1 FORNAT( 1HO. 13HERROR BETRIC=. EH.7)
76. C ARE WE CONVERGED .
77. IFCRHOC - EPSLON) 108. 108/ 109





79. 108 KONVER = .TRUE.' ,
SO. GO TO 112 • -• • '





82. 109 IF(RHOC -LT. RHOP) GO TO 110
83. C YES. INCREMENT DIVERGENCE FLAG •
81. IDIVER = IPIVER « 1 ' . '
85. C HAVE WE ACCUMULATED'3 DIVERGENCES
8*. IFCID1VER .EQ. 3) CALL ERRORCGROPEI. -5, 0)
87. 60 TO 111








89. no IDIVER = naxoio, IOIVER - i) GROPE '4
90. Ill CONTINUE . ' ' .. GROPE
91. C 'RUN OUT OF ITERATIONS. SHALL WE CALL IT CONVERGED GROPE
92. C . ' ANYWAY •' ''.. GROPE
93. IF(IOIVER .EQ. 0) GO TO 1111 . GROPE
91. C NO. LET STEEP. DESC. GENERATE A BETTER STARTING GROPE
95. C SOLUTION IF IT WANTS TO. GROPE




1111 KONVER = .TRUE.
CONVERGED. SAVE CONVERGED SOLUTION AND PRINT IT















































A f o r t y mord a r r a y conta in ing the vec to r of c ' s .
I .e. the mu l t i p l i e r s for the homogeneous
solut ions.
Number of the l o g i c a l unit con ta in i ng the quas i t ime
h is to r i es of the pa r t i cu la r and homogeneous
Number of 'the l o g i c a l unit onfo mhich fhe quas i t ime
so lu t i ons f rom the current QL i terat ion are.
erltten.
OL I terat ion number.
Not used.
Logical f l ag that indicate) to the QL module that
the OL i teret ion Is converged.
Not used.
The number of homogeneous solut ions cur ren t l y be.ing
Integrated.
cos ta te v a r i a b l e s over al l the subarcs;
Sam* ma HU.
Not used
The magnitude of the error In the current OL
i terat ion.
The magnitude of the error in the preced ing QL
Iteration.
An 820 mord a r rey contain ing the par t i cu la r and
homogeneous s o l u t i o n s being integrated. The f irst
18 mords c o m p r i s e the part icular solut ion. Each
b l o c k of 16 mords thereaf ter ' c o m p r i s e s an
Independent homogeneous solution.
STORAGE SUBROUT1N
BLOCK LOG SUBR COO








/6LOBAL/C 8) CHECK N
GROPE I
/CNTRL /( 3> GROPE 0
NOHN*L 1
/CNTRL /( D'GSDPE 0
SALVE I
/CNTRL /( 2) ETINE N
GROPE fl
OUTPUT I
/GL08AL/( 10) CHECK H
GROPE I
/CNTRL /( 56) GROPE 0
NLDRV fl
WRAP UP 0








/CNTRL V( 21 ) CHECK 0
GROPE 0






/BLOCK /( 811 ) CHECK i






/CNTRL /( 23) CHECK 0
GROPE I
INARC I
/PC /( 1 > GROPE 0
/CNTRL /I >7> CHECK 0
GROPE N
./CNTRL /( 18) CHECK 0
GROPE fl
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DESCRIPT ION
Nouli tilt araa (FT 2 )
Vacuua iptcltlc lapulta (SEC)
!*t.,r.tla. l.t.r.al (SEC)
Atajotphtra ept lon f lag
Cont ro l aoa~a aptlaa flaf
Airodynialc •aa'tl aptlaa fla|
Halt (PSF)
fl«iti,u» htittng rait lat^gt l i ty ce»»traliit
Pi tch r.tt (DEC/SEC)
Milieu* •«gU «f •tttcK (OE6)








Curvt nuabir -thrmt itklt
Curv t nuabtr - icg ttblt

















































































































































OHULT =0 OR 1
REHAI R
FRATE
D E S C R I P T I O N















( F T )
(FT)
body • stat ion
body x stat ion
tr io su r f ace body i station
•oltlpller
for heat ing c a l c u l a t i o n
(LB/FT»»3>
rayno lds nuabar Inequal i ty constraint
S T O R A G E
BLOCK
/ARCDAT/ (






/ A R C D A T / t








































































































E A V R
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v e c t o r of app 1 1
2 . H - 2 i n V o l . 1
Otter { pt 1 on not
Deter 1 pt 1 on not
to the OL s ta te
Deter I pt I on net
D e s c r i p t i o n not
Otter 1 pt 1 on not
Otter 1 pt 1 on not
Otter 1 pt 1 on not
Deter 1 pt 1 on not
D e s c r i p t i o n not
Otter let lt>n' not
Otter f pt 1 on not
Otter 1 pt 1 en not
Otter 1 pt Ion not
Deter 1 pt I o n not
Deter 1 pt 1 on not
Deter 1 pt i on not
Otter 1 pt 1 on not
Descr 1 pt 1 on not
Otter 1 pt 1 on not
Otter 1 pt i on not
Deter I pt Ion not
Desc r i p t i on not
D e s c r i p t i o n net
Deter 1 pt \ on net
Descr 1 pt 1 on not
The f i r s t en t ry
It opti.al.
D E S C R I P T I O N
ned by Equet ion
of thl i docuaent .
Inpat
Inpat
























in • 1i8 altrli thtt conta ins , chin »
i
Sa/Sy = ae/ayl0 = C0(littllt
tihenvitnonoptival,
fie/Sy = do/dy
D e s c r l p t l o n n o t l n p u t
Descr i pt 1 on not
DCS cr I pt i on not
































































































































































































































E A V V
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Dttcr 1 pt Ion
Dt icr i pt i on
Dticriptlon
Dt scr 1 pt lo A
Otter iption
Oetcriptlon
Otter 1 pt 1 on
Dt tcr 1 pt 1 o A
Dt icr 1 pt 1 OA
Dttcr 1 pt I o A
Description





Otter i pt 1 on
Deter 1 pt Ion
Dt scr 1 pt 1 on
Otter 1 pt 1 on
Ott cr 1 pt i on
Descr I pt 1 on
Dttcr Iption
Otter Iption
Ot s cr i pt 1 on
Dt icr 1 pt i o A
i(Si/Sj )/3V
Description
Des cr i pt I on













































































































































































































































































































































































A V P O
Dotcr I pt i on
Do t cr 1 pt i on
Dt tc r lp t lon
Dt tcr i pt 1 on
Otter 1 pt 1 on
Otter Ipt lon
Otter Ipt lon
Otter 1 pt Ion
D t t c r l p t l o n
Dot cr I pt 1 on
Ot tcr t pt I en
Dttcr lp t lon
h
 d(tt/S,)/ai>
Dt tcr 1 pt 1 on
Otter Iptlon
Dt tcr I pt 1 on
Oner Iptlon
Dt tcr 1 pt 1 on
Dt tcr 1 pt I en
Dttcr lpt lon
Dt tc r lp t lon
Ott cr 1 pt 1 on
Otter Ipt lon
Otter Ipt lon
Dtt er t pt t on
Dt tc r l p t l on
0« tcr 1 pt 1 on
D t t c r l p t l o n
D t t c r l p t i o n
Dt tc r lp t lon
Ott cr 1 pt 1 en
Dt t cr i pt i on
Dttcr ipt lon
D t t c r l p t l o n
O t t e r l p t i o n
Dt tcr lp t lon
Ot te r ipt Ion
Tht f l r t t t i














































































































/ A X L E /I
/AXLE /I
/AXLE /I



































































































































































































































A V V Z
A G V Z
APVZ
Anvz
A V G Z
AKGZ
A V P Z
*
vvz
 3 < 5 a v / S V ) / 3 T
one I
A V R Z
AGRZ
APRZ
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Detc r l p t l on
De te r l p t l on
Detc r lp t l en







The f i r t t entry
3 (Se /Sy )/»(i
Oetcr 1 pt 1 on
De t cr i pt I on
De tcr i pt 1 on
Deter 1 pt i on
Deter ipt ion
Det cr 1 pt i on
Otter 1 pt t en
Deter Ipt lon
De t cr i pt 1 on
Oetcr 1 pt 1 en
Otter Iptlon
Otter 1 pt 1 eft
Deter 1 pt 1 on
Deter Ipt ion
Oe tc r i p t l on
Detc r ip t l on
Det cr i pt i on
Det er 1 pt i on
Deter Ipt ion
Otter Iptlon
Deter 1 pt i en
Oetcr Iptlon
Otter Ipt lon
Otter t p t t o n
Deter ip t lon
Deter Ip t lon
Det er 1 pt 1 on
O e t c r i p t l o n






























The f i r t t ent ry
S(6 i /6 j )/ar
Descr 1 pt 1 on
Det cr Ipt Ion
Detcrlpt ion





















































































/ A X L E /<





















































































































































































F O K I R A M RAIN
SYflSOL SYMBOL
AHflZ

























A V V L V
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Oner Iptlon
D e s c r i p t i o n
Do scr 1 pt Ion
Desc r i p t i on
Otscr lp t lon
Dtscr I pt 1 on
Dt scr 1 pt 1 on
Descr ip t i on
Dtscr 1 pt 1 on
Descr ip t i on
Dtscr 1 pt 1 on
Dtscr I pt I on
Dtscr 1 pt ion
OtBer 1 pt 1 on
Otscr I pt 1 on
Otscr lp t lon
Otscrlpt lon
D tsc r l p t l on
Otscr 1 pt 1 on
Of scr 1 pt 1 on
at/aX, and <
Do scr 1 pt 1 on
Descr ip t ion
Dts cr 1 pt 1 on
Dtscr 1 pt I on
Dtscr 1 pt 1 on
a((i/s»>/ax
Desc r ip t i on
Otsc r lp t l on
Dtscr I pt 1 on
Do scr I pt I on
Dtsc r lp t l on
D e s c r i p t i o n
Dtscr 1 pt 1 on
Otsc r 1 pt 1 on
D e s c r i p t i o n
D t s c r l p t l o n
Otscr Ipt lon
Otsc r lp t l on
Dtscr 1 pt 1 on
O t s c r l p t l o n


















































































































/ A X L E /(
/AXLE /(





















































































































































































































































* Tht f i r s t en t r y
» 3( Si/8y )/3X,
Descr i pt i on
Otscr ip t ion
Otscr Ipt lon
Desc r ip t i on
Desc r i p t i on
Desc r i p t i on
Otscr i pt i on
Descr ip t ion
Oescr Iptlon
D e s c r i p t i o n
Otter iptitn
Desc r ip t i on
Dtscr ip t ion
Dtscr ip t ion
Ooscr f pt ion
Dtscr 1 pt 1 on
T h* f 1 r • + ••\ int T i r t T t «
** ais./Sy i/dx^
Desc r i p t i on
Dtscription
Dtscr Iption
Otscr Ip t lon
Otsc r Ip t lon
Dtscr i pt 1 on
Dtsc r i p t i on
Descr ip t ion
Deter Ipt lon
Deter i p t i on
D e s c r i p t i o n
































D E S C R I P T I O N
Input
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D E S C R I P T I O N
of « bl » it* i itt t*b l« .
• bl.irlite tlbll.
Lilt f i l e In the gr id In ihich 1 nttr po 1 it I on o c c u r r e d .
Tot i l nuaber of fllti In grid.
of i bi >ir ittt ttblt.
The lirgtlt >llul of tht i tcond Indtptndtnt i t r ieb le
of t bi«tr!itt tab le .
List ronk In tht grid In tihlch 1 nttrpo 1 it 1 on o c c u r r e d .
L o g i c o l unit nuibtr on ck lch b i cub i c sp l i ne
c o t f f l c l t n t t irt i tortd for thlt ttblt.
Gr id rtct inglt uiocllttd tilth ID ind IF.
A 32 »on) irrijr contl lning the s p l i n e c o t f f i c i t n t t for
tht t»o bi»iriitt funct ions it r tct tngl t IRECT.
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
Descript ion not Input
Descr ip t ion not Input
Ol icr lpt lon not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
Dt tc r lp t i on not Input
Descr ip t ion not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
Ot tcr lp t lon not Input
Dt lcr ip t ion not Input
Dt icr lpt lon not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
Descr ip t ion not Input
Desc r i p t i on not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input.
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
Descr ip t ion not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
A 160 eiord irriy con ta i n i ng log lc t l r t c o r d InEC.
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*LF» » 31 «ort f .rr.y con t iUUj tkt «lk 10, i|,...,in / 6 I C U B E / < 201) BL1NE I »LF»
BACH » 31 co rd i r r » » c o n t » U I « g tho «««h »0, I), • . - , » „ /BICU8E/( 235) BLINE I ««CH
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B
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V A L T C
D E S C R I P T I O N
• er t obi OS .
A 10i20 a r ray conta in ing the target cond i t i on codes
•rt the s t a t e ta rge t cond i t ion cedes that apply at the
and of the c o r r e s p o n d i n g tuaarc.
subarc ' s tar t l ng points, the roots, to BL cos ta te
• or 1 ables.
each coluain of the irraj IICT.
A 10x20 a r ray con ta in ing the QL cos ta te ana log to the
array IICT. The columns correspond to suborc end
Equation 16.6-31 of Volute I of the PADS document that
An ar rey c o n t a i n i n g a running to to l of the nuoiber of
s ta r t of each subarc.
A 10»20 a r r a y conta in ing the des i r ed >a lues of all the
f i > e d (knoin) QL s ta te v a r i a b l e s . The columns
c o r r e s p o n d to the subarc s ta r t ing points, the rovs, to
01 state v a r i a b l e s .
A 10i20 a r r a y c o n t a i n i n g the des i r ed v a l u e s of the
s ta te target cond i t i ons •base codes appear in the
ar ray IICT.
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE
BLOCK LOG SUBR COOE

























































y RAP UP i
/BLOCK /( 862) BCOND H
SALVE I












































































n p " C f * D T B T T rtf t l S T Q R f t S E SUBRQUT 1 N£_ USAGEU E b C R I P T I UN gLoV Lie iua«vc6ol v»r
DocriptloH not inp»t /BLOCK /( 1262) BCOND 0 IP»Y
ENOPT I 1P«V
IMIBPT 1 IP«Y
10 MOV 72 6.01-17
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The largest number of quantities requiring numerical /CNTRL /( 1) CHECK 0 NU
integration per QL Iteration.
QL Iteration number. /CNTRL /( 2) ETIME M ITER
GROPE H ITER
OUTPUT I ITER
Nu bar of the loglcol unit containing the quosltime /CNTRL /( 3) GROPE 0 ITAPA
hi tories of the p a r t i c u l a r and homogeneous solutions NOMNAL 1 ITAPA
fr m the preceding OL iteration.
Nu ber of the l o g i c a l unit onto mhich the quesitime /CNTRL /( 1) GROPE 0 ITAPB
hi tories of the particular and homogeneous solutions SALVE I ITAPft
fr m the current QL Iteration ere mrftten.
Not used. /CNTRL /( 5)
Not used. /CNTRL /( e)
Not used. /CNTRL /( T) CHECK 0 LINES
The subarc point number. KPT = 1 on the first point /CNTRL /( 8) BCOND 0 KPT
of subarc, and KPT = NPTS on the last point of the BNDRV 0 KPT





The number of homogeneous solutions currently being /CNTRL /( 9) GROPE 0 MOM





The total number of homogeneous solutions eventually /CNTRL /( 10) CHECK M KARD
to be integrated.
An arraj of four moral that Indicate to Mini-non I ton /CNTRL /< 11) 6 CO NO M 1*10*
integration In chat ordor the derivatives of the MADAMS M INDI
p a r t i c u l a r and homogeneous solutions are stored. SALVE 0 INDI
A l o g i c a l f l a g that indicates to the Runge-Kutta /CNTRL /( 1$) INTERP 0 NEUNOH
integration mhether or not the system Jacob)on needs LINDRV M NEUNOM
to be reevalueted. RKUTT1 0 NEUNOM
SALVE 0 NEUNOfl
URAPUP 0 NEUNON
Not used. /CNTRL /( It)
The magnitude of the error I* the current QL /CNTRL /( IT) CHECK 0 RHOC
Iteretlon. GROPE M RHOC
The magnitude of the error In the preceding QL /CNTRL /( IB) CHECK 0 RHOP
iteration. GROPE M RHOP







Net used. /CNTRL /( 20) CHECK 0 MINES
Not used. /CNTRL /( 21) CHECK 0 KPAGE
GROPE 0 KPASE
Number of OL state and costate eoriobits.<18) /CNTRL /( 22) CHECK M NNP
INTERP I NNP
Same as NU. /CNTRL /( 23)"CHECK 0 NUP
GROPE I NUP
INARC t NUP
10 NOV 72 G.01-17
















cil f l ag that indicates to the OL •odule that the



















































































































































































































TKt quttlt lvo varloblt.
quacl t lso In tho subore.
Not unrf.
Not ut«o.
tho • uUlpl i t r t for tho hoaogonooui toliitlont.
A forty oiord o r roy not vto4.
RolotUo oo loc l t y . (FT /SEC)
A tctnty •oro' irroy con to ln lng tho itotr tut co t to to
•octor t .
Ro lo t lx f l ight p«th inglo. (RAD)




/D /( 2 )
in it *\IV 1 I * 1
/D /( 7)
/D / 1 8 )
10 /( 9)
/o n 10)















































































































































































































Rtl»t l»i x l o c l t y coititt
Rtlit lx f l ight pith ingU coital*
R t l i t t v t ixlauth inglt ceitoto




Subirc durat ion cottitt
Hi it 1 ng coit iti
Not uiad. '
S T O R A G E
BLOCK LOG
(FT ) /O /I 91)
( R A O ) /O / ( 95)
< R A O ) /O / ( 96)
< 6 ' S ) /O / ( 9T)
(SEC) JO /{ 98)


























































































































































A forty >ord array not uttd.
A tvtnty »ord array containing tht valuts frd* tftt
I n i t i a l arc of tht itnto an* coitata at tht Initial
point of tht trojtctory.
A tutnty mart array containing tht >tlut> fro* tht
i n i t i a l arc of tht lucctsslvt subarcs' durations
A twenty >ord array containing tht nuabtr of point! in
tach stibarc.
A tvtnty «ord array containing tht quttltiat conputt
























































nr r rn T PT T rifil S T O « « G E SUBROUTINE USAGEU t bLn 1 r 1 1 DIM Bibtn LOG 5dB» £066 v»R
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F O R T R A N HATH
SVRBOL SYMBOL
COSA













PARR 3^P / dR^
•
RORR
 32p t /3R2
CSRR



















S t t t r t na »tctor f l t a
KOOE = 0: Frtl fill, • = * = 0;
KOOE = 1: Both a md * optl«ll i
KODE = 2: « opti«.l ind # - 0,
KODE = 3: • nonoptl i t l ind * optlnol;
KOOE = 1: V t r t l c t l rl»t or p l tckot t r )
KOOE = 5: • nonoptloi l •nd » = 0.
Hock nuikor





(OEG-R) /DVNA /( 13)
(LBS/FT*) '•>»"• '« »«>
(SL6S/FT3> ">»»• '« »»
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N S T O R A G EBLOCK
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F O R T R A N
SVHBOL
SATM
















































































































































































LIPTRA a2i /aDatt $•• §!•*•!
DRAG 0 AtrodyiiiBic *r«j
DRAGV 3D/aV S«« •)•*•!
DRAGR ao/an s«« «»•»•'
DRAGA 3D /do s*« »>•»•!
DRAGVV
 a2n/av^ ^** *>*^*'
DRAGVR
 a2[)/avaR *•• •»•»•!
ORAGVA
 a20/avao Stt .,.k.l
DRAGRR a20/3B2 S>* •'•*•'
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SU8B CODE VAR
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F O R T R A N
SYBBOL
WATH







Ang le of ttttck
/OYNA
/DYNA
( R A D ) /OYN«
PHI t Bind (iiglt
LIFT









 a2L/3.a<, St. .y.b.l
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FORTRAN HATH n P ^ P R T P T T n MSYHBOL SYMBOL UCDUnl r 1 1UI*
BBI1
 dD./dR Stt tfikolk





 "tilt Ttitl noil It tilt irti
TAX Not •••<.
M u ft 1 gkt
SINPHI
 S | B # Stt t,.k«l
COSPHI c o » * Sit ly«bol
SINPSI sin* Stl ly.bol
COSPSI cosV- Sit .y.bol
S T O R A G E SUBROUTIilE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAH





































































































































D E S C R I P T I O N
Sit lyibel
Stt tyabol




























































X J V V























Lift c t t f f lc l tn t it • = 0





















































































































































T S T A R T
n C ' " P O T P T T n M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINEUtoLn l r l lUW BLOCK \oc
Stt Sfubtl /DYNA /(
Sit syibtl /OYNA /(
Stl S|*>k*l /DYNA /(
latent cot f f lc l tut /OVNA /(
Ho.i.t coifficiti lt si*** ( H A D ' 1 ) /OV"» "
Sll sytkll /DYNA /(
Sit Sflktl /DYNA /(
Stt »!>k*l /DYNA H
Sit stnk*l /OYNA /<
Relent coef f ic ien t it • = 0. /DVa)A /(
Stt synfcil /DVM /(
Si* sjnbll /DYNA /(
S*t sye>lll /OYNA /(
Stt ljuhll /OYNA /(
Sll SfBkll /OYNA /(
Stt SfKk*! /OYNA /<
Stt S|Kk*l /OYNA /(
Sit sj»ktl /DYNA /(
Sll syak*! . /DYNA /(
Sit lytael • /DYNA /(
Pl»r*4 flat. . /DYNA /(
IPOM = 0: No thrust and •* basi 4r*)
IPOM x 1: Thrust, but He btst •>•)
IPOU = 2: Thrust ••*• bast *>ig
Quasl t l * * at ikich prtsmt svbarc c*n»tiiced. /OYNA /(
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VYWO!" J?«OL D E S C R I P T I O N
6H 39/3H St. tfibol
6R
" 326/3R2 S" •»'*•'
LIFT**
 a2L/3o2 S.t sy.bol
COOKK ,2C /a«.2 St. syibol
DQ
CLAHM a^r /apt2 St. syvbtl
L»
ct-on ac /3B s.. >,«toi
"-0
CLOW aZC^/3112 *« M-b.l
OYN119 Not y«4.
COO»E c O S ( o - l ) St. sy.btlE
SI DAE
 s i n (« -» r ) St. >r>bolE
COO cost , S.. tyobolE
SIO slnl S« syabol
E
OELTAE t Enql.e d e f l e c t i o n
E
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE



































































































































T R A J I N 0 OELTAE
UT I OELTAE
CDE Vilue for engine deflection In cue conttint engine
d e f l e c t i o n constraint Is used (RAOS)
/OVNA /( 156) DL1 1 CDE
10 NOV n





























D E S C R I P T I O N
Cinttr of gri.lt, body • stitlon (FT )
Cintor of gri.it, body i stotio* ( F T )
Contro l blind fitter
Va lue for angle of a t t ack in case constant angle of
&••• drag (LBS)
Untr fvacd aerodynamic II f t ' (LBS)




I S o f t h e a a i i H u a i r a t e d l j p ( S E C S )
11 of the •••.BUB rocke t vacuu* tnrust (LBS)
Thrus t opt ion f l o g .
jl = 1: Constint thrust;
Jl = 2: Input <lcuu> thruit;
Jl - 1: A i r -br t i thor engine.
Eng ine d t f l i c t i on op t ion flog.
J2 = 1: Constint engine deflection;
J2 = 2: Ho«ent bllmcing.























1 fcfi 1I OU J
161)





















































AD p | UNHL 1 H
STATEF
TRAJIN














































































































































J3 Angla of a t t a c k op t ion f lag. /OVNA /(
J3 = 1: O p t i c a l angla af attack;
J3 = 2: Constant angla of attack;
J3 = 3: Untrl.atd lift Malt;
J3 = t: V t r t i c a l r l ta or pl tckovar;
J3 = 5: Unpo»arad total acca la ra t lon lla)lt;
J3 = 6: G r a v i t y turn;
J3 = 7: D y n a m i c p ressure constraint;
J3 = 8: Haat lng rate constraint:
J3 = 9: R e y n o l d s nyaibar constraint.
tnCGA aM /a0 Saa symbol /OYNA /(CG
FVACF Not und. /OVNA /(
ULFTAA
 azL /9a2 See sy.bol /OYNA /(
1SPF
 dI-_/dT Saa synbel /OVNA /(SP
ISPFF
 32j /3Tz Saa syabol /OYNA /(
I LOAD Log i ca l f l a g that Is trua If thara Is any a e r o d y n a m i c /DYNA /(
load on tha >ah lc la .
FKH 3k /ad Saa syibol /DYNA /(
FKNfl 82k/an2 S" '"bol /DYNA /(
SWITCH L o g i c a l f l a g that Is trua If this Is tht compute point /OYNA /(
at phich tht pova rad a c c a l a r a t l o n constra int
^\ INBF Stata o a r l a b l a Inaqual l ty const ra in t f lag. /DYNA /(
INQF = 0: No SVIC In a f fac t ;
INQF = 7: Dynailc prassvra 1C la .ffact;
INQF = 8: Haat lng rata SVIC In a f fac t ;
INOF = 9: R a y n o l d s nu*bar SVIC I* affact.
CL C. L i f t c o a f f l c l a n t . , /OYNA /(















Drag ca t f f l c l an t
Ong c o e f f i c i e n t s lop*
Saa syibol

























































































































10 NOV 72 G.01-17
E c l f l c full c o n s u m p t i o n o f a l rb r t t tber






























OYN217 ,3 / JR3
IOAH
T A I R B
T A I R B V
TAIRBH
T A R B V V
TARBHH



























O p t i o n a l a t m o s p h e r i c c a l c u l a t i o n s f lag.
IDAH = -1: Co. put. 33p,/8R3;
1DAH = 0: No op t iona l c a 1 c u 1 at 1 OKI ;
ID An = 1: Co.pute 33»./SR3, ut, »»,/»*, etc.
A i r - b r e a t h e r engine thrust ( LBS )
Par t ia l of TAIRB »rt V
Pa r t i a l of TAIRB urt h (a l t l tud t )
Second par t ia l of TAIRB «rt V
Second partial of TAIRB >rt h
S e c o n d pa r t i a l of TAIRB irt V and b
P a r t i a l of SFC «rt V
Par t ia l of SFC «rt k
S e c o n d p a r t i a l of SFC irt V








































































































































































































SYMBOL DESCRIPTION STPHASEBLOCK nnr SUBROUTINE U5A6ESUBR CODE »AR
SFCHM
SFCVH
Stcond p.rtlil of SFC .rt k
SteoHd p.rtl.l of SFC »rt » t»i k
/OVNA /( 229) APPLY I SFCHH
/OVNA /( 230) APPLY I SFC»H
















SVWOL D E S C R I P T I O N
Sign of tha oar labla SIG In th« 65th «ord of con. on
block /GOBAL/.
SGN = *: payof f to ba ..ilnlnd,
SGN - -: ptyoff to bi nlnl.lnd.
va lues of th« part ial d e r i v a t i v e s mri the state of
those target condit ions computed in subrout ine PDBCQL.
A 10 eiord array that con ta ins the target cond i t i on
1
 17.1-1 of Vo l .1 of this docuneot.
point.
I dV- j / aC j ) ,(Cter dcf inad by Equat ion 17.1-9 of Vo l . 1 of this
docuaant.
Ar ft I I'l *" " aiord array that con ta ins the sacond tar* an tha
ucl"|v ' ' right hand s 1 da of Equat ion IT. 1-11 of V o l . 1 of this
docuaxut.
To ta l nuebor of tirgot cond i t ions to s a t i s f y In tha
prob laa.
































































































































p o I n t .






SYMBOL D E S C R I P T I O N 5 T O B » 6 EB L O C K L O C S U B0DTI HE USA6EH C O D E * * *
An 820i1 irrij u»d to ttort tkl «tctor»
kl> kZ' *3' ""' "l 4 t f l« t4 b> E^uiiiom
IT.t-7 thru -10 of Vo l .1 of tklt document.
/F /( 1 ) MADAM I F
SALVE I F
10 NOV 72 6.01-17
BL0CK
GL0BAL





















Pip rpp T p-T T ONUhbunlr 1 1 (JIM
(FT/SEC Z )
Earth nil at. (FT )
Earth rotat ion rate (RAO/SEC)
Rt fa r tnca latitude. (OEG)
Reference longitude. . (OEG)
LUN = 1: Steepest descent end adjoint
LUR - 2: Steepest descent end dLj
LUM = 3: BL only.
Fetel error f lag.
Nucber of subarcs In the probleai.
Nunbtr of tht last subarc on the ste« of a branch
probJeB. If the problem fs not a branch probleat, then
NBRAN = 0.
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r-





















D E S C R I P T I O N
cond i t i ons s p e c i f i e d at the end of each subarc.
Initial cond i t i ons s p e c i f i e d at the beginning of each
subarc.
Payoff sign.
S1G > 0: Payo f f to be •ailBiied.
and the aass of the earth. (FT3 /SEC2 )
inert ia) Eular angles.
coord ina tes .
A 20 »ord ar ray that contains the code nuaber of the
appl ies.
An Internal f l a g that has the saee s ign i f i cance as
ITPSO.
Log ica l unit on anlch ia l t la l and converged arcs arc
stared. INARK = 11.





































































































































10 NOV 12 G.01-11
BL0CK
JAC0
F O R T R A N nATH
SvnBOL SvnBOL
JAKE An 18il8 trr «»
D E S C R I P T I O N
d t f i n td by Equt t ion 17.5-5 In Vo 1 . 1 of





c o l u m n is the t o t a l p a r t i a l d t r iv t t lv t of tfct












































Dtt cr i pt 1 on
Dtt cr 1 pt i on
Otter ipt ion
Dt ter i pt 1 on
Dttcr 1 pt I on
Otter i pt 1 on
Otter i pt 1 on
Dtt cr i pt i on
Dt ter i pt i on
Dtter lp t ion
Dtt cr i pt 1 on
Otter 1 pt i on
Ot t cr I pt 1 o n
Dt ter i pt 1 on
Otter i pt 1 on
Ot ter Iptlon
Otter i pt 1 on
Dttcr i pt i on
Dttcr i pt i on
Dtt cr 1 pt i on
Dtt cr I pt 1 on
Otter 1 pt 1 on
Dt t cr 1 pt i on
Dtt cr i pt 1 on
Dtter lpt ion
Dtt cr i pt i on
Ott cr 1 pt ion
Dttcr 1 pt 1 on
Dtt cr 1 pt i on
Dtt cr 1 pt 1 on
Det cr i pt 1 on
Otter Ip t lon
Dtt cr t pt 1 on
Dttcr Ipt lon
Ott cr I pt 1 on
Ott cr 1 pt i on
Otter Ipt ion
Ot t cr i pt 1 on
Dt te r l p t i on
Otter 1 pt 1 on
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Oesc r I p t i on
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
Descr i pt 1 on
Descr Ip t lon
D e s c r i p t i o n
Oesc r 1 pt 1 on
Oescr 1 pt 1 on
Oescr 1 pt 1 on
Oesc r I pt 1 on
Desc r i p t i on
Descr Ipt lon
Descr 1 pt 1 on
Descr 1 pt 1 on
D e s c r i p t i o n
Descr 1 pt I on
Oescr ipt lon
Descr 1 pt 1 on
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
Descr i pt 1 on
Descr 1 pt 1 on
Oescr 1 p 1 1 on
Descr 1 pt 1 on
Oescr Ipt lon
Descr I pt 1 on
Descr 1 pt i on
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
Descr 1 pt 1 on
D e s c r i p t i o n
DCS cr i pt 1 on
D e s c r i p t l o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
DCS cr 1 p 1 1 o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
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Otter Iptlon
Otscr 1 pt i on
Otter i pt i en
Dttcr Iptlon
Otter Ipt i on
Otscr Ipt 1 on
Otscr 1 pt ( en
Deter Iption




Deter i pt 1 on
Deter 1 pt 1 en
Ottcriptlon
Otter 1 pt 1 On
Otter 1 pt 1 on







Oescr 1 pt Ion
Description
Oescr i p 1 1 on
Deter i pt 1 on
Ott cr i pt 1 on
Dttcr 1 pt 1 on
Description
Otter Iptlon
Dot cr 1 pt i on
Description
Oet er Ipt 1 on
Ot t cr i pt 1 on
Dt seriptlon
Dt s cr 1 pt 1 on
Descr Iptlon
Otscr 1 pt 1 on
D e s c r i p t i o n
Description
Description
Oe-scr I p t i o n
Dtser 1 pt i on
Dtscr i pt 1 on
































































































































































































































































































































































F O R T R A N










Octc r lp t lon noi liipyt
Oe tc r l p t i en net lnp»t
Dt tc r ip t lon ooi Input
Di tcr lp t loR not lupgt
Dt tc r lp t ion not Input
/JACO» /( 286) NLDRV 0 LNDLH
/JACOft /( 287) NLDRV 0 LTDLH
/JACOB /( 316) NLDRV 0 LVOCH
/JACOB /( 3D) NLDRV 0 LRDLM
/JACOB /( 323) NtORV 0 LTDLH
10 NOV 72 6.01-17
3L0CK
.ASTAB
FORTRAN HATH n C C P D T D T i n M S T O R A G E SU9BOUT1HE U5A6SVHSOL SVIBOL Utoonir I 1UIM BLON — t8C ' suss CODE JAR
(-•STAB Dticrlptllfi not I op«l /LASTAB/( 1) TINFO I LASTAB
10 NOV 72 6.01-17
BL0CKMAP
FORTRAN »»TH n C C P D I D T T f l M S T O R A 6 E SU8BOUT1ME US«SE
SYMBOL svmoL utounir I iUl« BLOCK CffC SUBB CODE V»R
«n §rr»j {kit mtfi tkt initltl »rt »t«ti »«d cot t» t< /MP /( 1) CHECK 0 MP
Into tkt QL »tltt t«4 c«ttltt. IN»BC I «»P























Fi rs t entr y
Description
Oescr 1 pt 1 en
Descr Ipt io n
Descr Ipt I on
u ( | ) First entry






Oescr I pt Ion








D E S C R I P T I O N






























/MATS /C 1 )
/MATS /« 5 >
/MATS /< 6)



















































































































































































































 Koi Etpltclt portlol
p













































Otter Ipt 1 en











of K(3) ert X, nhen • It optluol.
of K<3> «rt X^ (kin . It OptUll.


































































































































































































































































1 K 1 tfT IIIAMI V 1 K
X X 3 V T
X K I V O
X K 2 V D
XK3VD
X K 1 V A
X K 2 V A
IK3VA
X K I E T
 K ( | l
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Otter Ipt lon
Otter Iptlon
Otter 1 pt 1 on
Otter Ipt lon
Otter 1 pt 1 on
Deter 1 pt Ion
Deter t pt 1 en
O e t c r l p t t e n
Del crlptlen
Otter Ipt lon




Deter Ip t lon
Deter Iptlon
Deter Ipt lon
Otter I pt 1 on
Dt tcr 1 pt t on









































In e 3>3 netrli eontolnlng »,,













































































































































































X K 3 V
XK3V
XK3V













































X K 3 V O
IK1VA
X K 2 V A
X X 2 V A
XK3VA
X K 3 V A
















































Dt ter 1 pt 1 on




Tht f irtt tntry
Dttcrlption not
Dt t er 1 pt 1 on
Otter 1 pt i on
Otter tptlon
Otter 1 ptl on
Dttcriptlen
Dttcrlption
Tht flrtt t t
Otter iptlon
Otter 1 pt 1 on















Otter 1 pt Ion
Dttcr 1 pt 1 on
Dtt cr 1 pt 1 on
Dttcr iption
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rORTRAN HATH
SYMBOL SYPIBOL
X K 1 V U r i iAR 1 V V K '
X K 2 V V
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Desc r ip t i on
Descr ip t ion
Descript ion
Descr ip t ion
Descr 1 pt 1 on
Deter 1 pt 1 on
Descr ip t ion
Descr ip t ion
Deter Ipt f on
Otter Ipt lon
Descr ip t ion
The f i rs t ei
Descr ipt ion
Descr ip t ion
Descr ip t ion





















Oet cr t pt Ion



























S T O R A G E
BLOCK












































































































































































X K 2 V V
X«3V»


























































































































































I th»t conttlnt th* totol flrtt ptrtiel
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F O R T R A N MATH
SYB80L SYMBOL
OfOL dm/9\
PROD2 3 < S p / S y ) / d y



























A 3i3 .atrl« tdat contain! 3>/iX,, 3./8X, anil d./BX^,
A 2i61 .atrli that contalfit tbt total flr.t part ial!
of tht .atrii DEPOEY «rt tkt OL statt.
A 3»f>«i «atrl» that contains tht total llrst partial,
of tht Batr lR OPDV vrt tnc QL ltitt>






































:< LOC SU8R CODE
/( 301 ) AL6CON I
APPLY I





/( 502) ALGCON I
APPLY I
/( 550) AL<I N




/< 552) AL1 H
/I 553) AL< M
/( 554) AL1 H
/< 555) AL4 M
/( 556) AL1 H
/I 557) AL4 H
/< 556) AL4 M
/I 559) Al«j H












/< 561) AL1 H
/( 562) Alt H
/« 563) AL1 N
/« 5*») AL« ft
/( 565) All N
/( 566) All M
/I 56T) Alt PI
/I 568) All M
/( 569) All M
/( 570) APPLY I
ARCIN 0
CONTRL 0































































































Orb l t a
























il va loc l t y
if inttr t lal





























dtrl vat i vt
d.rlvativ.
dtr 1 v at i vt
dtr 1 vat i vt
d t r l v a t i v t
dtr i vat 1 vt
d a r l v a t l v t
d t r l v a t i v t
dtr i vat 1 vt
dtrl vat i vt
dtr 1 vat i vt
dtr l v t t l v t
P a r t i a l d t r l v a t i v t










TION S T O R A G EBLOCK
( f T / S E C ) /ORBIT /(
boundary condlt ioni /ORBIT /I
( R A D ) /ORBIT /(
( R A D ) /ORBIT /(
( R A D ) /ORBIT /(
( F T ) /ORBIT / (
/ORBIT /(
( R A D ) /ORBIT. /(
( R A D ) /ORBIT /(
1
 ( R A D ) /ORBIT /(
( F T ) /ORBIT / (
(FT) /ORBIT /(
( F T ) /ORBIT /(
( R A D ) /ORBIT /(
T /ORBIT /(
(FT) /ORBIT /I
( R A D ) /ORBIT /(
/ORBIT /(
condit ion






































cond i t ion
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DESCRIPTION
Par t ia l
Par t ia l
P a r t i a l
Parti at
Par t ia l
Par t ia l
Par t ia l
Part i al
Par t ia l
Part i a 1
Par t ia l
Pa r t i a l
P a r t i a l
Par t ia l
Par t i a l
P a r t i a l
Par t ia l
Part ia l
Par t ia l
P a r t i a l
Pa r t i a l
Part ia l
Par t i a l
Pa r t i a l
Par t i a l
Part ia l
Par t ia l
Par t ia l
Par t ia l
Par t i a l
Par t ia l
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
Pa r t i a l
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
de r i va t i ve
darl va t l ve
d e r i v a t i v t
dar 1 v at 1 ve
der i va t i ve
de r i va t i ve
der iva t i ve
der i va t i ve
de r i va t i ve
d e r i v a t i v e
de r i va t i ve
de r i va t i ve
der 1 vat 1 va
der 1 vat i ve
d e r i v a t i v e
dor i vat 1 ve
d e r i v a t i v e
der i vat i vi
dtriva't l ve
dtr I vat 1 vt
d e r i v a t i v e
d e r i v a t i v e
dtrl vat t ve
dirivatl «•
d t r lva t i ve
d e r i v a t i v e
da r i va t l v t
de r i va t i ve
der i va t l va
d e r i v a t i v e
d e r i v a t i v e
d e r i v a t i v e
der I vat i ve
der i >atl ve
dtr i vat 1 vt
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P.rllll
Part 1 a 1
Par t ia l
Par t ia l
Par t ia l
Par t ia l
Par t ia l
Part ia l
Par t ia l




Par t ia l
Par t i a 1
Par t ia l
Par t ia l
Par t ia l
Par t ia l
Part ia l
Par t ia l
Par t ia l
Part ial
Parti. l
Pa r t i a l
Par t i a l
P a r t i a l
Par t ia l
Part ia l
Pa r t i a l
Pa r t i a l
P a r t i a l
Pa r t i a l
Par t i * )
Par t i a l
dar l va t i vo
der 1 vat I «t
der i va t i ve
der iva t ive
der ivat ive
d e r i v a t i v e
de r i va t i ve
dar 1 vat 1 ve
dar 1 vat 1 va
dar 1 vat 1 va
dor 1 vat I ve
dar I vat I va
dar 1 vat 1 ve
der iva t ive
der 1 vat 1 *t
d«r i vat 1 «c
dtr i vat 1 «c
dtr I va t ) vt
der i va t i ve
de r i va t i ve
dtr I vat 1 ve
dtr 1 vat 1 ve
dtr I vat I va
der i va t i ve
d t r i v a t l v e
der i vat 1 vt
der i vat I ve
dtr I vat 1 ve
der ivat ive
d e r i v a t i v e
d e r i v a t i v e
d e r i v a t i v e
der 1 vat 1 ve
der j vat I ve


































































































condi t i on












































































































































































































































«ln( />-p r )






si n( ^  )
c o s( ir" )
*ln( », )
e o s ( »j )
sin(*,)
c o s < * . )
S.T
c o s ( 1 )
$ln( f )
s i n( u )
c o s ( < )
c os( ti-nr )
s ln ( M-Hr >
4\
DESCRIP
Part ia l d e r i v a t i v e of boundary
Par t ia l d e r i v a t i v e of boun ary
Par t ia l de r i va t i ve of boun ary
Part ia l d e r i v a t i v e of boundary
Part ia l de r i va t i ve of boundary
Par t ia l der iva t i ve of boundary
Refe rence longltuu*









rnitrfl i 1 ttmco it 8 1 \ i on
condit ion
condit ion
r A undl 1 t I MBCO no i \ i am
condition
Sine of Inertlal flignt pntk angle
Cos ine of Inertlel flignt patn
Sin of inertia! ailaiutn
Codne of Inertlel ailaiutn
Tota l range







Desc r i p t i on not Input
angle





/nRRI Tt UHDI 1
/ORBIT
StlRRl T/ UfO 1 *
/nofti T/ UHDl 1
/ORBIT
/ORBIT
i n&ftiT/ unoi i
/ORBIT




( F T ) /ORBIT











































































































































































































«oY D E S C R I P T I O N
Not UI«I
Tot i l nu*btr of BL >1>tt >nd ee»titt ••rlibli>. M -
18.
Nat ns<4
•.ri.blt » IDP = 8.
Not •»<<
»>t «t*«
k.mlli. MXBC - 10












































MAP UP I »AUI








SVB60L SYMOL DESCRIPTION STO««6E SUBROUTINE U5»6EBLOCK LOC SUBR CODE 7i»
Oocrlpilon not /PRINT /( 1) OUTPUT H
OLTOSZ I
10 MOV 72 G.Ol-lf
BL0CK
S
FORTRAN BATH n C C P D T D T T C I M STOBttSE SU9ROUT1ME U5>6E
UC.oUn.lr I 1UIV BLOCK C5? sues cooe »•«SVHBOL
«" 820 card «rn. «it4 te ftirt tkt pirtltolir nd /$ /< I) NOMAL H S
hocogtntout »elutlo«». RkUTTl N S












































T V A C B
NNB
10 NOV 72 6.01-17
Descr ipt ion net lop.t /SIZINGM ») BLTOSZ 0 BP
Descr ip t ion not Input /S1ZINS/I 201 QLTOSZ 0 PZ
A synthes is array (ZOI containing counters and >liU9 /SIZIN6/( 26) OLTOSZ 0 SU
options
A syn thes is ar ray (28) contolning staging parameters /SIZING/I 16) ENVPRO N S«
• nd .i.c f i og> OLTOSZ H sv
A ijnthtllt dit> irrty (37,5) tktt contoint tkt /SIZING/I 71) ENKPRQ N SO
< l , b>ck 4>ta .nd >o.« injtction quintltio QLTOSZ N SO
A r r a y of lyntholt Ittritlon prop«l>lon pirontttri /SIZl«G/( 254)
S»»cd ««lui of .nl.u* dynoalc prott.rt. /SIZING/( 261) EUVPflO M BLIB
Booitor burnout (tight < ! •> /SIZING/I 272)
Prolout Ittntlon .aluo of feooitor l i f toff •clgnt /SIZI«S/( 273)
( Ib)
Stn»ltl»lty of boottor ttoai •c.lant to prapallont /SIZING/I 271)
•ilgkt (Ib/lb)
SeniltUlty of orblttr stage calgbt to proptllont /SIZI«G/( 27$)
• tight ( Ib/lb)
Booit.r l i f t o f f might si t ing tolaronco (Ib) /SIZING/! 276)
Booster prope l lent .tight ( Ib) /SIZING/* 277)
Second stOge thr ust-to->el ght ratio /SI-ZING/C 278)
Value of constant ft I g«t In booster stage Might /SIZINS/< 279)
equation
Value of linear tern coeff ic ient In booster stage /SIZING/I 280)
•eight equation
Value of 1/3-pomer terei coef f ic ient In booster stege /SIZING/1 281)
•eight equetlon
Value of 2/3-poner terei coef f ic ient In booster stegt /SIZING/I 282)
•eight equation
Si t ing opt ion f l ag 1. Filed ilo, niilniie ipl 2. /SIZING/I 283)
Filed ipl, n ln lv lzt nlo 3. Find arbiter, nlnlnlie
•lo 1. Fiied booster, mtnlmlit >le 5. Filed
(t/.)I.O. R»il.lie ipl 6. Flied (t /«)I.O. Otttrnlne
T r a f f i c control f l a g 0. Si t ing loop not con»erged I. /SIZING/1 281)
Si t i ng loop converged 2. Error in si t ing loop neit
cose
Liftoff thrust-to->e!ght ratio /SIZING/( 285)
Sane as b«l eicept far erblter /SIZING/C 286) .
Sa>e es bt2 eicept for orbiter /SIZING/1 287)
Sane as bt3 eicept for orbiter , /SIZING/1 288)
Sa« as bkl eicept far erblter /SlZIN6/( 289)
Si t i n g data print flag I. Print header 2. Print /SIZIN6/( 290)
Identifier 3. Print data
Siting Iteration counter /SIZING/I 291)
Haiinun nunber of Iterations /SIZING/I 292)
Booster engine eilt area (ft**2> /SIZING/I 293)
Orbit.r VSCUUB thrust (Ib) /SIZING/I 291)
Nuiber of orbiter engines /SIZING/( 29S)
Orbiter burnout (eight (Ib) /SIZING/< 296) OLTOSZ 0 MFO
Total Ideal t e l o c i t y required to orbit (fps) /SIZING/( 297) OLTOSZ 0 1DVEL
Orblttr >acuu« specific Inpnlse sec /SIZlN6/( 298)
Booster >acuun specific Inpulse sec /SIZING/( 299»
P.yloid (eight (Ib) /SIZING/( 300)
Booster >acuun thrust per engine Ik /SIZlNG/( 301)


























Initial orblt tr (tight ( lb>
Booit.r l i f to f f Might ( lh>
Orb l t t r Idtll «tlocM| (fpl)
Boottir I4«l »llocU» (1p»»
Boo«t»r » t«g lng xlacltf <fp i )
Orbl t t r proptll int night lib)
Sit ing. Flag.
Boastir cut -of f tre
Boost t r itsglng arc
Orh!t«r Igoltloa arc
Boot t t r tBpty ctght cur»t •>.
Orbltir ••pty cilght cor«« no.
Si««d p a y o f f l«pro»t«««t
So l i d angina cut -o f f arc
S o l i d angina drop arc
S T O R A G E SUBHOUTINE USAGE






























311) OLTOSZ H «TS
312)
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BL0CK
STUFF







An 820i1 «rn» gild to store tht ooc to r t *j, kj, "3,
this document.
D l tc r lp t lon not Input
Dt scr ipt Ion not lap at
Descr ip t ion not Input
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BL0CK
T A B L ~
F O R T R A N







A 2100 mart array used for storing up to SO spline
fitted unl»arl«nt tables.
/TABLE /( 1) SPLINE I LOCI
SPLINE I *
A 50 mart array that correspond! to tables 1 thru SO.
Each entry Is in Integer that points to tlie Initial
value of the Independent v a r i a b l e of the corresponding
table. A zero entry Indtcotes table not Input.
A 650 lord arrsy that contains the Independent
•ariable entries of all of the SO or less tables
input.
A 50 «ord array that corresponds to tables 1 thru SO.
Each entry Is on Integer that Indicates tht last
intervel In • hlch Interpolation of the corresponding
table occured.
A 6SO «ord array that contains the dependent v a r i a b l e
entries of all of the SO or less tables Input.
A 50 eiord array thet corresponds to tables 1 thru 50.
Each entry Is an Integer that points to the lest value
of the Independent va r i a b l e of the corresponding
teble.
The Bosh point second derivatives of the cubic spline
functions of all of tht SO or less tables Input.
/TABLE /I 1)
/TABLE /I 51)
/TABLE /( T011 SPLIK * LOCL
SPLINE I V
/TABLE /I 751)
/TABLE /( MOD SPLINE I LOCF
SPLINE I Z
/TABLE /( 11S1I










O R A G E SUBROUTINE U5A6E
SUBR CODE KAR
An 820 «ord irn< coniilnlnq tht pirtltollr ii>d
t iOKog tneous s o l u t i o n s beinq Inttarittd. Tht f i r s t 18
• orris co ip r i s t the pirticufir lolution. Eicn b lock of
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BL0CK
Z


























D E S C R I P T I O N
A 20 mart irraj con ta in ing tho meter f < > , Z , U > In
Equat ion 17.1-7 In V o l . 1 of thl» docv>tr>t.
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE VAR
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•BL0CK
ZI
Fom«N HATH n C C P D T D T T n M STOM8E SUBROUTINE US«6ESVBBOL SY«»OL UtoLnl r l lU lM bLflCn nre~ SUBB cool—»»•
11 • 20it «rr, , c o n t i l a l i i g tht f i r s t f o u r > i l u € > of Z i« III II 1) I N T E R P I II
thi prt l«nt tubirt. . BKUTT1 1 ZI
SALVE * II





AliROCO computes either the univariant or bivariant aerodynamic coefficients
CL and Op. In addition, it computes the first and second partial derivatives
3CL 3CL 32CL 32CL 32CL
3o * 3M ' 3a2 ' 3M2 3M3a
and
3CD 3Cp 32CD 32CD 32CD


















































































•SREF ,EJ .XISP ,TBULT ,OTNC ,DTP1
MATH , iftOOE ;jAER ,JPRO ,OHAI ,GBAX
•XLBAI , HDBAX • , GPIDOT , ALFBAX ,PHHA» ,BAEA
• BAEB ,flA£C ,n«EO ,BAEE ,RAEF ,BAE6
»BT ,BISP .nxCG ,PIZCG ,BWDA ,B*OB
•MOB , XCGR .ZCGR , IE ,ZE ,IT




REAL nACH, ISP, ISPV. ISPR, ISPB, ISPT. ISPVV, ISPVR. 1SPVB,
•ISPVT, ISPRR, tsPRB, ISPRT, ISPBft, I5P&T. ISm, LIFT, LIFT*.
•LIFTR. LlFTA, LlFTvi, LIFTKR, LIFTVA. LIFTRR, LlFTRA. BUR, LIFTAA,
MRATEO, ISPF' ISPFF
REAL nACM«, riACMR. HACHVR, BACHRR
REAL LlFTn, LlFT«A, LlFTRrl. LlFTHM, LIFTHA
CONItON /DVNA/
•XX ,TInE ,SINtoAn,COSGAH,OnESA ,OnEGA2,R ,6 ,SINA
•COSA ,OVN011 OnEbAT.TAnP ,PA , RO , CS ,TENPR ,PAR
•ROR ,CSR 'TEnPRR.PARR ,RORR ,CSRR ,KOOE ,HACH ,fl
•OK ,BR ,0«< ,avR ,ORR ,F«AC ,F«ACV ,FVACR ,FVACH
•FVACT ,F«AC«V,FIIACVR'FVACRR,F)IACTT,T 'HACHV ,HACHR ,ISP
•ISPV ,ISPR 'ispn 'ISPT ,ISPVV !ISPVR ,ISPVH .ISPVT 'ISPRR
•ISPRW .ISPRT ,ispnn 'ispnT ,ISPTT ,LIFT ,LIFT» ,LIFTR ,LIFTA
• LIFTW,LlFTVR,i.IFT»A, LIFTRR, LlFTRA, DRAG ,ORAGV ,ORA6R ,DRAGA
•ORA6V»,ORAG»R,DRAS»A,DRAGRR,ORAGRA,ORAGAA, ALPHA .PHI LIFTA
• LIFTVi1,L!FTRn,L!FTr)fl,LlFTnA,DBR ,OBRR ,£AnnAO,«E ,TAI
•« ,SlNPHI,COSPHI,SINPSI,COSPSI,SlNRHO,CflSRHO,SINROR,COSROR
• MUR ,XKG , HP AKIN ,COO , COOn ,CLO , F« ,XCGH
•xcenn ,zcsn zc&nn ,XJK ,XJR ,»Jvv XJVR ,IJRR .RACHVR
•nACHRR.siN2RO,LOS2RO,COS2Gn,cn ,cnA , cnn .CDAA .cnnn
•CHAM ,CBO ,cncn ,cnonn .cnAnn ,ULFT» .ULFTR ,ULFT»«,ULFT*R
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR'uuFTRA,IPOy ,XARC .TSTART.GH ,GRR .LIFTAA
•coonn .CLAFin .CLOB .CLOBB ,ovMH9,CT ,COOAE ,SIOAE .coo
•sio ,O£LTAE,COE ,xcs ,zc& ,xj , xncu ,CALPHA,ALHAX
•OB ,ULFT ,CULFT ,ULFTA , TSTAGE, TInES , XBCGAA, IRATEO.FRATEO
COBBON /DYKA/
•BTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XBCGA .FVACF .ULFTAA.ISPF .ISPFF
•ILOAO ,FKH IFKBB 'SWITCH, INOF ,CL , CLA CLB ,CLAA
•CLRB , CLAN co ,CDA .con .COAA ,COBB CDAB ,DVNi98
• DVN199,DVN200,XBCGV ,XnCGR , XBCGB , XP1CGV V , XBC6VR, XBCG»n, XBCGVA
•XBCGRR.XBCGRB,XBCeRA,XnCGBn,XnCGnA,RORRR .OVN2I1.0VN215,DVN216
•OVN217,IOAB IAIRB ' TAIRBV, TAIRBH, TARBVV . TARBHH.TARBVH, SFC
•SFCV , SFCH 'SFCVV 'SFCHH ,SFCVH
DATA DEG/S7.295779SlSo823/
C TEST FOR VARIANCE OF AERO DAT*
IFUAER .EQ. 2) GO TO 50
C ' UNI VARIANT
CL = CLO « ALPHA»CLA
CO = COO * FK*CL**2
COA = 2.«FK*CL*CL«
CLB = CLOB « ALPHA'CLAB
COB = COOB « CL*(FKB*CL * 2.»FK*CLB)
CLAA = 0.
COAA = 2.«FJ.CLA»»2
CLBB = CLOBB •> ALPHA«CLABB
COBB = COOBB •» 2.«CLB*(FKB«CL « FH'CLB) « CL*(FKBB«CL « 2.«(FKB
• •CLB « FOCLBB))
CDAB = 2,«(F«»(CL«CLftB • CLB»CLA ) « FKB«CL«CL«)
RETURN
C B I VARIANT
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AEfiOCO
U.



























































CODE D E S C R I P T I C
1 Anj le of ottect
0 Dreg coef f i c ien t





1 Dr«g coe f f i c i en t et • = 0
I See lyeibe)
I See tye>b»l
H Lift coe f f i c ien t






t Lift coe f f i c i en t et • = 0
I See cyeibel
1 See tyeibel





( R A D ) /DVNA /(
/&VNA /(
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vn
F O R T R A N MATH
 rnnc n C C T D T D T T O MSYMBOL SVPIBOL C O E U h b L H l r l l U l M
JAER I A t rod f n««!c ledil op t i on flig
HACK |i| I Mich niiBbir
S T O R A G E
BLOCK LOC
/ARCDATM 4 )
/DYNA / ( 26)























ALGCON lias two purposes. The first is to determine, by means of a Newton
Raphson iteration, a value of w, the in-plane control vector, that causes
the vector of algebraic constraints
K- (
to vanish. Having accomplished this, ALGCON 's second purpose is to
determine, by means of the implicit function theorem, the following
matrices :
i) 3w/3y;
ii) 6p/6y = 3p/3y Inconstant- if ° is optimal;
III) if a is nonoptimal
3(3w/3y)/3yi, i=l,2,...,8;
iv) if o is optimal,
3(6p/6y)/3yi, i=l,2,...,8;
v) if a is optimal,
3w/3X, where
vi) if o is optimal,
Xi. i=l,2,3.*














































































SUBROUTINE ALSCONUP1, JF2, JF3)
THIS ENTRY CONTROLS THE ITERATION FOR THE IN-PLANE
CONTROL. JPl, JP2 AHO JP3 POINT TO THE GOVERNING
EOS. FOR THRUST, DEFLECTION AND ANGLE OF ATTACK
DIMENSION DP(3), P(l>. YKPK2, 2), X»Y< 3. 1), SKUW( 3, 9),
XKHU<3, 1), SKYYH3, 6), X«YY(3, i >, YY( 3, 81,
' " •' SLYLK2, 8), SLYYH2, 81, X«MY<3,
ZZ(3/3),'
I), VV<2, 8),• SLHVC2. 6),
• UU12, 2)
EQUIVALENCE (P. PI), (YKFI, VKPIll), (YKPI21, YKPI1U2)).
•(YXPI12. Y«PIlil3», (VHP 122. YKFllKD), (XKV, X«IV),
• (SKtfU, 5LUV). (XK«U XK1TT). (S«YYI, StYLl, SLVVI). ( UYY
• (XKUV. IKlVn, (IKL21, XKLli(2)), lXIi.31, XKL11(3>),
•(XKL12, XKLU(D), (XKL22, XKLll(S)), (XKL32, XKL11(6»,
• (XKL13, XKL1KT)). ( XKL23, XKLll(6», (IKL33, X*L11(9>),
• (YY, V*>, (Z-Z,- UU)
X«1VV>,
•NU ,HER ,ITAPA ,ITAPB ,JHIN ,Jfl«X .LINES ,»PT ,NOH
• HARD ,INDI(1> ,NE«NOH,CNT016,Sl(OC .RHOP ,NPTS .MINES .
•KPAGE ,NNP ,NUF ,IARC ,TRSTR -IHfcX .KTIHE .KONVER.NOPRNT,
•INBDRY,NUPAGE.IVARY(20), NN, NOVARY. FLAST. ZLAST, KODES
LOGICAL IMBDBY, NEUNOn, KONVER, NBPRNT, NUPAGE
REAL HAGBV, HU, Pi, LV, LGAH, LPS1. ufi, LRHO, LMU, LM, LlAU, NOH
CONHON /Of
• X, H, XI(1), HAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(10), CSAVE(lO), V, GAH, PSI,
•ALT,RHO,MU,H, TAU, HT, LV. LGAH, LPSI. LR, LRHO, LHU, LM, LTAO,




. REAL NACH, ISP, ISPV, ISPR, ISPH, ISPT, ISPVV, ISPVR, ISPVM,
•ISPVT, ISPRH, ISPfin, ISPRT, 1SP««. ISP«T, ISPTT. LIFT, LIFTV.
•LlFTR. LIFTA, LIFTVV, LIFT«R, LIFTVA, LIFTRR, LIFTRA, HUR, LlFTAA,
•IHATEO. ISFF, ISPFF
REAL NACHV, HACHR, HACHVR, HACHRR









•XX .TIME .SlNSAN.COSGAn.OnEaA ,0«£a
•COSA ,OYN011,OnEGAT,TAHP ,PA ,RO
•ROR ,CSR ,TEflPRR,PARR ,RORR .CSfiR
•8V ,QR ,QVV ,OVR ,BRR .F«AC
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR,FVACRH,F»ACTT,T _ _.
•ISPV .ISPR ,ispn 'ISPT ,ISP»» ,ISP«H 'ISPVB ,ISPVT ,ISPRR
• ISPRW ,ISPRT .ISPPin ,ISP«T .ISPTT .LIFT .LIFTV .LlFTR ,LlFTA
•LIFTVV,LlFTVR,LlFTVA,LlFTRR,LlFTRA,5KAa ,ORAGV ,ORAGR ,DRAGA
• DRAGVV,ORAGVR,DRAGVA,DRAiRR.DI<AaFA,CFAaAA,ALPHA ,PHI ,LlFTH
•LlFTVH,LlFTRH,LlFTnM,LlFTnA,DBR -OBF.R ,GAMHAO,AE .TAX
•W ,SINPHI,COSPHI,SINFSI,COSPSI,SINRHO,COSRHO,SINROR,COSROR
• MUR ,'XKG ,XKP ,AKIN , CDC ,CDCN ~CLO ,FK .XCliH
•XCGMM ZCGM ,ZCGMM ,XJV ,XJR ,XJ«V ,XJVR ,XJRR ,HACHVR
•HACHRR,SIN2RO,COS2H8,COS26HiCM _C«* .CHM
•CHAH ,CHO ,cnon ,c«OHfl --
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA,IPOM
•CDOHM ,CLAB« ,CLOM ~ --
•SID ,DELTAE,CDE






.UcFTV >LFTR ,ULFT V V, ULFTVR
* .LlFTAA'IPOM ,XARC .TSTART.GH ,GRR ,LIF
.CLOnit ,OYMll9,CT .CODAE .SIDAE , COD
,XCG ,ZCG ,XJ ,IMCG .CALPHA.ALHi
.  .TSTAaE.TIMES .XMCGAA.I RATED.FRA
ALHAX











•SFC» .SFCH .SFCVV ,SFCHH ,SFC*H
DIMENSION PROOK2, 61)
COMMON /MATS/
PI ,F2 ,F3 .X*l
,XK2D• XK1D


















•XK3TD ,XK1TA ;XK2TA ;XK3TA ,XK100 ,XK2DO .XK3DD .XX10A ,XK2DA
• XK30A .XX1AA .XK2AA .XK3AA , Jrtll ,X/1t2 ,Xrtl3 ,1*11 ,XH15
•XK1V  .  .XK1G ,XK2a ,XK3a ,XK1P ,XK2P ,XK3P
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76. »XKIVD ,XK2VD ,XK3VD ,XK1VA ,XKZVA ,XK3VA ,XK1GT ,XK2GT .XK36T HATS
77. >XK1GD ,XK2GO ,XK3GO . XKllSA XKZGA ,X«3GA ,XUPT ,XK2PT ,XK3PT HATS
78. -XK1PO XK2PD ,XK3PD ,XK1PA ,XK2PA ,XK3PA ,XK1RT , IK2RT ,XK3RT HATS
79. •.•K1RO XK2RO , XX3RO , XK1RA ,XK2RA , XK3RA ,XK10T , XK20T , JX30T HATS
80. »XK10D 'XK20D ,XK300 ,XKIOA ' XK20A ' XK30A 'XKIUT ,XK2UT . XK3UT HATS
81. OXX1UO ,XK2UD ,XK3UD ,XK1UA .XK2UA , XK3JA .XK1HT ,XX2HT , XK3«T HATS
82. CONPION /NATS/ BATS
83. •XKinO ,XK2HD .XK3NO .XK1HA .XK2NA ,XK3*A .XH1ZT .XK2ZT .XK3ZT HATS
81. 'XK1ZO ,XK2ZD ,IK3ZD ,XK1ZA ,XK2ZA XK3ZA , XK1VV ,XK2VV ,XK3VV HATS
85. *XK16V XK26V ,XK3GV . XK1PV XK2PV , X«3P» .XK1RV , XK2RV .XK3RV HATS
86. -XK10V XK20V ,XK30V ,XK1U« ,XK2UV ,XK3U» ,XK1H« ,XK2FW , X 1(3(1 V NATS
87. >XK1ZV .XK2ZV ,XK3ZV .XK1GG .XK2G6 , XK366 ,X«1PG ,XK2PG , XK3P6 HATS
88. 'XK1R6 , XK2RG , XK3RG .XK10G ,XK20G ,X«30G ,XX1UG ,XK2U8 , XK3U6 HATS
89. >XKlnG XK2NG ,XK3NG ,XK1ZG , XK2Z6 , XK3Z6 ,XK1PP , XK2PP , XK3PP HATS
90. -XK1BP ,XK2RP .XX3RP ,XK10P .XK20P , X«30P .XK1UP , XK2UP , XK3UP HATS9i. 'XKinp 'xK2np ,XK3nP ,XKIZP , XK2ZP ,XK3ZP .XKIRR ,XKZRR , XKSRR • HATS
92. >XK10R XK20R ,XK30R , XK1UR , XK2UR .XK3UR ,XK1«R ,XK2NR , XK3NR HATS
93. *IK1ZR 'XK2ZR ,XK3ZR .XK100 ,XK200 ,XK300 ,XK1UO , XK2UO .XK3UO HATS
91. >XKlnO ,XK2HO ,XK3HO .XK1ZO ,XK2ZO ,XK3ZO .XK1UU , U2UU , XS3UU HATS
9S. >XKlnu ,XK2nU , »K3nU IXHIZU ,XK2ZU , XK3ZU 1XK1HH .XK2HH . XK3BH HATS
96. >XKlZn XK2ZH XK3ZH .XK1ZZ ,XK2ZZ , XK3ZZ XKP 1 1 1 , XKP 1 2 1 , XKPI 31 HATS
97. •XKPII2,XKPI22>XKPI32,XI(PI13.XKPI23,XKPI33.PA1 ,PA2 HATS
98. COnnON /HATS/ HATS
99. •DPDK3, 8), D£PD£Y(2, 8), DPOLf 3, 3), PKBD5O. 61 >, PR0091 2, 21) HATS
100. COHHON /NATS/ NATS
101. «P» .Pt ,PP .PR ,PO .P»V .P6V ,PP» .fRV , HATS
102. «POV PS6 ,PP6 ,PRG P06 PPP ,PRP ,PO? ,PRR . HATS
103. «POR .POO 'PL6 >LP HATS
101. EOUI»ALENCE( PRODI, PRODS) HATS
105. DATA XALGCN /6MALGCON/, XKL11, XKL21, XKL12, XKL22, XKL13, XKL23 ALGCON106. */6*o./ ALGCON
107. C IN-PLANE CONTROL ITERATION ALGCON
108. ASSIGN 302 TO JSUTCN ALGCON
109. PA1 : 0. AL6CON
no. PA2 - o. ALGCON
1 111. 00 10 I = 1, 10 ALGCON112. 10 Pd > = o. • ALGCON
113. C STORE INITIAL GUESS ALGCON
111. PI = T , ALbCON
I IS. P2 = OELTAE ALGCON
lit. P3 = ALPHA ALGCON
1 1 7. JTB = 0 ALGCON
lU. C IS THIS OPTIHAL CONTROL JUL19A
120. C NONOPTIHAL ANGLE OF ATTACH ALGCON
I2l. IP3 = JP3 - I ALGCON
122. ASSIGN 100 TO ISUTCH ALGCON
123. 100 CALL UTNOP ALGCON
1 21. C GO TO APPROPRIATE THRUST EQUATION ALGCON
125. GO TO (101, 102, 103, 101), JP1 JUL21
126. 101 CALL TH1001 ALtoCON
127. GO TO 110 ALuCON
128. 102 CALL TH2001 • • ALGCON
129. GO TO 110 • ALGCON
130. 103 CALL TH3001 ' ALSCON
131. GO TO 110 JUL21
132. 101 CALL TH1001 JUL21
133. C GO TO APPROPRIATE DEFLECTION EQUATION ALGCON
131. 110 GO TO (111, 112), JP2 ALSCON
135. Ill CALL DL1001 . ALGCON
136. GO TO 120 ALGCON
137. 112 CALL OL2001 ALGCON
136. C GO TO APPROPRIATE ANGLE OF ATTACK EQUATION • ALGCON
139. 120 GO TO (122, 123, 121, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129), 1P3 ALGCON
HO. 122 CALL AL2001 ALGCON
111 . GO TO 300 ALGCON
112. 123 CALL AL3001 ALGCON
H3. GO TO 300 ALGCON
111. 121 CALL AL1001 ALGCON














116. 125 CALL ALS001 ' ALGCON
117. £0 TO 300 ALGCON
118. 126 CALL AL600I ALGCON
119. GO TO 300 ALGCON
ISO.. 127 CALL AL7001 ALGCON
151. . GO TO 300 ALGCON
152. 128 CALL AL8001 ALGCON
153. . GO TC 300 ' ALGCON
151. 124 CALL AL1001 ALGCON
155. GO TO 300 ALGCON
156. C OPTIMAL ANGLE OF. ATTACK ALGCON
157. If 9 ASSIGN 200 TO 1SWTCM ALGCON
156. 200 CALL UTOP — ALGCON
159. C GO TO APPROPRIATE THRUST EQUATION ALGCON
160. GO TO 1201. 202, 203, 201), JP> JUL21
161. 201 CALL TH1002 ' ALbCON
1*2. £0 TO 210 ; . ALiCON
163. 202 CALL TH2002 . ALGCON161. eo to 210 . ALGCON
165. 203 CALL TH3002 ALGCON
166. SO TO 210 JUL21
167. 201 CALL TH1002 JUL21
168. C GO TO APPROPRIA.TE DEFLECTION EOUATION ALGCON
16V. 210 GO TO (211. 212), JP2 ALGCON
170. 211 CALL DL1002 ALGCONin. GO TO 220 ^ ALGCON
172. 212 CALL DL2002 ALGCON
173. C GO TO OPTIflAL ANGLE OF ATTACK EQUATION ALSCON
1)1. 220 CALL AL1001 ALGCON
175. 300 ITR ? ITR » I ALGCON
176. C TEST FOR TOO I4ANV ITERATIONS ALGCON
177. 1FIITH .GT. 20) CALL ERROR( IALGCN, -1, 0) ALGCON
178. 301 CONTINUE ALGCON
179. C COMPUTE INVERSE OF PARTIALS BATRIX ALGCON
180. . OET = XK2T»(M10*X(3A - XX1A*X«3D> » JK20»( I<) A««K3T - XX1T»XX3A> ALSCON
181. » « XK2A»< XUT«XK3D - XK1D»XK3T> ALGCON
182. C TEST FOR SINGULARITY ALGCON
183. IFIABS(OET) .LT. 1.E-11I CALL ERRORC IALGCN. -2, 0) ALGCON
181. XKPIll = (XK2D*XK3A - XK2A*IK30)/OET ALGCON
185. XKP121 = (XK2A»XK3T - XK2T»IK3A >/OET ALiCON
186. IKP131 = ( XK2T»XK30 - XK2D*XK3T I/DET ALGCON
187. IKPI12 - <XKiA*XK30 - IK10*XK3A I/OET ALGCON
188. XKPI22 = ( XK1T>XK3A - XK1A*XK3T )/OET ALGCON
189. XAP132 = (XX10»XX3T - XX 1T*IK30 )/DET . ALGCON
190. IKPI13 = (XK1D.XH2A - XK1A*XK2D I/DET ALGCON
191. IKPI23 = (IK1A*XK2T - XK1T»IK2* I/OET ALGCON
192. IKPI33 = (IK1T«X«20 - XH10«X«2T)/OET ALSCON
193. GO TO JSUTCH ALGCOK
191. C COBPUTE INCREMENT FOR IN PLANE CONTROL ALGCON
195. 302 CALL flATnLTCDP. XKPI11. HI. 3. 3, 1) ALGCON196. c CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE ALGCON197. sun = o. ALGCON
1 198. DO 306 I = i 3 ALGCON199. DIV - Pd ) ALGCON200. IFIDIV .EO. 0.1 DI» z \. ALoCON201. 306 SUN = SUH •> ABSIOPC I )/DIV) ALGCON
202. IFCSUn .LE. l.E-12) GO TO 307 ALGCON
203. C NOT CONVERGED VET ALGCON
201. CALL nATAOOCP, P, OP, 3, 1> ALGCON
205. T = PI ALSCON
206. DELTAE = P2 ALGCON
207. ALPHA = P3 ALGCON
208. GO TO ISMTCH ALGCON
209. C CONVERGED ALbCON
210. 307 CALL rtATADOCP, P. DP, 3. 11 ALGCON
211. T = PI ALGCON
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ci
r, n
213. ALPHA = P3 ' ALGCON
211. RETURN AL6CON
215. C ALGCON
2U. C THIS ENTRV COnBINES UP THE FIRST AND SECOND PARTIALS ALGCON217. c OF THE IN PLANE CONTROL WITH RESPECT TO THE STATE ALGCON
218. C AND COSTATE ALGCON
21V. C ALGCON
220. ENTRV ALGCNV ALGCON
221. ASSIGN $00 TO JSWTCH ALGCON
222. DO 399 I = 1, 51* ALGCON
223.. 399 P(I ) = 0. 'ALGCON
221. 100 CALL UT ALGCON
22$. C GO TO APPROPRIATE THRUST EOUATION ALGCON
22k. . GO TO (101^  102, 103^  101), JP1 JUL21
227. 101 CALL THI . ALGCON
228. Gt) TO 110 ' . ALGCON
229. 102 CALL TH2 ALGCON
230. GO TO 110 ALGCON
231. 103 CALL TH3 ALGCON
232. GO TO 110 JUL21
233. 101 CALL THI JUL21
231. C GO TO APPROPRIATE DEFLECTION EQUATION ALGCON
235. 110 GO TO (111, 1121, JP2 ALGCON
236. Ill CALL OL1 ALGCON
237. GO TO 120 ALGCON
238. 112 CALL DL2 ALGCON
239. C GO Tfl APPROPRIATE ANGLE OF ATTACK EBUATION ALGCON
210. 120 GO T01121, 122, 123, 121, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129), JP3 ALGCON
211. 121 CALL AL1 ALGCON
212. GO TO 150 ALGCON
213. 122 CALL AL2 ALGLON
211. 60 TO 150 ALGCON
215. 123 CALL AL3 ' ALGCON
216. GO TO 150 ALGCON
217. 121 CALL AL1 ALGCON
218. GO TO 150 ALGCON
219. 125 CALL AL5 ALGCON
250. GO TO 150 ALGCON
251. 126 CALL AL6 • ALGCON
252. GO TO 150 ALGCON
253. 127 CALL »L7 ALGCON
251. 60 TO ISO > ALGCON
255. 128 CALL «L8 ALGCON
256. 60 TO 150 ALGCON
257. 129 CALL AL9 ALBCON
258. 150 GO TO 301 ALGCON
259. C TEST FOR OPTIMAL OR NONOPT1«»L ANGLE OF ATTACK ALGCON
260. 500 IFUP3 .67. 1 ) 60 TO 501 ALGCON
261. C OPTIHAL. COHPUTE PARTIALS OF THRUST AND OEFL. WITH ALGCON
262. C RESPECT TO STATE AS THOUGH ALPHA WERE CONSTANT. ALGCON
263. DET = «1D»X*2T - J«1T»JU2D ALGCON
261. YKP111 = XK2D/DET ALGCON
265. VKPI21 =-XK2T/DET ALGCON
266. VKPI12 =->K10/OET ALGCON
267. YKPI22 = XUT/DET AL6CQN
268. DO 503 1 = 1 , 2 • . ALGCON
269. 00 502 J = 1, 8 ALGCON
270. SUM = 0. ALGCON27t. oo 501 * = i, 2 ALGCQN
272. 501 SUM = SUB « YKPKI, K)*SKVC«, J) ALGCON
273. 502 OEPDEVII, J) = SUM ALfiCON
211. 903 CONTINUE ALGCON
2/b. C IF OL IS CONVERGED WE ARE DONE. ALGCON
276. IF(KCNVER) RETURN ALGCON
271. C NOrtOPTlnAL OR OPTIMAL AND QL NOT CONVERGED. COnPUTE ALGCON
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C RESPECT TO STATE.
501 CALL nATm.T(DPOY, XKPIll r«lV. 3, 3. 8)
C ' IF QL IS CONVERGED WE ARE DONE.
IF(KONYER) RETURN
C TEST FOR OPTIMAL OR NONOPTIftAL ANKLE OF ATTACK
1F<JP3 .ED. i ) SO TO 517
C NONOPTInAL. COnPUTE TOTAL SECOND PAHTIALS OF IN-





00 509 K = 1 3
KLlB = KLIN * INC
INK £ 3
KK 's K
5011 KP = KP * 1
DO 505 I £ 1. 3
505 SKUMU, KP) = IKWMI. KK >
IFdNK » K - 1) 506, 506, 507
506 INK = 1
GO TO 508
507 INK = INK - 1
508 KK s KK « INK
IF(KK .LE. KLIM) SO TO 5011
509 INC = IKC - 1in = -r
II = -Z
JLlfl = 0INC * a
DO 516 I = 1 .8
III c III * B
II = 11 * 3




5091 J = J « 1
00 510 K = 1 ,3
510 SKVVHK, J) = (KVV(K, JJ )
IFdNK « I - 9) 511, 511, 512
511 INK = 1
£0 TO 513
512 INK : INK - .1
513 JJ = JJ » IM
IFCJJ .LE. JLIN) £0 TO 5091
JJ = -2
DO 511 J £ 1, 8
JJ = JJ « 3
511 CALL NATHLTCYYd. J), XKMYd, JJ). DPDYU, I), 3, 3, 1)
CALL nATADOtSKYYI. SKYVI, YY, 3, 8)
UK = - 2 ...
00 515 K = 1, 3
KK = KK + 3
515 CALL nATI<tLT(ZZd. K), SKWUd, KK), DPDYd, I), 3, 3, 1)
CALL RATADOCZZ, ZZ, XKUYd, 11). 3. 3)
CALL PiATflLTCYY, ZZ. DPDY, 5, 3, 8)
CALL rtATAOD(SKYYI 5KYYI. YY, 3, 8)
CALL rUrdLTCPfiOOSf 1, III), XKPIll, SKYYI, 3, 3, 81
516 INC = INC - 1
. RETURN
C OPTIMAL. COnPOTE TOTAL FIRST PARTIALS OF IN PLANE
C CONTROL WITH RESPECT TO COSTATE.
517 XKL31 = VDA
XXL32 - SO*
IKL33 = PDA
CALL HATBLTIDPDL, XKPIll, XKU1, 3. 3. 3)
C COMPUTE TOTAL FIR§T PAfiflALS OF THE ISATRIX OEPDEY
C WITH RESFECT TO THE STATE. DEPOEY WAS COMPUTED
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DO 522 K = 1. 2
KUrt = KLIN » IMC
INK £ 3
UK = K
5171 KP = KP * 1
00 518 I = 1, 2
518 SLUVC I KP) = XKWWd. KK )
IFtJNK « K - 1) 5I9, 5J9, 520
519 INK = 1
60 TO S21
520 INK = INK - I
521 KK = KK * INK
IRKK .LE. KLin) 60 TO $171
522 INC = INC - 1
II = -7
DO 521 I = 1, 3
II - II + t
JJ = -2
DO 5223 J = 1 ,8
JJ = JJ * 3




sun = sun « sKuv<K, JJJ>»OPOL<L, I)
5221 JJJ = JJJ » 1
5222 VV(K. Jl = Sun
5229 CONTINUE
KK * -2
00 523 K = 1, 2
KK c KK * 3523 CALL fl«TBLT< uud, K>, SLUKU, KK>, DPOL(I, I). 2, 3, i>
CALL n<anLT(SLVLl' UU, OEPDEV, 2, 2,, 8)
CALL nATADOCSLYLl. SLVLl, •«. 2, 8)
521 CALL nATnLT(PR009(I. II >. Y«PI, StlTLl. 2, 2, 8>
III = -7
II = -ZJLin « o
INC = 8
DO 535 I = 1. 8
III = III » 8
II = 11 * 3




5211 J s J * 1
DO 525 K s 1, 2525 SLWKK, j» = «KYV<K, jj»
IFl INK « I - 9) $26. 526, 527
526 INK - I
60 TO 528
527 INK = INK - 1
528 JJ = JJ •» INK
IFCJJ .LE. Jtin) GO TO 5211
JJ = -2
00 531 J = 1. I
JJ = JJ « 3
DO 530 K = 1, 2
JJJ = JJ
sun ~ o.
00 529 L - 1, 3Sun = sun * XKHviK, JJJ)«OPOV(L, I)
529 JJJ = JJJ * 1530 VV<K, j) = sun
531 CONTINUE
















































































120. DO 53Z K = 1, 2
121. KK = H « 3
122. 532 CALL HATnLK UU< 1, «>. SLU«(1. KK), DPDVU. I), 2, 3. I)
123. DO 531 K = 1. 2
121. JJ = II
125. DO 533 J = 1, 2
126. UU(K, J) = UUIK. J) * XKWt(K, J J)
127. 533 JJ = JJ » t
128. 531 CONTINUE
129. CALL RATnLKW. UU, DEPDEY, 2. 2, 8)
130. CALL flATADDISLVVI. SLYVI, VV, 2. 8)
131. CALL nATnLTiPROBlU, III). iln, SLVYI, 2. 2. 8)
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Ang le of attack ( R A D )
,
Engine def lect ion ( R A D S )
A 2i8 aiatrli that contains
Sp/«, = Sp/Sy|.
 = eo.,tn»t
A 3i3 natrli that contains a»/3X., 9»/3X, and
»»/a\+ ' 7
A 3i8 natrl> that contains the total f i rs t part ial
d e r i v a t i v e s of the 1 n-p 1 ane-contro 1 vec to r nrt the
OL s tate.
Eipllclt part ial of K (3) »rt X7 (hen • Is opt lnal.
Log ica l f lag that Indicates to the OL nodule that
the Ql Iteration Is converged.
First entry of 3 aiord in-plane control v e c t o r p
Not used
-«(2),»(2)
* • ' " » £
Eipliclt pert lal of «<3> .rt X^, aihan • is optinal.
A 2.61 matrli that contains the .total f i rst
per t la l s of the »atrl« BEPOEV «rt tfce 0L s ta te .
A 2>6s natrli that contains the to te l f i rs t
par t la ls of the natrli DEPDEY nrt the 8L state.
A 2 • 61 natrli that contains d< Sp/Sv )/aX_,
8<5p/«y) /aX, and a<Sp/Sv)/3X^,
First entry of 3 card In-plane control vector •
A 3i9 errey that contains !••
A 3i8 array that contains Kvy (
* '"V^rsttv*11'"*"" L">> """
A Zio array that contains LyX|
























































































































































































































BLOCK SUBfi CODE TAR













Eipllcit partial of K(3' »rt X, *hen • It optlnal. /HATS /(
/ALGCON/«C Tht first card In a 3i3 array that contains K\ ,
KX and Kj^ •
H Tht first entry In the 3«3 eiatrii -K-'
I First antry In 3s6 aiatrli containing K>0
I Tht first entry Ir
I Tht first entry In
ntalnlng K,,
nt.lnln, K,










































) ALGCON C XKLll
250) ALGCON R XKP111
I First entry of 3 vord In-plane control constraints /HATS /(
I First tntry of 3x3 xalrli containing Iht t i p l i c l t
VKPI
t e s siatr l
partlals of K »lth respect to a, K,
I Tht flrtt tntry In a 3i8 »»trli containing K





















































/ALGCON/(« ) ALGCON 1 YKPI




AL1 evaluates the optimal angle of attack constraint, Equation 16.8-3
in Vol. I. In addition, it computes the explicit first partials of this










































































THIS ROUTINE APPLYS WHEN THE AW6LE OF ATTACK IS
OPTIMAL. THIS ENTRY CONFUTES THE EXPICIT PARTIALS
OF THE CONSTRAINING EBUATION WITH RESPECT TO THE
STATE, COSTATE AND IN-PLANE CONTROL.
REAL BAGBV, ItU, It, L», LGAB, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LBU, LB, LTAU, NOB
• 1, H. XIC1), BASBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(lO), CSAtfE(lO). V, GAB, PSI,
•ALT.RHO.BU.B. TAU. HT, LV, L6A«. LPSI, LR, LRHO, LBU. LB. LTAU.
• LHT D1&9, 0110, 6tf<l6>, ZSAVEC20), 01(20), NPOINT(20), &ELK26)
DIMENSION NOB126)
EQUIVALENCE INOH. V)
LOUICAL SXITCh- 1UHU) • . .
REAL BACH. ISP' ISPV, ISPR, ISPB, ISPT, ISPVY, ISPVR, 1SPVB,
*ISPVT, ISPRR, 1SPRB, ISPRT ISPnfl, ISPBT. ISPTT, LIFT, LIFT*.
•LIFTR, LIFTA, LlFTKV. LIFT»R, LlFTVA, LIFTRR, LIFTRA, BUR, LIFTAA.
•IRATE6, ISPF' 1SPFF • • ' • • • •
REAL HACHV, HACHB, HACNVR, MCHRR
REAL LIFT*. LlFTKfl, LiFTRH, L1FTM, LlFTHA
COIWON /DVN*/
*» ,TIrlE ,SI«3An,COSSAH,OflEGA ,OnE8A2,R ,£ ,SINA
•COSA .DYNOll.GnEuAT.TAnP ,PA ,RO ,CS ,T£nPR ,PAR
• ROR CSR ,TEnPRR,PAIiR 'fiORR .CSRR 'nODE ,HACH ,8
*OV ,8R ,0« ,OVR ,BFR ,FV«C ,FV»CV ,FVACR ,FVACB
«F»ACT ,F»AC«¥,F»ACVR,FVACIiH'F«ACTT,T .rtACHV ,BACHR ,ISP
»ISPV ,ISPR .ispfl 'ISPT 'ISPVV ,ISP«R ;ISPKB ,ISPVT , ISPRR
•ISPRB ,ISP«T , isPrtn 'ISPHT 'ISPTT .LIFT ;L!FT» ,LIFTR ,LIFTA
•LIFTV«,LIFT«R,LIFT»A, LIFTRR, LIFTRA, DBAS ,ORA6V ,ORAGR .ORAGA
»ORA6»»,ORAa»fi,OfiAfi»A,OB«iRR,ORAufiA,0(IAS«A, ALPHA .PHI ,LlFTB
• LlFTVB.LlFTRfl , 1.1 FTnn, LIFTflA , OBfi ,OBRR ,&AnBAD,AE . T A X
«W .SIDrPHl.COSPHl'SINPSI.COSPSI.SINIiHO.COSRHO.SiNROR.COSROR
• BUR . JUS ,XKP ,AKIN ,CDO ,CDCH ,CLC ,FK ,»CbB
• XC6AH , ZCfi/1 .ZCortfl , <JK ,XJR , X J V » 'XJVR ,XJR« .NACHVR
*nACHRR,SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS2fiB,CB ,CBA ,CBfl ,CnAA , CIWB
•CBAB ,cno ,c«cn 'CBOBB cn«nB ,ULFTK 'ULFTR ,ULFT»V,ULFT»R
• ULFTVA,ULFTRR ULFTRA,IPOul , X A R C ,TSTART,l iH .liRR .L IFTAA
•coon« .CLARA .Ctcn ,CLCnn ,ov«n9,CT .COOAE ,SIOAE ,COD
•SID ,OELTAE,COE ,XCS ,ZCS ,XJ , XnCS .CALPHA, ALBAX
•OB ,ULFT .CULFT .ULFTA ,TSTASE, TIMES .incGAA.iRATEO.FRATED
COBBON /OYNA/
•«TT ,ji ,J2 ,J3 ,»flCSA .Fi^ACF ,ULFTAA,ISPF .ISPFF
• ILOAD ,FKB ,FKM 'SUITCM, INOF ,CL ,CLA ,CLB ,CLAA
• CLP! /I CLAH ,CO , CBA COn , COAft , COnn ,COAn , DVN)98
•OVN199,DYN200,XBC6« ' XnCiR ,XnCSB , XnCGV V, XnCGVR, XnCSVB, XBCGVA
• xnCGRR, xncgRA.xnCoRA, xnc&nn, xncsnA, ROHRR , DYN2 H , DVNJ 1 5, DYN21 »
•OYN217.IDAB ,TA1R8 ' TAIRB«,TAIRBH,TAR»«v' TARBHH, TARBVH. SFC
•SFC» SFCH ,SrC¥* , SFCHH .SFC»M
OIBENStON PRO&U2. 61>
COBBON /BATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,XK1 ,x«2 ,X«3 ,XK1T ,X*2T ,Xt3T
•XK1D ,XK20 ,XK3D ,XK1A , XK2A ,XK3A ,«OA , bOA ,POA
,XB22 .XUTT ,XK2TT ,XK3TT ,XK1TO , XK2TD, ,      
•XK3TD ,XK1TA ,XK2TA ,XK3TA , IK1DD ,XK2DD ,XK3DO ,XK1DA . XK2DA
• XK3DA ,XK1AA .XK2AA , XK3AA ,XH11 , XFI12 ,XBl3 , XB11 ,Xr)1S
•XK1Y ,XK2« ,IH3V 'XKIG ,XK2G .XK3b ,X«1P ,XK2P . XK3P
•XK1R ,XX2R ,XK3R , XK10 ,XK20 ,XK30 ,XK1U .XK2U ,XK3U
•XK1B ,XK2B ,XK3H ,XK1Z ,X(2Z ,XK3Z ,XK1VT ,XK2VT . XH3VT
•XK1VO ,XK2VO .XK3VD XK1VA XK2VA ,XK3VA ,XK1GT ,XK2GT , X«3ST
• XK1&0 , IKZiO ,XIL3»0 'XKIGA ,XH2SA ,XIC3&A ,XK1PT ,XK2PT .XK3PT
•IK1PO ,XK2PO ,XK2PO XK1PA XK2PA ,XK3PA ,XK1RT .XK2RT , XK3RT
•XK1RD ,XK2RO ,XK3RO ,XKlfiA ,XK2RA ,XK3RA ,XK10T ,XK20T , XC30T
• XK10D . XK20D , IK 300 XUCA , XK20A ,XK30A ,XK1UT .IK2UT , XH3UT
•XK1UD ,XK2UO ,XK3UO 'XXIUA ,XK2uA ,XK3UA ,XklBT ,XK2BT ,XK3BT
connoN /BATS/
•XK1BO ,XK2nO ,XH3nD ,XKinA , XK2MA XK3BA ,XK1ZT ,IX2ZT , XK3ZT
•XK1ZO ,XK2ZD .XH3ZO XK1ZA XK2ZA ,XK3ZA .XK1VV ,XK2VV ,X«3VV
•XK1GV ,XK2bV ,XK3a« XK1PV ,X*2PV ,XK3PV ,XK1RV ,XK2RV , XH3RV
•XK10V ,XK20« ,XK2QV XK1UV ,XK2U< .XK3UV .XKIHV ,XK2BV ,XK3B»
• XK1ZV ,XK2Z» ,XK3Z« XKl&b ,XH2oG XK3£G ,XK1PG ,XK2PG , XK3P&
•XK1RG ,XK2HS ,XK3RS ,XKlDa ,XK20£ , XK30G ,XK1UG ,X«2UG .XK3UG
•XK1BG ,XK2na ,XK3HG XKIZG .XK2ZG .XK3Z3 .XK1PP .XK2PP , XK3PP


















































































































































•XKIBP ,XK2NP ,XK3HP ,IK1ZP ,XK2ZP ,XK3ZP .XK1RR ,XK2RR ,XK3RR
•XK10R .XK20R .XK30R .XK1UR . XK2UR , XK3UR , XRlflR ,XK2nR .XK3HR
•XKIZR .XK2ZR ,X»32R ,XK100 , XK200 .XK300 , XK1UO .XK2UO .XK3UO
•XK1NO , XK2H10 .XK3NO .XK1ZO .XK2ZO -XK3ZO .XK1UU .XK2UU , X(3JU
•XK1HU .XK2HU ,XK3nU ,X«1ZU ,XK2ZU .XK3ZU ,XK|rlN ,XK2nn .XK3NH
•XK1ZH ,XK2Zn ,XH3ZH , XKIZZ , XKZZZ XK3ZZ .XKPI11 IKP121.XKPI31
•XKPI12.XKP122,XKPI32,IKPI13>XKPI23,IKPI33>P«1 ,PA2
COHBOK /fl»T5/
• DPOV13, 8), DEPOEY(2, 6), OPDLI 3, 3), PROD5( 3, 61). PROD9( 2. 21)
COMON /«*TS/
»PV ,PS ,PP ,PR ,PO ,PV» ,P6V ,PPV ,PRV .
•POV ,P6b ,PP6 .PUS .POB .PPP .PRP ,POP .PRR ,
•POH ,POO .PL6 .PLP
EQU1 VALENCE! PRODI .PRtDS )
ENTRY AL1010
ftSSlSd 1001 TO L»BL1 ....
60 TO 1000
C THIS ENTRY COBPUTES THE FIRST PARTIAIS H1TM RESPECT
C TO IN-PLANE CONTROL.
ENTRY AL1001
ASSIGN 1002 TO LOBL1
SO TO 1000
C THIS ENTRY EVALUATES THE CONSTRAINING EO. ONLY.
ENTRY AL1000
ASSIGN 1003 TO LflBLl
C INITIALIZATION FOR ALL ENTRIES.
1000 VLV = V>LV




OHPA2 = 1. - PA2
OIOA = -XDEL"OHPA2 « DB*SINA - ORAGA
OYOA = -YDEL«OflPA2 - OB«COSA « LlFTA
GO TO LABL1
C CONFUTE PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO STATE/COSTATE
1001 DPA2 = (XK2VA * XK2»0*PA2 )/XH2D
DOX = -XOEL>OPA2 - ORAGVA
ODY = -YDEL*OPA2 * LIFTVA
X»3V = LVXOXOA * V»DOX) •> XLTOT*ODY
XK3G = OYOA*LPSI>SINPHI»SINGAH/COSGAH»2
OPA2 = (XK2RA * XK2RO*PA2)/XK20
ODX = -XOEL-DPA2 4 OBRoSINA - DRASRA
ODY = -VDEL>OPA2 - DBRoCOSA * LIFTRA
<«3R = «L«*00( * (LTOT«DOIT
DPA2 = (IK2NA * tK2MO*PA2)/X«20
DDX = -XOEL*DPA2
DDY = -YOEL»DP»2 « LIFTM




C CONFUTE PARTIALS tflTH RESPECT TO IN-PLANE CONTROL.
1002 DPA2 = (XK2TA * XK2TD*PA2)/XK2D
OOX = -SIOAE*OHPA2 - XDEL*DPA2
DDY = COOAE*OMPA2 - YOEL*CPA2
XK3T = VLV'ODX « XLTOT.ODV
DPA2 : ( IK2DA + IK2DD>PA2 1/XK2D
001 = -VOEL<»OnPA2 - XO£L'DP*2
ODY - XOEL*OnPA2 - YOEL*OPA2
XK3D - VLY»ODX * XLTOT. DDV
DPA2 = ( XK2AA » XK20A«PA2)/XK20
OOX = YD£L>OnPA2 - XOEt>DPA2 « DB'COSA - DRAGAA
DDY = -XS<LL*OnPA2 - VOEL>OPA2 « OS'SIMA » LIFTAA
X(3A : VLV'DOX 4 XLTOT. DDV
C EVALUATE CONSTRAINING EQUATION.
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FsmV" SV'MOL «"* DESCRIPTION
CODAE c a s ( a - ( . ) ' S«« ijabol£
COS* c o s a I s«« •»•»•!
^_ __ _
 t
COSGAH c o > 7 ' s" M«bol
•
COSPH! C O S * 1 Stt >y>bol
DB D I Bin dr.)
b
OBR 30 /3R 1 Stc ijibol
b
DRAG* dD/da I Stt tyibol
STORAGE SUBfQUTINE USASE
BLOCK LOt SUBR CODE VAR











































































































































t OCT n G.01-11
F O R T R A N P1ATM
SYPIBOL SYBBOL
DRAGAA a2D/d<,2
DRAGRA aSn/auau / on ow






L I F T A A ,2,




 A2i /aoao L / on oot
LIFTV
* 32L/3V3.
cnnr n T c P D T P T T fl M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGECOOE
 ut ol>n 1 r 1 1 UIM BLOCK V6t SUBR CODE VAR


















































































O R A G V A
D R A G V A
DRAGVA
O R A G V A
D R A G V A
D R A G V A
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H -«<2) / t«2) /HATS /( 260) ALGCON
»(3) 0 Eipllcli ptrtlil of K * 3 > *ri \+ chin » It op t i ca l . /HATS /( IB) AL6CON
\+ . AL1
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F O R T R A N
5VP1BOL
RATH
SYMBOL CODE DESCRIPTION STORftSE SUBROUTINE USA6EBLOCK LOC SUBR C O D E V A f i
I RtlitUt ttloclty. ( F T / S E C ) /D






























































































































THIS ROUTINE APPLIES WHEN ALPHA IS A CONSTANT AL2
AL2
AL2
LOGICAL SWITCH, ILOAO DVNA
REAL BACH. ISP. ISPV. ISPR. ISPB, ISPT, ISPHV, ISPVR, ISPVfl, DVNA
»ISPVT, ISPRR, I5PRB, ISPRT, ISPPin. ISPBT, ISPTT, LIFT, LIFTV, OVNA
•LIFTR. LIFTA, LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA. LlFTRR. LlFTRA, BUR, LIFTAA, DVNA
•IRATED, ISPF, ISPFF DVNA
REAL BACH», BACHH, BACHVR, BACHRR DVNA
REAL LIFTH LIFTVB, HFTRB, LIFTBB, LIFTHA DVNA
COBBON /OVNA/ DVNA
•IX .TIDE ,S1N6AB,COSGAB,OBE6A .OBEGA2.R ,G , SINS JUL21
• COSA ,OYN011,OBESAT,TABP P» RO ,CS ,TEMPR ,PAR
•ROR ,CSR ,TErtPHR,PARR ,ROBR ,-CSRR ,«OOE ,flACH ,8
• 9V ,OR ,QVV ,8.VR ,QRR .FVAC .FVACV ,FvACR ,FVACB
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR,FVACRR,FVACTT,T ,BACH» .BACHR , 1 SP
• ISPV .ISPR ,ispn ,ISPT ,ISPVV ,ISP«P. .ispvn ,ISP»T ,ISPRR
• ISPRn , ISPRT ,ispnn ,ISPBT , ISPTT ,LIFT ,LIFT» , LIFTR .LIFTA
• LlFTVV,LlFTVR'LIFTVA.UFTRR,LIFTRA,OfiAG ,ORA£« ,DiiAGR ,DR«SA
•ORAGVV,OfiAGVR,DRAGVA,ORAGRR,OR«GRA,ORAGAA, ALPHA .PHI ,LIFTH
•LlFTVB.LlFTRB.LIFTBn.LIFTBA.OBR .OBRR .fiABBAO.AE ,TA«
•y ,SINPHI,COSPHI.SINPS1,COSPSI,SINRHO,COSRHO,SINROR,COSROR
•BUR ,XKG ,tKP ,AKIN , COO ,CDOB ,CLO ,FK .XCGB
• xCGnn , zcGfl , icsnn ,<jv ,XJR .xjw ,uvf) . <JRR WACH^B
•BACHRR,SIN2RO,COS2RO>COS2GB,CB ,CnA ,CflB , CnSA Cnnn
•CBAB ,cnc ,cnoB , cnonn , cnAnn ,ULFTV .ULFTR ,ULFTVV,ULFTVR
•ULFT«A,ULFTRR,ULFTRA, 1POW , IARC .TSTART.GH ,SRR .LIFTAA
• CDOBB , CLAnn ,CLOB .CLOBB ,DVNH9,CT .CODAE .SIDAE .coo
• SIO .OeLTAE.COE ,«CG ,ZCG ,«J .XrtCfi , CALPHA, ALflAX
•DB .ULFT ,CULFT ,JLFTA , TSTAGE, T IBES , XBCGAA. IRATED, FRATEO
connON /OVNA/
•BTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XnC6A ,FVACF ,ULFTAA,1SPF , ISPFF
•ILOAD .FKH ,FKBn , SWITCH, INQF ,Cu ,CLA ,CLH ,CLAA
•CLBn ,CLAH ,co ,COA , con .COAA .conn .conn ,ov«i9e
•DVNI99,DVN200,XBCGV ,XBCGR , XnCGn , XnCGV * , XdCSVR, XBCGVB, IBCGVA
• xnCGRR,xnCGRB,xnCGRA,XnCGnB,Xl<ICGnA,ROFiAR .OVN211,DV«|215,OVN216
•DVM217.IOAB ,TAlRft , TA1RBV , TAIRBH, TARBV V .TARBHH, TARBVH, SFC
•SFCV .SFCH ,SFCVV , SFCHH ,SFCVH
DlnENSlON PR06K2, 61)
COfMON /HATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,XK1 ,XK2 ,X«3 ,XK1T ,XHZT ,X«3T
•XK1D ,XK2D ,XK30 ,XK1A ,XK2A .XK3A , VDA ,GOA ,PDA
•XB19 ,XH20 ,Xn21 , XB22 ,XK1TT .XK2TT ,XK3TT ,XK1TD ,XK2TD
•XK3TO .XK1TA ,XK2TA ,XK3TA ,IK1DO ,XK200 .XK300 .XK10A .XK20A
• XK3DA , XK1AA XK2AA ,XK3AA ,XB11 ,Xni2 ,XBl3 ,XD<|1 ,XB15
• XK1V ,XK2V ,XK3V ,XK1G ,XK2G .XK3G ,K1P ,XK2P , XK3P
•XK1R ,X»2R ,XK3R ,XK10 ,XK20 ,XK30 ,XK1U ,XK2U ,XK3U
•XKin .XK2B ,XK3n ,XK1Z ,XK2Z ,XK3Z ,XK1VT XK2VT ,XK3VT
• XK1VO ,H2VD XK3VD ,XKiVA .XK2VA ,(K3VA , XKibT ,XK2GT ,XX3GT
•XK1GD ,XK2oO ,XK3GD ,XK1GA , XK2GA ,XK3GA ,XK1PT ,XK2PT ,IK3PT
•XK1PD ,X»2PD ,XK3PD ,X»1PA ,XK2PA ,XK3PA .XK1RT ,XK2RT ,XK3RT
•XK1RD .XK2RD ,XK3RD ,XK1RA ,IK2RA ,XK3RA ,XH10T ,XKZOT ,XK30T
•XK10D , XK2CD ,XK30D ,XK10A ,IK20A ,XK30A .XKIUT .XK20T ,XK3UT
• XK1UD .XK2UO ,JK3UO , XK1UA ,XK2UA ,IK3UA .XKlnT , XKJPIT , XK3HT
COnnom /HATS/
• XK1HD ,XK2nO ,XK3PID .XKiBA .XK2nA ,XK3nA ,XK1ZT ,XK2ZT ,XK3ZT
•XK1ZD , XK2ZO ,XK3ZD ,XK1ZA ,XK2Zft ,XK3ZA , XX 1 VV ,XK2VV ,X(3VV
•IK1GV ,XK2G« ,XK3GV ,XK1PV ,XK2PV .XK3PK .XK1RV .XK2RV ,XK3RV
•XK10V ,XK20V .XK30V ,XK1UV ,XK2UV ,XK3U< .XKlntf , X«2nV , XK3HV
•XK1ZV ,XK2ZV ,XK3ZV ,»K16S ,XK2GG .XK3GG .XK1PG ,XK2PG .XK3PG
•XK1RG ,XK2RG ,XK3RG .XK10G ,XK20G ,XK30G . XK1UG ,XK2UG , XK3U6
• XKinG , X«2P1G ,XK3NG ,XKUG ,XK2ZG ,XK3ZG .XK1PP .IK2PP , XK3PP
•XK1RP , XH2RP XK3RP ,XKIOP ,XK20P ,XK30P , XK1UP .XK2UP , XK3UP
•IK1BP , XK2HP ,XK3nP ,XK1ZP ,XK2ZP ,XK3ZP ,XK1RR ,XK2RR XK3RR
•XK10R ,IK20R ,XK30R ,XK1UR ,XK2UR .XK3JR .XK1BR ,XK2nR ,XK3BR
•XK1ZR ,XK2ZR ,XK3ZR , XS100 ,XK200 XK300 ,XK1UO .XX2UO ,XK3UO
• XKinO ,XK2flO ,XK3FIO ,XK120 ,XK2ZO ,XK3ZO .XK1UU ,X«2UU ,XK3UU
• XKinU , XK2WU ,XK3nil ,XK1ZU ,XK2ZU ,XK3ZU .XKIBH .XK2BB ,Xt3BB



























































COnBON /BATS/ . BATS
• DPDV(3. 8), DEPDEV12, 8), DPDLi 3, 3). PROD5(3. 61), PR00912. 2i ) HATS
COBBON /HATS/ BATS































10 XK3* = 1.
ENTRV HL2000
















SVABOL CODE DESCRIPTION 5TQBASE SUBROUTINE USAGESU8R C O D E V A R










CALPHA Va lu t for «n9lt of liltck In c ts t conilant in^lt of















AL3 evaluates the untrimmed lift constraint. Equation 10.4-1 in Vol. I.
In addition, it computes the explicit first and second partials of this













































































THIS ROUTINE APPLIES WHEN THE UNTR IMBED LIFT LIflIT
IS IN EFFFCT.
LOGICAL SWITCH, ILOAO
REAL BACH, ISP. 1SPV, ISPR, ISPn. ISPT, ISPYV, ISPVR, ISPVB,
•ISPVT, ISPRR, ISPRB, ISPRT, ISPflB. ISPBT. ISPTT. LIFT, LIFT*,
•LIFTR. L1FTA, LlFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA, LlFTRR, L1FTRA, BUR, LlFTAA
•IRATEb ISPF, ISPFF
REAL BACHV, BACHR, ItACHVR, flACHRRREAL L1FTB. LIFTVB, LIFTRB, LIFTBB, LIFTBACOBBON /DYNA/
•IK ,TIBE ,SINGAB,COSGAB,OBEGA ,OBEGA2,R
• COSA ,DVN011,OBEGAT,TABP ,PA ,RO ,CS  
•ROB ,CSR ,TEflPRR,PARR ,RORR 'CSRR '*ODE .BACH 0
•8» , OH ,0¥V ,0*R , ORB ,FVAC FHACV ,F¥ACR ,FVACH
•FVACT ,FVACVV.,FVACVR,FVACRR.FVACTT'T 'BACHV ,BACHR 'ISP
•1SPV , ISPR ,ISPB .ISPT , ISPVV .ISPVR ,ISPVB .ISPVT ,ISPHR
•ISPRW ,ISPRT ,1SPBB , ISPBT , ISPTT .LIFT 'LIFTV .LIFTR ,LlFTA
•LlFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA, LIFTHR, LIFTRA, DRAG .DRASV .ORAGR .ORAGA
»OR«GVV.ORA6»R,ORAGVA,OHA6RR,OHASRA,ORAaAA' ALPHA .PHI .LIFT*
•LIFTVB. LIFTRB, LlFTBB, LIFTBA. D8R ,DBRR .GABBAO.AE ,TA(
• Id ,SINPHi,COSPHI,SINPSl,COSPSI,SINRHO.COSRHO,SINROR,COSROR
•BUR ,XK6 ,XKP AKIN ,CDO ,CDOB ,CLO ,FK ,XCGH
•XCGBB ,ZC6N . ZCGdn .XJV .XJR ,XJV« .XJVR .XJRR .HACHVR
•nACHRR,SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS2GH,CR ,CBA ,CBB ,CBAA ,CBBB
•CBAB ,CBO ,CflOn ,CBCBB ,CBABB .ULFTV .ULFTR . ULFT VV, ULFTVR
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA,IPO« .XARC .TSTART.6H ,6RR ,u!FTAA
•COOBR .CLABB ,CLOB .CLOBB .DVN119.CT , CODAE .SIDAE 'COD
•SID .OELTAE.COE ,IC£ ,2C6 ,XJ , <«CS .CALPHA, ALflAX
• DB , ULFT .CULFT ,ULFTA ,TSTAGE, TIBES ' XHCGAA, 1 RATED, FHATED
connON /OVNA/-
• BTT ,Jl ,J2 ,J3 .XBCGA ,FVACF , UJLFTAA, 1 SPF .ISPFF
•.ILOAO ,FKB ;FKBB SWITCH, INQF ,CL ,CLA ,CLB , CLAA
•CLBB .CLAB , CD ,COA .COB .COAA ,CDBB ,CDAB ,ovNi9e
•DVN199,OVN200,xnCGV xnCGR .XHCGB XnC&VV,XBCGVR,xnCG«B,XBC6VA
• XBCGRR.XnCGRB.xnCGRA.XnCGnn.xnCGrlA RORRR ,OVN211,DVN215,OVN216
•OVN217.IOAB ,TAIRB TAI R*V. TAIRBH, TAR8V V, TARBHH, TARBVH, SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH .SFCVV .SFCHH ,SFC»H
DIBENSION PR06l(2, 6H)
COBBON /BATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,XK1 ,XK2 ,XK3 ,XK1T ,XK2T ,XH3T
•XKIO ,XK2D ,XK30 .XK1A ,XK2A ,XK3A , VOA ,GOA , PDA
• XB19 ,XB20 ,<n21 'XB22 ,X(1TT ,XK2TT ,I(l3TT ,<«ITO ,XK2TO
•XK3TO ,XK1TA ,XK2TA ,XK3TA , XK1DD ,XK2DD XK3DO ,XK10A ,XK2DA
• XK30A XK1AA ,XK2AA , XK3AA XDIl , XCI12 ,Xfll3 ,XB11 , XB15
•XK1V ,X>2V ,XK3V ,XK1G ,XK2G ,XK3G ,XK1P ,IK2P , XH3P
• >K1R . XK2R , XK3R , XII 10 ,XK20 .XK30 XKIU ,XK2U , XH3U
•XK1B ,XK2B ,XK3B ,XK1Z , XK22 , XK3Z , XK1VT ,XK2VT ,XK3«T
•XK1VO , XK2VO ,I(3VO .XK1VA ,XK2VA IK3VA XK1GT , XK26T X(3GT
•XK1GD ,XK2GO .XK3GD XK1GA ,XK2GA ,XK3GA XI1PT ,XK2PT , XH3PT
•XK1PD ,XK2PD , XK3PD 'XK1PA ,X(2PA ,XK3PA ,XK1RT ,XK2RT , XK3RT
•XK1RO ,IK2RO , XK3RO, XKIRA ,X«2RA ,IK3fiA , XK10T , JK20T , XX307
•XK100 ,XK200 , XK300 ,X«10A , XK20A XK30A ,XK1UT ,XK2UT , XH3UT
•XK1UD ,XK2UD , XK3UO 'x«10A , XK2UA XK3UA ,XK1BT ,IK2BT , XX3BT
COBBON /BATS/
•XKIHD ,XK2BD ,XK3BO , XK1HA XK2BA .XK3BA ,XK1ZT ,XK2ZT , XH3ZT
•XK1ZO ,XK2ZO , XX3ZD ,XH1ZA ,XK2ZA ,XK3ZA ,XK1VV , XK2VV , XK3VV
•XK1GV ,XK2GV .XK3GV 'XKIPV ,IK2PV ,XK3PV ,XK1RV ,IK2RV ,XK3RV
• XK10V ,XK20V , XK30V ,XK1UV .XK2UV ,XK3uV ,XK1BV ,XK2BV .XK3BV
•XK1ZV ,XK2ZV XK3ZV , XK1G6 ,XK2GG ,XK3GG ,XK1PG ,XK2PG ,XK3PG
•XK1RS .XK2RG ,XK3Ra iHlDS , XK20S ,XK306 , XK1UG ,X«2UG ,IX3UG
•XK1BG ,XK2nG ,XK3nG , XK1ZS ,XK2ZG ,XK3ZG ,XK1PP ,XK2PP ,XK3PP
•XK1RP , XK2RP ,XK3RP XK10P , XH20P , XR30P ,XK1UP ,XK£UP ,Xt3UP
•XK1BP ,XK2BP ,XK3DP XK1ZP ,XK2ZP ,XK3ZP XK1RR XK2RR ,Xt3RR
•XKlOfl , XK20R XK30R , XKIUR ,XK2UR .XK3UR XK1BR ,XK2BR .XK3BR
•XK1ZR ,XK2ZR ,XK3ZR XK100 ,XK200 XK300 XK1UO ,XK2UO ,X«3UO
•XK1BO ,XK2BO ,IK3BO ,XK1ZO ,X»2ZO XK3ZO .IX1UU , XK2UO , XK3UU
•XK1BU , X«2nu XK3HU , XK1ZU ,XK2ZU ,XK3ZU ,XK1BB ,X«2BB ,I(3BB
•XK1ZB ,XK2ZB ,XK3Zfl ,XK1ZZ ,XK2ZZ ,XK3ZZ XKPI 1 1 , XKPI 21 , XKPI 31
• XKPI12,XKP]22,XKP]32,II(PI13,XKPI23,XKPI33,PA1 , PA2
COBBON /BATS/













































































































«PV ,P6 ,PP .PR ,PO ,PV\J ,PSV ,PPV ,PRV ,
•POV ,P6G .PPG ,PR6 ,P06 ,PPP ,PRP .POP ,PRB
•POR .POO ,PL6 ,PLP
EQUI VALENCE< PRODI .FR605 )
C
C THIS ENTRV COnPUTES EXPLICIT SECOND PAHTIALS OF THE





C THIS ENTRV COnPUTES nIXEO SECOND PARTS. W/RESPECT








C THIS ENTRV CORF. 2ND PARTS U/RESP. TO CONTROL.
ENTRV AL3002
30 XK3AA = ULFTSA
C THIS ENTRV COflP. 1ST PARTS W/RESP. TO CONTROL
ENTRV AL300I
10 XK3A = ULFTA
C THIS ENTRV EVAL. COSTRAININS EO. ONLV
ENTRV AL3000
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AL4 evaluates the vertical rise and pitchover constraint, Equation 10.1-1
in Vol. I. Moreover, it computes the explicit first and second partials













































































THIS ROUTINE APPLIES FOR VERT. RISE AND PICHOVER
REAL BAGBV, HO, H, LV, L6AB, LPS1, LR, LRHO, LBU, Lit, LTAU, NOB
COBBON /D/
• X, H. 11(1), BAGBV, ERR, D9, 010, C(10), C S A V E ( I O ) , V, GAM, PSI,
•ALT,RHO.HU,B TAU. HT, LV, L6AB LPSI, LR, LRHO, LBU. LB, LTAU,




REAL BACH. ISP, ISPV, ISPR, ISPB, ISPT, ISPVV. ISPVR, ISPVB,
•ISPVT, ISPRR, iSPRfl, ISPRT, ISPnA, ISPflT, ISPTT. LIFT, LlFTV.
•LIFTR. LIFTA, LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA, LIFTRR, L1FTRA, BUR, LIFTAA
•IRATE6. ISPFl ISPFF
REAL HACHV, BACHR, BACHVR, HACHRR
REAL LlFTH, LlFTVH, LlFTRft, LIFTBH. LIFTBA
COnnON /DIM/
• XX ,TInE ,SINGAH,COSGAB,OB£6A ,OBEGA2,R ,G ,S
•COSA .DYN011.0nEGAT,TAnP ,PA ,RO ,CS , TEnPR P
•ROR ,CSR .TEnPRR'pARR >ORR 'CSRR 'KOOE RACH ,0
*av ,OR ,QW ,a»R ,ORR 'FVAC ,FVACV 'FVACR 'F
• FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR,FVACRR,FVACTT,T ,nACHV F1ACHR ,ISP
•ISPV ,ISPfl ,ISPB ,ISPT 'ISPVV . ISPVR .ISPVB 'ISPVT 'iSPRR
•ISPRN ,ISPHT ,ISPBB 1ISPBT 'iSPTT ,L\fl ,LIFTV 'LIFTR ,LIFTA
•LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA, LIFTRR, LlFTRA, DRAG ,OPAGV ,DRAGR ,DRAGA
•ORAGVV,OHAGVR.ORA6VA,ORA6RR,DRAGRA,DRAGAA. ALPHA PHI ,LIFTB
• LlFTVB,LIFTR«,LlFT/n«,LlFTn*,DflR ,D0RR ,GAniMO,AE ,TAX
•W ,SINPHI.COSPHI,SINPSI,COSPS1,SINRHO,COSRHO!SINROR,COSROR
•BUR ,XKG ,XKP ,AKIN .COO , COOW ,CLO ,FK , XCGB
•XCGBB ,ZCGn , ZCGnn ,XJV ,XJR ,XJVV ,XJVR ,XJRR ,BACHVR
•B«CHRR,SI«i2«0,COS2RO,COS2G«,CB ,C(nA ,C«fl 1CBAA , C«BB
•CBAB ,CBO ,cno« .CBOBB ,CBABB ,ULFTV ,ULFTR ,ULFTVV,ULFTVR
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA,IPOM ,IARC ,TSTART,GH ,fiRR .LIFTAA
•CDOBB ,CLABB .CLOB 'CLOFIB ,ovNii9,CT ,COOAE ,SIDAE COD
•SID .DELTAE'COE 'XCG 'ZCG ,xj 'xnCG 'CALPHA)ALBAX
•OB ,ULFT .CULFT 'ULFTA ,TSTAGE, TINES ,XBCGAA,IRATEO,FRATEO
COBBOK /OVNA/
•nTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XnC6A ,FVACF .ULFTAA.ISPF , ISPFF
•ILOAO .FKB ,FKBB , SWITCH. INQF ,CL ,CLA ,CLB .CLAA
•CLBB ,CLAB ,co ,CDA .con ,CDAA ,CDBB ,COAB ,OVN198
• DYN199.0VN200,XnCGV ,XBC£R ,1BCGB , X f lCGVV, XBCGVR, XrtCSVn, XBCGVA
• If)CGRfi,XnCGRn,xnCGfiA,xnCenn,lnCGnA.RORRR ,OVN21>t,OVN21S.DVN216
•DVN217.IOAB .TAIRB ,TAIRBV, TA IRBH.TARBVV.TARBHH' TARBVH, SFC
•SFCV .SFCH .SFCVV JSFCHH ^SFCVH
DInENSION PR06l(2. 61)COnnON /HATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,XK1 ,XK2 ,XK3 , XK1T ,XK2T ,X«3T
• HID , XK2D ,IK30 ,XK1A ,IK2A ,XK3A ,VO« ,GOA ,PDA
• XB19 ,X«20 .XB21 ,XB22 ,X«1TT ,XK2TT 'x«3TT 'xHTD ,X»2TD
• XK3TO .IK1TA ,XK2TA XK3TA ,XK100 ,XK200 ,11(300 '(K10A ,XK20A
•XK30A , XIUAA .XK2AA ,XK3AA , XBIl ,XBl2 ,XHl3 ,Xni1
•XK1V .XK2V ,XK3V ,XH1G ,XK2G ,XK3G ,XK1P ,XK2P
• XK1R , XK2R ,XK3R ,11(10 ,XK20 ,XK30 ,X»IU ,U2U
• XKlfl ,XK2n ,XK3n ,XKU ,XK2Z ,XK3Z ,XK1VT ,XK2VT ,
•IK1VD ,XK2VO ,XK3VO ,XK1VA ,XK2VA ,IK3VA .XK16T XK2GT ,«K36T
•XK1GO ,XK2GO ,XK3GD ,XK1GA ,XK2GA ,XK3GA ,XK1PT 'XK2PT ,XK3PT
•XX1PB , IK2PO , IK3PD ,IK1PA .XK2PA ,XK3PA ,XK)RT XK2RT , XK3RT
•XK1RD ,XK2RD ,XK3RO ,XK1RA ,XK2RA ,XK3RA , XK10T XK20T ,XK30T
•XK100 ,XK20D , JK30D ,XK10A .XK20A ,XK30A ,XK1UT ,XK2UT ,XK3UT
•XK1UD , XK2UD .IK3UO ,XKlUA ,XK2UA ,IK3UA ,SK1BT 'XK2BT ,XK3BT
COBBON /BATS/
•XKlnO ,XK2BO , XK3WD ,XK11A ,XK2BA ,XK3BA ,XK1ZT ,XK2ZT ,X«3ZT
•XK1ZO , XK2ZO ,IK3ZO ,XKUA ,XK2ZA ,XK3ZA ,XK1VV XK2VV ,IK3VV
•XK1GV .XK2GV .XK3GV ,XK1PV ,XK2PV ,XK3PV ,XK1RV 'XK2RV ,X(3RV
•XK10V .XK20V , XK30V , XK1UV ,XK2UV ,XK3UV ,XK1BV ,XK2nV ,XK3BV
•XK1ZV ,XK2ZV .XK3ZV ,XK16G ,XK2GG ,XK3GG ,XK1PG ,XK2PG ,I«3P6
• XK1RG .XK2F.S ,:K3RG ,XK10G .XK20S ,XK30S .XK1UG ,XK2UG ,XK3US
•XK1BG .IK2HG ,XK3BG ,XK1Z6 .XK2ZG .XK3ZG , XK1PP XK2PP .XK3PP
• XK1RP ,XK2HP 'K3RP ,XK10P ,X*20P ,XK30P ,XK1UP 'XK2UP ,XK3UP
•XKlnP , XK2OP ,XK3BP , XK1ZP ,XK2ZP ,XK3ZP .XK1RR .XK2BR ,IK3RR







































































































































































•XK1ZR ,XK2ZR ,XK3ZR ,XK100 ,XK200 ,XK30Q
 (XK1UO .XK2UO .XK3UO ,
•XKinO .XK2MO .XK3HO .XK1ZO .XK2ZO .XK3ZO , XK1UU , XK2UU .XK3UU ,
• XKIMU ,XK2MU .XK3MU .XK1ZU ,XK2ZU ,XK3ZU .XKlflM ,XK2nM ,XK3MM ,
• XK1ZM .XK2ZN .IK3ZM ,XK1ZZ .XK2ZZ ,XK3ZZ , XKP I 1 1 . XKP I 21 , XKP1 3 1 ,
•XKPI12.XKP122,XKPI32,XKPI13,XKPI23,XKPI33.PA1 ,I>A2
connON /HATS/
• DPOY(3, 8). OEPOEV(2, 8), DPDLl 3, 3), PR005C3, 61), PROD9(2, 21)
COMMON /MATS/
*PV ,P6 ,ff .PR ,PO .PVV ,P6V .PPV .PRY
• POY ,P66 .PPG ,PRG ,P06 ,PPP ,PHP .POP ,PRR
•POR ,POO .PLG .PLP
EQUIVALENCE! PRODI, PR6D5)
ASF(X, Y) = (XKG*Y - XKP»X>/SQUARE
BSF(E, F, 6, HI = <Y2MX2*(E»N -t 6»F ) » TUOXY»( E*6 - F»H»/SQS8
THIS ENTRY COMPUTES 2ND PARTS. U/RESP . TO STATE
ENTRY AL1020
ASSIGN 6 TO 160
ASSIGN 3 TO LABL
GO TO 2
THIS ENTRY COMPUTES MIXED 2ND PARTS. W/RESP. TO
STATE AND CONTROL
EKTRY AL1011
ASSIGN 10 TO IGO
ASSIGN 5 TO LABL
GO TO 1
THIS ENTRY CORP. 1ST PARTS. W/RESP. TO STATE
ENTRY AL1010
ASSIGN 20 TO IGO
ASSIGN 5 TO LABL
60 TO 1
THIS ENTRY COMP . 2ND PARTS. W/RESP. TO CONTROL
ENTRY AL1002
ASSIGN 30 TO 160
60 TO 5
THIS ENTRY COMP. 1ST PARTS. W/RESP. TO CONTROL
ENTRY AL1001
ASSIGN 10 TO 160
60 TO 5
THIS ENTRY EVAL. COSTRA1NJNG Efl. ONLY
ENTRY AL1000
ASSIGN 50 TO 160
GO TO 5
INITIALIZATION FOR 2ND PARTS w/RESP TO STATE
2 Y2MI2 = <XKP - XKG)*(XKP * XKG >
TUOXY = 2.«XK6«XKP
VYRR : LIFTRR - DBRR'SINA





XKPVG =-2.»(SINRHO»SING«n«(2./l fl.COSRHO)»V«COSoA«»SINPSI « OMEGA)
• * OMEGA«COSRHO*COSPSI*COS6An)
XUGVP = 2.>OAEGA*COSRHO*COSPSI
XKPVP = 2.»( «/(R*COSRHO)*COSGAH«>2«SlNRHO«COSPSI * OnEGA. COSRHO
• >SINPSI>SINGAH)
XKGVR = -2.'/R**2«V*COSGAM
XKPVR = -2./(R*«2»COSRHO )»»«COSGAn«»2»SlKRHO»SINPSI
XKGVO - -2.«OnEGA»SI«RMO«SINPSI
XKPVO = 2.>(«/(R>COSRHO»2)*COSGAn">2*SlNPSI « OnEiA.( COSRHO
• «COSGAM * SINRHO*COSPSI*SINGAM»
XKGbG = (G - V»2/R>oCOSGAn - R»OnE6A2«COSRHO»( COSRHO>COSGAn
• * SIMRHO>COSPSI*S1NGAM)
XKPGG = -2.*«>(«/(R<>COSRHO)«COS2Gn«SINRHO*SINPSI * OMEGA*( SINRHO
• *COSaAfl - COSBHO'COSPSI'SINliAfl))
XKGGP = -R«Oi1Eb«2'COSRHO'SINRMO'SINPSI»CCSaAM
XHPliP = -2.4>«»(H/IR*COSRHO)>SlNGAM*COSGAn*COSPSI«SINRHO - OnEGA
* *COSRHO>SINPSI>COSGAn>
XKGGR = (V«»2 - 2.>G>R)/R"2*SINGAH - OnE6A2»COSRHO»( COSRHO
• oSINSAn - SINRHO«COSPSI«COSGAH)
XKPSR - 2./COSRHO»( V/R)»*2*S!NRHO*SlNGAn«COSGAN»SlNPSI
XKbGO = R>OnEGA2<(SlN2RO«SINGAn « COS2RO»COSPSI»COS6AM )
XKPGO = -2.>V«(«/(R*COSRHO'>2)>S1NGAM*COSGAM*SINP5I * OnEGA


























































































































































XKGPP s -OflE6A»COSRHO«l 2 .•V'SINPS] « R»Or>EGA»SINRHO»COSP51»SlN6A«)
XKPPP = -( V»COSGAn>»«2 /<RoCOSRHO)«S!NRHO»SINPSI « OHEGA.COSRHO
» •( 2.'V.COSPSMSIIHG<m - R»OnE6A»SlNRHO»SINPSI )
XKGPR = -OHEGA2oCOSRMO»SINRHO»SlNPSI»SIN6»B
XKPPR = SINRHO*COSPSI»(0«EGA2»COSRHO - ( V /R»COSGAf l >*»2/COSRHO )
XK6PO = -OnESA«(R*OnEGA*COS2RO*SIMPSI«SIMG«n * 2 . * V*SINRHO«COSPSI>
XKPPO i COSPSI*( < V/COSRMO»COSGAfl)»»2/R « R»0«EGA2»COS2RO ) - 2.*V
• • OftEGA>SINRHO>SlNPSI*SINGAM
XK6RR - 2./R"3»( V»»2 - 3.«&*R)«COS6A«
XKPRR = 2.»S1NRMC»S1NPSI'( V/R»COS6AFI >.»2/t fl'COSRMO )
XKGRO = OBEGA2.<COS2RO»COSPSI»SINGAn - SIN2RO»COSGAn>
X K P R O = SlNPSI»(OnEGA2»COS2RO - ( V /R»COS6An /COSRHO >»»2 )
XKGOO * -2.«0«EGA»( »«OflEG««<COS2RO«C05SA« •> SIN2RO«COSPSI«SIN6AH>
» » V»COSRHO»SINPS1 )
XKPOO = 2.»(»»COSGAn»SINRHO»< V/( R»COSRMO»»3 >»COS6AB»SI«>SI
• - OrtEGA) « OHEGAM V*COSRHO>COSPSl>SINGAn - R.OHEGA.SINPSI
• •SIM2RO»
GO TO 'I
COnPUTE EXPLICIT 2ND PARTS U/RESP. TO STATE OF KAN*
ANGLE
3 PVV = f tSFCXKGVV, X K P V V ) B S F I X K G V , XK7V, X«6», X«P«)
PGV = A S F C X K G V G , X K P V G ) BSFl X K 6 V , XKPV, (KG6. XHPG)
PP» - ASFIXKGVP, XKPVP) B5F(XliGV, XKPV, XKSP, XltPP )
PRV = ASFdKGvR, X K P V R ) B S F C X K G V , X K P V , X K G R . XHPR)
POK = ASF(XKG«0, X K P V O ) B S F ( X K G « . XHP», XKGO, X K P O )
PGG = ASF(XKGSG. XKPGG) BSF( XKGG. XKPG, XKGG. X K P G )
PPG = ASFIXXGGP, XXPGP) S S F t X X G G . XKPG, XK6P, XKPP )
PRG = ASFdKbSR, XKPGR) BSFl X K G G . XKPG' X K G R , XKPR )
POG = ASF( XKGGO, X K P G O ) BSF( X K G G . XKPG. XKGO, XKPO)
PPP = A S F C X K G P P , X K P P P ) 6 S F ( X K G P , XKPP, XKGP, XKPP)
PRP : ASFdKGPR, XKPPR) BSF(XKGP, XKPP, XKGR, XKPR)
POP = ASF(XK3PO, XKPPO) B S F C X K G P , XKPP, (KGO, XKPO)
PAR - ASF(XKGRR, X K P R R ) &SF(XKSR, XKPR, IKGR, XKPR)
POD - ASFdKGDO, X K P R O ) 8SF< XKSR, XKPfl, XKGO, XKPO)
POO = A S F ( X K G O O , X K P O O ) B S F ( X K G O , X K P O , XKGO. X K P O )
CORP. EXPLICIT 2ND P A R T S U/RESP TO STATE OF COSINE
OF BANK ANGLE
CPVV : -COSPH1»PV»PV - S1NPH1»PV»
CPVG = -COSPHI«PV«P6 - SINPHl'PGV
CPVP = -COSPHI»P»»PP - SINPHI'PPV
CPvR : -COSPHI.f *»PB - S1*PHI«PR»
CPVO = -COSPHI»P».PO - SINPHUPOV
CPGG = -COSPMl.PG'PG - SINPHl'PGG
CPGP = -COSPM1»P6»PP - SINPH1»PP6
. CPGR = -COSPM1.PS.PR - SlNPHI'PRB
CPGO = -COSPH1.PG.PO - SINPHI'POG
CPPP = -COSPHI»PP»PP - SIKPHI'PPP
CPPR r -COSPMI»P»>»Pli - 5INPNt>PRP
CPPO = -C05PHI»PP.PO - SINPHl'POP
CPRR i -COSPHI.PR.PR - SINPHl«PRR
CPRO = -COSPM1.PR.PO - SIUPHI'POR
CPOO i -COSPrtl'PO'PO - SIHPHl»POO
SO TO 9
INITIALIZATION FOR 1ST P A R T S U/RESP TO STATE AMD /OR
flUED 2ND PAATS.
1 SQUARE = XKG*«2 * XKP»»2
sasa = seuARE**2
VYR = LlFTR - DBR»SINA
CORPUTE EXPLICIT 1ST PARTS W/RESP TO STATE OF KINE-
MATICS
XKGV = 2.«tv/R«cosaAn * OBEGA«COSRHO»SINPSI ) - GAHHAO
XKGG = (G - Vo*2/R)*SINGAn - R*OnEGA2*COSRHO«(COSRHO*SINGAH
» - SINRHO«COSPSl*COSGAfl)
XKGP = OnEGA«COSRHO«(2.*V«COSPSI - R«OnEGA«SIMRHO«SINPSI*SINGAH )
X K G R = < 2 . » G *R- V«-2)/R"2'COSb«n •> OflEGA2«COSRHO«( COSRHO»COS6AB
» * S]NRHO*COSPS!*S)NSAfl>
X K G O = -OnEGAo(R«OnEGA>(SlN2RO>COSSAn - COS2RO»COSPSI*SINGAn) « 2.
• •V«SINRMO*SINPSI )
X K P V = 2.»(COSGA«»SINRHO*( V/l R 'COSRHO )»COSGA«»SINPS1 « OHEGA)
• - OnEGA>COSRMO>COSPSI>SlNGAH)
XKPG = -2.»V*(Sl«RHO*51NUAn»( V/( R'COSBHO )«COSSAn»SI«PSI « CHEGA)
• •> OnEGA«COSRHO>COSPSl«COSGAn)
XKPP = (y>COSGAn>*>2 / (R*COSRHD)>S lNRHC>COSPSI •> OnEGA«COSRHO
* »( R«OnEli«'SlNRHO«CCSP51 « 2 . -V»SINPSI '5 INGA«)


























































































































































IKPD = V>COSGAn*( V/(R>COSRMO«»2)»COS&An>SlNI>Sl * 2.»OftEGA*COSRHO>
• * OflE6A»(R»OHEGA*SINPSI»-COS2RO * 2 .*V«SINRHO<>COSPSI«SINGAH )
C COMPUTE 1ST PARTS W/RESP TO STATE OF BAH ANGLE
PV = ASF(«K6V, IKPY)
PS = ASF(XK6G. X«P6)
PP = ASFdKGP, XKPPI
PR - ASF(XKGR, XKPR)
PO = ASF(XKGO. X«PO>
C COMPUTE 1ST PARTS W/RESP TO STATE OF COSINE OF BANK
CPV = -SlttPHIoPV
CPG = -SINPHI.P6




C INITIALIZATION FOR ALL ENTRIES




YY - TSDAE * LIFT - DBS*
ZZ = TCDAE * LIFTA - OBCA
60 TO 160
C 2ND PARTS tf/RESP TO STATE
6 XX3»V = L1FTYY»COSPHI * 2.»LIFTV*CPV » VY'CPVV » «»J«6V»
IK3£V = LIFTV.CP6 * V¥«CPVS •» H*XK6VG
IK3PV : LIFTV'CPP * VV*CPVP * H*XKGVP
IK3RV : LIFTVoCPR * LIFT«R«COSPHI «VVR*CP« * VV«CPVR •» MJKSKR
IK30V = LIFTV*CPO » YV »CPVO * A»XX6VO
XK3HV = XKGV « LlFTN'CPK * t IFTVB'COSPHI
XK3£G = YY*CPGG IOXKGG6
IK3PG - YV.CP6P ft*XK6GP ,.-'
XK3RS = YY.CPGR fl«XKGGR * YYR»CP6 /
XK30& x YY.CPSO H»»H660 ,/
XK3HG = IKG6 « L FTHoCPG I'
IX3PP = VVoCPPP B»I*SPP \
XX3RP - YYvCPRR N>XKGPR * YYR»CPP \
XK30P = YV*CPPO H*IK6PO . <
XK3RP : XKSP « LIFTN*CPP .(
XK3RR = YYRR.COSPMI t 2.>YVR»CPR * YY.CPHH 4 n*XKfiRR i
XK30R = YYR'CPO * YY'CPSO » d'XKGRO
XH3BR = XKGR * LlFTA*CPR « LIFTR«»COSPHI >
XX300 = YY'CPOO « ««XX600
XK3HO XKGO * LIFTN*CPO
XK3HN LIFTIM*COSPHI











IK3VA ZZ*CP« * LIFT<A*COSPHI
X«3bA ZZ*CPG
XK3PA ZZ»CPP
XK3RA = ZZ'CPR « (LlFTRA - DBB'COSA )«COSPMI
XK30A - ZZ*CPO
Xk3HA £ LIFTHA'COSPHI
C 1ST PARTS ri/RESP TO STATE
20 IK3V = LIFTOCOSPHI * YY'CPV « H*X«G«
IK3l> = YY<CPG * fl«X««S
XK3P s YY»CPP * «»XX6P
XK3R = YYR.COSPHI » YY>CPR •> M'IKGR
X>30 : VY.CPO « ««I«tO
XK3n = IKG « LIFTH*COSPNI
C 2ND PARTS m/RESP TO CONTROL


























































































1ST PARTS y/RESP TO CONTROL
10 XK3T = COSPH1*SIDAE
XK3D = -TCDAE*COSPMI
XK3A = ZZ.COSPMI

















COOAE c o s ( * - t E > 1 Sn •«•»•
COSA ceo ' *•• «»"k»
COSSAH
 eei, I S>* tjmkt
-
COSPHI cot* 1 *•• t»«k«
COSPSI co»* I S»« • »•»•
COSRHO
 co$p I St. tr.k.
COS2GH c o s Z y ' *•• «|«ke
COS2RO co»2p 1 S«« t»»k»
nrTDTPTinM STORAGE SUBROUTU toUn l r l iU lM BLbt« LO£ suBii t
























































1 /OYNA /( 121 > ALI
S T A T E F




















































































rnnr H T T O T P T T fl M STORAGE SUBROUTINE USAGECODE
 U t b L n l r l l U W BLOCK Lftt SUBR CODE YAR
































I Ifiit**tniteui gritltitlo**! itctltratloi . /OYNA /( B) AL1








































































































Li FTIW i2i / 3 H AM0 L/ OV0V
LIFTHH *j2i / 3^2
0 L, / 0V
LIFTR dL/dR
LiFTRw a2i /AB^K.
o »• / on OQ







cone n C C P B T D T T f l MCOOE
 U t O U n 1 r 1 1UIM
I Stt lyiktl









S T O R A G E 5UBROUT
SLOCK LOC SUBR c


































































































































t OCT T2 6.01-44
FORTRAN HATH
SVFIBOL SYMBOL
LIFT VH *j2i / A V «) •*Q L/ 9 V OB
LI FT Vn a2l /^uaDO L./ O V On














































< 6 ' S ) /O /(
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560) A LI H PGG
556) AL1 N PGV
551) AL1 N PO
563) AL1 H POG
569) AL1 H POO
566) AL1 H POP
56B) AL1 H POR
55») AL1 H POV
552) AL1 H PP
561 > AL1 H PPG
561) AL1 H PPP






































































































































































BATH ........ n r T n T r T T n W S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USABESVBBOL COI)E UtoUnlr 1 1UIM . sibcn LOC SUBR cdoE VAR













































































































k I Aln.br.lt tqNtt lon u>.4 in ..rilc.l rl.. .nd /OVNA /< 101) ALI I IK6
' plichoxr ' . CONTRL B KG
K^ I Alo.br.lc equat ion uitd in ••rtlcil rli. ind /OVNA /( 102) ALI 1 IKP
* pMcho.tr CONTRL B IKP




AL5 evaluates the unpowered total acceleration limit constraint, Equation
10.5-1 in Vol. I. In addition, it computes the explicit first and second







































































































THIS ROUTINE APPLIES WHEN AN UNPOUERED TOTAL ACCEL.
LIHIT IS IN EFFECT.
cormON/SLOBAL/
•SB ,ER .OHGZ , XLAHHF.VHURF ,LUH .TO ,EPSLON,INNER ,
• ITRHAX.JJOP( 6) .IFATAL.NARC ,NBRAN ,NFARC ,10(1) ,KTAB(26),
• ITAB(2&>, SIG.HAXTAB.Gn.PSIRF ,1PFL61,IPFLG2,IPFL63,IPFL61,
«INEQFL(20), ITPSO, KSOL, INARK,KGLOBL(7 )
COnmON/ARCDAT/
•SREF  ,  ,THULT
•lATn InODE  ,JPRO







REAL BACH, ISP, ISP*. ISPR, ISPH, ISPT, ISPV*. 1SPYR, ISPKH,
•ISPYT, ISPRR, JSPRH, ISPRT, ISPFWI. ISPHT. ISPTT. LIFT, LIFT*,
• LIFTR, LIFTA, LIFTVY, LlFTYR, LIFTVA, LIFTRR, LlFTRA, HtlR, LlFTAA
•IRATED. ISPF, ISPFF
REAL HACHV, HACHR, HACHVR, HACHRR
REAL LIFTH, L1FTVH, L1FTRB, LIFTHH. LlFTHA
COHHON /DVNA/
•IX TIBE ,SINGAH,COSGAH,OflEGA ,0«E6A2,fl ,6 ,SIMA
•COSA ,OVN011,OnEaAT,TAHP ,PA ,RO ,CS ,TEHPR .PAR
•ROR ,CSR .TEHPRR.PARR ,RORR ,CSRR ,KOOE ,HACH ,8
• 8* ,8R ,OW ,8VR ,ORR ,F«AC .FYACV .FYACR ,F«»CH
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVAC«R,F«ACRR,FVACTT,T .HACHV ,BACMR ,ISP
•ISPY ,ISPR ,ISPrt ,ISPT ,ISP»» ,1SPVR ,ISPVH ,ISP«T .ISPRR
• ISPRH ,ISPRT .ISPCIfl ,ISPHT ,ISPTT ,LlFT ,LlFT» ,LIFTR .LlFTA
•LIFT*V,L|FTVR,LIFTVA,LIFTRB,LlFTRA,ORAb ,DRAGV ,DBAod .ORAGA
•LlFTVn)LlFTRn|LlFTnn'LlFTnA'DBR 'OdRR 'uAnnADJAE 'TAX
•« ,SINPHI,COSPHI,SINPSI.CCSPSI,SIMRHO,COSRHO,SINROR,COSROR
•BUR XKS ,IKP ,AKIN ,COO ,COCB ,CLO ,FK ,XCGH
•XCGBN .ZC6B ZCGHH .XJV ,XJR ,XJ«V ,XJ»fi ,XJRR ,«ACH*R
• HACHRR,SIN2IIO,COS2RO,COS2Gn,Cn ,CHA ,CHH , CBAA .CltHH
*CHAfl ,CBO ,CHOH ,CBOBB CHAHH .ULFT* ,ULFTR ,ULFTVK,ULFTKR
•ULFT*A,ULFTRH,ULFTHA,IPOU ,(ARC ,TSTART,GH ,GRR .LlFTAA
• CDOHH , CLABH 'CLOB .CLOHH ,DYNH9,CT ,CODAE ,SIOAE .COO
•SIO ,OELTAE,CDE ,XCG ,ZC& ,XJ ,XHC6 .CALPHA,ALBAX
• DB ULFT ,CULFT .ULFTA ,TSTAGE,TIHES ,XHC6AA,I RATED,FRATEO
COflflON /DYNA/
»HTT ,Jl ,J2 ,J3 ,XBCGA ,FYACF ,ULFTAA,ISPF .ISPFF
•ILOAD ,F«B ,FKBB SWITCH,INOF ,CL ,CLA ,CLB ,CLAA
•CLBB ,CLAH CD ,COA .con ,CDAA ,CDBB ,CDAH ,OYNi98
• DYNl99,OYN200,XnCGV ,XnCGR ,IBCGfl , XflCGYV,XHC6YR,XHC6VH,XHCGVA
• XHCGRR,xnCGRH,inCGRA,xnCGnn,xnCGnA,RORRR ,DYN2H,OVN215,DYN216
*DYN217,IOAn ,TAIRB ,TAIRB*,TAIRBH,TARBY*,TARBHH,TARB»M,SFC
*SFCV ,SFCH ,SFCVY ,SFCHH ,SFC»M
DIHENStON PRODK2, 61)
COHHON /HATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,XK1 ,X(2 ,XK3 ,XK1T ,(K2T ,XK3T
•XK1D ,IK20 ,XK3D ,XK1A ,XK2A ,XK3A ,VDA ,GDA .PDA
• XH19 ,XH20 ,XB21 ,XP122 ,XK1TT ,XK2TT ,XK3TT ,XK1TD ,X«2TO
•XX3TD .XK1TA ,XK2TA ,IK3TA ,IK10D ,XK200 ,XK3DO ,XK1DA ,X(20A
•XK3DA ,XK1AA .XK2AA ,XK3AA ,(H11 ,XH12 .XH13 ,(H11 .IfllS
•XK1* ,IK2V ,(K3Y ,XKIG ,IK2G ,IK3G ,(K1P .XK2P ,XK3P
•XK1R ,XK2R ,(K3R ,XK10 ,XK20 ,(K30 ,IK1U ,XK2U ,XK3U
•XK1H ,XK2H ,XK3D ,XK1Z ,XK2Z ,XK3Z ,XK1YT ,X«2»T ,IK3«T
• ««1*0 ,XK2lfO , XK3VD ,XK1VA ,XK2VA ,XK3*A IK1GT .XK2GT .XI3GT
•XK1GD .XK2GD 1IK3GD ,XK16A ,XK2oA ,IK3GA ,(K1PT ,XK2PT ,XK3PT
• IK1PO ,(K2PD ,XK3PD ,XK1PA .XX2PA ,XK3PA XK1RT , XIC2RT ,I(3RT
• XK1RO ,IK2RD , IK 3RD ,XKIRA ,H2RA XK3RA ,XK10T ,IK20T .IK30T
•XK100 ,XK20D ,XK30D ,XK)CA ,XK2CA ,IK3CA ,IK1UT ,IK2UT .XK3UT
•XKIUO ,IK2UD .XK3UD ,XK1UA ,XK2UA ,IK3UA ,IK1HT ,XK2HT ,XK3flT
connON /HATS/
•XK1HO ,IK2BD ,X>3flO ,XK1HA ,X(2BA ,(K3HA ,IK1ZT ,XK2ZT X(3ZT
















































































































































•XX16V ,XX2GV ,XK3GV ,XX1P» ,XX2PV ,XK3PV .XKIRV ,XX2RV .XK3RV
•XK10V .XX20V .XK30V ,XX1UV XK2UV ,XK3UV ,XX1BV ,XK2BV ,XX3BV
•XX1ZV , XR2ZV ,XX3ZV 'XXIGG 'xK2GG .XK3G6 ,XX1P6 .XK2PG , XK3PG
•XK1R6 ,XX2R6 .XK3RG ,XX106 XK20G ,XK30G ,XK1U6 ,XX2U6 , XK3US
•IX1BG ,XX2B6 ,XK3nS |XX1Z6 'XK2ZG ,XX3ZG ,XK1PP .XK2PP JXX3PP
•IH1RP , XKZRP ,XK3RP IK10P XK20P .XK30P .XK1UP .XK2UP ,X«3UP
•XK1BP ,XK2HP , XK3HP 'XK1ZP 'XKZZP ,X«3ZP , XK1RR .XK2RR XK3RR
• XRIOR XK20R ,XK30R .XK1UR XK2UR , XK3UR , XKIPIR , XK2NR .XK3HR
•XK1ZR ,XK2ZR ,XK3ZR ,1X100 XK200 ,XK300 .XK1UO ,XH2UO .XK3UO
• XKinO ,XK2nO .XK3nO !xiUO 'x«2ZO ,XK3ZO ,XK1UU ,XK2UU , XK3UU
•xKinu ,XK2nu ,XK3nu .XKIZU .XKZZU ,x«3zu , x«in« ,xiunn , x«3«n
• XKlZn 'xK2Zn 'XK3ZPI 'XKIZZ 'XK2ZZ .XK3ZZ ,XKPlll,X.KPI2l,ItP131
• XKPI 12,XKPI22,XKPI32.XKPI13 X«P123,X»PI33,P«1 , PA2
connon /BATS/
• DPDY(3. 8). DEPDEYI2, 8). DPDLl 3, 3), PROD5( 3, 61), P0009I2, 21)
COHRON /HATS/ •
•P» ,P8 ,PP ,P» PO ,PV» ,P6V ,PP» ,PR» ,
•POV ,P6G ,PP6 ,PRG )P06 ,PPP .PHP ,POP ,PRR .
«POR >oo .PLG ;PLP
EQUI«ALENCE(PR001.PR605)
C
C THIS ENTRV CORP. EXPLICIT 2KB PARTS. U/RESP TO STATE
ENTRV AL5020
XK3VV = LlFT»tlFTV« * LIFT««»2 * ORftS'DRA6V< * DRAG«*»Z
XK3VV = XK3VV « XK3VV
XK3RV : LlFT'LlFTVR » Ll FT «f»Ll FTR t ORAG*ORA6VR » ORAGV*ORAGR
IK3RV = XK3RV « XK3RV
XK3FW = LlFT'LlFTVn •<• LlFTKoLlFTN
XK3PW = XK3PIV « XK3B«
XK3RR = LIFT*LIFTRR * LIFTR..2 « ORAG«ORAGRR * ORAGR>*2
XK3RR = XK3RR « XK3RR
XK3HR = UIFT'LIFTRB * LlFTR.LlFTB
XK3HR = IX3BR « XH3BB
XK3BB = LlFT>LlFTnB * L1FTB..2 - (6nAX>GR)*>2
XK3HB = XK3MB * XK3RH
C THIS EMTRV COnP EXPLICIT RIXEO PARTS W/RESP TO STATE
C AND CONTROL
ENTRY ALS011
XK3VA = LIFT«LIFT«A •> LlFT«*LlFTA « DRAG>ORAG«A « ORAGV>ORASA
XK3VA = XK3VA 4 XK3VA
XK3RA = LIFT«LIFTRA + LlFTR'LlFTA * DRAli'ORAGRA « ORAiRoORAGA
XX3RA = XX3RA « XK3RA
XX3RA : LIFT*LIFTHA * LlTT«»LlFTA
XK3NA = XK3HA « XK3BA
C THIS ENTRV COnP EXPLICIT 1ST PARTS U/RESP TO STATE
ENTRV AL5010
XK3V £ LIFT>LIFTV + ORAG«OR*G«
XK3V = XK3V 4 K3V
XK3R = LIFT'LIFTR 4 DRAG'ORAGR
XK3R : XK3R * X«3R
XX3B = LlFT»LlFTB - GR«GHAX*«2>M
XX3B = XX3H 4 XX3H
C THIS ENTRV COnP EXPLICIT 2ND PARTS U/RESP TO CONTROL
ENTRV ALS002
30 IK3AA = LIFT'LIFTAA 4 LlFTAo»2 4 ORAG*ORA£AA 4 DRAGA«<2
XK3AA : XK3AA 4 XK3AA
C THIS ENTRV COnP EXPLICIT 1ST PARTS U/RESP TO CONTROL
ENTRV AL5001
10 XK3A = LIFT-LIFTA 4 ORAG«OR«fiA
IX3A = IX3A 4 XK3A
C THIS EMTRV EVAu CONSTRAINING ED. ONLY .
ENTRV AL5000
SO TERH3 = 6B»X»«







































































6 OCT 72 6.01-14
"Y™ smoL c°<* D E S C R I P T I O N
DRAG D ' A«ro<jn««lc dr«9
ORAGA dD/da ' S" <>>feot
O R A G A A a2i\/aB«2 I $•• •!•&•!a u / on
ORAGR ao/aR i s«« •»•»•! * • " "
ORAGRA a2n /3B3 1 S«« «i«kelo 0/oHoft
ORAGRR j}2n/jlR2 ' $•• §yvk0lo u / on
DRAGV aD/aV 1 Stt >y«k*l
DRAGVA a2n/il/Jlj» ' $•• •••>•!o u / o v o o '
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR


















































































O R A G A A
D R A G A A
D R A G A A
DRAGAA
O R A G A A
D R A G A A
O R A G A A





























O R A G V
DRAGVA
D R A G V A
DRAGVA
D R A G V A
D R A G Y A
D R A G V A
DRAGVA
UT H D R A G V A












SYHBOL VUI" u t o o n i r i i u i M sufftn . Lot suBR1 t


















q I Groltitleml icctltr>ti»n »\ »ur1»ct of <h« ttrth. /GLOBAL/I 1) ALS



























































O R A 6 Y Y
D R A G Y Y
DR AGV V
D R A G Y Y
Of tAGYV





















































t OCT 12 6.01-1<l













smoL "« D E S C R I P T I O N
32L/dB2 ' S" »»•*«'
3L/3R 1 S« »y«b»l
32L./3Rd« ' SV_"""'
a2L/dBa» ' s" "•bcl
a2i / ao2 I St • >y aboi
*. *• ' **" —
3L/3V ' S« i»»b«l
d2L/3Va« ' S" '''btl
a2L/a»a> ' s" •»•*•'
32L/3VdR ' S" •»•»•'
32L/3VZ ' 5" '»•*•'
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE VAR
































































































































s?SIoHL «"« D E S C R I P T I O N
U I Uilgkt
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE V«R











AL6 evaluates the gravity turn constraint, Equation 10.3-1 in Vol. I.
In addition, it computes the explicit first and second partials of this











































































THIS ROUTINE APPLIES WHEN A TOTAL GRAVITY TURN IS IN
EFFECT
LOGICAL SWITCH, ILOAO
REAL HACK. ISP, ISPY, ISPR, ISPB, ISPT, 1SPYV. 1SPVR, ISPVH,
•ISPYT, 1SPRR, ISPRn, ISPRT, ISPHB. ISPBT, ISPTT, LIFt. LlFTV.
•LlFTR, L1FTA. LIFTKV, LIFTVR. LIFTVA. LIFTRR, LIFTRA, BUR, LIFTAA,
•IRATED. ISPF, ISPFF
REAL HACHY, HACHR, MICHVR, HACHRR
REAL LIFTB. LIFTYB. LlFTRPI, LIFTIHB, LIFTBA
COHHON /DVNA/
• II ,TIRE ,SINGAn,COSGAB, ONEGA ,OFIEGA2,R
•COSA ,DYN011,OBE£AT,TAnP 'PA ,RO ,CS  ,
•DOR ,CSR ,T£«PRR,PARR ,RORR .CSRR .KOOE .BACH ,0
•av ,OR ,ov» ,OVR 'QRR ,FYAC 'FYACV ,FVACR ,FVACB
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVAC¥R,FVACRR,FVACTT,T .BACHV .RACMR ,1SP
•ISP* ,ISPR ,ISPn ,ISPT ,ISP»V ,ISP»R ,ISP»B ,1SPVT ,ISPRR
• ISPRH 'ISPRT .ISPBB IISPPIT 'ISPTT .LIFT 'LIFT* ,LIFTR ,LIFTA
• LIFT»»,LIFT»R, LIFTKA, LIFTRR, LfFTRA, DRAG 'DRAG* ,DRAGR ,ORAGA
•ORAGVV,ORAG«R,ORAGVA,ORAGRR,ORAGRA,ORAGAA'ALPHA .PHI 'LIFTS
*LlFT»n.LlFTRN,LIFTnR,LIFTnA,OBR .ODRR ,GAnnAO,AE ,TA«
•H ,SINPHI,COSPHI,SINPSI,COSPSI,SINRHO,COSRHO,SINROR,COSROR
•BUR ,XKG ,XKP ,AkIN 'CDO ,CDOH 'CLO ,FK 'XC6«
•XCGPM ,ZC6H .ICSnn ,XJV ,XJR ,IJVV ,XJ«R ,XJRR ,WACHVR
•nACHRR,SlN2RO,COS2RO,COS2Gn,cn .cnA 'CM ,cnAA ,Cnnn
•CHAB ,CBO ,cnon ,cnonn ,CBABB ,ULFTV ,ULFTB ,ULFT»V,ULFT»R
•ULFTVA|ULFTRR,ULFTRA,IPOM ,XARC ,TSTART,GH ,GRR .LIFTAA
•CDOHB ,CLAMH , CLOB .CLOHB ,ovNH9,CT ,CODAE ,SIOAE .COD
•SIO ,OELTAE,CDE ,ICG ZCS ,XJ , XBCG ,CALPHA,ALHAX
•OB ,ULFT ,CULFT ,ULFTA ,TSTAGE,TIBES ,IBCGAA,IRATEO,FRATEOCOHBON /OVNA/
•BTT .Jl ,J2 ,J3 ,XnC6A ,FVACF ,ULFTAA,ISPF , ISPFF
•ILOAO ,FKB .fin* .SUITCH.INBF ,CL , CLA ,CLB ,CLAA
•CLBB ,CLAB ,co , CDA con .COAA , conn ,COAH ,OYNi9e
• OYN199,OVN200,XnCliV . XP1CGR ' XHCGH , IPICGW, XflCGVR, XBCGVB, XHC6KA
• XnCGRR.XnCGRn.XBCGRA.XnCGnn.XnCGnA.RORRR ,OVN211,Dynl21S,DYN216
•OVM211,IOAB ,TAIR« , T« I RB V , TA I R8H , TSRBV V . TARBHH, TAR8 VH , SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH ,SFC»K 'SFCHH !SFC«H
OIBENSION PRODK2. 61)
COBBON /BATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,XK1 IK2 ,XK3 ,I«1T ,I«2T ,XK3T
•XK10 , XK2D , XK3D ,X11A ,XK2A ,XK3A , VDA ,GOA ,PDA
•XB19 ,XB20 ,XB21 ,XB22 'iKlTT ,XK2TT ,XK3TT ,XK1TO ,XK2TO
•XK3TO 'XKITA ,IK2TA ,XK3TA ,X«1DD ,XK2DO ,XK30D ,XK1DA ,IK2DA
•XK30A .IK1AA ,IK2AA ,XK3AA ,XB11 ,XRl2 ,XBl3 ,XB11 , XB15
• XKU ,XK2V ,IK3» ;XK1G 'XK2G ,XK3G ,XK1P ,XK2P ,XK3P
•IKIR ,XK2R ,XK3R ,XKIO XK20 ,XK30 .XK1U ,XK2U ,XK3U
•XK1B ,XK2B ,XK3n ,XK1Z ,IK22 ,XK3Z .XK1«T XK2VT .XK3VT
•XK1VO ,X(2VD ,XK3VD .XK1VA ,IK2KA ,IK3VA ,IK1GT ,XK2GT ,XK36T
•XK1GO ,XX2GD ,XK3GD 'iKlGA .XK2GA ,XK3GA 'iklPT ,XK2PT , XK3PT
•XK1PO ,XK2PO .IX3PO ,XK1PA .XK2PA ,XK3PA ,IK1RT ,IK2RT ,XK3RT
•XK1RO , H2RD .XK3RD ,XK1RA .XX2RA ,XK3RA ,I«10T , XK20T ,XK30T
•XK100 ,XK200 .XK300 ,XK10A XK20A ,XK30A , IK1UT XK2UT ,IK3UT
•X«1UD ,XK2UO , XK3UO ,XK1UA , XK2UA XK3UA ,IK1BT ,IK2BT ,I«3BT
COBBON /BATS/
•XX1BD .XK2BO , XH3nD ,XK1B« XK2BA .XK3BA .XK1ZT .1*211 , IK3ZT
•XK1ZO . XK2ZD ,XK3ZO ,XX1ZA *XK2ZA ,XK3ZA ,XK1»» ,X«2V» ,X«3»V
•IKlGV ,XK2GV ,XK3GV ,X«1P» XK2PV .XK3PV ,X«1H» ,IK2RV ,XK3fi»
• IHO» ,XK20V ,XK30« ,XH1U» 'XK2UV ,XK3U« ,X«lnV ,XK2BV ,IK3BV
• XIC1ZK ,XK2Z« ,XK3Z« ,XK1G£ 'xKZGG , XH3SG ,XHP6 ,I«2PS ,XK3PG
•XK1RG ,IK2RG ,IK3RG ,XX10G 'XK20G .XH30S ,XK1UG ,1X206 ,XK3UG
•XX 1«6 , XX2B6 .IK3BS ,XK1ZG ,XK2ZG ,XK3ZG ,XI1PP ,IK2PP ,X«3PP
•XK1RP ,XK2RP ,XI3RP ,XK10P , XK20P ,XX30P ,XK1UP ,XK2UP ,XK3UP
• IXIBP , XK2KP , XX3P1P ,XK1ZP ,XK2ZP ,XK3ZP ,XX1HR ,XX2RR , XK3RR
•IX10R , XX20R ,XK30R ,XKlUfl *XK2UR ,XX3UR ,XK1BR , XX2BH ,XK3HR
•IX1ZR ,XX2ZR ,XK3ZR .XH100 XX200 ,XK300 .XX1UO , XX2UO ,XK3UO
• XK1BO ,XK2BO , XX 3.10 'XKIZO 'XK2ZO ,XK3ZO ,XK1UU .IX2UU ,XK3UU
•XXinU ,XK2BU .XX30U ,XX1ZU ,XX2ZU ,XX3ZO XK1HB ,IX?HB
 >XK3HB
• XXlZfl ,XK2ZB ,XK3ZB ,XXIZZ 'XX2ZZ ,XX3ZZ , XKPI 1 1 , IKPI21 , IKPI 31
*XXPI12,XXPI22,XXPI32,XKPI13,XXPI23,CKPI33,PA1 ,PA2
COBBON /BATS/
















































































































































•PV ,PG ,PP .PR ,PO ,P»» ,P6V ,PP» ,PR» ,
•PO* 'PGG .PPG ,PR6 ,POG ,PPP .POP .POP ,PR* ,
•POD ,POO -PL6 .PLP
EQUI »ALENCE< PftOOl . PR005 )
C
C THIS ENTRY COUP EXPLICIT 2ND PARTS U/RESP TO STATE
ENTRV AL6020
ASSIGN 6 TO IGO
GO TO S
C THIS E«fTRV COflP EXPLICIT fllXED PARTS M/RESP TO STATE
C AND CONTROL
ENTRV AL6011
ASSIGN 10 TO IGO
GO TO S
C THIS ENTRV COnP EIPLlCIT 1ST PARTS M/RESP TO STATE
ENTRV AL6010
ASSIGN 20 TO IGO
GO TO 5
C THIS ENTRV COUP EXPLICIT 2ND PARTS U/RESP TO CONTROL
ENTRV AL6002
ASSIGN 30 TO IGO
60 TO 5
C THIS ENTRV COftP EXPLICIT 1ST PARTS W/RESP TO CONTROL
ENTRV HL6001
ASSIGN 10 TO 160
GO TO S
C THIS ENTRV EVAL CONSTRAINING EO.
ENTRV AL6000
ASSIGN 50 TO ISO
C INITIALIZATION FOR ALL ENTRIES





C 2ND PARTS U/RESP TO STATE
6 XK3VV £ LlFTVK
XK3RV £ LlFTVR
X*3«¥ £ LlFTKM
XK3RR s LlFTRR - OBRR*SU*
»3HR c LIFTRM
x«3nn £ LIFTM
C HI ICO PARTS U/RESP TO STATE AND CONTROL
10 XK3VA c LlFTV*
IK 3d A : LlFTAft - 0»R»COSA
XK3M s LtFTHA
C 1ST PARTS W/RESP TO STATE
20 XK3V = LlFTV
XK3R = LIFTR - OBR.SlN*
XK3H = LIFTM
C 2ND PARTS W/RESP TO CONTROL




XK3AA r LlFTAA •» DtSA - TSOAE
C 1ST PARTS W/RESP TO CONTROL
10 XK3T = SIOAE
X«30 = -TCOAE
XK3A = TCOAE - DBCA + LIFTA
C CONSTRAINING EO.













































































6 OCT 72 6.01-11
FORTRAN MATH A., • n F Q P R T P T T n MSYKBOL SYHBOL E UtoLnir I 1UI\I
CODAE c o s ( o - t ) I S«t «»«bol
COSA CO »o I Sit «»»bol
OB n I Bin tfna
b
. . . . .
OBR 90 /9R I Sit syibol
k
OBRR d^D /dR^ ' ^fi *J-b°'k
LIFT
 L I Airody»»lc lift
S T O R A G E SUBROUT
BLOCK LOC SUBR C


































































































































6 OCT It £.01-14
F O R T R A N HATH
SYHBOL SYMBOL
LIFTA 3L/3«
LIFTA* ,2, .- »
O U/ O9
LIFTH 3L/3«
LIFTH* a2L/a«a«O L. / OMOff
LIFTW ^2i /a»2O L / 0V
LIFTR 3L/3R
LIFTR*
 aji0 L / on 0Q
LIFTRH O.
















S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE US USE
BLOCK LOG 'SUBR CODE YAR































































































































6 OCT 72 6.01-11
Fs°Y«T s7£oL CODE D E 5 C R I P T I O I M
LIFT**
 32L/avde, I Sit .,.t.l
LIFT»«
 a2L/dva. I S.t .,.b.l
LIFTVR a2L/3V8R ' S" '»•*•'
LIFT** ,2,
 /a,/2 I Stt >r«ktl0 k/ 0 V
SIDAE j ln (o- t ) I Sit »yik*l
i
SIN* si no I Stt lyibtl
T T I Tkmit
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USA6J
BLOCK LOG SUBS CODE «*R























/OYNA /( 152) ALl







































































































AL7 evaluates the dynamic pressure rate constraint. Equation 10.6-1 in
Vol. I. In addition, it computes the explicit partials of this constraint





2. REAL flAGBV. HU, H, LI, L6AH, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LHU, LH, LTAU, NOH
3. >. LHT
1. COMMON /O/
5. *X, H, XI(1), HAGBV, ERR. D9, 010, CMC), CSAVE(IO), V, GAP). PSI,
6. »ALT,P,HO.nU,H TAU. MT LV, LGAH LPSI, LR, LRHO. L«U. LH. LTAU.
7. oLHT, D169, OllO. &V(l6), ZSAVE(ZO), QT(ZO), NPOINT<26>, OELT(2D)
8. DIMENSION NOH(2D>
9. EQUIVALENCE (NOB, «>
10. LOGICAL SWITCH, ILOAO
11. REAL RACK, ISP, ISPV, ISPR, ISPH, ISPT, ISPVV, ISPVR, ISPVH,
12. »ISPVT, ISPRR, 1SPRB, 1SPRT, ISPrm. 1SPHT. ISPTT, LIFT, LIFTV,
13. »LIFTR. LIFTA, LIFT**, LIFTVR, LlFttfA, LIFTRR, LlFTRA, BUR, LJFTAA,
It. *IRATED. ISPF, ISPFFis. REAL HACHV, AACHR, HACHVR, BACHRR
16. REAL LIFTN. LIFTVH. LlFTRH, LI FTflU ,. Ll FTHAi?. COBBON /OYNA/
18. «XX ,TIHE ,SINaAH,COSGAN,OBEGA ,OflEGAZ,R
19. »COSA .OYNOll.OnEaAT.TAHP ,PA ,RO ,CS 
20. «ROR ,CSR .TEnPRR.PARR 1RORR CSRR ,KODE ,ltACH ,0
21. »ftV , OR ,OVV ,3VR , QRR ,F«AC ,FVAC« ,F«ACR ,FVACN
22. »F»ACT ,FvACVV,FVAC«fi,FKACRR,FVACTT T , nACHV ,P1»CHR , ISP
23. <>ISPV ,ISPR ,ISPA 'ISPT , I S P V V ' I S P V R ' ISPVH , ISPVT ' ISPRR
21. »ISPRfl ,ISPHT ,ISPfl« .1SPP1T , ISPTT ,LIFT ,L1FTV ,LIFTR , LIFTA
zs. *LIFTVV,LIFTVR.LIFT»A'LIFTRR, LIFTRA DRAG ,DRAGV 'ORAGR ,DRABA
26. • O R A G V V , O R A S V R , O R A B * A , O R A S R R , D R A b R A , D H A G A A , ALPHA ,P'HI .LIFTH
27. <>LlFTVn,LIFTRn,LlFTflfl,!.IFTnA,DBR ,OBRR ,GAnnAO.A£ , T A X
28. *U .SINPHl 'COSPHl 's iNPSI.COSPSI.SINRHO.COSRHO.SINROR.COSROR
24. (HUH .(KG ,XKP ,AKIN ,CDO ,COOH ,CLO ,Ft , XC£fl30. *xcGnn . zcsn .ZCGHH ,uv ,XJR .xjvv ,XJVR ,IJRR ,HACH«R31. *nACHRR>siN2RO,coszfi0.cos2Gn,cn . cnA ,cnn ,CNAA ,cnnn32. *CHAH .cno ,cncn .cnonn ,cnAnn ,ULFTV ,ULFTR ,ULFTVV,ULFTVR
33. .ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTR*,IPOW ,XARC 'TSTART.GH ,GRR ,LIFTAA
3i. .coonn ,CLAB« ,CLC« 'CLOHN ,OYNIII,CT , COOAE ,SIDAE ,COD
35. »SID ,DELTAE,CDE ,XCG , ZCG ,XJ ,lnCG ,CALPHA, ALItAI
36. «DB ,ULFT .CULFT .ULFTA ,TS1 AGE, TIMES .XHCGAA, I RATED , FRATEO
37. COIMON /OYNA/
38. *HTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XPICGA ,FVACF .ULFT-AA, ISPF .ISPFF
31. OILOAO ,F«n .FKflrt ,5UITCH,INQF ,CL ,CLA . CLffl .C tAA
10. >CLnn ,CLAPI ,co ,CDA con 'CDAA ,conn , CDAH ,Dvni911. »DVNi99,DVN2CO,xnc0» .xncGR ,xnCGn ,xncGvv,xnCGVR,xncGvn,xnCGVA
12. *xnCGRR,xnCGRit,xnCaRA,xnCSnn,xnCSriA,RORRR ,OYN211,DVN21S,DVN216
13. >DVN217,IOAH .TAIHS 'TAIRBV, TAIRBH, TARBV V .TARBHH, TARBVH, SFC
11. *SFCV .SFCH .SFCV» 'SFCHM SFCVH
15. DIMENSION PR06l(2. 61)
16. COIMON /HATS/
17. »P1 ,PZ ,P3 , X*l XK2 ,IK3 ,XH1T , XK2T ,X(3T
18. *XK1D ,XK2D ,XK30 ,XH1A , XK2A XK3A ,VOA ,GOA ,POA
19. . .Xnl9 ,XH20 .Xn21 .in22 ,XK1TT ,X»2TT , X«C3TT , XK1TO ,XK2TO
$0. *II(3TO ,XK1TA , XH2TA , XK3TA ,1X100 ,XK2DO ,XK3DO ,XK)DA , XK2DA
$1. *XK30A .XK1AA ,XK2AA ,XK3AA ,Xnil ,ini2 ,XH13 ,XH11 , XS15
52. *XKIV ,XK2V ,XK3< .XK1S ,XK2G ,XK36 .XK1P ,IK2P ,XK3P
53. .XllR , XK2R ,XK3R ,X»10 ,XK20 ,XK30 .XK1U ,XK2U ,XK3U
$1. *XK1H , XH2H ,XK3fl ,IKU ,XK2Z ,XK3Z ,XK1VT ,XK2VT ,IK3VT
55. *XK1VD .IK2VO ,XK3»B ,XtlVA ,XK2VA ,XK3VA , XK16T .XK2GT ,XK36T
56. «>K1GD , XH26D .IK3»0 ,X«lliA ,XK2GA ,XK3GA ,XK1PT .XK2PT ,XK3PT
57. OXK1PD .IK2PO ,X«3PB ,I«1PA XK2PA 'XK3PA ,XK1RT ,XK2RT , XK3RT
58. »XH1RD ,XK2RO .XK3RO .XK1RA , XK2HA ,XK3RA , XK10T ,XK20T , XH30T
54. «XHOD .XK200 .XK3CO 'XKIOA ,XK20A ,XK30A ,XK1UT ,XK2UT , K3UT
60. oXKlUO ,XK2UD , XK3UD .XKlUA ,XK2UA XK3UA ,IK1NT .XKZNT ,XK3NT
6 1 . COMMON /HATS/ • • < • • .
62. *XK1MO ,XK2HO , X«3«0 .XK1NA ,XK2nA ,XK3NA ,XHIIT ,XK2ZT ,IK3ZT
63. *XK1ZO ,X«2ZO .XK3ZD ,IK1ZA , XK2ZA- XK3ZA ,XK1VV .XKZVV .XK3W
61. *XX1GV . XK2SV .XK3o« ,IK1PV ,XK2PV ,XK3PV ,XK1RV ,XK2RV ,X(3RV
65. *X«10V , XH20V .XK30V ,XK1UV ,XK2UV ,XK3UV .XK1HV .XK2NV ,X»3«»
66. *XK1ZV ,XK2ZV ,XH3ZV , XK1SG , XK2GG ,XK3GG .XK1PG .XK2PG , XK3P6
67. «XK1RG , XK2RS ,XK3fii ,XMOG ,XK20G ,XK30G .XK1U6 ,XK2UG ,X(3UG
68. *XK1HG ,XK2HG , XK3«i ,XK1ZG ,XK2ZG ,XK3ZG .XK1PP ,IK2PP ,XK3PP
64. »XK1RP ,XK2RP .XK3FF- ,XK10P ,XK20P ,XK30P .XK1UP ,XK2UP ,XK3UP
70. *XK1NP .IK2HP ,XK3nP .XK1ZP ,XK2ZP ,XK3ZP ,XK1RR ,XK2RR , XK3BR
71. «X«10R ,XK20R , XK3CB ,IKluR ,XK2UR ,XK3UR ,XK1HR ,XK2AR ,XK3HR
72. »XK1ZR ,XK2ZR ,XK3Zi> .XK100 ,XK200 ,XK300 ,XK1UO ,XK2UO ,XK3jO
73. OXKIHO ,XK2HO ,XX3nO , XK120 ,XK2ZO ,XK3ZO ,X«1UU ,XK2UU .XK3UU
71. *XK1HU , XK2BU ,XK3nu ,XK1ZU ,XX2ZU ,XK3ZU ,XK1MN ,XK2HN ,XK3nn
























































































































































*DPDY<3, 8), OEPOEV(2, 8). DPOU 3, 3), PROD5< 3, 61), PR009(2, 21)
COMMON /HATS/
»pv PB ,PP .PR ,PO ,pvv ,PSV ,PPV ,PRV ,
»POV 'P6B ,PP6 .PUB ,P06 ,ttf ,PRP .POP ,PRR ,
• POR ,POO .PLG .PLP
E0UI VALENCE! PRODI .PRODS >
C
c SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
C OF O-DOT AND EVALUATE A CONSTANT DYNAMIC PRESSURE
C FLIGHT nODE CONSTRAINT
C
ENTRV AL7020
ASSIGN 101 TO ISO
ASSIGN 101 TO IAN • -
ASSIGN 201 TO UN
GO TO 301
ENTRY ALJ011
ASSIGN 101 TO ISO
ASSIGN 101 TO IAN
ASSIGN 10 TO IBM
60 TO 301
ENTRV AL7010
ASSIGN 101 TO 160
ASSIGN 30 TO I AH
60 TO 301
ENTRY AL7002
ASSIGN 10 TO 160
60 TO 301
ENTRV AL7001
ASSIGN 50 TO ISO
60 TO 301
ENTRV AL7000
ASSIGN 60 TO 160
C
C PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS ENTRY 60 ,30
C
301 ROOT = V* SIN6AH
VDOT = R«0«E6A2*COSRHO»CCOSRHD»SINi>An - S1NRHO*COSPSI*COS£AH>
> - 6*SIN6AH « (ToCODAE - DB-COSA - DRAG >/H
C
C PRELIMINARY CALC ENTRY 50 ,10 , 10, 20
C
501 ROVRM = RO/N
TORO = 2.* RO




C PRELIMINARY CALC ENTRY 30 ,10
c - •
101 CSRMO = SIN2RO/ 2.
CPSGAM: COSPSI* COSSAfl
CPSSliA: COSPSI* SINGAM
SRH02 = SINRHO* SINRHO
CRH02 = COSflHO* COSSHO
ROHE6 = R> OME6A
ROHE62= Ro OMEGA2
CR06AH: COSRHO* COS6M
VOOTf) = OnE£«2« COSRHO' ( COSRHO* SINSAfl- SINRMO* CPS6AM)
> - GH* SINGAM - i DBR> COSA+ DRdSB >/ M
VDOTV = -ORAGV/ M
ROOTY = SIN6AM
ROOTS = Y* COS6AM
VOOTG = ROMEG2* COSRHO* ( CROSM « SINRHO* CPSS6A)
• - 6» COSuAM
VOOTP - ROMEG2* CSRHO* COS&AH* SINPil
YOOTO = -ROnE£2* ( SIN2AO*SIN6An » COS2RO*CPS£AM>
YOOTM = -( T* COOAE* 08* COSA- DRAG )/ Kl H
GO TO I AM
C
C PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS TO 10
C


























































































































































vans - onE6A2» COSBHO« i CROGAH * SINRHO* CPSSGA)
• - GH* COSGAA
VORP : ONEGA2* CSRHO • SINPSI* COSGAA
VO** - -DRAGVR/ K
VDGG = -ROHE62 » COSRHO- ( COSRHO* SINGAN- SINRHO'
* » 6* SINSAN
VDGP = -ROr\EG2 * CSRHO • S1MPSI* SINGAB
VOPP : ROPIEG2 * CSRHO* CPSGAn
VOPO = ROnEG2»COS2RO*SlNPSI*COS6A«
VOOO = -ROf!EG2»2.»<COS2RO*5I«(6A« - SIN2RO*CPSGAM>
VDOG : -ROPIE62 • ( SIN2RO«COS6A« - COS2RO*CPSSGA >
YOUR : 2.«( T» CQOAE- 08* COS«- DBAS )/«/«/«




C PRELInlNARY CALCULATIONS ENTRt 20
C
201 VOOTT = COOAE/ H
VQOTDE= T« SIOAE/ fl
VOOTA = (-T» SIDAE* OB* SINA- DRAG* )/ H
VDRA = -( ORAGRA- DBA* SINA)/ H




C CALCULATE nlXEO SECOND ORDER PARTIALS
C
20 XK3RI = TOBOfl* VDOTT
XK3RD = TOROR* VOOTOE
XX3RA ; TOROR* VOOTA * TBRO* «OBA
XK3VA z-TORO* ORA6VA/B
XK3ST £ TORO* VDOTflT
XK3nO = TORO* VDBOE
XK3AA : TORO* VDHA
C
C COMPUTE SECOND PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO STATE
C
10 KK3RR : V* ROOT* RORRR* 2.»( RORR*VOOT*TOROR*»OOTR«RO*
XK3RV i TORORR* ROOT- TOROR* DRAotf/ n- 2.* ROvRfl«
XK3RG : «• ROBR* RDOTa* TOROR* vDOTo* TORO* VDRG
XX3RP = TOROR* lOOfft TORO* KORP
XK3VV = TOROR* ROOT*- 2.*RO«RH * DRA6<»
X*3tt» - DOR* ROOTS* «* ROB* COSSAB
XX3GG = -V*«* ROR* SINGAH* TORO* VDGG
IK3PS = TORO* »OGP
XH3PP = TORO* VOPP
XK30P - TORO* VOPO
XK30R : TORO* VDOTO/ R« TOROR* VOOTO
XK30G = TORO* VOOG
XK300 r TORO* VOOO
XK3IM = TORO* VDnft
XH3HR : TORO* VDrm* TOROA* »OOTM
XK3HV = TORO* VOKV
C
C FIRST PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO STATE
C
30 XK3R = V* ROOT* RORR* TOROR* VOOT* TORO* VDOTB
XX3V - TOROR* ROOT- TORO/ ft* ORA6V
XK3G = V* ROR* ROOTG* TORO* VOOTG
XK3P - TORO* VOOTP
XK3D = TORO*VOOTO
X«3H = TORO* VDOTfl
C
C
C SECONO PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO COMTROL
10 XH3TD = 2.* ROVRH* SIOAE
XK3TA : -XK3TO
XK3DD = -2.* ROvRN* T* COOAE
XK3DA : -XK3DO
XK3AA = -2.* ROVRFt* I T> COOAE- OB* COSft* DHA&AA )
C
C FIRST PARTIALS MITH RESPECT TO CONTROL
C
























































































XK30 = 2.* ROVRH* T* SIDAE
XK3A - 2.' ROVRfl* ( DB» S1NA- T> SIDAE- ORA6A >
CONSTRAINT EVALUATION











6 OCT 72 6.01-11
oFOR1HAN BATH
 rnn, n t~
SYMBOL SVUBOL CODE LI t
CODAE c o s ( a - t 1 ' Stt •»•*•'
COSA c o s « 1 *•• •»•*•'
COS6AH co»7 ' Stt •»•*•'
. . . . . . •
COSPSt cos* I 5" »y«*«l
COSRHO cosp ' Sti iy'btl
COS2RO cos2p I S«t «»•*•!
OB n I But dr«a
b
T n T P T T D M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
OUni r 1 1 U IV BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE VAR








































































































































6 OCT T2 6.01-14
?yV."o*" S&OL "« D E S C R I P T I O N
DBR dOJiK I S«. ly.bol
D
DBRR ^20 /gp.2 ' Sn »»»bol
DRAG D ' Airidy»»»lc dng
— • . •* ^ . . . . .-_
DRAGA dO/dei I Sit >jr*bol
D R A G A A a2n/aa2 ' ^** >7*btl
" "
ORAGR dD/dR I Set symbol
*)2n/2pj)^ • S** lyflbol
ORAGRR aSn/aoZ I Sn «y»bol0 u / on
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE VAR



























- - - - OUTPUT
TH3
UT









































































































6 OCT T2 6.01-11
IN
V
F O R T R A N HATH
SVMBOL SYMBOL
oBAsy ao/dv
ORAGVA a2n/awa0 u / o » o*
DRAGVR ..On
o U / o V wn
DRASVV ;*2n / A tf 2o u r o v











rnnr n r T H T P T i n M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGECODE
 U toun l r l lU lM . BL&CH LOG SUBR CODE v»tt













. . . T H 3
UT












' " . " " • " T H 3 '
UT
































T R A J I N















































































ft 1 Ridlal dttttnct fro>
0 I Ataospbcrlc 4t*>1t«
*^ •
dp /3R I Stt i,.ktl
* •
az/> /an* ' Stt »»•»••& ft f o  .
•• — "* *
a3* /an* ! 5" *»•*•'v ft  &
(1 n( o-i,) 1 Sit >i«k»lE
t 1 not I Stt ifakd
s 1 n7 * Stt >j»k*l
rnT rT tnM STORAGE SUBROUTINE USAGE
L»nlr 1 1 U IM BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE »AR



























- ' ' ' ' STAlTEF




























































































6 OCT 72 6.01-11
SV"£OL "« D E S C R I P T I O N SUBROUTINE USAGESUBR C O D E V A R
SINPSI
SINRHO
,| I Stt tyibol
$ | n p I Sli .y.bol
5IM2RO sln2p 1 Stt tyabol
1 Thrg.t
V I Rilitlft .tledty.




















































































































AL8 evaluates the heating rate constraint, Equation 10.6-2 in Vol. I.
In addition, it computes the explicit first and second partials of this














































































SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
OF 0-DOT-DOT AND EVALUATE A CONSTANT HEATING
RATE FLIGHT NODE CONSTRAINT
REAL BAGBV. BU, B. LV, L6AB, LPSI, LR, LRHO. LBU, LB, LTAU. HOB
•.LHTCORBON to/
»*, Yi, 1UH>, Bft6b», ERR, 0"», Dl«, Cilfti, CSMEtsOi, Y , Sftn, »S1,
•ALT,RHO,flU,B, TAU. HT, LV, LGAH, LPSI, LR. LRHO. LBU. LB. LTAU.
•LHT' 0169, DUO. fcvui), isAvEiioi. ot(20), NPOlNT(2&>, OELT<26)
DIBENSION NOB(2&>
EQUIVALENCE (NOB. V) .
LOGICAL SWITCH, I LOAD
REAL BACH, ISP, ISPV, ISPR, ISPR. ISPT, ISPVV. ISPVR, ISPVB,
•ISPVT, ISPRR, ispRH, ISPRT! ispnn. ISPBT, ISPTT. LIFT, LIFTV.
•LIFTR, LIFTA, LIFTVV, LIFTVR. LIFTVA, LlFTRR, LlFTRA, BUR. LIFTAA,
•IRATED. ISPF. ISPFFREAL HACHV. HACHR, nACHVR. HACHRR
REAL LIFTN' LIFTVH, LIFTRM, LIFTM, LIFTH*
connON /OVNA/
• IX TIBE ,SINGAB,COS&An.OnEGA' ,OBEGA2>R
•COSA ,DYNOII,OBEGAT|TABP 'PA ,RO ,cs 
•ROR ,CSR .TEBPRR'PARR ,RORR ,CSRR ,KOOE ,HACH ,a
•ov ,QR ,avv ,SVR 'BRR FVAC ,FVACV ,FVACR ,FVACB
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR FVACRR, F VACTT, T ,BACHV .BACHR ,ISP
•ISPV ,ISPR ,ISPB 'ISPT , ISPVV , ISPVR ,ISPVB ,ISPVT ,ISPRR
• ISPRn ,ISPRT ,1SPW« ,lSPm , ISPTT .LIFT .LlFTV ,LlFTR ,LtFT*
•LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA.CIFTRR'LIFTRA, DRAG ,ORAGV ,ORAGR .DRAGA
•ORAGVV.ORAGVR.ORAGVA ORAGRR, DRAGRA, ORAGAA. ALPHA .PHI .LlFTft
•LIFTVn,LIFTRB,LIFTnn)LlFTnA,DBR ,OBRR .GABBAO.AE .TAX
•U , SINPHl,COSPHI,SINPSI,COSPSI,SINfiHO,CCSfiHO,SINROR,COSROR
•BUR ,XKG ,X«P 'AKIN ,coo 'coon ,CLO ,FK ,ICG«
•XCGBB , ZCGB ,zc&nn ,xjv ,iJR ,>Jvv .XJVR XJRR RACHVR
•BACHRR,SIN2RO.COS2RO'cOS2Gn'CB ,CRA ,CBB ,CBAA ,CBBH
•CRAB ,CBO ,cnon ,cnonn , cnAnn ,ULFTV ,ULFTR ,ULFTW,ULFT«R
•ULFTVA ULFTRR,ULFTRA IPOU (ARC TSTART.&H ,GRR , LIFTAA
•CDOBB ,CLAnn ,CLOn ,CLODB ,OYNii9,CT ,COOAE ,SIOAE .coo
•SID ,OELTAE,CDE ,XCG ,2CG .XJ ,XBC6 , CALPHA, ALBAX
• DB ,ULFT .CULFT 'ULFTA .TSTAGE, T InES , XBCiAA, 1 RATED,? ROTED
COHnON /OVNA/
• PITT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XBCGA ,FVACF ,ULFTAA,ISPF , ISPFF
•ILOAO ,FKB ,Fnnn , SWITCH, INQF ,CL ,CLA ,CLB ,CLAA
•CLnn 'CLAN ,co ,CDA 'con , C&AA ,COBM ,COAB ,ovNi9a
• OVNI99.0VN200,XnCGV ,XPICGR .(BCGn ,XBCGVV,(nCiVR,XnCGVB,IflCbVA
• inCGRR.xnCGRn,XBCGRA,xnCSnn,XBCGnA,RORRR ,OVN2lH,OyN215>OVil216
•OVN217,IOAn ,TA1RB ' TAI RBV^TAIRBH, TARBVV, TARBHH, TARBVH,SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH ,SFCVV 'SFCHH .SFCVH
DIBENSlON PR00112, 64)
COIMON /HATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,XK1 ,XK2 ,XK3 ,(K1T .IK2T ,XK3T
• XK10 , XK2D , XK3D ,XK1A ,XK2A ,XKM ,VOA ,GOA ,POA
• XH19 ,XI<t20 .XN21 ,XH22 ,X«1TT XK2TT ,XK3TT XK1TO ,XK2TO
•XK3TO ,XK1TA 'XK2TA ,XK3TA ,XK100 ,XK2DO ,XK30D ,XK1DA XK2DA
• XX30A ,XK1AA .XK2AA ,XK3AA , Xrlti ,XBl2 .XB13 .XB11 , XB15
•XK1V ,XK2V .XK3V 'XK1G ,XK2G ,XK3G ,IK1P ,XK2P ,XK3P
•XK1R , XK2R ,XK3R ,XKIO ,>K20 ,XK30 .XK1U ,IK2U ,X«3U
• XK1B ,XK2n ,XH3H 'iKU ,XK2Z XK3Z , XK1VT ,X(2VT XK3VT
•XK1VO .XK2VO .IK3VO .XKIVA ,XK2VA ,XK3VA ,XK16T ,XK26T ,X«36T
• XK1GO .XK2GO ,XK3bO 'x«lGA ,IK2GA ,XK3GA ,XKIPT ,XK2PT ,»3PT
•XKIPO ,XK2PO ,XK3PO ,XK1PA ,XK2PA ,XK3PA ,IK1RT ,XK2RT XK3RT
• XK1RD ,XK2flO ,XK3RO ,XMRA '(K2RA ,XK3RA ,XK10T .XK20T ,XK30T
•XtlOO , XK200 .XK30D .XK10A ,IK20A ,XK30A ,XKlUT XK2UT ,X«3UT
•XKIUO .XK2UO .IK3UO ,XK1UA .IK2UA ,XK3UA , XX1BT ,X«2BT , XH3BT
COBBON /HATS/
• IK1BO .XK2BO . XK3PID .XK1BA
 >XK2HA ,XK3BA , XK12T ,X«22T ,XK3ZT
•IK1ZO ,IK2ZO , XK320 ,XK1ZA ,XX2ZA ,XK3ZA .XKIVV .XK2VV ,XK3VV
•XX1GV .XH2GV ,XK3GV ,XK1PV ,XK2PV ,XK3PV .IK1RV ,XK2RV ,XK3RV
•XX10V ,IK20V ,XK30V ,XK1UV , XK2UV ,XK3UV .IKIBV ,XK2RV XH3BV
•XX1ZV 1IK2ZV ,XK3ZV ;XK1GG ,XK2GG ,XK3GG ,IK1P& ,XK2P6 ,XK3PG
•XK1RG ,XX2RG ,XK3fi& , XKlOo ,XK20G ,XK30G .XK1UG .XK2UG ,XK3UG
*XKln& ,XX2B& , XK3W6 ,XK1ZG , XK226 ,XK3ZG ,XHPP ,XK2PP ,XK3PP
•IK1RP ,IK2RP , XK3RP 'XKIOP 'lK20P ,I(30P , XK1UP .XK2UP .XK3UP

























































































































































•XKIOR .XK20R .XK30R .XK1UR , XK2UR .XK3UR ,XK1«R .JK2HR ,X«3HR
•XK1ZR .XK2ZR ,XK3ZR XX 100 ,XK200 ,XK300 ,XK1UO , XK2UO .XK3UO
• XKinO .XK2PIO , XK3BO ,XK1ZO XK2ZO .XK3.ZO ,X«1UJ .XK2UU .XK3UU
• xmnu ,xK2nu ,XK3nu .XKIZU ,XK2ZU ,xx3zu ,XKinn , xKznn .XKSNH
•XKlZn ,XK2ZPI .XK3Zn 'XKIZZ ,XK2ZZ ,XK3ZZ .XKPI11.(KPI21.XKPI31
• XKPm.XKPI22,XKPI32,XKPI13,XKPI23,XKPI33,PAl ,PA2
COnnON /HATS/
• OPOYC3. 8). DEPDEV<2, 8), DPDL( 3, 3), PS005( 3, 61). PROD9C2, 21)
COnnON /HATS/
•P» ,P6 ,PP .PR ,PO ,PVV .PBV ,PPV ,PR» .
•P0» ,P66 ,PP6 ,PRS ,POB ,PPP ,PRP ,POP ,PHR ,
»POR ,POO ,PL6 'PLP
EOUI VALENCEC PRODI ,PR6D5 >
ENTRY AL6020
ASSIGN 201 TO lAfl
ASSIGN 20 TO 160
SO TO 601
ENTRY AL8011
ASSIGN 101 TO IAN
ASSIGN 10 TO 1GO
GO TO 601
ENTRY AL8010
ASSIGN 301 TO IAH
ASSIGN 301 TO IGO
GO TO 601
ENTRY AL8002
ASSIGN 101 TO IAH
ASSIGN 10 TO ISO
GO TO 601
ENTRY AL8001
ASSIGN 501 TO IAH
ASSIGN 50 TO 160
GO TO 601
ENTRY AL8000
ASSIGN 60 TO IAH
C
C PRELlnlNARY CALCULATIONS FOR ENTRY 60
C





CSRHO = SIN2RO 11.
CPSGAH = COSPSI* COSGAH
CPSSGA - COSPSI* SINGAH
ROHEG2 = R* OHEGA2
CROGAH = COSRHO* COSGAH
CROSGA = COSRHO* SINGAH
VOOT : R0n£b2 > COSRHOX CROSiiA- SINRMO* CPSGAH)
1 * G* SINGAn* (T* CODAE- OB* COSA- DRAG)/ fl
60 TO I«H
C
C PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR ENTRY 20
C
201 VDRA = (OBR* SINA.- DRA6RA)/ fl
VOVA = - DRASVA/ H
VOfflT = - COOAE/H/H
VDWD = - T« SIDAE/H/H
VOHA = (T* SIDAE- OB* SINA « ORAGA)/H/H
C
C PRELlnlNARY CALCULATIONS FOR ENTRY 10
C
101 VORR = - GRR *SINGAH - (DBRR» COSA » ORAGRR )/H
VORY = -ORAGVR/H -. .
VORG = OnEUA2* COSfiHO'(CROGAPl « SINRHO* CPSSGA)- GH*COSGAH
VORP = OflEtiA2» CSRHO* SI«PSI'COSt,An
VORO = -On£GA2*( SIN2RO* SlNiiAn * COS2RO* CPSGAH)
VORfl = (OBR* COSA » DfiAGR>/n/H
VOW = -ORAGVV/H
VOVfl = ORAGY/H/H
VOGG = -RORE62* COSRHO»( CROSGA-SINRHO«CPSbAB)« G* SINGAH
VOGP = -R* VORP*SlNoAn/COSl>An
HDSO = - DOrtEfiZ •(SINZfiO • COSSAfl - COS2fiO»CPSS6A)



















































































































































































VOOO = -2.*ROn£G2»(COS2RO»SI«IGAn - SIN2RO*CPSGAA>
vonn - 2.*(T*cooAE - OB<COSA - ORAG)/n**3
PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS TOR ENTRV 30 ,20 ,10
301 VDOTR = OHEGA2* COSRHOX CROSGA - S1NRHO* CPSGAH) -
1 GH- SINGAN - ( OBR* COSA * ORAGR )/ «
RDOTV = SING AH
VDOTV =-ORA6V/ ft
ROOTG = V* COS6AB
VDOT6 = ROPtEG2» COSRHOX CROGAB* SINRMO« CPSSGAI- G* COSGAN
VDOTP = ROPIE62* CSRHO • SINPS1* COSGAN
VOOTO =-ROHEG2*< 2.*CSRHO • SINS AH * COS2RO* CPSGAH)
VOOTB =-(T*CODAE - OB* COSA - ORAG)/H/ft
PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR ENTRY 10
101 VDTO : SIOAE/ft
VDTA £ - VOTD
VOOO ~ - T*CODAE/M
VDOA s - «DDD
VOAA I VDOO -( OB* COSA » DRAGAA)/ B
PRELIPIINARY CALCULATIONS FOR ENTRY SO
501 VDOTT E COOAE/N
VOOTO £ T* SIDAE/ n
VOOTA = -VOOTO *(DB» SINA - ORAGA)/H
GO TO IGO
CALCULATE MIXED PARTIALS
20 IK3RT = ROR* VOOTT
XK3RD = ROR> VOOTO
XK3RA = ROR* VOOTA* RO* VORA
XX3VA r RO • VOVA
IK3nT = RO • VOflT
XK3(1D £ RO * VOW)
XK3HA = RO * VDHA
CALCULATE SECOND PARTIAL WITH RESPECT TO STATE
10 XK3RR = RORR* VDOT+ 2.»ROR* VOOTR* RO* VORR+V 1 1>*R6RRR*RDOT
XK3RV = ROR * VOOTV* RO* VORV*R6RR» VI 15*SINGAH*2. 15
XK3RG = ROR > VDOTb* RO* VOHU«R6RR*V1 15*ROOTG
IK3RP = ROR * VOOTP* RO* VORP
XK30R = ROR • VOOTO* RO* VORO
XK3FIR = ROR * VDOTFH RO* VDRH
XK3VV :2.l725*SINSAn«R6R*V115/V«RO*VDV«
XK3GV = V115«R6R*2.15»COSGAH
XX3HV £ RO* vovn
XK3GG x-V115*R6R*ROOT * RO* VDGG
XK3PG = RO* VOGP
XK30G = RO* VOGO




CALCULATE FIRST PARTIALS UITH RESPECT TO STATE
30 XK3R : ROR* VOOT* RO* VDOTR+V1 15*R6RR*ROOT
XX3V = Vll'S*R6R*2.l9*SIN6Afl«RO*VOOTV
XK36 = V115*R6R*RDOTG •> RO'VOOTG
IK3P = RO* VOOTP
XK30 = RO* VOOTO
IK3n = RO* VDOTH
CALCULATE SECOND PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO CONTROL






























































































CALCULATE FIRST PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO CONTROL
JO U3T = R0> VOOTT
XK3D = R0» VDOTD
1(3* = RO* VDOTA
CALCULATE CONSTRAINT
















t OCT 72 6.01-1
(V
X
"«T S?XBOML «« DESCRIPTION
COOAE C O l ( « » - » E ) I Stt »>.b.l
COSA C O t a I Stt tyaktl
COSGAH C O S ? I *•• *jBk«l
• • " • • • _ .
COSPSI cos* 1 S«t «»«b»l
COSRHO
 to,p I St. .y.ktl
COS2RO c o s Z p I $•• •»•»•!
DB ' 0 1 But tfr»
k
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE VAR








































































































































6 OCT 72 £.01-11
V-
"«oS." smot COBE D E S C R I P T I O N
to
DBRR ,2n /an2 1 Sat lyikol
to
DRAG g 1 Atrodfuolc <r«g
. » . . . . — •
ORAGA dD/do 1 Stt sjrsk«l
DRAGAA d2D/do2 ' Stt »»•»•'
DRAGR ao/an ' s« <f>k>i
DRAGRA j2n/JDa ' S«« »;>k«ld U / dn dtt
DRAGRR 2n/ o2 I Set i«>k«ld U/ dn
STORAGE SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR










































































































































rj2|\ / A V *)«•O U 1 O ¥ 0V
ORAGVR 2n /o U / o Von










• nr n rTn iDTTHN S T O R A G E 'SUBROUTINE USAGECODE
 U tbLn l r l lU lM *LO« Lit SUBS CODE VAR
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O R A G V A












D R A G V R
O R A G V V
D R A G V V
DRAGVV
O R A G V V
D R A G V V
D R A G V V



























































O L T O S Z
STATEF












S T A T E F




' ' — STATEF































































































6 OCT 72 6.01-41










 cm T PT T niVI S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I N E USAGESYPIBOL tuut U toUn l r l iU lM BLO^K LOC SOBR cbDE VAR
















5 T A T E F




5 T A T E F



































































































AL9 evaluates the Reynolds number rate constraint, Equation 10.6-3 in Vol. I,
In addition, it computes the explicit first and second partials of this












































































SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
OF- REYNOLDS NunBER-DOT AND EVALUATE A CONSTANT
REVNOLOS NUMBER FLIGHT NODE CONSTRAINT
REAL BAGBV, IW. B, LV, L6.AB, LPSI, LR, LfiHO, LBU, LB, LTAU, NOB
* LHT60BBON /o/
• X, H, XIII), BAGBV, ERR. 09. D10, CllO), CSAVE1 10 >, V, GAB, PSI,
•ALT.RHO.BU.B TAU. HT. Lv. LGAB LPSI, LR. LRHO LBU. LB. LTAU,
• LHT. D109, 0110. BV(l6>, ZSAVE(iO), OT(20). NPOlNT(26). DELTC 20 )
OlnENSION NOM20)
EQUIVALENCE (NOB, V)LOGICAL SWITCH, (LOAD.REAL HACK. ISP. ISPV, ISPR, ISPB. ISPT, ISPVV, ISPVR, ISPVB,
•ISPVT, IS#RR, ISPRB, ISPRT! ISPBB, ISPBT. ISPTT, LIFT, LIFTV.
•L1FTR, LIFTA, LIFTVV. LIFTVR . 'LIFT VA, LlFTRR, LlFTRA, BUR, LIFTAA,
•IRATE6, ISPF' ISPFF
REAL BACHV. BACHR, HACHVR, MACHRR
REAL LlFTB, LIFTVB, LIFTRB, LIFTBB, LIFTNA
COBBON /OVM/
•XX .TIME .SINGAn.COSSAH.OnEGA ,OnEGA2,R ,6 .SINA
•COSA ,OYN011.0nEGAT,TAnP .PA ,RO ,CS ,TEflPR ,PAR
•ROR ,CSR 'TEDPRR'PARR ,RORR ,CSRR ,«OOE 'BACH ,«
•DV !OH ,ovv 'avR 'BRR 'FVAC ,FVACV 'FVACR .FVACB
•FVACT ,FVACVV'FVACVR,FVACRR,FVACTT,T ,HACMV ,HACHR .ISP
•ISPV !ISPB 'ISPH ISPT 'ISPVV ' ISPVR 'ispvn .ISPVT 'ISPRR
• ISPRB 'iSPRT ISPfIB ^ISPBT 'iSPTT 'tlFT *LIFTV ,LlFTR ,LIFTA
•LIFTVV, LIFTVR!LIFTVA,LIFTRR,LIFTRA, DRAG ,ORAGV 'DRAGR ,DRAGA
•ORA6VV,DRAiVR,OHA6VA.ORA6RR,DRA6RA.OR»GAA, ALPHA ,PHI ,LIFTB
•LIFTVB.LIFTRH'LIFTBB.LIFTHA.OBR ,OBRR 'GABBAD'AE ,TAX
*U SIMPHI COSPHISINPSI COSPSl SINRHO C05RHO,5I»IROR,C05ROR
•BUR 'XKS ,XKP 'AKIN ,coo .coon ,CLO ,n , xc&n
•XCGBB ,ZCGB .ZCGBB ,XJV ,«JR ,XJVV ,XJVR ,XJRR . BACHVR
•BACHRR'SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS2GB,CB ,CBA ,CBB ,CBAA ,CBBB
•CBAB ,CBO .cnoB , cnonn , en Ann ,ULFTV ,ULFTR ,ULFTVV,ULFTVR
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA,IPOU '(ARC ,TSTART.GH ,&RR ,LlFTAA
•CDOBB .CLAnn ,CLOB ,CLOnn .DVNIIS.CT ,COOAE .SIOAE .coo
• SID 'OELTAE.COE XC6 2CG ,XJ ,'XBCG .CALPHA.ALBAX
•OB ,ULFT .CULFT .ULFTA ' TSTAGE, TIBES ' XBC&AA, IRATEO.FRATEO
COIMON /OVN*/
•BTT ,J1 ' ,J2 ,J3 .XBCGA ,FVACF ,ULFTAA,ISPF , ISPFF
• ILOAD 'FM 'FKBB 'SWITCH, INOF ,CL 'CLA ,CLB ,CLAA
•CLBB 'CLAB 'co ,COA 'COB 'CDAA 'CDBB ,CDAB ,OVN198
• OYN199.DVN2CO,Xni:GV , XRCSR ,XBCGB 'xBC&VV,XBC£VR,XBCGVn,XBCGVA
• XBC6RR,XnCifiB,XFlCGRA XBCGnn'xnCGUA ROBSR ,DYN211,DYN215,OYN216
•DVN2I7 IOAB 'TAIRB ,TAIRBV'TAIRBH.TARBVV'TARBHH,TARBVH,SFC
•SFCV , SFCH ,SFCVV ,SFCHH ,SFCVH
OlflENSION PRo6l(2, 61)
COBBON /MATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,X«1 ,XK2 ,XK3 ,X«JT , X«2T ,XK3T
•XK10 ,XK20 /XK3D ,X«1A 'XK2A ,XK3A ,VDA .GOA .PDA
•xni9 , XBZO ,xnzi ,XB2Z ,XKITT , IKZTT ,xn3TT ,XKITO , XKZTO
•XK3TO ,XK1TA 'XK2TA , XK3TA 'XKIOO , XK20D ,XK30D .XK10A , XK20A
•XK3DA 'XKIAA ,XKZAA ,XK3AA ,XB11 ,XB12 , »Bl3 . XB11 , XB15
•XXIV 'XK2V ,XK3V 'XKIG XK2G ,XK3S XK1P , XH2P ,XK3P
•XK1R ,XK2R ,XK3R ,XK10 ,XK20 ,XK30 ,XK1U .II2U ,IX3U
•XK1B . XK2B ,XK3B ,XKIZ ,XK2Z ,XK3Z ,XK1VT ,XK2VT ,XK3VT
• XK1VO ,XK2VO ,XK3VD ,XK1VA ,XK2VA 'XK3VA ,XK1ST ' XK26T ,»3GT
•XKIGO ,XK2aD .XK360 .XK1GA ,XK2GA ,XK3GA .XK1PT ' XKZPT ,XX3PT
•XK1PD , XK2PD ,XK3PO ,XK1PA ,XK2PA XK3PA ,XK1RT , XK2RT XK3RT
•XK1RO , XH2RD .XK3RD ,XK1RA .XKZRA ,XK3RA .XK10T , XH20T 'XK30T
• XK10D ,XK200 ,XK30D .XK10A , IK20A XK30A . XK1UT , K2UT ,X«3UT
•XX1UO , XX2UD .XK3UD .XK1JA ,XK2UA ,IK3UA .XH1BT IKZBT ,IX3BT
COBBON '/BATS/ ' - '
• XK1BO . XXZBO
 fXK3BO , XK1P1A ,XK2BA , XH3BA ,X«1ZT , X12ZT , XK3ZT
• XKIGV )lic2aV 'XK3GV |XK1PV 'iKZPV 'xK3P» 'xklRV 'x«2RV '>X3RV
•XX10V , XH20V ,XK30V ,XK1UV .XX2UV ,XK3U» .XK1BV ,XK2BV ,XK3BV
• XK1ZV ,XK2ZV ,XK3ZV ,XK1G& XK2SG ,XK3GG ,XK1PG ,XK2PG . XK3PG
•XK1RG , XKZRG ,XK3RG XK106 'XK20G XK30G ,XK1US 'XK2UG , XK3US
• XK1BG ,X«2ne ,IK3BG . XPCIZG ,XK2ZG XH3ZS ,XK1PP 'x«2PP .XX3PP
•XK1RP ,XK2RP ,XK3RP ,XK10P 'XKZOP !x<30P .XK1UP ,XK2UP ,X«3UP






















































































































































•XK10R .XK20R .XK30R .JCKlUfl .XK2UR ,*K3UR .XKIHR , XK2HR ,XK3ftfi
•IK1ZR .XK2ZR .XK3ZR XK100 ,XK200 .XK300 .XK1UO .XK2UO ,XK3UO
•XKinO ,X«2HO .XK3HO .XK1ZO .XK2ZO .XK3ZO ,XK1UU .XK2UU ,XK3UJ
•XKinu ,XK2nu , x*3nu XKIZU .XKZZU ,XK3zu .XKIHH XKZHH , XK3nn
•XK1ZB .XK2ZH .XK3ZH 'XKIZZ .XK2ZZ ,XK3ZZ ,XKPI1I,XKPI21,XKPI31
•XKPI12,XKPI22,XKP132;XKPI13,XKPI23,XKPI33,PA1 ,PA2
connoN /HATS/
»DPOV( 3, 8). DEPDEV(2, 8). DPDLI 3. 3). PROD51 3, »1>. PR009U, 21)
COHHON /HATS/
• PV .PG .PP ,PH ,PO ,PVV ,P6V .PPV ,PRV
• POV .P6S .PP6 >RS .POfi ,PPP ,PRP .POP ,PRS




ASSI8N 10- TO I««
ASSIGN 1 TO 160
GO TO 6
ENTRV AL9011
ASS16N 20 TO IAH
ASSIGN 2 TO 160
GO TO 6
ENTRV AI.9010
ASSIGN 30 TO IAH
ASSIGN 3 TO 160 •
GO TO 6
ENTRV AL9002
ASSIGN 10 TO IAH
ASSIGN 1 TO 160
60 TO 6
ENTRV AL9081
ASSIGN SO TO IAH
ASSIGN i TO 160
GO TO 6
ENTRV AL9000
ASSIGN 60 TO 160
GO TO 6
6 ROOT = V* SINS AN
VOOT = R« OnEHAZ. COSRHOXCOSRHO- SlNiiAH- SINRHO* COSPSI* COSGAR
• )- G* SlNGAn* (T> CODAE- OB» C05A- DRAG)/ n
Cl = RHO* UHU/ V
C2 - UHU* ROR - UNU1* DO




KOVA = - ORAGVA/H
VORA = -(ORAGRA - OBR* SINA1/H
FI =<ROR* unu « unui*RO)/v
2 VORR :-3.«G/R/R« SINGAd- (ORAGRR« D«RR*COSA)/ H
VORG = OflEGA2* COSRHOXCOSRHO* SINS An* SINRMO> COSPSI* SINGAN)*
* G*COSGAH/R
VDRP = OflESA2> COSBHO* SINRHO* SINPSI* COS6AH
BI = COSRMO* siwaAn -SINRHO* COSPSI* COSSAH
82 =-SIMRHO* SINGAH -COSRMO* COSPSI* COS6AH
VDRG =-OnEGA2*(SINRMO> Bl« COSRMO* 82)
VDRH -= (ORAGR » DBR*COSA)/H/H
VOKV z - ORA6VV/ H
VOG6 : R* OHEGA2* COSRHO* SINRHO* COSPSI* COSGAH * G* SINGAH
VOGP :-R* OnEbA2* COSRHO* SINRHO* SINPSI* SINGAH
B3 : COSRHO* COSGAH * SINRHO* COSPSI* SINGAH
Bl = SINRHO* COSGAH - COSRHO* COSPSI* SINGAH
VOGO =-R* 0«E6A2*( SINRHO* 83 * COSRHO* Bl )
VOPP =-R* OHEGA2* COSRHO* SINRHO* COSPSI* COSGAH
B22 : SINRHO* SINGAH - COSRHO* COSPSI* COSGAH
VOOO :-R*OnEGA2«(2.*C05RHO*81-SINRHO>(822- B2»
VDHH = 2.*( T* COOAE- M'COSA -ORAG)/H/H/fl
3 Al - COSRHO* SINGAH- SINRHO* COSPSI* COSGAH
A2 = COSRHO* COSliAH-r SINRHO* COSPSI* SINGAH
A3 = SINRHO* SINbAH* COSRHO* COSPSI* COSGAH
















































































































































































VDOTV = - DRA6V/ N
VDOTG = R> OFIEGA2* COSGAH* A2 - G* COSGAH
VOOTP =-R» (WEGA2MA1* A3)
VOOTIt =-(T* CODAE- DB* COSA - DRAG)/ H
H CONTINUE
5 Cl = Cl/H
GO TO I AH
CALCULATE PIIXED PARTIALS
10 XK3RT = VOOTT*F1
XK3RO = VDOTO*F1
XK3RA = VDOTA*F1 » Cl* VORA
XK3VT = -Cl/V* VDOTT
XK3VD = -Cl/V* VDOTO
(K3VA = -Cl/V* VOOTA » Cl* VDVA
XK3NT z-Cl • VDOTT
XK3HO =-Cl * VDOTD
XK3HA =-Cl « VOOTA
CALCULATE SECOND PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO STATE
20 XK3RR = ROOT*(unu*RORRR*u«Ul»RORR-ROR»unu2-RO*urtu3>* VOOT/V*(
* 2.*ROR*UttUl +RORR*UHil «U«U2»RO)« C1*VORR
* (ROR*unU*unui«RD>/V/A««DOTV «C1*(DRAGVR/H - VDOTR/V)
IK3RG =-C2/V* VOOTfi -v*COSi>Alt*(unu*RORR-RO*UNU2)
XK3RP = C1*VDRP + VDOTP«C2/V
XK3RO : C1»VDRO * VOOTO*C2/V
IX3RH = Cl'VDRft » VDOTfl*C2/V
XK3VV x C1*VDVV- 2.*C1/V/V» VDOTV * Cl/V/V/V* VDOT
XK3VG = C2*COSl>An - Cl/WOOTG
XK3VP z-Cl/V*VOOTP
XK3VO =-Cl/V*VDOTO
IK3VH :-Cl/V*VDOTN * Cl* ORAGV
XK3GG =-C2« V* SINGAN « Cl* VOG6
XK3GP x Cl* VOGP
XK3GO = Cl* VOGO
IK3PP £ Cl* VOPP
XK3PO = Cl* VOPP
XK300 = Cl* VOOO
XK3IM = Cl* VOWI
CALCULATE FIRST PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO STATE
30 XK3R - RDOT«(Unu*RORR-RO«U«Ul )*VOOT/V*( ROR*U«U*UHU1*RO )*C1»VOOTR
XK3V = C2> SINGfM - Cl/V* VOOT « Cl* VDOTV
XK3G : C2* V* COSGAn* Cl* VOOT6
XK3P = Cl* VOOTP
IK30 = Cl* VDOTO
XK3H z Cl* VOOTH
CALCULATE SECOND PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO CONTROL '
10 XK3TO - Cl* SIOAE
XK3TA = - IK3TO
IK3DA = Cl* T'COOAE
XK3DD = - IK3DA
IK3AA = Cl* (DB* COSA - T* COOAE- ORAGAA)
CALCULATE FIRST PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO CONTROL
50 K3T = Cl • COOAE
IK30 s Cl • T* SIDAE
X«3A c Cl * (DB* SINA- T* SIDAE- ORAGA )
CALCULATE CONSTRAINT












































































6 OCT 72 6.01-11
FORTRAN BATH .... n F Q r R T P T T f l W
SYPIBOL SVHBOL . • U t - O U n l r l l U l M
COOAE c o s < « - t _ ) 1 s«« »»«bols.
COSA, C 0 » o I SM tyckol
_
_ ....
COSGAH c o s 7 1 s«« t»»kel
. . . . . . .
COSPSI
 c o t yV I Sti >y«kol
COSRHO cosp I s«» i»«kel
OB n I But 4r«g
k
S T O R A G E SUBBOUT
BLOCK LOC SUBR C
































































































































6 OCT 72 6.01-11
FORTRAN HATH
SYMBOL SYMBOL CODE DESCRIPTION STORAGEBLBC.K LOC 5UBPOUTS U B R C I ME USA6E
/DYNA /(
DBRR
 a20 /3R2 I St« /DYNA /(
DRUG I AtredyXBlc drtg (LtS) /OYM* /(
DRAG* 30/da >
DRAG**
ORAGR 3D/3R I S«« •»•»•!
DRAGR*























































































































































6 OCT 72 6.01-44
F O R T R A N HATH
SYMBOL SYMBOL CODE D E S C R I P T I O N STORAGE SUBROUTINE USAGESUBH CODE V A R
DRAGV dO/f lV
DRAGVR
I Stt tyi tel
I S«. l,*tml
I Stl I f lbo l
DRAGVV d2D/dV2 ' St* «'•*•'
I InittRtiitteut grmltltlonil acct I tr it 11* .
(FT/SEC2)
/OVNA /(




Halt IG 'S) /D /(
ONE6A2 1 Stt tt.kol




















































































O R A G V
DRAGV*
DRAGV*
D R A G V A
D R A G V A





D R A G V R
DRAGVR
DRAGVR
D R A G V R
D R A G V R
D R A G V R
D R A G V V
O R A G V V
DRAGVV
O R A G V V
O R A G V V
- D R A G V V






































6 OCT 72 G.01-11
Fs°v«T s?SJoML COBE D E S C R I P T I O N
RHO a I LitllHtft
/
RO p I At.ciphtr lc «•»•!**
•
ROR dp /an i sit t»»boi^ •
"I** a*, /an* I *«• «»•»•!o p f on
RORRR -.3. .aD3 I Stt ijBkil0 D / O n
^ •
SID»E s i n (a .» E ) I ' ?•• t»«bo» ' - - •
SIN* s ina 1 S«« lyiktl
SINGAB .«1n> I S.t lyikel
SINPSI , In* I S.t iy.b*l
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE VAR































































































































6 OCT 12 6.01-1*
F O R T R A N
SYI-IBOL
IMTH
SVHBOL CODE D E S C R I P T I O N 5 T O H B S E SUBROUTINE USAGEBLOCK LOC 5UBR CODE VAB
SINRMO l np I St. >,•»•! /OVNA /(
I Tfcr.it (LB5) /DVNA /(































































































t OCT 72 C.01-14
Purpose
ANL62S computes the atmospheric properties Ta, Pa, pa and cs for the '62
Standard atmosphere. Moreover, when the Reynolds number rate constraint
is in effect, it computes the atmospheric viscosity v. In addition, the
following derivatives are computed:




dh2 ' dh2 ' dh2 ** dh2
and, if any SVIC's are in effect
and, if a Reynolds number rate constraint is in effect














































































6 OCT 72 G.01-11
SUBROUTINE »NL62S(H,OI«.DOB,10*«) ANL62S
ANL62S












• / .1281&081E 2.-.25307017E 0, .22160528E- 2.-.II672987E- 1, ANL62S
• .38922512E- 7,-.86C34597E-10, .12577373E-12,-.11709-168E-15, ANL62S
• .62911105E-19 -.11878777E-22/ ANL62S
DATA CN/ -31B3.67635/ ' AML62S
DATA C10,C9,C8,C7,C6,C5,C1,C3.C2,C1.CO ANL62S
• / 283.T192391, -3.955212007 -.5232971573. .05256103630. ANL62S
• -.1832962115E-2, .3M32295909E-1. -.3930821139E-6, .2818535319E ANL625
• -8. -.1269919971E-10, .3161762921E-U, -.3350115769E-16/ AWL62S
DATA 03.02,01,00 ANL62S
• / 253.316666, 6.8019727. -.56317016E-2, .12712813E-5 / ANL62S
DATA E9.E8,E?,E6.E5.E<I,E3.E2,E1,EO ANL62S
«/ .172$5200E 2,-.96118320E 0, .87302363E- 2.-.16139176E- 1, ANL62S
• .15580020E- 6.-.31772127E- 9, .51217501E-12,-.17967392E-15, ANL62S
• .2S907821E-18.-.6H76982E-22/ ANL62S
DATA CC8,CC7.CC6.CC5<CC1,CC3.CC2.CC1.CCO ANL62S











DATA ROUXTO /3.5298375E11/ ANL62S
DATA 001,000 ANL62S
• / -1.12631032E-2,.38228131E-5/ AHL62S
DATA 0000 , AML62S
» / .76156878E-5/ ANL62S
DATA B87,BB6,BB5,BB1.8B3,BB2.BB1,BBO ANL62S
• / .1H921056E-2,-.35018961E-»,I.5569016BE-7, ANL62S
• -1.30U2985E-10,. 75161238E-12,-.81966276E-15.5 .0355521E-19, ANL62S
• -1.33908993E-22/ ANL62S
DATA BBB6,BBB5,8BB1,8BB3,BBB2,BBB1.BBBO ANL62S












• /3.7392018E-6 -2.08631562E-8.6.116100UE-11,-! .007315232E-13, ANL62S
• 8.70S027856E-17,-3.098139892BE-20/ ANL62S
DATA CON. HAFCON ANL62S
«/2.00i68027763786E-2.1.00231013881893E-Z/ ANL62S






• 1.7818E-1, 198.. 9^2., S.02E-7. 9.1201E-11, 27.513608E-21, ANL62S
» 590./ ' ANL62S










































































A7«AL06(»8 - Z) « A 9 * A L O G ( Z X Z - A|0) 4 Al l )
A12*ATAM( A13*Z ' All) 4 A1S*ALOG( ZX Z - A16)
A18X)TAN(A19*Z - A20) 4 ' A 2 1 * A L O G ( Z X Z 4 A22 )
A2lXtTAN(A25*Z * A26) 4 A27«ALOG( ZX Z 4 A28 )
A30X»TAN(A31*Z 4 A32 )
C
IFdOAR.GT.O.O) 60 TO 1
IMIDAfl.LT.0.0) 60 TO 2
ASSIGN 50 TO 160
60 TO 10
1 ASSI6N 20 TO IAN
ASSIGN 10 TO 160
GO TO 10
2 ASSIGN 50 TO lAft
ASSIGN 10 TO 160
10 X s N • 112
IF CX .ST. 550.) 1=550.
IF (X .LT. 0. ) X= 0.






T« = CIO 4 XX C9 4 IX C6 4 XX C7 4 IX C6 4 IX C$ 4 XX Cl
• xx C2 4 xx ci 4 xx;o)>>»»»
T«l = C9 4 XX CCS 4 XXCC7 4 XXCC6 4 x*( CCS 4 XX CCl 4
* XXCC2 4 X X C C 1 4 X « C C O » > » > > >
TH2 = CC8 4 XXCCC7 4 XXCCC6 4 XX CCCS 4 XX CCCl 4 IX
* xxccc2 4 xx ccci 4 »«ccco)»»»
TH3 = CCC7 4 XXCCCC6 4 XXCCCC5 4 IX CCCCl 4 XXCCCC3 4
• 4 xx cccci 4 xx:ccco»»»
C
C G R A V I T Y PARTIAJ.S






6T«1 = I61*TM - 6*T«1>/ T«**2
4
4 A 1 7 ) 4
4 A 2 3 ) 4
4 A29) 4




6T« = ITH1XTMXG2 - 61 - 61) 4 2.»6»T«1> - b«T««T«2 >/T«»»3
C EXPONET
EXPO°- EXP( CNXPOUERX - POMERO) )
EXP1 = EXPO*CN»6TH
EXP2 = CNXEXP1*6TH 4 EXPO*6TN1)
EXP3= CNXZ.* EXP1* GTH1 4 GTH* EXP2* EXPO' 6TN2 >
C PRESSURE
P = PO* EXPO
PI = PO* EXPI
P2 = PO* EXP2
C DENSITY
RHO = ROUXTO*EXPO/TH







C TH .6T. 1«5
T« = 03 4 XX 02 4 XX 01 4 XX)0»
Tfll - 02 4 IX 001 4 x*000) .
TH2 = 001 * X*0000
C
C ROM .ST. 195
C P - 6T . 195
RHO = £94 XX E8 4 XX E7 4 XX E6 4 xx ES 4 XX El 4 XXE3
• IX El * X»EO»»)»>
P = 89 4 IX 88 4 JX87 4 XX 86 4 XX 85 4 IX 81 4 1X83 4
• XX Bl 4 X* tO>>»»>>
C
4 XX E2 4
XX 82 4



























































































































































* XXEE1 * X»EEO) ) ) ) ) ) )
PI = B8 » XXBB7 + XXBB6 * XX BB5 » XX 881 * XX BB3 * XX BB2 »
* XXBB1 « X*BBO>»)>»
C
RM02 = EE7 « XXEEE6 « XX EEE5 « XX EEE1 * XX EEE3 * XX EEE2 «
• XXEEE1 * X*EEEO»»>>
P2 = BB7 + XXBBB6 + IX 8BBS * IX 8B8H * XXBBB3 * XX B8B2 «






IFIX.6T.195. ) 60 TO 5
RH03= (ROUXTO* EXP3 - 3.XRH01* TH2+ RH02> TH1 )- RHO* TH3)/TH
60 TO 7
5 RH03 - EEE6 « XX EEEES * XXEEEE1 * XXEEEE3 « XX EEEE2 * XXEEEE1
* + X* EEEEO»»)
C
C DYNAHIC VISCOSITY CALCULATIONS
C
7 TTF32 = ( 1.8*TH/TF)»SORT( 1.8»TH/TF)
TSC = 1.8*TH * SC
UHU = COEF1* TTF32/TSC
60 TO I AH
20 CONTINUE
TH 1.8* TH
TH1 15 • TH1






6T2 2.* 6T/ TSC/ TSC
6T3 -2.» 6T/ TSC/TSC/TSC
FT TTF32
. FT1 1.5» FT/ TH
FT2 ' +0.75* FT/ TH20
FT3 -0.375* FT/ TH30
UHU1 UHUFXFT»6T1»TH1 * «T*FTI»TH1>
UHU2 * UnuF*((FT*iiTl« 6T*FT1)> TH2 *
» (FT«fiT2 * 2.*FT1*6T1 « 6T*FT2)»TH1»TH1 )
UHU3 = unuFX(FT*eTl « 6T>FT1)*TH3 «
* (FT*ST2 •* 2.*FT1*£TI * £T*FT2>* 3.*TH1*TH2 *





$0 SOJITTH = SORT(TH)
CS = CON*SORTTH
CS1 = HAFCON*TH1/SBRTTH
CS2 = HAFCONX TH»TH2 - .$*THl**2)/( TH*SBRTTH)
C
1500 DIH( 1) = 1.8*TH
Dim. 2) = X2*P
Dim 3) = X3*RHODim i) = xi*cs
Dim 5) - X5»TH1
Dim 6) = X6*P>
Dim 7) = X7«RH01
Dim 8) = CS1
Dim 9> c X9*TH2
Dim 10) = X3*P2
Dim 11) = X11*RN02
Dim 12) =X12*CS2
OOmi) = RH03 • Ill/It
oom2) = UHU
















































































6 OCT 72 6.01-11
Purpose
ANU>3P computes the atmospheric properties Ta, Pa, pa and cs for the '63
Patrick A.F.U. atmosphere. Moreover, when the Reynolds number rate
constraint is in effect, it computes the atmospheric viscosity v. In
addition, the following derivatives
dTa dPa dp a ,
— , — — , — - and —
dh dh dh dh
and
and
and, if any SVIC's are in effect
d3pa
dh3
and, if a Reynolds number rate constraint is in effect













































































SUBROUTINE ANL63M B.PV.OOH. I DM)
DIMENSION PVC12)






















• -.03986181926386985 . . . ._








DATA UO,U1,U2,U3,U1,U5,U6,U7,U8, 9,010,011.012 /
•3.67521561713191 , 1.09712696829592 , 1.10312013825231
•-2.H58535118J0299, -7.69987716558737 , 1.96010191231716
•8.99669982151836 , -1.57876009390051 , -5.60112115337517
•1.72298100385259 , 1.62905311781890 , -.220023723522158
•-.1751775971905267
DATA VO.V1 .V2 .V3 ,V1 .V5 ,V6 ,V7 ,V8 ,V9 ,Y10 ,V11 ,V12 /
•1.16805127871103 , 2.00227395911118 , 1.12706762871920
•-5.15198963191015, 0.0718513035371852,
•.910212761098851 , -9.11331620293711 ,
•3.61055151132592 , 1.16901582612013 ,
•-.17739122952557 I
DATA UO,U1,W2,U3,U1,U5,U6,U7,U8,W9,U10,M11,U127
•-.203898919711685, -.0107987613125598, .992651769118778 ,
•-2.21892713625828, -2. 771HC90136523 , 5.91573933111227 ,
•1.71922173155719 , -5.33121395027935 ,-3.68807856155253 ,
•1.96885912116685 , 1.25019506115537 ,-0.250816685602551 ,
•-0.1507173521936357
DATA XO,Xt,X2,X3,X1,X5,X6,I7,I8,X9,X10,Xll /
• 1.. 09712690829592 , 8.80681087656168 , -7.37560511610898 ,
•-30.7995086623195, 21.80052171158729 , 53.980198929290b5 ,
•-32.0513206573037,-11.81136922700375 , 15.50685603167332 ,
•16.29053117818889, -2.12026095871701 , -2:10573116988631 I
DATA VO.Y1,Y2.Y3,V1,Y5,Y6 . Y f . Y8. V9. YlO.tt 1 I
•2.00227395911118 , 2.25113525719839 -15.15596890182015 ,
•0.2991)7211119911, 50.22020533606792 , 5.16115658159312 ,
•-65.893213120562 ,-17.86056099169696 , 32.76196389893305 ,
•11.6901582612013 , -5.26176011283081 , -2.12869175130681 I
DATA ZO,Zl.Z2,Z3,Z1,Z5,Z6.Z7,Z8.Z9,ZiO,Zll I
•-.0107987613125598, 1.98530953829756 , -6.65678230877181
•-11.0965636171609 , 29.57869667071131 , 28.19533010731191
•-37.3391976519553 ,-29.5«l628516l2021 , 17.71973209320163
•12.50195061155371 , -2.75898351162806 .--1.80896822992361
















DATA CONST 1, CONST2/
• 1.161S33115E-1. 8.323066830E-1/
DATA • COEf 1,SC.TF UIUJF TFSC/
• 1.7818E-1, 198., 392., 3.02E-7, 590./












































































































































































IF(IDAH.GT.O) 60 TO 1
IF(IDAH.LT.O) 60 TO 2
ASSIGN 50 TO IGO
GO TO 10
1 ASSIGN 20 TO IAN
ASSIGN 10 TO 160
60 TO 10
2 ASSIGN 50 TO IAM
ASSIGN .19 TO IGO
10 H = 0
IFCH.LT.O.) H=0.
X= (H- 2.E5>»l.E-5
CALCULATE DENSITY, PRESSURE, . AND. SPEED OF SOUND
PXRHO = RO « XXR1+ XXR2 4 X X R 3 4 XRl «XXR5 4XXR6 4 X X R 7 *XX
* R8 *XXR9 +XXR10-HXR11 + XXH12 X.R 1 3 ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )
PXP = SO 4 X X S 1 + X XS2 4 X X S 3 +X (Si *XXS5 *XXSt 4 X X S 7 4XX
* SB 4XXS9 4XXS104XXS114XXS12 X*S13»))»)»»>
PXA = TO 4 X X T 1 + X XT2 4 X X T 3 *X ( Tl 4 X X T 5 «XXT6 4XXT7 «IX
• T8 *XXT9 +XXT10+XXT11 + IXT12 X>T13 )»))))>»»
P = POXCXP(-PXP)





CALCULATE FIRST DERIVATIVES WO RADIUS
DXRHO = UO 4XXUI 4XXU24XXU34XXU14XXU54XXU6 4XXU7 *XXU8*
* XXU9 4XXU10 *XX UH«X*U12»»»»>»
OXP * VO 4 X X V I +XX V24XX V3*XX V14XX V54XX V6 4 X X V 7 4 X X V 8 4
* X X V 9 4XXV10 4XXVI14X*m>»)»»»)
DXA s WO + XXW1 4 X X W 2 4 X X U 3 4 X X W 1 4 X X W 5 4 X X W 6 »XX«7 4XXW8*
* XXW9 *XXW10 «XX U11»X»0112 ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )
P V ( 6 ) = -l.E-5»P»OXP
P V ( 7 ) = -l.E-5*RHO»DXRHO
PV( "•> = l.E-5*A»OXA
CALCULATE SECOND DERIVATIVES WO RADIUS
OXRHO = XO + X X X I « XX X2 4 XX 13 4 XXXI 4 XX X5 4 XX Xt 4 XX 17
* 4 X X X 8 4 X X X 9 4 XXX10 4 X*X11 ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )»
OXP = YO 4 X X Y 1 4 X X Y 2 4 X X Y 3 4 XX Yl 4 XX Y5 4 X X Y 6 4 X X V I
* 4 X X Y 8 4 X X Y 9 4 XXY10 4 x»Yl 1 »)»»»)
OXA = ZO « XX Zl 4 XX Z2 4 XX Z3 4 XX Z1 4 XX Z5 4 XX Z6 4 XX Z7
* 4 X X Z 8 4 XX 29 4 XXZ10 4 X*Z11)))»»»>
PV(10)= -l.E-10'PXOXP - OXP*>2)
PV(11)= -1 .E-10»RHOX OXBHO - OXRHO*«2>
PV(12)= l .E-10>AXOXA * OXA..2)
60 TO 160
10 CONTINUE
CALCULATE THIRD DERIVATIVES WO RADIUS
SXRHO = X14 XX 81 4 XX 62 4 XX 83 4 XX 81 4 XX B5 4 XX 86 4
• XXB7 4 XXB8 4 XXB9 4 X« B10»)»))>>
SXA = AO 4 XX Al 4 XX A2 4 XX A3 4 XX A1 4 XX A5 4 XX A6 4
• X X A 7 4 X X A 8 4 X X A 9 4 IXUO»>»»»
DOfll 1 » = -l.E-15* RHOX SXRHO- (3.XIXRMO- DXRHOXJXRHO >X>XRHO >
ARRR = l.E-15* A X S X A 4 (3.X1XA 4 OXAX)XA )X>X» )
TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS
T« = A • A • CONST1
DYNAMIC VISCOSITY CALCULATIONS
FT = (TMXTF)* SBRT(TM/TFi
TSC = TM 4 SC
UHU = COEFI * FT/TSC





























































































































- A» PV(8>* CONST2
= CONST2 •(»* PV( 12)
- CONST2 • (A* ARRR «
• PV(»>» PV(8»













(FT«6T2« 2.»FT1»GT1 * 6T»FT2>*
U«U3 = unUF»l(FT«STl + BT»FT1)* TBS
(FT*ST2+ 2.»FT1»6T1
» (FT*6T3« 3.»FT1*6T2
ODBC 2) c UBU
D0fl(3) r UflUl
DOB(I) = UBU2










































APPLY computes the a vector defined by Equation 2.4-2 in Vol. I, together
with the total first and second partials of a with respect to the state













































































THIS ROUTINE CONTROLS THE CALCULATION OF THE APPLIEDACCELERATIONS ON THE VEHICLE . THEIR TOTAL FIRSTAND SECOND PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO THE STATE ANDTHEIR TOTAL FIRST PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO THECOSTATE. NOTE THAT THE TIRE RATE OF CHANGE OF THE
MASS IS TREATED AS AN "APPLIED ACCELERATION*
COHHON/GLOBAL/
• 6R ,ER ,On6Z .XLAflRF.VnuRF ,LUH .TO .EPSLON.INNER .
• ITRPIAI, JJOP< 6> .IFATAL.NARC .NBRAN .NFARC .10(1) ,KTAB<20».
• ITAB(26>. SIG.nAXTAB.Gfl.PSIRF ,IPFLG1,IPFLG2.IPFLG3.IPFL61,
• INEDFL(26>. ifpSO. (SOL, INARK,XGLOBL(7>
LOGICAL SWITCH. ILOAO
REAL HACK, ISP, ISP*, ISPR, ISPfl, ISPT, ISPVY. ISPVR. ISPVH,
•ISPVT, ISPRR, ISPRH, ISPRT| !SPnAt ISPST. ISPTT. npf, LIFT*.
•LIFTH. LIFTA, LIFTVY. LIFTER. LIFTVA, LlFTRR. LIFTRA, BUR. LIFT**
•IRATEO. ISPF. 1SPFF
REAL n&CHv, AACHR, NACHVR, HACHRR
REAL LIFTH. LIFTVn. LIFTRH. LIFTHH. LIFTIM
connON /DVMA/
• II ,TI«E ,SINSAfl,COSGAn,OflEGA ,OriEGA2,R ,6 .SIN*
*COSA ,DYN01l 'OnEGAT,TAnP 'PA ,RO ,CS 'TEHPR 'PAR
• ROR .CSR .TEPIPRR.PARR ,RORR .CSRR .(ODE .nACH ,8
*ov ,8R ,svy .avR 'QRR 'FVAC ,FV»CV IFVACR ,FVACH
•FVACT .FVACW'FVACVR.FVACRR.FVACTT.T ,n«CHv ,HACHR , ISP
»ISPV .ISPR ,ispn .ISPT .ISPVV ISPVR :isp«n .ISPVT 'ISPRR
•ISPRB ,ISPRT 'ISPIW ,iSPnT IISPTT 'LIFT ,LIFT» ,LIFTR 'LIFTA
•LIFTVV.LIFTVR.LIFTVA.LIFTRR,LIFTRA,DRAG .DRAG* .DRAGR ,DR»SA
•ORASVV.DRAGVR.ORAGVA.ORAGRR.DRAGRA.OHAGAA.ALPHA .PHI .LIFTH
•LlFTVn.LlFTRn'LIFTnn.LIFTPlA DBR ,DBRR .GAnnAD.AE ,TA>
*U ,SINPHI,COSPHl,5INPSI,COSPSI,SINRHO,COSRHO,SIMROR,COSfiOH
*HUR .XKG ,XKP .AKIN ,COO .CDOM ,CLO .FK .XC6B
•iCGnn .zcGn .iCGnn ,»Jv ,XJR ,XJV4 ,UVR ,»JRR .HACHKR
*nACHRR.siN2RO,coS2RO.coS2Gn,cn .CHA ,cn« .CAAA .CMH
»C«AB ,cno .cnofl ,Cnonn .cnAnn ,UVFT» .ULFTR ,ULFT»»,ULFT»R
•ULFTVA.ULFTRR.ULFTRA.IPOU ,XARC .TSTART.GH ,SRR ,LIFTA*
•coonn ,CLAnn .CLOH ,CLOnn .OVNUS.CT ,CODAE ,SIOAE ,coo
•SID .DELTAE.COE ,XCG ,ZC6 ,IJ .XACG ,CALPHA,ALflAI
•08 ,ULFT .CULFT ,ULFTA .TSTAGE,TIDES ,XHCGAA,IRATED,FRATEO
COIWON /DVN*/ . / . . . .
• PITT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 , inCSA .FVACF .ULFTAA.ISPF , ISPFF
•ILOAD ,F«B FKHfl ,SWITCH,INQF ,CL ,CLA ,CLH ,Cu»A
*CLnn .CLAM 'CD ,COA 'con ,COAA iconn .CDAN ,ovdise
• OYNm,OYN200,XltCo» ,XHCGR .XPICGH , XrlCG VV , I«Cb»H, InCSVfl, XBCbVA
•xnCGRR,xnCGRn,xnCGRA.XnCGnn,XnCGnA,RORRR ,OVN211.0VN215,DYN216
•DVN217,IDAn .TAIRB ,TAIRBY,T«IRBH,TARBV<,TARBHH,TARBVH,SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH ,SFCV« ,SFCHH .SFCVH
DIMENSION PR06K2, 61 >
COWION /HATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,XK1 ,IK? ,IK3 ,XK1T ,XK2T ,XK3T
•XK1D ,XK2D ,I«30 .XK1A ,XK2A , X K 3 A ,YOA ,60A ,POA
•xnif ,xn20 ,xn2i ,xn22 ,X«ITT ,x«2TT .xmi ,IKITD ,XHZTO
•XX3TO ,XK1TA .XK2TA ,XK3TA .XK1DD ,XK2DO ,IK300 ,XK1DA ,XK20A
• XX3DA .IK1AA 'XK2AA ,X«3AA IXHIl ,X»12 . XP113 .XR11 , XH15
•XllV XK2« ,XK3V ,XX1G ,XK2G ,XK3G ,X(1P .XK2P ,XK3P
• IKIR .XK2R ,XK3R , XK10 ,X(20 ,XK30 ,H1U ,XK2U ,X»3U
•XK1B ,IK2H ,XK3n ,XK1Z ,XK2Z ,XK3Z ,XK1«T .XK2VT ,IK3YT
• XK1VO ,H2VO ,XK3tfO ,XK1«A ,XK2VA .XK3YA , HUT ,XK2GT .XX3GT
•XX1GO .IK2SO ,XK3GO ,XK16A ,XK2GA ,XK3GA .XK1PT ,XK2PT 1XK3PT
•IKIPD ,XK2PO .XK3PD ,XK1PA ,IK2PA ,XK3PA ,XK1RT .XK2RT ,XH3RT
•XK1RO ,XK2RO ,XK3RO ,XK1RA ,XK2RA 1XK3RA ,XK10T ,H20T ,XH30T
•XK10D ,XK200 ,X»30D ,XK10A ,XK20A .XK30A ,XK1UT ,XK2UT ,IK3UT
•XK1UD ,X«2UD ,XK3UO ,IK1UA ,XK2UA ,IK3UA ,XK1NT ,XK2flT .XK3NT
CONAON /HATS/
• XK1HD , IK2PID ,XK3nD .XKIHA , XK2NA , XK3flA , XKUT .IK2ZT ,XK3ZT
• XIC1ZO ,XK2ZD , XK3ZD ,XK1ZA , XK2ZA ,XK3ZA , IK IVY ,XK2VV , XK3YY
• IK1GY , XK2GV 'XK3SV .IK1PV ,H2PV ,XK3PY ,IK1RY , IK2P.Y , XK3RY
•XX10V ,XK20V .XK30V ,XK1UV ,XK2JY ,XK3UV ,XK1«Y ,XK2BV ,X«3«Y
•XX1ZY .XK2ZY ,XK3ZV ,XK1GG ,XK2uG ,XK3G6 .IK1P6 .XK2PG ,I«3PS
•IK1RG ,XK2RG .XK3RG ,XK10G ,XK20G ,XK306 ,XK1UG ,IK2U6 ,XK3US
•xnina ,XK2n& 'x«3nG .xnzs ,H2ZS ,in3ZS ,XKIPP .IK2PP ,xn3FP
•XK1RP ,IK2RP ,IK3fiP ,XK10P ,XK20P ,XK30P ,IK1UP ,XK2UP ,XK3UP
























































































































































•XK10R , XK20R ,XK30R .IKIUR ,XK2UR ,XK3UB ,XK1HR , XX2HR , XK3HR
•XK1ZR .XK2ZR .XK3ZR ,XK100 ,XK200 .XK300 ,XK1UO , XK2UO , XX3UO
•XKlnO ,XK2nO ,XK3nO .XK1ZO .XK2ZO ,XK3ZO .XK1UU ,XK2UU ,XK3UU
•xKinu ,XK2nu ,XK3nu ,xmzu , X K 2 Z O ,XK3Zu ,XKIHH ,xK2nn ,xx3HH
•XKlZn .XK2Zn ,XK3Zn ,XK1ZZ .XK2ZZ ,XK3ZZ , XKPI 11 , XXPI 21 , X«PI 31
«XKFI12:XKPl22,XKPl32,XlPll3,XltPI23.XKPI33,PAl ,PA2
COnnON /HATS/










•PV ,FG ,PP .PR ,PO
• POV ,P66 ,PP6 ,PR6 |P06
•POR 'POO 'PLG 'PLP
EOUI VALENCEC PRODI .PRODS )
REAL HAGBV, P1U, H, LV, LGAH, LPS1, LR, LRHO, LHU, Lfl, LTAU, NOB
• . LMT
ConnoN /D/. - ...
»X, H. XU1). HASBV, ERR. 09, 010, C(10>, CSAVE(lO), V, GAH PSI,
•ALT.RHO.nU.B, TAU. HT, LV. LSAn. LPSI, LR. LRHO. L«U. LH, LTAU.
• LMT, 0109, D110, &V(l6), iSAVE(iO), af(20), NPOtNT(26), OELT(20>
DlnENSION N0fl(26)
EBU I VALENCE (MOH. V)
COnnON /AXLE/
*AV .AS ,AP ,AB
»ASS ,APG 'AHG ,AVP
•APR AOR ,A«0 , ASO
•AHU ,AVH ,AGN AP«
•EAVV ,EAGV ,EAPV
•EAGP 'EAPP
,AVV ,A8» ,APV , AH« ,AVS
'AGP ,APP :A«P ,AVR ,ASR
,APO ,AHO .AVU ,A6U ,APU
'Ann ,A«Z 'ABZ . APZ ,AHZ




    
, ,EAGR ,EAPR ,EAHR ,EAVO ,EAGO
• EAPO ,EAflO ,EAVU , EA6U ,EAPU . EACIU ,EAVH ,EAGH ,E«Pn
• EABfl ,EAVZ EA6Z ,EAPZ , EAHZ , A V » V ,AGW ,AP»V ,AMVV
A V P V ,AGP* ,APPV .AflPV , A V R *
' A G O V , A P O V , AMO» ,AVUV ,A6UV
. , APPW ,Ann« AVZV .ASZV ,APZ*
, ,AGVG ,APVG ,AHVG ,AVGG ,AGGG ,APGG ,AHGG
•AKPG ,AGPS .APRS ,AnP6 'AVRG ,AGRG 'APRS ,A«RS ,AVOS
•ASOS ,APOG ,AnOG ,AVUG ,AGU6 ,APUG . ADUS
,
•A6RV ,APR« , AMRV ,A»OV
•APUV , Anuv .Avnv AGBV
• APflG , , , , , , .
AHVP ,AVGP ,ASGP ,APGP , AflSP , A V P P ,AGPP ,APPP ,AHPP
'
 
, A V Z G ,AGZG ,APZG ,Al<IZG
, , AGHG
.ASVP ,AP\IP
• AVRP ,AGRP ,APRP
•AGUP ,APUP , AnuP
• APZP ,AnZP ,AWR
COPIflON /AXLE/
• AHGR ,Al/PR , AGPR  , , , , .
*AVOR ,ASOR ,APOR , AriOR , Al/Ufi , AGUR ,APUR . AflUR
' '
    
,AVOP ,AGOP ,APOP ,AnOP ,A«UP
,AFnp ,Annp ,A«ZP ,AGZP





APPR , AflPfi ,AVRR ,AGRR APRR
       
APHR ,ArinR , A V Z R , AGZR .APZR ADZR . A V V O ,AG«O
• APVO ,Af)VO ,AVGO .AG60 ,APGO ,APIGO .AVPO ,AGPO ,APPO
•AHPO ,AVRO 'AGRO 'APRO >nRO . AVOO , AGOO .APOO . ABOO
*A«UO , ASUO .APuo ,AHUO .Avno ,AGno ,APPIO .Anno ,AVZO
•ASZO 'APZO ,APVU .AVGU ,AGGU. , , , , . ,
APSU , ARSU ,AVPU ,AGPU ,APPU , AIHPU ,AVRU ,AGRU ,APRU
•ADRU ,A«OU .A60U ,APOU ,A«OU .AVUU ,AGUU ,APUU ,AHUU
     
, ASHU ,Apnu ,Annu ,AVZU ,AGZU ,APZU ,AHZU ,Avvn
•Asvn APVH ,Anvn ,Aven ,AGGn ,APGH ,AnGn ,AVPH ,AGPH
•APPfl AflPH , AVRW AGRn APRH , AnRS A»OH ,AGOn ,APO«
•Anon , Avun AGun ,APUH ,Anun ,A«nn , Asnn APHH ,Annn
•Axzn , Aszn ,APzn ,Anzn ,AVVZ ,AGVZ ,APVZ ,AHVZ ,A»SZ
• AGGZ ,APSZ ,AnGZ ,AVPZ ,AGPZ ,APPZ ,AflPZ ,AVRZ .AGRZ
•APRZ , AP1RZ AVOZ ,AGOZ .APOZ ,AHOZ ,AUUZ ,A6UZ .APUZ
•ABUZ ,A«nz ,AGnz ,APHZ >nnz ,AVZZ ,AGZZ .APZZ ,AHZZ
COHMON /AXLE/
• AVLV , A6LV APLV . AflLV AVL6 ,AGLG ,APLG . AIU6 , AVLP
•A6LP ,APLP ,A«LP ,AV»LV' AGVLV ,APVLV ,An»LV ,AV6L» ,AG6L¥
•APSLV AnSLV ,AVPLV , AGPLV >PPLV ,AnPL« ,AVRLV .AGRLV , APRLV
• AP1RLV ,AVOL» ,AGOLV ,APOLV AHOLV ,AVULV ,AGULV ,APULV , ABULV
•AVHLV AGnLV ,APnLV , AnWLV AVZLV ,AGZLV . APZLV .AHZLV ,AVVLG
•AGVLG ,APKLG ,AHVLG ,AVGLG ,AGGLG ,APGL& , ANGLE ,AVPL6 ,AGPLG
• APPLG ,AHPLG ,AVf)LG ,AGRLG ,APRLG ,AnRL6 ,AVOLG .A60XG ,APOLG
• AP10LS ,AVULG ,AGULG ,APULG ,AHULG ,AV»LG .AGHLG ,APHL6 , AflHLG
• AVZLG ,AGZLG ,APZLG . AP1ZLG ,AV^LP ,AG»LP ,APVLP . AnVLP , AVSLP
•AGGLP , APSLP ,ARGLP .AVPuP , AGPLP .APPtP , AWPLP .AVRLP , AGRLP
•APRLP ,AHRLP ,AVOLP , AGOtP ,APOLP .AnCuP ,A»ULP .AGULP ,APULP
*AHULP ,AV«LP , ASHLP ,APHLP .AnHLP , AVZuP .AGZLP , APZLP ,AflZLP
connon /MTRL> .
•MU , ITER .ITAPA ,ITAPB .JHIN ,J«AX .LINES ,KPT ,HON






















































































































































• KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP . IARC ,TRSTR .IflAX .KTIHE , KONVER .NOPRNT,
• JNBDSY,NUPASE,1VAHY(20>, NN, NDVAHY, PLAST. ZLAST, KODES
LOGICAL INBDRY. NEUNOH, KONVER. NOPRNT, NUPAGE
DIMENSION AVI 11, A Y l n P ( 3 2 > , AU<12>, AXLE! 1 >
DIMENSION AUYd. 21). UUd, 8), AVVd. 1), ZZd. 3). AUUd, 9).
•AYLYd, 1). AWLVd, 9), AU6(1, 3)
EBUIVALENCE (AY AW), ( A V T , AUd)>, ( A V O . AU(5D, ( A V A , AW(9M,
• (AGT, AU(2», ( A G O . AU<6». (ASA, AUdO», ( A P T . AU(3 ) ) '
• <APD, AU(7», (APA, AUdl>). <A«f, AWd)) , (AXLE, AV)
EQUIVALENCE ( A Y Y A V V V ) ( A Y L Y . A V V L V ) , (AVTB, AUYd, 19)>,
• (AVDn, AUYd, 20)), (AVAR, AUYd, 21», (AETE, AUE( 2. ID,
«<ASBS, AUG(2, 2)1. (AGAG, AUG(2, 31), ( A G A V . AUY(2. 3D,
• ( A G A R , AUY(2, 12)), (AGTA, AUY( 2, 19)), (AGDH, AUV(2, 26)) ,
• (AGAFI, AUV(2, 21)), ( A P T G , fiuSl 3, 1 », ( APDG, AUG( 3, 2) ) ,
« ( A P A G , AUG(3, 3D, ( A P A V , AUV( 3. 3D, (APAR, AUY( 3, 12))'
• (APTn, AUY(3-, 191), (APOn, AlilY(3, 20)), (APAn, AUY(3, 21)),
• (APITR, AUYd, 101), ( A V T D , AWU( 1 , ID, ( A V T A , AUUd, 7 ) ) ,
• (AGTO, AUU(2, 1)1, ( A G T A , AUIil(2, 7 », ( APTO, AUU( 3, 1 ) ),
• C A P T A , AUU(3, 7 ) ) , (Af lTT. AUUd, ID, ( AVDT, AUHd, 2D,
• (AVDD, AUUd, 5», ( A V D A , AUUd, 8D, (AGDT, AUU( 2, 2»,
«(A£OD, AUU(2, 5», (AGOA, Au«(2, 8», < AP0T, AUM( 3. 2»,
•(APDO, AUU(3, 5», ( A P O A , AUU(3, 8», ( A V A T , AUUd. 3D,
• <AVAD, AUUd, 61), ( A V A A , AUUd, 9», (Af iAT, AUU(2, 3D,
• (AGAO, AUU(2, 6)), ( A G A A , AUU(2, 9», ( A P A t, AUU( 3. 3)),
• (APAD, AUU(3. 6))!, (APAA, .AUU(3 , 9)), ( AfiTLB, AULY(i, 1)),
•IAGOL&, *ULY(2, 5)), (AGAL6, AWLY(2, 6», ( APTLG, AWLV( 3, 1»,
• IAPOLG, AULYI3, 5)>, (APALfi, AULY(3, 6», (AGTLP, AULY(2, 7»,
• (AGOLP, AULY(2, 8) ) , (AGALP, AULY( 2, 9», ( APTLP, AULY( 3, 7)),
• (APOLP, AULVI3, 8)). (APALP, AULY( 3, 9>>
EBUIVALENCE (AnTV, AUYd, ID
EOUlVALENCE(AVA», AUYd, 3D, ( A V A R , AUYd, 12))
EBUIVALENCE (AYIHP. UU)
DATA AU/I2*0./. AUV/96*0./, AUW/3««0./, AULY/36«0./. Aua/12*0./
DO 10 I = 1, 86






OBRSA = OBR'SINA .
GE1SP = 6R«ISP
CONST = 3600. *6R
AV = (TCOAE - DBCA - ORA6)/«
AH = -FVAC/GEISP
1F(J1 .EQ. 1) AH = -SFC*T/CONST
IF(KOO£ .Efl. 1) 60 TO 51
At = (TSDAE - DBSA * LIFT )/«
AS s AX»COSPHI
AP z AX*SINPHI
C COnPUTE THE EXPLICIT FIRST PARTIALS OF THE A-VECTOR WITH RESPECT
C TO THE STATE AND DECISION VECTORS.
51 AVV = -BRAS»/«
AYR = (-DBRCA - DRAGR)/n
AVH = -AV/*
1F(J1 - 1) 511, 511, 512




512 AnT - -SFC/CONST
AHV - -5FCV«T/CONST
AHR = -SFCR»T/CON5T
513 AVT = COOAE/B
AVO = T5DAE/H
AVA = (-TSOAE « 085A - ORA6A )/n
AXT = SIDAE/n
AXD = -TCOAE/n
IF(KODE .EO. 1) 60 TO 52
AXV = LlFTV/n
AIR = (-OBRSA * LIFTR)/n









































































































































































C IS ALPHA NONOPTIHAL.
52 IFIKODE .ST. 2) GO TO 102
C COMPUTE THE STARRED FIRST PARTIALS OF THE A-VECTOR WITH RESPECT
C TO THE STATE.
CALL HATHLTi AYIHP, AVT, DEPDEY, 1. 2, B)
CALL HATADDIEAVV, AW, AYIHP, 1, 8)
C COMPUTE THE TOTAL FIR$T PARTiALS OF THE A-VECTOR WITH RESPECT TO
C THE COSTATE.
101 1F<KQNVER> RETURN
CALL HATHLT(AVLV. AVT, DPDL. 1, 3, 3)
C ADO THE CONTRIBUTIONS DUE T& PHI TO THE ABOVE PARTIALS.
AGLG = AGLG - AP'PLG
AGLP = AGLP - AP*PLP
APLG = APLG * A6«PL6
APLP = APLP * AS»PLP
GO TO 103
C COMPUTE THE STARRED FIRST PARTIALS OF THE A-VECTOR WITH RESPECT
C TO THE STATE
102 CALL HATHLTIAVIMP, AVT, OPDY, 1, 3, 8) •
C IS PHI NONOPTIHAL
IFIKOOE .ST. 31 GO TO 101
CALL HATADD4EAVV, AW, AYIHP, 1, 8)
GO TO 101
C COMPUTE THE CONTRIBUTIONS DUE TO THE DECISION VECTOR TO THE TOTAL
C FIRST PARTIALS OF THE A-VECTOR WITH RESPECT TO THE STATE.
103 CALL MATHLT(AYIMP, AVT, DPOY, 1, 3. 8)
C COMPUTE THE TOTAL FIRST PARTIALS OF THE A-VECTOR WITH RESPECT TO
C THE STATE.
101 CALL HATAODIAVV, AW, AYIHP, 1, 8)
C ADD THE CONTRIBUTIONS DUE TO PHI TO THE ABOVE PARTIALS.
AG6 - AGG - AP»P6
APG = APG * A6»P6
C IS THIS A CONVERGED TRAJECTORY.
IF(KONVER) RETURN
c CLEAR THE ARRAY OF SECOND PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO THE STATE
00 10$ I = 61. 321
105 AXLE(I)= 0.
C COMPUTE THE EXPLICIT SECOND PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO THE STATE.
IFU1 - 1) 10501, 10502, 10502




10502 AHTT = 0.
AHTV = -SFCV/CONST
AHTR = -SFCH/CONST




AVRR : -(OBRR>COSA * DRA6RR >/H




IFIJ1 - i) 10501, 10505, 10505
10501 AHVR = 0.
AHRV = 0. •




























































































































































AMRR = AE*(PARR«ANT » PAR'AHTR)
60 TO 10506




10506 1FIKOOE .Efl. 1) SO TO 1051
AXVV = LIFTVV/B
AXRV = L1FTVR/N















AXRY - (LlFTRR - OBRB'SI *A )/H














C COnPUTE THE EXPLICIT SECOND PART1ALS WITH RESPECT TO THE STATE
C AND DECISION VECTORS
1051 AVAV = -DRAGVA/H




IFCKODE -Efl. 1) KO TO 1052
AXVA = LIFTVA/M
AXRA = (LIFTRA - DBRCA)/H
AXBT = -AXT/H
AIHD =• -AXO/H











C COnPUTE THE EXPLICIT SECOND PARTIALS MITH RESPECT TO THE DECISION
C VECTOR.







AVAA = (-TCDAE *OBCA - DRAEAA )/«
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AXAA = (-TSOAE + D8SA * LIFTAA)/*






1053 KSTAR £ 2
IFIKODE .GT. 2) KSTM = 3
II = -7
III = -2
00 109 I £ 1, 8
II = II » 8
III £ III « 3
JJ s -2
00 106 J = 1, i
JJ £ JJ + 3
106 CALL !>IATnLT(MMd, J ), AMYd, JJ ), DPOYd, 1 ), 1, 3, 1)
CALL HATADDl AYYl I, it), AYYd, it), MM, 1, 8)
KK = -2
DO 107 K = 1, KSTAR
KK = KK « 3
107 CALL dATPlLTlZZd. K). AMMd . KK >, DPDY( 1 I), 1, 3, 1)
CALL nATADOIZZ, 2Z, AUYd, III), 1, KSTAft )
IFIKODE .ST. 2) GO TO 108
CALL «ATm.T(MM, ZZ, OEPOEY, 1, 2. 8)
CALL HATADDl AYYI 1, II). AYYd, it), MM, 1, 8)
CALL nATf)LT(WM, AVT, PROOld, II), 1, 2, i)
SO TO 109
108 CALL flATBLTlMM, ZZ, OPDY, 1, 3, 8)
CALL flATADD(AYY( 1, II), AYYd, II), MM. 1, 8)
CALL nATnLT(UH, AVT, PRjOD5d, II), 1, 3, i)
109 CALL «ATADO(AYY( 1, II), AYY(1, II), MM, 1, 8)







IFIKODE .EO. 3) 60 TO 1091
CALL HATHLT(MM, AMG, DEPDEY, 1, 2, 8)
GO TO 1092
1091 CALL HATnLT(MU, AMG, DPDY, 1, 3, 8)
1092 CALL BATADDC AYYll, 9). AYYd. 9), WM 1, 8)
C CLEAR THE ARRAY OF SECOND PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO THE STATE AND
C COSTATE.
' DO 110 I £ 337, 132
110 AXLE (I)= 0.
IFIKODE .EO. 2) GO TO 1101


































































































































































00 111 I = 1, 3
11 - 11 * B
III = III +3
IFtKODE .EO. 3) GO TO 113
JJ = -2
DO 111 J = 1, 8
JJ = JJ + 3
111 CALL nATHLT(U«d(l, J), AUYd. JJ1. OPOLd, I >. 1, 3, 1)
CALL FIATAOD(AYLY( I, if), AYLVC 1 il), M, t, 8)
KK = -2
00 112 K = 1, 2
KK = KK * 3
112 CALL nATnLTIZ2(l, K >, AUM( 1 . «« ), OPDH1, I), 1, 3, 1)
CALL HATAOOUZ, ZZ, AULYd, III), 1. 2)
CALL nAinLTttw, ZZ, DEPDEV. 1, 2, 8)
CALL RATAODIAYLYt 1. II), AYLYtl, II), WW, 1, 8)
CALL PlATflLKwK, AVT, PR009I1, if), 1, 2, 8)
60 TO 111
113 CALL nATflLTCUW, AULVd, III), OPDY, 1, 3, 8)
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 3aV3X v "
AV - v" W
*
vv
 a a v / 3 y "
*
VVR
 d (6aV6V) /dh °
*
vvv










 a ( 6 a v / 6 V ) / a V '
CODAE cos(a . . E ) 1
COSA
 c o $ 0 I
COSPHI C O S * * I
Total naiila ailt araa (FT 2 )
a«/ax,, da/ax, and »•/»*+
tht ¥ t c t o r of app l i ed a c c e l e r a t i o n s def ined by
Equation 2.1-2 In V o l . 1 of thli document .
total par t ia l d e r i v a t i v e * of the a v e c t o r a l th




A 1«3 array conta in ing A,^*7
A 1i9 array containing 8(A,)/dX,, aiA^j/aX, and
'A ti9 array containing *,,
A 1i21 array containing Apy
tha vacter of app l i ed a c c e l e r a t i o n ! de f ined by




S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR





/AXLE /( 335) APPLY N APLP
NLDRV I APLP
/AXLE /( 1 ) APPLY H AV
APPLY 0 AXLE
NLDRV I AV
/AXLE /( 5 ) APPLY N AVV
NLDRV I AVV
/AXLE /( 16$) APPLY 0 A V V R
NLDRV I AVVR
/AXLE /( 69) APPLY 0 A V V V
APPLY I AYY
NLDRV I A V V V
/APPLY /(• ) APPLY D Aal
/APPLY /(• ) APPLY C AU6
/APPLY /<• ) APPLY C AULY
/APPLY /(• ) APPLY C AMI
/APPLY /<• ) APPLY C AMY
/AXLE /( 1 ) APPLY H AV
APPLY 0 AXLE
NLDRV I AV
/AXLE /( 69) APPLY P AUUU
APPLY
NLDRV
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DBRR ^gp i jjj2
.. _
OEPDEY S p / 6 y




9 U / 0V
rnnr n r T d T D T T H M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGECODE
 UhoLnl r 1 iUlM BLbc* LOC SUBR CODE VAR
































1 A 2i8 ..trl. th.t cOHtllm /MATS /( 285 ) ALGCON
I A 3i3 utrii thit centilni im/»\,r i*/d\, ind /HATS /( 301) ALGCON
»m/»\+ APPLY
dfr lv. t l . t t of th« In-plin.- contro l t.ctor «rt tht APPLY
SL liltt.























































































D R A G A A
O R A G A A
DRAGAA
UT H DRAGAA
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O R A G V Y
E A V V
FVAC
HATH
 rnnr n r
r m T P T T n M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE (JSASE
SYHBOL CODE Lit bLH 1 V \ 1 DIM BLOCK LOt SUBR CODE VA«

























' • ' ' TH3 "
UT













^2n/au2 I $•• •»•»•' /OYMA /( 73) ALS






c . y / c 1 The flrit totry In • 1i8 .itrli th.» coniilni, .hen /AXLE /( 37) APPLY
°*
 / <>y
































D R A G V A
O R A G V A
DRASVA
DRA6VA









D R A G Y V
D R A G V V
O R A G V V
O R A G V V
O R A G V V
D R A G V V
DRAGVV
E A V V
E A V V
Whtn « i> ntooptl.il.
«•/(« = »•/»,
I Tot i l .ic»u. ikrusi (r.c«««) ( LBS ) /DYNA /< 33) »PPLV I FVAC
ARCIN « FVAC
NLDRV I F V A C
STATEF H FVAC
TH2 I' FVAC
t OCT 72 6.01-11












svmoY CODE D E S C R I P T I O N
"' < F T / S E C Z )
I_ I V.cgga tpec l f l c lapgli. ( S E C S )
fir „ __
81 /dT ' See iinbel
SP
2i /art ' See itekala I gp/ o I
I Thro.1 option f log.
Jl = 1: Constant tbrolt,
Jl = 3: Ponered tatal acce le ra t i on Unit;
Jl s •,: *lr. breather engine.
1 Steering vector f l ag " " . . . . .
KOOE = 0: Free fe l l . • = * = 0|
XOOE = 1: Both • and * opt imal j
KOOE = 2: • opt lnel and # = 0,
KOOE - 3: * nonoptlaal aad * optlnal;
KOOE = 1: Ver t i ca l rite «r pltcko.tr,
KODE = 5: • nonoptl.al and * = 0.
I Logica l f lag that Indicates to the OL nodule that
L I Aerodynamic lift • ( L8S )
dL/da I See <yn*al
I / t ' See tyaaal 'd L / 0°*
S T O R A G E SU6BOUTIN
BLOCK LOC SUBR COO












/DYNA /( IS > APPLY I
.ARCIN 0
IflPULS 0
/DYNA /( 17«> APPLY I
1NPULS 0
/DYNA /( 180) APPLY 1
IHPULS 0
















































































































































S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR
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E c l f f c futl consumption of
"wo*" sY^oV "OE D E S C R I P T I O N
LIFTVn a2i / A U A D *o tU / Q v on
LI FT VV A2i / a uZ Io u/ 0 v
ft . i
p*H - 3P t/afi . _t





PLP * . |
WT^
PRODI d ( S p / 6 y ) / d y 1
















partlili of tht .itrli DEPDEY »rt tht BL «tatt.
A 2i61 latrli that conta ins tht tetil flrit
partlalt ef tht attrli DEPDEY »rt tbt BL <titt.
* 2>6V »*trl> that conttlni i(Sp/Sr»»\,,
d(6p /6y ) /dXy and d< Sp/Sy )/dX^(
Part l t l of SFC *rt b
Stcond part ia l of SFC «rt b
Par t ia l of SFC irt Y
Stcond part ial of SFC irt Y and b
Stcontf part ial of SFC art V



















LOG SUBR CODE YAR

























( 18) APPLY I
TH2 I
( 22) APPLY 1
TH2 1




1 570) APPLV I
ARCIN 0
CONTRL 0
( S71 > APPLY I
ARCIN 0
CONTRL 0








1 S02 > ALGCON I
APPLY I
22S) APPLY I



































































SINA ,|nl» 1 Stt >,.k.l
_
SIVHI »|n# I S»» «»•»•!
T
 - T ' T»r«tt
. . * -
*•
HP r m T PTT ON S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
U C Olrf H 1 r 1 1 UIM BLOCK LOC SUBti CODt VAR


























(LBS) /.DVNA /( 12) ALGCON






























































ARCEN handles the interfacing of dynamic quantities between the present
subarc and the subsequent subarc.
ARCEN


































































THIS ROUTINE HANDLES INTERFACING OF DYNAMIC QUANTI-TIES BETWEEN PRESENT AND SUBSEQUENT ARCS.
LOGICAL SWITCH, ILOADREAL BACH. ISP, ISPV, ISPR, ISPfl. 1SPT, ISPVV. ISPVR, ISPVH,
•ISPVT, ISPRR, ISPRB, ISPRT, ISPBB. ISPBT. ISPTT, LIFT, LIFTV,
•LIFTR' LIFTA, LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA, LIFTRR, LJFTRA, BUR, L!FTAA,
•IRATED, ISPF, ISPFF
REAL,BACHV, HACHR, BACHVR, BACHRR
REAL LlFTB, LIFTVH, LIFTR*, LIFTHH, LIFTBACOBBON /OYNA/
,TIBE ,SINGAB,COSGAn,OBEGA ,OBEGA2,R
,DVN011,OBE6AT,TABP ,PA ,RO ,CS
,CSR ,TEBPRR.PARR ,RORR ,CSHR
,QR ,QVV ,QVR ,QRR ,FVAC
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR,FVACRR,FVACTT,T
• ISPV ,ISPR ,1SPB ,ISPT .ISPVV .ISPVR ,1SPV« 'ISPVT '.ISPSR .
•ISPRB .ISPRT 'ISPBH 'ISPBT .ISPTT .LIFT .LIFTV 'LIFTR .LIFTA '
• LIFTVV,LIFTVR,LIFTVA,LIFTRR,LIFTRA,DRAG ,ORAGV .DRAGR .DRA6A '
• DRAGVV,DRAGVR,DRAGVA,ORA!iRR,ORAGRA,ORAGAA,ALPHA 'PHI .LIFT* ,
•LlFTVB.LIFTRB.LIFTnB.LlFTNA.OBR ,DBRR ,GAHBAD,AE .TAX ,
•W .SINPHI.COSPHI.SINPSI.COSPSI.SINRMO.COSRHO.SINROR.COSROR.
•BUR ,XK6 ,XKP .AKIN ,COO .CDOB CLO ,FK ,XCGB
• XCGBB ,ZCSB ,2CGnn ,xjv ,XJR ,uw ,XJVR ,XJRR .BACHVR,
• nACHRR,SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS2GB,Cn , C«A CHB CBAA ,CBBB
,CBO ,CMOB ,cnofiB ,CBA«« ULFTV ,ULFTR ,ULFTVV,ULFTVR,
... ' j pdW , X A R C , TSTART, GH 'fiRR ^ L I F T A A ^
,CLOBn ,DYNli9,CT ,COOAE ,SIDAE .COO ,
,.»t ,XCG ,ZCG ,XJ ,XBCG .CALPHA.ALBAI ,
OB :ULFT .CULFT .ULFTA ,TSTAGE.TIflES ,XBC6AA,I RATED,FRATED
COBBON /OYNA/
,J3 ,XBCGA .FVACF .ULFTAA.ISPF
'SWITCH,INQF ,CL ,CLA ,CLB
,COA .COB' .CDAA .COBH ,CDAB
• OYN199;OYN200',XBCGV ,XRCGR .IBCGB , XBCGVV, XHCGVR, XHCGVn'IBCGVA*
• xftCGRR.XBCGRn, XPlCGRA,XnCGBB,XBCfinA,RORRR ,OVN211,DYN21S,OVN2I6,
•OYN217,IOAfl TAIRB , T A I R B V , T A I R B H , T A R B V V , T A R B H H , T A R B V H , S F C
•SFCV ,SFCH ISFCVV ,SFCHH ,SFCVH
REAL BAGBV, BU, H, LV, LGAB, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LBU, LB, LTAU, NOB
iOBBON /O/
• X, H -XI(1) BAGBV; ERR, D9, 010, C(iO), CSAVE110), V, GAB, PSI,
•ALT,RHO,BU,B, TAU, HT, LV. LGAB LPSI. LR, LRHO, LBU, LB, LTAU,
• LHT, 0109, 0110, .ftV(lO), iSAVE(iO), QT(20), NPOtNT(26>, DELT(20>
DIMENSION NOB<26>
EQUIVALENCE (NOB, V)
COMPUTE TRAJECTORY TIBE AT WHICH NEXT ARC BEGINS




































































 Pnn_ n C C r D T D T T C I M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE U5A6ESYMBOL SYMBOL CODE L) C. b L n 1 P I ILJIM BLOCK CoT" SUBR CODE VAR
T*U





T S T A R T H Tr . lec to r , 11 »t il •hlch prutnt subirc co..enctd. /OYNA /( 111) ARCEN H TSTART
ARC1N H T S T A R T
STATEF 1 TSTART
TRAJIM 0 TSTART







ARCIN handles the initialization of arc-dependent flags and parameters.
ARCIN
CLEAR THOSE
\i i K1AU»\.C Q\1
TITIES THAT
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THIS ROUTINE HANDLES THE INITIALIZATION OF ARC-DE-
PENDENT FLAGS AND PARAnETERS.
DIMENSION IK1)
REAL MAGBV, *U. H, LV, L6AH, LP5I, LR, LRHO, LHU, LH, LTAU, NON
LMTCOMMON /D/
• I, H. XI(1>. HAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(10), CSAVE(IO), V, SAM, PSI.
•ALT,RMO,HU,H, TAU. HT. LV. L6AH, LPS1. LR, LRHO, LHU, Lit. LTAU,




*NU ,ITER ,ITAPA ,ITAPB .JBIN ,JMAX .LINES ,KPT ,HOM ,
• KARD ,INDX(1) ,NEUNOH,CNT016,RHOC ,RHOP ,NPTS , MINES ,
•KPA6E ,NNP ' ,NUP ,IARC ,TRSTR ,IHAX .KTIHE 'nONVER.NOPRNT.
•1NBDRV,NUPAGE,IVARY(20>, NN, NOVARY. PLAST. ZLAST, KOOES
LOGICAL INBDRY, NEUNOH, KONVER, NOPRNT, NUPAGE
LOGICAL SWITCH, ILOAO
REAL HACK. ISP. 1SPV, ISPR, ISPN, ISPT, ISPVV, ISPVR. ISPHH,
' »ISPVT, 1SPRR, ISPRM, ISPRT, 1SPMH, ISPMT, ISPTT. LIFT, LIFT*.
•LIFTR. L1FTA, LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFtVA, L1FTRR. LJFTRA, BUR, LlFTAA,
•IRATE6. ISPF. ISPFF ' • • • • ' •
REAL HACHV. MACHR, MACHVR, HACHRR
REAL LIFTM, LIFTDM, LIFTRM, LIFTIM, LIFTMA
COMMON /OVttA/
•»» ,TIME .SINGAH.COSGAH.OFIEGA ,onEGA2,R ,s .SIN* ,
»COSA ,OYN011,OnEGAT,TAnP ,P» ,RO ,CS ,TEMPR ,PAR '
•ROR ,CSR ,TEHPRR:PARR , BORR ICSRR .KOOE >*CH ,o .
•a» ,QR ,g»v ,OVR ,QRR ,F«AC 'FVACV ,F»ACR .F«ACH ,
*F«ACT ,FVAC«V'FVACVR,FVACRR,FVACTT,T 'PIACHV 'MACHR 'ISP '
• ISPV ,ISPR . ISPB 'ISPT , ISPVV ,ISPVR ,ISPVH 'ISPVT .ISPRR ,
• ISPRM , ISPRT ,ISPHN ,ISPflT , ISPTT ,LIFT .LIFTV *LIFTR ,LIFTA ,
•LIFTVV,LIFTVR,LIFTVA,LIFTRR,LIFTRA,DRAG ,ORAGV ,DRAGR ,ORAGA ,
•ORAGVV,ORAGVR,DRAGVA,DJIAGRR,ORAGRA,DRAGAA. ALPHA ,PMI .LIFTM ,
*LlFTVH,LIFTRM,LIFTnn,LIFTHA,OBR ,DBRR ,GAMHAO,AE .TAX '
•W ,SINPHI,COSPHI,SINPSI,COSPSI,SINRHO,COSRHO.S1NROR.COSROR,
•MUR ,«KG ,IKP .AKIN ,COO ,CDOH , CtO ,FK ,ICGN ,
•XCGMM ,ZCGM ,zcGnn ,xjv ,IJR ,<jvv ,uvR .XJRR .PIACHVR,
•HACHRR, SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS2GH, CM ,CnA ,CMM ,CnAA ,Cnnn .
•CHAM ,cno ,cnon , cnonn . cn««n ,ULFTV ,ULFTR .ULFTVV.ULFTVR,
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA,IPOW ,XARC ,TSTART,GH ,GRR .LlFTAA,
•cooHH ,CLAMM 'CLOM 'CLOMM ,ovNii9,CT ICOOAE 'SIDAE 'coo .
•SID ,DELTAE,COE ,XCG ,ZCG ,XJ ,IHCG ,CALPHA,ALHAX , .
•OB ,ULFT ,CULFT 'ULFTA ,TSTAGE, TIMES 'XHCGAA.IRATED.FRATEO
COHROB /OYN«/
•MTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XnCGA ,FVACF .ULFTAA.ISPF .ISPFF ,
•ILOAO ,FKH ,FKMM SWITCH, INQF ,CL 'CLA CLB ,CLAA ,
•CLUB ,CLAH ,co , COA ,CDM ,COAA 'COMM ;CDAH ,o*Ni98,
•OYN199,OYN200,XnC6y ,XnCGR ,XNCGH , IHCGVV, XMCG VR.XHCGVM, IMCGVA.
*XHCGRR,XMCGRH,xnCGRA,XnCGnn,inCGnA,RORRR ,OVN211,DYN21S,OYN216,
• OYN217.IOAM .TA1RB , TAIRBV, TAI RBH, TARBVV, TAflBHH, TARBVH, SFC ,
•SFCV ,SFCH !SFCVV ISFCHH .SFCVHCOHMON/ARCD*T/
•SREF ,EJ ,XISP ,TMULT ,OTNC ,DTPI
•I ATM .IMODE ,JAER ,JPRO ,QHAX ,6«»I
•XLMAX 'HOHAX 'GHOOT ,ALFMAX ,PHMAX 'MAE*
•HAEB .HAEC ,PIAEO ,HAEE ,MAEF ,MAEG
•MT ,HISP 'MXCG ,HZCG 'MUOA , ,NUOB
•MOB ,XC6R ,ZC6R ,IE ZE ,XT





•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,XK1 ,XK2 ,IK3 ,XK1T ,XK2T ,XK3T
•XK10 ,XK2D ,XK30 ,XK1A ,XK2A ,XK3A ,VOA ,GOA .PDA
• XH19 ,XM20 ,XM21 ,XPI22 ,U1TT ,IK2TT ,X«3TT , IK1TO , XK2TO
•XK3TD ,XR1TA ,XK2TA , XK3TA ,X«1DO ,XK20D , XH300 ,IK1DA ,X«20A
• XK30A ,XK1AA , XK2AA , XH3AA Inil ,XH12 .XM13 ,XM11 ,1(115
• XK1V ,XK2V ,XK3V ,XK1G ,XK2G ,IK3G , HIP ,XK2P ,XK3P
•XK1R ,X«2R ,XK3R ,XK10 ,IK20 ,XK30 ,XK1U .XK2U ,X«3U
•XK1H ,XK2M ,XK3M ,XK1Z ,1K2Z ,XK3Z ,XK1VT ,XK2VT .IK3VT
• XK1VD ,XK2VO .XIC3VO .XK1VA ,IK2VA ,XK3VA .IK 1ST , IK26T ,X«3ST
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•XK1PD ,XK2PO , XK3PD ,IK1PA , XK2PA .XK3FA ,XK|RT ,XK2RT , XK3RT
•XK1RO ,XK2RD .XK3RD ,XK1RA .XK2RA ,XK3RA , XK10T "XK20T .XK30T
»XK10D ,XK200 ,XK30D ,XK10A ,XK20A '«K30A 'XK1UT |XK2UT .XK3UT
•XKIUO ,XK2UO ,XK3UO ,XK1UA ,XK2U» ,XK3U» .JKIHT ,«K2nT ,XK3«T
COnnON /MATS/
• XKlmD ,XK2nO ,X»3nD ,XK1PIA XK2HA XKS«A ,X«1ZT ,XK2ZT , XK3ZT
•XK1ZO , XK2ZD , XK3ZO ,XK1ZA ,XK2ZA ,XK3ZA '(K1VV .1K2VV ,XK3VV
•XK1GV ,XK2GV ,XK3SV ,XK1PV .XK2PV .IK3PV 'iKlRV |XK2RV ,XK3RV
•XK1DV ,XK20V .XK30V ,XK1UV .XK2UV , XK3JV .XKIOV 'XK2HV .XK3HV
•XK1ZV ,XK2ZV ,XK3ZV ,XK16G ,XK266 ,XH3io 'XK1PG JXK2PG ,X«3PG
•XK1RG ,XK2RS .IK3RG ,XK10G ,XK20G ,SK3CS , XK1UG XK2UG ,IK3UG
•XKlnG ,XK2nG ,XK3NG ,XK1ZG ,X«2ZG XK3ZG .IK1PP .XK2PP .IK3PP
•XKVRP &K2RP , XR3RP XK10P XK20P IK30P XK1UP HK2UP XK3UP
• XKlflP XK2P1P XK3HP XK1ZP XK2ZP 'XK3ZP 'XKIRR 'XK2RR 'XK3RR
•XK10R )XK20R ,XK30R 'XK1UR !x«2UR 'x»3ufi 'xKlflR 'xK2AR ,'XK3P)R
•XK1ZR ,XK2ZR ,XK3ZR , XK100 ,XK200 *XK300 'XKIUO JXK2UO ,IK3UO
•XKinO ,XK2HO ,XK3NO ,XK1ZO ,XK2ZO ,XK3ZO ,XK1UU ,XK2UU . XK3UU
• XKinu .x>2nu ,XK3nu ,XKIZU ,XK2ZU , »*3Zu XKirtn ,XK2nn , x»3«n
•XK1ZN ,XK2ZH ,XK3ZN ,XK1ZZ XK2ZZ ,XK3ZZ ' XKPJ 1 1 XHPI21 XKP1 31
•XKPI12,XKPI22,XKPI32,XKP113,XKPI23!*KPI33'PA1 >A2
COHNON /NATS/
•OPOVI3, 8), OEPDEY12, 8), DPDL(3, 3), P«005«3, 61), PR009I2, 21)
CONNON /HATS/
*pv ,PG ,PP ,PR PO PVV PGV PPV PRV
•POV ,P6G ,PP6 ,PR6 ,POG ,PPP ,PRP ,POP ,PRR
«POR P O O P L G P L P ' • * • • •
EOUlVALENCEt PRODI, PRODS)
C"-nON/GLOBAL/
»6R ,ER .ON6Z , XLAdRF , YnuRF ,LUH ,TO ,EPSLON, INNER .
• ITRPIAX, jjop(6) .IFATAL'NARC ,NaRA« 'NFARC |io(i) ,KTAB(20>.
•ITAB(20). SIG,nAXTAB,6n,PSIRF , IPFL&1. IPFL62, IPFL63, IPFLGl ,
*INEOFL(20>, ITPSO. KSOL. INARK,KGLOBL( 7 >
DATA XRCIN /6HARCIN /. RAD/5 7 . ^ 95 7795 1 30823/










00 101 I = 13, 218
101 XX I ) = 0.







C STORE THE ARC NO. IN FLOATING PT .
IARC = IARC
C CHECK FOR AIRBREATUER





IF(nOB .6T. 0) IPOW = 2
rft TO i ft Quli I U I v T
c WAS A NEW THRUST TABLE NO. INPUT FOR THIS ARC.
1011 IF(nT .LT. 0) GO TO 102
C VES. REINITIALIZE INTERNAL THRUST TABLE NO. AND
C • IGNITION TINE.
NTT = HT
TSTAGE = TSTART
C IS THERE A POSITIVE THRjST TABLE NO.
102 IF(nTT .LE. ,0) 60 TO 107
C VES. CHECK THE INITIAL VALUE IN THE TABLE.
CALL SPLINEIHTT. 0.. FVAC, FVACT, FvftCIT >
IF(FVAC) 103, 101. 105
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150. 103 CALL ERROR! XRCIN, 1, DUMMY) - . ARCIN
151. 60 TO 10T ARCIN
152. C EXACTLY ZERO. SEE IF CONSTANT. ARCIN
153. 101 IF( ABS(FVACT) * ABS(FVACTT) .E8. 0.) GO TO 103 ARCIN
151. C SET FLAGS ANO PARAMETERS FOR POWERED FLIGHT ARCIN
155. 105 IPOW = I ARCIN
156. Jl = 2 ARCIN
157. AE = TMULT'EJ ARCIN
158. C TEST FOR BASE DRAG TABLE. ARCIN
159. IF(MDB .GT. 0) IPOW - 2 ARCIN
160. C TEST FOR ISP LOSSES. ARCIN
161. 1FIM1SP .LE. 0 .OR. FRATE .GT. 0.) GO TO 106 ARCIN
162. C ' ISP LOSSES INPUT BUT NOT FRATE. PRINT WARNING ANO ARCIN
163. C USE INITIAL VALUE OF FVAC. ARCIN
161. CALL ERRORCXRCIN, 2, DUMMY) ARCIN
165. FRATE = FVAC ARCIN
166. C SCALE FRATE AND ISP FOR PERCENTAGES AND INITIALIZE ARCIN
167. C NET THRUST ARCIN
168. 106 FRATED = FRATE/ 100. MMULT ARCIN
169. 1RATEO = XISP/100. ARCIN
170. T s FVAC ARCIN
171. GO TO 109 ARCIN
172. C SEE IF FRATE MAS INPUT ARCIN
173. 107 IF<FRATE .LE. 0.) GO TO 108 ARCIN
171. C YES. USE FRATE FOR VACUUM THRUST ARCIN
175. FVAC = THULToFRATE ARCIN
176. GO TO 10$ ARCIN
177. C SET FLAGS ANO PARAMETERS FOR UNPOWERED FLIGHT. ARCIN
178. 108 Jl = 1 ARCIN
179. ISP - 1. ' ARCIN
180. C CHECK FOR AERODYNAMIC LOAD ON THE VEHICLE. ARCIN
181. 109 1F1SREF .GT. 0. .AND. 1ATH .LT. 2) ILOAD = .TRUE. ARCIN
182. C SEE IF THERE ARE ANY APPLIED LOADS ON THE VEHICLE ARCIN
183. C AT ALL ARCIN
181. IFdPOM .WE. 0 .OR. ILOAD) 60 TO 110 ARCIN
185. C NO APPLIED LOADS. ZERO OUT IN PLANE CONTROL ANO ARCIN
186. C RETURN ARCIN
187. T = 0. ARCIN
188. OELTAE = 0. • ARCIN-
189. ALPHA s 0. ARCIN
190. RETURN ' ARCIN
191. C INITIALIZE BIVARIATE AERO DATA IF CALLED FOR ARCIN
192. 110 If ( ILOAD .ANO. JAER .EO. 2> CALL INBVAO ARCIN
193. C SET ENGINE DEFLECTION FLAG FOR ZERO ENGINE OEFLEC- ARCIN
191. C TION ARCIN
19$. J2 * 1 ARCIN
196. C TEST FOR MOMENT BALANCE ARCIN
197. IFtJAER .Hi. 3> GO TO 1103 ARCIN
198. C YES. MOMENT BALANCING ARCIU
199. IF(IPOW) 1101, 1101, 1102 ARCIN
200. C UNPOWERED. SET BLEND FACTOR TO 1. ARCIN
201. 1101 XJ = 1. ARCIN
202. GO TO 1103 ARCIN
203. C POWERED. SET FLAG FOR NONZERO DEFLECTION ARCIN
201. 1102 J2 = 2 ARCIN
20$. C SET STEERING FLAGS AND PARAflETERS ARCJN
206. 1103 KODE = $ AHClN
207. C CONVERT ALPHA LIMIT TO RADIANS ARCIN
208. ALMAX = ALFMAX/RAO ARCIN
209. IF( IMOOE .LT. 1) GO TO 111 • ARCIN
210. C GRAVITY TURN • ARCIN
211. COSPHI = 1. ARCIN
212. J3 s 2 ARCIN
213. IF (IMOOE .LT. 5) J3 * 6 ARCIN
211. RETURN ARCIN
215. Ill IF( IHOOE .LT. 3) GO TO 112 ARCIN
216. C VERTICAL RISE OR PITCHOVER ARCIN
217. J3 = 1 ARCIN


















221. '112 C6SPHI - 1. ABCIN
222. IFUBOOE .EQ. 21 GO TO 113 ARCIN
223. C OPTIBAL BANK ANGLE. INITIALIZE COSINE OF BANK ANGLE ARCIN
221. C6L6 = LGA**COSI KM > ARCIN
22i. COSPH1 = CGt6/5B»T(LPSI»»2 « CGL6»*2> ARCIN
22k. 113 IFdARC .EO. 1) RETURN
227. C SET UP FOR STATE INEQUALITY CONSTRAINT.
228. INOF = INEQFUURC - 1)
229. IFCINBF .EM. 0 .OR. KONVER) RETURN




























sttlSt CODE D E S C R I P T I O N
a. > 0 T o t a l noiili lilt irti
tilt
o> I Htiliut ingli of ittickHAX
a 0 Rtgnltudt of injlt of ittick conitirlnt
• ••
o A Ang l t of ottick
CO if) ° Stl »j»bol
. ' - . . . . . . . . -
c A Enolni diflictlon
E
A I NOII It tilt trit
lilt
fl Input rtttd VICUUB thrust ptr ingim
A Tot t l ticuu* thrust ( rock t t )
I Not utltf.
1 Not ultl-.
7 I RilitUt flight pith iujli.
0 Pi tch r.tt
• I Pi tch nti
S T O R A G E
( F T 2 )
( O E G )
( B A D S )
( R A D )
-
( R A D S )




( R A O )
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F O R T R A N H A T H
Sfn&OL SYBSOL















I Sttbarc av.fear .
I A tBo tpa t ra opt loa f l a g '
O O t l 1 4 h i 1 1 4 1 f l
IOAS i -1: Coapilta i3fa/i»3''
lOAfl z 0: No o p t i o n a l c a leu 1 at laat;
IOAN = 1: Coaput i *3«,/aR3, B,, a*,/*", f tc .
H L a g l c a l f i t ] thtt li trut If tbcra It ««i
aerodff taale lea*1 on tbt tafcl.cla.
.
1 Control eodt oa t laB f lag
I A 20 aord a r r a y that conta in* tha cods nuabtr of
app l l c t ea tach lubarc . A taro entry fnd lca ta t
that BO S»IC a p p l i a t .
II S t ot • virittolt t n t q u ft 1 1 t y coottrflliit T 1 0 ^  .
IJDOF - C Us S » I C la t f f tct ,
IftJOF ' 7 O y n a e i c p ras tu rc 1C In v f f t c t ;
IMOF = g Heating ra te S«IC l» « f f « c t ,
INBF = 1 R a y a a l d l nnBtitr SKIC In al fact.
C) PoBtrad flag.
IPOU = 2 Taruit and baaa drag
.
0 »tcu«a t p a c l f l c l.pulta ( S E C S )
I AtrcdyBaailc aodtl option f lag
0 Thrgit O f t l o o f lag .
Jl - \: Coi»t«at thrust;
Jl = 2: Input v a c u u B t6ru»t;
Jl = 3: Pov i r td tctl l acco la ra t lan linlt;
JI = 4: A l r -k raa* l i ( r aaglaa.
STOB16E SU9Sr^TJ«
BLOCK LOC SU3S (.01
jruTBt tt 24) afiCIN I/bHI(*L t\ *T* HI* If t M *
BCOi'dO M






























/GLOBAL/I Ul ARC1H 1
/nvMA /f 1R5 1 6UCTH H/ UTHR I \ IQ3 i HnlcltV n
•PLA8E H





/OVNA /( HO) ARCIN 0
IHPULS I
/D»H» /< IS) «PPLT I
ARCIN C
IHPULS 0





/AACDAT/I 10) ARC1B 1
1HPULS !









i O R C
T AS rl an i
1 A R C
5 H R C
i«nc
I ARC
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WOE D E S C R I P T I O N
0 Engine d e f l e c t i o n opt ion f lag .
J2 = I: Constant engine deflection,;
J2 = 2: Honent balancing.
0 Angle of attack option f lag .
J3 = 1: Op t ima l angle of at tack.
J3 = 2: Conttent anglt of attack)
J3 = 3: Untr lmmed lift Halt;
J3 = 1: V e r t i c a l rlie or p l t chaver j
J3 - 5: Unpomered total acce le ra t i on limit;
J3 = 6: G rav i t y turn;
J3 - 7: Dynamic pressure comatralntj
J3 * 6: Heat ing rate constraint;
0 Steer ing vector f l ag
KOOE = 0: Free fall, • = * = 0,
KOOE = 1: Both • and * op t ima l ;
KOOE = 2: o opt ica l and * = 0;
KODE = 3: • nonopt inal and * optimal;
KOOE = 1: V o r t i c a l r i se or pHche.tr,
KODE - S: • nonopt inal and * = 0.
1 Logical f lag that i nd i ca tes to the OL nodule that
the OL I terat ion Is converged.
I Relat ive flight path angle coatata
1 Curve nunber -thrust table




I Aerodynamic re ference area (FT')
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 cnnr n r T n T P T T C l M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINSYMBOL CODE UtoUnlr l iUlM BLOCK LOG SUBR coo














. . . . . . . TH2 I
TH3 I
TH1 I
T I Thrust •ultlpllar or nu*ber of engines /ARCDAT/ t t ) ARCIN I
•"It STATEF I
H Tr.j.ctor, Oat at »hlch nrttint r o c k t t engine /DVNA /( 167) ARCIN «






I I VICVUB tpiclflc Upulti (SEC) /ARCOATH 3) ARCIN I
•P IHPULS I
































T S T A S E
TSTART
T S T A R T
T S T A R T
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Purpose
Given the matrix A in Equation 16.6-29 in Vol. I, BASIS determines the

























































SUBROUTINE BASIS(A, H, At)
C
C GIVEN A SET OF M LINEARLY INDEPENDENT DOW VECTORS IN
c THE EUCLIDEAN SPACE E»»N. WHICH ARE STORED IN THE
C FIRST n ROMS OF THE MATRIX A, THIS ROUTINE GENERATES
C A SET OF N LINEARLY INDEPENDENT BOM VECTORS IN E«»N.
C
DIMENSION A(N. N). LNZEOO)
C ROU REDUCE THE FIRST M ROMS OF *
DO 10S 1 = 1, «
00 101 J = 1, N
C FIND LEADING NON-ZERO ENTRV IN I-TH ROU
IF(ABS(A(I, JM.LE. 0.) GO TO 101
C STORE COLUMN NUMBER IN WHICH LEADING NON-ZERO OCCURS
LNZEC I ) = J
C - NORMALIZE I^TH ROU BV LEADING NON-ZERO ENTRV
FNZE = AC I, J)
DO 101 K = 1. N
101 MI, K) = All, 0/FNZE
Ml' J> = 1
C ANNIHILATE NON-ZERO ENTRIES ABOVE AND BELOU LEADING
C NON-ZERO.
DO 103 K s 1, «
IF(K .Ed. 1 ) GO TO 103
IFIABS(A(K, J)) .LE. O.I 60 TO 103
AXJ = A(«. J)
00 102 L = 1. N
102 *<(. L) - »(«. L) - A«J*ft(I, L)





C GENERATE REMAINING N - H ROU VECTORS BV STORING A
C ONE IN THOSE COLUMNS THAT 00 NOT CONTAIN A LEADING
C NON-ZERO ENTRV.
L = M + 1
BA = M
DO 108 I = L. N
DO 107 J - 1, N
DO 106 «= 1, MA
106 IF(LNZE(K> .Efl. J) 60 TO 107











































































































































































THIS ROUTINE SETS UP THE STATE INITIAL CONDITIONS
BLOCK IIC AND THE STATE TARGET CONDITIONS BLOCKS
ITC AND JTAB
COnnON /CNTRL/
•NU ,ITER .ITAPA ,ITAPB ,JflIN .JBAX .LINES ,KPT ,HOn ,
• KARD ,1NDX(1) ,N£UNOfl,CNT016 RHOC ,RHOP ,NPTS ,WINES '
•KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP ,IARC ,TRSTR ,InAX .KTIDE .KONVER,NOPRNT,
«INBDRY,NUPAGE,IVARV<20», NM, (HOVARV, PLAST, ZLASt, KODES
LOGICAL INBDRY, NEWNOA, KONrfER. NOPRNT. NUPA6E
COfWON /PC/
,IDP ,PC5 ,PC6 ,PC7 ,HASBC ,NAUX«PC1 ,N ,PC3
COnnON/GLOBAL/
• GR ,ER ,OdGZ...-.»» . ,LUH .TO
 AEPSLON,INNER .
«ITRnAX,JJOP(6) .IFATAL.NARC .NBRAN NFARC .10(1) ,KTAB(20>,
•ITABiZfi). SIG.nAXTAB.Gd.PSIfiF ,IPFLG1,IPFL62,IPFL63,IPFLG1,
• INEQFL(20>, ITPSO. KSOL, [MARKIKGLOBtl7 )
COnnON /BLOCK/ 110(10, 20), IICT(10. 20). 1TC110, 20). JTABC20).
«ITCT(10, 20). LTAB(20). NOKNOU. NOC(20). VALIC1l6, 20).
•VALTC(l6, 20), 1PAV
REAL HAGftV, HU, «, L», LGAR, LPSI, LB, LRHO, LNU, LH, LTAU, NOH
*. LHT
tonnON tot
• X. H. XK1), BAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(IO), CSAVE(IO). V, GAB, PS!,
«ALT,RHO,BU,B, TAU, HT, L». L6AH, LPSI, LR, LRHO. LBU, LH, LTAU,
• LHT. 01&9, DUO. BVCiO), ZSA«E(20), OT(20), NPO)NT(20), DELT(20>
OlnENSION N0n(20)
EOUIVALEMCE (MOM, V)
DIDENSION CONDS(400>. FIC(l), FTCI 1 ), FTRNSI 1 ), INTRC17).
• IRTS(17), ISD(17), ISTATE112), ITRNS(2<<). JTC(12). KTC(12),
• nTC(l), VTC(I). TkBLE(l)
EQUIVALENCE <FtC, COWDS), (FTC. CONDSI301)), ( VTC. ITC(5I»,
• («TC, ITC( 101)1. (ITRWS, FTRNS), (NRTS, IRT§), (ITABLE, TABLE)
DATA NS/9/, INTR/8, 1, i, 1, 7, 3, 5, 6.0.9.0.21,0. 21, 29, 2*0/,
•ISO/128, 1, 2. 8. 61, 1, 16, 32,0,256,0,31,0.31. IB, Z»6/,
• IALL/5U/, I5TATE/1, 2, 1, 8, Ib, 32, 6H, 128, 256, 3«0/,
•FLSHFT/1.096E3/,
•IRTS/6. 3, 86037, 96325, 138336, 2, 86037. 98325, 1, 521336, 1,
•113697. 2. 98321, 138336. 1. 138336/,
•ITRNS/i. 25. 0, 16, 1-, I, 25, 0, 2, 26, 0, 27, 0. 1,10,1. ,2,
•28. 0. i6, \.'l, i6, I./,
•XBCNOS/6H BCONO/
IARC = 1
SET INTEGRATIOM' CONTROL PARAHETERS SO THAT SUBROU-




READ INITIAL AND TARGET CONDITIONS INTO ARRAV CONOS
CALL REAOflS(9, CONOS. 100, 21)
CLEAR STATE INITIAL AND TARGET CONDITION BLOCKS
oo 101 i = i, 9
00 101 J i 1, NARC
ncd, j> = 6
ITCl I, J) = 0
• ALICU, J) r 0
101 VALTCII, J) £ 0
GET INITIAL -OALUE OF STATE AND COSTATE OFF THE INI-
TIAL ARC FILE
CALL FETCH(O)
STORE INITIAL STATE AND COSTATE
DO 102 I = 1. 18
102 ZSAKE(I) = Nfim I)
INITIALIZE FIRST COLUflN OF IIC TO KNOWN CONDITION
00 103 1 = 1 . 9




DO 109 IARC - 1, NARC









































































































































1FCNOS1C .LE. 0) SO TO 105
C INTERPRET THE STATED INITIAL CONDITIONS
00 101 1 = 1, NOSIC
INOX = 1ND« + 3
ICOOE = FIC( INDX) + .5
C IF INIT. COND. CODE .BE. 10 ASSUME STATE CONTINUOS
IF( ICODE .BE. 10) ICOOE = 0
JVN = FJC< INOX + 1 > + .5
C TRANSLATE STEEP. OESC. VARIABLE NO. TO OL NO.
1VN = INTR(JVN)
C SKIP INIT. CONO. ON TRAJ. TIME
IF( IVN .EQ. 0) GO TO 101
IIC( IVN, 1ARC) r ICOOE
C CONVERT DESIRED VALUE TO INTERNAL UNITS
VALICdVN, IARC) = SOUGUVN, FICdMOX » 2»
101 CONTINUE
C STORE NUMBER OF TARGET CONOS. FOR THIS ARC
105 NP)BR = KTAB(IARC)
L = 0
IF(NHBR .LE. 0) GO TO 106
C INTERPRET TARGET CONOS.
00 107 I s 1. NHBR
JNOX = JNDX « 2
FWRO = ABS(FTC(JNDX»
IURO = l.E-6»FURO * .5
GURD = IURD
JURO = FURD - l.E6»6URD * .5
C CHECK FOR PAYOFF CONDITION
IFUWRD .LT. 2) GO TO 106
If>AY = IMD
GO TO 107
106 L = L * 1
ITCIL, IARC) - IWRD
C CONVERT DESIRED VALUE TO INTERNAL UNITS
VALTC(Lj IARC) = SOnGI IMROj^FTC( JNDX « 1))
107 CONTINUE
C STORE ACTUAL NUnBER OF TARGETS IN JTAB
106 JTAB( IARC) = L
C MAKE SURE PAYOFF WAS ON LAST ARC
109 IF(L .LT. NHBR .AND. IARC .ME. NARC > CALL ERROR( XBCNOS. -1, 1)
c SUPERIMPOSE INPUT INITIAL GROSS MASS
IF(IIC(7. 1) .EO, 1) ZSAVEI7) = VALlC(7. 1)
C DETERMINE THE COSTATE INITIAL AND TARGET CONDITIONS
CALL HAG 1C
C STORE TRANSVERSALITV CONDITIONS FOR END OF LAST
C BRANCH
P1A = 9 - JTAB(NARC)
oo no I = i, HA
110 ITCTd. NARC) = I
LT ABC NARC) = M
C TEST FOR BRANCH PROBLEM
IFINFARC .EQ. NARC) RETURN
C STORE TRANSVERSALITY CONDITIONS FOR END OF FIRST
C BRANCH
HA = f - JTAB(NFARC)
00 111 I = 1. MA
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S?SBOHL COOE D E S C R I P T I O N
I B Subarc number.
-
f l A 10i20 a r r a y con ta in ing the Ini t ial cond i t i on
c o r r e s p o n d to subarc s t a r t i n g point*, the roms. to
v to r fd . . . . . . .
state Initial condit ions spec i f ied at the beginning
of each subarc.
c o d e s for tha OL c o s t a t e v e c t o r . The co lumns
OL cos ta t * va r iab les .
0 A 10i20 ar ray con ta in ing tha OL c o s t a t a analog to
the numbers of those c o m p o n e n t s of tha v e c t o r 8 In
Equat ion 16.6-31 of V o l u m e I of the PADS document
that conta in the v a l u e of a cos ta ta target
c o n d i t i o n that a p p l i e s at tha and of the
co r respond ing subarc.
f l An a r ray con ta in ing tha number of noniaro en t r ies
In each column of the array IICT.
point of subarc, and KPT - NPTS on tha last point
of the subarc.
I A 20 mord ar ray con ta in ing the number of s ta te
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR COOE VAR
























/CNTRL /( 11 > BCOND fl
RADAflS fl
SALVE 0
i fi na*i it ufi \ nrnun i/bUUBML/l ^7 1 DltUVIU 1























































































ta rge t condlt . ioas s p e c i f i e d at the end of aack
subarc.
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SVMOL COOE DESCRIPT ION
3
2 tha preb 1 •• 1* not a branch prob Ita. than NFARC =
NARC.
V . 1 Rt lat lv* v t loc l t f . ^FT /S_EC)
" ~ *
0 Tht total nutbar of paints in thi subarc.
ft A 10i20 array containing the des t r id valul i of all
thi f ind (kaoin) BL i tatc v a r i a b l e s . Tha coluini
cor respond to thi lubarc s ta r t ing p o i n t s , tb* rocf .
0 A 10>20 array containing thi das l raa v a l u e s of the
s ta t * taraat c o n d i t i o n s phost c o d a s appear In tha
array IICT.
0 A tiinty pord array con ta in ing thi « a l u a s f r o a thi
Initial arc of tha stati and c o s t a t a at thi Initial
point of tha t ra jactary .
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAEE
BLOCK LOC SUBH CODE VAR
/m nrv it R9i i nrnyn n i TAR/BLULR f\ Oil i DtfVnU V LIHD
BRANPT I LTAB

















































































/BLOCK /( 862) BCOND ft VALIC
SALVE I VALIC





/D /( 151) BCOND Z S A V E
BRftNPT ZSAVE









BLINE interpolates the bivariate tabular functions. In addition, it
computes the first and second partials of these functions by evaluating
the derivatives of the bicubic spline interpolating function.*




































































SUBROUTINE BLINEtA, H, U)
C
C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE BIVARIATE AERODYNAMIC
C LIFT AND DRAG COEFFICIENTS AND THEIR FIRST AND
C SECOND PARTIALS. A IS THE CURRENT ANGLE OF ATTACK,
C n IS MACH AND U = CL, CLA, CLM, CLAA, CLMM, CLAN,
c co, COA, con, CDAA, Conn, coAn
c
REAL n, K. nniN, nnAx, HACH
COMMON /BICUBE/ AHIN, AMAX, IF; IFMAX, MAIN, HHAX, IR, IRHAX,
• IUNIT, IRECT. IREC, C( 32 ), T( 1 60 ), KNOTS! 1 >
DIMENSION U(12), ALFA(l), MACH( 1 )
EQUIVALENCE (ALFA, KNOTS 1, (flACH, KNOTS* 32 »
EQUIVALENCE
• CCLOO, C( 1)), (CL01, C( 5)). (CL02, Cl 9». (CL03, C(13)>,
•(CLIO, Ct 2», ICL11, C( 6», ICL12, C(10»! (CL13, C(11»,
«ICL20, C< 3)), (CL21, C( 7)), (CL22, C(ll)), < CL23, C( 15 ) >,
• ICL30, Cl 1», ICL31, Cl B», ICL32, C112», ICL33, Cl !(,)),
• (CDOO, CU7». ICD01, C121», IC002, C125», (CD03, C129M,
• CCDIO, CU8», (CD11, C(22>), IC012, C(26», (C013, C(30»,
• (CD20, C<19)>, ICD21, C123)>, (C022, C(27», 1 CD23, C131».
• (CD30, C120)), (C031, C(2D), (CD32, C(28)>, ( CD33, C( 32 ) )
C SEE IF rlACH IS WITHIN RANGEiFtnniN .LE. n .AND. n .LE. nnAX) GO TO 101
100 CONTINUE
C SEE IF ALPHA IS WITHIN RANGE
101 1FIAAIN .LE. A .AND. A .LE. AMAX) CO TO 103
C NO. FORCE ALPHA TO APPROPRIATE LIMIT.
IFIA .LT. AHIN) A = ABIN
IF( AnAX .LT. A) A = AHAX
C FIND LARGEST HACK ENTRY .LE. CURRENT BACH NO.
103 IF<n - MACH(IR)) 101, 109, 105
101 IR = IR - 1
GO TO 103
105 IFIM - MACHIIR » 1)) 109, lOfc, 10T
106 I F 1 1 R .GE. IRMAX) GO TO 109
107 IR = IB 4 1
GO TO 103
109 IFIA - ALFA(IF)) 110^ 111, 111
110 IF s IF - I
GO TO 109
C FIND LARGEST ALPHA ENTRY . LE . CURRENT ALPHA
111 IFIA - ALFAl IF 4 1» 111, 112, 113
112 IFtlF .GE. 1FBAX) GO TO 111
113 IF = IF + 1
GO TO 109
C COMPUTE DISTANCES FROH SB ID POINTS
111 H = A - ALFAl IF)
K = n - n»CH< IR)
C FINO APPROPIATE BRIO RECTANGLE AND STORE ITS SPLINE
C COEFFICIENTS IN C ARRAY. NOTE EACH RECORD CONTAINS
C FIVE RECTANGLES
JRECT r IR + IRMAX»IIF - 1)
IFI JRECT .£8. IRECT) GO TO 117
IRECT = JRECT
JREC = 1 IRECT - l)/5 * 2
1FIJREC -EQ. IREC) GO TO 115
IREC = JRECCALL REAonsi IUNIT, T, uo, IREO
115 IB = 32»( IRECT - 5»JREC + 9)
DO 116 I = 1, 32
J = I 4 IB
116 Cl I ) = T( J)
117 CONTINUE
CLO = CLOO 4 K.CCLOl 4 K.ICL02 4 K*CL03 ) )
CL1 = CLIO 4 |(«ICL11 4 K»ICL12 4 K*CL13»
CL2 = CL20 4 K«ICL21 4 K.ICL22 4 (>CL23»














































































































































U< I > = CLO + H»(CL1 * H»<CL2 * H*CL3)I
COO - CDOO + 'KXCDOl « K*(CD02 + K«CD03»
C01 = C010 •> K*(CD11 + M(C012 -t K*C013»
C02 = C020 + K* (CD21 * K«< CD22 + K»C023»
C03 = C030 + K > ( C D 3 1 + K»( C032 « K«C033»
COnPUTE CO
H*(C01 * HXCD2 « H»CD3)>U( 71 = CDO
CLOPP - K.CL03
CLOPP = CLOPP « CLOPP
CLOP = CL01 « K*(CL02
CL1PP = K»CL13
CL1PP = CL1PP + CLlPP
CLIP - CL11 * K»<CL12
CL2PP £ K>CL23
CL2PP = CL2PP + CL2PP
CL2P = CL21 + H«<CL22
CL3PP - K*CL33
CL3PP = CL3PP « CLlPP
CL3P = CL31 * ««(CL32
USI = H»CL3









U ( 2 ) s CL1
ui3) = CLOP
COOPP = K*CD03
COOPP = CDOPP « CDOPP
CDOP £ C001 •* KMCD02
CD1PP = «»CD13
CD1PP = C01PP * CD1PP
C01P = C011 •> K*(C012
CD2PP = *»CD23
CD2PP = C02PP * CD2PP
CD2P - C021 * K*(CD22
C03PP = «»C033
C03PP = CB3PP « C03PP
C03P - C031 » K«(CD32
VXJ = H»C03
VXX = VXX * VXX * VXX
CL2
COMPUTE CL* AND CLH
H*(CL2 * UXX)










COnPUTE COA AND CDH
U(8) = CD1 « HXC02 « V X X )
U(9> = COOP » M'ICDIP + H«(C02P •> H*CD3P >>COMPUTE CLAA, CLnn AND CLAM
U(1) = UXX * UIX
UVV = CLOPP » M»lCLlPP * H«CCL2PP * H*CL3PP)>
U(5) - U11 » UYV
U16) = CLIP * HXCL2P * CL2P + H»tCL3P » CL3P » CL3P»COMPUTE COAA, conn AND COAM
U( 10): VXX * VXX
V¥» =: COOPP + M»(C01PP + H»(C02PP * M»C03PP)>
Ul11)= VY< 4 VVV
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I A 31 lord array containing the «esh ig, i|,...,!„ /BICUBE/I
I Thi largest v a l u e of the first Independent v a r i a b l e /BICUBE/I
of • b l v a r l a t e table.
I Thi s m a l l e s t v l l u t of th< first Independent /BICUBE/I
v a r i a b l e of • bl.irlitt table.
0 A 32 Bord array c o n t a i n i n g the s p l i n e c o e f f i c i e n t s /BICUBE/I
for the two b l v a r l a t e functions at rectangle IRECT.
1 A 32 lord array containing the s p l i n e c o e f f i c i e n t s /BICUBE/I
for the tpo b l v a r l a t e functions at rectangle IRECT.
H List f i l e In the g r i d In • hlcb Interpolation /BICUBE/I
occurred.
I Total nuaiber of f i l e s In grid. /BICUBE/I
•) Last rank In the g r i d In •hlch int e r p o l a t i o n /BICUBE/I
o ccurrad.
B Logical record on IUNIT that contains spline /BICUBE/I
coefficients for rectangle IRECT.
n Grid rectangle associated pith IR and IF. /BICUBE/I
I Total nuibar of ranks In grid. /BICUBE/(
I Logical unit nuiber on ihich bicubic spline /BICUBE/I
coefficients are stored for this table.
I A 31 pord array containing the aiesh yg, > i > ' - - < > n /BICUBE/I
I The largest v a l u e of the second Independent /BICUBE/I
v a r i a b l e of a b l v a r i a t e table.
I The scaliest v e l u e of the second independent /BICUBE/I
v a r i a b l e of a b l v a r i a t e table.














3) BLINE « IF
1) BLINE I IFMAX
7) BLINE H IR
















BNDRY controls the computation of the state and costate target misses
and the partials of these misses with respect to the.c's.*
*See Sections 16.6 and 17.4 of Vol. I.
BNORY
































































































SUBROUTINE BNORY (PZ, DPZIOC, K)
THIS ROUTINE CONTROLS THE COMPUTATION OF THE STATE
AND COSTATE TARGET PISSES AND THE PARTIALS OF THOSE
MISSES UITH RESPECT TO THE MULTIPLIERS OF THE HOMO-
GENEOUS SOLUTIONS, OR OS, FOR SHORT. THE PARTIALS
ARE STORED IN DPZIOC. THE MISSES, IN PZ.
COMMON/ARCOAT/
•SREF ,EJ ,XISP .THULT ,OTNC ,DTPI
• IATM ,1MODE JAER ,JPRO ,OMAX ,GMAX
• XLMAX .HDMAX , SHOOT .ALFHAX ,PHMAX ,NAEA
• MAEB ,MAEC ,MAEO .flAEE .MAEF ,MAEG
•MT 'MISP 'MXCG ,MZCG ,nuoA .naot
•MOB ,XCGR ,ZCGR ,XE , ZE ,XT
•OREF ,NCND ,RHOB 'flMULT ,REMAX ,FRATE
DIMENSION ARCDA(IO)
EOUIVALENCE(SREF,ARCOA)
COMMON /EVAL/ SGN, SPARTC18), HAP(IO), PZi(IO), NOCK, 5(18, 11),
• TEMP(IO), OZ(18), DC, L, SK18, 11)
COMMON/GLOBAL/
»6R ,ER ,OHGZ ,XLAMRF,YMURF ,LUM ,TO , EPSLON, INNER ,
•ITRMAX.JJOP(6) ,IFATAL,NARC ,«6RAN ,NFARC ,10(1) ,KTAB(20),
*ITAB(20), SIG,MAXTAB,GM,PSIRF , IPFL61, IPFLG2, IPFLG3, IPFLGl,
•INEOFL(20), ITPSO. KSOL, INARK ,HbLO*L( 7 )
COMMON /CNTRL/
•NU ,ITER ,ITAPA ,ITAPB ,JMIN , JflAX .LINES ,KPT ,MOM ,
• KARD ,INOX(1) ,N£hlNOn,CNTC16,f)HOC ,RHOP ,NPTS .MINES ,
•KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP ,IARC ,TRSTR ,INAX ,KTIME , KONVER.NOPHNT,
*INBORV,NUPAGE,IVARV(20), NN, NOVARV, PLAST. ZLAST, KOOES
LOGICAL INBDRV, NEUNOM, KONVER, NePRNT, NUPAGE
REAL MAGBV, HIT, M. LV, LGAM, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LMU, LM, LTAU, NOM
», LHT
COMMON /O/
• X, H, XI(1), MAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(10), CSAVE(lO), V, GAM, PSI,
•ALT,RHO.MU,M, TAU, HT, LV. LGAM. LPSI, LR, LRHO. LNU. LH LTAU.




connON /BLOCK/ ncuo, 20), IICT(IO, 20, nciio. 20), JTBBIZO),
'1TCT110, 20), LTABI20), NOKNOW. NOC( 20 ), VALICI 10, 20),
• VALTC( 10. 201. IPAY
COMMON /PC/
• PCI ,«l ,PC3 ,IOP ,PC5 ,PC6 ,PC7 ,MAXBC ,NAUX
DIMENSION PZ(K), DPZIDCU, K)
DATA BNORYX/6HBNORYC/
SET INTEGRATION CONTROL FLAGS SO THAT FORCES WILL
CALL ARCEN AND ARC1M
KPT = 1
NPTS = 1
INITIALIZE NUMBER OF TARGET MISSES COMPUTED SO FAR
L = 0
SET PAYOFF SIGH
SGN = SIGNU., SI6)
00 105 IARC * 1, NARC
READ IN THE DATA FOR THIS SuBARC
CALL READMS(9, ARCOA, 12, IARC)
SET INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
X = IARC
STORE NUMBER OF t»S THAT HAVE INFLUENCE ON THIS ARC
NOCK = NOC( IARC)
COMPUTE RECORD SIZE FOR THIS ARC
NN = NX NOCK « 1 )
COMBINE UP TOTAL SOLUTION CORRESPONDING TO THE LAST
POINT OF THIS ARC A*0 STORE IN NOM ARRAY
CALL REAOHSdl, S, NN, 2*IARC>
CALL MATHLTU, Sll. 2), C, 18, NOCK, 1)
CALL MATADDU. Z, S, 18, 1 )
DO 101 I = 1, 18101 NOmi > = z< n
CALL FORCES
IS THIS THE LAST ARC
IF(IARC .EO. NARC) GO TO 101



















































































78. 102 CALL INTRPT(DPZIOC. K)
It. GO TO 105





81. 103 IFUARC .Ed. NFARC) GO TO 101
82. C NO. IS THIS THE BRANCH POINT
83. IFUARC .HE. NBRAN) GO TO 102
81. C VES. BRANCH POINT
85. CALL BHANPT(DPZIDC, K)
86. GO TO 105





















BAKE SURE NunBER OF HISSES COMPUTED = NUHBER OF c»s. BNORV
1FCL .NE. K) CALL ERROR(BNORVS. -1. 1) BNORV
HOVE HISSES TO OUTPUT AfiSAV BNORV
00 106 I = 1. K BNORV
106 PZ( I) = PZI(I) BNORV
RETURN . BNORV
END BNORV











BATH ....... n r T n T P T T H M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGESYIIBOL CODE . Utbl /n ir l iUlM BLOCK
S I Aarodynau lc r t fc r tnc t «rtt ( FT2 > /ARCDAT/ (
i.t. thi • ult lpldrs for ihi hoiogtntout
•o lutlonj.
At. ° S«ill perturbat ion of • c. /EVAL /(1
I II Subarc nuibar. /CNTRL /(
of the tubirc.
H Total nunber of target condi t ions to leti»fy in the /EVAL /(
problem.
0 A 10 »ord irr«, that »»pf the i tetpo»t tfttccnt /EVAL /(
>t»tt f tc ter Into tkt OL t t t t t >oc tor .
I T o t a l nuibtr of OL stot i tnd c o s t a t t >ar lab l t« . N /PC /(
= ie.
LOC SUBR CODE VAR


































































SALVE n I ARC
MRAPUP « I ARC



































 CODE n c c r R T P T i n wSYMBOL UtoUhlr 1 1 U IV
N_ I Nu«b«r of subaro In the problta.
3
thin NBRAN = 0.
NARC.
- -
H Tki nuabtr of quant i t ies cur rent ly being
numer ica l ly integrated.
B
the itart of ttch fubarc.
B n The nuiber of e'» In tht vec to r Ci def ined by
1 Equation 17.1-1 of Vo 1 . 1 of thl» Jocuaent.
V 0 Rclat ix wc locMy. (FT/SEC)
STORBGE SUBROUT1N
BuOCK LOC 5UBR COD











/GLOBAL/( 19) BNDRV I
BRANPT I





S A L V E I








- S A L V E I






























































































































cnnr H r r P D T P T T H M STORAGE SUBROUTINCODE
 UtoLnlr 1 1UIM BLOCK
0 Tht total nmbtr of point. In tht subtrc. /CNTRL /(
I A 10 ftrt array -that contain, tht target condition /EVAL /I
•Itsti for all tht targat condition. In tht
probltft.
I An IBill array used to .tor. th. oartlc u l t r and /EVftL /(
point.
0 Sign of tht variable SIS In the tSth >ord of tom.on /EVAt /(
block /GOBAL/.
SGN - +: payoff to ba aa«l«l»td.
SGN = -: payoff to bt .Inl.lnd.
I Payoff ilan. /6LOBAL/I
SIG > 0: Payoff to bt aailnlied.
tha valuta of tht p a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v t a vrt tht ctatt
of thoat targat conditions covputad in .ubroutlnt
POBCOL.
0 Tht qua.ltlaa «arlablt". . /D /(



















11 BNORV 0 SSN
ENOPT I SGN
6$) BNORV I SIG



































BKANPT evaluates the state and costate target misses at a branch point
and their partials with respect to the c's.*
See Sections 16.6 and 17.4 of Vol. I,
»RANPT






































































SUBROUTINE BRANPT(DPZ10C, KK )
C
C THIS ROUTINE EVALUATES THE STATE AND COSTATE TAR6ET
C fllSSES AT A BRANCH PT. AND THE PARTIALS OF THOSE
C HISSES W/RESP. TO THE C»S
C
REAL HA6BV, mi, «, LV, L6AH, LPSI, LR, LRHO, L«U, LB, LTAU, NOB
• LHT '
COBBON /O/
•I, H. SKI), BAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(10), CSAVE(lO), V, GAB, PSI,
•ALT,RHO,BU,B TAU. HT, LV. L6AB, LPSI, LR. LRHO. LBU. LB LTAU,
• LHT, 0109, DUO. 6V(l6), iSAVE(20), fiT(20), NPOINT(26>, DELT(20>
DlnENSION NOB(20)
EOUl VALENCE (NOB, V)COHBON /CNTRL/
•NU ;1TER ,ITAPA ,ITAPB ,JMIN ,JHAX , LINES ,KPT ,BOB ,
• ICARD , INO(ll) ,NEWNOB,CNTOI6,RHOC ,RHOP ,NPTS , NINES ,
•KPA6E ,NNP ,NUP ,IARC 'TRSTR , IfldX ,KTIHE .KONVER, NOPRNT,
•IN80RV,NUPASE.IVARV(lo>, NN, NOVARV. PLAST. ILAST, KOOE&
LOGICAL INBORV, NEUNOn, KONVER, NOPfiNT. NUPA6E
COHPION/GLOBAL/
•GR ,ER ,0«62 .XLAdRF.VnURF ,LUH .TO .EPSLON. INNER ,
• ITRPtAX, JJOP< 6 ) ,IFATAL,NARC ,NBRAN ,NFARC ,10(1) ,KTAB(20).
•ITAB(20), SIG,nA«TAB,6n,PSlRF , IPFLG1 , IPFLG2, IPFLG3, IPFLGl,
•INEOFL(26), ITPSO, K^OL, INARK'KGLOBLI 7)
COnnON /BL&CK/ MtllO, iO >, IICTllO, 20), ITCtlO. 20). JTAB(20),
• ITCTdO, 20), LTAB(20), NOiNOM, NOC(20>, VAUlC(10, 20),
•VALTC( 16, 20), IPAY
COnnON /EVAL/ SGN, SPART(U), r)AP(lO), PZIdO), NOCK, 5(18. 11),
• TEnP(lO), DZ(18), DC, L. SK18, 11)
connON ill z<so>
OInENSIONOPZIDC(KK. KK), AB(27. 27). BX27), VALC27), 22(18),
• ZZZ(IB), TImiS), SB(I8, 11), TOHdB)
HTARG = JTAB(NBRAN)
NTARG = LTAB(NBRAN)
ASSIGN US TO LABL
KARC = NBRAN « 1
LARC = NFARC « 1
101 DA = 0
IF(NTAR6 .LE. 0) GO TO LABL
C SET UP THOSE ROMS OF AB THAT, RESULT FROrt THE INITIAL
C CONDITIONS ON THE STATE
DO 102 I = 1, 27
00 102 i - 1, 27
102 ABC I. J) r 0
00 ill 1 = 1 . 1
C FIRST ARC OF FIRST BRANCH
IFdICd, KARC) - I) 103, 101, 105
C CONTINUOUS STATE
103 «A = BA « 1
AB(«A, I « 91 = 1
AB(M, I * 18) = -1
GO TO 108
C KNOWN STATE
101 HA = HA * 1
ABlfIA, I « 9) = 1
GO TO 108
105 IFdICd, KARC) - 5) 108, 106, 107
C .KNOWN DROP WEIGHT
106 «A = Mt * Iff
AB(B», I *''•») = -1
«B(«*, l/« 18) = 1
GO TO ,108
C F SIZING DROP WEIGHT
107 «A/£ HA « 1
WPRO = GR»(ZSA«E(T) - B)
CALL WTORP(UPRO, WDRP, DWDRP. 3)
AB(nA, I « 9) s -1
ABIBA, I « 18) = 1. - OWORP
C FIRST ARC OF SECOND BRANCH
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73. 109 n« = R» « 1 BRANPT
71. AB<H», I ) z 1 BRANPT
75. AB(BA, I 4 18) x -1 BRANPT
•76. GO TO 111 • BRANPT
77. C . KNOWN STATE BRANPT
78. 110 HA = HA * 1 ' BRANPT
74. AB(NA, I ) = 1 BRANPT
60. GO TO lit BRANPT
81. Ill IFIIICU, LARC) - 5> 111. 112. 113 BRANPT
8Z. C KNOWN DROP WEIGHT . BRANPT
83. 112 HA = HA « 1 ' BRANPT
81. AB(RA, J ) = -1 BRAMFT
85. AB(NA, I * U) = 1 BRANPT
87. 113 BA = HA « 1 ' BRANPT
88. IFMlCt], LARC) .LT. 7) 60 TO 1131 BRANPT
89. C WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FROn STEM TO BRANCHES. BRANPT
90. AB(HA. I ) = -1 BRANPT
91. ABIHA. I * 9) = -1 BRANPT
92. ABIBA, 1 * IB) = 1 BRANPT
91. C SIZING DROP WEIGHT BRANPT
95. 1131 UPRO = GRMZSAVEC 7) - «> BRANPT
96. -CALL UTORPIWPRO. WDRP, DWDRP. 3) BRANPT
97. ABdtA. I ) = -1 BRANPT
98. AB<nA, I « 18) = 1. - DWDRP BRANPT
99. Ill CONTINUE BRANPT
100. GO TO LA8L BRANPT
101. C ARE THERE ANY STATE TARGET CONDITIONS TO BE SATIS- BRANPT
102. C FIED AT THE END OF THE STEM BRANPT
103. C ARE THERE ANY COSTATE TARGETS TO BE SATISFIED BRANPT
101. 115 IFCHTAR6 .LE. 0) GO TO 121 BRANPT
105. C YES. ADD ROWS TO AB MATRIX THAT RESULT FROM STATE BRANPT
106. C TARGET CONDITIONS. AT THE SANE TIDE. EVALUATE THESE BRANPT
107. C TARGETS* HISSES AND THEIR PARTIALS W/RESP. TO C»S. BRANPT
r- 108. 00 120 I = 1, flTARG BRANPT
109. HA = HA * 1 BRANPT
110. KOOE = ITCU, NBRAN) BRANPT
111. K = L « I . BRANPT
. 112. 1FCKODE .ST. 11) GO TO 111 BRANPT
113. C SIMPLE RELATIVE STATE HATCH BRANPT
111. KOOE = HAP(KOOE) BRANPT
115. AB<dA, KODE « 18) = 1 BRANPT
116. C CORP. AND STORE TARGET HISS BRANPT
117. PZKK) : NOflC KODE) - VALTCd. I ARC) BRANPT
118. C STORE PARTS. W/RESP. TO C*S BRANPT
r 119. DO 116 J - I. NOCK BRANPT
L
 120. 116 OPZIOCU. J) i SIKODE, J * 1) BRANPT
121. GO TO 120 BRANPT
122. C COUPLE* CONDITION ON THE STATES BRANPT
123. 1U I SHIP - 0 BRANPT
121. CALL PDBCOLCKODE. YAL. SPART, RUMY. 1, ISKIP) BRANPT
r 125. DO 118 J = 1. 9 BRANPT
L
 126. 118 ABdIA, J + 16) = SPART(J) BRANPT
127. C COnP. AND STORE TARGET HISS. BRANPT
128. PZKK) = YAL - YALTCII. NBRAN) BRANPT
129. C COUP. AND STORE PARTS. W/RESP .TO C>S OF TARGET HISS BRANPT
130. CALL flATHLTiTEflP. SPART. S(l, 2).l. 18. NOCK) BRANPT
r 131. 00 119 J = 1, NOCK BRANPT
L
 132. 119 DPZIDCCK, J) = TEHP(J) BRANPT
•— 133. 120 CONTINUE BRANPT
131. C ARE THERE ANY COSTATE TARGET CONDITIONS BRANPT
135. 121 IF(NTAR6 .LE.O) GO TO 111 BRANPT
136. C YES. COMPLETE AND INVERT AB HATRK BRANPT
137. • CALL BASIS(AB. flA, 27) • BRANPT
138. CALL GJRY(A8, 27. I.E-12. IERR) BRANPT
139. C SET UP THE BB VECTOR SO THAT THE TRANSVERSALlTV BRANPT
110. C CONDITIONS CAN BE EVALUATED BRANPT
111. KNOCK = NOC(KARC) . BRANPT

















113. CALL READflSdl, SI. IBM KNOCK 4 1). 2*NBRAN * 1) BRANPT
111. CALL MATHLTCZZ, 51(1, 2), C, 18, KNOCK, I) BRANPT
115. CALL flATAODIZZ, ZZ, SI, 18/1) BRANPT
116. CALL REAOnSdl. SB. IBMKRftCK * 1), 2*NFARC 4 1) BRANPT
117. CALL BATHLTCZZZ, SB(1, 2), C, 18, KROCK, 1) BRANPT
118. CALL RATADDCZZZ. ZZZ, SB/18, 1) BRANPT
119. 00 122 1 = 1, 9 BRANPT
150. J = I 4 9 BRANPT
151. BB(I) = -ZZZ(J) BRANPT
152. BB(J> = -ZZ(J) . BRANPT
153. 122 BBU * 9) = NOH(J) BRANPT
151. IF = HA » 1 BRANPT
155. 1L = 27 - HA BRANPT
156. IP = L + HTARG BRANPT
1ST. C CORP. THE TRANSVERSALITY CONDITIONS BRANPT
158. CALL nATMLH VAL , BB, AB(1. IF). 1. 27. ID ' ' BRANPT
159. C STORE THE NON-TRIVIAL TRANSVERSAL I TV CONDITIONS AS BRANPT
160. C COSTATE TARGET HISSES BRANPT
161. 00 123 I = 1, NTARG BRANPT
162. J = ITCTtI, NBRAN) BRANPT
163. K = IP + I BRANPT
161. 123 PZKK) = VALU) BRANPT
165. C COMPUTE THE PARTS. W/RESP. TO THE OS OF THE COSTATE BRANPT
166. C TARGET HISSES BRANPT
167. 00 110 1C = 1, KROCK BRANPT
168. C COMPUTE THE STATE/COSTATE PERT. RESULTING FROM PERT. BRANPT
169. C OF THIS C. BRANPT
1TO. CALL HATHLTIOZ. SBl 1 . 1C » 1). DC. 18, 1, 1> BRANPT
171. C . ADD STATE/COSTATE PERT. TO BASE VALUE OF STATE/CO- BRANPT
172. C STATE VECTOR BRANPT
173. CALL flATADD(TIH, ZZZ. DZ, 18, 1) BRANPT
171. IFIIC - KNOCK - 1) 121, 125/121 BRANPT
175. C THIS C HAS AN EFFECT ON THE FIRST BRANCH. COrtP . ITS BRANPT
176. C EFFECT ON THE STATE/COSTATE VECTOR AT THE START OF BRANPT
177. C THE FIRST BRANCH. BRANPT
118. 121 CALL HATBLTIOZ, SKI, 1C » 1 ), DC. IB, 1, 1> ftRANPT
179. CALL PIATAOOI TOM, ZZ, OZ, 18, 1) BRANPT
180. GO TO 127 BRANPT
181. C THIS C AND ALL SUBSEQUENT OS IN THIS LOOP ARE TO BRANPT
182. C HAVE NO EFFECT ON THE FIRST BRANCH. RESTORE THE BRANPT
183. C STATE/COSTATE VECTOR AT THE START OF THE FIRST BRANPT
181. C BRANCH TO ITS BASE VALUE. BRANPT
185. 125 DO 126 I = 1. 18 BRANPT
186. 126 TOHI 1 > = ZZ( I ) BRANPT
187. 127 IF(1C - NOCK - 1) 128, 129, 132 BRANPT
188. C THIS C HAS AN EFFECT ON THE STEM. COUP. ITS EFFECT BRANPT
189. C ON THE STATE/COSTATE VECTOR AT THE END OF THE STEH BRANPT
190. 128 CALL HATHLTIDZ, SI 1, 1C * 1), DC, 18, 1, 1) BRANPT
191. CALL HATAOOCNOH, Z, DZ, 18, 1) BRANPT
192. , 60 TO 131 BRANPT
193. C THIS C AND ALL SUBSEQUENT OS IN THIS LOOP ARE TO BRANPT
191. C HAVE NO EFFECT ON THE STEM. RESTORE THE STATE/CO- BRANPT
195. C STATE VECTOR AT THE END OF THE STEn TO ITS BASE VAL. BRANPT
196. 129 00 130 I = 1, 18 BRANPT
197. 130 NOmi) : Z(I) . BRANPT
198. 131 CALL FORCES BRANPT
199. C RECOMPUTE BB VECTOR BRANPT
200. 132 DO 133 1 = 1 , 9 BRANPT
201. J = I 4 9 BRANPT
202. BB( 1 ) z -TIH(J) . BRANPT
203. BBU) = -TOMJ) BRANPT
201. 133 BBU « 9) = NOM< 7 ) BRANPT
205. C • RECOMPUTE AB HATRI1*S INVERSE BRANPT
206. ASSIGN 131 TO LABL BRANPT
207. GO TO 101 BRANPT
208. 131 IF(MTARG .LE. 0) GO TO 138 BRANPT
209. DO 137 I - 1, HTAR& BRANPT
210. HA s HA •» 1 BRANPT
211. KODE = ITCII, NBRAN) ' BRANPT
212. K = L 4 I BRANPT
213. IFCKODE .ST. 11) £0 TO 135 BRANPT





















135 ISKIP = 0
CALL PDBCOKKODE. VAL, SPOUT, RUSHY, 1, ISKIP)
DO 136 J = 1. 9







222. 138 CALL BASISCAB. M, 27) BRANPT
223. CALL EJRV(AB, 27, l.E-12, IERR) BRANPT
221. C COMP. PERT. TRANS. CONOS. BRANPT
225. CALL dATBLT<VAL, BB, AB<1. IF). 1, 18. IL) BRANPT
226. C c6nP. DIVIDED DIFF. PARTIALS OF THE COSTATE BRANPT
227. C TARGETS U/RESP. TO THIS C. BRANPT
228. DO 13J I = 1, NTARG . BRANPT
229. J = ITCT<I, NBR«N> ~ BRANPT
230. K = IP + I BRANPT
231. 139 DPZIDC1K, 1C) = ( VAL( J ) - PZI(K»/DC BRANPT
232. 110 CONTINUE BRANPT
233. C INCREMENT THE NUMBER OF STATE/COSTATE TARGET HISSES BRANPT
231. C EVALUATED SO FAR BRANPT
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"DE D E S C R I P T I O N
I * for t* »or d ar ray c o n t a i n i n g the v e c t o r of c ' s .
so lut ie»».
1 Sva l l perturbation of a c.
the right hand s i d e of Equat ion U . V- 1 1 of V o l . 1 of
th is document .
(FT /SEC 2 )
I A 10x20 a r ray con ta i n i ng the in i t ia l c o n d i t i o n
c o d e s for th t QL s t a t e v e c t o r . The co lumns
correspond to subarc s tar t ing points, the romt, to
QL s ta te va r i ab l es .
I A 10x20 array con ta in ing the in i t ia l c o n d i t i o n
c o d e s for the QL c o s t a t e vec to r . The co lumns
correspond to sub arc s ta r t ing points, the rows, to
QL cos ta t * v a r i a b l e s .
I A 10x20 array con ta i n i ng the QL c o s t a t e analog, to
the array 1 1 CT . The co lumns c o r r e s p o n d to subarc
t he number s of those components of the v e c t o r 0 io
Equat ion 16.6.31 of V o l u m e I of the PADS document
that con ta in the v a l u e of a c o s t a t e ta rge t
condi t ion that a p p l i e s at the end of the
co r respond ing subarc.
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE U S A G E
BLOCK LOG SUBfl CODE VAR












/ E V A L /( 849) BRANPT
ENOPT
INTRPT








































C O S T A I
EUBPT
INTRPT




































I A R C




























C O S T A I 0 ITCT
INTRPT 1 ITCT
n«£IC 0 ITCT .














in each coluin of the array 1ICT.
R T o t a l nuiber of target condi t ions to s a t i s f y in the
problei.
a I Mess ( S ' S )
_ .
' p rob lem. If tht prob lca i * not • branch p rob iea .
then NBRAN = 0.
2
 the p r o b l e m is not a branch probles), then NFARC =
NARC.
I An a r r a y c o n t a i n i n g a running to ta l of the number
of f r t e (unknown) s ta te and co 's tate v a r i e b l e s at
the s ta r t of each subarc.
IB I The number of c's In the v e c t o r CT d e f i n e d by
1
 Equat ion 17.4-4 of Vo l . ! of this document .
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR



















































Q L T O S Z
SALVE
/BLOCK /( 842) BNDRY
BRANPT


























































































s^ oV C°DE DESCRIPTION
V •> R e l a t i v e >eloclty. IFT/StC)
- - ~_
•Isses for all the target conditions In the
probleo.
point.
I An 18i11 array used to store the particular and
po 1 nt .
POBCOL.
document.
state target conditions •hose codes appear in the
array IICT.
2 I A 20 nord array used to store the total linear
s o l u t i o n free the preceding OL iteration.
I A twenty »ord array containing the values fro* the
i n i t i a l arc of the state and costate at the I n i t i a l
point of the trajectory.
STORAGE SUBKOUTI
BLOCK LOG SUBR CO




























/EVAL /( 864) BRANPT I
INTfiPT 1




/EVAL /( B09) BRANPT I
ENDPT I
INTRPT 1




























































































Q1ECK initializes the flags and parameters needed by QL module to carry




3. C THIS ROUTINE HANDLES THE INITIALIZATION OF THOSE
1. C FLAGS AND PARAMETERS THAT ENABLE OL TO CARRY OUT
5. C . THE INTEGRATION AND SOLUTION OF THE OPTInlZATlON
6. C PROBLEB.
t. C
































ECC, AINCL, ARGP, ASCNOO, SnlnAJ, APOGEE,
PERGEE, ANOHLV, CAPX, CAPV, ASVnP, ENERGY,
HntlTPI, DVIDV. OV1DG.
DVIDH , OVIDn, DVIDPS, DVIDRO, DVIDPIU, DGIDV,
DGIDG , OGIDH, DGIDn , DGIOPS, DGIORO, OGIDnu,
OPIDV , DPIDG, DPIOH , DP I DPI , OPIDPS, DP10RO,
DPionu, oniov onlOG , DDIDH , onion , onlOPS
oniDRO. onionu DPCV , OPDS ;• DPOH , DP on ,
OPDPS , DPDRO DPOnu , OECDV , DECDG , OECDH ,
OECDn , OECDPS OECORO, OECOnu, OIDV , DIOG ,
OIDH , DIOn , DIOPS , DIORO , DIOnu , OBEDV ,
DBEOG , DBEOH OBEDB , DBEDP&, OBEDRO, DBEDFIU,
DNODV , DNODG DNOOH , DNODn , DNODPS, ONODRO,
DNOonu. osnov, osnoG, osnOH, osnon, osnops
COnnON/ORBIT/
osnoRo, osnonu, DAPDV, OAPDG, DAPOH, OAPDB ,
DAPOPS, DAPDRO, DAPOnu, DPEDV, DPEDG, OPEOH ,
DPEDn .DPEOPS ,DPEDRO .DPEDnu ,OANOV ,DANDG
DANOH , OANDn , OANOPS DANDRO DANDnU, DCXDV ,
DCXD6 , DCXDH , DCXDn DCXDPS DCXDRO, DCXOnu,
DCVOV , DCYOG , DCYDH DCVOn OCYOPS, OCYDRO,
DCVOnu, DASOV , OASDG OASOH DASOn , DASDPS,
DASDRO, OASOnu, OENDV DENOG DENDH , DENOn ,
OENDPS, OENORO, DENOnu OnODl' DnODG , DltODH ,
onoon , onODPS, DnODRO onoonu
DlnENSION ORBPRBl 18).PPO( 7,181
EQUIVALENCE ( VI, ORBPRn>,( DVIDV, PPO >
COnnON/ORBIT/ VnXRF,SNXLnR,CSXLBR,SOOtlN,SCROSS,TD,TC
,SNPSR .CSPSR ,SNGI ,CSGI .SPSlI ,CPSII





13. EXTERNAL NUCASE, EXIT
11. COnnON/ARCDAT/
15. »SREF ,EJ ,XISP .TBULT .OTNC ,DTPI
16. *IATN ,InODE ,JAER ,JPRO flflAX UHAX
17. »XLnA* HOnAX ,GnDOT ALFnAX .PHrtAX ,P1AEA
18. *nAEB .HAE.C ,WAED . P1AEE , P1AEF , MAES
19. »BT ,N1SP ,rUCG ,FIZCG 'PIUDA >UOB
50. »nOB ,XC6R ,ZC6R ,XE 'ZE XT
51. »OREF ,nCND: ,RHOB ,flnuLT , REflAX ,FRATE
52. OlnENSION ARCOA(tO)
53. EOUIVALENCECSREF.ARCDA)
51. COItnON /BAP/ HAP! 10)
55. COAFION /CNTRL/
56. *NU ,ITER .ITAPS ,ITAPB ,J|-IIN ,JW«X .LINES .KPT ,HOn ,
57. «KARO ,INDX(1> .NEyNOn. CNT016, RHOC , (SHOP ,NPT5 .BINES ,
58. «KPASE ,NNP ,NUP .1ARC ,TRSTR .IBAX .KTIBE ' KONVER ,NOPR«IT ,
59. •INBORy.NUPAGE.IVARV(20), NN, NOVARV PLAST. ZLAST, KOOES
60. LOGICAL INBORV, NEklNOn, KONVER. NOPRNT, NUPAGE
61. REAL MASBV. HU. It, LV, LGAn. LPSI. LR. LRHO. LBU, Lfl, LTAU, NOB
6 2 . • L H T i i i
63. tonnON /D/
61. »X, H. XI(1), HAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, CtlO), CSAVEdO), V, GAn, PSI,
65. »ALT,RHO,nU,n, TAU, HT. LV. L6AN, LPSI. LR, LRHO, LBU, Lfl, LTAU,
66. »LHT, Dlb9, 0110. BV(tt)), ZSAVE(20), OT( 20), NPOINT(26), DELT(2b)
67. OIHENSION MOfKZb)
68. EBUIVALEMCE (NOB, V)69. connON /PC/
70. >PC1 ,N ,PC3 ,IOP ,PC5 ,PC6 PC7 .BAXBC ,NAUX
71. COnnON/GLOBAL/72. »GR ,ER ,onsz ,XLABRF,VBURF ,LUH ,TO .EPSLON, INNER .
73. .ITHMAX, JJOP( 6 ) ,IFATAL,NARC ,NBRAN NFARC 10(1) ,KTAB(20),
71. «ITAB(2D), SIG.PlAXTAB.bfl.PSIRF , IPFLG1 , IPFL62, IPFL.G3, IPFLS1,
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COnnON /BLOCK/ I1CMO, 20), IICTdO, 20). ITCdO, 20), JTABI20),
•ITCTdO, 20). LTAB(20), NOKNOU, MOCI20). VALlCdD, 20).
•VALTCdO, 20), IP»V
D1I1ENS10N TABLEd), TEnPl25>, 1TEHP150), NU( 1 )
EQUIVALENCE I I TABLE, TABLE)
DATA BAP/2»5. 7. 1, 2»6, 2. 6, 1, O/
DATA RAO/57. 2957795 130823/
DATA CHECK* /6H CHECK/
1 FORnATdHl. 29HHAXinun NUMBER OF ITERATIONS^, 13, 13X, 17HOESIRED
•ACCURACY:, E13. 6)
6 FORNATdH , 26HADAnS-nOULTON INNER LOOPS:. 12)
10 FORPIATdHO, 23X, 27H»».»BOUNDAHY CONDITIONS"**)
11 FORDATdHO, 10HSUBARC NO., I3/1HO, 2X, 7HPERTURB, 11X, 15HTO HATCH
• BOUNO-/1H, 12HVARIABLE NO., 7X. 17HARY CONDITION NO.. 7X, 12HTO
* THE VALUE, 7X. 12HAT THE POINT/)
12 FORflATdH , 5X, 12, 11X, 18, 11X. E13.6, 11X. I3-)




C ZERO OUT CONTROL BLOCK.
C
DO 101 I = 1, 51
101 NU(I) = 0
C ' INITIALIZE KEF. LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE OUANT1TIES.
VnXRF - YDuRF/RAD






C GET THE START TInE FOR THE CASE.
C >
CALL SECOND! T8STB )
C
C CHECK AND PRINT HAXIflUn NUF1BER OF ITERATIONS AND DESIRED ACCURACY.
C
IFdTRflAX .I.T. 1) ITRttAX = 10
IFdTRHAX .liT. 25) ITRNAX = 25
IFCEPSLON .LT. l.E-8) EPSLON = 5.E-2
URITE(6. 1) 1TRHAX. EPSLON
C
C CHECK AND PRINT NUABER OF AOAnS-HOULTON INNER LOOPS.
C
IF( INNER .LT. 1) INNER = 1
IF( INNER .ST. 5) INNER = 5
«IRITE(6, 6) INNER
C





11 FORflATdHO, 21HSTATE INITIAL CONDITIONS/)
15 FORFIATdH , 2016)
00 102 I = I, 9
102 URITE(6, 15) dICd, J), J = 1, NARC)
«RIT£(6, 16)
16 FORFlATdHO, 26HCOSTATE INITIAL CONDITIONS/)
DO 103 I = 1, 9
103 URITE(6, 15) CIICT(t, J). J = ), NARC)
UR1TEI6, 17)
17 FORPIATdHO, 23HSTATE TARGET CONDITIONS/)
00 101 1 = 1, 9
101 WRITE(6. 15) (ITCd, J ). J - 1. NARC)
WRITE(6, 18)
18 FORHATdHO, 25HCOSTATE TARbET CONDITIONS/)
00 105 I = I, 1
105 URITEC6. 15) (ITCTd. J ), J = 1, NARC)
C COMPUTE MA&NITUDE OF DESIRED END CONDITION VECTOR
flASBV - 0
DO 202 IARC = 1, NARC
II = JTABdARC)
















































































4 AB5( VALTC( 1, IABC 11152.
153. 202 CONTINUE
151. C CONFUTE CONVERGENCE CRITERION FOR C SOLUTION
155. ERR = l .E - r«SQRT<FLOAT<NOKNOW)J
156. C
157. C STORE INTEGRATION STEP-SIZES.
15B. DO 131 1ARC = ) NARC
159. CALL READWS19. ARCDA. 12. IARC)
160. 131 DELT( IARC) = A R C D A ( 5 >
161. C SET RISC. FLAGS AND PARAMETERS
162. KARD = NOKNOM
163. NU = NX KARD * 1)
161. NNP = N
165. .HUt.Si N«P«lK.ARjD. + 1)
166. LINES - \ » (N - l)/5
167. WINES r 1 * (KARD - 1 )/5
168. KPASE = -1
169. RHOC - 1.E38
170. RHOP = 1.E38
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* ucouni r i iu iv Ttircii
Caiina of reference ail nut a /ORBIT /(
Cosine of refcrnace latitude /ORBIT /(
Sabarc neater . /CNTRL /€
A 10.20 array containing the Initial condition /BLOCK /C
apply at the end of the cor responding subarc.
Logical unit on ihlck Initial and converged arcs /GLOBflL/l
are stored. INARK = 11.
Nat as*d. /CMTRL /(
Munber of Adan t - f too 1 ton Inner loops. /ELOBAL/I
A 10.20 a r r a y containing tKe Initial condit ion /BLOCK /(
codes f o r , the QL cai tate vec tor . The colv»»
cor respond to subarc starting points, the roal, to
QL costate var iab les.



































































































































































































A 10>20 ar ray con ta in ing the OL cos ta t l a n a l o g to
Equat ion 16.6-31 of Voluie I of the PADS document
cond i t i on that app l ies at tht end of th«
co r raspend l ng tubarc.
Tha to ta l nuaibar of ho MO ga **<>«• sol «t t on *
Not used.
Not used.
• tatc tar gat condi t ions.
c o s t a t e Into the DL state and costate.
Not used.
= 18.
Nuiber of OL s ta te and costat* rar 1 >b les .( 18 >
The to ta l nuaber of f r ee (unknoem) state end
c o s t a t e v a r i a b l e s over a l l the subarca.
The largest nunber of quantities requiring
numer ica l Integrat ion per BL Iteration.
S»< at NU.
R e f e r e n c e ai l (nth. ( O E G )
S10S«6E
BLOCK LOC






/ 0 / 1 •? )
/HAP /( 1 )
/CNTRL /< 20)

















































































































































































S%ML CODE D E S C R I P T I O N
0 Tb« •agnltudt of th* error In Iht currtnt QL
i t t r i t foB.
Htrttfofi.
I Nat mid.
1 A 10»20 array containing the des i red «alue> of the
ar ray IICT.
p I Re fe rence lat i tude. (DEE)
p 0 Re fe rence longitude ( R A O )












































































































THIS ROUTINE CALLS IN THE SOLUTION FOR THE OS.
,NON
COflflON /CIITRL/
• NU ,ITER .ITAPA .ITAPB ,jn!N ,JMA» .LINES ,KPT
• KARD ,!NDUt> ,KEUNOn,CNTC16,BHOC ,RMOP ,MPTS , ,
•KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP IARC 'tRSTR ,IBAX .KTIHE .HONKER, NOPRNT,
•INftORv'NUPAGE.IVARVlio). NN. NOVARV PLAST ZLAST, KODE&
LOGICAL 1NBDRV. NEUNOn, KONVER, NOPRNT, NUPA6E
DIMENSION PARTSCiO. 10)
COnnON /BLOCK/ IICUO. 20), IICTflO, 20), ITC( 10 20) JTA6(20),
»ITCT(10. 20), LTA»(20>. NOKNOU, HOC! 20), »»L1C( »6, 20),
>VALTC(l6, 20), IPAV
SET OL CONVERGENCE FLAG SO THAT FORCES DOES NOT
WORK TOO HARD
KONVER £ .TRUE.
CALL MEWCSC PARTS, NO«NOU>





























SYMBOL CODE DESCRIPTION STORAGE SUBROUTINE USASELOG SUBR CODE VAN
KONVER
NOKNOU
0 Logical flag that I n d i c a t e s to ttit QL iodide that /CNTRL /(
tht QL Iteration li conmrgld.
The total nuiber of free (unknoin) itate and /BLOCK /(






































































































THIS ROUTINE TAKES CARE OF THE CONTROL CALCULATION
COIWON/ARCDAT/
•SREF ,EJ ,XISP , TBULT .DTNC -DTPI
•lATfl .IrtODE ,JAER ,JPRO , flDAX ,6nAX
•XLBAX , HDHAX .GflDOT .ALFBAX .PHBAX .BAEA
•flAEB ,OAEC ,BAEO ,BAEE 1BAEF ,BAEG
•BT • ,nisp 'BXCG 'BZCG ,BUOA 'HWDB
•nOB ,XCGR ,ZCGR ,XE ,ZE , XT




REAL BACH, ISP, ISPV, ISPR, ISPB, ISPT, ISPVV, ISPVR, ISPVB;
•ISPVT, ISPRR, ISPHn, I5PRT, ISPnn, 1SPBT, 1SPTT, LIFT, LIFTV,
•LlFTR, LIFTA, LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA, LIFTRR, LIFTRA, BUR, LIFTAA,
•IRATEO, ISPF; ISPFF
REAL BACHV, BACHR, BACHVR, BACHRR
REAL LIFTB, L1FTVB. LIFTRB, LIFTBB, LIFTBA
COBBON /DYNA/
•XX ,TInE ,SINGAfl,COSGAfl, ONEGA ,OBEGA2,R ,6 ,SINA
•COSA ,OYN011,OBEGAT,TAnP ,PA ,RO ,CS ,TEBPR .PAR
•ROR CSR , TEflPRR PARR ,RORR ,CSRR KODE BACH ,8
•0V ,QR ,QW OVR ,ORR ,FVAC ,FVACV FVACR ,FKACB
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR FVACRR , FVACTT, T BACHV BACHR ,ISP
•ISPV ,ISPR. .ISPB 'ISPT , ISPVV , ISPVR ^ISPVn 'iSPvT , ISPRR
•ISPRB ,ISPRT , ISPnn ispnT ,ISPTT .LIFT .LIFTV ,LIFTR .LIFTA
•LIFTVV, LIFTVR.LIFTVA'LIFTRR, LIFTRA, DRAG ,DRAGV 'DRAGR .DRAGA
•ORAGVV,ORAGVR,ORA6VA ORAGRR.ORAGRA.ORAGAA, ALPHA ,PHI ,L1FTB
•LlFTvn,LlFTRn,LIFT/W,LIFTflA,OBR ,DBRR ,GAflBAO,AE .TAX
•U ,SINPH1.COSPHI'SINPSI,COSPSI,SINRHO!COSRHO'SINROR,CCSROR
•BUR ,XKG ,XKP AKIN ,CDO ,CDOn ,CLO ,FK ,XCSfl
•xcGnn ,ZCGB ,zcann ,xjv ,XJR ,xjvv ,XJVR ,XJRR .BACHVR
•nACHRR,SIN2RO,COS2RO COS2GD,Cn ,CnA CBB CBAA , Cflflfl
•CBAB ,cno ,cnos ,cncnfl ,cnAnn ,ULFTV .ULFTR ,ULFTVV,ULFTVR
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA'IPOU ,XARC ,TSTART GH ,cRR .LIFTAA
• coonn ,CLAnn ,CLOB , CLCnn ovi<iii9,CT ,COOAE ,SIOAE ,coo
•SID .OELTAE.CDE ,XCG ,ZCG , XJ ,XHCG ,CALPHA, ALBAX
•DB ,ULFT ,CULFT ,ULFTA , TSTA6E, TIBES ,XBCGAA, IRATEO, FRATED
COnBON /OVNA/
•flTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XBCSA ,FVACF ,ULFTAA,ISPF .ISPFF
•ILOAO ,FKB ,FKnn .SWITCH, INOF ,CL ,CLA ,CLB .CLAA
•CLBB ,CLAB ,co ,COA ,con ,COAA 'conn ,CDAB ,ovNi98
•OYN199,DVN200,xnCGV , XnCGR ,XnCGn ,XBCGVV,XBCGVR,XnCGVH,xnCGVA
•xnCGRR,XnCGRn,xnCGRA,xnCGnn,XnCGnA,RORRR 'OVN211,DVN215,DVN216
•DVN217,IDAB ,TAIRB ,TAI RBV, TAI RBH, TARBV V, TARBHH, TARBVM.SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH .SFCVV ,SFCHH .SFCVH
REAL BAGBV, BU, f>. LV, LGAfl, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LHU, LB. LTAU. NOB
• , LHTCOnnON /D/
• X, H. XI(1), BAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(10), CSAVE(lO), V, SAB, PSI,
•ALT,RHO.nu,B TAU. HT, LV, L6AB, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LBU, L«. LTAU.
• LHT. 0109, 0110. BV(lO), ZSAVE(20), OT120), NPOINT(20). OELT(20)
OlflENSION NOB(20)
EOUl VALENCE (NOB, V)
DIMENSION PRODK2, 61)
COBBON /BATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,XK1 ,XX2 XK3 ,XK1T ,XK2T ,XK3T
•XKIO ,XK20 ,XK30 ,XK1A ,XK2A ,«K3A , VOA ,GOA ,POA
•XB19 ,Xrt20 ,XH21- ,XH22 ,X«1TT ,XK2TT ,X«3TT ,XK1TO ,X»2TD
•XK3TO ,XK1TA ,XK2TA XK3TA ,XKIDD ,XK200 .XK30D .XK10A .IK2DA
• XK30A .XK1AA . XK2AA XK3AA ,Xn<tl ,XB12 ,XB13 , XB11 ,XB15
•XK1V ,XK2V ,XK3V ,XK1G ,XK2G ,XK3G ,XK1P , XK2P ,XK3P
•XK1R ,XK2R ,XK3R .XKIO ,XK20 ,XK30 ,XK1U ,XK2U ,X(3U
•XK1B .XK2H ,XK3n- ,XK1Z ,XK2Z ,XK3Z ,XK1VT ,XK2VT ,XK3VT
• XK1VO ,XK2VO .XK3VD XK1VA ,1K2VA ,X<3VA ,XK1GT ,XX2GT ,U3£T
•XK1GO ,XK2GD ,XK3bD XK1GA ,XK2oA XK3GA ,IK1PT ,XK2PT ,XK3PT
•XK1PO ,XK2PD ,XK3PO XK1PA ,XK2PA .XK3PA XK1RT XK2RT ,XK3RT
• XK1RO ,XK2RD ,XK3RO XK1RA ,XK2RA ,XK3RA , XUOT ,XK20T ,XK30T
•XK100 ,XK20D , XK300 I* IDA ,XK20A , XK30A ,XK1UT ,XK2UT ,X«3UT
•XK1UD ,XK2UO ,XK3UD ,XK1UA . JK2UA XK3UA ,XK1BT ,X(2BT ,XK3BT
COBBON /BATS/
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«XK1ZD , XK2ZD ,XKJZO .XK1ZA ,XK2ZA ,XK3ZA .XK1XV ,XK2VV ,XK3VV
•XK1GV .XK2GV . XK3GV XK1PV XK2PV .XK3PV ,XKIRV ,XK2RV .XK3RV
•XK10V ,XK20V ,XK30V ,XK1UV XK2UV .XK3UV ,XKIMV ,XK2«V ,XK3«V
• XK1ZV .XK2ZV .XK3ZV .JCK1G6 ,XK2GG ,XK3G6 ,XKIP6 .XK2P6 ,XK3P6
*XK1RG ,«K2RG ,XK3RG XK10G , XK20S ,XK306 ,XK1UG ,XK2UG .XK3U6
•XK1NG ,XK2nG .XK3M6 'XKIZS ,XK22G .XK3Z6 ,XK1PP .XK2PP ,XK3PP
•XK1RP .XK2RP .XK3RP ,XKIOP ,XK20P -XK30P .XK1UP ,XK2UP .XK3UP
•xKinp ,XK2np , XK3m> 'XKIZP , XK2ZP .XKSZP ' XKIBR ,xK2flR 'XKSRR
•XKlOR .XK20R , XK30R XK1UR XK2UR .XK3UR ,XK>«R .XK20R ,XK3lMI
•XK1ZR ,X«2ZR ,XK3ZR .XK100 ,XK200 .XK300 LXKIUO /XK2UO , XC3UO
• XKinO ,XK2flO ,XK3nO .XUZO ,XK2ZO .XK3ZO .XK1UU ,XK2UU .XK3UU
•xKinu ,xK2nu . xnsnu ,XKIZU ,XK2zu ,XK3Zu .XKinn .xxann , xnsnn
• XK1ZPI ,XK2Zn , X«3Zn ,XK1ZZ .XK2ZZ ,X«3ZZ ,XHPI11,»KPI21 .XKPI31
•XKPI12,XKP122)XKPI32,XKPI13,XKPI23.XKPI33!P«1 ,P»2
connON /HATS/
• OPOV(3, 8). OEPOEV(2. 8), OPOCT3. 31, PROD5C3, 61). PR009C2. 21 1
connON /OATS/
•PV ,P6 ,PP .PB ,PO ,PVV ,P6V ,PP» ,PR» ,
»PO» ,PGG ,PP6 'PBG ,POG .PPP ,PRP .POP ,PRR .
•POR ,POO .PL6 .PLP
EOUlVALENCE(PROOl.PRfiDS)
DATA PI/3.111S926$358979S
c INITIALIZE PASS FLAG
IPASS = 0
C IS THIS ANY NONOPTIRAL CONTROL nOOE OTHER THAN VERT.
C BISE/PITCHOVER.
IF( IPIODE .GT. 3) GO TO 103
C NO. IS BANK ANGLE TO BE OPTIMIZED.
IFC IHODE .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 102
C NO. IS THIS VERT. RISE/PITCHOVER
IFdnOOE .£0. 3) GO TO 101
C NO. OPTIMAL ANGLE OF ATTACK BUT BANK ANGLE ZERO.
KOOE = 2
en Tfl t flflbu 1U >Od
C COAPUTE BANK ANGLE FOR VERT. RISE/PITCHOVER
101 XKG c ( V»»2/B - <>>»COS£Afl •> OrlE6A«COSBMO»( 2.»V»SINPSI •> R'OnElJA
• •(COSRHO'COSGAn * SINRHO>COSPSl»SINGAn)) - V«GAFlnAO
XKP = V»COSGAP1«SINRHO»( V/( R'COSRHO )«COSGAn«S INPS1 « 2.«OnEGA)
• * OnEGA<COSRHO>(R>OnEGA*SINRHO«SINPSI - 2.<V«COSPSI*SINGAn>
DENOfl : SBRT( XKG«*2 « XKP*»2>
SINPHI = SIGN(1.. XKG)»XKP/OENOH
COSPHI = A8S(XKG)/OENOH
PHI - ATAN2C SINPHI, COSPHI)
r n T n i n ^bu 1 U \v&
C COnPUTE OPTIMAL BANK AMGLE.
102 KOOE = 1
CGLG = LSAB'COSGAM
OENOH2 = LPSI*«2 * CSL6»»2
DENOn - SORT(DENOH2>
SINPHI - LPSI/OENOH
IF(COSPHI>C6LG .LT. 0.) SINPHI = -SINPHI
COSPHI = SIGNtl., COSPHI )»ABS( CGLG 1/OENOM




c COMPUTE IN-PLANE CONTROL
103 CALL NPLANE
C IS THIS THE FIRST BANK ANGLE PASS.
IF( IPASS .Hi. 0) GO TO 101
C VES. HAY WE TRY THE SUPPLEMENT OF THE BANK ANGLE.
IF< IflOOE .NE. 1 .OH. .NOT.ILOAO .Of). PHflAX .GT. 0.) £0 TO 105
C VES. IS THIS THE LAST BANK ANGLE PASS.
101 IF( IPASS .LE. 1) GO TO 106
C YES. COMPUTE PARTIALS OF IN-PLANE CONTROL W/RESP.
C TO STATE AND COSTATE.
105 CALL ALGCNVtJl. J2, J3>
c SET CONTROL FLAG IN CASE ALPHA is SATISFYING AN IN-
C EQUALITY CONSTRAINT AND RETURN
IFdAODE .LE. 2 .AND. J3 .NE. 1) KOOE = 1 •> 2«KOOE
RETURN
C COMPUTE NEG. SECOND PARTIAL OF HAMlLTONIAN U/RESP.






























































































































106 YLTOT = (LGAn»COSPHI * LPSI*SINPHI /80SSAM )»( T»SIOAE -OB»SINA+LIFT )
C TEST FOR ItAXInlZING HAHI LTONI AN.
IF(VLTOT .GE. 0. ) GO TO 109
C nlNlfllZING. IS THIS THE FIRST PASS.
IF( IPASS .ME. 0) GO TO 108
C YES. HAKE THE NEXT PASS THE LAST.
IPASS = 2
C COMPUTE SUPPLEnENT OF BANK ANGLE




C IF THE PRECEEDING PASS BROUGHT ABOUT THROTTLING,
C TURN THROTTLING OFF
- IF( SUIT-EM.)- Jl = 2 - -•
GO TO 103
C • RESTORE SAVED QUANTITIES FROn PRECEEDING PASS









C COMPUTE HAftlLTONIAN FOR THIS PASS
109 HSTAR = ^»L»»(T«CODAE - OB'COSA - ORA&) * YLTOT
C IS THIS THE FIRST PASS
IF< IPASS .EQ. 0) GO TO 110
C UIAS THIS PASS BETTER THAN THE LAST.
IF< HSTAR .ST. HSTARS) GO TO 105
GO TO 108
C SAVE NECESSARV QUANTITIES IN CASE THE NEXT PASS IS
C UODST THAN THIS PASS
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COSPHI
 c o $ f
COSPSI
 C O SV,
COSBHO
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CODE DESCRIPT







T n rvi S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I N E USAGE
1UIM BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR

































































































































S T A T E F H COSRHO














 Pnn, n r
r r n T P T T n i \ l S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGI
SYMBOL CODE U t o L n l r l i U l M ' B L O C K
D I Base drag ( LBS ) / D V N A /(
b
t H Engine d e f l e c t i o n ( R A O S ) /DVNA /(
E
8
 ( F T / S E C 2 )
I P i t ch rate ( R A O / S E C ) /DVNA /(
I L o g i c a l f lag, that is true if there Is any /DVNA /(
aerodyne. !c load on the veh ic le .
I Con t ro l .ode opt ion f lag / A R C D A T / (
f) Thrust opt ion f lag. /DVNA /(
Jl = 1: Constant thrust;
Jl = 2: Input lacuuai thrust;
Jl = 3: Po.ered t o ta l a c c e l e r a t i o n ll.lt;
Jl - 1: A i r -breather engine.
I Engine de f l ec t i on opt ion f lag. /DVNA /<
J2 = 1: Constant engine de f l ec t i on ;
J2 = 2: flo.ent balancing.
n A n g l e of a t tack op t ion f lag. /DVNA /<
J3 = 1: Opt l .a l ang le of a t tack;
J3 = 2: Constant angle of a t tack;
J3 = 3: Untri.ltd l ift li.lt;
J3 = 1: V e r t i c a l r i s e or p l t cho te r ;
J3 = 5: Unpo.ertd to ta l a c c e l e r a t i o n ll.lt;
J3 = 6: Gra . l t y turn;
J3 = 6: H e a t i n g ra te const ra in t ;
J3 = 9: R e y n o l d s nu.ber constra int .
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cont n r T n t P T T O P J S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGEt o
 Utoonl r 1 1UIM BLOC>
f l S t a t r l A g «ector f l a g /DYNA / (
KOOE = 0: Fru fill, a = « = Oi
KOOE = 1: Both « ind ' o p t i c a l ;
KOOE = 2:o optlnl >nd * = 0,
KOOE = 3: « nonopt fx) »nd * cpllmil;
KODE = M: V t r t l c t l r i s e or pMcho.tr;
KODE = 5 : • nonopt l«a l ind ^ = 0.
I Rt l« t l» t f l lgh-t pith inglt coitati /D /(
1 ««rod>n»«lc lift ' ( LBS ) /OVMA /(
I R«l.t l«« «il«uth ingll co»t»t« /O /(
I Rtlitl.. ,t Ice it, cottitt /D /(
I Earth rotat ion rata ( R A D / S E C ) /OYNA /(
0 Set tyibol /HATS /I
N Sank aogla ( R A O ) /DVNA /(
I B.ll, devil flaj /ARCOAT/C
0 Saa tyibal /HATS /(
0 Sae >r>bel /HATS /(
1 R a d i a l d i s tance fro. tar th canter to « c h l c l a /OYNA /(( F T )
LOC SUBR CODE VAR































































































































HATH „„ n r T n T P T T C l M STORAGE SUBROUTINE USAGESYPIBOL CODE Lit oUn 1 r r 1 DIM BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE YAR




















































I Log i ca l f l ag thtt It true If th l> Is the coiputt /DVNA /( 161) CONTRL
point at .hlch the poured ace 1 1 tr at i on cons t ra in t NPLANE
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' piUho.tr CONTRL n IKE
* piUho.tr CONTRL H »»P





COSTAB determines the costate initial and target conditions at a branch
point.*










































































C THIS ROUTINE DETERMINES THE COSTATE INITIAL AND
C TARGET CONDITIONS FOR A BRANCH POINT.
C
COHflON/GLOBAL/
• SB ,ER .ODGZ ,XLAHRF,YBURF LUn ,TO .EPSLON, INNER ,
•ITRnAX.JJOP(6) ,1FATAL.NABC ,NBRAN ,NFARC .10(1) ,KTAB(2D>,
• 1TA8I20), SI6,«AXTAB,Gn,PSIflF . JPFLG1 , IPFLG2, IPFL63, IPFL61 ,
»INEQFL(26), 1TPSO, KSOL, INARK . KGLOBLI 7 >
REAL MA6BV, DO, n, LV, L6AB, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LHU, LH, LTAU, NOB
». LHT 'CORBON /o/
• X, H. XH1), flAGBV, ERR. 09, 010, CdO), CSAVE(lO), V, GAM. PSI,
«ALT,RHO,nU,N, TAU, MT, LV. LGAW, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LBU, L«, LTAU.




•NU ,ITER ,ITAPA ,ITAPB ,JHIN ,JnAX , LINES .KPT ,HOH ,
•KARD ,INDX(11 ,NEUNOn,CNT016,RHOC , RMOP ,NPTS ,nINES ,
•KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP ilARC .TRSTR ,lnAX .KTIflE , KONVER , NOPRNT ,
*IN80Ry,NUP«GE,IVARV(20), NN, NOfOfiV, PLASt. 2LAST, KOOE5
LOGICAL INBDRV, NEUNOH, KONVER, NOPRNT, NufAGE
COnnON /BLOCK/ IICI10, 20), 1ICT(10, 20), ITCC10. 20), JTAB(20),
• ITCT110, 20), LTAB120), NOKNOU. NOC(20). VALlC(l6, 20),
*VALTC( 16, 20), IPAV
DlnENSION AB(27, 27), SPART(9). BAP(lO)
DATA PIAP /8 , 1, 2, 1, 7, 3, 5, 6. 0, It, CUSTAB/6HCOSTAB/
00 101 1 i J, 27
00 101 J - 1, 27
101 AB(I. J) = 0
NNTTC * 0
BA = 0
LARC - NFARC » 1
C • SET UP THOSE ROhlS OF THE AB MATRIX THAT RESULT FROM
C THE INITIAL CONOS. SH THE STATE.
00 113 I = 1, 9
C FIRST ARC OF FIRST BRANCH
IFCIICd, lAflO - 1) 102, 103, 101
C CONTINUOUS STATE
102 «A = HA 4 1
AB(HA, I » 9> = 1
AB(HA, I « 18) = -1
GO TO 107
C KNOWN STATE
103 BA = HA « 1
»B(BA, 1 « 9) = 1
GO TO 107
101 IFIIlCd, IARC) - 5) 107, l6$, 106
C KNOWN DROP WEIGHT
105 «A = M * 1
ABIBA, I « 9) = -1
AB(BA, 1 + 18) = 1
60 TO 107
C SIZING DROP WEIGHT
106 BA = «A « 1
CALL FETCH! -NBRAN)
UPRO = GR«(ZSAVE( 7) - fl>
CALL WTORP(WPRO, WORP, DWDRP. 3)
AB(BA, I « 9) = -1
AB(nA, ) «18) = 1. - DWDRP
C FIRST ARC OF SECOND BRANCH
107 IFIlICd, LARC) - 1) 108, 109. 110 -
C CONTINUOUS STATE
108 BA = HA « 1
AB(HA. I) : 1
ABIBA, I 4 U) = -1
60 TO 113
C KNOWN STATE























































































































































































ABC HA, I ) = 1
GO TO 113
IFdICd, LARC) - 5) 113', 111. 112
.KNOWN DROP WEIGHT
HA = HA * 1
AB(PIA, I ) z -1
ABIflA, I « 18) = 1
GO TO 113
HA I HA + 1
IFdICd, IARC) .LT. 7) GO TO 1121
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FROFI STEP! TO BRANCHES
AB(I1A, I ) = -1
ABIPlft, I + 9) = -1




WPRO i GR«(ZSAVE< 7) - H)
CALL WTORP(WPRO, UDRP, DWDflP, 3)
AB<«A, I) = -1
ABIflA, I « 18) = 1. - OWDRP
CONTINUE
STORE NUnBER OF STATE TARGET CONDS. AT END OF STEfl
BTASG = JTABC NBRAN)
ARE THERE ANV STATE TARGET CONDS.
IFlnTARG .LE. 0) GO TO 117
VES. ADO ROUS TO AB (1ATRIX THAT RESULT FROH THE
TARGET CONDS. ON THE STATE.
00 116 I r 1, MTARG
KODE = ITC( I, NBRAN)
IFIKOOE .GT. 11) GO TO 111
SIMPLE RELATIVE STATE NATCH
KODE = r)AP(KODE) * 18
ABCMA, KOOE) = 1
GO TO 116
COnPLEK CONO. ON THE STATES
I SUP = 0
CALL FETCHC -NBRAN)
CALL POBCQL(KOOE, DUflflY, SPART, RUNNY, 1, 1SKIP)
00 115 L = 19. 27
ABIMA, L) = SPARTCL - 18)
CONTINUE
ARE THERE ANV TUANS VERSALJ TV CONOS. AT ALL
IF(HA .GE. 27) GO TO 132
YES. COPIPLETE AND INVERT AB nATRK.
CALL BASIS) AB. HA, 27)
CALL 6JRV(AB, 27, l.E-12. IERR)
HAKE SURE INVERSION WORKED
IF(IERR .NE. 0) CALL ERROR( CUSTAB. -1, 1)
ANALYZE TRANSVERSALITY CONOS.
L = HA « 1
DO 131 J = L, 2T
00 118 I = 1, 9
IF(ABS(AB(I, J)) .GT. l.E-12) GO TO 123
TOP THIRD OF COLUflN = ZERO, SO THIS TRANS. COND. DOES
NOT INVOLVE 2ND BRANCH
DO 119 I = 10, 18
DIFF = ABSlABll, J) - ABU » 9, J))
IFIDIFF .GT. l.E-12) GO TO 121
KK a 0
00 120 I = 10, IB
IF(ABS(AB(I, J» .LE. l.E-12) 60 TO 120
KK = XX 4 1
IFCKK .GT. 1) GO TO 130
II = I - 9
CONTINUE
CONTINUOUS COSTATE BETUEEN STEn AND 1ST BRANCH


























































































112. 121 KK = 0 COSTfiB
!H3. DO 122 I = 10, 27 COSTAB
lit. IFCKK .EO. 0 .AND. I .ST. IB) GO TO 130 COSTAB
115. IFCABSCABCI, J» .Li. l.E-12) GO TO 122 COSTAB
116. KK = KK * 1 COSTAB
117. IFCKK .ST. 1) GO TO 130 COSTAB
118. II = I - 9 COSTAB
114. 122 CONTINUE COSTAB
150. C KNOWN COSTATE AT START OF 1ST BRANCH COSTAB
151. I1CTCII, 1ARC) = 1 COSTAB
152. GO TO 131 COSTAB
153. 123 DO 121 I = 10, IB COSTAB
151. 121 IFIABSIABd, J» .ST. l.E-12) GO TO 130 COSTAB
15$. C nlODLE THIRD OF COLUHNzZERO, SO THIS TRANS. COND. COSTAB
lib. C DOES NOT INVOLVE 1ST BRANCH COSTAB
157. 00 125 I = 1, 9 COSTAB
158. 01FF = ABSCABCI, J) - ABU * 18, J» COSTAB
159. 125 1FCD1FF . GT . l.fe-12) GO TO 127 COSTAB
160. KK * fl COSTAB
161. DO 126 I r 1, 9 COSTAB
162. 1F(ABS<AB(I, J » .LE. l.E-12) GO TO 126 COSTAB
163. KK = KK * 1 COSTAB
161. IFtKK .GT. 1 ) GO TO 130 COSTAB
165. II = 1 . COSTAB
166. 126 CONTINUE COSTAB
167. C CONTINUOUS COSTATE BETWEEN STEW AND 2ND BRANCH COSTAB
16B. IICTUI, LARC) = 0 COSTAB
169. GO TO 131 COSTAB
170. 127 KK = 0 COSTAB
171. 00 129 1 = 1, 27 COSTAB
172. IFCKK .EO. 0 .AND. I .GT. 9) GO TO 130 COSTAB
173. IF(ABS(AB(I, J» .LE. l.E-12) GO TO 12B COSTAB
171. KK = KK « 1 COSTAB
175. IF(KK .GT. 1) GO TO 130 COSTAB
176. II : I COSTAB
177. 128 IF(I .EO. 9) I = 18 COSTAB
178. 129 CONTINUE COSTAB
179. C KNOWN COSTATE AT START OF SECOND BRANCH COSTAB
180. IICTdl, LARC) = 1 . COSTAB
181. GO TO 131 COSTAB
182. C IF THIS IS A LTAU HATCH AND TAU FOR THE LAST ARC COSTAB
183. C OF THE STEP! UAS KNOyN PASS THIS TRANS. COND. UP COSTAB
181. C AS TRIVIAL COSTAB
165. 130 IFU .EO. 26 .AND. IICC8, NBRAN) .ED. 1) GO TO 131 COSTAB
186. DO 1301 I = 1, 9 COSTAB
187. DIFF - ABSCABd, J) - AB( I * 9. J > > COSTAB
186. IFCOIFF .ST. l.E-12) GO TO 1303 COSTAB
189. OIFF = ABS(AB(I, J) - AB( I + 18. J)) COSTAB
190. 1301 IFCDIFF .GT. l.E-12) GO TO 1303 COSTAB
191. KK = 0 COSTAB
192. 00 1302 I = 1. 9 COSTAB
193. IF(ABS(AB(I, 5)).LE. l.E-12) GO TO 1302 COSTAB
191. KK = KK » 1 COSTAB
195. IFCKK .GT. 1) GO TO 1303 COSTAB
196. 11 = I COSTAB
197. 1302 CONTINUE COSTAB
198. C COSTATE DISTRIBUTION ACROSS BRANCH PT COSTAB
199. IICTdl, LARC) = 7 COSTAB
200. GO TO 131 COSTAB
201. C ANOTHER NON-TRIVIAL TRANS COND. STORE THE SHIFTED COSTAB
202. C COL. NO. AS A POINTER TO THE COSTATE TARGET CONO. COSTAB
203 1303 NNTTC = NNTTC * 1 COSTAB
201 ITCTI NNTTC, NBRAN) = J - flA COSTAB
205 131 CONTINUE COSTAB
206. C STORE THE NUFIBER OF COSTATE TARGETS TO BE SATISFIED COSTAB
207. C AT THE BRANCH POINT. COSTAB
208. 132 LTAB(NBRAN) = NNTTC COSTAB
209. C UPDATE THE NURBER OF UNKNOWN STATE AND COSTATE COSTAB
210. C INITIAL CONDITIONS COSTAB
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V
212. IF( IABS1 1ICI 1, I A R C )
213. 1 3 3 1 F ( I I C T I I , I A R C ) .EQ.
211. N O C ( I A H C ) = NOKNOU
U 2J5. DO 13H 1 = \. •>216. I F ( I » B S ( I 1 C < I , L A B C )217. 131 1 F ( I I C T ( ] , L A f i C ) .EO.
218. NOC(LARC) = NOKNOU
219. RETURN
220. END
- 3) .LT. 2) NOKNOU = NOKNOW
2) NOKNOU = NOKNOU * 1
- 3) .>.T. 2) NOKNOU = NOKNOU




















If AQJ I AD
smSt CODE D E S C R I P T I O N
a I Grav i ta t iona l a c c e l e r a t i o n at su r face of the ear tb
* ' ( F T / S E C Z >
1 A 10v20 array con ta in ing the Init ial cond i t i on
c o d e s for the QL s ta te v e c t o r . The co luans
QL state) v a r i a b l e s .
n A 10x20 ar ray con ta i n i ng the target c o n d i t i o n c o d e s
cor respond to subarc s tar t ing points, the ro»s, to
OL coatata var iab les .
0 A 10.20 ar ray con ta i n i ng the QL c o s t a t e a n a l o g to
the array I ICT. The co lumns c o r r e s p o n d to subarc
end po in ts . The nonxero en t r ies in e colunn are
the nuvbers of those c o m p o n e n t s of the v e c t o r 6 In
Equation 16.6-31 of Voluie I of the PADS document
the t con ta i n the v a l u e of a c o s t a t e target
cond i t i on thtt a p p l i e s at the end of the
co r respond ing subarc .
In each celunn of The a r r a y IICT.
S T O R A G E StiafOUTIN
BLOCK LOC SUBR COO



























Ufi AP L'P A

















































































































 f n r T n T P T T C l N S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I N E USAGESYMBOL CODE U toLn l r 1 1UIM BLOCK
In tich coluin of tht »rr«> ITCT.
B I H»»t < 6 ' S ) /O /(
N 1 Nuibtr of thi Utt mb«rc on the lt«« of 1 brinch /6LOBAL/(
' probl t* . If tni probl tB Is not » br»nch prob)«(.
thtn NBRAN = 0.
^ th« probln Is not • branch problt*, then NFARC =
MARC.
cos ta t t v a r f t b l t * over *M tht subarcs.
I A i*t niy vord »rr»y conta in ing th» values f ro* ttot /O /(
Init ial arc of the state and c o s t a t e at thv Init ial
point of tha t ra jec to ry .
LOG 5UBB CODE VAN












































































































Z S A V E
Z S A V E
Z S A V E
Z S A V E
ZSAVE
ZSAVE





COSTAI determines the cost ate initial and target conditions at an inter-
mediate point.*
*See Sections 16.6, 17.1 and 17.2 in Vol. I.
COSTAI










































































C THIS ROUTINE DETERMINES THE COSTATE INITIAL CONDI-
C TIONS ON THE LATE SIDE OF AN INTERMEDIATE POINT AND
C WHICH TRANSYERSALITY CONDITIONS. IF ANY. BUST BE
C SATISFIED ON THE EARLY SIDE.
C
COMMON/GLOBAL/
•GR ,ER ,OM6Z ,XLANRF,YHURF ,LU« .TO .EPSLON. INNER ,
•ITRMAX,JJOP< 6) .IFATAL.NARC .NBRAN ,NFARC ,10(1) ,KTAB(20>,
«ITAB(2&). S1G.MAXTAB.GN,PSIRF , IPFLG1 , IPFL6Z, IPFL63, 1PFL61,
• INEDFL<26>, ITPSO, KSDL. INARK,K6LOBL(7> ;
COnnON /BLOCK/ IltdO, iO>, IltTllO, 20), ITCflO, 20), JTAB120),
• ITCTdO. 20). LTABI20), NOKNOW, NOC(20). VALICdO, 20).
•VALTC« l6, 20V IPAY •
connON /CNTRL/
•NU ,ITER .ITAPA .ITAPB ,'JIMN ,JMAX .LINES .KPT ,M)fl ,
• KARD .INDK1) ,NEUNOB,CNT016, RHOC ,RHOP .NPTS ' . MINES ,
•KPASE ,NNP ,NUP ,IAKC .tRSTfl , 1BAX "KT1ME .KOWVEB ' NOPBNT ,
«INBORV(NUPAGE,IVARY(iO), NN, NOVARY. PLAST. ZLAST; KOOES
LOGICAL INBORY, NEUNOH, KONVER, NOPRNT. NUMCE '
REA^ fiASBV, nu. «, LV, LGAH, L^SI, Lfi, LRMO, LHU. Lit; LTAU. NOB
•. LMT ?
connoii /D/
• I, H. Xl(1). HAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C<10), CSAVE(lO), », SAB, PS1.
*ALT.RHO,nU,B, TAU, HT , LV, LGAM LPSI. LR, LRHO, L«U; LH." LTAU,
• LHT, 0169, DilO, 6v(l6), ISAVE(iO), 8T(20>, NPOiNT(20>. DELTI2D)
DlnENSION N0n(20) • '
EBUI VALENCE (NOB, V) ,
DlnENSION All 18, 18). SPARK 9), HAP(IO)
DATA flflP /«, 1,2.1. 7, 3. 5,6,0, »/, CUSTAI/6HCOSTAI/
c INITIALIZE THE NUMBER OF NON-TRIVIAL TRAMS. CONDS.
C AND THE NUMBER OF STATE INITIAL AND TARGET CONDS.
C FOR THIS INTERMEDIATE1 PT.
NNTTC = 0 - .
BA = 0
DO 101 I = 1, 18
00 101 J = 1, 18
101 Aid. J) : 0
C SET UP THOSE ROI4S OF THE AI MATRIX THAT RESULT FROM
C STATE INITIAL CONDITIONS
00 101 1 = 1 . 9
IFUICd, IARC) - 1) 102, 103, 101
C CONTINUOUS STATE
102 «A = M + 1
AI(«A, I) = 1
AI(H». I « 9) = -1
GO TO 101
C KNOWN STATE
103 MA = «• « 1
AKM*, I ) = 1
GO TO 101
101 IFdICd. IARC) - 5) 107 105, 106
C FIXED DROP WEIGHT
105 MA = H» + 1
AHIM, I) = -1
AI<H«, I + 9) = 1
GO TO 101
C SIZING DROP WEIGHT
106 HA = BA + 1
CALL FETCH(-IARC * 1)
UPRO = 6R'(ZSAVE( 7) - H)
CALL WTDRPIUPRO, WORP, DWDRP, 3)
AKHA, I) = -1
AKBA, I « 9) = 1. - DUMP
107 CONTINUE
C STORE NUMBER OF STATE TARGETS
MTARG = JTABdARC - 1)
C ARE THAN ANY STATE TARGETS AT THIS POINT
IF(PITAR6 .LE. 0) GO TO 111
C YES. ADO THOSE ROWS TO AI RESULTING FROM TARGETS.












































































IOS— J 106-1 101— — —
101
i
. 1 1 - ^™— "^™
13. BA = MA 4 1 COSTAI
71. KODE = ITC(I, IARC - 1) COSTAI
75. 1FCKOOE .61. 11) GO TO 108 . . COSTAI
1b. C SIMPLE RELATIVE STATE NATCH • COSTA!
T7. KODE = nAP(KODE) » 9 " COSTAI
78. AK«A, KOBE) = 1 COSTAI
74. CO TO 110 COSTAI
80. C COMPLEX TARGET CONDITION ON STATES COSTAI
81. 108 I SUP = 0 COSTAI
82. CALL FETCH! -IARC + 1) COSTAI
83. CALL POBCOLUODE. OUfinV. SPART, RUIMY, 1, ISKIP) COSTAI
P 81. DO 109 L = 10. 18 COSTAI
85. 109 AKPIA, L) = SPART(L - 9) COSTAI
L- 86. 110 CONTINUE COSTAI
87. C • ARE THERE ANV TRANSVERSAL I TV CONDITIONS AT THIS PT. COSTA.I .
88. Ill IFdtA .GE. 18) GO TO 121 , COSTAI
89. C VES. COMPLETE AND INVERT AI MATRIX. - COSTAI
90. CALL BASIS1AI, RA, 18) .' COSTAI
91. CALL GJRVCAI, 18, l.E-12, IERR) , COSTAI
92. C MAKE SURE INVERSION WORKED • , . COSTAI
93. IFdERfi .HI. 0) CALL ERRORC CUSTAI , -1, 1)' ,. • COSTAI
91. C ANALYZE TRANSVERSALlTY CONDS. COSTAI
95. L = fl» * 1 ' COSTAI
r 96. 00 120 J = L. 18 ' COSTAI
97. C CHECK FOR CONTINUOUS COSTATE COSTAI
D98. DO 112 1 = 1 . 9 COSTAI
99. D1FF = ABS(Ald, J) - AKI + 9. J» COSTAI
100. IFID1FF .ST. l.E-12) GO TO 11$ ' COSTAI
101. 112 CONTINUE COSTAI
102. C TOP HALF OF COL. EQUALS BOTTOM HALF. CHECK NunBER COSTAI
103. C OF NONZERO ENTRIES. COSTAI
101. KK = 0 COSTAI
r 10$. 00 111 I = 1, 9 COSTAI
106. 1F(ABS(AI(I, J».LE. l.E-12) GO TO 111 COSTAI
107. KK - KK » 1 COSTAI
108. IF(KK - 1) 111, 113, 119 COSTAI
109. 113 11 = 1 COSTAI
L 110. lit CONTINUE COSTAI
111. C CONTINUOUS COSTATE COSTAI
112. IICTCII. ,IARC) : 0 COSTAI
113. GO TO 120 COSTAI
lit. C CHECK FOR KNOWN COSTATE COSTAI
115. Hi KK r 0 COSTAI
Dili. 00 118 1 = 1. 18 COSTAI
117. 1F(KK ,EB. 0 .AND. I ,6T. 9) GO TO 119 COSTAI
118. IF(ABS(AI(I, J».LE. l.E-12) GO TO 118 COSTAI
119. KK = KK « 1 COSTAI
120. IFtKK - 1) 118,117,119 COSTAI
121. 117 II = I COSTAI
122. 118 CONTINUE COSTAI
123. C KNOWN COSTATE COSTA]
121. IICTdl. IARC) = 1 COSTAI
12$. GO TO 120 COSTAI
126. C IF THIS IS A LTAU HATCH AND TAU FOR PRECEEOING ARC COSTAI
127. C IS KNOWN, PASS UP TRANS. COND. AS TRIVIAL. COSTAI
128. 119 IFU .EG. 17 .AND. IICI8, IARC - 1) .Ed. 1) GO TO 120 COSTAI
129. C ANOTHE NON-TRIV. TRANS. COND. STORE SHIFTED COLUMN COSTAI
130. C NO. IN COSTATE TARG. CONO. ARRAY COSTAI
131. NNTTC - NNTTC * I COSTAI
132. ITCTINNTTC, IARC - 1 ) = J - M COSTAI
<- 133. 120 CONTINUE COSTAI
131. C STORE TOTAL NUftBEft OF NON-TRIV. TRANS. CONOS. FOR COSTAI
135. C THIS POINT COSTAI
136. 121 LTABdARC - I) = NNTTC COSTAI
137. C UPDATE TOTAL NUMBER OF UNKNOUN INITIAL STATES/CO- COSTAI
130. C STATES THROUGH THIS ARC AND STORE RESULT COSTAI
Q 139. DO 122 1 = 1. 9 COSTAI
140. IFdABSdiCd, IARC) - 3) .Li. 2) NOKNOW = NOKNOW •* 1 COSTAI
111. 122 IFdICTd, IARC) .EO. 2) NOKNOW = NOKNOU * 1 COSTAI
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s?moNL CODE D E S C R I P T I O N
"I1 <FT /SEC Z )
1 I Subarc nulbtr.
I * 10i20 .my con ta in ing iht initial condi t ion
apply at the Bud of tbt corresponding subarc.
codes for the QL c o s t a t e v i c to r . The co lumns
co r respond to subarc t tar t lng points, the ro*t, to
QL cos ta t t v i r iables.
0 * >0«20 a r r a y conta in ing, th< QL cos ta t t a n a l o g to
the a r ray IICT. The c o l u m n s c o r r e s p o n d to subarc
end points. The nonzero ent r ies in • ce tuen ere
the numbers of those components of the v e c t o r 6 In
Equat ion 16.6-31 of Voluic I of the POOS document
that c o n t a i n the v a l u e of a c o s t a t e target
cond i t ion that appllai at the end of tht
In each coluin of the array IICT.
S T O R A G E S U B R O U T 1 N
BLOCK LOC SUBR coo









































































































































SYMBOL CODE D E S C R I P T I O N S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAS5U8B C O D E V A f l
LTAB 0 An array containing the nunber of nonzero entries /BLOCK
In each coluain of the array ITCT.





0 An array containing a running total of the nuaibcr /BLOCK
of free (unknown) state and CO state variable*,*!
the start of each tubarc .
* The total number of free (unknown) state and /BLOCK
costate variables over all the subarcs.
A twenty »ord array c o n t a i n i n g the v a l u e s fro» the /D
i n i t i a l arc of the state and costatc at the initial
























































































Z S A V E
ZSAVE
ZSAVE




COSTAD determines the costate initial conditions at the initial point.

































C THIS ROUTINE DETERMINES THE COSTATE INITIAL COMOS .
C AT THE INITIAL
C
COnnON /BLOCK/ I1C110, 20), IlCTdO. 20). ITCI10. 20). JTABI20),
«ITCT< 10. 20). LTAB(ZO). MOkttOU. NOC<20>, VALICUD, 20).
•VALTC(l6. 201. IPAY
DIMENSION A0<». 9)
00 101 I = 1. 9
DO 101 J = 1. 9
101 A0( I. J> = 0
HA = 0
C SET UP THOSE ROWS OF AC RESULTING FROn STATE INITIAL
C CONDS
DO 102 I i 1. 9 • —
imiCM, 1) .ME. 1) GO TO 102
FIA = «A + 1
AOtflA, I ) = I
102 CONTINUE
C ARE THERE ANV KNOtlN COSTATES AT THE INITIAL PT.
If (n» .GE. 9) SO TO 105
C VES. FIND OUT WHICH ONES ARE KNOWN
CALL BASISIAO, HA. 9)
CALL GJRVIAO. 9. i.E-12. 1ERR)
L = fl» » 1
DO 101 J : L, 9
00 103 I = I, 9





C SET TOTAL NUHBER OF UNKNOWN INITIAL STATES/COSTATES
C TO 8 AND STORE.
105 NDKNOW : 8
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A 10i20 array containing the I n i t i a l c o n d i t i o n
codes for th« QL stlte victor. The coluins




0 A 10i20 array c o n t a i n i n g the target c o n d i t i o n codes /BLOCK /(
for the state rector. The ccluans correspond to
the subarc end points. The nonzero entries In a
column are the state target c o n d i t i o n codes thai
a p p l y at the ind of the corresponding subarc.
0 An array containing a r u n n i n g total of the number /BLOCK /(
of free (unknown) state and costate v a r i a b l e s it
the start of each juberc.
« The total nuxber of free (unknown) state >nd /BLOCK /(







































































UL1 evaluates the constant engine deflection constraint,
















































































THIS ROUTINE APPLIES WHEN ENGINE DEFLECTION IS ACONSTANT
LOGICAL SWITCH, ILOAD
REAL HACH. ISP, I5PV, ISPR, ISPH, ISPT, ISPVV. ISPYR. ISPYB,
•ISPKT, ISPRR, ISPRH, ISPRT, ISPHB, ISPHT, ISPTT, LIFT, LIFT*,
•LIFTH LIFTA, LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA. LIFTRR. LlFTRA, MUH, LIFTAA
•IHATED, 15PF. ISPFFREAL HACHV, BACHR, BACHVR, HACHRR
REAL LIFTH, LIFTvft, L1FTHH, L1FTBB, LIFTHA
connON /DYNA/
•xx ,TIHE ,SINGAB,COSGAH,OBEGA ,onEGA2,R ,G
•COSA 'oVN011,OBEGAT,TAnP ,PA *RO ,CS- ^TEHPR 'Pi
•ROR ,CSR ,T£ltPRR,PARR ,RORR ,CSRR ,KOOE 'BACH 0
• f lV OR , 8 V V ,OVR ,ORR F V A C F V A C V FVf lCR F.n
•FVACT , F V A C V V , F V A C V R , F V A C R R , F V A C T T , T BACHV HACHR . ISP
•ISPV ,ISPR ,ISPH ,ISPT , I S P V V , ISPVR 'ISPVH ' I S P V T ,ISPRR
•ISPRfl 1ISPBT ,ISPHH 'ISPUT , ISPTT ,LIFT ,LIFTV 'LIFTH .LIFTA
•L IFTVV,L IFTVR,L IFTVA,L IFTRR,L lFTRA DRAG .ORAGV DRAGR ,BRAGA
• D R A & V V , D R A G V R , O R A G V A , O R A G R R , D R A G R A , D R A S A A ' A L P H A 'PHI ,LIFTH
•LlFTVH.LlFTRH.LIFTnn.LIFTHA.OBR ,OBRR .GABBAO AE .TAX
•U ,SINPH1,COSPHI.S!NPSI,COSPSI,SINRHO,COSRHO,SINROR,COSROR
•HUH , XK6 .XKP ,AKIN ,CDO ,COCfl CLO ,FK ,XC6B
•xcGnn ,ZCSB ,zc&nn .xjv ,XJR xjvv .XJVR XJRR ,B«CHVR
•HACHRR ,SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS26fl,Cfl ,CHA ,C«H CP1AA CrtHH
• CHAH , CBO , CnOB , CflOBn ,CH«BH ULFTV .ULFTR ULFTVV,ULFTVR
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA,IPOU , X A R C 'TSTART.GH 'GRR .L IFTAA
•coonn ,CLABB ,CLOB ,CLOBH .DYNHS.CT ,CODAE SIBAE ,coo
•SID ,DELTAE,CDE ,XCG ,ZCG ,XJ ,XnCG 'CAtPHA,ALHAI
• OB ,UUFT ,CULFT ,ULFTA ,TSTA6E,TIHES ,XnCGAA'I RATED,FRATED
COHflON /OVNA/
• HTT ,11 ,J2 ,J3 ,XnCGA ,FVACF .ULFTAA ISPF ,ISPFF
•ILOAO ,FKH ,FKHB .SWITCH,INOF ;CL ,CLA ,CLH ,CLAA
•CLHH ,CLAB ,CD ,COA ,con ,COAA CDHH CDAB ,OVN19
• DYNI99 DVN200,XBCGV , XflCSR , XflCGfl XflCGV*, XflCGVR, XHCGVfl, XrtCSV*
•XHCGRR,XnCGRn,XnCGRA,XnCGBn,XBCGBA,RORRR ,OYN211,DVN215.DYN2U
•DYN217,IOAH ,TAIRB .TAIRBV,TAIRBH,TARBVV,TARBHH,TARBVH,SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH 'SFCVV .SFCHH ,SFCVH
DIHENS10N PR06K2, 64)
COHHON /HATS/
•PI ,P2 -P3 .XK1 ,XK2 ,XK3 ,X*1T ,XK2T .XK3T
•XK1D ,XK2D ,XK3D ,XK1A ,XK2A ,XK3A ,VOA ,GDA ,POA
•XH19 ,XH20 ,XB21 ,XW22 ,XK1TT ,XK2TT ,XK3TT ,XK1TO ,XR2TO
•XK3TD ,XK1TA XK2TA ,XH3TA ,XK1DO ,XK20D .XK3DD XK1DA ,XK2DA
•XK30A XK1AA ,XK2AA ,XK3AA ,XH1I ,XH42 .XH43 .XFMI ,XN15
•XK1V ,XK2V ,XK3V ,XK1G ,XK2G ,XK3G ,XK1P ,XK2P ,XK3P
•XK1R ,IK2R ,XK3R ,XK10 ,XK20 ,XK30 ,XK1U ,XK2U ,XK3U
•X«1H ,J«2fl ,XK3B ,XX)Z ,XK22 ,XK32 ,XK1VT XK2VT ,XK3VT
•*K1VD ,XK2VD ,XK3VD ,XK1VA ,XK2VA XK3VA .XK1GT XK2GT ,XK36T
•XV1GD ,XK2GD ,XK3GD ,XK1GA .XK2GA ,XK3iA ,XK1PT ,XK2PT ,X(3PT
• XK1PD ,XK2PD ,XK3FO ,XK1PA , X-K2PA XK3PA ,XHRT 'XK2RT ,XK3RT
•XK1RD ,XK2RO ,XK3RO ,XK1RA ,XK2RA XK3RA .XK10T .XK20T ,XK30T
• XK10D ,XH20D ,XK300 ,XK10A ,XK20A , XK30A ,XK1UT ,XK2UT ,XK3UT
•XK1UO ,XK2UD ,XK3UO ,XK1UA ,XK2UA ,XK3UA ,XK1HT IK2HT ,XH3BT
COHHON /HATS/
•XK1BD ,XK2BD ,XK3BO ,XK1BA XK2HA .XK3HA ,XK1ZT XK2ZT ,XK3ZT
•XK1ZO ,XK2ZD ,XK3ZD ,XK1ZA ,XK2ZA ,XK3ZA ,XK1VV 'XK2VV ,XK3VV
• XK1GV ,XX2GV ,XK3GV ,XII)PV ,XX2PV XK3PV ,XK1RV ,XK2RV ,XK3RV
•XK10V ,XK20V ,XK30V ,XK1UV ,XK2UV ,XK3UV .XK1HV XK2HV ,XK3HV
•XK1ZV ,XK2ZV XK3ZV ,XK1GG ,XK2GG .XK3G6 .XK1PG XK2PG ,XK3PS
•XK1RG ,XK2RB ,XK3RG ,XK10G ,XK20G ,XK30G ,XKIUG ,XK2UG ,XX3UG
•XK1HG ,XK2HG ,XK3rtG ,XK1ZG ,XK2ZG ,XK3ZG ,XK1PP XK2PP ,XK3PP
•XK1RP ,IK2RP ,XK3RP ,XK10P ,XK20P ,XK30P ,XK1UP XK2UP ,XK3UP
• XK1HP ,XK2BP ,XK3FIP .XKIZP ,XK2ZP ,XK3ZP ,XK1RR 'XK2RR ,XK3RR
• XK10R .XK20R ,(K30R ,XK1UR ,XK2UR ,XK3UR ,«lflR XK2HR , XX3BR
•XK1ZR ,XK2ZR ,XK3ZR ,XK100 ,XK200 ,XK300 ,XK1UO 'XK2UO ,XK3UO
•XK1HO ,XK2BO ,XK3BO ,XK1ZO ,XK2ZO ,XK3ZO .XK1UU XK2UU ,XK3UU
•XKlnU XX2HU XX3BU XK1ZU ,XK2ZU XK3ZU XKIBB IX2MB XK3BH
• XK12H .XK2ZH .XK3ZB ,XK1ZZ ,XK2ZZ ,XK3ZZ ,XKP111 XKPI 21,XKPI 31
• XKPI 12,XKP122,XKPI 32,XKPI 13,XKPI 23 XKP133,PA1 'PA2
connON /HATS/




























































































• P« ,P6 ,PP ,Pfi ,PO
•POV ,PS6 'PPS .PUB ,P06




10 XK20 = 1.
ENTRY OLIOOO
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COE C t Vilut for cnj lnc d t f l t c t l on In c»c constant enjlni /OVNA /( 156) Oil I COC
'E d t f l t c t i o n tonitnlnt i t used ( R A O S )
OELTAE < 1 Enalnt d t« l tc t io« ( R A D S ) / O V N A /( 1$$) AtSCON « OELTAE


































































































































REAL BACH. ISP. ISPV, ISPR, 1SPB, ISPT, ISPVV. ISPVR, ISPVH,
•ISPVT, ISPRR, ISPRH, ISPHT; ISPMH, ISPBT, ISPTT. LIFT, LIFTV,
•LIFTR, LlFTA, LIFTW, LIFTVR, LlFTVA, L1FTRR, LIFTRA. BUR, LIFTAA,
•IRATEO, ISPF, ISPFF
REAL BACMV, BACHR, BACHVR, RACHRR
REAL LIFTn, LIFTVB, LlFTRB, LlFTdB. LIFTB*
COBnON /OVNA/
• XX , TIDE , SIN6AB, COSfiAB. ONEGA .OBEGA2.R ,G .SINA
• COSA .OVNOH.OnEbAT.TAPIP 'Pfl ,RO ,CS .TEBPR ,PAR
«ROR ,CSR .TEnPRR.PAfiR ,RORR ,CSRR .KOOE .BACH .0
• QV .OR ,BVV Q«R ,ORR 'FVAC .FVACK .FvACR .FtlACB
•FVACT .FVACVV.FVACVR.FVACRR.FKACTT.T .BACHV .BACHR .ISP
•ISPV .ISPH ,ISPB ,ISPT 'iSPVV ,ISPVR .ISPVB .ISPVT .ISPRR
• ISPHB 'iSPRT ,ISPBB 'iSPBT 'iSPTT 'llf^ ,LIFT» ,LIFTR , LlFTA
• LIFTW, LlFTVR,LIFTKA, LIFTRR LIFTRA, DRAG .ORAGV , ORAliR .ORAGA
«DRAGV»,DRAGVR,ORASVA.DRAGRR.ORAGRA,OHAGAA, ALPHA .PHI .LIFTB
• LIFTVB, LlFTRB,LlFTfln,LlFTplA D6R ,OBRR .GAnBAO.AE .TAX
•U ,SINPHI,COSPHI .SINPSl'COSPSI , S I NRHO . COSRHO. SINROR, COSROR
• (1UR , XKG ,XKP ,AKIN CDO .CDOH ,CLO ,FK
 (XCSB
•XCGDB , zcsn zc&Bn ,xjv ,XJR xjvv ,XJVR ,«JRR .BACHVR
• r iACHRR,SlN2RO,COS2RO,COS2Sn,CPl ,CBA ,CBB ,CBAA ,CBHB
»cnAn ,CBO ,cncfl cnsnn ,cn»nn .ULFTK ULFTR ,ULFTV»,ULFT»R
•ULFTKA.ULFTRR.ULFTRA'IPOW 'XARC ,TSTART,GH ,GHR .LIFTAA
•CDOBB ,CLABB ,CLOB .CLOBB ,D»Nii9.CT .CODAE .SIDAE ,coo
•SID .DELTAE.COE ,XCG ,ZC6 ,XI , X«CG . CALPHA, ALBA»
• DB ,ULFT ,CULFT -ULFTA . TSTAGE .TIBES , XBCtiAA, I RATED , PRATED
COBBON /OVNA/
•BTT -Jl ,J2 ,J3 .XnCGA .FVACF .ULFTAA. ISPF .ISPFF
• KOAD .FKfl .FICHB .SkllTCH.INSF ,CL ,CLA ,CLB .CLAA
•CLBR .CLAB .CD ,CDA ,con ,CDAA ,COBB .CDAB .OVN198
• DVN199.0yN200,XI<ICGV ,IBCGR 'xnCGB , XBCG VV . IBCGVR . inCGVB. XBCGVA
•XBCGRR.XBCGRB.xnCGRA.xnCGnn xnCbnn RORfiR .OVN21i.OVN215,OVN216
•OVN217.IDAB ,TAIRB , TAI RBV , TAIRBH, TARBVV, TARBHH. TARBVH. SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH .SFCVV , SFCMH ,SFCVH
OIBENSION PRODK2, 61)
COBBON /BATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 .XKl ,XK2 ,XK3 .XK1T ,«K2T ,X«3T
•XK10 ,X«2D ,XK30 .XK1A ,XK2A ,XK3A , VOA ,GDA ,POA
• XB19 , XPWO ,XB21 , XF122 XK1TT XK2TT XK3TT .IK1TO .XK2TD
•XK3TO .XKITA ,XK2TA .XK3TA ,XK10D ,XK2DD , XK33D .XK10A , XK20A
•XK3DA ,X»JAA XK2AA .XK3AA ,XB11 .XB12 .XB13 ,XB11 , XB15
•XK1V .XK2V ,XK3V ,XK1G . XK2G ,XK3G ,XK1P , XK2P . XK3P
•XK1R .XK2R ,XK3R IK10 ,XK20 .XK30 ,XK1U ,XK2U .IK3U
• XKlfl ,XK2B ,XH3B ^KH ,XK2Z ,XK3Z .XK1VT ,XK2VT .XK3VT
•XK1VO .XK2VO .XK3VD .XK1VA ,XK2VA ,XK3VA ,XK1GT , IK2GT ,XK3GT
•XK1GO ,XK2GD ,XK3GO .XK1GA , XK2GA .XK3GA ,XK1PT .XK2PT .IK3PT
•XK1PO .XK2PD .XK3PD .XX1PA ,XK2PA ,XK3PA , XK1HT ,XK2RT , XK3RT
•XK1RO .XK2RO ,XK3RO ,XKIRA XK2RA ,XK3RA , XK10T , XK20T , XK30T
•XK100 ,XS200 .XK3CO .XK10A ,XKZOA .XK30A ,XK1UT ,X«2UT , K3UT
•XK1UD ,XK2UO ,XK3UD ,X»IUA ,XK2UA .XK3UA ,XK1BT .IK2BT , XK3BT
COBBON /BATS/
•XK1BO .XK2BO .XK3BO .XK1BA ,XK2nA ,XK3BA , XK1ZT , XK2ZT ,X«3ZT
•XK1ZO .XK2ZO ,XK3ZD .XK1ZA ,XK2ZA ,XK3ZA ,XX1VV ,XK2VV .XK3VV
•XK1GV .XK2GV .XK3GV ,XK1P» , XKZPV XK3PV ,X»1R« ,XK2RV .XK3RV
• XK10V ,11(20 V ,XK30V ,XK1UV ,XK2UV IK3UV , XKlflV .XK2BV ,XK3BV
•XK1ZV ,XK2ZV ,XK3ZV* XK1GG XK2GG ,XK3GG ,XK1PG .XK2PG , XK3P6
•XK1RG ,XK2HG ,XK3RG , XKl Ob ' XK20G ,XK30G .XK1UG .XK2UG ,XK3UG






















































































































































•XK1RP .XK2RP ,XK3RP ,XK10P ,XK20P ,XK30P ,XK1UP ,XK2UP ,XK3UP
•XK1RP ,XK2flP ,XK3NP .XK1ZP ,XK2ZP ,XK3ZP .XK1RR ,XK2RR .XK3RR
•XK10R ,XK2QR ,XK30R , XK1UR ,XK2UR ,XK3Ufl .XKIHR .XK2RR ,XK3RR
• XKUR ,XK2iR 'XK3ZR ,XK100 ,XK200 XK300 .XK1UO , U200 , »K3UO
• XKIinO .XK2nO .XKSPIO ,XK1ZO ,XK2ZO IK3ZO ,XK1UU ,XK2UU ,XK3UU
•XK1RU .XK2WU , XK3HU ,XK1ZU ,XK2ZU ,XK3ZU .XKlFin , XK2RB XK3RR
«XKU« ,*K2in ,«K3Zn .XKtzz .XKZZZ ,x«3zz , XKPI i I.XKPIZI , XKPISI
•XKP!12.XKP|22,XKPI32,XKPI13,XKPI23,XKPI33,PA1 ,PA2
COPIP10N /«AT5/
• DPOY(3. 8). OEPOEY(2. 8), DPDL(3, 3). PROD5I 3, 61). PROD9(2, 21)
COnnON /NATS/
«PV ,P6 ,PP .PR ,PO ,PVV .PSV ,PPV ,PBV ,
»POV ,P8S ,PP6 ,PB6 ,P06 ,PPP ,PHP .POP ,PBR ,
•POR .POO .PLB .PLP
EOUI VALENCEt PftODl .PROD5 )
c •
C THIS ENTRY CORP. 2ND PARTS .M/RESP . TO STATE
ENTRY DL20ZO
ASSIGN 6 TO ISO
GO TO 1
C THIS ENTRY CORP. FIlXEO PARTS. W/RESP. TO STATE AND
C CONTROL.
ENTRY OL20U
ASSIGN 10 TO 160
GO TO 1
C THIS ENTRY COftP. 1ST PARTS. U/RESP. TO STATE
ENTRY OL2010
ASSIGN 20 TO 1GO
60 TO 1
C ' THIS ENTRY COflP. 2ND PARTS. M/RESP. TO CONTROL
ENTRY OL2002
ASSIGN 30 TO 160
BO TO 5
C THIS ENTRY COBP. 1ST PARTS. y/RESP . TO CONTROL
ENTRY OL2001
ASSIGN 10 TO IGO
GO TO 5
C THIS ENTRY EtIAL. THE CONSTRAINING £0 . ONLY
ENTRY DL2000




1 RAC = ZCGFUCOO - XCGPI'SIO
HAC = -ZCGn*SID - XCGnoCOO
5 XEMICG = XE - XC6
ZERZCG = ZE - ZC6
FAC - XEflXCG'SIO - ZEnZCG'COD
SAC = XEnXCG*COO • ZEBZCG'SID
XJ1 = 1.- XJ
GO TO IGO6 XKZVV = xJvmmCG * 2 -xjv.xncsv - xji«xflcgvv
XKZRV = xJYR«xnca •> XJV*XDCGR « xjR«xnCG« - xji«xncGvR
XK2nv - xJvxncun - xJi*xncG«n
XK2RR = XjRR'XnCli •. 2.*XJR«inCGR - XJ1*XHC£RR
XK2nR = xJR>xncGn - xJi«xncGRn
xKZnn = < zcsflnoCOo - xCGnn<Slo)'T - XJIXHCGHN
10 XK2VA - IJV»XnCGA - XJl'XnCGVA




20 XK2* = XJV'XnCB - xj]»xnCSV
XK2R = IJR*IflCG - XJl-xnCSR
X«2fl = RAC»T - 1JKXACGH
30 XK2TO = SAC
XK200 i -T«FAC
XKZAA = -IJl'XnCGAA
10 XK2T = FAC
XK2D = T.HEnxCG-COO « ZEnZCG'SIO)
XK2A = -XJMXnCGA






































































































X J V R





6?noL «BE D E S C R I P T I O N
c o s t , ' Stt syibol
si n»£ 1 s«« •»«bol
T I Thrust (LBS)
*
 —
X I Ctnttr of g r a v i t y body i s ta t ion ( F T )
CG
.... . .
dXce/dsi I S«t sy.bol
a2y /a. 2 I Stt sytibolCg °
Xe I Englnt thrust c t n t r o t d body • s ta t ion
I Cont ro l blind factor
J
aj/aH ' s" s»'bo1
!&\l AR^ ' St« sysfee Jo j/ on
aj /av ' s" s»"bel
32jvavaR ' s" l»""'1
a2j/av2 ' s" »»•*•'
// 1 A t r o d y n a a l c Bo«tnt about ctnttr of g r a v i t y
d/f* /da I Set syatbel
C6
^2i/ /aa2 I Stt syabol
CG
dAf^./d* ' Stl sy'bolCG
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK
/DYNA /(



































































































































X J V R
IJVR
X J V R
IJVV
X J V V
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a 2 Lf / At*% ^ $••
dMc6/ d V < 5 • t
i 2 1/ /f)U*i*M 5**
*\2 JL/ / ^) u A • ^ 5< •
32>/CG/3V3R l S"


















2 I Engine thrust c tn t ro id bod) I itttion













( F T ) /DVNA / (
/DVNA /(
/DVNA /(
/ A R C O A T / (
LOG
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UNDPT evaluates the state and costate target misses at the endpoint of
a brand). It also computes the partials of these misses with respect to
the c's*.













































































C THIS ROUTINE EVALUATES THE STATE AND COSTATE TARGET
C fllSSES AT THE END POINT OF A BRANCH. IT ALSO COfl-
C PUTES THE PARTIALS OF THOSE HISSES WITH RESPECT TO
C THE OS.
C
REAL WAGBV, NU. N. LV, LSAR. LPSI, LR, LfiHO, LHU, L*. LTAU, NOB
«. LHTConnON /D/
• I, M. ltd), BAGBV, ERR. D9, D10, CUB), CSAVEI10), V, 6A«, PSI,
•ALT,RHO.nU,n, TAU, HT, LV, LGAW, LPSI. LR, LRHO. L«U. LB, LTAU.
• LHT. Dlb9, 0110. BV(iO), ZSAVE12C), OT120), NPOINT(20), DELT(26)
DIWENSION NOW 20)
Eflul VALENCE (NOB. V)
ccnnOH- /CNTRL/ - -
•NU .ITER .ITAPA ,ITAPB ,JnlN ,JHAI LINES .KPT .HOB .
•HARD , INDXCO ,NEUNOn,CNTC16,RHOC ,RHOP .NPTS .BINES ,
•KPAiE ,NNP .NUP ,1ARC ,TRSTR ,11-IAX , KT1BE , KONVER, NOf BNT ,
•INSDRV,NUPAGE.IVARV(20). NN. NOVARV. PLAST. ZLAST, KODES
L03ICAL IN&ORV. dlEWNOH, KONVER, NOPRNT, NUPAGE
COnnON/gLOBAL/
• fiR ,ER ,0«8Z ,XLAnRF,VnuRF ,LUfl ,TO .EPSLON, INNER ,
• ITRnAX,JJOP(6) .IFATAL.NARC ,NBRA*I ,NFARC ,10(1) ,HTAB(20),
>ITAB(ZO). SIS.rlAXTAB.Gn^SIRF , IPFLG1 . I PFLS2, IPFL63 . IPFL61 .
•INEOFLl 26), ITPSO. K$OL' 1NARK'KGLOBL(7)
COnnON /BLOCK/ IIC(10, 20), IICTCIO. 20), ITCCIO, 20), JTAB(20),
• ITCT( 10. 20), LTABC20), NOKNOW. NOC(20), VALIC(10. 20).
*VALTC( 10. 201, IPAV
COnnON /EVAL/ SGN, SPART(IS), HAPIIO), PZII10), NOCK. Si IB, 41),
• TEflPCHO). DZ(18), DC, L, 51(18, tl )
COnnON III Z(50)
OlFlENSION AFI9, 9), BF(9), DPZIOCCKK, KK), VAL( 9 )
DATA ENDPX/6HENOPT /
C rtOVE COSTATE INTO BF VECTOR.
00 101 1 = 1 . 9
BF( I ) = NOntl « 9)
DO 101 J = 1, 9
101 AF( I, J) = 0
C IS THIS THE LAST ARC
IFdARC .ME. NARC) GO TO 101
C VES. ADO PAVOFF PARTIALS TO BF VECTOR.
IF( IPAV .NE. 9) GO TO 1011
BF<8> = BF(8) « 1.
GO TO 101
1011 CONTINUE
IF( IFAV .GT. Ill SO TO 102
KODE = flAPI IPAV)
BF(KOOE) = BFIKOOE) - SSN
GO TO 101
102 ISKIP = 0
CALL PDBCOLl IPAV, VAL, SPART, RUNNY, 1. ISKIP)
00 103 I = 1. »
103 BF( I ) = BF(I) - SSN.SPART(I)
C STORE THE NUMBER OF STATE TARliET CONOS. AT THIS PT.
C AND SET INDEXES.
101 CtTAfib = JTAa(IABC)
IF = HTARG * 1
IL = 9 - BTAB6
IP = L » BTARS
C ARE THERE ANV STATE TARGETS.
IFCnTARG .ST. 0) SO TO 106
C NO. THE TRANSVERSALlTY CONDS. ARE SInPLV THE BF
C VECTOR
00 IDS I = 1 1
K = L * I
105 PZIU) = BF(I >
GO TO 113
C SET UP THOSE RdaS OF THE AF flATRIX THAT RESULT FROn
C THE STATE TARGETS. AT THE SAI1E COMPUTE THE TARbET
C HISSES AND THEIR PARTIALS W/RESP. TO C»S.
106 00 111 I = 1, BTAR6
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KOBE = I TCI I, IARC)
1F(KODE .GT. 11 ) 60 TO 108
C SIHPLC RELATIVE STATE HATCH
KOOE = HAP(KODE)
AFC I, KOOE) = 1
C TARGET HISS
PZHK) = NOHIKODE) - VALTCd, IARC)
C PARTS. W/RESP. TO C«S OF TARGET HISS.
00 107 J = 1, NOCK
107 DPZIDCCK, J) = StKODE, J + 1>
GO TO 111
C COPtPLEX CONDITION ON THE STATE
108 ISKIP = 0
CALL PDBCOLUODE, VAL, SPART, RUflWY, 1, ISKIP)
00 109 J - 1, 9
109 AF< I J) = SPARK J)
C TARGET HISS
PZHK) = VAL - VALTCII. IARC)
CALL dATHLTdEHP. SPART. S(l,2). 1, 18. NOCK)
C PARTS. W/RESP TO C»S OF TARGET HISS.
00 110 J = 1, NOCK
110 DPZIDCCK, J) = TEHPU)
111 CONTINUE
C COMPLETE AND INVERT AF flATRII.
CALL BASIS(AF, HTARG, 9)
CALL GJRV(AF, 9, l.E-12. IERR)
C WAKE SURE INVERSION OK.
IFdERR .NE. 0) CALL ERROR! ENDPX, -1 1)
C EVAL. TRANSVERSALITV CONDITIONS.
CALL PIATHLTC VAL, BF, AFd, IF), 1, 9. IL)
00 112 I = 1, IL
K = IP « I
112 PZHK) = VALd )
C EVAL. PARTS. U/RESP TO C'S OF TRANS. CONOS. 6V
C DIVIDED NUMERICAL DIFFERENCES.
113 DO 121 I = 1, NOCK
C COHPUTE STATE/COSTATE PERT. RESULTING FRO« C PERT.
CALL nATlUUDZ, S<1. I « 1). DC, 18. 1, 1)
C ADO STATE/COSTATE PERT. TO BASE VALUE.
CALL nATADO(NOn, Z. DZ, 18, 1)
CALL FORCES
C RECOHPUTE BF VECTOR
DO 111 J r 1 9
BF( J) = NOR(J * 9)
DO 111 K = 1, 9
111 AF(J. K) = 0
IFdARC .NE. NARC) GO TO 117
IF( IPAV .NE. 9) GO TO 1111
BF(8) = BF(8) * 1.
GO TO 117
1111 CONTINUE
IF( IPAV .GT. 11) GO TO 115
KOBE = flAPI IPAV)
BF(KODE) = BF(KOOE) - S6N
GO TO 117
115 ISKIP c 0
CALL POBCOL< IPAY, VAL. SPART, RuNNV, 1, ISKIP)
DO 116 J = 1, 9
116 BF(J) = BF(J) - SGN»SPART(J)
C ANV STATE TARGETS
117 IFCnTARG .GT. 0) GO TO 119
C NO. JUST TAKE DIVIDED DIFF. OF BF VECTOR
00 118 J = 1, 9
K = L » J
116 DP2IDC(K, I) = (BF(J) - PZI(K»/DC
GO TO 121
C RECOnPUTE AF INVERSE
119 00 122 J = 1, RTARG
KODE = ITCIJ. IARC)
IF(KOOE .GT. 11 ) GO TO 120
KOOE = HAP(KODE)






















































































lit 60 TO 122
117. 120 I S K I P = 0
118. CALL POBCOHKODE. VAL, SPART. RUP1BV, 1, I S K I P )
119. DO 121 K = 1. 9






151. 122 C O N T I N U E
152. CALL B A S I S I A F , HTAHG. 9)
153. CALL 6 J R V I A F , 9, l.E-12. IEHR)
151. C RECOnPUTE TRANS. CON05.
155. CALL PIATP1LT(VAL. BF. »F<1. IF). 1, 9.
15fc. C COMPUTE DIVlOEO 6IFFS.
157. DO 123 J = 1, IL
158. K = IP * J
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10>20 a r r a y c o n t a i n i n g tht in i t ia l cond i t i on /BLOCK / (
co t ta t t va r iab le* .
— ~ • V —
•
H T o t a l nuabtr of targtt cond i t i ons to s a t i s f y in tht / E V A L /(
probltn.


























































601 ) BCOND H nan
BRANPT
CHECK
C O S T A B



















10 lord a r ray that caps tht s t t t p t s t d tsc tn t / E V A L /(
at« »tctcr Into tht Bt > t t t t v t c to r .
H I Nuabtr of suba rcs In tht probltl. /GLOBAL/(
3
t T i.
I Equat ion 17.1-1 of V o l . 1 of th is aocuitnt.












O L T O S Z
SALVE
hIRAPUP



































S™TBOHL CODE D E S C R I P T I O N
- — —
• I s s e s for al l the ta rge t cond i t i ons In the
proble* .
h o m o g e n e o u s s o l u t i o n s on the e a r l y s i de of e co rne r
po 1 nt .
. - - • - - .... . .
I S i g n of the v a r i a b l e SIB In the 65th mart of co»on
b l o c k /GOBAL/ .
SGN = *: p a y o f f to be Baililied;
SGN = -: p a y o f f to be •Inicl ied.
PDBCOL.
{ AJ, /ar |T 1 A 10 to rd ar ray that c o n t a i n s the t r a n s p o s e of the
10¥>,/0|.|| .ec to r de f i ned by Equat ion 17. 1-9 of V o l . 1 of t h i s
do cue>ent .
s t a t e target c o n d i t i o n s •hose c o d e s a p p e a r In the
ar ray IICT.
Z I A 20 lord ar ray used to s tore the t o t a l l inear
s o l u t i o n froi the preced ing OL I terat ion.
S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I N E USAGE
'BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR
























/EtfAL /( 71 ) BNDRV I
BRANPT I
ENDPT I
- - - - INTRPT- I
/EVAL /( 1 ) BNDRV 0
ENDPT I




/ E V A L /( 809) BRANPT I
ENOPT I
INTRPT I








































































Q calculates and stores environmental trajectory parameters from a













































































COnPUTE ENVIRONBENTAL PARABETERS THAT AFFECT WEIGHT
DATA RAD/57.2957795130823/
COBBON/GLOBAL/
•GR ,ER .OBGZ ,XLABRF,YBURF ,LUB ,TO ,EPSLON,INNER .
• ITRBAX,JJOPU> ,IFATAL,NARC ,NBRAN ,NFARC 'lD(l) ,KTAB(26),
• ITAB12&), SlG.BAXTAB^IiB.PSlRF , IPFLG1,1 PFU2, IPFL63, I PFLG1,
«INEOFL(2&), ITPSO. KSOL, INARK,KGLOBLt7)
LOGICAL SWITCH, ILOAD
REAL BACH, ISP, ISPV, ISPR, ISPPI, ISPT, ISPVV, ISPVR. I5PVB,
•ISPVT, ISPRR, ISPfin. ISPRT, ISPnn. ISPBT. ISPTT. LIFT, LIFTV.
•LlFTR, LlFTA LIFTVV, LlFTVH, LIFTVA, LIFTRR, LiFTRA, BUR, LIFTAA.
•IRATED. ISPF, ISPFF
REAL BACHV, BACHR, BACHVR, BACHRR
REAL LIFTB. LIFTVB, LIFTRB, LIFTBB, LIFTBA
COBBON /DYHA/ -
•xx .TINE ,SINGAB,COSGAB,OBEGA ,onE6A2,R
•COSA ,OYN011,OBEGAT,TAnP ,PA ,RO CS
•ROR ,CSR ,TEBPRR,PARR ,RORR ,CSRR
•av ,QR ,avv OVR- ,QRR ,FVAC
•FVACT ,FVACVV'FVACVR;FVACRR,FVACTT,T
•ISPV ,ISPH ,ISPB ,ISPT ,ISPVV .ISPVR !lSPVB ^ISPVT ]ISPRR
• ISPRB ,ISPRT 'ISPBB ISPBT ,ISPTT ,LIFT ,LIFTV ,LlFTH ,LIFTA
•LIFTVV,LIFTVR,LIFTVA LIFTRR,LIFTRA,DRAG ,DRAGV .ORAGR .ORAGA
•ORAGVV,DRAGVR,ORAGVA,ORAGRR,DRAGRA,DRAGAA,ALPHA ,PHI ,LIFTB
• LIFTVB, LIFTRB,LlFTrlB.LIFTflA.DBR ,OBRR .GABBAO.AE . T A X
•W ,S INPHI ,COSPH l 'S INPS I ,COSPSI ,S INRHO,COSRHO,S INROR,COSROR
•BUR , X K G , X K P ,AKIN ,COO ,CDOB ,CLO ,FK .XCGB
• XCGBB ,ZCGB ZCGDB , X J V ,XJR , X J V V , X J V R "'""
•BACHRR,SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS2GB,CB ,CBA ,CBB
• CBAB ,CBO CBOB CBOPIB , CnABI
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA, IPOU , X A R C
•COCBB .CLAFIB ,CLOB .CLOBB ,DYNii9]CT 'COOAE 'SIOAE 'coo
•SID ,OELTAE,COE XCG ,ZCG ,XJ .XBCG ,CALPHA,ALBI
• DB .ULFT .CULFT .ULFTA ,TSTAGE,TIBES ,XBCGAA,I RATED,FRATED
COBBON /OYNA/
•BTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XBCGA ,FVACF .ULFTAA.ISPF .ISPFF
•ILOAD .FKB FKBB SUITCH,INQF ,CL .CLA CLB .CLAA
•CLBB ,CLAB ,co ,CDA CDB ,CDAA conn CDAB ,ovNi98
• OYN199 ,DVN200 ,X r lCGV XBCGR , XnCGn , X n C G V V , X i n C G V R , X B C G V B , X n C G V A
• XBCGRR xncGRn xmCGRA xncann,xncjnA RORRR DYN2H DYN215 OYN216
•OYN217,IOAfl .TAIRB ,TAIRBV,TAIRBH,TARBVV,TARBHH,TARBVH,SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH .SFCVV ,SFCHH .SFCVH
REAL BAGBV, flU, B, LV, LGAB, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LBU, LB, LTAU, NOB
*. LMT
COBBON /D/
• I, H, XKD, BAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(10), CSAVE(IO), V, GAB, PS1,
•ALT,ftHO.BU,n. TAU. HT, LV. L6AH. LPSK LR, LRHO. LBU. Lfl. LTAU





REAL BUB. BUO. ISPB, ISPO, IDVEL.NNB.NO
COBBON /SIZING/
PHASE II SIZING PARABERERS
• TZ, VV(3), OP(ll), EROR,
•SV(28), SQI37.5). SE(ll). TLAT,





!ULFTV JULFTR ' ULFTw'uLFTVR
,TSTART,GH ,6RR .LIFTAA


































IF(INTB.E0.2) 60 TO 100

























































































70. 10 IF( IARC.GE.IFIX(SO<1,3))) RETURN
71. IF( O.LE. QLIB ) RETURN
72. OLIB = 0
73. S0(5,l) = TIBE
















































SOI 9,1) = BACH
RETURN
C 11 BRANCH TRAJECTORV TEST
100 IF( IARC.LE.NSB) GO TO 10
1F( IFUCSOt 1,3».LE NSB4NSAB) GO TO 120
IF( IARC.eT.N58.ANO 1ARC LE . NSB*NSAB ) GO TO 200
RETURN
120 IF( 1ARC.GT.NSB*NSAB> GO TO 200
RETURN
C III ENTRY TRAJECTORV PARAMETERS Q*SLPHA AND HEAT RATE
200 CONTINUE
OALF = QoALPHAoRAD
1F(OALF.GT.SV( 1) ) SV( 1 ) =0«L.F
TLOFAC = SORTtLlFT.LlFT »DBAS»DRA6) / W " " ~
1F( TLOFAC. GT.SV<27>) SV( 27 )= TLOFAC
C l l l f t THRESHOLD HEAT LOAD AND TINE
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HATH n r r m T P T T n f J S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGESYMBOL """ Utobnlr 1 1UIM stocK LOC SUBR CODE VAR
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N I Mulder of (fit list lub.rc on tki stei of i br.nch /6LOBAL/( 19) BNORY
' p rob lea . If the prob le* ii not • branch probltB. BRANPT
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10 NOV 12 G.01-1/
Vcone n r c r n T P T T r i M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USASECUDE
 U toLn l r l lU lM BLOCK LOC JUBR CODE VAR
Z I 1 A 20 .or I) irn, u tcd to »tore the totil linoar il /( I) BNDRV 1












ZD I A 20 lord arn» coot i ln ing th< >cc to r f(I,Z,H> in 110 /( 1) ENVPRO I ZD
Equot ion 17 .1-7 in V o l . 1 of thlt docu.eiit. LINDRV 1 ZO
OUTPUT I ZD
RKUTT2 I ZD
, WRAPUP I ZO













































































SUBROUTINE ERROR( REGION. 1C 00. IRETRN)
C
C THIS ROUTINE SERVES AS A GENERAL ERROR MESSAGE ROU-
C TINE FOR THE OTINE FOR THE QL DOOULE REGION IS THE 6 HOLLERITH
C CHARACTER NAI1E OF THE SUBROUTINE IN WHICH THE ERROR
C OCURREO, KOO IS THE CODE NO. OF THE ERROR AND IRETRN
C INDICATES WHETHER THE PROBLEd SHOULD BE RESTARTED
C WITH A BETTER STEEP. DESC. INITIAL ARC.
C
REAL HAGBV, flU, A. LV LGAfl, LPSI, LR, LRHO. LflU. Lfl. LTAU. NO*
., LHTConnoN /D/
• X. H, XH1). nAGBV, ERR. 09, D10, C(10), CSAVE(lO), V, SAfl. PSI,
• ALT.RHO.nU,!1!, TAU. HT LV, LGAW. LPSI, LR , LRHO. LPIU. L«. LTAU.
• LHT, D109, 0110. BVMO), ZSAVE<20>. BT(20>, NPOINT(2i). DELTIZb)
OinENSlOM NOB<20> - .- -
EQUIVALENCE (NOB. V)
LOGICAL SWITCH, (LOAD
REAL BACH. ISP. 1SPV, ISPR, ISPPl, ISPT, ISPVV. ISPVH, ISPVM,
• ISPVT, ISPRR, ISPRn, ISPHT, ISPnft, rSPfcT, ISPTT, LIFT. LIFTV.
•LIFTH, LlFTA. LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA. LIFTRH. LIFTSA. flUR. LJFTAA.
•IRATE6, ISPF, ISPFF
REAL HACHV, HACHR, HACHVR, BACHRR
REAL LIFTH. LIFTVH, LIFTRB, LIFTBB, LIFTHA
connON /DVNA/
•XX ,TInE ,SINGAn,COSSAn,OnEGA ,OnEGA2,R ,6 ,SINA
• COSA ,OVNOU,OnEGAT,TAnP ,PA ,RO ,CS .TEMPR .PAR
•ROR |CSR ,TEnPRR,PARR 'fiORR ,CSRR ,KODE ,MACH ,0
•BV BR ,BVV ,BVR ,BRR ,FVAC ,FVACV ,FVACR ,FVACn
• FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR,FVACRR.FVACTT,T .PIACHV ,NACHR .ISP
•ISPV ,ISPR ,JSPfl ,ISPT , ISPVV ,ISPVR .ISPVrt , ISPVT , ISPRR
•ISPRn ,ISPRT ,ispnn ,ispnT 'ISPTT ,LIFT , LIFTV ,LIFTR ,LIFTA
•LIFTVV,LIFTVR,LJFTVA,LIFTBR LIFTRA,DRA6 DRAGV ,DRAGR ,ORA£A
•ORAGVV,ORAGVR,DRAGVA,DRASRR,DRA3RA,ORAGAA, ALPHA .PHI ,LIFTH
• LlFTVn,LlFTRn,LIFTFIFI,LlFTnA,DBR ,OBRR ,GAnnAD,AE .TAX
•W 'S1NPHI,COSPHI,SINPSI,CCSPSI,SINRHO,COSRHO,SINROR,COSROR
•nUR , X*S ,JKP ,AXIN .COO ,CDOfl ,CLO ,FK .ICSH
•xcGnn ,zcGn ,zc&nn ,xjv 'XJR ,xjvv ,XJVR ,XJRR ,HACHVR
•nACHRR,siN2RO,coS2RO, CDS2Gn.cn ,cnA ,cnn ,CnAA ,cnnn
•CHAN ,cno .enow ,cnonn ,cnAnn ,ULFTV ,ULFTR ,ULFTVV,ULFTVR
• ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA,IPO«I 'XAHC ,TSTART,SH ,SRR ,LIFTA»
•coonn ,CLAnn ,CLon ,CLCnn ,DYNii9,CT ,COOAE ,SIDAE ,coo
•SID ,DELTAE,CDE , ICG ZCG , X j ,XnCG , CALPHA, ALHAX
•OB 'ULFT ,CULFT .ULFTA ' TSTAGE, T IflES ' XHCGAA, IRATED.FRATED
comnON /OVNA/
•nTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XnCGA ,FVACF ,ULFTAA,ISPF , ISPFF
•ILOAD .Fun ,Ftnn . SWITCH, INBF ,CL ,CLA ,CLB ,CLAA
•CLnn 'CLAH ,CD ,CDA 'COB ,CDAA ,conn ,CDAn ,DVNm
• orNi99,ovM200,xncGV , xncGR xricGn ,xiiCGvv,xncGVR,inCGvn,xnCGV*
• XBCGRR,XnCGRn XnCGRA,XnCJBFI,XFlCl>nA,RORRR ,OVN211,OVN215,OVN21t
•DVN217,IOAn ,TAIRB , TAIRBV, TAI RBH, TARBVV, TARBHH, TARBVH.SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH ,SFCVV ,SFCHH ,SFCVH
COnnON/GLOBAL/
•GR ,ER , OB6Z ,XLAnRF,VnURF , LUffl ,TO ,EPSLON, INNER ,
•ITRnAX,JJOP(6) ,IFATAL,NARC ,NBRAN ,NFARC ,10(1) ,KTAB(26)>
• ITABC20). S16,n«XTAB,GH,PSIRF , IPFLG1 . IPFLG2 . IPFL63, IPFLGl .
•INEBFL(2D), ITPSO, KSOL. INARK . KGLOBLC 7 )
1 FORHATl 1HO, 5H»»»»», A6, 10H ERROR NO., 12, 5H»»»»»)
C PRINT ERROR nESSAGE
» = lABS(KOD)
URIT£( 6, I ) REGION, K
C IF HOD POSITIVE, WARNING ONLV.
IF(KOD) 101,101,102
101 KGLOBL = 1
CALL POUWPCX, OELT(20).1IXX. IDAB, 1)
C SHOULD STEEP. DESC. TRV RESTART.
C FATAL BL ERROR.
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I A twenty word array containing the quasltise
coapute Interval for each subarc.
I Optional ataospherlc c a l c u l a t i o n s f l a g *
IDA* = -1: Coipilte a3»./3R3;
IDAH - 0- No optional calculation!;loan = i: Co.puie a3p,/aR3, «,, a^./an, etc.
0 Fat a I error flag.
0 A settn vord array not usad.
1 The quaiftfat >arfable.
/DYNA /(
/GLOBHL/1









/6LOBAL/I 96) ERROR 0
/O





















S A L V E H
STATEF I
URAPUP H
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SUBR0UTFETCH
C> Purpose
FtTCH retrieves the state/costate vector from the initial arc at the early
and/or late sides of corner points.
FETCH








































































C THIS ROUTINE RETRIEVES THE STATE/COSTATE VECTOR
C FROM THE INITIAL ARC AT THE EARLY AND/OR LATE SIDES
C OF CORNER PTS.
C
COflflON/ARCDAT/
•SREF ,EJ ,XISP ,TPWLT ,OTNC ,OTPI
• IATH 'inooE ,JAER ,JPRO .anAx .GMAI
•XLflAX , HOnAX , GHDOT .ALFPIAX , PHrtAX ,«AEA
• BAEB , flAEC .NAEO .PIAEE .HAEF ,HAE6
• NT niSP ,BICG ,«ZC6 ,FIWDA ,B*DB
«BDB ,XC6H ,ZC6R ,XE , ZE .IT




•6H ,£« .OnSZ ,XLAHRF,YmiRF ,LUPI ,TO ,EPSLON, INNER .
•ITRnfl* JJOPC61 ,IFATAL,NARC .MBRAN , NFftRC 'lD(l) .KTAB(26),
•1TABC26), Slb,n»XTAB.Gn.PSlftF . 1PFLG1, JPFL62, IPFLG3, IPFL61,
«INEOFL(20), ITPSO, KSOL, INARK.KGLOBLt 7)
REAL RAGBV. HO. H. LV. LGAn, LPSI. LR. LRHO, LPIU, L«, LTAU. NOH
». LHT
COnnON 101
»X, H, till) flAGBV, EBB, D9, D10, C(10), CSAVEdO), V, GAB, PSI,
»ALT,RHO,nU,n, TAU. HT. LV. LGAfl. LPSI. LR. LRHO, LflU, LH, LTAU.
*LHT, D109, D110, BV(l6), ZSAVE(20), QT(20), NPOINT(20), OELT(2D)
OlnENSION NOFt(20>
EQUIVALENCE (NOB, V)
OlnENSION SCSI 161, BTPI20), HAP(16). SK1P(3)
DATA FETCHX/6HFETCH /, IPASS/0/, IARCS/20/
DATA RAP
•/I, 2, 1, 7, 3. 5, 6. 9, 10, 11, 13, 16. 12, 11, 15, 18/
c is THI& PT. ALREADV IN CORE.
IFCIARC .EQ. IARCS) RETURN
C NO. IS THIS THE FIRST TIRE FETCH HAS BEEN CALLED.
IF( IPASS .NE. 0) GO TO 101
C VES. INITIALIZE INITIAL ARC FILE.
REMIND INARK
REAO(lNARK) TO, NS, NARCTP. (BTP(IJ), IJ = 1, NARCTP )
IF(NARCTP .NE. NAP.C ) CALL ERRORl FETCHX, -1, I)
REAO(lNARt) HAfiC, TINE, SKIP, SCS
IPASS = 1
c INITIALIZE LOGICAL PAROPIETERS
101 ISbN = 1
JARC = 0
IARCS = IARC
C IS THIS A CALL FOR THE INITIAL PT. OF THE FILE.
1FI IARC .EB. 0) GO TO 100
C NO. SET UP LOGICAL PARARETERS.
JARC = IABSI IARC)
ISaN = ISIGN( 1, IARC)
C POSITION FILE TO DESIRED PT .
100 IF(JARC .GT. KARC) GO TO 102
REulIND INARK
REAO( INARK) TO
102 READ! INARK) KARC, TINE. SKIP. SCS
IF(EOF, INARK) 103, 109
103 IFCJAHC .EB. NARC .AND. I SGN .LT. 0) GO TO 101
CALL ERROfilFETCHX, -2, 1)
101 BACKSPACE INARK
BACKSPACE INARK
READ! INARK) KARC, TIME. SKIP, SCS
C SET UP STATE/C&STATE VECTOR AND COMPUTE ANV OTHER
C OUANTITES THAT AAV BE NEEDED.
105 00 106 I i 1 16
J = HAPC I )
106 NOn(J) = SCSI I)
IFCKARC - 1 ) 107, 107, 108


























































































109 IFCKAf tC .LE.
IFCIS6N .6T.
GO TO 101
J A R C ) GO TO 102







77. 110 X = JARC
76. LARC ^ JARC
79. IFI1SGN .fiT. 0) LARC = JARC » 1






























W R A P UP
I Log ica l unit on ihlch Initial tut con .e ra td irci /6LOBAL/( 9$) CHECK














V 0 Ra la t l f * .tlocltj. (FT /SEC) /O /( 41) AL1
AL1
AL7

















1 R Tr. j tetor. start tint. ( S E C ) /6L8BAL/I 7) FETCH
0 INARC
























































R K U T T l R
RKUTT! R
S A L V E R
STATEF 1
WRAPUP R TT















































































C THIS ROUTINE CONTROLS THE COMPUTATION OF ALL QUAN-
C TITIES NEEDED TO COBPUTE THE APPLIED ACCELERATIONS
C ON THE VEHICLE.
C
REAL BAGBV, BU, B, LV, LGAB, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LBU, LB, LTAU, NOB
• LHT
COBBON /D/
• X, H, XIII), BAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(10), CSAVE(lO), V, GAB, PSI,
• ALT,RHO,BU,B. TAU, HT, LV, LGAB, LPSI. LR, LRHO, LBU, LCI. LTAU.




• NU ,ITER .4TAPA ,ITAPB ,JBIN ,JPIAX .LINES', KPT .BOB ,
• KARO , INDX(I) 'NEUNOB CNTOU.RHOC RHOP ,NPTS .BINES ,
•KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP .IARC , TRSTR ,IBAX ,KTIBE , KONVER, NOPRNT,
•INBDRY, NUPAGE,IVARY(20), NN, NOVARV. PLAST. ZLAST, KODE&
LOGICAL INBDRY. NEUNOB, KONVER, NOP&NT, NUPA6E
LOGICAL SWITCH, ILOAO
REAL BACH, ISP, ISPV, ISPR, ISPB, ISPT, ISPVV, ISPVR, ISPVB,
•ISPVT, ISPRR, ISPRB, ISPRT, ISPBB. ISPBT. ISPTT, LIFT, LIFTV.
•LIFTR, LlFTA, L1FTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA, LIFTRR, LIFTRA, BUR, LlFTAA,
•IRATED. ISPF, 1SPFF
REAL BACHV, BACHR. BACHVR, BACHRR
REAL LIFTB, LIFTVB, LIFTRB, LIFTBB, LIFTBA
COBBON /DVNA/
•xx ,TIBE ,SINGAB,COSGAB,OBEGA ,OBEGA2.R ,G ,SINA
•COSA ,DYNOII,OBEGAT,TABP ,PA ,RO ,cs ,TEBPR .PAR
•ROR ,CSR ,TEnPRR,PARR ,RORR ,CSRR ,KODE ,BACH ,0
•QV ,QR ,QVV ,avR ,ORR ,FVAC ,FVACV .FVACR ,FVAC«
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR,FVACRR,FVACTT,T , BACHV , BACHR .ISP
•ISPV ,ISPR ,ISPB ,1SPT ,ISPVV , ISPVR , ISPVB , ISPVT , ISPRR
•ISPRB , ISPRT ,ispnn , ISPnT , ISPTT .LIFT .LIFTV .LIFTR ,LIFTA
• LIFTW, LIFTVR, LIFTVA, LIFTRR, LIFTRA, BRAG .DRAGV ,ORAGR ,ORAGA
•ORA6VV,DRAGVR,ORAGVA,DRAGRR,DRAGRA,ORAbAA, ALPHA .PHI ,LlFTB
•LIFTVB, LIFTRB, LIFTBB, LIFTBA, OflR ,OBRR ,GABnAD,AE ,TAX
•U , SINPHI,COSPHI,SINPSI,COSPSI,SINRHO,COSRHO,SINROR,COSROR
•BUR ,XKG ,XKP .AKIN ,COO ,COOB ,CLO ,FK ,XCGB
• XCGBB ,ZCGB .ZCGPIB ,XJV ,XJR ,XJVV ,XJVR .XJRR ,PIACHVR
•BACHRR, SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS2GB,CB ,CBA ,CBB ,CBAA ,CBBB
•CPIAB ,CBO ,CBOB .CBonn .CBABB .ULFTV .ULFTR ,ULFTVV,ULFTVR
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA,IPOW ,XARC ,TSTART,GH ,GRR ,LIFTAA
•CDOBB ,CLABB ,CLOB , Ctonn DVNUS.CT ,COOAE ,SIOAE .COD
•SIO .DELTAE.CDE ,XCG ,ZC6 ,IJ ,XBCG .CALPHA, ALBAX
• OB ,ULFT ,CULFT ,ULFTA , TSTAGE, TIDES , XBCGAA, I RATED . FHATEO
COBBON /OYNA/
•BTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XBCGA ,FVACF ,ULFTAA,ISPF ,ISPFF
•ILOAD ,FKB ,FKBB ,SUITCH,INQF ,CL ,CLA ,CLB ,CLAA
•CLBB ,CLAB ,CD ,CDA ,COB ,COAA ,COBB ,COAB ,DVNi98
•DVN199,OYN200,XBCGV ,XnCGR ,XnCGB , XBCGV V, XBC6VH ,XBCGVfl, XBC6VA
•XBCGRR,XBCGRn,XBCGRA,XBCGnn,XnCGBA,RORRR , OYN2 11 ,DYN215,DVN21 6
•OYN217,IOAB ,TAIRB . TAIRBV, TAIRBH.TARBVV, TARBHH, TARBVH, SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH ,SFCVV .SFCHH .SFCVH
C IS THIS THE FIRST PT. OF THE ARC.
IF(KPT .NE. I) GO TO 101
1F(ABS(X - FLOATC IFIXi X ))) .NE. 0.) GO TO 101
C YES. IS THIS THE FIRST SUBARC.
IF( IARC .EQ. 1) CALL TRAJIN
CALL ARCIN
101 CALL STATEF
C ARE THERE ANY APPLIED LOADS AT ALL
IFCKOOE .EC. 0) GO TO 102
CALL CONTRL
C IS THIS POUERED FLIGHT
IFMPOU .GT. 0 .AND. Jl .NE. 1) CALL IBPULS
C IS THIS THE LAST PT. OF SUBARC






























































































I I Subarc nu*>bar.
• " - ..
I Fostered flag.
IPOU = 2: Thrust and base drag
I Thrust option flag.
Jl = 1: Constant thrust;
Jl = 3: Po>ered to ta l a c c a l e r a t l o n Malt;
Jl = t: Air-breather engine.
- -
I Steer ing t f tc ter f l ag
KOOE = 0: Fret fal l , « = * = 0;
KOBE = 1: Bath • *nt t optlail ,
KOOE = 2: a opt faal and * = 0,
KOOE = 3: o nonopt lca l and * opt i ia l i
KOBE - i: f nanoptliil and t - C.
of tht sutaarc .
1 The to ta l nu*b«r of points In the subarc.
n I The quasl t lae >arlablt.
STORAGE SUBBOUTIN
BLOCK LOC SUBR COD





















/DYNA /( 173) APPLV I
A R C f M 0
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Purpose



















































SUBROUTINE GJRV(A.N,EPSIL,IERR>CGJRV GAUSS-JORDAN INVERSION OF .MATRICES PROPOSED BY H.RUTI SHAUSERC IN ALGOL. ACn JOURNALL FEB. 1962. FORTRAN BV'RAGUSA.
























9 DO 13 JM,N
IF( J-K)11,10,11








00 14 1=1. N
DO 11 J = l>










17 IFI IBl K )-* )16,20, 18
























































































IMPULS computes the rocket's specific impulse as a function of net thrust.












































































C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE VACUUB SPECIFIC IMPULSE
C
COBBON/ARCOAT/
•SREF ,£J ,XISP ,TMULT .OTNC .OTPI
• IATM .IHODE 'JAER .JPRO ,OMAX 'GDAX
•XLKAX ,HOBAX ,GMOOT .ALFMAX ,PHMAX ,HAEA
• BAEB ,HA£C nAEO ,BAEE .MAEF ,HAE6
•MT ,HISP IBXCG ,nzcG ,BMDA ,BWDB
•HOB , XCGR ,ZCGR .IE ,ZE , XT




REAL BACH • ISP. ISPV, ISPR, ISPH ISPT, ISPVV, ISPVR, ISPVB,
«ISP»T, ISfRR, ISPRR, 1SPRT, ISPnA. ISPflT^ 1SPTT. LIFT, LJFT\(,
•LIFTR, LIFTA. LIFT»4. L1FTVH, LlFTVA. LlFTRR, LlFTRA. HUR. LIFTAA.
«IRATEO. ISPF, ISPFF
REAL PIACHV. NACHR. RACHVR. NACHRR
REAL LIFTB LIFTV«. LIFTRS. LlFTlW, LlFTBA
connON /OYNA/
•IX ,TInE .SINSAH.COSGAN.OnESA ,OnESA2.R .6 .SI** .
• COSA .OVNOl^OnESAT.TAflP ,PA fiO ,CS , TEBPR .PAR ,
•ROR ,CSR .TEnPRR.PARR .RORR 'CSRR ,KOOE .HACK ,0 ,
• 8V ,QR ,I)VV .QVR ,ORR ,F«AC .FVACV .FvACR ,F»AC« .
• FVACT .FVAC«V,FVAC<fR,FVACRR.FVACTT,T ,P)ACHV .MACHR ,1SP .
•ISPV ,ISPR :ispn ^ISPT 'ISPVV 'ISP»R IISPVM ;ISP»T 'ISPRR ,
•ISPRW .ISPRT .ISPBB ,ISPHT -ISPTT 'LIFT .LIFTV , LIFTR .LIFTA .
•LIFTVV.LIFTVR.LIFTVA.LIFTRR.LIFTRA.ORAG .ORAGV .ORAGR .DRAGA ,
•DRA6»V,ORAGVR,ORAGVA.ORAGRR.ORAGRA,ORAGAA. ALPHA ,PHI ,L|FT« ,
• LlFTVn.LlFTRn.LIFTnn.LIFTHA.DBR ,DBRR .GAPinAO.AE .TAX ,
«W .SINPHI.COSPHI.SINPSI.COSPSI'SINRHO.COSRHO.SINROR.COSROR,
•nuR ,XKG . XKP ,AKIN ,coo ,coon ,CLO ,FK ,xcsn ,
• xCGnn .ZCGn .ZCGnn ,xjv ,XJR 'xjvv ,XJVR .XJRR .PIACHVB,
• P1ACHRR,SI«(2RO,COS2RO, COS2G«,Cn CnA , C«D , CNAA ,Cfmfl ,
•CBAB ,CBO .CnOB .CnOBB ,CBABB ,ULFTV .ULFTR ULFT»V . ULFTXR,
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR:ULFTRA,IPOU .XARC 'TSTART.GH .GRR .LIFTAA.
•COOBB .CLAnn ,CLOB .CLOBB ,ovNii9,CT .CODAE .SIOAE .coo ,
•sio .OELTAE.COE .ICG .zcs ,u , X«CG .CALPHA.ALBAX ,
•OB , ULFT .CULFT .ULFTA , TSTAGE, TIBES . XBCGAA, IRATEO. FRATEO
COBBON /OVNA/
•BTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XBCGA ,F*ACF ,ULFTAA,1SPF -ISPFF ,
•ILOAD .Fxn .FKBR .SWITCH, INOF 'CL .CLA , CLB 'CLAA ,
• CLI4B ,CtAB , CD ,CDA ,CDB CDAA ,CDBB , CDA« ,DVN198,
•OVN199.0YN200,XnCGV . XnCGR .XBCGB , XBCGVV, XBCGVR , XBCGVB. XBCGVft.
•XBCGRR,XnCGRB.InCGRA,XnCGBB,XBCGBA.RORRR .OVN211.0YN215 .OVN216.
•DYNZU.IDAB ,TAIRB .TAIRBV.TAIRBH.TARBVV.TARBHH.TARBVH.SFC .
•SFCV ,SFCH ,SFC»V .SFCHH ,5FC»M
C COBPUTE THE VACUUM THRUST
FVAC = T •» AE»PA




c CHECK FOR DUAL ENGINE SIMULATION
1FUPRO -Efl. 2) GO TO 100
C HERE ISP LOSSES INPUT
IF(BISP .LE. 0) RETURN
C YES. COflPUTE ISP AND PARTS. U/RESP. TO THRUST
FOR : FVAC/FRATEO
CALL SPLl«IEl«ISP, FOR, CISP, CISPF, CISPFF)




C DUAL ENGINE SIMULATION
100 FOR = FVAC/FfiATED



































































































cnBr n r T n T P T T O M STORABE SUBROUTINE USAGECDDE













0 V*ciiu* sptcl f lc lipulu (SECS) /DVNA /( 15) APPLY I
ARCIN 0
IHPULS 0
0 Ste sycbol /OYNA /( 179) APPLY I
IHPULS 0
0 St. sjlbol /OYNA /( 160) APPLY I
IHPULS 0
I Propu ls ion lotftl option f lag /ARCOAT/ ( 10) ARCIN I
IHPULS I
1 _Cur» t ouKtair kISP loss tiblt ... - / A R C O A T / C - -26) ARCIN I
IHPULS I













































































INARC stores the initial arc on logical unit 12. The values stored are














































































COnnON /BLOCK/ IlCdO. 20), IICTdO, 20), ITCI10. 20). JTAB(20),
• ITCTdO, 20), LTABI20), NOKNOW, NOC< 20 >, VALI C( 10, 201,
»V*LTC/l4, 20), lf»y
connON /SAP/ AAPI io>
connON /CNTRL/
•NU ,ITER ,ITAPA , ITAPB ,JRIN ,JnAX .LINES .KPT ROH
•KARO ,INDX(1) ,NEUNOR,CNT016,RHOC ,RHOP ,NPTS BINES '
•KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP ,1ARC ,TRSTR',InAX ,KTIRE .KONVER* NOPRNT*
• INBORY,NUPAGE,IVARV( 20), NN, NOVARY, PLAST, ZLAST, KODES
LOGICAL INBDRY, NEUNOR, KONVER. NOPRNT, NUPAGE
REAL HA6BV, RU, R, LV, LGAfl, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LHU, Lfl, LTAU, NOR
• .LHT
COHRON /D/
• X, M. XI(1), HA6BV, ERR, D9, 010, C(lO), CSAVE(lO), V, GAR. PSI,
•ALT,RHO,RU,«, TAU, HT, LV, LGAH, LPSI. LR, LRHO. LRU, L«, LTAU,
• LHT, D109, 0110, BVdO), ZSAVE(20). QT(20), NPOINT(20), OELT( 20 >01 HENS I ON NOR(2t)
EQUIVALENCE (NOR, V)
CORHON /PC/
•PCI ,N ,PC3 ,IOP ,PC5 ,PC6 ,PC7 .RAXBC ,NAUX
COHRON/BLOBAL/
•6B ,£R ,Ofl6Z , XLA/WF, YHilRF ,LU« ,TO . EPSLON, INMER ,
• ITRnAI,JJOP(6) ,IFATAL.NARC ,NBRAN ,NFARC ,10(1) *KTAB(20),
• ITAB(20), SIG,nAXTAB,GR,PSIRF . IPFLfil , IPFLG2, IPFL63, IPFC.G1.
• INESFL(26), ITPSO, KSOL, INARK,KGLOBL< 7 )
connON /Y/ YI820)
OIHENSION QTAPE120), IRAP(20), TdOO)
EQUIVALENCE (T, IT)
DATA XINARC /6H INARC/, RAO/ .01 71532925 199133/
1 FOHnAKlHI, 251, 21H»»»»INITI AL ARC DATA»*> )
i FORHAT( 1HO, 25X, 23H««««SCALlNS FACTORS"'*/ /( 1 H 5(E1S.7»)
3 FOR«AT( 1HO, 271, 13M'"*TABLE NO., 12, 1H»»»»/ )
1 fOflnATC 1H , 5E15.7)






DO 105 1 = 1, NUP
10S Yd ) = 0.
MARCTP = 1
C READ IN TRAJ. START TIRE. NURBER OF ARCS AND ARC
C STAGING TIMES FROM 1ST RECORD.
REAOdNARK) TOTAPE, NS, NARCTP. (OTAPE(IK), U = 1, NARCTP >
IF(EOF, INARK) 101, 1
9 WRITE(6, 5)
C RAKE SURE NURBER OF ARCS AGREES WITH USER«S INPUT.




C CORPUTE RECORD SIZE
NURDS = 5 » 2»NS
KERR = 0
C SET UP TRANSLATION nAP FROn STEEPEST DESC. STATE/
C COSTATE ORDERING TO BL ORDERING.
ILIR = NS * 1
DO 11 I = 1, ILIR
t = i * HUH i)
J = I + Itlfl
IHAPd) - K
11 IflAP(J) = K * NS
HOP) = 0.
00 10 IARC - \. NARC-^.
C STORE NUMBER OF HOrtOoENEOuS SOLUTIONS TO BE INTE-
C bRATED OVER THIS ARC.
nan - NOC< IARC )



















































































76. NN = N»(BOH * 1) INARC
77. C COflPUTE AND STORE TAU FOR THIS ARC INARC
78. TAU = BTAPE< IARO-TSTAHT INARC
74. QTUAP.C) = TAU INARC
80. XARC = IARC INARC
81. X = IARC - 1 INARC
82. C COflPUTE AND STORE NUMBER OF PTS. AND STEPSUE FOR INARC
83. C THIS ARC. INARC
81. DT = OELT( IARC) INARC
85. NPTS = TAU/OT * 1.$ INARC
„. EPS = ABS(TAU - (WPTS - 1)»DT) INARC
:*• IF(EPS .GT. .5) NPTS s NPTS + 1 INARC
J'- IF(NPTS .LT. 1) KPTS = 1 INARC
,1' NPOINT(IARC) = NPTS INARC
J*- H = l./FLOAT(NPTS - 1) INARC
2, C GET FIRST TWO RECORDS FOR THIS ARC INTO CORE. INARC
Ji- • IFT = Z INARC
;;• LFT = i INARC
91. 301 IFCKERR .EQ. 0) READ(INARK) (T(j), J = 1, NURDS) INARC
95. IF(IT - IARC) 301, 303, 302 . INARC
96. 302 BACKSPACE INARK INARC
97. BACKSPACE I NARK INARC
98. GO TO 301 INARC
99. 303 niN - NURDS + 1 INARC
100. RAI = HMOS * NURDS INARC
101. IF<KERR .EQ. 0) REAO(INARK) < T( J ), j = BIN BAX ) INARC102. TLAST = T(2) INARC
103. TNEXT = T(NWRDS « 2) INARC
101. C PUT THIS ARC OUT ONTO UNIT 12 INARC
1(w 00 30 K = 1, NPTS INARC
?• X« = X « 1. - XARC ' INARC
Ifft: TIME = TSTART « IX'TAU INARC108. IF(K .EO. NPTS) TIDE = TSTART « TAU INARC109. IFtTIHE .LE. TNEXT) GO TO 12 INARC110. ' IFIKERR .EO. 0) CALL BARCHCTIPIE, IFT, T, NWRDS. KERR) INARC111. LF1 = 3 - IFT INARC112. M = 2 - «WRD5«( IFT - 1) INARC113. LL = 2 + NUROS>(LFT * 1) INARC
., TLAST = TILL) INARC|J^- TNEXT = T(KK) . INARC
116. 12 OT - TNEXT - TLAST INARC
117. FCTR = (TIBE - TL*ST)/OT INARC
118. DO 20 I = 1. N INARC
119. 13 IF(I .NE. 10P) EO TO 10 INARC
120. V< I ) = TAU INARC
121. GO TO 20 iNARC
122. 10 J = inAPH > INARC
123. KK = J « NUROS*(IFT - 1) INARC
121. LL = J « NWRDS'CLFT - 1) INARC
125. YA = T(LL) INARC
126. IF(KERR .NE. 0) GO TO 20 INARC
127. OELY - T(KK) - VA . INARC
126. Y< 1 ) = YA t FCTR>DELY INARC
129. 20 CONTINUE ' INARC
130. URITE( 12)( Y( IJ>. IJ = 1, NN) INARC
131. 30 X = X * H INARC
132. TSTART = TSTART * TAU INARC
,, 10 CONTINUE INARC
37: RETURN INARC
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..rf.bl.~T IDP = 8. " - ...
 gRAfup
I Leal c.l unit en chlch Inltl.l «nd con.trg.d " res /GLOBAL/I 95) CHECK




I An «rn« ihit »ps tht InHiil arc s t> t< >nd /HAP /( 1) CHECK




































































































































































 CODE HF <^r R T p T T owSvnBOL >-uut U c. O U n 1 r 1 1UIM
•l Tht number of q u a n t i t i e s cu r ren t l y bt lng
n u m e r i c a l l y In tegrated.
*
- - —
ft Tht to ta l number of po in t s In the subarc .
. . .
I Seme ai NU.
T fl S u b a r c durat ion MSEC)
t_ ft T r a j e c t o r y star t t 1 •• . ( S E C )O
2 H The q u a s f t l m e v a r i a b l e .
H An 620 lord a r r a y c o n t a i n i n g the p a r t i c u l a r and
homogeneous solut ions beinj in tegrated. The f i r s t
18 vords c o m p r i s e the p a r t i c u l a r s o l u t i o n . Each
b l o c k o f 18 >o rds t h e r e a f t e r c o m p r i s e s an
Independent homogeneous so lu t ion .
S T O R A G E SUBROU
BLOCK LOC SUBR







S A L V E
WRAP OP









10 /( 191 ) INARC
SALVE





S A L V E
URAPUP
/CNTRL /( 23 ) CHECK
GROPE
INARC
/D /( 171 ) INARC
URAPUP









































































































































INTliRP interpolates the total solution from the preceding QL iteration
at the midpoints of the first three compute intervals of each subarc.









































REAL HAGBV, HU, H, LV, LGAH, LPSI. LR, LRHO, LMU. L«, LTAU, NOB
• L H T i i i i
dowNON /o/
•X. H, Xl(1), nAGBV, ERR, 09. 010, C(10), CSAVE(lO), V, GAH, PSI,
•ALT,RHO.HU,M, TAU, HT, LV, LGAN, LPSI, LR, LRHO. LHU. LB. LTAU.
• LHT, 0169, 0110, BV(l6>, ZSAVE(iO), OT(26V NPOINTI26), DELTC 26 )
DIMENSION NOH(26>
EOUI VALENCE (NOH, V)
THIS SUBROUTINE INTERPOLATES THE NOMINAL SOLUTION AT THE HID-
POINTS OF THE FIRST THREE COMPUTE INTERVALS. A FOURTH-ORDER AIT-
KENS ALGORITHM IS USED.
COMMON III Z(SO)
COMMON III/ ZH20, H)
COMMON /CNTRL/
•NU ,ITER .ITAPA .1TAPB .JMIN JMAX .LINES ,KPT ,MOn ,
• KARO ,INDX(1) NEUNOn.CNTOU'RHOC ,RHOP ,NPTS .MINES ,
•KPAGE ,MNP ,NUP .IARC , TBSTR InAI .KTIBE . KOKVER . NOPRNT
•INBORV,NUPAGE,IVARV(iO), NN, NOVARV, PLAST, ZLAST, KOOES
LOGICAL INBDRV, NEUNOH, KONVER, NOPRNT, NUPASE
DIMENSION P(20, 1)
NEUNOM = .TRUE.
DO 1 J = 1, 1
00 1 I = 1* NNP
1 PlI, J) = ZKI. J)
00 2 K = 1, 3
S = XKK) - 1
L = « » 1
00 2 J - L. 1
R = XKJ) ' X
fl = R - S
u s R/B
v = s/o
DO 2 I = 1, NNP
2 P(I,J) = U»P(I. K> - V»P(I, J)
00 5 I = 1. NNP
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 cnnr n r T D T P T i n M ' S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USA6E
sYnBOL COOE UhbUnlr \ 1UIV JLOCK LOC SUBR CODE vofr
0 A l o g i c a l f l a g that I n d i c a t e s to the H u n g t - K u t t e /CNTRL /( 15) INTERP 0
Integration inttntr or not thi s y s t e n J a c o b l a n LINDRV H
SALVE 0
•WAPUP 0





















s ' I "Th. qu.sHl.t .irlaOli. ' - - - - ,„ -













I 0 A 20 pord ar ray u«d to i torc the to ta l l inear II /( 1) 9NDRY












I A 20i1 ar ray con ta in ing the f i rst four v i lu t t of Z ll\ /( 1) INTERP 1
























































INTKPT evaluates the state and costate target misses at an intermediate
point and their partials with respect to the c's.*
*See Sections 16.6 and 17.4 of Vol. I.
INTRPT





































































SUBROUTINE INTRPT( OPZ1DC. KK )
C
C THIS ROUTINE EVALUATES THE STATE AMD COSTATE TARGET
C CONO. FUSSES AT AN INTERMEDIATE CORNER PT. IT ALSO
C EVALUATES THE PARTS .U/RESP . TO THE OS OF THE HISSES
C
.REAL BAGBV, BU, H, LV, L6A«, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LBU, LB, LTAU, NOB
». LHT
ConnON /D/
• X, H, XIM), BAGBV, ERR, 09, 010. C < t O > , CSAVE(IO), V. SAP), PS1,
•ALT,RHO.BU,B, TAU, HT L*. LGAB LPSI. LR, LRHO. LBU. LB, LTAU.




• NU ,ITER ,ITAPA ,ITAPB ,JnlN ,JF1AX .LINES KPT ...BOB
• KARO , INOX(I) ,NEulNOB,CNT016,RHOC ,HHOP '«PTS 'flINES '
• KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP ,1ARC ,TRSTR , IflftX ,KTIP1E , KONVER , NOPRNT ,
•1NBORV,NUPAGE,IVARV(20), NN, NOVARV. PLAST, ZLAST, KODES
LOGICAL INBDRV, NEUNOB. KONVER, NOPRNT, NUPA6E
COBBON/GLOBAL/
•GR ,ER ,OBGZ .XLAnRF.VBURF ,LUR .TO , EPSLON, INNER ,
•ITRnAX.JJOP(6) .IFATAL.NARC .NBRAN ,NFARC ,10(1) ,KTAB(2D).
•ITABI20), SIG.BAXTAB,Gn.PSIRF , IPFL6I , IPFL62, IPFLG3, IPFLGl,
.INE8FH26), ITPSO. KSOL, 1NARK K6LOBL< 7 )
COnBON /BLfiCK/ Ilt(10, 20), IltTllO, 20). ITCdO, 20), JTABC20),
• ITCT110. 20), LTAB(20), NOKNOW, NOC120), VALICI10, 20),
• VALTCdO, 20), IPAY
COF1BON /EVAL/ SGN, SPART(18), BAP(IO), FZI(IO), NOCK, S(18, 11),
• TENPMO), DZC18), DC, L, 51(18, 11)
connow ill K50)
DIMENSION All 18, 18), 81114), OPZIOCIXK, XX), VALC18), 22(18),
• T0nil8>
DO 101 I = 1, 18
00 101 J = 1, 18
101 Aid, J) - 0
BA i 0
BTARG = JTAB( 1 ARC)
C STORE THE NUF1BER OF STATE AND COSTATE TARbET CONO.
C AT THIS PT.
NTARG = LTAB( IARC)
ASSIGN 109 TO LA»L
C ARE THERE ANY COSTATE TARGETS.
IF1NTAR6 LE< 0) 60 TO 109
C • VES. SET UP THOSE ROWS OF AI BATRII THAT RESULT
C FROn THE INITIAL CONOS. ON STATE.
102 oo ioa 1 = 1 . 9
IFIIICd, IARC * 1) - l> 103. 101, 105
C CONTINUOUS STATE
103 BA : HA * 1
ft] (HA, I ) = 1
AHBA, I « 9) = -1
GO TO 108
C (NOUN STATE
101 BA = BA * 1
AKBft. I ) = 1
GO TO 108
105 IFIIICd, IARC « 1) - 5) 108. 106, 107
C KNOWN DROP HEIGHT
106 HA = «» + 1
AUBA. I) = -1
AMBA. I « 9) = 1
GO TO 108
107 UPRO = GR<(ZSAVE(7> - B)
C SIZING DROP WEIGHT
CALL WTORP(WPRO, HORP, OWORP. 3)
AHBA, I ) = -1
AHBA, I « 9) = 1. - DUDRP
108 CONTINUE
GO TO LABL

















































































Sizing Interface (SIZIN) 7
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72. 109 mnTARG .LE. 0) GO TO 115 tNTRPT
73. C VES. ADD THOSE ROWS TO AI BATRH THAT RESULT FROM 1NTRPT
Tl. C STATE TARGET CONOS. INTRPT
75. DO Ml 1 r 1, BTAR6 INTRPT
76. HA = HA + 1 INTRPT
T7. K = L + I IHTRPT
7B. KOOE = I TCI I, I ARC) IMTRPT
79. IF(KODE .ST. 11) GO TO 111 INTRPT
80. C SINPLE RELATIVE STATE HATCH INTRPT
81. KODE - BAP(KODE) INTRPT
82. AKHA, KODE » 91 = 1 INTRPT
83. C CORP. AMD STORE TARGET HISS INTRPT
81. PZICK) = NOB(KOOE) - VALTCd. IARC) INTRPT
85. C STORE PARTIALS OF HISS INTRPT
... DO 110 J - 1, NOCK 1NTRPT
It: 110 OPZ10CIK. J-) = "SCKODE, J + 1) ~ " INTRPT
68. GO TO 111 INTRPT
89. C COnPLES CONDITION ON STATE INTRPT
90. Ill 1SKIP = 0 INTRPT
91. CALL PDBCOUKODE, VAL, SPART, HUBBY, 1, ISKIP) INTRPT
»2. DO M2 J = 1, » INTRPT
93. 112 AH HA, J * 91 = SPART(J) INTRPT
91. C COnP. AND STORE TARGET nISS INTRPT
... PZI(K) = VAL * VALTCd, IARC) INTRPT
J*- C COnP. ANb STORE PARTIALS OF TARGET nISS INTRPT
,V CALL BATBLTdEflP, SPART. 5(1, 2). 1. 18, NOCK) INTRPT
I'- 00 113 J = 1, NOtK INTRPT
JIL' »>3 DPZlDCtJL, J) = TEHP(J) INTRPT
100. Ill CONTINUE INTRPT
101. C ARE THERE ANY COSTATE TARGETS INTRPT
102. 115 IFiNTARG .LE. 0) GO TO 129 INTRPT
103. C VES. COMPLETE AND INVERT THE AI PIATRU INTRPT
101. CALL BASIS(AI, flA. 18) INTRPT
105. CALL GJRV(«I. 18. l.E-12. IERR) ' INTRPT
10*. C SET UP THE BI VECTOR. INTRPT
107. KNOCK = NOCdARC + 1) INTRPT
108. CALL KEAOnSCtl. SI. 18*(KNOCK 4 1 >, 2MARC * 1) INTRPT
109. CALL FIATnLTdZ, SIU. 21. C, 18. KNOCK, 1) INTRPT
110. CALL flATAOOUZ . 22. 01. 18, 1) INTRPT
1111. 00 116 I = 10, IB INTRPT
112. Bid - 9) = -lZ(I) INTRPT
113. 116 Bid) = NOMI) INTRPT
. . 1F( 1PAV.EQ.9.ANO..NOT.(NBRAN.LT.1ARC.AND.IARC.LT.NFARC» SEP IS
I"- *BI<17) = Bid?) » 1. 5EP15
JV IF = BA * 1 INTRPT
Jt" IL = 18 - M INTRPT
?'• IP = L + HTARS INTRPT
'!'• c EVALUATE THE TRANS. CONDS. INTRPT
Jo CALL flATBLTC VAL. BI. Aid. IF), I, 18, ID INTRPT
?,' C StOBE NON-TRIVIAL TRANS. CONOS. AS COSTATE TARGET INTRPT
}?i- C HISSES INTRPT
}?*• 00 11? I = I, NTARG INTRPT
*•• K = IP + 1 INTRPT
**• J = ITCTd, IARC) INTRPT
, ' 11, P2IIK) = VAL(J) INTRPT
\,- C COnPdTE DIVIDED 01FF. PARTS .U/RESP . TO THE C*S OF INTRPT
?'• C THE COSTATE TARGET BISSES INTRPT
r*- DO 128 1C = I, KNOCK INTRPT
**• C COnP. STATE/COSTATE PERT. THAT RESULTS FROn THE INTRPT
,. C PERT. OF THIS C. LATE SIDE INTRPT
!„ CALL BATnLTCOZ. SKI, 1C * 1), DC, 18, 1, 1) INTRPT
*V C ADD STATE/COSTATE PERT. TO BASE VALUE. LATE SIDE. INTRPT
}"• CALL WATAOOdOn, 11, 01, 18, 1) JdlTRPT
?*• IFdC - NOCK - 1) 118, 119, 1201 INTRPT
!
~- C THIS C HAS AN EFFECT ON THE EARLY SIDE, SO COnP. INTRPT
}~- C ITS EFFECT OH THE EARLY SIDE STATE/COST ATE VECTOR INTRPT
138. 116 CALL nATDLUOZ, Sd. 1C * 1). DC, 18. 1, 1) INTRPT
139. CALL BATADD(NOB. Z, DZ. 18, 1) INTRPT
110. 60 TO 120 IrtTRPT
111. C THIS C AND ALL SUBSEQUENT C«S IN THIS LOOP ARE NOT INTRPT
. , C TO HAVE AN EFFECT ON THE EARLY SIDE, SO RESTORE INTRPT
















































119 DO 1191 I = I, 18
1191 N0n< I ) = Z( I )
120 CALL FORCES
C RECOMPUTE AI HATRII
1201 DO 12) I s 1, 18
DO 121 J = 1. IB
121 AI( I, J) - 0
HA =6
ASSIGN 122 TO LABL
GO TO 102
122 IF<nTARfi .LE. 0) 60 TO I2S1
DO US 1 = 1, NTAH6
NA = «A + 1
KOOE = ITCd, IARO
1FIKOOE .ST. 1) > SO TO 123
KOOE = nAP(KODE)
AUnA, KOOE » 9> = 1
SO TO 12S
123 ISKIP = 0
CALL •>n»caL(KOOE. VAL. SPART, RUPIBY, 1, ISKJP)
DO 121 J s 1. 9
121 AUnA, J + It - SPART(J)
125 CONTINUE
12S1 CALL BASISCAI, HA, 18)
CALL SJRVIA1, 18, l.E-12. 1ERR)
C RECONPUTE &I MATRIX
00 126 I : 10, IB
Bid - »> = -torn i)
12,, BI( I ) = NONd )
IFdPAV.EQ.9 AND. . NOT .( NBRAN .LT . I ARC . AND. IARC .LT .NFARC ) >
«6i< i7> = sum » i.
C REEVALUATE TRANS. CONDS.
CALL nATRLTlVAL. SI, Aid, IF). 1, 18, ID
C COOP. AND STORE OIvlDEO OIFF. PARTS. U/RESP TO THIS
C C OF THE COSTATE TARGET PUSS.
DO 127 I = 1. NTAR&
K = IP » I
J c ITCT< I. IARC)
12, OPZIOCIK, 1C) = (VAL(J) - PZI(K»SOC
12_1 CONTINUE
129 L = L « CHARS « NTARG
C UPDATE NUFIBER OF STATE AND COSTATE TARGET MISSES



































































s?SJoML "OE D E S C R I P T I O N
I .e . tht •ult lpl iers for tht homogeneous
so lut 1 ant .
Ac 1 Snai l perturbat ion of a c.
1
oc|n|v l ' the right hand sid« of Equation ll.t-lt of V« | . I of




I I Subarc nunetr.
1 A 10i20 a r ray containing tht In i t ia l condi t ion
,
I A 10i20 ar ray conta in ing tht Initial condi t ion
codts for tht OL c o s t a t e < tc to r . Tht columns
c o r r t s p o n d to subarc s t a r t i n g po in ts , tht ro«s, to
QL costatt »ariable».
1 A 10x20 a r ray con ta in ing tht QL c o s t a t t analog to
tht a r ray IICT. Tht co lumns c o r r t s p o n d to subarc
tht nutbtrs of thost coipontnts of tht «tctor 8 In
E q u a t i o n 16.6-31 of VoluBt I of tht PADS docuitnt
that con ta in tht >alut of a cos ta t t target
condi t ion that app l i es at tht tnd of the
cor respond ing subarc.
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE VAR







































































































































SY"WOHL "°E D E S C R I P T I O N
A Tota l nuBber of target condit ions to s a t i s f y in the
problem.
• I data ( G ' S )




then NBRAN = 0.
N I NuBber of the last subarc on the f i r s t branch. If
2 the p rob leB Is not a branch p rob lea , then NFARC =
NARC.
1 An a r r a y con ta in ing a running to ta l of the nuBber
the s ta r t of each subarc.
m I The nuBber of c's in the v e c t o r Ci d e f i n e d by
1 E q u a t i o n 17.1-1 of V o l . ! of th is docuaen t .
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR
/BLOCK /( 601 ) BCOND N JTAB
BRANPT I JTAB
CHECK J T A B
COSTAB J T A B
COSTAI JTAB
ENDPT JTAB
INTRPT J T A B
MAGIC JTAB




/BLOCK /( 821) BCOND 0 LTAB
BRANPT I LTAB
COSTAB 0 LTAB
C O S T A I 0 LTAB
INTRPT I LTAB
NAGIC H LTAB






C O S T A B
COSTAI
INTRPT

















/GLOBAL/ I 20) BCCND
BNDRY
BRANPT





S A L V E
/BLOCK /( 812) BNDRY






S A L V E
URAPUP





























































TprtP t .T( 3& /3C 1'




W R t l a t l v t velocity. (FT/SEC)
— -^.
• isses for all the target conditions tit the
probltB.
I An l8i*U array used to store the p a r t i c u l a r and
point.
. _ - _ - . . . . . —
I An 18 i*ll array ustd to store the p a r t i c u l a r and
point.
of those target con d i t i o n s computed in subroutine
PDBCAL.
•tctor defined by Equation 17.1-9 of Vol.1 of th i s
do cu*ent .
stete target conditions •hose codes appear In the
array IICT.
I A 20 aord array used to store the total l i n e a r
s o l u t i o n fro* the preceding QL iteration.
I A t.enty vord array containing the v e l u e s frost the
i n i t i a l arc of the state and costate at the I n i t i a l
p o i n t of the trajectory.
STORAGE SUBROUTIN USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBH COO VAR
























/EVAL /( 71 ) BNDRV
BRANPT
ENOPT
... - . INTRPT.
/EVAL /( 869) BRANPT
I NTRPT




/EVAL /( 809 ) BRANPT
ENDPT
INTRPT






























































LINURV computes tlie quasi time derivatives of the particular and homo-
geneous solutions. "These derivatives are defined by Equations 17.1-9



























THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE DERIVATIVES OF THE PARTI-
CULAR AMD HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTIONS




»NU . ITER ITAPA ,rrAP6 .jaw ,jnnK Lines ,KPT .nan
• KARO ,IMOX(1) ,ft(EUNOn,CMTOU.RHOC 'RHOP ,«PTS .BINES '
*KPA6E ,NNP ,NUP .URC ,TRSTR ,InAX ,KTInE ^KONVER .NOPRNT,
«INBDRV.NUPASE.IVARY(20), NN, NOVARV. PLASt, ZLASt, KODE5
LOGICAL INBDRV, NEUNOm KONVER. NOPRNT. NUPAGE
connoN /PC/
•PCI ,N -PC3 ,IOP ,PC5 ,PC6 ,PC7 .BAXBC ,NAUX
DIPIENSION P(2D). Y<1). F(l)
IF(NEUNOn) CALL NLDRXiZ, ZO >
NEUNOH = .FALSE.
NP1 = N + 1
CALL PIAT«LT(F<NP1 ). JAKE, Y(NP1), N. N, BOB)
CALL dATSUB(P, V. Z, *, 1)
CALL nATClLKF, JAKE, f, N. N. 1)









































of th is t
• hen _
D E S C R I P T I O N
ar r»y d e f i n e d by Equa t ion 1 7 . 5 - 5 In V o l . 1
J
'





n A l og i ca l f l ag that Indicate! to the Rung t -Ku t ta
in tegra t ion chether or not the j ys tec J a c o b l a n




s o l u t i o n
I A 20 >ord
Equat i on
fro* the preceding OL i te ra t ion .
a r r a y con ta in ing the vec to r f (X Z,U) in
17.1-7 in Vo l .1 of th is document .
S T O R A G E S U B R O U T 1
BLOCK LOC SUBR CO
NE USAGE
DE VAR











































































MADAMS carries out the fourth order Adaws-Moulton integration of the
particular and homogeneous solutions,*































































THIS ROUTINE CARRIES OUT THE FOURTH ORDER AOAHS-
nOULTON INTEGRATION OF THE PARTICULAR AND HOMO-
GENEOUS SOLUTIONS
COflBON /CNTRL/
«NU ,ITER ,ITAPA ,ITAPB .JBIN ,JBAX .LINES ,KPT .BOB ,
*KARO ,INOXCO ,NEUNOB,CNT016.RHOC ,RHOP ,NPTS , BINES ,
•KPAGE ,NNP . NUP .IARC .TRSTR .IP1AX .KTIBE , KONVER.NOPRNT,
»1NBORY.NUPAGE,IVARY120>, NN, NOVARY, PLAST, ZLAST, XODE5
LOGICAL INBORY, NEyNOB, KONVER, NOPRNT, NUPA6E
COnnON/GLOBAL/
»GR ,ER ,0062 . XLAflRF,YnURF ,LUfl .TO , EPSLON, INNER ,
•ITRBAX,JJOP< 6) ,1FATAL,NARC .NBRAN NFARC ,10(1) ,KTAB(20>,
«ITAB(26), SIG,BAXTAB.GB,PSIRF , 1 PFLG1 , 1PFLG2 . 1PFL63, 1PFLGS,
• INEOFLI20), ITP50, KiOL, INAHK .K6LOBL( 7 )
REAL BAGBV, BU, B, LV, LGAB, 1-fSI, LR, LRHO, LBU, Lfl, LTAU, NOB
• .LHT
COBBON 101
«X, H. XI(1), flAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(10), CSAVE(IO), V, GAB, PSI,
»ALT,RHO nU,B. TAU, HT LM. L6A«, LPSI. LR. LRHQ. L«U. LB, LTftU.
• LHT. 0169. 0110, BV(SO), 2SAVEI20), BTI20), NP01NT(26). OELTCJO)
OlnENSION NOBC20)
EQUIVALENCE (NOW, V)
COBBON ni VI 820)
CONBON Ifl F(820, 1)
COrlBON /STUFF/ FUeZO), F2(820), YP(820). YC(8ZO)
DInENSIONCC(5), P(1)
OATA CC /-!».. 106.. -261., 616., 251. /,
• P(l), P(Z), P(3), P(S)/ -9., 37 -59. 55. /
"




00 1 I = 1. NN
VPl 1 ) = V» I »
1 YC( I ) = V(l)
ACCUBULATE FIRST FOUR TERilS OF PREO. AND CORR.




00 2 I = 1, NN
FIL = HI. L)in i > = vfi i) * TP»FIL
2 YC( I ) = YC(I ) « TC»FIL
INCREMENT INOEP. WAR. AND ADD LAST TERN TO CORR.
X = X + H
CALL LlNDRVtVP, Fl)
TC - HC>CC(5 >
00 3 I = 1, *N
3 YCl J) - YClI) + K»Fll J )
J = 1 ,
BORE INNER LOOPS.
1 IF(J .GE. INNER) GO TO 6
YES. BAKE PRED. = CORR. AND UPDATE CORR.
CALL LINDRVI YC, F2)
DO 5 1 = 1. NN
YP(I ) * YC(I)
YCl I ) = YC(I) + TC»IF2<1> - Fl(l))
5 FH1) = F2U)
J = J « I
GO TO 1
ROTATE I HUE I POINTERS ANO SET INTEGRAL = CCRR.
6 ISAVE = INDXI 1)
INOXC 1 ) = INDX(2)
1NDX12) : 1NDX(3>
INOX( 3) £ INOKt)
INDK1) - ISAVE
DO 8 I - \. MM
8 Y( 1 ) = YCl t )
CALL LlNORVIY, Fll, ISAVE))
BADABS





























































































I An 820iH array used to store th( vectors
n" f *2> *3> ind *1 defined by Equation!.6-7 thru -10 of V o l . 1 of this document.
H3> and k» defined by Equations 17.6-2 thru -5 In
Vol . 1 of this document.
noulton Integration In that order the d e r i v a t i v e s
stored.
1 Number of Adams -Houl ton Inner loops.
1 The number of quantities currently being
numerically Integrated.
- -. -
• I II The quasitive v a r i a b l e .
fl An 820 »ord array containing the particular and
homogeneous solutions being Integrated. The first
16 vords comprise the p a r t i c u l a r solution. Each
blo c k of 18 mords thereafter comprises an
STORAGE SUBROUTIN
BLOCK LOG SUBfi COO
USAGE
VAR
IT /( 1 ) RADARS I F
SALVE I F
/STUFF /( 1 ) NAOAflS H Fl
DKUTT1 I FK
RKUTT1 0 FS







/CNTRL /( 11) BCOND H 1NDX
HAOAHS « INOI
SALVE 0 1HOK
/6LOBAL/( 9) CHECK M 1««£«
HAOAKS I INNER






_ . . RJUTT2 1 NN
SALVE H NN
WRAPUP H NN
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Purpose
MAG computes the magnitude of a vector v drawn from the Euclidean space

















THIS SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES THE SCALER FIAGNITUDE OF THE VECTOR ».
DIMENSION V(N>
sun = o.





















MAGIC controls the determination of the costate initial and target
conditions over all of the comer points in the problem.*





























































C THIS ROUTINE CONTROLS THE DETERfllNATI ON OF THE
C COSTATE INITIAL AND TARGET CONDITIONS.
C
COItnON /CNTRL/
»NU ,ITER ITAPA ,ITAPB ,JnIN ,JMAX .LINES .KPT ,MOH ,
• KARO ,INOX<l5 ,N£WNOn,CNT016,RHOC ,RHOP ,NPT5 .HIKES ,
•KPAGE ,NNP NUP ,IARC .TRSTR .IRAK ,KT!nE , KONVER ,NOPRNT,
»INBDRY,NUPAGE;iVARV( J0>, NN, NOVARV. PLAST, 2LAST, KODES
LOGICAL INBDRY, NEUNOM, KONVER. NOPRNT. NUPAGE
COnnON /BLOCK/ I 1C( 10, 20), IltTilO. Z6), ITCI10. 2.0). JTAB120),
• 1TCTC10, 20), LTAB(20), NOKNOU, NOC<2D), VALICI10. 20).
»VALTC(l6, 20), IPAV
COHP10N/SL08AL/
«GR ER OnGZ , XLABBF.VduRF LUn ,TO , EPSLON, INNER ,
•ITRn»x'jJOP< 6^ 'IFATAL.NARC ,NBRAN ,NFARC ,10(1) ,KTAB(26),
• ITAB126), SIG,flAXTAB,GPl,PSIftF , I PFLfil . IPFLG2, IPFLG3, IPFL61,
• INEaFL(20), ITPSO, KSOL, INARK, KGLOBL( 7 )
DATA HAGIX /tHBAGlC /
C INITIALIZE THE IICT AND ITCT BLOCKS
00 101 1 = 1 , f
00 101 J r 1 NARC
ITCTd. J) z 0
101 IICT(I. J) r 2
00 1011 I - 1, NARC
lOn IICTC8. I ) z i
C '* SET INTEGRATION CONTROL FLAGS SO THAT FORCES WILL
C WILL CALL ARCEN AMD ARCIN.
NPTS = 1
-- KPT = 1 -
DO 101 I ARC : 1, NARC
c CLEAR LTAB ENTRV.
LTABC (ARC) = 0
C IS THIS THE FIRST ARC
IF( lAfiC .ST. 1) £0 TO 102
C YES. INITIAL POINT.
CALL COSTAO
GO TO 101
C IS THIS THE FIRST ARC OF THE FIRST BRANCH.
102 IFUARC .NE. NBRAN * 1 ) GO TO 103
C VES. BRANCH POINT.
CALL COSTAB
60 TO 101
C IS THIS THE FIRST ARC OF THE SECOND BRANCH
103 I F C I A R C .EQ. NFARC « 1) GO TO 101
C NO. INTERMEDIATE POINT.
CALL COSTAI
101 CONTINUE
C CONFUTE TOTAL NUnBER OF STATE AND COSTATE TARGET
C CONDITIONS TO HATCH
NCONO = 9
IF( NFARC .LT. NARC) NCONO = 18
NN = NARC - 1
DO 105 I ARC c 1, NN
IF(IARC .EO. NFARC) GO TO 105
105 NCOND = NCONO * JTAB(IARC) •> LTAB(IARC)
C nAKE SURE NUPIBER OF TARGETS EQUALS NUMBER OF
C UNKNOWN INITIAL VALUES.
If (NCONO - NOKNOU) 116, 118, 117
116 CALL ERRORIHAGII, -I, 1)
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F O R T R A N
SYrlBOL SYMBOL CODE DESCRIPTION STORASE SUBROUTINE USAGE6 1SUBR CODE
I ARC S u b a r c nuabtr. /CNTRL
I ICT
1TCT
















O L T O S Z I


















0 A 10.20 array c o n t a i n i n g tht target c o n d i t i o n codes /BLOCK /( 201) CHECK I I ICT
for the state vactor. The columns correspond to COSTAB H 11CT
the subarc end points. The noniero entries In a COSTA!*) II CT
c o l u m n are the state target c o n d i t i o n codes that COSTAO 0 11CT
ap p l y at the end of the corresponding subarc. HAGIC 0 11 CT
SALVE 1 IICT
0 A 10.20 array c o n t a i n i n g the OL costate analog to /BLOCK /( 621) BCOND 0 ITCT
the array IICT. The col u m n s correspond to subarc 6RANPT I ITCT
the numbers of those components of the vector 8 In COSTAB 0 ITCT
Equation 16.6-31 of Voluue I of the PADS document COSTAI 0 ITCT
that contain the v a l u e of » rostate-t<rjet INTRPT I ITCT
c o n d i t i o n that a p p l i e s at the end of tht RAGIC 0 ITCT
1 An array containing the nuiber of noniero entries /BLOCK /( 601) BCOND M JTAB







0 The subarc point nuiber. KPT = 1 on the first /CNTRL /( 8) BCOND 0 KPT
p o i n t of subarc, and KPT - NPTS on the last point BNDRV 0 KPT





n An array containing the nuaber of nonzero entries /BLOCK /( 821) BCOND 0 LTAB
















I tiambtr at tht last subarc on tht item of a branch /GLOBAL/< 19> BNORV I NBRA*
p r o b l e m . If the problei Is not a branch problei, BRANPT I NBRAN
























U The nu.btr of i)uiiiiltl» curnntly b.lno /CNTRL /( 52) BHDRV «
nADAHS I
BASIC H






















































MARCH finds the closest two points on the initial arc file that bracket





















SUBROUTINE MARCH!TIME, IFT, T, NURDS, IERR) MARCH
MARCH
THIS ROUTINE FINDS THE CLOSEST TWO PTS. ON THE MARCH




• NU .ITEfl ,ITAPA , 1TAPB .JI-lIN ,JflA« .LINES .KPT , P10M CNTRL
•KARD ,INO»(1) ,NEUNOM,CNT016,RHOC ,RHOP ,NPTS .MINES , CNTRL
• KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP 'lARC ,TRSTR ,I|<IAX 'KT1PIE .KONVER .NOPRNT, CNTRL
•INBORV.NUPAGE,I»AHV(20), NN, NOVARY, PLA5T, ZLAST, KODES CNTRL
LOGICAL INBORV, NEUNOM, KONVER, NOPRNT, NUPAGE CNTRL
COrwON/GLOBAL/ GLOBAL
•GR ,ER OMGZ ,XLAdRF,ynUfiF ,LUn ,TO ,EPSLON,INNER , GLOBAL
«ITRrlAX,JJOP(6^ 'iFATAL.NARC ,NBRAN ,NFARC ,10(1) ,KTAB(2t), GLOBAL
* i T A B t 2 6 ) , S I G . M A X T A B ' G M . P S I R F , IPFLGI, ipfLSZ,IPFLSS,iPFUt, GLOBAL
• INEOFLC20), ITPSO, KSOL, INARK,KGLOBL(7 ) GLOBAL
EQUIVALENCE! TARC, JARC) MARCH
OIHENSIOM TINMROS. 2) MARCH
100 IFT = 3 - IFT
READ! INARK) (T(I. IFT). I = 1, NURDS)
IF(EOF.lNARK) 103, 101
101 TARC = T(l. IFT)




REAO(INARK) (T(I, IFT), I = 1, NWRDS )
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F O R T R A N
SYMBOL
HATH
SYHBOL CODE DESCRIPTION BLOCK LOC SUBROUTINE USAGESUBR C O D E V A R
1AHC I Subarc nuibtr. /CNTHL /(
INARK I Logical unit on • h i c h I n i t i a l and convcratd arcs
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Purpose
MATADD performs the matrix addition
S = A * B,















SUBROUTINE HATAOD< S, A, B, *, H)
THIS ROUTINE PERFORMS THE PIATRIS ADDITION
S = »<B, UHERE N IS THE NUFIBER OF ROWS IN THE A (B) nATRIS
THE NUFIBER OF COLUHNS IN THE A (B) MATRIX.
DIMENSION All), B(l>, S( 1)
J = N*H
DO 1 1 = 1. J





















MUMhCO computes the aerodynamic moment coefficient Cm. It also computes
the partial derivatives
dCm dCm 3 ^ m ^ ^ m . ^  CM
3a ' 3M ' 3a2 * 3M2 8a3M
HO RE CO
_













































THIS ROUTINE COWPUTES THE PlOnENT COEFFICIENT AND
ITS PART1ALS
i nrtpfli QuiTru 11 flanLUu 1 IHL 3W1ILH. ILUnU
REAL BACH. ISP. 1SPV. ISPR, ISPB, ISPT, ISPVV. ISPVR, ISPVB,
• ISPVT, 1SPRR, tSPRB, ISPRT, I5PP1B, ISPBT, ISPTT, LIFT, LIFTV.
•LIFTR, LIFTA, LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA, LIFTSH. LlFTRA, «UR, LlFTAA,
•IHATED, 1SPF, ISPFF
REAL BACHV, BACHR, MACHVR. BACHRR «,
REAL LIFTP>; LIFTVB, LIFTRB, LIFTBB, LIFTBA
COBBON lOlktlf
• XX ,TIBE ,SINGAfl,COSGAB,OBEGA ,OdE6A2,R G .SINA
•COSA ,OYN011,OnESAT TABP ,PA RO ,CS ,TEBPR ,PAR
• ROR ,CSR ,TEP1PRR,PARR ,RORR ,CSHR ,KODE ,BACH ,0
•0V ,QR ,OVV ,QVR ,ORR ,FVAC ,FVACV .FVACR ,FVACB
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR,FVACRR FVACTT.T .BACHV , BACHR .ISP
• ISPV ,ISPR ,ISPB ,ISPT IISPVV 'ISPVR 'ISPVB , ISPVT .ISPRR
• ISPRP1 , ISPRT .ISPBB .ISPBT .ISPTT .LIFT .LIFTV .LIFTR .LlFTA
•LIFTVV,LIFTVR,HFTVA,HFTRR'LIFTRA,DRAG .ORAGV ,ORASR .ORAGA
•DRAGVV,ORAGVR,DRAGVA,DRAGRR,ORAGRA,ORAGAA. ALPHA ,PHI ,LIFTB
• LIFTVB, LIFTRB, LIFTBB, LIFTP1A.DBR ,DBRR .GABBAD.AE .TAX
•u ,SINPHI,COSPHI.SINPSI,COSPSI'SINRHO'COSRHO,SINROR'COSROR
•nUR ,XKG ,XKP ,AK1N COO COOB ,CLO ,FK XCGB
•XCGBB ,ZCGB ,ZCGBM ,XJV ,XJR ,XJVV XJVR ,XJRR .BACHVR
•BACHRR, SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS2GBCn ,CBA ,CBB ,CBAA .CBBB
• CMAB ,cno cncn cmonn cciAdB ULFTV ULFTR ,ULFTVV ULFTVR
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA,IPOU , XARC ,TSTART,GH ,GRR .LlFTAA
•coons ,CLABB ,CLOB ,CLonn DVNII« CT CODAE ,SIOAE ,coo
•SID .DELTAE.CDE - ,XCG ,ZCG , XJ , XBCG , CALPHA, ALBAX
•OB ,ULFT ,CULFT ULFTA TSTAGE,TInES XBC6AA, IRATED. FRATEO
COBflON /OVNA/
•«TT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 XBCGA FVACF ,ULFTAA,1SPF , ISPFF
•ILOAD .Fun ,FKBB .SWITCH INOF CL ,CLA ,CLB CLAA
• CLFIB ,CLAB ,co ,COA .con ,COAA ,CDBn ,COAB .DYN198
• OYN199.0YN200, XnCGV , XHCGR XnCGn XnCGVV,XBCGVR,XnCGVB XflCGVA
•XBCGRR,XBCbRn,xnCGRA,XBCGnn,XnCGnA,RORRR ,OYN211,DVN21i,OVN2l6
• OVN217.IOAn ,TA!RB TA1RBV T A I RBH, TARB VV, TARBHH, TARB VH SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH ,SFCVV .SFCHH .SFCVH
DATA DEG/S7.29»7795130e23/
CB - CBO •> ALPHA»CBA
cnn - cnOB + ALPHA*CHAH
CBAA = 0.































































 rnnc n C C P D T D T lSYMBOL tuot u t o u n i r i J
a I Anglt of tttick
dC /da 0 Sit *y»bol
*•
dC /dft ' 5tt •!•*•'
**
a2C, /an2 ' 5tt '»"">l
ac /an « set > f.boi
• - — - «. • *
a2ca/an2 ° s" ''""II
C I Moient coe f f i c i en t »t • = 0.
•o
ac. /an i set «,.b.i
•o
d2c /a«i2 ' s" •»•»•!
•o
r n w S T O R A G E
t UIW BLOCK LOC
( R A D ) /DVNA / ( 79)
/DVNA /( 1 22 )
( R A D * ^ ) /OYNA / ( 123)
/OYNA /( 125)
/DVNA /( 12M























































































































NEWCS controls the Newton-Raphson iteration for the c's.*




















• J •(„•1 .
.












































C THIS ROUTINE CONTROLS THE DETERIMNATION OF THE VALUES




•NO ,ITER , ITAPA , ITAPB ,JMJN ,JflA( .LINES ,«PT ,HOfl ,
•KARO , INOXIt) .NEWNOM.CNTOU.RHOC ,RHOP ,NPTS ,HINES ,
•KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP , IARC , TfiSTB , INAJI .KTlnE ,KONVER.«OPR«T,
•INBDRV,NUPAGE,IVARV<20>, NN, NOVARV. PLAST. ZLAST, KOOES
LOGICAL INBDRV, NEWNOn, KONVEB, NOPRNT, NUPA6E
REAL HAGBV, Hit. *, LV, LGAH, LPSI, LR. LRHO. LHU, LB, LTAU, NOB
LHTCOMMON /D/
• X. H, Xl(1), HAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(10), CSAVE(sO), V, GAB, PSI,
•ALT,RHO.BU,H, TAU. HT. LV. LGA«, LPSI. LR. LRHO. LBU, LH, LTAU.
• LHT, D109, OilO, BV(1D>, ZSAVE(iO), Ot(20V NPOINT(26), DELT(2D)
OlnfNSION NOMZi)
EQUIVALENCE (NOB, V)
OlflENSION DELC(li), DC<K, X), PZl(lO)
DATA XNEUCS /6H NEUCS/
) FORnATdHO, 25HSOLUTION FOR C'S FOLLOWS.)
2 FORRAT( 1H , 1H >
3 FORHATdH ' 3HC= , 5E15.7)
1 FORNATdH , 3HE= , 5E15.7)
C
MHITE(6, 1)
C CLEAR C VECTOR. DIVERGENCE COUNTER AND CONVERGENCE FLAG.
C SET CURRENT ERROR METRIC TO LARGE NUMBER.
00 101 I = 1, « *





DO 105 IT - 1. 25
C CLEAfi PARTIAL MATRIX
00 102 I = 1, «
00 102 J = 1, *
102 00(1, J> = 0
C EVAL. TARbET HISSES AND PARTS. U/RESP . TO C*S.
CALL BNORV(PZI, 00, K>
C SAVE LAST ERROR METRIC AND COMP . NEW ONE.
DLP8AR : OLCBAR
DLCBAR = HAG(PZI. K>/HAGBV
c ARE ME CONVERGED
m OLCBAR .GT. ERR> GO TO 1021
C VES. SET CONV. FLAG
RON a I
60 TO 101
C DID ME DIVERGE
1021 IFIOLCBAR .LE. OLPBAR ) GO TO 103
C VES. INCREMENT DIVERGENCE COUNTER
IOIV = IDIV « 1
C HAVE UE ACCUMULATED 5 DIVERGENCES
IFCID1V .EO. 5) CALL ERROR(XNEMCS. -1,0)
GO TO 101
C CONVERGING. DECREMENT DIVERGENCE COUNTER
103 IDIV = HAXO(0. IOIV - 1)
C INVERT PARTIALS MATRIX
101 CALL GJRVCDO. K, I.E-12, 1ERR)
C BAKE SURE INVERSION OK.
IFdERR .NE. 0) CALL ERROR) XNEMCS. -2, 1)
C UPDATE C VECTORCALL MATNLUDELC, DO, PZI, «, n, i)
CALL HATSUBCC. C. OELC. *, 1)
IFHON .NE. 0) GO TO llO
10> CONTINUE
C RAN OUT OF ITERATIONS. SHALL UE CALL IT CONVERGED
C ANVUAV.
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T<* UHITEU, 3) (C( IJ) . IJ = 1, «)














™ conr n r r m T P T T n M S T O » A G E SUBROUTINE USA(SYBBOL CODE UtbLnlr 1 1UIV Bubcn LOC IUBR CODE v»i
«o lutlont.
I Convtrginci c r l t t r l o n of Itiratlon for the c '». /D
I Tht «»ai>ltudt of oil of thi dt i lr td >ilu<« of tbt /D















/( 8) CHECK 0 ERR
NEWCS 1 ERR
/( 7) CHECK M flAGBt
MEUCS I HAGBt




NLDRV evaluates the nonlinear state and costate quasitime derivatives,
In addition, if the QL iteration is not converged, it also evaluates
the system Jacobian.*











































































SUBROUTINE NLDRV(Z, 20 )
THIS ROUTINE CONFUTES THE NONLINEAR STATE AND CO-
STATE DERIVATIVES. IF OL IS NOT CONVERGED, IT ALSO
COWUTES THE PARTIALS OF THESE EQUATIONS U/RESP. TO
THE STATE AND COSTATE, I.E. THE JACOBIAN.
COPinON/ARCDAT/
•SREF ,EJ ,XISP ,TBULT ,DTNC ,OTP1
• IATPI ,inooE ,JAER .JPRO onAx ,GBAX
•XLBAX ,HOBAX .&P100T ,ALFRAX ,PHBAX ,BAEA
•BAEB ,BAEC .MAED ,BAEE ,BAEF 'BAEG
•ni ,BISP ,BXCG ,BZCG ,B«DA .nwoe
•nDB .XC6R . ICGR ,JE , ZE ,XT




» LOTft, LVTAU, LHTAU. LURC, LURCT, LUTVRC, L6TV,
• LPTC6V, LPTC6. LOVTR,
• noy. nO£. HDP, nOR. noo, non. HOT,
> LVD, LSD, LP&, LfiO, LOO. LND. LTD.
• BO. LV06, LVOP, LVDR, LVOO, LVOT, LOOP,
» L60R, LBDO, L6DT, LPDP, LPOR. LPDO, LPDT,
* LROR. LRDO. LRDT, LOOO. LOOT. LVOV. LVDB,
* Leon, LPDPI, LRon, LOON, LGOS, LMtn. tnoT,
» LTDT, nOLV. LVDLV, L60LV, LROLV. LHOLV. LTOLV.
• nOLG, LVDtS, LfiOLG, LROLG. LHDL6, LTOL6,
» P1DLP. LVOLP, LGOLP. LROLP, LHOLP. LTOLP,








*VDV ,fiDV ,POV ,ROV ,00V ,UDV ,nOV ,TOV ,HTDV
»LVDV ,LGDV LPDV ,LBOV LODV ,LUOV LPIOV ,LTOV ,LHTOV
• VDG , GDI) ,PD6 ,RDG ,006 ,UOb >06 ,TOG ,HTDS
•LVOG ,LGDG ,LPOG ,LROG ,LODG , LUOb LHOG ,LTO& ,LHTDG
•VOP ,GOP ,POP ,ROP ,OOP ,UOP ,«OP ,TDP ,HTOP
«LVDP ,L60P ,LPOP ,LRDP .LOOP .LUOP .LflDP .LTOP ,LHTOP
•VOR ,GOR ,PDR ,HOR ,ODR , UOR ,nDR ,TDR ,HTDR
• LVOR ,LGDR ,LPDR .LROR , LOOR , LUOR VnOR , LTDfi ,LHTOR
•VDO .GOO .POO .ROD ,000 , UDO ,nOO .TOO ,HTDO
• LVDO ,LGOO ,LPOO .LRDO , LODO , LUOO 'LflDO ,LTOO ,LHTOO
• VOU , GDU ,POU ,RDU ,OOU , UDU ,WOU ,TDU ,HTDU
• LVDU ,LGDU .LPOU ,LROU ,LOOU ,LUOU ,LCIOU ,LTDU ,LHTDU
•von >on ,Pon ,Ron ,oon ,uon non , Ton HTDH
•Lvon ,LGOH ,LPOH ,LRDH , Loon LUDH , LBOB ,LTOH ,LHTOH
•VOT ,6DT ,PDT ,ROT • ,ODT ,UDT ,«DT ,TOT ,HTOT
•LVOT ,LGOT ,LPDT ,LRDT .LOOT ,LUDT ,LBOT ,LTDT .LHTDT
• VOH ,GDH ,PDH ,RDH ODH , JDH nOH ,TOH ,HTOH
•LVON ,L60H , LPOH ,LROH .LOOH , LUDH , LBDM ,LTDH .LHTDH
ConnON /JACOB/
• VDLV. ,GDLV ,POLV ,RDLV ,ODLV ,UOLV .AOLV ,TDLV ,HTDLV
•LVDLV ,LGDLV ,LPOLV , LROLV ,LOOLV .LUOLV LnDLV ,LTDLV .LHTDLV
•VDLG , GDL6 ,POLG ,ROLG ,OOL6 ,UDuS ,nDLG ,TOLG ,HTDLG
•LVDLG , UGDLG LPOLG , LRDLG ,LODLG , LUDLS LBDLG ,LTDLG .LHTDLG
•VOLP ,GOLP .POLP ,RDLP ,OOLP ,UDLP ,BOLP ,TOLP ,HTDLP
•LVOLP , LGOLP ,LPDLP , LROLP .LODLP ,LUOLP .LBDLP .LTDLP .LHTOLP
•VDLR ,GDLR ,POLR ,ROLR ,OOLR ,UDLR HOLR ,TDLR ,HTOLR
• LVDLR .LGOLR ,LPOLfi ,LBOLR .LODLR .LUOLfi .LflOLR ,LTDLR ,LHTOLR
•VOLO ,GDLO ,POLO ,ROLO ,ODLO , UDLO ,BDLO ,TDLO .HTOLO
•LVOLO , LGDLO .LPOLG .LRDLO ,LOOLO ,LUOLO ,LBDLO ,LTDLO ,LHTDLO
•VDLU , GDLU ,PDLU ,ROLU ,OOLU ,UDLU ,BDLU ,TDLU .HTDLU,
• LVDLU ,LGDLU ,LPOLU ,LROLU , LODLU ,LUDLU LF1DLU ,LTOLU , LHTOLU
•VDLB ,GDLH ,POLB ,ROLW ,ODLB , UOLfl ,BDLB ,TDLB ,HTDLB
• LVDLB ,LGDLB LPOLB , LROLB ,LODLB ,LUDL« LPIDLB , LTOLB .LHTDLB
•VOLT ,60LT ,POLT ,ROLT ,OOLT ,UDLT ,BDLT ,TOLT ,HTDLT
•LVOkT ,LGDLT .LPDLT ,LROLT .LODLT ,LUDLT LflDLT ,LTDLT ,LHTOLT
•VDLH ,GDLH ,PDLH ,ROLH ,OOLH ,UDLM ,BDLH ,TOLH ,HTDLH,











































































































•NU .ITER ,ITAPA ,ITAPB ,JBIN ,JBAX .LINES .KPT ,BOB ,
•HARD ,INDX(1) ,NEUNOn,CNT016,RHOC ,RHOP ,NPTS ,BINES ,
• XPAGE ,NNP ,NUP .IARC ,TRSTR ,1-BAX ,KTIBE ' KONVER, NOPRNT.
•INBDRV,NUPAGE,IVARY(ZO), NN, NOVARY, PLAST, ZLAST, KODES
LOGICAL INBORY, NEUNOB, KONVER. NOPRNT, NUPAGE
REAL BAGBV. MU, B, LV, LSAB, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LBU, LB, LTAU, NOB
• , LHT
COBflON 101
• X, H, Xl(1), BAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(10), CSAVE(tO), V, GAR, PSI,
•ALT,RHO,BU,n. TAU, HT. LV, LGAB LPSI, LR. LRHO. LBU. LB. LTAU.
• LHT. 0169, D110, BV(l6), ZSAVE(20), QT( 20}, NPOINT(2D), DELT(20>
DI BENS I OBI NOB(20)
EQUIVALENCE (NOB, V)
LOGICAL SWITCH, iLOAO
REAL BACH, ISP, ISPV, ISPR, ISPB, ISPT, 1SPVV. ISPVR, ISPVB,
•ISPVT, ISPRR, ISPRn, ISPRT, ISPBB, ISPBT, ISPTT, LIFT, LIFTV,
•LIFTR: LIFTA, LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA, LIFTRR. LIFTHA, BUR, LIFTAA,
•IRATEi. ISPF ISPFF
REAL HACHV, NACHR, RACHVR. HACHRR
REAL LIFTB, LIFTVB, LIFTRB, L1FTBB, LIFTHA
COMBON /DYNA/
•XX ,TI»E ,SINGAB,COSGAfl,ONEGA ,OB£GA2,R ,G ,SINA
• COSA ,OYN011,OclEfiAT,TAnP ,PA ,RO ,CS ,T£BPR .PAR
•ROR ,CSR ,TEnPRR,PARR ,RORR ,CSRR ,KODE >ACH !o
•QV ,QR ,QW ,QVR QRR ,FVAC FVACV ,FVACR .FVACB
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR,FVACRR,FVACTT,T .BACHV .BACHR ,15P
•ISPV .ISPR .ISPfl .ISPT ,ISPVV ,ISPVR .ISPVfl .ISPVT .ISPRR
• ISPRB 'ISPRT ,ISPBB 'ISPBT .ISPTT .LIFT 'LIFTV ,LIFTS ...-IFTA
•LIFTVV,LIFTVR,LIFTVA,LIFTRR,LIFTRA,DRAG ,DRAGV ORAGR ,DROGA
•DRAGVV,DRAGVR,DPA6VA,ORASRR,OR«6RA,DRAGAA,ALPHA PHI .LIFTB
• LIFTVB, LIFTRB, HFTWB, LIFTBA, DBR ,OBRR .GAflBAO.AE .TAX
•W ,S1NPHI,COSPHI,SINPS1,COSPSI,SINRHO,COSRHO,SINROR,COSROR
•BUR ,XKG ,XKP ,AK1N ,CDO ,COOB CLO ,FK ,XCGB
•XCGBB ,ZCGB .ZCGBB ,XJV ,XJR ,XJVV XjVR .XJRR BACHVR
•BACHRR,SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS2GB,Cn ,CBA ,CBB ,CBAA ,CRAB
•CBAn CBO ,cnOB ,CBOBB ,cnAnn ,ULFTV ULFTR ULFTVV.ULFTVR
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA,IPO« ,XARC .TSTART.GH ,GRH .LIFTAA
• CDOBB CLABB ,CLOB .CLOBB .OYNH9.CT COOAE SIDAE ,coo
• SID ,OELTAE,CDE ,XCG ,ZCG , XJ ,XnCG ,CALPHA ALBAX
•DB ,ULFT ,CULFT ,ULFTA ,TSTA6E,TIBES ,XBCSAA.IRATEO,FRATEO
COBBON /DYNA/
•BTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XBCGA ,FVACF .ULFTAA.ISPF .ISPFF
• ILOAD ,FKB .FKBB .SWITCH,INOF 'CL ,CLA ,ctn ,CLAA
•CLBB ,CLAB ,co ,CDA ,con ,CDAA ,CDBB ,CDAB OYN19B
•DYN199,OVN200,XBCGV ,XBCGR ,XBCGB ,XBCGVV,XBCGVR,XBCGVB XBCGVA
•XnC&RR.XBCfiRB.XnCGRA.XnCGnn.XBCGBARORRR ,DYN21S,DYN215>OVN216
•DYN21I,IDAB ,TAIRB ,TAIRBV,TAIRBH,TARBVV.TARBHH,TARBVH,SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH .SFCVV .SFCHH .SFCVH
COBBON /AXLE/
• AV , AS ,*f ,AB AVV ,AGV ,APV , A«V
,ABS ,AVP ,AGP APP ABP AVR
,AVO ,AGO ,APO ABO ,AVU .AGU










•EAVV EAGV ,EAPV ,EAHV , EOVfi EASS EAPS ,EABfi ,£A»P
•EASP ,EAPP .EABP ,EAVR ,EASR ,EAPR EABR ,EAVO
•EAPO .EABO ,EAVU ,EAGU .EAPU ,EABU ,£AVB EA3B




,  ,EAPZ ,EAnZ , A V V V AGVV APW .AHVV
,AGGV ,APSV ,ABGV ,AVPV A&PV APFV .ABPV .AVfiV
•ASRV ,APRV ,ABRV ,AVOV ,AGOV ,APOV ,ABOV ,AVUV ,AGUV
•APUV .ABUV ,AVBV ,AGBV ,APBV ABBV ,AVZV ,AGZV ,APZV
•ABZV .Avve ,AGVG ,APVG ,ABVG ,AVGG 'AGGG ,APGG ,AHGG
'
 
• AVPG ,AGPG ,APP
 
,AVRG , AGRG ,APRG , Ak OS   . 
AfiOG , APOli ,AnOG ,AVUG .AGU& ,APUG ,ABUG ,AVRG ,AGBG
•APHG .ABBS ,AVZG ,»GZG ,APZG ,ABZ6 ,AVVP .AGVP ,APVP
•ABVP ,AV6P ,A&fiP ,APGP ,ABSP ,AVPP ,AGPP ,APPP ,AHPP
•AVRP ,ASRP ,APRP ,ABRP ,AVOP
• AGUP ,APUP , AflUP ,AVBP ,AGBP
•APZP ,AHZP ,AVVR ,AGVR ,APVR
COBBON /AXLE/
•ABGR ,AVPB ,ASPR APPR ABPR
•AVOR ,AGOR ,APOH
AGOP ,APOP .ABOP ,AVUP
APBP ABBP ,AVZP ,AGZP
ADVR ,AVGR ,ASGR ,APGR
,„,,... AVRR ,AGRR ,APRR ,AHRR
,AVUR ,ASUR ,APUR .ABUR ,AVBR


















































































































































•APVO ,AnVO ,AVGO ,AGGO .APGO
• AMPO ,AVRO -AGRO APRO .AltRO
»AVUO .AGUO .APUO .ABUO .AVnO
• AGZO .APZO .AflZO .AVVU .AGVU
•APGU .AflGU ,AVPU .AGPU .APPU
• ACIRU .AVOU .AGOu ,APOU .ABOU
»AVBU .AGWJ .APPIU .Annu .AVZU
•AGVPI ,APvn ,Anvn AVGH AGGB
•APPn APIPCI AvRn AGRn APRB
•Anon ,AVUB , AGun ,APun ,Anun
*Avzn AGZP) Apzrt AOZCI AVVZ
•AGGZ IAPSZ IABGZ IAVPZ )ASPZ
*APRZ .AFIRZ ,AVOZ ,AGOZ ,APOZ
•Anuz ,AVHZ .AGnz .APnz ,Annz
connoN /AXLE/
»AVLV- .AGLV .APLV .AMLV .AVLG"
»AGLP .APLP .ABLP .AVVLV ,AGVLV
*APGLV ,API6LV ,AVPLV ,AGPLV ,APPLV
*APIRLV ,AVOLV ,AGOLV APOLV ABOLV
• AVP1LV .AGrtLV .APBLV .ABBLV .AVZLV
•AGVLG .APVLG .AflVLG .AVGLG .AGGLG
•APPLG .ABPLG .AVRLG ,AGRLG .APRLG
• AHOLG ,AVULG ,AGULG ,APULG . AP1ULG
• AVZLG .AGZLG .APZLG .AP1ZLG ,AVVLP
»AGGLP .APGLP ,»B6LP .AVPLP .AGPLP
*APRLP .AHRLP .AVOLP .AGOLP .APOLP
.AnuLP ,AVI<ILP , AGIUP .APHLP .AnnLP
connoN /PC/
»PC1 ,N ,PC3 ,IDP ,PC5
ASFHAB) x LHTAU.A » LVTAU^B
ASF2(C,D) r LGAH'C + LPSI»0
DO 1 I = 1,N
r NOH( i )=z< i )
CALL FORCES
IFIKOOE .EQ. KOOES1 60 TO 3
KOOES = KOOE
DO 2 I = 1, 18
DO 2 J = 1, 18
2 JACOBd, J) = 0.
3 IFCKODE .NE. o> CALL APPLY
EVALUATE 1NTERBEOIATE CONSTANT
CGV = COSSAN * V
RCRHO : R * COSRHO
OnZRVC - OBEGA2 * R * COSRHO / V
ORVCOG = OP12RKC/COSGAB







TAUV = TAU / V
TAUVR = -TAU»V/R










































































































































































































































































CGSP = COSGAFI SINPS1
COCG = COSRHO COSGAN
SOSG = SINRHO 5 ING An
COSG = COSRHO SINGAH
SPSO - SINPSI SINRHO
SPSOSG = SPSO SINGAH









~ ~ . .. . • • -
EXPRES = SINRHO*SINGAn»COSPSI * COSRHO>COSGAH
EXPRS1 = COSRHO*SINGAH - C6CP»SINRHO
EXPRS2 = CPSG«COS2RO - SIN2RO>COSGAH
EXPRS3 = COS2RO>CGCP * SlN2RO»SlNGAfl
ASSURE FREE FALL. COnP 1ST PARTS. U/RESP.TO STATE
OF ALL STATE EOS. EXCEPT GO AND PO.
HTDT = OnULT»17600.»SafiTlRO/RHOB)»( V/26000. )».3.15
RDV = TAU • SINGAn
ODV =(TAU/R) * CGCP
UOV = (TAU/RCRHO) * CGSP
HTOV = TAU»HTOT»3.I5/V
VOG = TAU«(OD2RCO>EXPRES - COSGAH'G)
ROG = TAUoCGV
OOG = TAUVR'CPSG
UOG = -TVRO»SPS6 - - - - -
VOP = TAU»Om2RCO»CGSP*SINRHO
OOP = TAUVR*CGSP
UOP : TVRO * CGCP
VDR - TAU«On2CO»EXPRSl - GH*SINGAn)
ODR = TAUVR * CGCP/f)
UDR = (-TVRO/H) * CGSP
IFtlATn .LT. 2) HTDR = TAU»MTOT»ROR/RO/2 .
VOO = -TAu»On2R«EXPRS3
UOO = TVRO>CGSP*SOOCO
VOT = On2RCO*EXPRSl • 6« SINS AH
ROT c SINGAH • V
OOT = CGCP • VOR
UDT = CGSP • V / RCRHO
IS THIS VERT. RISE/PITCHOvER
IFCKODE .NE. 1) 60 TO 1COC
YES. COfflP. 1ST PART. OF GO W/RESP. TO TAU
GOT = GAHHAD
COMPUTE STATE DERIVATIVES
VO - TAU * (AV * VOT)







ACCOUNT FOR APPLIED LOAD EFFECTS IN 1ST PARTS.
W/RESP. TO STATE OF STATE EOS.
VOV = AVV TAU
nov = AHV TAU
BO 6 = ABB TAU
HDP = AHP TAU
nOR = AHR TAU
noo = Ano TAU
von = Avn TAU
non = Ann TAU
HOT = An * AflZ»TAU
VOG - VOG AVG * TAU
VDP : VOP AVP * TAU
VOR : VOR AVR * TAU
VOO = VOO AVO * TAU
VOT = VOT AV •> AVZ«TAU
COnPUTE COSTATE DERIVATIVES.
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LSD = -LV«VOG - LRoROS - LRHO'ODG - LBU'UOG - LB«BDG
LPO B -LV»VOP - LRHO'ODP -LCIU'UDP - LB*nOP
LRD s -LV»VDR - LRHO«OOR - LBU»UDR - Lfl«nOR - LHT«HTDR
UOD = -LV«VDO -Lnu>UDO - LB««DO
LBD B -LV'VDB - LB»«DH
LTD = -LV»VDT - LGAn>£OT -LR*RDT - LRHO'ODT - LBU»UOT -LB»BDT
» -LHT.HTDT
GO TO 4000
NOT VERT. R1SE/P1TCHOVER. STILL ASSUBIN6 FREE
FALL, COBP. 1ST PARTS. U/RESP. TO STATE OF GO AND
PO.
GDV sTAUV * (COSGAn»(GOV <VOR) - OMERVOEHPHES )
PDV =(TAJ«SPSO) « (COSGAn/RCRHO - ORvCOG/V )
GDG = TAJ«( -On2RVC»E»PRSl- SINGABXVOR - GOV ) )
PDG = "f*0 » (SPSOSG*(ORVCOS/COSSAB - V/RCRNO) - CPCO.O(tEGAT/Cfi2>
GDP = TAU • ( CPCO • OBEGAT- OB2RVC • SPSOSG)
POP = TAO'( OI1EGAT.COSP»SbOCG * CPSO>ORVCOG • C6CP-SOOCO- VOR )
GDR = TAU * ( EXPRES«On2CO/V - COSGAn«( VOR/R •> GM/V »
PDR = TAU»SPSO/R • (OR»COS- C6V/RCRHO)
GOO : TAU«(EXPRS2«OnZR/V - OnEGAT*SPSO)
PDO = TAU*(OnEGAT»(CPSO'SSOCG * COSRHO) + SINPSI -On2R»C05ZRO/C6V
» * CGSPOVOR/C02)
GOT : OBEGAT«COSP + EXPRES'OnZR VC + COSGABX VOR - GOV )
POT = OnEGAT«(SINRHO - CPCO«SSOCS) •> SPSO«< OR VCOG •> CGV/RCRHO)
IS THIS FREE FALL
IF(KOOE.NE.O) GO TO 2000
COBPUTE STATE AND COSTATE DERIVATIVES.
VD = TAU • VOT
GD =.TgU 'GOT . .
PD = "iAU • POT " "
RO = TAU * ROT
00 = TAU * OUT
UO = TAU « UOT
P1D = 0.
HTD x 0.
LVD = -LGAB • GOV - LP5I»PDV - LR>RDV - LRHO«ODV - LP1U»JOV
LGD = -LV»VDG - LGAn«iO«i - LPSUPDG - LR'flDS - LflHO»OOlj - L«U»UOS
LPD s -LV*VDP - LGAB»bDP - LPSI'PDP - Lnu«UOP - LRHO»ODP
LRD = -LV'VDR - LG«n»uCfi - LPSI'PDR - LRHO'OOR - LPIU'UDR
LOO = -LV'VDD - LGABOuOQ - LPSUPOO - LHU'UDO
LBD = 0.
LTD = -LV»VDT - LGA«»60T - LPSI»POT - LR*ROT - LRHO»ODT - LBU»UDT
GO TO 9000
NOT FREE FALL. COnPUTE STATE DERIVATIVES.
VD = TAU«(AV * VOT)
GO = TAU'(AG/V * GOT)






IS THIS NON-OPTIBAL CONTROL
1FCKOOE .LT. 11 GO TO 3000
YES. ACCOUNT FOR APPLIED LOAD EFFECTS ON 1ST PARTS.
U/RESP. TO STATE OF STATE EOS.
VDV = AW * TAU
VD« = AV« « TAU
GOB = AGB • TAUV
eon - APB « TAUCfi*
BDV r ABV • TAU
BOR = ABR * TAU
BOB = ABB * TAU
BOT r AB « ABZ'TAU
GOV - GDV •> TAUV'C A6V-A6/V)
PDV = PDV * (APV-AP/V>* TAUC6V
PDG = POG « TAUCGV>SGOCG»AP
VOR = VDR •> AVR'TAU
GDR = GDR • AGR'TAUV
PDR - PDR •> APR«TAUCSV
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GOT = GOT * < A G Z « T A U + A 6 ) / V
POT = POT 4 (APZ»TAU * AP)/CGV
C CONFUTE COSTATE EOS. FOR NQN-OPTIAAL CONTROL.
LVO = -LV»VOV - LGAP1*GOV - LPSI«POV - LR*ROV - LRMO'ODV - L*U»UD*
» -Lfl»«DV - LHT*HTOV
LGO = -LV'VDG - LGAin*GOG - LPSI'PDS - LR»RD6 - L*HO*ODG - LrtU»UD&
LPD = -LV»VDP - LGAfl*GOP - LPSMPDP - tRMO*OOP - Lrtt/*UOP
LRD = -LV«VDR - LGAP>*GDR - LPSl'POB - L«*flDR - LRHO»ODR - LnU»uDfi
• -LHT»HTOR
LOO = -LV»VDO - LGAfl»GOO - LPSI«POO - Lfl(/*UDO
mo = -Lv*von - LGAn*Gon - LP5i*Pon - L«»*D«
LTD = -LV*VDT - LGA«»6DT - LP5J»PDT - LH»HDT - LflU»UOT
* -Lfl»RDT - LRHO*ODT - LHT«HTDT
c
c
- HO TO 9000 - — •
C CONFUTE COSTATE EOS. FOR OPTIRRL CONTROL
3000 LVO = - L V * T A U * E A V V - LGAfl*( GOV + T A U V * ( E A & V - A G / V ) )
* -LPSI»(PDV*TAUCGV « ( E A P V - A P / W > ) - LR*RD« - LRMO»ODV
L&D = -LV*VDG - LGAn>GDG - LPSIXPDG •> TAUCGV>AP*SGOCG )
• -LRoRDG - LRHO'ODG - LnU'UDS
LPD = -LV»VOP - LGAP1»60P - LPSI»PDP - LRHO'ODP - LMU'UDP
LRD = -LV»( VDB * T A U « E A V R > - LGAHXGDR + TAUV'EASR )
• -LPSI«(POR-»TAUCGV>EAPR > - LRHO'ODR - LHU*UDR -LM»TAU»EAMR
• -LMT»HTOR
LOO - -LV 'VDO - LGAH'GOO - LPSUPDO - LflU'UDO
LMD = T A U « ( - L V * E A V M -1 LGAM»EAGM*LPSI»EAPB/COSGAM )/ V - LH'EAMn)
LTD = -LV»( VOT + AV + T A U ' E A V Z ) - LGAM»( SOT •>( A6 « T A U « E A G Z ) / V )
• -LPSI»(POT +IAP * TAU»EAPZ)/C6V) - LR'ROT - LRHO«ODT-LMU»UDT
• ~" -"LN»(An + TAU»EAnZ) - LMT.MTDT
C IS OL CONVERSED
IF( KONVER ) GO TO 9900
C NO. OPTIMAL CONTROL IN EFFECT. COMPUTE 1ST PARTS.





















LVDLV - ASFK A M V L V . A V V L V ) - E A V V « T A U « L & T V X A G L V / V - A G V L V ) •>
• LPTCS»»(APLV/V - A P V L V )
c
LGDLV = -LPTCGV>APLV*SGOCG - VOG
c
LRDLV = ASFK AMRLV. A V R L V ) - EAVR 'TAU - L&TV* AGRLV
* - LPTCGV* APRLV - VDR
c
LP1DLV = ASFK ARMLV. AVP1LV ) - EAVf f l 'TAU - LGTV* AGHLV
• -LPTCbV. APHLV
C
LTOLV = ASFK AHZLV, A V Z L V ) - EAVZ 'TAU- LGTv* AGZLV
* - LPTCGV* APZLV - VOT
* - AV - L V * A V L V - Lfl»A«LV - LGAn*A&LV/V - LPSI»APLV/C6V
C
LVOLG = ASFK AMVLG. A V V L G ) + LGTV»( AGLG/ V - A G V L G )
• « LPTCGV*(APLG/V- APVLG) * 7AUV»( *b /V - EAliV) - &DV
C







































































































* * * * *
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LRDL6 = ASFK ADRLG, A V R L G ) - LGTV* AGRLG - LPTCGV* APRLG
* - TAUV'EASR - GOR
LHDLG = ASFK AnnLG, AVHL6 > - LGTV* AGBLG - LPTCGV* APHLG
* - TAUV*EA&A
LTOL6 = ASFK A W Z L G . A V Z L G ) - LGTV* AGZLG - LPTCGV* APZLG
• - TAUV»EAGZ - LV 'AVLG- LR'ARLG- ( L6Afl*AGL6 * A G 1 / V
* - LPSUAPLS/CGV - GOT
LVDLP = ASFK AHVLP. A V V L P ) + L G T V » ( A G L P / V - A 6 V L P )
• « LPTCGV»<*PLP/V - APVLP) « T A U C G V » ( A P / V - EAP») - POV
L6DLP = - LPTC6V»APLP»SGOCG - TAuC6v«AP«SGOC6 - PD6
LRDLP ± ASFK AnRLP, AVRLP ) - LGTV* AGRLP - LPTCGV* APRLP - POR
* - TAUCGV*EAPR
LflOLP = ASFK AnflLP. AKf tLP) - LGTV* AGflLP - LPTCGV* APftLP
* - TAUCGV'EAPH
LTOLP = ASFK AB1LP, AVZLP) - LG1V,* AGlLP - LPTCGV* ftPlLP
* - TAUCGV*EAPZ - L V ' A V L P - LPl'AnlLP - LGAH'AGLP/V




- • • ' • • • • „ . . * » _ _ , .




ACCOUNT FOR THE EFFECTS OF APPLIED LOADS ON THE
TOTAL 1ST PARTS. W/RESP. TO STATE OF S T A T E EOS.
GDV . GOV I T A U V )«( AGV - A G / V )
POV = PDV (TAuCuV )• IAPV - A P / V )
VOb = V06 AVG *TAU
GOd = GOG AGG »TAUV
POS = POG TAUCGV*(AP*SGOCG * APG)
VDR = VOR AVR »TAU
SCR = GOR AdR * TAUV
POR = POR APR.TAUC6V
VOT = VOT AV * AV2*TAU
GOT = GOT (AGZ*TAU « A 6 ) / V









HOT = All t APIZ*TAU
HOVE STATE AND C O S T A T E D E R I V A T I V E S INTO OUTPUT
ARRAY .
CONTINUE
ZD( 1 ) = VD
ZD( 2) = GO
Z0( 3) £ PO
Z0( 1> = RO
Z0( 5) = 00
zoi t> - ao
ZOI ') - HO
ZOI 8) * 0.
ZOI It - HTD
ZOI 10)= LVO
ZOI 11 )= LSD
ZDI 12)= LPO
ZOI 13)= LAO
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IF(.NOT KONVER) GO TO 9001
COnPUTE AND STORE VELOCITY LOSS D E R I V A T I V E S .
ZD( 19) = FVAC/n *TAU
ZD(20) = ( D R A G * DB*COSA)/R«TAU
Z D C Z 1 ) = AE'PA»CODAE/««TAU
ZDI22) = G«SINGAn*TAU
ZD(23) = FVAC*(1. - COOAE)/N*TAU
RETURN
OL NOT CONVERGED. ASSURE FREE FALL AND COMPUTE 1ST
P A R T S . U/RESP. TO STATE OF C O S T A T E EOS. DBITTlNS
TERRS W I T H LGAn OR LPSI.
9001 LVDG = LOTR.CPSG - LR«TAU*COSGAn » LURCT*SPSG
LVOP = LOTRoCGSP - LURCT.CGCP
LVOR = (LOTR.CGCP * LURCT'CGSP )/R - LHT»3 . 15/V»HTOR
LVDO = -LURCT'CGSP'SOOCO
LVOT = -LRHO'CGCP/R - LR*SINGAn - LURC'CGSP
LGOG = LUTVRC-C6SP •> LVTAU»( SINGAn»G - Ort2RCO»EXPRSl )
• « LR»TAU*SINGAn>V « LOVTR'CSCP
LGDP : LUTVRC»CPSG - LVTAU'OnZRCO'SP SOSG - LOVTR*SPSG
LGOR =-LUTVRC«SPSG/R * LVTAU«( EXPRES'OnZCO - GH'COSGAH) -
* LOVTR'CPSG/R
L6DO = LUTVRC>SPSOSG/CDSRHO •> LVTAU*On2R>EXPRS2
L6DT =LURC»V»SPS6 -LV»( On2RCO»EXPRES - COSGAH«6>
* - LR»CGV * LRHO>VOR»CPSG
LPDP : LUTVRC«CGSP->(LVTAU>On2RCO 'SINRHO «LOVTR)*CGCP
LPOR = LVTAU>On2CO<COSGAn»SPSO « (LUTVRC 'CGCP - L O V T R » C G S P )/R
LPOO = LVTAU>On2R*COS2RO>CGSP - LUTVRC«CGCP«SQOCO
LPDT = CGSP'(LRHO*VOR - LV»On2RCO»SINRHO ) - LUROY'CGCP
LRDR =-2 . /R2« lLUTVRC*CGSP * LOvTR»CtiCP ) - LVTAu>GRR*SINGAn
IFCIATH .LT. 2) LROH = LROR - LMT. .5/( RO'ROR )»( 2 . «RO»RORR-ROR»»Z >
LROO = LUT«RC«CG5P*SI(»f iHO/RCRHO - L VTfl J'Ol1ES«2'EJ(PRS3
LROT = LURC*VOR*CGSP - LV*( OnZCO'EXPRSl - GH>S1NGAH)
• * LRHO«VOR'CGCP/R
LOOO = - LUTVRC«CGSP»SOOCO»SOOCO - LVTAU«Ofl2S»2.»< COS2RO'S»Nd»(l -
• SINZRO'CGCP)
LOOT =-LURC»v>CG5P*500CO * LV«OnZR«EXPRS3
IS THIS VERT.RISE/PITCHOVER.
IFCHODE .NE. 1) GO TO 1000
VES. ACCOUNT FOR EFFECTS OF APPLIED LOADS ON 1ST
P A R T S . U/RESP. TO S T A T E OF C O S T A T E EOS.
LVOV = ASFK Anw.AVVV) - LHT»2 . 15/V»HTOV
LVOn = ASFK Anvn,AVV«)
LGDn = ASFK ABGn.AVGB)
LPDn = ASFK Anpn.AVPn)
LRDn = ASFKAnRN.AVRH)
LOOn = ASFK Anon. AVOlt)
LVDG = LVDG A S F K A n V G . A V V G )
LVOP = LVOP ASFK A H V P . A V V P )
LVOR = LVOR A S F K A n V R A V V R )
LVDO = LVDO ASFK AnvO.AVVO)
LVOT = LVDT ASFK A B V Z . A V V Z ) - LB'AHV - L V ' A V V
LSDfi - LGOfi ASFK AF1GG.AVGG)
LGDP = LGDP ASFKAnGP.AVGP)
LGDR = LGDR ASFK A n G R . A V G R )
LGOO = LGOO ASFK A n S O . A V G O )
LGDT = LSOT ASFK A«SZ ,AVGZ) - Lfl'AflS - L V o A V G
LPDP = LPDP ASFK AnPP.AVPP)
LPDR = LPDR ASFKAHFf i 'AVPR)









































































































































































= LPDT * ASFK AnPZ,AVPZ> ' L«»A«P - LV»AVP
= LROR ASFK AHRR.AVRR)
= LRDO A S F K A r t R O . A V R O )
= LRDT ASFK A M R Z . A V R Z ) - LIOAHR - LV»AVR
= LOOO ASFK A W O O A V O O )
= LOOT ASFK Af lOZ.AVOZ) - L«»A«0 - L V > A V O
= ASFK Annn, AVBH)
- ASFKAnnz, Avnz) - LH»Ann - LVAVB



























































NOT VERT.RISE/PITCHOVER. STILL ASSURING FREE FALL,
ADO IN TERnS WITH LbAB ANCT LPSI TO THE 1ST PARTS.
W/RESP. TO STATE OF THE COSTATE EOS.
: -TAU»2. /V2 • ASF2(On2RVC*EXPRES - COSGAn>GOV,
IORVC08.SPSO))
-LHT»2.15/V»HTDV
= LVDG * TAU>ASF2((SINGAn»(EOV/V •> l./R) - On2RVC»EXPRSl/ V ),(SPSOSGX1./RCRHO * ORVC06 /C6V ) ) )
= LVOP * T A U » A S F 2 ( ( - O n 2 R V C * S P S O S G / V ) , ( C P S O > O R V C O G / V
- CGCP*SZNRHO/RCRHO>)
= LVDR * TAU>ASF2(EXPRES>OFI2CO/V2 - COSGAB»( 6M/V2 - I./R2),(SPSO»On2CO/(CbV»M> •> CeSF«SOOCO/RZ»
= LVOO + TAU«ASF2(EXPRS2*OF)2R/V2, .(COS2RO>SlNPSI*6n2R/ (CGV«V) - C6SPA R»C02 ) ) )
= LVOT •» ASF2((EXPRES>OH2RVC/V - COSSAH»l 60V/V * l./R)),
(SPSO«(ORVCOG/V - COSGAn/RCRHO)))
= LGDG * TAU»ASF2( (EXPRES«On2RVC « COSGAB»( VOR - 60V1),
(2 .«OF)EGAT>CPCO>SGOCG/CG2 -
SPSO*(OA2RVC*(2./C£2 - 1 . l/COS&Aft -
CGV/RCRHO)))
= LfiOP •> TAU*ASF2((On2RVC»CGSP*SINRHO). (CPSO'SlNGAH •( V /RCSHO-ORKCOG/COSbAR) - OnEGAT«COSP/CG2 ) )
= L60R * TAU*ASF2((EXPRS1>OM2CO/V - SINiAH»( VOR/R * 8M/V)) ,
(-SPSOSG't VOR/RCRHO • On2CO/(CG2*V»»
= LGOO * TAU>ASF2(( - On2R>EXPRS3/V) . (SPSb*VOR/C02 -
(0«ESAT«CPSO * S P S b > 6 n 2 R * C O S 2 R O / V > / C G 2 > >
= LfiOT * ASF2((On2RVC>£XPRSl « SINbAnX VOR - COV»,((OflEbAT.CPCO - SPSOSG>On2RVC)/
CG2 •> SPSOSG*V/RCRHO»
= LPDP « TAU*ASF2(IOnEGAT>COSP-»On2RVC«CPSO*SlNGAn>.(ORVCOG'SPSO - On£bAT«CPCO»SGOC6 *
CGI >SPSO/RCRHO»
= LPOR * TAU>ASF2((On2CO'SPSOSG/V),(CPSO«(COSGAn>VOR/RCRHO -
OH2CO/CGVM)
= LPOO « TAU«ASF2((0«E6AT«CPSO « SPSG*COS2RO>On2R/V ),(OnEGATtSPSOSG/COSGAn - COSPSl>On2R»
COS2RO/CGV - CGCP*VOR/C02»
= LPDT * ASF2((On2RVC»SPSOSG - 0«E6AT»CPCO ),
-IOMEGAT»COSP»SGOCG « CPSO>ORVCOS «
CGCP»SOOCO*VOR»
= LROR » TAU>ASF2( (COSGAn«(GRR/V-2 .>VOR/R2»,
( - 2 . > C G V > S P S O / ( R C R H O » R 2 » )










































































































































































LRDT - LROT « ASF2U COSGAn»< V O R / R « G H / V ) - EXPRES«0«2CO/V ) ,
* ( 5PSO«( CSV/ I RCRHO'H) - Or l2CO/CGV)»
LOOO = LOOO * TAU*ASF2«OnEGAT*COSP * 2.-OP121/V *
• (C052RO»C056«rt •> S1N2RO.CPSS) ),
• (OnEGATXS lNRHO-CPCO«SGOCG) +
• 2 .»SP50»<2 . *ORVCOG - C6V/ ( RCRHO*C02 1 ) 1 )
LODT = LOOT « ASF2«Ofl£GAT»5PSO - E»PRS2»0«2R/V).
* - (OnEGAT«CPSO«SGOCG •> COSRHO) *
* SlWPSl»COS2»0»On2R/C6V » CGSP*vOR/C02> )
IS THIS FREE FALL
IF(KODE-.EO.O) GO TO 5000
NOT FREE FALL. IS THIS OPTIHAL CONTROL.
1F1HODE .LT. 1) GO TO H500
NON-OPTIRAL. ACCOUNT FOR EFFECTS OF APPLIED LOADS
ON 1ST PARTS. W/RESP. TO STATE OF COSTATE EOS.
LVOV - LVOV * A S F K A n V V . A V V V ) - LGT V*( 2.«t A G / V 2 - A G V / V ) « A G V V )
• -LPTC6V»(2.»( AP /V2 - A P V / V ) » A P V V )
LVD6 £ LVDG « LPTCGV*SGOCG • ( A P / V - A P V )
LVOR - LVDR A S F K A H V R . A V V R ) * L G T V * ( A G R / V - A G V R )
* LPTC6V»( APR/V - A P V R )
LVOT - LVOT ASFK A n V Z . A V V Z ) - LR'AHV - L V * A V V
• L G T V * ( A G Z / V - A G V Z ) + LGAD/V * ( A G / V - AGV )
» - - . LPS1/CGV »- l»PZ»TAUV - A P V Z » T A U * A P / V - *T>V>
LGOG = LGOG - LPTCGV»AP»(2. /C62 - 1.)
L60R = LGDR - LPTCGV»APH>SSOCG
LSOT = LGOT - SGOCG«(LPTCGV«APZ + L P S U A P / C G V )
LROR = LRDR •> A S F K A d R R . A V R R ) - LGTV'AGRR - LPTCliV*APRR
LROT = LROT < A S F K A r t R Z . A V R Z ) - LM»AnR - LV»AVR
• - LGTV*AGRZ - LGAH>AGR/V
* - LPTCtiV*APR2 - LPSI*APR/CGV
LHOn = ASFK A««fl,AVrtfl) - LGTV'AGrM - LPTCGV'APAH
LHOT : ASFK Annz.Avnz) - Ln<>Ann - LV»AVH
» - LGTV*AGf tZ - LPTCGV'APHZ
• - LSAn»AGB/V - LPSI»APB/CG»
LTOT = A S F K A F I Z Z . A V Z Z ) - LGTV>AGZZ - L P T C G V ' A P Z Z - LH>AHZ
» - 2 . » < L V « A V Z « L l>An»A 0Z/V « LPSI*APZ/Cf iV )
•-LB'ABZ
LVOn = ASFK Anvn .AVVH) » L G T V * ( A G n / V - A G V H )
• * LPTCtiV»( APrt/ V - APVn)
LSDfl =-LPTCGV«SGOCG*APH
LROn = ASFK APIRn AVRH) - LbTV'AGRn - LPTCl>V»APRH
GO TO 5000
OPTIMAL CONTROL. ACCOUNT FOR EFFECTS OF APPLIED
LOADS ON 1ST P A R T S . ul/HESP. TO S T A T E OF COSTATE EOS.
LSOV = LVDG - LPTCGV«SGOCG«( APV - A P / V )
LPDV - LVDP
LPDG = LGDP
LRDV = LVDR * LVTAU* A V R V - LGTv*( A G R V - E A G R / V ) - LPTCGV*
.( A P A V - E A P R / V ) * LHTAU* AHRV


































































































LHOV = TAU»(-LV* AVnV -(LGAn* AGRV 4 LPSI/COSGAM* APnv)/V - LH*
• AnnV * (LGAB.EAGn * LPSI/COSGAn»EAPn>/V**2>
LHDG = TAU* ( -LV* AVnG -(LGAn* AGP1G « LPSI/COSGftn*( APNG 4 SGOCG'EA
• pn»/v- LH* Anns)
LP1DR = TAU*( -LV* AVHR -(LGAn* AGRR « LPSl /COSGAn* APHR) /V - LH*
LTDV = LVDT - L V » ( A V V t TAU* A V 2 V ) - L G A K / V » ( A G V * TAU* A&ZV - (AS
• 4 E A G Z I / V ) - L P S I / C 6 V M A P V » TAU* A P Z V - ( AP t T A U * E A P Z ) / V ) -L«*
«(AHV * TAU* AMZV)
LTOG = LGOT - L V X A V G + TAU* A V Z G ) - L G A n / V * ( A G G « TAU* A6Z6) -
• LPSI/CGV*( APG * TAU* APZG * SGOCG*(AP ^ T A U ' E A P Z ) ) - LH*( AHG «
*TAU* AHZG)
LTOP I-1.POT -
LTOR : LRDT - LV*(AVR « TAU* AVZR) -LGAH/V*(AGR « TAU* AGZR )
• -LPSI/CGVXAPR •> TAU* APZR) - LB»( AHR 4 TAU* ABZR )
LTOO = LOOT
LTOn = -LV*(AVn 4 TAU* AVZH) - LGAH/VXAGn « TAU* AGZH) - LPS1/CGV
»(APn * TAU* APzn) - Ln*(Ann * TAU* Anzn)
LVOV = LVOV ASFK AnVV. AVVV) - LGTV»( 2 . *AG/V2 - ( EA6V
•> AGV)/V » AGVV ) - LPTCGV*(2.*AP/V2


























































= LVDG * ASFH ADVG. A V V G ) » L G T V * ( A G G / V - A6V6)
•> LPTCGKX SbOCG*(AP/V - E A P V ) * APf i /V - APVfi)
= LVOR « ASFH ARVR. A V V R ) « L G T V * { A G R / V - AGVR >
« LPTCGVX APR/V- A P V R )
: LVOT •» ASFK ARVZ. A V V Z ) * LGTVXAGZ/V - AGVZ)
- LPTCGVX A P Z / V - A ' V Z )
- L V * E A V V - LFUEAPIV • L G A P ) / V * ( A G / V - Efc&V )
» LPS1/CGV * ( A P / V - E A P V )
= LS06 - LPTCGV*(AP*(2./CG2 - I.I « S60CS-APG)
- LGOR -LPTCGy.APR*5GOCS
: LGOT - LPSI /CGV*SGOC6*(AP •> TAU*APZ)
= LROR « A5FU AfflRR, AVflfl ) - LGT«« Al>RR - LPTCGV* AFRR
= LROT * ASFK AHBZ, A V R Z ) - LGTV* AGRZ - LPTCuV* APRZ
- L V * E A V R - Lfl-EAllR - LliAfl*EAbR/V - LPS I»EAPR/Ct,»
= ASFH APWR, A V V H ) * L6TV* (AGn /V - AGVn) *
LPTCGV*l APB/V • APVH)
r-LPTCGV*AP«»SGOC«
= ASFK AnRn, AVRH)
= ASFK Annn, Avnn)
= ASFK Annz. Avnz)
- LV*EAvn - L
- LGTV* AGRA -
- LGTV* AGnn -





LTDT = ASFK AFIZZ, A V Z Z ) - LGTV* AGZZ - LPTCGV* APZZ
• - L V * ( E A V Z * A V Z ) - LD.IEAPIZ 4 ABZ) - LGAn*(EAGZ 4 A G Z ) / V
» - LPSIXEAPZ 4 A P Z ) / C G V
STILL OPTIRAL CONTROL. COnPUTE 1ST PARTS.M/RESP.TO























































































6 OCT 72 G.01-11
82$. EOLP = TAUV»A6LP ' '
826. POLP = TAUCGV'APLP
827. flOLP = TAU»A«LP
828. C
829. RETURN
-,„ C NON-OPTIdAL CONTROL. THE 1ST PARTS .U/RESP .TO
••?• £ COSTATE OF THE COSTATE E9S. ARE GIVEN BY NEGATIVE
?fi' C TRANSPOSE OF THE 1ST PARTS . W/RESP . TO STATE OF THE
!*«• C STATE EOS.
831. 5000 CONTINUE
3a~ 00 10 1 s 1. 9I*' K = I » 9 '**• DO 10 J = 1, 9!?*• 10 JACOBCJ * 9, K) = -JACOBII, J)
**?• C ALSO FOR NON^OPTIflAL CONTROL. THE 1ST P ARTS -K/RECP..
"„• C TO STATE Of THE C05TAT£ £<fS . FOKit A SfanEmiC
T10- C flATRU, SO FILL IN LOUER TRIANGULAR PORTION.
eUa tooo CONTINUEB-.2. »000 00 20 I = 2. 9
" K s I — 1
**•• 00 20 J = »,*










































 aa v / a»
Ay y c „A V V S
 d ( 6 a v / 6 V ) / a V
*
VVP
 3< 6 a v / 8 V >/dv>
AVV(1
 3 ( S a V 6 V ) / a h
a< 6 a ¥ / 6 V ) / 3 V
C C
COOAE e o s < « . » . )
E
COSA
 c o s o
COSGAH
 eos,
cone n P ^ P R T P T T n i MCOOE
 Utounlr 1 1UIM
tht v t c t o r of tppl l td a c c t 1 crat 1 ons d t f ln td bj
Equat ion 2.1-2 In V o l . 1 of th is docuitnt.
total part ia l d e r i v a t i v e s of the a vector *>Ith
heat lpg s ta te) .
3(6i/S, >/ar
I Tht flnt tntri In a 1>8 latrli that c o n t a i n s
a«a/6y )/S*
1 Tht f i rs t tnt ry In a 1i8 aitrli that c o n t a i n s
3<6« /6y )/3h
3 ( S a / C y > /3V.
•t A fo r t y cord a r ray con ta in ing tht i tctor of c'l,
l.t. tht •u-lt lpl i trs for tht hOBogtnious




S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I N
BLOCK LOG 5UBR COD





/ A X L E /( 335 ) APPLY M
KLDRV 1
/AXLE /( 1 ) APPLY H
APPLY 0
NLORV I
/ A < 1 C t { C l A P P l V •/HALt * I ? 1 Krrivi ~
NLDRV I
/ A X L E /( 101 ) NLORV i
/ A X L E /< 133) NLDRV i
/ A X L E /( 165) APPLY 0
NLDRV I
/AXLE /( 69 ) APPLV 0
APPLY I
NLORV I





















































A y y cH V V D
A V V P
A V V R
A V V R
A V W
A Y Y










































6 OCT 72 G.01-11
F O R T R A N MATH
SYPIBOL SVHBOL
COSPSI
 c o s*
COSRHO













n i - rnr iTt iTTi- iM S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGEtuut
 UtoUnlr 1 1 U IV BLOCK
I Sta lyibol ' /DVNA /(
I Saa .y.bol /OVNA /I
I Saa tyibol /DVNA /(
I Baia drag (LBS) /OVNA /(
. . . . . . •
I A a r o d y n a c l c drag (LBS) /DVNA /(
* It opt .••!,
6./S, = dt/dj,l. -
 eon$t.,,t
6a/«y = da/ay
I Tgta l oacuuai thrust ( r e c k a t ) ( L B S ) /DVNA /(
I I nit ant antous gravi tat ional acca la ra t ioa /DVNA /(
(FT /SEC 2 )
I Pitch rata (RAD/SEC) /DVNA /(
































































































E A V V



































dg/afi I See tiakol
a2 / ap2 I See ijaholo g / on
1 Ataospker* option f lag
A An 18il8 arrav de f ined 6f Equat ion 17.5-5 .In Vo 1 . (
of th is document . The entry in the l - th roa and j-
th coluem Is the to ta l par t ia l d e r i v a t i v e of the
quatit iae d e r i v a t i v e of the Yj component of Y ai tb
*Y,/e)Vj,
•her* _
I Steering vector f lag
KOOE = 0-. Free fall, « = * = 0,
KOOE - \: Both a end * optle.il ;
KODE - 2: • op t l ae l end » = 0,
KODE = 3: » nonopt laal and * optiaal;
' " " KODE ="l: Jirtltll r ise or p l t chove r j
KOOE = 5: a fionoptloal end * = 0.
H Not used.
I Logica l f lag that Ind icates to the OL aodule that
X I R e l a t i v e flight path angle cos ta te
9
\ I HoatUa costate
a
X I Hess testate
a
X I R e l a t i v e longitude costa t *
*
\ I R e l a t i v e az fau th ana lc cos ta te
*
X 1 A l t i tude costate
R
X I Letltude costate
t
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE »»R






















/CNTRL /( 56) GROPE 0 KODES
NLDRV H KOOES
URAPUP 0 KOOES














/D /( 108) NLORV
URAPUP
/D /( 106) NLDRV
OUTPUT
URAPUP
/D /( 105) NLDRV
OUTPUT
URAPUP
/D /( 102) ALl





/D /( 103) NLORV
OUTPUT
UKAPUP

















































 rnnr n r T R T P T T f l M STORAGE SUBROUTINE USASESYHBOL COOE U tbLn lK l lU IV BLOCK tbc SUBR CODE VA&



















































































2(1 I Stt >,«bol /DVNA /( 12) NLDDV
TRAJ IN





T R A J I N 0































— ••.. . •












rnnr n r T R T D T T H M STORAGE Su&ROuTCODE
 U toLn i r l iU IV I BLOCK LO£ SUBR c







I Atiotphirt ban din»lt> for h ta t lna c a l c u l a t i o n /ARCDAT/ ( 39) NLDRV
(LB/FT»>3> P08COL













1 Sit «»«bol /OYNA /( 23) ALT





































































































SVABOL CODE DESCRIPTION STQB06E SUBBOUTIHE U5ASE5UBK CCOE VAR
I Ralattta .tloclty. <FT/SEC> /B
VOV An I8il8 array dtfinad by Equation H.5-5 In »o I . [ /JACOB /(
of thli doeuxni. Tht tntry In the l-th roc ind J-
th ttlumn it tht iota) partial dtrlvatira of th«
qu i s l t l a i dcrl>atUt of thi V, component of V »lth




















































NOMNAL combines up the particular and homogeneous solutions resulting
from the preceding iteration to get the total solution from the preceding
iteration,
s = p * He.*












THIS ROUTINE COPIBINES UP THE PARTICULAR AND HOBO-
6ENEOUS SOLUTIONS TO YIELD THE TOTAL SOLUTION.
REAL BAGBV, HU. B, LV, LG«R, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LNU. Ln, LTAU, NOPI
*. LMTConnON /D/
• X, M, (HI). PIASBV, ERR. 09, 010, C(10), CSAVE(IO), V, 6AB, P5I,
• ALT,ftHO.PlU,«, TAU. HT. LV. CSAB. LPSI, LR. LRHO. LNU, LB. LTAU.





*NU ,ITER ,ITAPA ,ITAPB ,JnIN',jnAX .LINES ,KPT ,«OB ,
• KARD INDX(I) ,NEUNOn,CNTOU,RHOC ,RHOP ,NPTS ,BINES ,
•KPAGE >NP ,NUP ,IftRC ,TRSTR ,IBAX .KTInE 'KONVER.NOPRNT.
• IWBORV,AIUPAGE.I»AfiV(iO), NN, AIOVAR? PLAST. ZLAST, XOOE5
LOGICAL INBDRV, NEUNOR, HONKER. NOPRNT, NUPAGE
connON in Z(s6)
connON /PC/
•PCI ,N ,PC3 ,IDP ,PC5 ,PC6 ,PCT ,BAXBC ,NAU(
DlnENStON SIBlO)
IF(NN





































2 READ(ITAPA) (S(U). IK ~ I, NN)
CALL BATBLT(Z, S( N + 1), C, N, BOB, 1)



















s?moL CODE D E S C R I P T I O N
I.e. the •ul t lp l lers for the homogeneous
• o lutlont.
1 Nulber of the l o g i c a l unit con ta in ing the quis l t lat
s o l u t i o n s f ro* tht p reced ing QL Iteration.
Integrated.
1 To ta l nuiber of OL s t a te and costate rarlaplis. N
= 18.
"
I Th<*no«ber- of quant f t l t s currently being
nuiar lca l ly Integrated.
hoiojeaaous tolotiem.
to lut lon froi the preceding OL. i t tratloa.
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE VAR








/CNTRL /( 3) GROPE 0 ITAPA
MO PIN AL I I T APH
/TUTRt it Q l f iR f lPF n MAH/CNinL 1 \ ii on u r t u wu n
INARC r) M)r1
LI NOR* I BOB
NOPINAL I MOM •SALVE n non
WRAPUP X BOB
/PC /( 2> SNORV 1 N
CHECK I N
I MARC I «
LINORV I N
NLORV I N













/S /( 1 ) NORMAL M S
RKUTT1 H S




















NPLANE controls the calculation of the in-plane control vector.
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foe












































































THIS ROUTINE CONTROLS THE CALCULATION OF THE IN-
















































REAL «ACH, ISP ISPV, ISPR. ISPn, I5PT, ISPVV, JSPV8, ISPVH,
•ISPVT, ISPRR, iSPRrt, ISPRT, ISPnn. ISPBT, ISPTT, LIFT. LIFT*.
•LlFTR, LIFTA, LlFTVV, LIFTVR, LJFTVA, LIFTRR. LiFTRA, NOR, LlFTAA,
•IRATE&, ISPF, 1SPFF
REAL BACHV, BACHR, BACHVR, BACHRR
REAL L1FTB, LIFTVB, LIFTRH. LIFTBB, LlFTBA
CORBON /OVNA/
•II TIME 5INGAB COSbAn.OnESA ,OnESA2,R
•COSA .DVN011 OflEGAT TAnP .PA RO ,CS
•ROR ,CSR 'TEDPRR'PARR 'RORR ,CSRR ,KODE >ACH
•BV OR OVV QVR ,QRR ,FVAC ,FVACV ,FVACR )FVACH
•FVACT ,F*AC**,FVACVR,F*ACRR,F*ACTT.T .BACH* .BACHR ,ISP
•ISPV ,ISPH ISPB ISPT ,1SPKV ,ISPVR ,ISP»B ,ISPVT ,ISPRR
•iSPRn ISPRT isfnn ispnT ISPTT LIFT .LIFT* ,LIFTR LIFTA
• LIFT**,LIFT*R LlFTVA,LIFTRR,LIFTRA, DRAG .ORAGV .DRAGR .DfiASA
•DRAG** DRAGVR ORAG*A ORAuRR ORAGRA.URAGAA ALPHA ,PHI LIFTH
• LlFT*n,LlFTRM LJFTnn,LlFT«<lA 08R ,DBRR .GAnnAD.AE ,TAJ
•U ,51NPHI COSPH1 SINPSI,COSPS1,5INRHO,COSRHO,SINROR.COSROR
•BUR ,XKG ,XKP ,AKIN ,CDO ,CDOn ,CLC ,FK ,XCGH
• ic&nn ZCGR zCGnn xj* ,xJR ,u** ,XJVR ,XJRR ,FIACH*R
• BACHRR,SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS2Gn,Cn ,CnA ,CBB ,CBAA , Crlrm
•criAn ,cno cnort cncnn
 fcf\nnn ,ULFT* ,ULFTH ,ULFT»V,ULFTVR
• ULFT*A ULFTRR ULFTRA IPOul XARC TSTART SM ,GRR LIFTAA
•cocnn ,ctAnn ,CLCN ,CLCnn ,OYNii9,CT ,CODAE .SIOAE .coo
•SID ,DELTAE,COE XCG ,ZCG ,XJ ,inCG ,CALPHA,ALHAX
• OB ,ULFT CULFT ,ULFTA .TSTAGE,TIBES ,XBC&AA.1 RATED,FRATED
COnBON /OYNA/
• flTT ,J» ,J2 ,J3 .XBCGA ,F*ACF .ULFTAA.ISPF ,ISPFF
•ILOAD ,FKH 'FKnn ,SWITCH,INOF ,CL ,CLA ,CLW ,CLA«
• CLBB .CLAD CD ,CDA .con ,CDAA .conn ,COA« .ovNHe
•OYNlff DYN200 xnCGv xnc&R xncGn xncGvv.xncGVR.xnCGvn xncfivA
• xnC6RR,XnCbRn,xnCGRA,inCGnn,lnCGnA,RORRR , DVN21S,DVN2!5,OVN216
•OYN21T.IDAB ,T« IR8 'TA IRB* ,TA IR6H,TARBVV,TA f iBHH,TARBVH,SFC
•SFC* ,SFCH ,SFC»* ,5FCHH .SFCVH
DIBENSlON PROOK2, 6<t)
connOH /HATS/
•PI ,P2 P3 .XK1 IK2 ,XK3 ,X«1T ,XK2T IK3T
• XKIO XK20 XK30 XKIA ,XK2A ,X*3A , VD» ,SBA PDA
• XB19 ,XB20 ,Xn21 ,XH22 .XK1TT XK2TT X.K3TT .XK1TD .XK2TQ
•XK3TO XK1TA XK2TA XK3TA ,IK100 ,XK2DD ,1X300 ,XK10A ,XK20A
• IK30A XK1AA ,IK2AA XK3AA .XBHl ,Xni2 , Xfit3 ,XB-<<I . XHH5
•XK1* ,IK2V XK3* ,XK1G ,IK2S ,XK3G ,IK1P ,XK2P
• XKIR .XK2R .XK3R ,XK10 ,XK20 ,XK30 , XKliJ ,X»2U
•iKin ,xK2n xK3n XKIZ ,XK2Z ,XK3Z ,XKI*T ,XK2*
•XK1VD XK2VD XK3VO X K 1 V A ,XK2VA XX3VA ,XK1GT ,XX2GT 'XK3GT
•XK1GD ,XK2GO XK3GO ,XK1GA ,XK2bA XK3&A ,XK1PT ,XK2PT ,XK3PT
•XK1PD .XK2PD 'XK3PD IXSIPA ,XK2PA ,XK3PA ,IK1RT ,XK2RT ,XK3RT
•XK1RO ,XK2RO XK3RO XK1RA ,XK2RA .XK3RA ,X8IOT ,XK20T ,XK30T
• XK10D XK20D ,XK300 .XK10A ,XK20A XK30A ,IK1UT .,XK2UT .XK3UT
•XK1UD ,XK2UD XK3UD ,XK1UA ,XK20A ,XK3UA .XK1BT ,XK2BT ,XK3BT
COBBON /BATS/
•XKlflD ,XK2flO XK3HO .XXIflA ,XK2rtA ,XK3nA ,XK1ZT ,XK2ZT .XK3ZT
•XK1ZD XK2ZO .IK3ZD .XK1ZA ,XK2ZA .XK3ZA IK1** ,XK2** ,IK3**
•XK1GV XK2GV ,XK3J* ,XK1PV .XK2PV ,XK3PV ,XK1RV ,XK2RV ,XK3R*
•XK10V ,1(20* XK30* XK1U* .XK2UV ,XR3UV .IKlfl* ,XK2n« XK3H*
•IK1ZV .XK2ZV ,XK3ZV ,XKIbo XX23G .XK3S& .XK1PG .XK2PG ,XK3PG
•XK1R& ,XK2RG ,XK3Ro .XKIOG ,XK2Co .XK306 .XK1UG .XK2UG ,XK3U&
• XK1BG ,XK2B& , IK3.13 .XKIZo .XK2ZG .XK3ZS .XK1PP .XK2PP .XK3PP
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.XK1HP ,XK2nP .XK3MP .XK1ZP .XK2ZP .XK3ZP ,XK1RR .XK2RR XK3RR
•XK10R .XK20R XK30R XK1UR ,XK2UH .XK3UR , XK1ISR ,XK2MR ,XK3flR
«XK1ZR .XK2ZR .XK3ZR ,XK100 . XK200 ,XK300 ,XK1UO .XK2UO ,XK3UO
• XKIPIO ,XK2flO ,XK3nO ,XK1ZO ,XK2ZO ,XK3ZO .XK1UU ,XK2UU ,XK3UU
•XK1MU .XK2PIU ,XK3nU .XK1ZU ,XK2ZU .XK3ZU ,XKinn XK2PIM ,XK3HH
•XKIZH ,XK2Zn ,xx3Zn ,XKIZZ ,xn2ZZ ,XK3ZZ ,XKPI U,XKP121,X(P131
•XKPI12.XKPI22'lKP132,XKPI13.XKP123,XKP133.PAl ,P«2
connON /HOTS/
• DPOV<3. 8), DEPDEY12, 8). DPDL(3. 3). PH005I 3. 61), PROD91 2 . 21)
connON /HATS/
•pv ,PG ,PP ,PR ,PO ,PVV ,P6» ,PPV ,PRV ,
«POV .P6S *PP6 -PR6 ,P06 .PPP ,PRP ,POP ,PRR ,
.POR ,POO >L6 .PLP
EOUIVALENCE(pftODl, PROD5 )
DATA RAD/.017153292S199133/
IS THE DESIRED CONTROL OPTIMAL.
IF( InODE .LE. 2) 60 TO 102
THE DESIRED CONTROL IS NON-OPTIMAL
101 CALL ALGCONU1. J2, J3)
tHECfc TO SEE IF SHOULD BE THROTTLING
CALL THROTL
IF JUST EXCEEDED TOTAL ACCEL. LlnlT, RECOnPUTE
IN-PLANE CONTROL.
IF( SWITCH) CALL ALGCONUl, J2, J3)
RETURN
DESIRED CONTROL IS OPTInAL. CALC. IN-PLANE CONTROL
USING OPTIRAL ANGLE OF ATTACK
102 J3 = 1
103 CALL ALGCONUl. J2, J3)
AfiE THERE ANY STATE VARIABLE IMEBUALlTV CONSTRAINTS
IN EFFECT.
IFl INOF .EG. 6) 60 TO 109
YES. SVIC IN EFFECT. FIND OUT WHICH ONE









107 1MXK3 .ST. 0.) 60 TO 108
NO. TURN Off SVIC.
INOF = 0
JO AH £ 0
GO TO 109
SVIC VIOLATED. RECOnPUTE IN-PLANE CONTROL ON SVIC.
108 J3 = INOF
CALL ALGCON(J1, J2, J3>
GO TO 111
SVIC NOT IN EFFECT. IS THERE ANY AERODYNAMIC LOAD
ON THE VEHICLE
109 1F( .NOT.ILOADI GO TO 111
VES. CHECK FOR LIFT LInIT VIOLATION.
IFCXLMAX .LE. 0. .OR. ABSI ULFT ) .LE. XLflAX ) GO TO 110
LJFT LiflIT VIOLATED. PUT CONTROL ON LlBIT.
CULFT = SISNllLHAX, ULFT)
J3 = 3
CALL ALGCONUl. J2. J3>is THIS POUEREO FLIGHT
110 IF( IPOW .NE. 0) GO TO 111
UNPOUEREO. CHECK FOR TOTAL ACCEL. LIMIT VIOLATION.
IF(6HAI .LE. C. ) GO TO 111
CALL AL5000
IF(XK3 .LE. 0. > GO TO 111
UNPOtlERED TOTAL ACCEL. LIMIT VIOLATION. PUT CONTROL
CN LIMIT.
J3 = 5
CALL ALGCONUl. 12, J3>


























































































117. Ill IF(ALFI1AX .Li. 0. .OR. ABS(ALPHA) . LE ALI-IAX) GO TO 112
11B C ALPHA LlnlT VIOLATED. PUT CONTROL ON LIMIT.
119. CALPHA = SIGWALflAIC, ALPHA)
150. INOF = 0
151. J3 = 2
152. CALL ALGCONCJI. n. J3)








151. 112 CALL THROTL


























HATH „-.. n r r r n T D T T n M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
svnBOL CODE Utounlr 1 1UIM BLOCK
a I rliil.un angle of at tack ( D E G ) / A R C D A T / (
HAX
a I Angle of attack ( R A O ) /DVNA /(
G I Hnl.un total acce le ra t i on g load /ARCDAT/ (
HAX '
- - 0 Optional atmospheric ca 1 co-l at ions flag. /DVNA - /<
IOAH = .1: Conpute B3p(/dR3;
1DAH - 0: No opt iona l ca lcu la t ions ;
I Log i ca l f l ag that is true If there Is any /DVNA /(
H S ta te >a r i ab le inequal i ty cons t ra in t f lag. /DVNA /<
INOF = 0 No SVIC in e f f e c t :
INOF - 8 Heet ing rate SV IC in effect;
INOF - 9 R e y n o l d s nucber S V I C In e f f e c t .
I Pocered f lag . /OYNA /(
IPOU = 1 Thrust, but no beie drag
IPOU s Z Thrust and base drag
I Thrus t opt ion f lag. /DVNA /(
Jl = 1: Constant thrust;
Jl - I: Input T>cuun thrust;
Jl = 3: Poaiered to ta l a c c e l e r a t i o n ll.lt;
Jl = 1: Ai r -breather engine.
I Engine d e f l e c t i o n opt ion f lag. /OVNA/ /(
J2 - 1: Constant engine def lec t ion ;
J2 = 2: Honent ba lanc ing.
H Angle of a t tack opt ion f lag. /OYNA /(
J3 = 1: O p t i c a l angle of a t tack ;
J3 = 2: Constant angle of at tack;
J3 - 3: Untriined l ift Unit;
J3 = H: V e r t i c a l r i se or pl tcho.er;
J3 = 5: Unpo.ered t o ta l a c c e l e r a t i o n ll.lt;
J3 - 6: G r a v i t y turn;
J3 - 8: Heat ing ra te cons t ra in t ;
J3 - 9: Reyno lds nu.ber constraint.
LOC SUBR CODE VAR
16) ARCIN I
NPLANE I




























rnuTQi iLUN 1 HL 1
NPLANE I
UT I
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F O R T R A N HATH - - „ D C C r D T D T T n M S T O R A G E SuBPOUTINE USA6ESYMBOL SYPIBOL CODE U toUn l r l lU lM BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE VAB
SWITCH I L o g i c a l f l ag thai It irut If this It tht co.puU /DVNA /( 181) CONTRL I SWITCH
point at phfch the poxrcd a c c t l t r a t i o n cons t ra in t NPLANE I SWITCH
co*««nct«. THROTL 0 SWITCH
ULFT [_ 1 UntrliKd at rodyn»alc lift ( LBS > /DVNA /( 161) AL3 I ULFT
« WPLANE I ULFT
UT H ULFT
XL«A« i_ t nnl.y. aarodynai lc lift (LBS) /Af lCDAT/( 13) NPLANE I *LHflX




OUTPUT puts print quantities into the print array AP and controls the


































































' »NU ,ITER ,ITAPA ITAPB .JfllN ,JMAX .LINES ,KPT ,BOM , CNTRL
• HARD ,INDX<l} 'NEWNOn,CNTOH,RHOC ,RHOP ,NPT5 ,BINES . CNTRL
•KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP .1ARC TRSTR IMAX .KTIHE .KONVER.NOPRNT, CNTRL
•INBDRY,NUPAGE,IVARYC20), NN, NOVARY, PLAST, ZLAST, KOOES CNTRL
LOGICAL INBORY, NEUNOn, KONVER, NOPRNT, NUPAGE CNTRL
LOGICAL SWITCH, ILOAO DVNA
REAL MACH, ISP, ISPV, ISPR, ISPH, ISPT, ISPVV, ISPVR, 1SPVH, OVNA
• ISPVT, ISPRR. ISPRM, ISPRT, ISPPIN, ISPMT, ISPTT. LIFT, LIFTV, DVNA
•LIFTR, LIFTA, LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA, LIFTRR, LIFTRA, MUR, LIFTAA, DVNA
•IRATEfi, ISPF, ISPFF OVNA
REAL flACHV, BACHR, HACHVR, BACHRR • OVNA
REAL L1FTH., LIFTVM, LIFTRH, LIFTHN, LIFTHA OVNA
COMnON /DYNA/ DVNA
•XX ,TI«E ,SINGAn,COSGAn,OnEGA ,OMEGA2,R ,G ,SINA JUL2I
•COSA OYN011,OMEGAT,TAflP ,PA *RO ,CS .TEMPR .PAR DVNA
• ROR ,CSR ,TEFIPRR,PARR ,RORR CSRR ,KOO£ ,HACH ,8 DVNA
•0V ,BR ,BVV ,OVR ,ORH *FVAC ,FVACV ,FVACR .FVACH OVNA
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR,FVACRR,FVACTT,T ,BACHV ,BACHR ,ISP OVNA
• ISPV ,ISPR ,ISPH 'ISPT ,ISPVV ,ISPVR IISPVB .ISPVT ,ISPRR OVNA
• ISPRB !ISPRT ,isprm ISPBT 'ISPTT ILIFT 'LIFTV ,LIFTR ,LIFTA OVNA
•LIFTVV,LIFTVR,LIFTVA,LIFTRR,LIFTRA DRAG .DRAGV ,DRAGR ,DRAGA DYNA
•DRAGVV'ORAGVR,ORAGVA'DRAGRR'DRAGRA|DRAGAA'ALPHA ,PHI ,LIFTB DVNA
•LlFTVB,LIFTRH,LIFTnM,LIFTBA,DBR OBRR ,GAMBAD,AE TAX DVNA
•U ,SINPHI,COSPHI SINPSI,COSPSI'SINRHO,COSRHO,SINROR,COSROR OVNA
•MUR ,XKG ,XKP .AKIN ,CDO ,CDOB ,CLO ,FK ,XCGN OVNA
•XCGUM ,ZCGB ,ZCGPIM ,XJV , XJR ,XJVV ,XJVR ,XJRR ,HACHVR OVNA
•nACHRR,SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS2GM,CM ,CMA ,CMM ,CHAA ,CMHn DVNA
•CMAM ,CMO ,CMOB .CMOMM ,CMAMM ,ULFTV ,ULFTR ,ULFTVV,ULFTVR DVNA
• ULFTVA-'utFTIHTULFTRA'lPOa -,XARe -^TSTART,GH ,GRR ,LIFTAA _ DVNA
•CDOMM ,CLAMM ,CLOB ctonn ,DVNU?,CT ,COOAE .SIDAE .COD OYNA
•SID ,DELTAE,COE ,XCG ,2CG ,XJ ,XMCG ,CALPHA,ALBAX DVNA
• DB ,ULFT ,CULFT .ULFTA ,TSTAGE,TIMES ,XMCGAA,I RATED,FRATEO DVNA
COMMON /OVNA/ DVNA
•MTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XHCGA ,FVACF .ULFTAA.ISPF ,ISPFF OVNA
•ILOAO ,FKM ,FKMM ,SWITCH,INOF ,CL ,CLA ,CLH ,CLAA OVNA
•CLnn ,CLAR ,co ,COA ,CDM ,COAA ,conn ,COAM ,OYNi98 DVNA
• DVNt99,DYN200,XnCGV ,XnCGR , XPlCGfl , XnCGVV XHCGVR, XMCGVH, XMCGVA DVNA
• XI1CGRR,XnCGRM,XMCGRA,XMCGnM,XnCGF1A,RORRR ,DVN211,OVN215,DVN216 DVNA
•DYN217,IOAM ,TA1R8 ,TAIRBV.TAIRBM,TARBVV,TAR8HH,TARBVH,SFC JUL2I
•SFCV ,SFCH ,SFCVV 'SFCHH ,SFCVM AU609
REAL HAGBV, HU, H, LV, LGAH, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LHU, LB, LTAU, NOH 0
tOBBON /D/ D
• X, H, XI(1), BAGBV, ERR, 09, DID, C(lO), CSAVE(lO), V, GAM, PSI, D
•ALT,RHO.nU,M. TAU, HT, LV, LGAH LPSI, LR. LRHO. LBU. LB, LTAU. JUL21
• LHT, 0109, 0110, BV(l6), ZSAVEI20), 8K20V NPOlNT(26). 6ELT(20) D
DIMENSION NOM120) 0
EQUIVALENCE (NOH. V) D
COMMON /ID/ ZD(50) ZD
COMMON 111 2(50) Z
DIMENSION PRODUZ. 61) BATS
COBBON /BATS/ HATS
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,XK1 ,XK2 ,XK3 ,XK1T ,XK2T ,XK3T HATS
•XK10 ,XK2D ,XK3D ,XK1A ,XK2A ,XK3A ,VOA ,GOA ,PO« RATS
• XH19 ,XM20 ,XM21 ,X(122 ,XK1TT ,XK2TT ,XK3TT ,XK1TO ,XK2TD HATS
•XK3TO ,XK1TA ,XK2TA XK3TA XK10D XK20D ,XK300 ,XK1DA ,XK2DA HATS
•XK30A ,XK1AA ,XK2AA ,XK3AA ,XM11 ,XM12 ,XM13 ,XntH ,XHH5 HATS
•XK1V ,XK2V XK3V .XK1G ,XK2G XK3G ,IK1P ,XK2P ,XK3P HATS
•XK1R ,XK2R ,XK3R ,XK10 ,XK20 ,XK30 ,XK1J ,XK2U ,XK3U BATS
•XK1B XK2B ,XK3fl ,XK1Z ,XK2Z XK3Z XK1VT ,XK2VT ,XK3VT BATS
•XK1VD ,XK2VD ,XK3VO ,XK1VA XK2VA XK3VA XK1GT ,XK2GT ,XK3GT HATS
•XK1GO ,XK2GO ,XK3JO XK1GA ,XK2GA XK3bA XK1PT XK2PT ,XK3PT HATS
•XK1PO ,XK2PO ,XK3PO ,XK1PA XK2PA XK3PA ,XK1RT ,XK2RT ,IK3RT HATS
•XK1RO XK2RO .XK3RD XK1RA ,XK2RA XK3RA XK10T XK20T .XK30T HATS
•XK10D ,XK20D ,XK300 ,XK10A XK20A XK30A ,XK1UT ,XK2UT ,XK3UT HATS
•XK1UO ,XK2UO ,XK3UO XK1UA ,XK2UA XK3UA XK1MT .XK2MT ,XK3HT HATS
COMBON /BATS/ HATS
• XK1BD ,XK2MD ,XK3nO ,XKIHA ,XK2MA XK3P1A XK1ZT XK2ZT ,XK3ZT BATS
•XK1ZD ,XK2ZD ,XK320 ,XK1ZA XK2ZA XK3ZA X K 1 V V ,XK2VV ,XK3VV HATS
•XK1GV ,XK2GV ,XK3GV XK1PV ,XK2PV XK3PV ,XK1RV ,XK2RV ,XK3RV HATS
•XK10V ,XK20V ,XK30V .XK1UV XK2UV XK3UV ,IK1MV ,XK2MV ,IK3MV RATS
•XK1ZV .XK2ZV .IK32V ,XK)GG ,XK2GG .XK3GG ,X*1PG XK2PG ,XK3PG HATS
•XK1RG XK2RG ,XK3RG ,XK10G ,XK20G XK306 ,XKIUG XK2U6 ,XK3UG HATS















































• XK1HG ,XK2I<IG ,XK3n6 ,XK1ZG ,XK2ZG ,XK3ZG ,XK1PP ,XK2PP ,XK3PP
•XK1RP ,XK2RP .XK3RP .XK10P .XK20P .XK30P ,XK1UP ,XK2UP ,XK3UP
»XK1PIP ,XK2nP ,XK3nP ,XK1ZP ,XK2ZP ,XK3ZP ,XK1RR .XK2RR ,IK3RR
•XK10R ,XK20R .XK30R .KK1UR ,XK2UR ,XK3UR ,XK1HR ,XK2HR ,XK3MR
•JK1ZR ,XK2ZR , XK3ZH ,XK100 , XK200 ,XK300 ,XK1UO ,XK2UO ,IK3UC
•XK1MO ,XK2nO ,XK3nO ,XK1ZO ,XK2ZO ,XK3ZO ,IK1UU ,XK2UU ,IK3UU
• XKldU , XK2CIU XK3HU .XK1ZO , XK2ZU ,XK3ZU ,XK1«H ,XK2HH ,X(3RH
•XKlZn ,XK2Zn ,XK3Zn ,XK1ZZ .XK2ZZ ,XK3ZZ ,XKP111,XKPI21,I«PI31
•XKP112,XKPI22,XKPI32,XKPI13,XKPI23,XKP133,PA1 ,PA2
COnnOM /HATS/
• DPDY(3, 6). OEf>DEY(2, 8), DPDL( 3, 3), PROD51 3, 61), PR009I2, 21)
COnnON /HATS/
•PY ,PG ,PP ,PR ,PO PYY ,PGV PPY ,PRV
»POY ,PG6 ,PP6 ,PH6 ,P06 ,PPP ,P»P ,POP ,PRR
«I>OR .POO ,PLS .PLP
EBUIVALENCE( PRODI, PR605)
CODHON/ARCOAT/
•SREF ,EJ .XISP ,THULT ,OTNC ,DTPI
• 1ATH , 1BOOE ,JAER ,JPRO ,OHAX ,6«AX
• XLHAX ,HOrtAX .GflOOT ,ALFnAX , PHflAX , BAEA
• HAEB ,HAEC ,nAED .HAEE ,RAEF , HISEG
>HT .CUSP .HXCG ,HZCG ,HUDA .HlilDB
•HOB , XCGR . ZC6R ,XE , ZE , XT




•GR , ER .onsz ,XLAnRF,YnuRF ,LUH ,TO ,EPSLON, INNER ,
»1TRP1AX, JJOPl 6) ,IFATAL,NARC , N&RAN NFARC .10(1) .KTAB<20>,
• ITABC20), SIG.PlAXTAB.Gn.PSIRF , IPFL61 , IPFLG2, IPFL63, IPFLGl,
• INEBFL(26->, ITPSO, HSOL-, IN-ARK* KGLMLi 7 >
COnnON/ OR&IT/ Y!, GAnl, PSII, XHUI, P.
• ECC, AINCL. ARGP, ASCNOD. SnlHAJ, APOGEE,
* PERGEE, ANOnLY, CAPX. CAPY, ASYHP, ENERGY,
• MnNTn, OVIOY, DYIOG,
• OYIDH DVIDB, DVIDPS, OYlORO, OVIDflU, DGIDV,
• OGIOG , DGIDH, OGIOn , DGIDPS, OGIDRO, DGIDmu,
• DPIDY ' DPIDG, DPIDH , OPIDn , OPIDPS, OP10RO,
• OPIonu, oniov, onlOG , onlDH , onion , onlOPS,
• DBIDRO, OnlOnu DPDY , OPOG , OPDH , OPDn ,
* OPDPS , DPORO DPDPIU , DECOY , OECDG , DECOH ,
• DECDB ' OECDPS DECORO, OECOnu, OIOY , OIDG ,
• OIDH , DION , DIOPS , DIORO , DIDBU , DBEDY ,
• DBEOG , DBEOH OBEDH , DBEDP§, DBEDR6, DBEOnu.
• ONODY , DNODG ONOOH , ONODn , DNODPS. DNODRO,
• ONOonu, DSnDv, osnoG, osnDH, osnon, DSHDPSCOnnON/ORBIT/
» osnoRO, osnonu, OAPDY, OAPOG, DAPOH, DAPOH ,
• DAPOPS, DAPDRO, OAPDnu. DPEOY, DPEDG. OPEDH ,
•OPEOH .OPEDPS .DPEDRO .DPEDBU .DANDY , DAMD6
• DANDH , DANDPI , DANOPS OANDRO OANOHU, DCXDV ,
* OCX08 , OCXOH , OCXOH OCXDPS DCXDRO, OCXDHU,
• DCYOY , DCYDG , OCYOH OCVOH OCYOPS, DCVDRO,
* DCYOnu, DA5DV , OASDG DASOH DASOH , DASDPS,
• DASORO, OASDHU, DENOY OENOG OENDH , DENDN ,
* DENDPS, DENDRO, DENOHu OHODY DHODG . DBOOH ,
• onoon , onooPS, onODRO onoonu
OlnENSION ORBPRPK 18), PPO( 7,181
EOU I VALENCE ( Vl,OR8PRn),(DVlOY,PPO)
COnnON/ORBIT/ ynxRF,SNXLnR,CSXLnR,SOOUN,SCROSS,TD.TC
• SNPSR ,CSPSR ,S«GI ,CSGI ,SP5lI ,CPSII
> STOT ,CS1 ,SNI ,SNGNU ,CSANO ,COSDHU ,
• SINOHU ,THT UTFUEL
COnnON / PAINT/ AP(IOO)
EBUIYALENCE (VNU, DVN211)
OlnENSION FF(9)
DATA AP / I00» 037777777777777777777/
DATA RAO/57.2957795130823/, PI /3. 1H59265358979/
FIND : 1./6076. 10333
GAHD= GAH*RAD
PS!06=P51»RAD
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API 8) = TAU»XX
B0=0
CALL POBCOLI-l.FF.FF.FF.O.dO)
API 10) = VI
API 11) = 6AN1«RAO
API 12) = PSI1*RAD
API 13) = XflUI'RAD
API 11) = SCROSS'FTNH
API 16): «
API 18)= NT
API 19) = 2D<9)
API JO) = STOT »FTN« -- -
API 21 ) = SOOWN*FTNfl





API 26 1= HACK
AP1 15) = J3
API 16)= XK3
API 29) = ALPHA*RAD
API 30) = PHI»RAD
SACHI = SINA.COSPH1
IFIABSISACHI ).8T.l. ) SACHI =SI 6NI 1 . , SACH1 >
SASHI=SINA>S1NPMI
IFIABSISASHI J .GT . l . ) SASHI = SIGNI 1 . .SASHl)
API 92)= GABD * AStNISACHl)«RAO
API 93) = PSIOG * AS1NISASH1 >>RAD




API 35 1= OROS
API 36)= T
1FIZOI 7) .EQ. 0. ) 60 TO 10






30 API 19)= IT « LlFT.SIMA-DB - DRAS 'COSA) / W
API50)= 1 LIFT'COSA* ORAG*SINA)/ M
60 TO 50
10 AP(19)= (T.COD «LIFT*SINA-DB -DRAG'COSA) / W
50 API 5 1 )=S«RTI AP1 19 >»»2»AP1 50 )»»2 )
API 27 )= CL
API 28)= CO
API 37) = LV
API 38) = LGAH
API 39) = LPSI
API 10) = LR
API 11) = LRHO
API 12 ) = LKU
API 11) = LH
API 17) = LTAU
CALL COOROSICOSRHO.SINRHO)
IF< IPFLG1.NE.O) GO 70 60
API 62)= SfllrtAJ >FTNH
API63)=ECC
API6l) = AINCL * RAO
API 65)= ASCNOO* RAO
API 66)= ARGP * RAO
API 67)= APOGEE • FTNH
API 68)= PERGEE * FTNH
API 69)= ANOflLV «RAO
































































































230. IF(IPFL63. WE. 0) 60 TO 70
231. IKONVR = 0
232. IF(KONVER) IKONVR = 1
233. IF(.NOT.KONVER) GO TO 90
















1 F ( . N O T . K O N V E R ) GO TO 90
IF(IPFLGl.NE.O) 60 TO 90
»Pt IT) = Z < 19)
A P C 5 5 ) = Z(20>
AP(S6) - Z(22>
AP(57) = Z<23)












215. CALL PRINTdTER. IKONVA, 1, NOPRNT)
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X
X
















smot CODE D E S C R I P T I O N
1 I Orbit. 1 incl inat ion
a I Anglo of otttck
h I Altlta4*
5 I Trgt onoooly
R 1 Apogoo rodlut
0
g I Orbitol irgunint of ptr lgoo
P
(2 I Longitude of o»condlng nod*
C- I Dr. 9 co«ff lc l«M
0
C. I Lift cot f f lc lont
L
CO**.. I Sot lynbolE
Co SB I So* tynbol
c o s > ' Sot »;«bol
t o s * I Sot lynool
1 S T O R A G E SUBROUTINEBLOCK LOC SU6R CODE
( R A D ) /ORBIT / ( T) OUTPUT I
POBCOL n












(FT) /D /( f^) OUTPUT 1
STATEF I
WRAP UP I
( R A D ) /ORBIT /( 13) OUTPUT I
PDBCQL n
(FT) /ORBIT /( 11) OUTPUT I
PDBCOL 0
( R A O ) /ORBIT /( 8) OUTPUT I
PDBC3L PI
(RAD) /ORBIT /( 9) OUTPUT 1
PDBCQL M
/DYKA /( 192) AEROCO 0
OUTPUT I
UT I
/DVNA /( 186) AEROCO •)
OUTPUT I
UT I















































































































smiit. COOE D E S C R I P T I O N
cotp I Sta »»"hel
, I Speed, of «ound (FT /SEC)
D I But dr. a (LB5)
k
4 I Engine def lec t ion ( H A O S )
E
D I Aerod»na« le dr. 9 ( LBS )
f 1 Orbital eccen t r i c i t y
E 1 t"'9l
7 I R e l a t i v e f l ight p.th .09!!. ( R A D )
y I Inertia! f 1 1 oht pith angle» ( R A D )
I
QH I Product of Nekton's u n i v e r s a l gr •* i t.t i anal
contt.nt .nd the «>» of the t.rth. (FT3 /SECZ)
q I G r a v i t a t i o n a l . c c e l a r a t i o n at surf .ct of tht aarth.
F
 (FT /SEC Z )
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE US
SLOCK LOG sueR CODE »









/DVNA /( U) OUTPUT
STATEF































/ORBIT /( 6) OUTPUT
P06COL
/ORBIT /< 17) OUTPUT
POBCQL
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ipri ClI T T lb 1













™ cone ncTDTDT in iM s t o R a s E SUBROUTINE us«GEsYnBOL toot UhoL.nlrilUi\l - BLOCK
H I Ho.ent.n /ORBIT /(
Q I Heating (BTU) /D /(
I At.ospher* opt ion f lag / A R C O A T / C
1 ntrtl al Eeltr angla*.
I OL Iteration nunaer. /CNTRL /I
I Aerodynamic no del option f lag /ARCOAT/ (
1 Angle of attack option f lag. /DYNA /I
J3 = 1: Opt imal angle of attack;
J3 = 2: Constant angle of attack;
J3 = 3: Untriai.ed lift li.it;
J3 = 6: Gratity tar*;
J3 = S: Heating rate con.tralnt;
I Logical f lag tkat Indicates ta the OL nodule that /CNTRL /(
the OL Iteration is cai»erge4.
L I Aerodynamic lift ( LtS > /OYNA /(
X I "ass costat* /O /(
•
X I R e l a t i v e longitude costat* /O /(
9
X I R e l a t i v e ailauth male cottete 10 /(
*
LOG SUBR COOE V«R
18) OUTPUT I HUNT*
POBCOL ". HNNTM
99) OUTPUT I HT
URAPUP 1 HT
7) ARCIN 1 IATH
NLORV 1 I ATM
OUTPUT 1 IATN
STATEF I IATN




71 J OUTPUT I IPFLS3
OLTOSZ 0 IPFLG3
2) ETIWE * ITER
GROPE n ITER
OUTPUT I ITER
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svMS5oHL C00£ D E S C R I P T I O N
X I Litltudt cutoti
P
X I Subirc duritlon cott i tot
X I Ri l i t lve v e l o c i t y coftt i to
•
m I Hits
ft I Hick nuikor
p 1 Rcl l t lv t longltudo
H Not Ultd.
f * »< h 1
R I Ptrlgio ridlul
P
t I lint inglt
+ I Rtl l t lvi iiliutk inglt.
^ I Inertli l niiutk
I
9 I Dynialc prtsst t r t
p I Lltltudi
< 6 ' S >
( R A D )
I C T 11 r I 1
(LBS/FTZ )
( F T )
( R A D )
( R A D )
( R A D )
( LBS /FT 2 )
( R A O )
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR
/D /( 103) NLDRV >Q
OUTPUT
URAPUP
/D /( 101) NLORV
OUTPUT
URA»UP
/O /( 107 ) OUTPUT
WRAP UP





























































/CNTRL /( 29) OUTPUT H NOPRNT
SALVE 0 NOPRNT
TRAJIN 0 IPRNT
/ f lDft lT /( K \ OUTPUT 1 P/UltDll f \ y 1 U  t r U 1 1 r
PDBCOL H P




/ORBIT /( 12) OUTPUT I PERGEE
PDBCQL 0 PERGEE
/DVNA /( 80) CONTRL H PHI
OUTPUT I PHI
URAPUP I PHI
/D /( 93) OUTPUT I PSI
STATEF I PSI
URAPUP I PSI
/ORBIT /( 3) OUTPUT I PSII
PDBCOL H PST1
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 conr n r T D T D T i n M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USA6ESYHBOL CODE UtoLnlr 1 1UIM BLOC* u)i SUBR CODE VAR






S 1 Cro»» rinj* ( F T ) /ORBIT /( 119) OUTPUT
C PDBCOL
S I Do.n r«K9« ( F T ) /ORBIT /( 118) OUTPUT
D PDBCOL





























I S«Bl-«*jor • • )> ( F T ) /ORBIT /( 10) OUTPUT
« PDBCQL
S I Te t« l r.ngt (FT) /ORBIT /( 158) OUTPUT
T * PDBCOL
OLTOSZ
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FORTRAN
SvnBQL











 cnnt n r T D T P T T n i M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINSYWBOL oot Utounlr 1 lUlM BLOCK LO£ SUBR





























u 1 Atnospht r ic • l icoilt j (dyni. lc) ( SLGS/FT/SEC > /DVNA /( 211) OUTPUT
• PDBCOL














u I In.rtlil longltudt ( R A D ) /ORBIT /( 1) OUTPUT
1 POBCOL




2 I A 20 cord >my used to ( to re tht to to l llnor 11 /( 1) BNDRV
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WX
F O R T R A N BOTH
 rnn, pi r- r p Q T n T T n M STOIiaSE SUBROUTINE USAGESYNBOL syntoi LDDt U toon l r l lU IV btSCK nnr^  SUSR coot v»s
ID 1 A 20 lord >m« cont. ln lng thi «tctor f (S ( Z ,U) in /ID /( 1) ENVPBO I ZO










PDBCQL computes all functional target conditions and their partials with
resnect to the state.*
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SUBROUTINE PDBCOL(KK, F. %. SO. IOP. 1SKP)
LOGICAL SWITCH, I LOAD
REAL BACH. ISP. ISPV, ISPR, ISPB. ISPT, ISPVV. ISPVR, ISPVB,
•1SPVT, ISPRR, 1SPRB, 1SPRT, ISPnfc, ISPhT, ISPTT, LIFT, LIFTV,
•LIFTR. L1FTA, LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA, LIFTRR, LlFTRA, BUR, LIFTAA,
•IRATED, ISPF, ISPFF
REAL DACHV, BACHR. BACHVR. BACHRR
REAL LIFT*, LIFTVB, LIFTRB, LIFTBB, LIFTBA
connON /DVhA/
• XX .TlnE ,SINGAfl,COSGAB,OBEGA ,OP1E6A2,R ,6 ,SINA
•COSA ,DYN011,OBE6AT,TABP ,PA ,RO ,CS ,TEBPR ,PAR
•ROR ,CSR 'TEBPRR,PARR ,RORR 'CSRR 'KOOE ,BACH ,o
•OV ,QR ,QVV .OVR ,QRR .FVAC ,FVACV ,FVACR ,FVACB
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR.FVACRR,FVACTT,T ,BACHV , BACHR ,1SP
•ISPV ,ISPR ;ISPB 'ISPT .ISPVV !ISPVR 'ISPVB 'ISPVT 'ISPRR
•ISPRB ,ISPRT ,ISPBB- ,ISPBT ,ISPTT-,LlFT , LIFTV ,LlFTR ,LIFTA
• LIFTVV. L.1FTVR, LIFTVA, LIFTRR, LIFTRA'ORAG 'ORAGV .ORA6R ,ORAGA
•DRAGVV,DRAGVR,DRAGVA,ORAGRR,DRAGRA ORAGAA, ALPHA ,PHI ,LIFTB
•L1FTVB, LIFTRB, LIFTBB,LIFTBA,DBR ,DBRR ,GABBAD,AE ,TAX
•u ,SINPHI'COSPHI'SI«IPSI.COSPSI'SINRHO,COSRHO,SINROR'COSROR
•BUR ,XKG ,XKP ,AKIN ,CDO ,CDOB ,CLO ,FK ,XCGB
•XCGBB ,ZCfifl ,ZCGBB ,XJV ,XJR ,XJVV ,XJVR ,XJRR ,BACHVR
•BACHRR SIN2RO COS2RO COS2GB CB CBA CBB CBAA CBBB
•CBAB 'CBO 'CBOB 'CNOBB 'CBABB 'uLFTV 'ULFTR 'ULFTVV'ULFTVR
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA,IPOU ,XARC .TSTART.&H ,6RR LIFTAA
•CDOBB .CLAI<IB 'CLOB ,CLOBB .DVNHS'CT 'COOAE .SIDAE 'COD
•SID ,DELTAE,CDE , XC6 ,ZCG ,XJ ,XBCG ,CALPHA, ALBAX
•DB ,ULFT ,CULFT ,ULFTA ,TSTAGE,TIBES . XBCGAA, IRATEO FRATEO
COPMON /DYNA/
•BTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XBCGA FVACF ,ULFTAA,ISPF ISPFF
- »H-OAD ,PKB ,FK«B , SUITCH,1NO.F ,CL ,CLA ,CLN ,CLAA
•CLBB ,CLAB ,CO ,CDA ,CDH )CDAA ^CDBB ,CDAB )DYN198
• DVN1 99, DVN200 XPtCGV XBCGR ,XBCGB XftCGVV XBCGVR, XBCGVB XBCGVA
• XCICGRR,XBCGRn'xnCGRA,XBCGnn,XBCGBA'RORRR , DVN2 11 ,OVN215 ,DVN21 6
•DVN217,IDAB ,TAIRB , TAIRBV.TAIRBH.TARBVV, TARBHH.TARBVH, SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH ,SFCVV ,SFCHH ,SFCVH
COBBON/GLOBAL/
•GR ,ER ,OB6Z ,XLAnRF,VBURF ,LUB ,TO .EPSLON, INNER ,
• ITRrlAX, JJOPl 6 > .IFATAL.NARC ,NBRAN ,NFARC ,10(1) ,KTAB(20),
• ITAB(20). SIG,BAXTAB,GB,PSlftF , IPFLG1 , IPFLG2 . IPFL63, IPFL.G1,
•INEBFL(20), ITPSO. KSOL, INAH«,K6LOBL( 7 )
COnflON/ARCDAT/
•SHEF ,EJ ,XISP ,TBULT ,DTNC " ,OTPI
•IATB ,IBODE ,JAER ,JPRO ,DBAX ,GBAX
•XLHAX ,HDBAX ,GBDOT ALFRAX ,PHNAX ,BAEA
•BAEB , BAEC ,BAED ,BAE£ ,RAEF ,NAES
•BT ,BISP ,BXCG ,BZCG ,BUDA ,BUOB
•ROB XC6R ,ZCGR ,XE ,ZE ,XT
•OREF ,BCND ,RHOB .QflULT ,REBAI ,FRATE
DIBENSION ARCOAltO)
EQUIVALENCE(SREF,ARCDA>
REAL BAGBV, BU, «, LV, LGAB, LPSI, Lfl, LRHO, LBU, LB, LTAU, NOB
• HT
COBBON /O/
• X, H, XI(H), BAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(10), CSAVE(lO), V, GAB. PSI,
•ALT.RHO.BU.B, TAU, HT, LV, LGAH LPSI, LR, LRHO, LBU, LB. LTAU.
• LHT, 0109, DUO, BV(IO), lSAVE(20), 07(20), NP01NT(26), DELT(20)
DIBENSION N0fl(20)
EQUIVALENCE (NOB, V)
THIS SUBROUTINE COBPUTES FUNCTIONS OF STATE AND PARTI ALS
FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES IN TABTOP
«• DEFINITIONS**
KK = VARIABLE CODE NUBBER
F = VALUE OF FUNCTION
S = PARTIAL DERIVATIVE ARRAY
SO = TlnE DERIVATIVE OF FIOP = OPTION FLAG = o - COBPUTE F ONLY
1 = COBPUTE S
2 = ESTIMATE SO IF POSSIBLE
3 = COMPUTE SO
ISKP= BYPASS FLAG TO INHIBIT REDUNDANT COMPUTATION













































































































11$;1 1 *t ,
1 1* .
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connoN/ ORBIT/ vi, GAHI, PSII, xmii, p,
ECC, AINCL, ARGP, ASCNOD, SBIBAJ, APOGEE.
PERGEE, ANOBLV, CAPX, CAPY, ASYHP, ENERGY,
HBNTB, DVIDV, DVID6,
DVIOH , DVlDH, DVIDPS, DVIORO, OV10BU, DGIOV,OGioG , DGIOH' DGion ' DGIDPS, DGIDRO, DGIDBU,
OPIDV , OPIOG, DP10M , DPIOH , DPIOPS, OPIDRO,OPionu, oniDv, DBIOG , DBIDH , onion , onioPS,
OnlDRO, DBIDBU DPOV , DPD6 , DPDM , DPDn ,
DPDPS , OPORO OPOnu , DECDV , OECOG , OECOH ,
OECOn , DECDPS OECDRO, DECDBU, OIOV , DID6 ,
D1DM , DIOn , OIDPS , DlORO , DIOnu , DBEDV ,
OBEDG , DBEDH OBEDW. , DBEDPS, OBEOR6, 08EDBO,
DNODV , ONOOG DMODN , DNODfl , DNODPS, ONOORO,
DNOonu. OS10V, osnoG, osnoH, osnon, osnops
COnnOW/ORBIT/
OSFIDRO, DSBDBU, OAPDV, DAPD6, DAPDtf, DAPDn ,
DAPDPS, OAPORO, OAPOBU, OPEOV, OPEOG, OPEDH .
DPEDn ,OPEDPS , DPEORO ,DPEDnu ,OANDV ,OAN&6 ,
OANOH , OANDn , DANOPS OANORO OANDRU, OCXOV ,
OCXDG , DCXDH , DCXOn DCXDPS DCXDRO, DCXDnU,
DCYDV , OCVOG ' OCVOH OCVOn OCVDPS. OCVORO,
DCYOnu, DASOV , OASDG DASDH DASDn , DASDPS,
DASDRO, DASDnu, OENOV OENOG OENOH , OENOn ,
DENDPS, DENDRO, DENDNU 0BOOV DBOD6 , DnOOH ,
onoon . onoops, onooRO onoonu
DinENSlON ORBPRB( 18),PPO( 7,18)
EQUIVALENCE < VI ,ORBPR« ),( OVIOV.PPO )
COnnON/ORBIT/ YnXRF,SNXLnR,CSXL.nR.SDOklN,SCROSS,TO,TC
•,SNPSR ,CSPSR ,SN61 ,tS6I ,SPSII ,CPSII ,
• -• STOT ,CSI ,SNI 'SNGNU - , CSANO ,COSOBU ,
* SIMDnU THT MTFUEL
01 BENS I ON JVAR< 36), BASK 36), BS( 2 )
OinENSION HAP( 7)
EQUIVALENCE (BASK 1 ) , CIS* 1 >, ( BASK 2 >, BS*2 > , ( BASK 3 >, BSK3 >,
1( BASK S ),BSKl >, (BASKS ) HSK5 ) ,< nASH< 6 ),flSH6 ) ,< flASK* fl.HSKI 1,
2(nASK(8).nSK8). (BASK(9) njK9) (HASK( 10),BS«10 ),(BASK 11 ),BSKll )
3,(C1ASK(12) P1SKI2) (flASK(I3) BSIC13) (BA5l((11) flSKll)
1 (flASK 15 ),BSK15 >,(BASK< 16 ),BSK 16 ),( BASK( 17 ))nSK17),
5 (BASK( 18),nSK18),(BASK( 19 ),HSK19 ),( BASK( 20 ),nSK20 ),
6 (BASK 21 ),BSK21 ),(nASK(22),nSK22>,(BASK( 23) nSK23),
7 (BASK21 ),nSK21 ),(nASK(25 ),BSK25 >,( «ASK( 26 ),nSK26 ),
8 (BASKI 27 ),nSK27 ),(nASK(28),nSK28),(nASK( 29>,nSK29),
9 (HASK 30) nS«30),(BASK 31 ),BSK31 ) , ( BASK 32 ), BSH32 ) ,
X (nASK( 33),nS*33),(nASK( 31 ),BS*3l),(BASK 35),BSK35>,
A (RASKI 36).nSK36)
EQUIVALENCE (VNU, OYN21D. < VNR. DYN215 >
DATA JVAR /0000001, 0000003, 0000007,
1 0000010,0000023. 0000013.
2 0000107, 0000367, 0000517, 0001001,
3 0003013, 0005013, 0010023. 0020063,
1 0010063, 0100013, 0201001, 6l00003,
501000001 ,03000003 ,01000007 ,010000000 ,
6023000023 ,013000013 ,0101000107 ,0367000367 ,
70501000517 ,01001001001 ,03013001013 ,05013001013 ,
8010023010023 ,020036000063 ,010036000063 ,010001310013 ,
9 01001001001. 01003100003 /
DATA flASK / 12, i, 8, 16, 32 , 61, 128, 256 , 512 , 1021, 2018,
11096, 8192,16361. 32768 , 65536 , 131072 . 262111 . 521288,
2 1018576 , 2097152 , 1191301 , 8388606 , 16777216 '
3 3355113$ , 67108861, 131217728, 268135156, 536870912 ,
1 107371U21 , 2117163618 ,1291967296,8589931592 ,
5 17179869181, O/
DATA BS/ 03060003, 07000007/
DATA HAP /I, 2, 1, J, 3, 5, 6/
00 1 ILOOP i 1, 9
1 S( ILOOP) = 0.
OCORHO = OBEGA«COSRHO





IF(KK.GE.30) GO TO 530
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151. C TEST FOR ESTIMATE OPTION PDBCQL
152. K=KK-11 POBGOL
153. IF(IOP.EO.O) GO TO 20 PDBCQL
, C TEST FOR PARAMETER CALCULATION ONLY POBCflL
}**• K=18*K . PD6CQL
156. 20 IF( ISKP.EO.O) GO TO 10 POBCOL
1ST. 30 MR=AND( JVAR(K) -BS< 1SKP» POBCQL
158. IFIPtn.NE.O) Gfi TO $0 ' POBCQL
u_ IF<K-1B>230,230,120 POBCQL
HO. 10 MM - JVAR(K) POBCQL
161 C TEST AND COMPUTE VI POBCQL
162. 50 IFIO.EQ.ANDIMM.MSKI)) BO TO 60 PDBCQL
,. , VE = R«OMEGA«COSRHO POBCQL
)*3- VI= SORT( V»V *2.«VE»V*COS6AH*SINPSI*VE»VE> . POBCQL
!*s- lF(nn.L"t.n£K2> 'GO TO 230 "" POBCQL
}** ' C TEST AND COMPUTE GAMMA 1NERTIAL AND ITS TRIG FUNCTIONS POBCQL
167. 60 IF( AND(MM.MSK2).EO.O> GO TO TO PDBCQL
16B. SNGI = V*S)NGAM/VJ POBCOL
l.o 6ANI = ASIN(SNCI) POBCQL
**• CSSI * SORTd.- SN6I.SN6I) POBCQL
"?• ISKP =1 PDBCQL
}!!• IF(HM.LT.MSK3>60 TO 230 PDBCQL
I,, C TEST AND COMPUTE PSI INERTIAL AND ITS TRIG FUNCTIONS POBCQL
171. 70 IF( AND(flM.MSK3).EQ.O> GO TO 60 POBCOL
175. SPSIU( V>C6SGAH>SINPS1+VE)/(VI »CS6I ) POBCOL
.,. PSII = ATAN2< V*COSGAM«SINPSI*VE . V«COS6AM«COSPSI > POBCOL
}'•• CPSIU COS(PSII) POBCOL
}"• ISKP =2 . PDBCOJ.
{'. IF(MliT.LT.HSll'f) GO TO 230 POBCOL
!!*• C TEST AND COMPUTE HU INERTIAL POBCBL
161. 80 IF( ANO(Hfl.nSkH>.EQ.O) GO TO 40 POBCQL182. xnuu HU« 6nsz«TlME POBCQL
183. IF(KK .LT. 0 .AND. 1PFL61 .NE. 0) GO TO 540 POBCOL
_ lF(nn.LT.nSK5 > GO TO 230 PDBCQL
;!£• C TEST AND COMPUTE SEMI-LATUS RECTUM POBCOL
186. 90 IF( AND(nn.MSK5).EO.O) 60 TO 100 POBCQL
187. P; R«R» V I « V I » CSSI-C56I /6M POBCQL
188. IF(MH.LT.MSK6) GO TO 230 POBCOL
,„„ C TEST AND COMPUTE ECCENTRICITY POBCQL
140. 100 1F(AND(MM,MSK6).EQ.O) GO TO 110 POBCOL
l?l. RV20MU = R«V1«VI/S« POBCQL
112 ECC= SQRT( 1. - RV20MU>t2.-RV20HU)>CSGI>CSGI > POBCOL
193. IFKin.LT.nSH!) GO TO 230 P08CQL
!„„ C TEST AND COMPUTE INCLINATION AND ITS .IRIS FUNCTIONS PDBCOL
19I>. 110 IF(AND(nM,nSKI).£Q.O) GO TO 120 POBCQL
196. CSI= COSRNO* 5PSII POBCQL
197. AINCL = ACOS(CSl) PDBCOL
198. SNI = SIN(AINCL) PDBCQL
... IFIMN.LT.BSKS) GO TO 230 POBCQL
i*"- C TEST AND COMPUTE AR6. OF PERIGEE POBCOL
201. 120 IF( AND(nM.nSK8).EQ.O) GO TO 130 PDBCQL
202. CSGNtl =(P -fi)/S/ECC POBCQL
203. IF(ABSICSGNU) .ST. 1.) CSGNU = SIGNC1.. CSGNU) POBCQL
,._ GNU - ACOS(CSGNU) PDBCQL
;r*- SROI = SINRHO/SNI POBCQL
'"' IF(ABS(SHOI).GT.l. ) SHOI = SI6NU.. SSOJ ) POBCQL
;?V ARGP = ASIN( SROt) - GNU FOBCOL
,„'• IFIMM.LT.MSK9) SO TO 230 POBCQL
,„*• C TEST AND COMPUTE LONG. OF ASCENDING NODE PDBCQL
210. 130 IF(ANO(MM,MSK9).EQ.O) GO TO 110 PDBCQL
211. SPSI = SPSIMSINRHO/SNI PDBCQL
,,, IF(ABS(SPSI ).GT.l. ) SPSU SIGN( 1 . .SPSI > POBCOL
;|, ASCNOD = XHUI - flSIN(SPSI) POBCOL
;, • IF(MH.LT.MSKIO) 60 TO 230 POBCOL
,, C TEST AND COMPUTE SEMI-MAJOR AXIS POBCQL
216 110 IF(ANO(MM,MSK10).EO.O) GO TO 150 FOBCOL
217. SrUn«J= R»GH /(2.»GH -R«VI»»I) PDBCQL
,lu IFCMM.LT.MSKll ) GO TO 230 PDBCQL
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220. ISO IF( AND(nn.nS«ll l.EO.O) SO TO 160 PDBCOL
221. APOGEE= SMINAJ*< 1.4ECC) PDBCOL
222. IFtnn LT.HSK12) GO TO 230 PDBCQL
223 C TEST AND COMPUTE PER16EE POBCOL
221. 160 IF( ANO(MM.MSK12).EO.O> 60 TO 170 PDBCOL
225 PERGEE = SnIHAJ>< 1 .-ECC ) PDBCOL
226 IFIMM.LT.MSKU) GO TO 230 PDBCOL
227. C TEST AND COMPUTE TRUE ANOflOLV . FOBCOL
228. 170 1F( ANO(nn,nSK13).EQ.O) GO TO 180 PDBCOL
229. ANOMLY = ATAN2( SNGI/CSGI, 1.- R/ P ) PDBCOL
230. IFCItn.LT.nSKlt) GO TO 230 PDBCOL
231. C TEST AND COMPUTE CAP I PDBCQL
232. 160 lF(AND(nn,nSK11).EQ.O> GO TO 190 PDBCOL
,,, CAPX = P/ECC - - - POBCOL
;"• iF(nn.LT.nSicis) GO TO 230 PDBCOL
**V C TEST AND COMPUTE CAPY . PDBCOL
236. 190 1FI AND<rm,«SK15 ).EO.O> GO TO 200 PDBCOL
237. CAPV = P»ECC / SORT! ECC'ECC -1) POBCOL
23B. !F(nn.LT.nSK16) GO TO 230 PDBCOL
239. C TEST AND COMPUTE ASSYMPTOTE PDBCQL
210 200 1F< AND(MN nSK16).EQ.O) 60 TO 210 • PDBCQL
211. ASVMP = ACOSd./ECC) PDBCQL
, , IFIMM.LT.MSK17) 60 TO 230 PDBCOL|*5' C TEST AND COMPUTE ENERGY PDBCQL
211. 210 1F( ANO(MM,flSKU).EO.O> GO TO 220 POBCOL
215. ENERGY = 2.»6M / SIMMAJ PDBCQL
216. ,IF(nn.LT.HSK18> GO TO 230 „ . PDBCQL
217. C TEST AND COMPUTE nOHENTUfl ' PDBCQL
218 220 IF( ANO(nn,HStl8>.£0.0> GO TO 210 POBCOL
219. H«NTH= R.VI-CS6I PDBCQL
250 IF(nn.SE.nSK19> 60 TO 210 PDBCOL
, . IF(KK.LT.O) GO TO $10 PDBCQL
J*J- c RETURN RE0. ORB. PAR*. THROUGH ADS. LIST POBCOL
2!>3 230 F = ORBPRH(X) PDBCQL
251 RETURN PDBCQL
255 C TEST AND COMPUTE PART1ALS OF V INERTIAL PDBCQL
256. 210 1F( AND(nM,MSK19).EQ.O> GO TO 250 PDBCOL
257. OVIDV =( V«R»OCORHO»COS&An*SINPSI )/VI PDBCQL
258. SN6I:V«SrN6AH/irI POBCOL
259. DVI06 = -VE*SN6I*SINPSI PDBCOL
, „ DVIOH = VE>(V • COSSAN* SINPSI<- B'OCORHO )/ <R«VI> PDBCOL
ft?' DVION =0. PDBCQL
;*'• DVIDPS: VE«V»COSGAM«COSPSI/ VI POBCQL
, , DVIORO: -SINRHO>VE«( V'COSbAn.SlNPSI* VE ) / (COSRHO«VI> PDBCOL
**'• OVIDHUa 0. PDBCOL
,**• lF(nM.LT.«SK20) GO TO 120 PDBCOL
!**• C TEST AND COMPUTE PARTIALS OF GAMMA INERTIAL POBCQL
267. 250 IF(AND(nn,MSK20).EQ.O) GO TO 260 PDBCQL
268. VIC] = VI' CSGI POBCQL
269. TMQ: - V" S I N5Afl/( V I» VIC1) PDBCQL
270. OGIDV = SINGAM/V1CI •> TnQ>0«IDV PDBCOL
HI. OGI06 = V«COS6An/VICI •> THO'OVIOG POBCOL
272. DGIOM = Tnfl.DVlDM PDBCQL
27, 0670(1=0. POBCOL
'/- OGIDPS: TMO* OVIOPS PDBCOL
,'"• DSIDRO= TMQ* OVIDRO POBCQL
f, ' 06IOHU=0. POBCOL
,'*• IF(Mn.LT.HSK21 > 60 TO 120 PDBCOL
*'^ - C TEST AND COPIPUTE PARTIALS PSI INERTIAL POBCQL
279. 260 IF( AND(nM,MSK21 ).EO.O) 60 TO 270 ^ PDBCQL
280. TM1: CPSII'CPSII /( V.COSSAM»COSPS1 ) POBCOL
281. DPIDV=-VE« Tfll/ « PDBCOL
282. OPIOH: -DPIOV'V/R POBCQL
,.. OPID6= OPIDH>R>SIN6AH/COS6*H POBCOL
,"• BPlOPSi PDBCOL
I?*- 1 CPSII»CPSII/( COSPSI»COSPSI )4SINPSI««E «TM1 /COSPSI PDBCQL
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i F ( R i n i T i n ^ f f 9 9 i c n T n i i 9 ( tlrlrini,Ll.no*£<£' bU 1 U *l4tv
C TEST «NO COflPUTE PARTIALS OF HU INERTIAL







IF( Mn. LT .nSK23 ) GO TO 120
C TEST AND CONFUTE PARTIALS OF SEHI-LATUS RECTUM
280 IF( ANOinn nSK23).EQ.O> GO TO 290' . .
TPI2- 2 * r /VI
TH3= Z.» P -/ R
T«H:-2.«P/CS6I »SN6I
DPDV = Tn2*DVIDV + TH1»BilO»
BrB6 = Th2«D»IDG * TH1*DGIDG
OPOH= TB3 + TH2>DVIDM * TB1»D6IDM
OPOm 0.
OPDPS= Tn2*DVIDPS * Tni>OGIOPS
OPDRO= Tn2>OvIORO 4 Tni*06IORO
DPDnu= 0.
I F( nn. LT . nSK2i ) GO TO 120
C TEST AND COnPUTE PARTIALS OF ECCENTRICITY
290 IF(ANO(ni<l,nSK2l).EO.O> GO TO 300
Tnnr (RV20PIU -1 )»RV20nu»CS6I»CS6I/ECC
Tfl5= 2.*Tn)*)/yI
Tnt = RV20nu»(2. - RV20HU) * CSGI* SN6I/ ECC
T«7 = Tnn/ R
OECOG: TflJ.OVIOS •> TH6*OGtOfi
OECDH: Tn7» TnS»OVIDH 4 THt'DSIDH
OECDn=0.
OECDPS=TP15«DV1DPS 4 Tnb'DGIDPS
DECDRO=Tn5*Dtf IDRO 4 Tnb*06IDRO
OECDnU: 0.
1 F( dPI . LT . ftSK25 ) GO TO 120
C TEST AND COnPUTE PARTIALS OF INCLINATION
300 IFl ANOinn, WSKii I.EO.O > GO TO 310





DIOBO; S1NRHO>SPSII /SNI 4 Tng'OPIORO
oionu: o.
1 Ft rtfl . LT . nSK2fe ) 60 TO 120
C TEST AND COnPUTE PARTIALS OF ARG. OF PERIGEE
310 IF(ANO(nn,nSK2b).EO.O) GO TO 320
CGNAR = COS(6NU 4AR6P )
SNGNU = SIN(GNU)
D6NOP= -1 ./( R«ECC«SN6NU)
DSNOR r -P'ObNDP/ R
OGNDE = -(P-R)/ECC »D6NDP
TM9 r - SINRHO»CSI/SNI/SNI/CGNAR
DSEOV =-Oo«OP'DPO>l - DGNDE'OECOV 4 Tn9*OIOV
DBEOG =-OliNDP«OPDS - DGNOEoDECOG 4 Tn9»DIDS
DBEOH = -ObNDR -DGNDP'OPDH -DGNOE'DECOH 4 Tn9«OIDH
OBEOn =0.
CB£ORO= COSIiHO/(SAII«C&MAR)-DSNOP>OPDRO -DSNDE»DECDRO »TP19»D1D
DBEOP5= -DoNDP.DPDPS -ObNOE'OECDPS »TB9*DIOPS
OBEOMU= 0.
I F( Wfl . LT . P1SK2 7 ) GO TO 120
C TEST AND COMPUTE PARTIALS OF LONG. OF ASCENDING NODE
320 IF( AND(mm.nSK27).EO.O> GO TO 330
CDNO =-C05(ASCNOO -PIU- OBGZ'TlnE)
ONOOPI = CPSII •SINRHO/(SNI>CONO>
ONOORR : SPSI1>COSRHO/(SNI.CDNO)
ONODI = - SPSII<SINRHO>CSI /(SNIoSNIoCDNO)
ONOOV = 0«IOOPI«OPIB» 4DNODI»OIO» - ...
























































































































































ONOOS = ONOOPI'DPlDS *DNODI-DID6
ONOOH = DNQOPI'OPIOH *DNODI*DIDH
ONOON =0.
DNOOPS=DNODPI«DPIOP5 'DNODl'DIDPS
DNODHO= DNODRR -DNODP 1 'DP I DRO « ONOOI'OIORO
DNOD«U= 1 .
IF<pm.LT.nSK28> GO TO 120
C TEST AND COMPUTE PARTIALS OF SfllnAJ
330 lF(AND(fln,MSK28>.EO.O> GO TO 310
C TEST FOR MOnENTun
IF(K.EQ.3t> GO TO 110









C TEST FOR ENERGY
1F(K.EQ.35> GO TO 100
IF(nn.LT.nSK29) SO TO 120
C TEST AND COMPUTE PARTIALS OF APOGEE
310 IFI ANO(nn,MSK29 l.Efl.O) GO TO 350
OAPDA i 1.4ECC
DAPOE - SnlRAJ
DAFO«= DAPDA'OSnoV * DAPDE«DECDV
OAPOS =DAPOA>OSnDG * DAPDE'DECDS
DAPOH=DAPDA«DSnOM +DAPDE»OECDH -
OAPOH = 0.
DAFDPS= DAPDAoDSMDPS * OAPOE'OECDPS
OAFORO= DAPDA'DSMORO * DAPOE>OECORO
DAPOnu= 0.
IF(nn.LT.PISK30) GO TO 120
C TEST AND COMPUTE PARTIALS OF PERIGEE
3>0 IF( ANO(MM,P15K30 l.Efl.O) GO TO 360
OPEOA = i.-ECC
OPEOE = -SnlnAJ
OPEDV = DPEDA.DSnDV * OPEOE«DECD»
DPEOu = OPEOA. OSP1DG t OPEDE.OECDG
OPEOH - OPEDA'OSnOH * DPEDE.OECDH
OPEOH = 0
DFEOPS= OPEOA'DSnDPS 'DPEDE.OECDPS
DPEORO= OPEOA. OSHORO «OPEOE«OECDRO
OPEO«U= 0.
IHnn.Ll MSK31) GO TO 120
C TEST AND COMPUTE PARTIALS OF ANOnOLY
360 IF(ANO(MM,nSK31 ).EO.O) GO TO 370
CSANO = COS( ANOdLY )
CS2 - CSANO. CSANO
COW = 1. - R/P
OANOSI = CS2/ CSG1/ CSSI/ CON
DANOR = CS2»SNGl/(P»CON«CON»CS6l )
OAMOP = - OANOR • R/P
OANOV = OANDbl'DGIOV « DANDPoDPOV
OANOo = DANOGI.DGI06 * DANDP.OPDS
DANDH = OANOR * OANDGI'DGIOH * OANDP'DPDH
OANOH =0.
DAMOPS = OANDGI«0£IDPS •> DANOP'OPDPS
DAnOfiO - OANDGI'DblDRO * DANDP'DPDRO
OANONU = 0.
IF(nn.LT.nSK32) GO TO 120
C TEST AND COrlPUTE PARTIALS OF CAPX
370 IH/tNO(flfl,flSK32>.£a.O> SO TO 380
OCXOP = I./ ECC
DCXOE = -P/(ECC»ECC)
OCXDV = OCXDP'OPOV « OCXOE*DECO«
DCIDG = DCXDP'OPOG * DCXOE*DECD6
OCXDH - DCXDP'OPDH « DCXOE. DECOH
ocion =0.
OCXCFS= OCXOP'OPDPS <DCXDE.DECOPS






















































































131 DClOnU- C. POBCOL
135. IF<nd.LT.«S«33> 60 TO 120 POBCOL
136. C TEST AND COflPJTE PARTIALS OF CAPV PDBCBL
137. 380 IF( ANO(nn,nSK33).EQ.O) GO TO 390 POBCOL
138 TPI1 = ECC-ECC PDBCOL
139. Tn2 = THI-1 PDBCOL
110. SDE2 = SORTITH2) PDBCOL
111. DCVOP = ECC/ SQEZ PDBCflL
, DCYDE = P/SOE2X 1. - Tdl/ T«2> " POBCOL




- OCY06 =DCYDP *DPDG +OCYOE'DECD6 PDBCOL
''•••' • DCYOH =DCYBP«OPDH * DCYOE»DECDH PDBCOL
•»••»• DCVOH =0 POBCOL
H1**- DCYDPS =DCYDP*DPDPS «DCYDE» OECDPS POBCOL
MH/
- DCYDRO = OCYOP»DPDRO *orYOE* JJECDRO POBCOL
•*'"'• DCYDnu~= o. ' ~ PDBCOL"
?"*• lF(Bn.LT.n5K3l) 60 TO <I20 PDBCOL
***• C TEST AMD COBPUTE PARTIALS OF ASSYHPTOTc PDBCOL
162 390 IF( ANO(nn,nSK3<l).Eg. 0) 60 TO 120 POBCOL





- DASOE = I./ < SNASV>ECOECC) PDBCflL
*** • OASDV = OASDE»DECOV PDBCOL
H>l>




- DASDH = OASOE*OECDH PDBCOL
''»'• DASO* = 0. PDBCOL
H>




- DASDBO = DASOE* DECDRO PDBCOL
''*"• DASOrtO s 0. PDBCOL
M
»»- 60 TO t20 PDBCflL
^* • C COrtPUTE PARTIALS OF- ENERGV - • PDOCBL
16 100 CONTINUE POBCOL
16 . OEKOSfU -Z.'SH 1 (SfllPlAJ* SHIHAJ) PDBCOL
OENOV = OENDSK DSHD* PDBCOL
H
* • DENOG = DENDSfl OSHOG P08CBL
M
* • OENOH = OENOSH OSnOM PDBCOL
•** • OENON = 0. POBCflL
M
* • OENOPS: OEMOSH OSHDPS POBCOL
H
'°- OENDHO= DENDSH OSSDBO PDBCOL
•*'»• OENOHU= 0. POBCflL
"'*• GO TO 120 PDBCflL
;jj*' C COnPUTE PABTJALS OF BOflEWTUB PDBCOL
175. 110 CONTINUE PDBCOL
176. OflOOR=HnNTfl/R POBCOL
CnOOVI= HnNTH / VI POBCOL
"*''• DBODG1= - R»VI • SN6J PDBCOL
*'*• DnOOV = DnOO»l«DvlOV « OnOOGI «OGIOV PDBCOL
"<'*• OnOOG = DnODVI«0«IOG«OnODGI*OG10G PDBCOL
*"°- DnOOH = OnOOR •> OflOOVIoDVIDH +OnOOG I «D61DM PDBCOL
<l
"i- DflOOB =0. PDBCflL
**"• CflOOPS rOnCO«I«OVIOPS * OnOOlil'OGIOFS POBCOL
•"*
3
- DnOORO iOflOO»l»DVlDRO « OBOOGI •OilORO PDBCOL
H
**- OnODflU =0. PDBCOL
""^ • c STORE PARTIALS IN S AND COMPUTE SO POBCOL
187. 120 K=«-l« PDBCflL
1186. 00 130 J=1.7 PDBCOL
JflAP = nAP(J) PDBCOL
''**• S(J«AP> =; PPOCJ. K> PDBCflL
III' ^0 CONTINUE PDBCflL




- C KK.SE.30 REENTRV TVPE TARGETS POBCOL
193. 530 t,- KK-29 PDBCQL
196. GO TO <5lC,SfO, 600, 630, 690, 750,800) PDBCOL
« ,H POBCflL
^*^- C OOUNRANoE CALCULATION POBCflL
i99. sio cosonu = cos<nu-vnxRF) POBCOL
iOO SINOnU = SIN(flU*VnXRFI POflCOL
SOI. TDNUn= CSPSfi'C SINRHO»CSXLnR-COSflHO*SNXLnR»COSOnU)+SNPSR«COSRHO»SIN PDBCOL
»02 ionu PDBCOL
IDDEN- SINRHO^SNILDR «COSRHO>CSXLnR>COSDnu PDBCflL
»-*
3
- TO^ = ^ ATAN2( TONUfl.-TDDEN ) PDBCBL












630-1 690-1 750-1 800-1 510-
1
6 OCT 72 G.0 -1
506. I F ( K K . L T . O ) GO TO 580 PDBCQL
507. F = TD'ER , PDBCOL
508 . C PARTIALS OF DOUNRANSE POBCOL
509 550 C O S T D = C O S ( T O ) PDBCOL
510. 51 5 ) = ER«COSTO»COSTD»«CSPSR»(COSRHO»CSXLf lR«SINRHO»SNXLI ' IR»COSOr ' lU> PDBCOL
511. I -SNP5R»SINflMO«SINOHU)/TOOEN - TONUH»< C05RHO»S«KLinR -S INRHO«CSXL PDftCOL
_,_ 2MR • COSOMUm TODEN»TOOEN> ) PDBCQL
*;?• 5 ( 6 1 = ER»COSTO»COSTO«« CSPSR"COSRHO»5NXLnR»S I NDPIU +SNPSR«COSRHO POBCOL
*"• MCOSOflU I /TOOEN * TONUn»C05RHO»CSILP1R»SlNOnU/( TDOEN»TODEN 1 ) POBCOL
515. 560 RETURN PDBCOL
516. C CROSS RANGE COMPUTATION PDBCOL
517. 570 cosonu = cos(nu-vnxRF) PDBCOL
518 SINOnu = SINdlU-VUXRF) PDBCOL
519. 580 CONTINUE POBCOL
520. STC = CSPSR »COSRHO«SINOnU - SNPSR»( SINRHO«CSXLMR 'C6SRHO«SNXLnR» PDBCQL
521. 1 COSDflU) PDBCQL
522. TC = AS IN (STC) POBCQL
... SCROSS=TC»ER POBCOL
?"• I F ( K K . L T . O ) 60 TO 610 POBCOL
*"• F=TC»ER POBCQL
If"' C P6RTIALS OF CROSS RANGE PDBCQL
*!V 5,o COSTC. C O S ( T C ) PDBCOL
s? ° S15 ) = *ER/COSTC»(-CSPSR»SINRHO»5INOnU - SNPSR»( COSRHO»CSXLnR + SI NRHO POBCOL
?;"• i» SNXLMR. cosonu» PDBCBL
!>;*- S < 6 ) s ER/COSTC«CSPSR«COSI!HO«COSOnU - SNPSRoCOSRHO'SNXLBR'Sl NOnU ) PDBCOL
*,, RETURN POBCQL
*-, C TOTAL RANGE POBCOL
533. 600 COSDnu = COS( HU-VHXRF ) PDBCOL
531. 610 CONTINUE ~ PDBCOL
535. C05THT = SINRHO* SNXLflR * COSRHO«CSXLRR • COSOAU POBC0L
536. THT c A C O S ( C O S T M T ) POBCQL
5 3 7 . STOT r ER'THT PDBCOL
I F ( K K . L T . O ) RETURN POBCOL
*"• F= ER»THT POBCQL




 S ( 5 ) = -Ef l« lCOSRHO»SNXLnR -SINRHO*CS»LmR"COSDflU ) / SNTMT PDBCflL
*, SINOF1U- SlN(f lU-VnXRF) POBCflL
*
HV 5 ( 6 ) = COSRHO»CSXLnR«SlNDHU/SNTMT»ER PDBCOL
*•*•*• GO TO 560 POBCOL
*1^' C DVNAI11C PRESSURE PDBCOL
316. 630 CONTINUE PDBCOL
5<«7 F: 0 PDBCQL
51B C PART1ALS OF DYNAMIC PRESSURE PDBCOL
. „ t.n S( 1> = 0» POBCflL
»*"- ° S ( t ) = OR PDBCOL
**•• RETURN POBCQL
*»J- C HEAHNfi RATE POBCOL
553 690 CONTINUE POBCflL
55t. HTD = OnULT*17600.*SORT(RO/RHOB)>( V/26000. »*3.15 POBCQL
F = HTO POBCQL
"*• C HEATING RATE PARTIALS PDBCQL
,' 'On S( 1 ) = 3.15»HTD/V PDBCOL
»»'• ° S i t ) = HTO/2.*ROB/«0 PDBCOL
***• RETURN PDBCflL
*»*• C REYNOLDS NUBBEH POBCOL
561. 750 RE - V * R O / V N U POBCOL
562. F = RE PDBCflL
563 . C P A R T f A L S OF REYNOLS NUPIBER POBCOL
S( 1 ) = RO/VNU PDBCQL
**'*• SO) - ( V«ROR - RE*VNR)/yNU POBCQL
'•"•'• RETURN PDBCQL
'**• C FUEL WEIGHT ( F I R S T STAGE ONLY) PDBCOL
566 800 UTFUEL - 2 S A H £ ( 7 ) ' U R - W POBCOL
569. F- UTFUEL POBCQL
C FUEL UT PARTIALS POBCQL













r O R I R A N
SVrtBOL
AINCL
S"UL COOE D E S C R I P T I O N
/ f t O r b i t a l i n c l i na t i on
S T O R A G E
BLOCK
( R A D ) /ORBIT /
LOC
( T)



















{ ft True anoao ly
R 0 Apogte rad ius
»
^ ft O r b i t a l argument of ptr lget
P
Q ft Longitude of a s c e n d i n g node
Q ft Outgoing asyaptot t
X 0 Atyeiptott paravt t t r
y 0 Asyvpto t t paratlttcr
coi(v-n t ) " s" »>•»•'
c o s > ' s" «y»k»'
coa*^ ' 5" »y«bol
c o $ p ' s" »»•*•!
( R A O ) /ORBIT / ( 13) OUTPUT I ANOftLV
PDBCOL ft ANOftLV
( F T ) /ORBIT / ( 11) OUTPUT I APOGEE
POBC6L 0 APOGEE
( R A D ) /ORBIT / I B) OUTPUT 1 ARGP
POBCflL ft ARGP
( R A D ) /ORBIT / ( 9) OUTPUT 1 ASCNOD
POBCBL ft ASCNOO
( R A D ) /ORBIT /
T /ORBIT /


















































































C O S ( » ^ ) * Cot in t of intrt ial ailnuth
C 0 $ ( t ) " S e t sv.bol
C O S < > ) ^ C o t f n e of iner t ia l f l ight pa th anglt
C O s ( l ) ^ Coalne o f Incl ination
c o s ( ^ ) ' C o s i n e of r e f e r e n c e azltuth
r
0 Par t ia l d e r i v a t i v e of boundary cond i t ion
0 P a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e o f b o u n d a r y cond i t ion
0 Par t ia l d e r i v a t i v e of boundary cond i t ion
0 P a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e o f boundary cond i t i on
0 P a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e o f boundary cond i t i on
0 P a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e o f bounda ry cond i t i on

























1 It7 ) CHECK 0 CSXI.WI
PDBCQL I CSKLftR




















































































































P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
Partial








P a r t i a l
Partial
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
Partial
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
Partial
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
DE5CRIPT
der 1 vat i ve
der i vatl ve
der i vat i ve
d e r i v a t i v e
der 1 vat I vt
der 1 vat 1 ve
dtr I vat 1 ve
der i vat 1 ve
der 1 vat 1 vt
der i vat 1 ve
d e r i v a t i v e
der 1 vat 1 vt
d e r i v a t i v e
der I vat I ve
der I vat i ve
der i vat i vt
der I vat I ve
der 1 vat f ve
d e r i v a t i v e
der f vat f ve
der i vat i ve
der. vatl ve




































































































































































































































































































































































































































Par t ia l
P a r t i a l
Pa r t i a l
Pa r t i a l
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
Part i a l
Pa r t i a l
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
Par t ia l
Pa r t i a l
P a r t i a l
Part i al
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
P a r t i a l
Par t i a l
Pa r t i a l
P a r t i a l
D E S C R I P T
der l v« t l ve
der i v a t l vc
der i v a t l ve
deri va t l vc
dcr l va t i vc
der 1 v »t t vc
d e r i v a t i v e
der lva t i ve
der 1 vat 1 vc
der i vat 1 ve
d e r l v a t i ve
der i vat i ve
der i vat 1 ve
deri va t l ve
der I vat i ve
der i vat i vc
dcr i vat 1 ve
der 1 vet i ve
der f vat f ve
der 1 vat 1 ve
d c r i v a t t v*














































condi 1 1 oft
c o n d i t i o n
condl 1 1 on
cond i t ion
cond i t ion
cond i t ion
c o n d i t i o n
condi t i on
cond i t i on
cond i t i on
cond i t ion
cond i t i on
cond i t i on
cond i t i on
c o n d i t i o n
c o n d i t i o n
c o n d i t i o n
cond i t i on
cond i t i on
cond i t i on
condi t ion
cond i t i on


















































































































































































































































































































D E S C R I P T
Par t i a l d e r i v a t i v e o f boundary
P a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e o f boundary
Par t i a l d e r i v a t i v e o f boundary
Pa r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e o f boundary
Pa r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e o f boundary
Orb i t a l eccen t r i c i t y
Energy
Earth radius.
Iner t ia l f l igh t path angltt
Roe>entua>
IPFLS1*0 s u p r t s s e s p r in t -ou t of
i ne r t i a ! Euler angle*.
R e l a t i v e longitude
ION
cone"! t i on
cond i t i on
condi t ion
condi t ion
cond i t i on
( F T )
( R A D )
(FT/SECZ )
v e l o c i t y l o s s e s a n d
( R A D )
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X
fs°v«T smoV "» DESCRIPT ION
SINGAH s i n ? I Stt »»»bol
SINPSI sin* I St» >r»l>i)l
SINRHO sinp I Stt lynbol
SH1HAJ . H Stui-Btjor »!i
*«
SNGI s l n ( » ) " Slut of intrtitl f l ight pith »glt
SNGNU
 S l n ( y ) " Stt »y.b*l
SN1 s l n ( / ) " S'«« of Inc l inat ion
SPS1I s ln ( * ) * Sin of Inirtial • iltntti
STOT $ 0 Total roiijt
T
TC f H Crcn r»ngt inglt
TO ( H Oo«n rtngt ino.lt
1HT ff * To ta l r.ng. ,nglt
TIRE I Tr.jtctor, tilt










SAGA1T ///unDi 1 /(
/ORBIT /(
(FT ) /ORBIT /(
( R A O ) /ORBIT / (
( R A O ) /ORBIT /(
(FT) /ORBIT /(
(SEC) /OYNA /(




















































10) OUTPUT I SHIHAJ
POBCQL H SHIHAJ
154) PDBCQL H SNGI
161) POBCQL H SNGNU
160) POBCQL H SNI
152) CHECK 0 SNPSR
POBCQL I SNPSR
i ui i rufft n CM vi MBITO 1 liHc.i.11 If OIVAL-Wf
POBCQL I SNILHR
156) POBCQL H SPSII
158) OUTPUT I STOT
POBCQL 0 STOT
QLTOSZ I STOT
151) POBCQL H TC
150) PDBCQL H TD
165) POBCQL ft THT
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 rnnr n C T D T P T i n M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINISYBBOL CODE UtoLnlr 1 1UIM BL6cif tot SUB* tool




















u fl IntrtUI xloclty (FT /SEC) /ORBIT /( 1) OUTPUTI poacai
PDBCOL
3>j /3R I s«« >>*bel /OVNA /( 215) PDBCQL
u I Att ioiphiric .Ittoill. (4;ii»lc) (SLES/FT/SEC) /OVNA /( 211) OUTPUT
• PDBCOL











Inltl.l arc «f the it.ti txd ce»t«t. .t tki initial BRANPT


































































































QLTOSZ handles the interface between the QL trajectory module and the
Phase I or II (SSSP) sizing modules.*











































































REAL BAGBV, HU, It, LV, LGAfl, LPS1, LR, LRHO, LBU. LR. L1AU, NOB
•, LHT
COHRON /D/
• X, H, XHH), RAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(10), CSAVE(SO), V, GAB. PSI,
• ALT.RHO.flU.n, TAU, HT, LV, LGAB, LPSf. LR, LRHO. L«U. Ld, LTAU.




• NU ,ITER ,ITAPA ,tTAPB ,JBIN ,JBAX .LINES ,KPT BOB ,
•HARD , INOXCO ,NEUNOn,CNT016.RHOC ,RHOP ,NPTS .BINES ,
• KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP ,IARC ,TRSTf) , IrtAX ,KTIfl£ KONVER .NOPRNT,
•INBORY,NUPAGE,IVARY(20), NN, NOVARY. PLAST. ZLA5T, KOOE5
L-6GICAL INBDRY. NEUNOB, KONVER. NOPRNT, NUPAGE-
LOGICAL SWITCH, ILOAD
REAL BACH, ISP. ISPV, ISPR, ISPB, ISPT, ISPVV, ISPVR, ISPVB,
•ISPVT, ISPRR, iSPRfl, ISPRT, ISPfOT, JSPflT, ISPTT, LIFT, LIFTV,
•LIFTR. LIFTA, LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA, LIFTRR, LIFTRA, BUR, LlFTAA,
•IRATED. ISPF' ISPFF
REAL BACHV, P1ACMR, BACHVR, BACHRR
REAL LIFTIt, LIFTVB, LIFTRN, LIFTBB, LIFTBA
tOBBON /DYNA/
•XX ,TlnE ,SlNGAn,COSSAn,OBEGA ,OBEGA2,R ,6 ,S1NA ,
• COSA ,DYN011,OnEGAT,TAflP PA ,RO ,CS ,TEP1PR ,PAR ,
•ROR , CSR ,TEBPRR,PARR !flORR ,CSRR ,KOOE ,BACH ,Q ,
•0V ,QR ,OW , flVR ,ORR ,FVAC .FVACV ,FVACR ,FVACn ,
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR'FVACRR,FVACTT,T ,BACHV 'PIACHR ,ISP ,
•ISPV ,ISPR 'ISPB 'ISPT 'ISPVV , ISPVR 'ISPVB 'ISPVT , ISPRR ,
- 'ISPRfl ISPRT ISPIW I-SP-flT ISPTT ,LIFT LlFTV ,LIFTR , LIFTA , -
• LIl-TVV, LIFTVR, LlFTVA, LIFTRR, LIFTRA, DRAG ,DRAGV ,DRAGR .DRAGA ,
•ORAGVV,ORAGVR ORAGVA ORAGRR, ORAGRA,ORAGAA ALPHA ,PHI ,LIFTB ,
•LIFTVB, LIFTRfl'LlFTnn^LIFTrtA'OBR ,DBRR GAnnftD.AE ,TAX ,
•u 'SINPHI.COSPHI'SINPSI'COSPSI'SINRHO'COSRHO'SINROR'COSROR,
•nuR ,XKS ,XKP 'AKIN ,coo ,coen ,CLO ,FK ,xcsn ,
•XCGHB ,ZCGB 'ZCGBn ,XJV 'XJR ,XJVV ,XJVR ,XJRR .MACHVR,
•BACHRR, SIN2RO COS2RO COS2GB CB ,CBA CBB CBAA ,CBnn ,
•CRAB ,CBO ,cnon ,CBOBB .CMABB .ULFTV ,ULFTR ,ULFTVV ULFTVR,
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA IPOU XARC ,TSTART GH GRR .LlFTAA,
•COOFIB ,CLABB ,CLOB ,CLOnn ,OYNii9,CT COOAE ,SIOAE ,coo
•SIO ,DELTAE,COE ,XCG ,ZCG ,XJ , XBCG .CALPHA ALBAX ,
•DB ,ULFT ,CULFT .ULFTA , TSTA6E, TlflES , INCGAA, IRATED, FRATED
CONBON /DYNA/
•BTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XBCGA ,FVACF ,ULFTAA,ISPF , ISPFF ,
•ILOAD ,FKB ,FKRB , SWITCH, INOF ,CL ,CLA ,CLB ,CLAA ,
•CLBB .CLAN ,co ,COA ,COB ,COAA 'CDBB ,COAB .DYNISB,
«DYN199,DYN200,XnCGV , XMCfid , XnCGM , XPICSVV, XWCGVR, xnCGVW ,XCIC6VA,
• XnCGRR^XBCGRFI,XnCGRA,XnCGnB,XBCGnA,RORRR ,OYN211,OYN215,DYN216,
•OYN217.IOAB ,TAIRB , TAIRBV .TAIRBH.TARBVV , TARBHH.TARBVH . SFC ,
•SFCV ,SFCH ,SFCVV ,SFCHH ,SFCVH
REAL BUB, RUO, ISPB, ISPO, IDVEL.NNB' NO
conBON /SIZING/
PHASE II SIZING PARABERERS
•TZ, VVI3), BPdl), EROR, PZ(5). Vfi, SU120),
• SV(28>. SOI 37. 5), SEC 11). TLAT, TLN6,
PHASE I SIZINfi PARABEAERS
•WBO, ULOO, OUEB, OUEO, TOLUT, UPB, TURAT2,
• BK1, BK2, BK3, BK-i, ISIZE, TRAFL6, TURATO,
•OKI, OK2, OK3 0«H, PRFLG, IPASS, 1PSNAX,
•AEXlT, TVACO, NO, UFO, IOVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
•XPL, TVACB. NNB, UEO. WEB, WO ULO,
•DVO, DVB, BUB, BUD, VSTG, UPO
•,JTYP, BEC6 . BST6, ORBI ITNBtt . ITNOU .ISZDC23)
SAVES TRAJECTORV-TO-SIZING DATA DURING SOLUTION TRAJECTOR
ENTRY POINTS INCLUDE
INTER1 SAVE INIT. STATES
ARCENO SAVES INTERMEDIATE DATA
TRJEND SAVES FINAL WTS. AND IMPULSIVE VELOCITY
COBBON /PRINT/ APC 100)
COHflON/ ORBIT/ VI, GAfll, PSI I, XBUI, P,
• ECC, A1NCL ARGP, ASCNOD, SnlnAj, APOGEE,
• PERGEE. ANOBLY' CAPX, CAPY, ASYBP, ENERGY,
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' DVIOH , OVIDn. OVIDPS OVIDHO,
* DGIDG , OSIDH, DGIDn DGIDPS,
* OPIDV , OPI06, DPIDH DP I OH
• DPionu, oniov, oniDG DMIDH ,
• onioRO, ontonu OPDV DPOG ,
* DPOPS , DPORO OPOni) DECDV ,
• DECDH ' DECDPS OECORO DECDItU.
• DIOH , DlDn , DIDPS , DIORO .
* OBEOG , OBEOH DBEDH DBEDPS,
* ONOOV , DNOOG DNODH ONODn ,
• DNOonu. osnov, osnoG osnoH,
COnnON/ORBIT/
* DSnoflO, osnonu. OAPOV. OAPOG,
• DAPOPS, DAPORO, OAPOHU. DPEDV,
•DPEDn DPEOPS .OPECRO .OPEDFtU
• DANON , OANOn , OANOPS OANDRO-
• DCXOG , DCXOH . OCXDn DCXOPS
• OCYDV , DCVOG , OCYOH DCYDW
• DCYDflU, OASOV , OASOG OASOH
• OASDRO, DASOnU, OENDV OENDG
• OENOPS, DENORO, DENDMU OnODV
• onoon , DFIODPS. onODRO onoonu
DlnENSION ORBPRnl 18).PPO( 7.1B)
EQUIVALENCE C VI,ORBPR«),(DV1DV,PPO)
COnnON/ORBIT/ YmxRF.SNXLflR.CSXLf'IR.SDOHN,
• SNPSR .CSPSR ,SNSI ,CSGI
• STOT 'CSI ,SNI ,SNGNU
















































•SR ,ER ,OnGZ , XLAHRF.YHURF ,LUn ,TC ,EPSLON. INNER ,
MTRdAX JJOP( 6) ,IFATAL,NARC , NBRfrN ' Mr ARC , ID(l) ,KTAB(20),
*ITAB(2i>. SIG.nAXTAB.Gfl.PSIRF , IPFLfi 1 . IPFLiZ, IPFLG3 . IfFLGl,
•INEOFLC20), ITPSO. KSOL. INAHK, KGLOBLi ? )
I INltlAL STATE SAVE
ENTRY 6INTR1
RAO = 57.2957795130823
FTNn = 1./6076. 10333





SOC 17, 1 ) = Y( 1)
S8( 17, 2) = Y(2)»RAO
SBC 17, 3) = YC«)-ER
SflC 17, ») : Y($)*RAO
SSC 17, 1) : Y(3)»RAO
SBC 18, 1)=V16)«RAD
NORB1 - ORBI
nORBI = 16*(NORBI - 1) * 1
SVC 7) = 6R»Y(HORBI>
1FCNFARC .Efl. NARC) GO TO 7
INTB = 2
NSB = NBRAN
NSAB = NFARC - NSB
GO TO «





II INTERMEDIATE ARC DATA
ENTRY OLAENO
INI : IARC
IFC JTVP.LE.O) GO TO 30
Il-A PHASE 1 SUING DATA
10 CONTINUE
II-B TEST FOR KEY ARCS
BOOSTER THRUST TERMINATION ARC
IF ( I F I X C S a C 1 1 M.EQ.Inl ) GO TO 100
OPTIMAL STAGE TIME




















































































119. C OPTIMAL PITCHOVER TIRE JUL21
150 30 IF ( IFU(Sfl( 13,3».EO.ini) GO TO UO JUL21
151. C TEST FOR BRANCHING AND INJECTION JUL21
152. IF( 1NTB.E0.2.AND.NSB«NSAB.GE.IFIX(SO( 1 . 3 )) .AMD. I ARC .EO.NSB«NSAB ) JUL21
153 « 60 TO 500 JUL2I
. C TEST FOR BRANCHING AND ENTRY TERMINUS JUL21
*"• I Ft INTB.E0.2.AND.NSB->NSAB.LT.IFIX(SO( 1 , 3 ) ) . AND . I ARC . EQ .NSB+NSAB ) JUL21
'**• *SO TO 600 JUL21
!**• RETURN JUL21
j»i' C BOOSTER CHARACTERISTIC VELOCITY JUL21
159. 100 VST6 = AP( 17) JUL2J
160. IF( JTYP.EO.l) GO TO 20 JUL21
... C HI-A PHASE II AT STAGING POINT JUL21
}*'• OP(9> =AP<9) JUL21
!*«• SW( 10>=STOT/ER -- JOL21
}»3- SM(20)=AP(1> JUL21
}*"• SV(7>=« JUL21
}*»• SV(8) =AP<3> JUL21
}**• SV(9> = AP<2) • JUL21
}*'• SV( 10>=AP("I> JUL21




';*• SV(21)= 0. JUL21
'
3
- SV(22)= R JUL21
}'"• SV(23)= AP(30) JUL21
!'»• SYt21)= AP(2»> JUL21
}'".• SV(25)= 0. JUL21
}''• -SV(26)= 90.- *P«S2) - JUL21
}:•• 50(12,1) = AP(7/)/FTN«/EH JUL21
}'"• 50(36,1)= AP(55> JUL21
}•?• 50(36,2)= AP(S6> JUL21
}•'• SO(3K1 )= AP(I) JUL21
!*?• GO TO 20 JUL21
18l. 110 50(18,2) - APIS) • JUL21
165. GO TO 150 JUL21
166 120 50(18,3) = AP(8) JUL21
167. 150 RETURN JUL21
186. 300 CONTINUE JUL21
169. RETURN JUL21
... ENTRY TRJNOB JUL21
**•• IF( JTYP-1 )150, 310,100 JUL21
192. 310 IOVEL= AP<17> JUL21
193. OVO = AP(17) -KST6 JUL21
.. UFO = AP««I JUL21
J^*- GO TO 150 JUL21
196. 100 CONTINUE JUL21
197. IF( INTB.NE.2) 60 TO 500 JUL21
198. IF( IFIX(SO( 1,3))-NSB-NSAB)600,500,500 JUL21
)aa C PHASE II INJECTION PT. DATA JUL21
200. 500 PZ(1) - AP(7) JUL21
201. PZ(2> - AP(6) JUL21
202. PZ(3> = AP(2) JUL21
,n- PZ(1) = Y(3)>RAO - AP(S> JUL21
'"' PZ(5) = APC20) JUL21
*?•• SV( 7) = Sfl<3,SI JUL21
*!»• SV(3) = AP( 17) JUL21
??*• SY(1) = AP(9) JUL21
*?'• S»(5) = S»(7) -S«(1) JUL21
??*• 50(3,1)= AP(67) JUL2J
??*• 50(3,2)= AP(68) JUL21
l\°- 50(3,3)= AP(69) JUL21
;}!• SOI 11.1)= AP( 10) JUL2)
,!, 50(11,5)= APC2I JUL21
%\3- S0( 15,3)= APU1) JUL21
*'•*• 50(15,1)= AP(tl) JUL21
*}•• S0( 36,3)= API 55) JUL21
?;•• 50(36,1)= AP(56) JUL21
*\' • 50(36,5 )= AP(57) JUL21
















IORBI = SB( 1,3)
50(37, 2) : kH 1 ) - SOOT, 1)
RETURN
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s^oi "« D E S C R I P T I O N
0 Orblttr Idttl v i l ec l t f ( f p t )
£ I E»rtfc r •*.•». ( F T )
R
f
 (FT/SEC 2 )
I 1 Saber c •••ber.
0 Tota l Ideal v e l o c i t y requ i red to orb i t ( f p s )
Intriial Eultr »<iglei.
I Siilng. Fl.,.
u I Nu*ber of lubarct In the probleei.
3
fj I Number of the last subarc on the itea. of a b ranch
' proble*. If the p rob lea is not a branch prob leo) .
then NBRAN = 0.
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
SLOCK LOC SUSA COOE VAR
/SIZIN6/( 307 ) OLTOSZ 0 OVO
/SLOBAL/I 2) ENVPRO
POBCOL
O L T O S Z
STATEF




























/SH1N6/C 2 9 7 ) 8LTOSZ
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2 the prcblo U not i branck problt*, tke* NFARC *
NARC.
I Orbittr ignition *rc
(FT)
H A syn thes is data array (37,5) tnat contains tha
f l y b a c k da ta and soae injtctio* quantit ies
S " I Total rangt (FT)
T
H A syn thes i s ar ray ( 2 6 ) containing staging
s i t ing opt 1 ans
kj I ytight (LBS)
0 Orbit.r burno.t ctlght (Ik)
S T O R A G E SU9BOUT1*



















/SIZING/I 71) ENVPRB H
BLTOSZ N
/ORBIT /( 1S8) OUTPUT I
PDBCBL 0
BLTOSZ I
/SIZING/1 16) ENVPRB M
Dl Tfl&7 •!• L i uai. n
/SIZING/f 26) BLTOSZ 0
/CI7IUC/I ^111 QITn^T •/31&1HD/1 4111 ULIU3£ n







/SIZING/1 296) BLTOSZ 0















































RKUTT1 carries out the standard fourth order Runge-Kutta integration of
the particular and homogeneous solutions. It is used over the first
three intervals of each subarc as a starting procedure for MADAMS.*























































THIS ROUTINE CARRIES OUT THE STANDARD FOURTH ORDER
RUNGE-KUTTA INTEGRATION OF THE PARTICULAR AND HOMO-
GENEOUS SOLUTIONS. IT IS USED OVER THE FIRST THREE





•NU ,ITER , I1APA ,ITAPB ,JHIN ,JnAX .LINES ,KPT .MOM ,
• KARD ,INOX(1) .NEUNOn,CNT016,RHOC ,RHOP .NPTS ,nlNES ,
•KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP .IARC ,TRSTR , IRAX .KTIME .KONVER .NOPRNT,
•INBDRY,NUPAGE,IVARV(20), NN. NOVARV, PLAST, ZLAST, KODES
LOGICAL 1NBDRV. NEUNOM, KONVER, NOPRNT, NUPAGE • " '
COMMON /PC/
•PCI ,N ,PC3 .IOP .PCS ,PC6 -PC7 ,MAXBC ,NAUX
COMMON /ZI/ Zl(20, 11
COMMON /y/ V(820)
REAL nAGBV, MU, M, LV, LGAM. LPSI, LR, LRHO, LMU, LM, LTAU, NOM
«. LMT
COMMON /D/
• X, H, XI(1>, MAGBV, ERR, 01, 010. C(1C). CSAVE(lO), V, GAM, PSI,
• ALT,RHO,MU,A, TAU, HT. LV. LGAM. LPSI. LR, LRHO, LBU, L«. LTAl).
• LHT, 0109, DllO, BV(lO), ZSAVE(20), DT(20), NPOlNT(20), OELTC 20 )
DIMENSION NOB! 20)
EQUIVALENCE (NOM, V)
COMMON /STUFF/ FM 620, 1)
DIMENSION S(820),CC(1), FSI 1 ). F( 1 )
EBUIVALENCE IFS, FK) J -
T = H/2.
DATA CC/ 1.. 2., 2.. I./
DO 1 I = 1. NN
1 FS( I ) = Fl t )
X = I » T
CALL INTERP
DO 5 J = 2, 1
IF(J .NE. D GO TO 3
X = X « T
T = M
1F( KONVER) GO TO 3
NEUNOM = .TRUE.
L - KPT •> 1
00 2 I = 1. N
2 Z< I ) = III f , L)
3 L = J - 1
00 1 I = I, NN
1 S( I ) = VII) •» T«FKI I, L)
i CALL LINORVIS, FK( 1. J)>
00 7 J = 1, 1
T = CCU)/6.»M
00 7 I = 1, NN
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smoL "°E D E S C R I P T I O N
I An 620if a r ray used to s to re th.e v e c t o r s k|, k£.
113, and ku de f ined by Equat ion! 11.6-2 thru -5 In
Vo l . 1 o f th is documen t .
«3, and k, d c f l n a d by Equat ion! 17.6-2 thru -5 In
Vol . I of th is dt.cu.tnt.
t
1 Logical f l ag that I nd l ca tas to tht OL aodult that
tht OL Mirat ion Is convirgid.
I The subar c point nu*bcr . KPT = 1 on the f i rs t




 " * • » • ,
= 18.
0 A log ica l f l a g that Ind lca ta i to the Runge-Ku t ta
in tegra t ion •nether or not tha sys te> Jacob lan
I The nuiber of quintltlti cur ren t ly being
numer ica l l y Integrated.
f l An 620 «ord a r r a y usad to s to re the pa r t i cu la r and
homogeneous so lu t ions .
„ H The quaslflie «arlible.
- - - - - - - _ . . _ _
S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I N
BLOCK LOG SUBS COO
/STUFF /( 1 > nADnflS H
RKUTT1 I
R K U T T 1 0
/STUFF /( 1 ) MADAnS N
R K U T T 1 I
RKUTT1 0





S A L V E r)
WRAP UP It







R K U T T 1 I





S A L V E H
tIRAPUP rl









/CNTRL /( 15) INTERP 0
LINORV n
RKUTT1 0
S A L V E 0
URAPUP 0









/S /( 1) NORNAL r)
RKUTT1 H


































































SVFIBOL CODE DESCRIPTION STORAGE: SUBROUTINE USASESUBR C O D E V A H
An 620 »or d array c o n t a i n i n g the p a r t i c u l a r and
hoftogeneous solutions being Integrated. The ffrtt
IB 90 r 6% comprise the p a r t i c u l a r solution. Each
block of 16 Mords thtreaftar covpr I its an
Independent homogeneous solution.
0 A 20 word array used to store the total linear


















































II I A 20i1 irrif conttinlng *h« flnt four itluf! of Z /ZI
In thi prtstnt lubirc.
/( 1 ) IKITERP I ZI
RHUTT1 I ZI
SALVE H ZI







RKUTT2 carries out the standard fourth order Runge-Kutta integration of
the converged state/costate solution and the velocity losses.*










THIS ROUTINE CARRIES OUT THE STANDARD FOURTH-ORDER
RUNGE-KUTTA INTEGRATION OF THE CONVERGED •STATE/CO-STATE SOLUTION AND THE VELOCITY LOSSES
COnnON III 2(50)
COnnON /ID/ Z0150)
REAL BAGBV, nu, n, LV, LGAH, LPSI, LR, LRHO. LOU, in, LTAJ, NOB
». LHT
connON /D/
• X, H, XI(1). nAGBV, ERR. 09, 010. CI10), C S A V E ( l O ) , V, GAB, PSI.
•ALT,ftMO,nU,n, TAU. HT. LV. LSAM, LPSI, Lfi, LRHO. L«U. Ln LTAU.




• NU .ITER .ITAPA .ITAPB ,JnIN ,JBM .LINES ,HPT ,flOB ,
•KURD 'lNDX(l) ,NEUNOn,CNT016,RHOC RHOP .NPTS ,niNES .
•KPAGE >NP ,NUP ,IARC .TRSTR .IHAX ,KTIHE 'KONVER.NOPRNT,
•INBORV,NuPAGE.IVARY(iO), NN, NOVARV. PLASt. ZLAST, KOOES
LOGICAL INBORV, NEUNOn. KONVER. NOPRNT. NUPASE

















00 1 I = 1. NN
1 FSl 1) = ZO(I)
X ~ > « T
IFU .NE. 1) 60 TO 3
X = X » T
T = H
3 L = J - 1
DO 1 I = 1, NN
1 S( I ) = Z(I ) + T.FKd, L)
S CALL NLORVCS, FK 1, i))
DO 7 J = 1, t
T c CC(J)/t.*H
00 1 I = 1. NN

























SVRBOL CODE DESCRIPTION STORAGE SUBROUTINE USABESUBR CODE VAR
I Integration sttp ill quail *!•!. /D /(
HH Tht nutbtr of qutntltltt Currtntly fating
n u M t r l c t l l y Inttgrtttd.
R Tht quifltlBt varlital*.
/CNTRL /(
/O
R A 26 BOrd trrty ufttd to stort the iottl llntor
tolutlon fro* tht pr<ctdl«} QL Ittrotlon.
A 20 cord orrty
Equation IT.1-7
containing tht .tctor f!X,Z,U) In

























































































































SALVl- controls the subarc by subarc integration of the particular and
homogeneous solutions. In addition it sets up all initial conditions
on the state and costate.*





















































THIS ROUTINE CONTROLS THE INTEGRATION OF THE PARTI-
































• NU ,ITEH ,ITAPA ,ITAPB ,JW1N ,JnAX ,LINES ,KPT ,nOf\ ,
• KARO ,INOX(1) ,NEUNOB,CNTOU,RHOC ,RHOP .NPTS .BINES ,
•KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP ,IARC ,TBSTR ,InAX KTIBE KONVEH.NOPRNT,
•INBDRY,NUPA6E,IVARY(20), NN, NOVARY PLAST. ZLAST KODES













•GR ,ER ,OBGZ ,XLAnRF,VBURF ,LUB
•ITRBAX JJOP(6> IFATAL NARC ,NBRAN ...„..„ .„,,,  „ . „
• ITABI20), SIS,BAXTAB,GB,PSIRF ,IPFLGi,IPFLG2,IPFL63, IPFLGt,
• INEQFL(20>, ITPSO, KSOL, I NARK,KGLOBLl 7)
REAL BAGBV, nu, B, LV, LGAB, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LBU, Ln, LTAU, NOB
», LHT
COBBON /O/ -
• X, H. Xl(1), BAGBV, ERR, 09, DID, CC10), CSAvE(lO), V, GAn, PSI,
• ALT.RHO.FlU.n, TAU, HT, LV, LGAB, LPSI, LH, LRHO, LHU, LB, LTAU,
• LHT D109, D110 BV(lO), ZSAVE120), OT120), NPOINT120), DELT( 20)
OIBENSION NOB! 20 )
EQUIVALENCE (NOB, V)
COBBON /BLOCK/ llCUO, 20), IICTI10, 20), ITC(10. 20), JtAB(20),
• ITCT110, 20), LTAB<20), NOKNOy, NOC(20), VALlC(10, 20),
»VALTC(10, 20), IPAV
COBBON III Z(|0)
COBnON III/ ZI(20, 1)
COBBON /Y/ V(620)
COBBON /F/ F(820, S)
COBBON /PC/
•PCI ,N ,PC3 ,IDP ,PC5 ,PC6 ,PC7 ,BAXBC ,NAUX
DIBENSlON BNOB(18), CNOn(lB)
L =• 0
00 11 IARC - 1, NARC
DO 90 I = 1, 100
90 JAKEd > = 0
READ IN THE DATA FOR THIS SUBARC.
CALL READBSC9, ARCOA, 12, IARC)
STORE THE NUBBER OF POINTS FOR THIS SUBARC AND COBPuTE THE STEP-
SIZE.
NPTS = NPOINTCIARC)
H = l. O/FLOATCNPTS - l)
COBPUTE NUBBER OF HOnOGENEOUS SOLUTIONS FOR THIS SUBARC.
BOB = NOC(IARC)
NN = N-1P10B « 1)
STORE THE FIRST FOUR POINTS OF THIS SUBARC.
X = IARC - I
NOPRNT = .FALSE.

















































































76. 6 Zld, KPT) - Zd) SALVE
- ., 9 X = * + M SALVE
'!•
 C SALVE
!?• C RESTORE THE FIRST P01MT OF TNE HOB I HAL. SALVE
'•• C S»tVE
r •?• oo )o i = i, N SALVE
L
 "'• 10 Z(I) =ZHI, 1) SALVE
•*• X = IARC - 1 SALVE
13' NEUNOR : .TRUE. SALVE
*•• c SET UP THE INITIAL CONDITIONS Of THE PARTICULAR SALVE
**• c AND HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTIONS FOR THE START OF THIS SAUVE
•*• C ABC SALVE
- "• 00 2>0 \ s \. 1 SALVE
If- IFdICd, IARC) - 1) 201. 202. 201 SALVE
•?• C CONTINUOUS STATED IF THIS IS THE START OF THE 2ND SALVE
J°- C BRANCH, SET PARTICULAR SOL. TO VALUE AT END OF STEP). SALVE-
**• c OTHERWISE, LET PART. SOL. £0 ACROSS CONTINUOUSLY. SALVE
93. 201 IF( IARC .EQ. NFARC « 1) Y< I ) = BNOHd > ' SALVE
91. GO TO 210 ' SALVE
r IS. 202 00 203 J = 1, UN. 18 SALVE
96. C KNOWN STATE. ZERO THIS STATE'S ROM IN ALL HOdOGEN- SALVE
97. C EOUS SOLUTIONS UP TO THIS PT. AND SET THE PART. SOL. SALVE
98. C • • TO THE OESIREO VALUE. SALVE
* ._ 203 YO> = » SALVE
.?'• Yd) = VALlCd. IARC) SALVE
I*?' 60 TO 210 SALVE
102. 201 IFdICd, IARC) - 5) 205, 206, 208 SALVE
103. C UNKNOWN STATE. SET THE PART. SOL. FOR THIS STATE SALVE
.. C EOUAL TO THE TOTAL SOL. FRON LAST ITER. AND INTRO- SALVE
lie- "C ' ' OUCE A NEW HOMO. SOL. SALVE
106. 205 Yd > - Zd ) SALVE
107. L = L * 18 • SALVE
,„.. IL = L « I SALVE
'?•- YdL) = 1 SALVE
•?•• eo TO 210 SALVE
JJl C KNOWN DROP WEIGHT. IS THIS THE START OF 2ND BRANCH SALVE
112. 206 IFdARC .EO. NFARC « I ) GO TO 207 SALVE113. c NO. SUBTRACT OFF DROP WEIGHT FROM PART. SOL. SALVE
. . Yd ) = Yd ) - VALlCd, IARC) SALVE
};••• GO TO 210 SALVE
}}»• c START OF 2ND BRANCH. SUBTRACT DROP WT. FROn PART. SALVE
•Jf C SOL. AT END OF STEH. SALVE
118. 207 Yd ) = BNOHI I ) - VALlCd. I ARC) SALVE
119. GO TO 210 SALVE
|?/, c SIZING DROP WT. IS THIS THE START OF 2ND BRANCH SALVE
121. 208 IFdARC .Efl. NFARC « 1 > GO TO 209 SALVE122. c NO. SUBT. DROP WT. FROM PART. SOL. SALVE
... WPRO = GR*(ZSAVE(7> - H) SALVE
}"• CALL WTDRP(WPRO. WORP, DWORP. 3) SALVE
}*•• Yd) = Yd) - WDRP/6R SALVE
~- 60 TO 210 SALVE
127. 209 IFdICd, IARC) .LT. 7) GO TO 2091 SALVE
128. C WT. DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN STEM AND BRANCHES. SUBT. SALVE
... C INITIAL WT. AT START OF 1ST BRANCH FROM WT . AT END SALVE
}«*• C OF STEW. SALVE|f?- Yd) = BNOM7) - CNOM7) SALVE
I?!' 60 TO 210 SALVE;;*• c SUBT. SIZING DROP WT. FROM THE WT. AT END OF STER. SALVE
131. 2091 UPRO = GR»(ZSAVE( 7) - BNOM7)) SALVE
135. CALL WTDRP(WPRO. UORP. DWDRP, 3) SALVE
V( I ) = BNOm?) - WDRP/6R SALVE
137. 210 CONTINUE SALVE
138. 00 211 I = 1, 9 SALVE
139. IFdICTd, IARC) -1) 211, 211, 213 SALVE
, „ C KNOWN COSTATE. ZERO OUT THE APPROPRIATE ROW OF SALVE|^ J- C PART. AND H0«0. SOLS. SALVE
112. 211 00 212 i - 1. MM, 18 SALVE
113. 212 YU + 9) = C SALVE
111. GO TO 211 SALVE





















































213 IFdARC .NE. NFARC + I ) GO TO 2131
C YES. IS THIS COSTATE UNKNOWN.
IFdICTd. IARC) .EO. 2) GO TO 2131
C COSTATE DISTRIBUTION FROM STEfl TO BRANCHES. SET PART.
C SOL. FOR THIS COSTATE EOUAL TO DIFF. BETWEEN END OF
C STEfl AND START OF 1ST ARC
Yd * 9) = BNOHd + 9) - CNOmi + 9)
GO TO 211
2131 Yd + ») = Zd * 9)
C UNKNOWN COSTATE. SET PART. SOL. TO VALUE OF TOTAL
C SOL. FROM LAST HER. AND INTRODUCE A NEW MOflO SOL.
L = L « 18
IL = L « I
YdL * 9) = 1
211 CONTINUE
IF(NFARC .EO. NARC .OR. IARC .EO. NBRAN * 1 ) GO TO 2)6
DO 215 I = 1. 18
2U CNOn< I ) = Y < 1 >
216 CONTINUE
C
C START THE INTEGRATION BY RUNGE-KUTTA.
C
00 12 KPT = 1 . 1
IFCKPT .EQ. NPTS) NEWNOH £ .TRUE.
CALL LINORVCY, F(l. KPT »
WRITEdTAPB) (YdJV IJ = 1, NN)
IF(KPT .NE. 1) 60 T6 121CALL OUTPUT
CALL- URITHSdl, Y, NN, 2»IARC - 11-
I2l IFCKPT .LT. 1) CALL RKUTTHFd, KPT))
C FINISH INTEGRATION OVER THIS ARC BY AOAHS-HOULTON.
12 CONTINUE
IFCKPT .EO. NPTS (60 TO 131




URITECITAPB) (V(IJ). IJ = 1. NN >
IFCKPT .LT. NPTS) G6 TO 13
131 CALL OUTPUT
CALL URITnSdl. Y. NN. 2«IARC)
IFdARC .NE. NBRAN) GO TO 11
C THIS IS THE END OF THE STEM OF A BRANCH PROBLEM.
C STORE THE PARTICULAR SOLUTION.
00 132 I = 1. 18
13, BNOm I ) = Y( I )
11 CONTINUE












































































 coot n r T H T r T T n i M S T O R A G E _ SUBROUTINE USAGESYMBOL to°E U toLn l r l lU lM BLOCK
I An eZOil array used to s tore the v e c t o r s If /(
*1» k2> "3- •"* k1 def ined by Equat ions
17.6-7 -thro -10 of Ve 1 . 1 of this docuiant.
g 1 G r a v i t a t i o n a l •colorat ion ot su r f ace of the eartb. /GLOBAL/I
T
 (FT /SEC Z >
. - *
I H Subarc auabar. /CNTRL /(
,
\ A 10.20 ar ray conta in ing tho initial c o n d i t i o n /BLOCK /(
c o d e s for tho OL itata >ac to r . Tha columns
OL s ta te lar lables.
I A I0i20 array contain ing tho ta rge t c o n d i t i o n c o d a s /BLOCK /(
for tha itata t rac to r . Tha co lumns corrnpond to
the subarc end points. Tho nonzare e n t r i e s la a
coluan ara the state target cond i t i on c o d e s that
app ly at tha end of the co r respond ing subarc.
0 An a r ray of four lords that indicate to Adae>s- /CHTRL /(
Mou l ton Integrat ion In ihat order the d e r l > a t l > e a
of the par t icu lar and homogeneous so lu t i ons are
s tored.| IPP IC1£A • i i f t r f lCaaB nr I tit M>|4 Mf • • I f t r l tw l a K S C C and / fiLfYftftL /fi rrLbiFV sup resses prini'Oui OT * e i o c * * y ios»«i BRB ro uDHL/t
Iner t ia ! Ewler aagles.
LOG SUBfi CODE VAR








1 ) MADAMS I
SALVE I


































y RAP UP H
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\F O R T R A N
SYMBOL
HATH
SYMBOL CODE DESCRIPTION SUBROUTINE USAGESUBR CODN30E VAR
ITAPB
JAKE
Nuibtr of tht l o g i c a l unit onto chich tht quasltlit
hlttorlts of tht particular and hoiogtntovs
dilutions fro* tht currtnt QL ittratlon art
•rlttm.
An 18«18 array dtflntd bj Equation 17.5-5 In Vol.}
of thii docuitnt. Tht tntrj In tht l-th roi and J-
th colu.n Is tht total partial dtri»atl>t of tht
quasitiit d t r i v a t l » t of tht V| coapontnt of V clth




1) GROPE 0 ITAPB
SALVE I ITAPB








Tht subtrc point nucbtr. KPT = 1 on tht flnt
point of subtrc, and KPT = NPTS on tht las-t point
tf tht lubarc.
/CNTRL /(
I «•«« ( B ' S ) /O /(
M Tht nuabtr of heaogtntous solutions currtntly bting /CNTflL /<
Inttjrattd.
I Total nucbtr of OL ttttt and co.tatt «arlablt«. N /PC /(
I Nu*btr of »ub«rci In tht problt*. /6LO»AL/(
Nuibtr of tht last subarc on tht stt* of < branch /GLOBAL/(
problt>. If tht problti Is not a branch problti,



















































































































S^B! "°E D E S C R I P T I O N
0 A l o g i c a l f l a g that I n d i c a t e s to the R u n g e - K o t t a
In teg ra t ion w h e t h e r o r no t th t s y s t e a J a c o b l a n
* tht p rob l t * is not a branch p rob lca . then NFARC -
MARC.
H Tht nuaber of q u a n t i t i e s cu r ren t l y being
auaerl cal ly I n teg ra ted .
0 Mot used.
1 n each subarc .
M Tht to ta l nuibtr of po ln ta In th< subajrc.
th t f i i td ( k n c p n ) QL s t a t t v a r i a b l t s . Th t c o l u m n s
c o r r t s p o n d to the > u b > r c s t a r t i n g point», th t ro««.
to OL t ta t t or i ab l t s .
1 fl Tht quatltl it >a r l t b l t .
0 A four fo rd a r r a y c o n t a i n i n g tht f i r s t four v a l u t s
S T O B 6 G E S U B R O U T I N E USSGE
BLOCK LOC SuBS CODE .AM
/CNTHL /( 15) INTERP 0
LINDR* n
C V ilT T 1 flH R U 1 1 1 U
SALVE 0
WRAP UP 0



























/CNTRL /( 29 ) OUTPUT H
S A L V E 0
TRAJU 0
/fl / ( I Q l t T M A G C n/ U / \ I T l / l r a H n u U
SALVE i







/BLOCK /( 662 ) BCOND M
SALVE I



















tlC AP ^Nr H h M


















































P1ATH rnnc n C C p D T D T T H MSvnsOL CDDE U t O U n J L r i l U I V
b c B O j t n t o u * s o l u t i o n s - b e l n j i n t e g r a t e d . T h e f i r s t
so lu t i on f ro* th t p r e c e d i n g CL I terat ion.
^. • ,
'
point of the W . j e c t o r y . -
" " " ""
*
S T O « ! f t S £ S d B ^ O O T i N
5LOCS - LCrC SU6h uOO
/¥ /( 1 ) GROPE 0
1KARC R
nADAns n

















/ZI /< 1)1 N7ERP I
R S U T T 1 I
S A L V E n
/3 /( 151 1 3COND 0
BRANPT I




























Z S A V E
Z S A t f E
ZbA .Z
2S*V£
Z S A V E
ZSft(i
Z S A V E




SPLINL interpolates the univariant tabular functions. In addition, it
confutes the first and second partials of these functions by evaluating
the derivatives of the cubic spline interpolating function.*
*See Section 17.7 of Vol. I.
SPLINE





























































SUBROUTINE SPLINE! IT, T. F. OFDX, D2FOXZ >
£
C THIS ROUTINE PERFORMS THE NATURAL CUftIC SPLINE
c INTERPOLATION AT THE PT T OF THE FUNCTION WHICH
C IS TABULATED IN TABLE NO. IT.
C
EXTERNAL NUCASE
COnnON /TABLE/ TABLE(2100) /GLOBAL/ 6(66)
DIMENSION X(l), Yd), Z( 1 ). LOCI(l), LOCL(l), L.OCFI 1 )
EQUIVALENCE (X, TABLE). (V, TABLE<701», (Z, TABLE( HOI >>,
*<LOCI. «), (LOCL. Y), (LOCF. z>, (NT, 6(66>>
DATA 5 1 XTH/! 715525252525252525 3&/
DATA SPLINT /6HSPL1NE/
10 FORDAT11HO, 22HTHE TABLE NO. IN LOC. 06 17H IS OUT OF RAN6E.)
20 FORHATI 1HO, 22HTHE TABLE NO. IN LOC. 06 20M HAS NOT BEEN INPUT.)
C • - •- HAKE SURE TABLE NO. WITHIN RAN6E.
IF( IT .LE. NT) 60 TO 100
ITLOC = XLOCF(IT)
WRITE16. 10) ITLOC
CALL ERHORl SPLINT, -1, 1)
STOP
100 1FUT .LE. 0) BO TO 110
C NON-ZERO TABLE NO. HAKE SURE IT WAS INPUT
II = LOCK IT)
IF(II .ST. 0) GO TO 120
ITLOC - XLOCF(IT)
URITEI6. 20) ITLOC
CALL ERROR( SPLINT, -2, 1)
STOP
C . .ZERO TABLE NO. SEND BACK CONSTANT ZERO FNC.




120 IF : LOCF(IT)
C WHAT KINO OF FUNCTION IS F.
IFl IF - II - 1) 130. 110. 150
C CONSTANT FNC.





110 VI ~ Ull >
XI = X(II)
OFDI=(V(IF) - V1)/(X(IF) - ID
F = VI • (T - I1).OFOI
D2FOX2 - 0.
RETURN
C NONLINEAR FNC. IS T.GT. FIRST TABLE ENTRY.
150 IFIT .ST. X( II )> GO TO 160
C NO. LINEARLY EXTRAP . FOR F( T )
Yl = VIII )
XI z X( II)
IIP1 = II « 1
DEL = JIIIP1) - XI
OFOX=( Y( IIP1) - YD/DEL - SIXTH. DEL«Z( IIP1)
F = Yl * (T - X1)*OFOX
D2FDX2 = 0.
RETURN
C IS T .LT. LAST ENTRV IN TABLE.
160 1F(T .LT. X(IF)1 60 TO 170
C NO. LINEARLY EXTRAP. FOR F( T )
IFH1 z IF - 1
Yl = V(IF)
XI = I< IF)
DEL = XI - X(IFHI)
DFDX = (V1 - Y(IFnl»/DEL« SIXTH'ZC IFBI )»DEL
F = VI « (T - KlI'OFOX
02FDX2 = 0.
RETURN


















































































170 IL £ LOCH IT)








160 IL = IL - 1
IF(T - «( IL )> 180. 210. 210
HO IS = IL »
DO 200 1 =
1F<T - X< I
200 IL = 1
IS. IF
) .LT. 0.) GO TO 210











220 ILP1 = IL « 1
INTERPOLATE FOR F(T)
DX1 s T - I< ID
012 - KILP1.) - T




DEL = OS1 * 012
TEltFU 22*D»1 « Z1*OX2
TEHP2 = SIXTM.OEL
F = ( ( V 2 * O S 1 * Yl*0>2)
» - TEHP2>TEMP1
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I A 50 eiord array that corresponds to tables 1 thru
$0. Each entry >i in Integer that polnti to tlii
(•it value of the Indtpindtnt xrliblt o< id*
comipgndlns tlbll.
I A 2100 tort trrtf used for ttorlnj uf to $0 splint
fittid iinU«rl»nt ttbltl.
n A SO perd array thai correspond* *to tablts 1 thru
50. Each tntrj Is an int«g*r that indicates tn«
latt Interval in ahlch Interpolation of tke
correipondlnj table occured.
1 Largest unirariant table nuvber in tol< case.
I ft 2100 cord array u«d lor storing up to SO spline
fitted unitarlant tables.
I A 50 «ord erray that corresponds to tables 1 thru
50. Each entry Is an Integer that Indicates the
la.it Internal \n mhlch Inter pet etlon ol tke
corresponding table eccuretf.
I A 50 lord array that corresponds to tebles 1 thru
50. Each entry Is an Integer that points to the
last value of the Independent variable of tfcc
corresponding table.




/TABLE /< 1 ) SPLINE I LOCI
SPLINE I <





66) SPLINE I NT
1) SPLINE I LOCI
SPLINE I X
701 ) SPLINE H LOCL
SPLINE I Y
/TABLE /( llfll) SPLINE I LOCF
SPLINE I Z








































































C THIS ROUTINE COnPUTES ALL DYNAMIC OUANTITIES WHICH
C BEAR NO EXPLICIT DEPENDENCE ON THE CONTROL
C
COnnON/GLOBAL/
•GR ,ER ,ORGZ .XLARRF, YRUHF ,LUN .TO .EPSLON, INNER ,
•ITRHAX JJOPC6) IIFATAL.NARC .NBRAN 'NFARC .loci) ,KTAB(26>,
• ITABC2&). SIG.HAXTAB.GH.PSIRF , IPFLG1, 1PFU2, 1PFL63.1PFL&1,
•INEOFLI26). ITPSO. KSOL. INARK.KGLOBLC 7 )
COnnON/ ARCOAT/
»SREF ,EJ .XISP .TdULT .OTMC ,OTPI
•IATB ,IRODE ,JAER ,JPRO ,ORAX , SMAX
•XLHAX ,HORAX .GRDOT , AuFflAX PHHAI .RAEA
•RAEB ,RAEC ,BAED ,nAEE ,BAEF ,HAEG
•AT .niSP ,nxcG ,niCG~ ,HWDA , nuoa
• ROB ,XCGR ,2C6R ,IE ,ZE .IT
•OREF ,RCND ,RHOB ,QRULT , REflAI ,FRATE
DlnENSION ARCDA(IO)
EOUIVALENCE(SREF.ARCOA>
REAL RAGBV, HU, H, LV, L6AB. LPSI, LR, LRHO, LHO, LH, LTAU, NOR
LHT
COnnoN 101
• X, H, XI(1), RAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, COO), CSAvE(lO), V, GAR, PSI,
•ALT,RHO,RU,R, TAU, HT, LV. LGAR, LPSI, LR. LRHO. LRU. LR, LTAU.




REAL HACH, ISP, ISPV. ISPR, ISPH, ISPT, ISPVV, ISPVR, ISPVR,
- - »1SPVT, 1SPRR, iSPRn, ISPRT, 1SPBN, IS?nT "ISPIT, LIFT, LIFTV' -
•LlFTR, LlFTA, LIFTVV, LlFTVR, LIFTVA, LlFTRR, LIFTRA, BUR, LIFTAA,
•IRATEO, ISPF! ISPFF
REAL RACHV, HACHR, RACHVR, HACMRR
REAL LlFTR, LlFTVR, LlFTRR, LlFTRR, LIFTHA
CORnON /OYNA/
*xi ,TIRE ,SINSAR,COSGAR,OREGA ,OnE6A2,R ,b ,SINA
• COSA , OVNQll.OnEliAT.TAnP ,PA ,RO ,CS , TE.nPfl PAR
•ROR CSR TEWPRR PARR ,RORR CSRR ,«OOE -,nACH ,0
• 0V )OR ,QVV ,OVR ,ORR ,FVAC ,FVACV ,FVACR , FVACfl
• FVACT F VACW, FVACVR.F VACRR, F VACTT, T nACHV DACHR ,ISP
•ISPV 'ISPR ,ISPn ,1SPT , ISPVV .ISPVR ,ISPVH ,ISP<T ,ISPRR
•ISPRn .ISPRT ,ispnn .ISPRT .ISPTT ,LIFT ,LIFTV .LI^TR .LIFTA
•LIFTW.LIFTVR.LIFTVA.LIFTRR, LIFTRA, DRAG .ORAGV .ORAGR .ORAGA
•ORA6VV,ORA6VR,DRASVA,ORASRR,ORAGHA,ORAoAA, ALPHA .PHI .LlFTR
• LIFTVR.LIFTRR.LIFTnn, LIFTRA, DBR ,DBRR ,&AnF>AD,AE ,TAX
•W 'SINPHI,COSPHI,SINPSI,COSPSI)SINRHO'COSRHO,SINROR,COSROR
•RUR ,XKG ,XKP ,AKIN ,CDO ,COGn ,CLO ,FK ,ICGR
•XCGHH , ZCGB .ZCGfln ,XJV ,IJR ,XJVV ,XJVR .XJRR .HACHVR
•nACHRR,SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS2Gn,CR ,CHA ,CRR ,CRAA .CnflH
•CRAR ,cno ,cnon , cnonn ,cnARn ,ULFTV .ULFTR .ULFTVV.ULFTVR
•ULFTVA.ULFTRR.ULFTRA.IPOU ,IARC .TSTART.GH ,uRR ,LlFTAA
•coonn ,CLAnn ,CLOH .CLOnn ,OYHIHS,CT .COOAE .SIOAE ,coo
•SID ,DELTAE,COE ,ICG , 2C6 ,XJ , XRCG .CALPHA, ALHAX
•OB ,ULFT .CULFT .ULFTA . TSTAGE, TInES , XHCGAA, IRATEO, FRATED
connON /DYNA/
•RTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 .IRCfiA .FVACF .ULFTAA.ISPF , ISPFF
•ILOAO .FKR .Fxnn ' SWITCH, INUF ,CL ,CLA ,CLA 'CLAA
•CLRR ,CLAR ,co ,COA ,COR ,COAA ,COHR ,CDAH ,DVNi9S
«OVN199,DYN200.XnCGV .XRCGR , XnCGH , XHCGVV, XHCGVR, IRCGVA, XHCGVA
•XnC&RR.XRCGRH.XnCGRA.XnCGRn.lnCGBA.RORRR ,OVN211,DVN215,OYN2U
•DVN217'lOAR TAIH& ' TAIHBv' TAIRBH, TARBVV,TARBHH,TARBVH, SFC







COS2GH - (COSGAn •> SINGAn)XCOS6AR - SINGAN)






















































































































































C THIS ROUTINE COBPUTES ALL DYNABIC QUANTITIES WHICH
C BEAR NO EXPLICIT DEPENDENCE ON THE CONTROL
C
COBBON/GLOBAL/
•GR ,ER ,OBGZ .XLABRF.YBURF ,LUB .TO .EPSLON, INNER ,
• URnAX, JJOPC t) 'IFATAL.NARC .NSRAN , NFARC ,iO(i) ,KTAB(20>,
•ITAB126), SIG.BAXTAB'GB.PSIRF .IPFLGI.IPFLGZ.IPFLGS.IPFLGI.
• INEQFL(26>. ITPSO, KSOL, INARK, KGLOBL( 7 )
COnBON/ARC&AT/
«SREF ,EJ ,XISf .TBULT ,OTNC .DTPI
• IATB .InODE .JAER ,JPRO .OHAX ,GBAX
•XLBAX .HDBAX .GBOOT .ALFBAX .PHBAX ,BAEA
•BAEB ,BAEC IBAEO .BAEE ,BAEF ,BA£G
•HT .nlSP ,BXCG ,BZCG~ .BUOA ,BUDB
•BOB , XC6R , 2C6R ,XE ,ZE ,IT
•DREF IBCNO 'RHOB ,OBULT ,REBAX ,FRATE
DlnENSION ARCDA(IO)
EQUI VALENCE( SREF . ARCOA )
REAL BAGBV, BU, B, LV, LGAB, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LBU, LB, LTAU, NOB
*. LHT
COBBON /D/
•X, H, Xt(1). BAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(10), CSAVE(lO), V, GAB, PSI,
•ALT,RHO,BU,B, TAU, HT, LV. LGAB. LPSI. LR. LRHO. LBU, LB LTAU.




REAL BACH, ISP, ISPV, ISPR, ISPB, ISPT, ISPVV. ISPVRZ ISPVB,
- - »ISPVT, ISPRR, ISPRB, ISPRT, 1SPfW, ISPBT ,'ISPlT, LIFT, LIFT*', -
•LlFTR, LIFTA, LIFTVV, LlFTVR, LIFTVA, LlFTRR, LIFTRA. BUR, LlFTAA,
•IRATEO, ISPF, ISPFF
REAL BACHV, BACHR, BACHVR. BACHRR
REAL LIFTB, LIFTVB, LIFTRB, LlFTBB, LlFTBA
COBBON /OYNA/
•XI .TIDE .SINGAfl, COSGAB, OBEGA ,OBEGA2.R ,b ,SINA
• COSA ,OYN011,OrlEdAT,TAnP ,PA ,RO ,CS , TE.1PS .PAR
•ROR CSR ,TEBPRR,PARR RORR ,CSRR ,KOOE ,BACH ,0
•QV ,QR ,QVV ,QVR ,ORR ,FVAC ,F»ACV .FVACR ,FVACB
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR,FVACRR,FVACTT,T .BACHV .BACHR .ISP
•ISPV .ISPR .ISPfl .ISPT 'ISPVV .ISPVR 'ISPVB ,ISP»T .ISPRR
• ISPRB .ISPRT IISPBB 'ISPBT 'ISPTT .LIFT 'LIFTV ,LKTR .LIFTA
•LIFTVV, LIFTVR.LIFTVA.LIFTRR, LIFTRA, DRAG ,ORAGV .DRAGR ,ORAGA
• DRAGVV,ORAGVR,ORAGVA,ORASRR,ORAliRA,ORAGAA, ALPHA .PHI .LlFTB
• LIFTVB, LIFTRB.LlFTPlB.LlFTnA.DBR ,OBRR ,GABBAO,AE .TAX
•W 'SINPHI,COSPHI'SINPS1'COSPSI,SINRHO,COSRHO,SINROR,COSROR
•BUR ,XKG ,IKP ,AKIN ,COO ,CDOB ,CLO ,FK ,ICGB
•XCGBB ,ZCGB ,ZCGBB ,XJV ,XJR ,XJVV ,IJVR .IJRR .BACHVR
• BACHRR SIN2RO.COS2RO.COS2Gfl.CB , CHA CflB .CBAA .CBBB
•CBAB ,CBO ,CBOB .CBOBB .CDABn .ULFTV .ULFTR ,ULFT VV, ULFTVR
• ULFTVA ULFTRR.ULFTRA.IPOW XARC .TSTART.GH ,liRR .LlFTAA
• CDOBB .CLABB ,CLOB .CLOBB .OYNH9.CT .CODAE ,SIDAE .COD
•SID .OELTAE.COE ,ICG ,ZCG . XJ , XBC6 .CALPHA, ALBAX
•DB ,ULFT .CULFT .ULFTA , TSTAGE, TlBES , XBCGAA, IRATEO, FRATED
COBBON /DYNA/
•BTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 .XBCGA .FVACF .ULFTAA.15PF .ISPFF
•ILOAO ,FKB .FKBB 'SWITCH* INOF ,CL ,CLA ,CLfl ,CLAA
•CLBB ,CLAB .CD ,CDA COB ,COAA ,COBB ,COAB .DVNi98
•OYN199.DYN200.XBCGV .XBCGR , XBCGH , XBCGVV. XBCGVR. IBCGVB, XBC6VA
•XnCGRR.XBCGRB.IBCGRA.XBCGfln.XBCGBA.RORRR ,DVN211,DYN215,OYN216
*DYN217,IDAB .TAIRB. ' TAIRBV* TAIRBH, TARBVV, TARBHH,TARBVH, SFC







COS2GB = (COSGAB • SINGAB)>( COSGAB - SINGAB)















































































i OCT 72 6.01-14
6 OC1 72 6.01-14
76. SIN2RO - SIN2RO « SIN2RO STATEF
77. COS2HO r (COSRHO * SINRHO >*( COSRHO - SINRHO) STATEF
78. R = ALT * ER JULZ1
74. C GRAVITY AND ITS PARTIAL*. STATEF
... 6 = 6M/B«»2 STATEF
••• GH * -6/B STATEF
**• GH = GH * EH STATEF
13: 6RR = -6H/R STATEF
81. GRR = GRR « 6RR « GRR STATEF
„, U = 6R»H STATEF
•*• X» = I + I. - XARC STATEF
•*• Tint = TSTART * »X»TAU STATEF
*!• TIMES = TIME - TSTAGE STATEF
••• C IS THIS FREE FALL. STATEF
•*• IF(KOOE .EB. 0) RETURN STATEF
*?• C NO. COMPUTE ATHOSPHERIC AND/OR THRUST AFFECTS STATEF-
•*• 1FI1ATM - 1) 101. 102, 103 STATEF
_•*• C **2 STANDARD ATMOSPHERE STATEF
91. 101 CALL ANL62S(ALT, TAHP. RORRR. IDftN) STATEF
»5. 60 TO 101 STATEF
Ui C *63 PATRICK AFB ATMOSPHERE STATEF
17. 102 CALL ANL63PIALT, TANP. RORRR, IOAH) STATEF
98. GO TO 101 STATEF
f«. C VACUUM. CHECK FOR CG TRACK. STATEF
100. 103 IFUAER - 2) 108. 108. 107 STATEF
,„, C COHP. HACH AND DYNAMIC PRESSURE STATEF
102. 101 NACM * V/CS STATEF
103. FCTR = V»V/2. STATEF
101. -- 9-=-FCTR»WI • STATEF
,. C IS REFERENCE AREA POSITIVE STATEF
}?»• IFISREF .LE. 0.) GO TO 108 STATEF
!jT- C VES. COMPUTE PARTIALS OF MACH AND B»N. PRESSURE STATEF
}»'- MACH» = l./CS STATEF
'? MACHR = -MACH*NACHV*CSR STATEF
}-?*• HACHVR s NACHR/V STATEF
J'°- MACHRR - F)ACHR»CSR STATEF
!*'• HACHfiR = -MACHV>(MACHRR * MACHRR + BACH'CSRR > STATEF
'I?- OV = «»RO STATEF
}}3- OR = FCTR.ROR STATEF
I'"- 0»V s RO STATEF
}*»• B»R = »»ROR STATEF
11».
 aBB , FCTR»RORR STATEF
)}'• C IS THIS BIVARIANT AERO. STATEF
}}'• IFUAER .Efl. 2) 60 TO 108 STATEF
'*•
 C MO. UNIVARIANT. COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS NEEDED FOR STATEF
}*?• C LINEAR AERO MODEL. STATEF
}"• CALL SPLINE(MAEA, MACH, CLA. CLAM, CLAIM) STATEF
!"• CALL SPLlNECnAEB, BACH' CLO, CtOH, CLOWI) STATEF
}"• CALL SPLINE! MAEC, MACH, COO, CDOM, CDOMM) STATEF
f*' CALL SPLlNEtMAED, MACH. FK, FUM. FKlM) STATEF
\*"- CLA = CLA.OE6 ' STATEF
}?*• CLAM = CLAM'DES STATEF
J?'- CLAMM - CLAHM>OEG STATEF
?*• C IS MOMENT BALANCING CALLED FOR. STATEF
'**• IFUAER .£8. 11 60 TO 108 STATEF
!2°- C VES. CHECK TO SEE IF OUST SIMPLE CG TRACK STATEF
}"• IFIOBEF .LE. 0.) GO TO 105 STATEF
??- C NO. UNTRIH AERO DATA. COMPUTE COEFF. NEEDED FOR STATEF
"• C ' MOMENT BALANCING STATEF
[r1' CALL SPLlMEIHAEE, HACH, CHO, CHOM, CMOMM) STATEF
*• CALL SPLINE(HAEF, MACH, CM A, CMAM, CMAMM ) STATEF
}J»- CMA = CHA«OE6 STATEF
}?/• CMAM = CHAH*OE6 STATEF
?*• CMAMM = CMAMM.OEG STATEF
J3*- C IS THIS POWERED FLIGHT . STATEF
111. 10$ If (IPO* .E8. 0) GO TO 107 STATEF
112. C VES. COMPUTE BLEND FACTOR AND PARTIALS. STATEF
, 10. CALL SPLlNECMAEG. 0, XJ, UQ, IJflOl STATEF
3
- * IF(XJ .LT. 0. .OR. 1. Lt. »J) CALL ERROR( SSTATF, -1 1) STATEF
•*- 1JV = JJfl'BV STATEF
'• XJR = IJO'OR STATEF
•- xjvv = ijo«ovv * xjaa«av«av STATEF
















XJRR = R + ijQg>gR*oR








107 CALL SPLINE(MXC6, U, XC6, XC6M. XCGHN)




















108 1FIIPOM .E8. 0) RETURN STATEF
C YES. IS VACUUM THRUST TABULAR. STATEF
C VES. ARE WE POUEREO BY AlRBREATHER JUL21
1FU1 .NE. tl 60 TO 1061 JUL21
C AlRBREATHER. COBFUTE THRUST AND SPEC. FUEL CONSUHP. AUG09
CALL BLINE1*, ALT. TAIRB) - JUL21
GO TO 1082 JUL21







1081 IFCUTT .LE. 0) RETURM JUL21
IFIdTT .LE. 0) RETURN STATEF
C VES. COMPUTE NOMINAL. I.E. UNTHROTTLEO. VACUUM STATEF
C THRUST STATEF
CALL SPLINECMTT. TIMES. FVAC. FVACT. FVACTT) STATEF
IF1FVAC .LT. 0.) CALL ERROR<XSTATF, -2, 1> STATEF
FVftC = TflULT'FVAC STATEF
FVACT = THULT>FVACT*XX STATEF
FVACTT = T«ULT»FVACTT»XX»»2 STATEF
C COMPUTE BASE ORAS IF INPUT. STATEF
176.
If.
1082 IFdPOM .E8. 2) CALL SPLINECHOB. ALT. OB. OBR. DBRR >












































































' D E S C R I P T I O N
A It It 0*1
Drag cet f f lc l tn t at • = 0
Sit tyabal
Sit lytibol
Lift coiff lcl int tlopi
Sit tjmboi "~~~
Stt if«bol
Lift catfflcUot it « = 0
Stt syabej
Stt §f«bel
ftonnt cotf fUl tnt tlopl " " " "
Stt tjmbel
St. .,.b.l







S T O R A G E SUBROUTIN
BLOCK





















I 91) OUTPUT 1
STATEF I
WRAP UP I
I 101) AEROCO I
STATEF I
[ 10$) AEROCO I
STATEF 1



















































































































































en,,, n r T D T P T T n M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGECODe
 UtoLHlr 1 1UIM BLOCK
0 Saa lycbol /DYNA /<
0 Saa «j»bol /DYNA /(
I Spaad of aound " (FT /SEC) /OYNA /(
I Saa lyBbol /DYNA /<
I Sar tyibol /DYNA /(
1 Boar drag ( LBS ) /DYNA /(
I Saa >yabal /DYNA /(
»
I Saa »y«kol /OYNA /(
.1-
I Aa rodynaa lc rafaranca laiigtk /ARCDAT/(
I Eartk radius. (FT) /GLOBAL/(
I Inducad drag coaf f l c lan t /DYNA /(
I Saa tyakol /DVNA /(
1 Saa lyBkol /DVNA /(
H To ta l .acuua tkrg.t ( r a c k a t ) (LBS) /DYNA /(
H Not uiad. /DVNA /(
- -
LOC SUBR CODE VAR

















































































































TH2 I F V A C
37) ARCIN I F V A C T
STATEF n FVACT
TH2 I FVACT














 rnnr nr <~ P D T p T T nivi STORAGE SUBROUTINE USAGESVUBOL CODE UhbLHlr l lU lM BLOCK
n Not used. /DVNA /(
9
 ( F T / S E C Z )
7 I R e l a t i v e f l ight path angla. ( B A D ) /D /(
dg/dR " *•• <»«bol /DVNA /(
constant and tht BBSS of th« tartfa. < F T 3 / S E C * >




aZfl / a o 2 M S t e s y a t b e l / D V N A / (
O £ / OH
I Ataosphara opt laa f lag /ARCOAT/ I
I DAP) = -1: Coaputa a3»./*«3«
IDA". 0: No opt ional ca lculat ions;
IDAM 1: Conpute i3tt/»K3, P,, Stl./BR, etc.
I Povered fl g. /OVNA /(
IPOU 0: No thrust and no base drag
IPOU 1: Thrust, but na base drag
IPOU 2: Thrust and base drag
I A e r o d y n a a i c aodel option f lag /ARCDAT/ (
I Thrust opt ioa f lag. /OVNA /(
Jl = 1: Constant thrust;
Jl = 2: Input >acuua thrust;
Jl = 3: Po.tr. d total acce lerat ion Halt;
Jl = 1: A i r -b reather englaa.
LOC SUBR CODE VAR
11 > ARCIN I FVACTT
STATEF r) FVACTT
TH2 1 FVACTT






























































































































S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE VAR
Steering vector f lag /DVNA /(
KOBE = 0: Frit 1 1 1 1 , • = « = Os
KOOE : 1: Bolh a ind * optlcil ;
KODE = 2: o opt l ial »nd 4 = 0 ;
KOOE = 3: o nonoptlnl and * opt ical ;
KODE = H: Vir t lc i l r ls i or pllcho.tr,






































32m /aoZ 1on/ 0 n
dfl/dv *























Curve nu'bir • b*ti drag iible













/ AR COAT / (
/ AR COAT / (
/ A R C O A T / (
i AD rfiAT / f1 HnUUH 1 / \
/ AR COAT/ (
/ AR C O A T / (
/ ARCOAT/(
/AD rriAT y f/ HH LUH 1 t \
UIIM thrutt /DVNA /(
/ARCDAT/(































18 ) STATEF I
19) STATEF I
20) STATEF I
21) ST ATEF 1
4« \ C T AT Cf Ta t o i H i tr *
23 ) STATEF i
2*| ) ST ATEF I


























































































"OR . . 3p /3B
8
RORR ,2 /aR2
a P Q* <* "
RORRR





SINRHO s 1 np
CBnc n r T n T P T T f l M S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I N E USAGELODS
 Utoonl r 1 lUlM BLOCK
« Sto lyabol /DYNA /(
N Stt »,«bol /OYNA /(
H Ridlil distinct f ro* eirth cinttr to . thlcl t /DYNA /(
(FT )
•
I Lttltuda ( R A D ) ID /(
I Ataoiph.r lc d«n»ltj (SLSS/FT 3 ) /DVNA /(
1 St i t»»bol . . . . /OVNA. / (
I Sit >y«bol /OYNA /(
I Sit lyakll /OYNA /(
H Sit ifOkol /OYNA /(
0 Stt lycktl /OYNA /(
H Stl Iflbll /OYNA /(
LOC SUBR CODE VAR
31 1 STATEF N OVR
UT I OVR








































































































































y C T ACCIjt HOC
TSTMT
M
BATH „„„ n r - r n n T n - T T n i v i STORAGE SUBROUTINE USASISVBBOL 1>uut U t o u n l r l i U l M BLOCK
sl l>20 n St t «»«bol /DVNA /(
I Alr-breat l>«r engine thrult (LBS) /DVNA /<
T I At io tpher lc teiperature ( OES-R ) /DVNA /(
T I Subtrc a'uratton (SEC) /O /(
H Tra jec to ry tl«« (SEC) /DVNA /(
(SECS)
T I Thrutt cu l t ip l ler or nuiber of e n g i n e s / A R C O A T / I
• ult
Ignite*. (SECS)
I T ra jec to ry t lae at • Men present sgbarc coa«incad. /DVNA /(
U A Height (LBS) /DVNA /(





























S T A T E F I
1 t T \ BQ f* I M MJ) O ( ) UhL- IN n
STATEF I
T R A J I N 0

























































T I acci I nfca
TBULT
TdULT
T S T A 6 E
TSTA6E
T S T A R T
TSTART
















































 rnnr n r
r r n T P T T n M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGESYPIBOL CODE U toun l r l lU lM BLOCK
i 1 Tht quatltlva >arlabla. /D /(
I Qua t i t lM t at ft-nlch prestnt subarc coaaancad . /DVNA /C
H 1 Cantar of g rav i t y body i s ta t ion ( F T ) /DYNA /(
3X__/3» A Sat sy»bol /DYNA /(CC
a2Y /a«2 " 5tt •»•*•! /OVNA /(
*^CG
* I Control bland factor /DVNA /(
J
• - . . .
aj/dR ° S" •»•*•' /DVNA /(
a2't/aRz ° s" •••bcl /DYNA /(j w
dj /av ° St* *»"b»i /OYNA /<
a2*I/2uaB 0 Saa symbol /DYNA /(
•
a2'l/av2 ° Stt •»••"' /DVNA /(J
* F rac t ion of subarc tbat bas t ranspl rad /OYNA /(
Z^ I Cantar of g rav i t y body I stat ion ( F T ) /DYNA /(
aZ../d« 1 Sat symbol /DYNA /(CG
327 /a. 2 * Sat syabtl /OVNA /(
W <•££ W »










































































































TIIROTL determines whether the rocket thrust should be throttled in order























































THIS ROUTINE DETERMINES WHETHER THE THRUST SHOULD














































REAL BACH, ISP) ISPtf, 1SPR, ISPn, ISPT, ISPVV, ISPVR, ISPVB,
•ISPVT, ISPRR, 15PRB, ISPRT, ISPPin. ISPrtT, ISPTT. LIFT, LIFTV,
•LiFTR, LIFTA' LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA, LIFTRR, LIFTRA, BUR, LIFTAA.
•IRATE6, ISPF' ISPFF
REAL BACHV. HACHR, HACHVR, HACHRR
REAL LIFTfi. LIFTVH, L1FTRB, LlFTHH, LIFTMA
connON /OYNA/
•XX ,TI«E ,SINGAn,CQSGAH,OnEGA .QnEGA2,R
• COSA .OVNOIl.OnEGAT.TAMP ,P« ,RO ,CS  ... ...
•ROR ,CSR ,TEnPRR,PARR ,RORR ,CSRR ,KOOE ,MACH ,8
»av ,QR ,avv ,a*R ,BRR ,FVAC ,FVACV .FVACR .FVACM
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR,FVACRR,FVACTT,T flACHV ,MACHR .ISP
• ISPV ,ISPR .ISPn ,ISPT ,ISPVV 'ISPVR IISPVM ,ISPVT ,I5PRR
••ISPRH 'ISPRT .iSPnn .ISPMT .ISPTT .LIFT .LIFTV .LIFTH ..LIFTA
•LIFTVY.LIFTVR.LIFTVA,LlFTRR,LIFTRA,DRAB ,DRA8V ,ORAGR .ORA6A
• ORAGVV,DRA6VR,DRAG«A,ORAGRR,DRAt,RA,DRAGAA,ALPHA .PHI .LIFTM
•LIFTVn'LIFTRn,LlFTnfl,LlFTnA,DBR ,DBRR .GAnnAD.AE .TAX
•w ,SINPHI,COSPHI,S!NPSI,COSPSI,SINRHO,COSRHO,SINROR,COSROR
•HUR ,x«s ,XHP ,AXIN , coo 'coon ,CLO ,FK .XCGH
• XCGHfl ,ZCGH .ZCGnn ,XJV ,XJR . X J V V 1 X J V R ,IJRR , flACHVR
•HACHRfi,SlN2RO,coS2RO,cos2&n,cn ,cnA ,cnn .CnAA .cntm
•CHAM ,cno ,cnon ,cnonn ,cnAnn ,ULFTV .ULFTR , U L F T V V , U L F T V R
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA,IPOU ,XARC .TSTART.GH ,GRR .LIFTAA
•coonn .CLAHM ,CLOU ,CLOnn ,DVNii9,CT ,COOAE ,SIOAE ,coo
•SIO .OELTAE.COE ,XC6 ,ZCG ,XJ ,XflCG ,CALPHA,ALNAX
•OB ,ULFT 'CULFT ,ULFTA .TSTAGE,TIRES 'XWCGAA.IRATEO.FRATEDCOMMON /OVNA/ . . . . . .
•HTT ,JI ,J2 ,J3 ,X«CGA .FVACF .ULFTAA.ISPF ,ISPFF
•lLOAO FKM FKflfl ,SWITCH,INBF CL CLA ,CLfl ,CLAA
•CLMM .CLAM ,co ,COA .con 'CDAA .conn .COAH .DVNHI
• OVN199 OYN200,XMCGV , XflCGR , XflCGPl XnCGVV, XBCSVR, XnCGVM, IMCGVA
•xnCGRR,XnCGRM,XMCGRA,XnCGnn,xnCGnA,RORRR ,DVN211,DYN21S,DVN216
• OVN217.IOAM ,TAIRB ,TAIRBV,TAIRBH,TARBVV, TARBHH, TARBVH, SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH ,SFCVV .SFCHH ,SFCVH
DIMENSION PRODK2, 61)
COMMON /MATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,X«1 ,XK2 ,XK3 ,XK1T ,IK2T ,XK3T
• XXID ,XK20 ,XK3D ,XH1A .XK2A- ,XK3A ,VOA ,GDA .PDA
•XH19 ,XM20 ,XM21 ,ln22 ,XK1TT ,XK2TT XK3TT XK1TO .XK2TD
•XK3TO ,XK1TA .XK2TA ,XK3TA ,XK10D .IK2DO ,XK30D ,XK10A ,XUZO*
• XK30A ,XK1AA XK2AA ,XK3AA ,in<ll , XB12 ,XMl3 .XM11 , XM15
«XH1V ,XK2V .XK3V XKtG ,X(2G ,XK3G ,XK1P ,XK2P ,IK3P
*XK1R ,XK2R ,XK3R ,XK10 ,XK20 .XK30 ,XK1U .IK2U .IK3U
•XK1M ,XK2H ,IK3n .XK1Z XK2Z ,XK3Z .XKIVT ,X«2VT XK3VT
•XK1VO ,XK2VD .XK3VO ,XKIVA ,XX2VA .XK3VA ,XK1GT .XK2GT ,XK3ST
•XK1GO .XK2GO ,XK3iO .XK1GA ,XK2GA .XK3GA JXKIPT .XK2PT ,XK3PT
• IK IPO ,XK2PO ,XX3PD .XK1PA ,XK2PA ,XK3PA .XKIRT .XK2RT ,XK3RT
•XK1RO .XK2RD ,X«3BO ,XKIRA ,XH2RA .XK3RA .XK10T .XK20T ,XK30T
•XK100 ,XK20D ,XK30D ,XK10A ,XK20A ,XK30A XK1UT ,IK2UT .XK3UT
• XK1UD ,XK2UD ,XK3UO . XK1UA XK2UA .XK3UA ,XK1HT , IK2PIT ,XK3HT
COMMON /HATS/
•XKIHO ,XK2MD ,XX3nO .XK1NA .IK2HA ,It3MA .XK1ZT XK2ZT .XK3ZT
•XK1ZD ,XK220 ,XK3ZO .XH1ZA ,XK2ZA ,1«3ZA XIIVV ,XK2VV ,XK3«*
•XH1GV ,XK2GV .XK33V ,X«1PV .XK2PV .IK3PV .XK1RV .XK2RV ,XK3«»
• XK10V ,X«20V , XK30V .XK1UV ,XK2UV .XK30V XKlnV XK2flV ,XK3H«
•XK1ZV ,XX2ZV ,XK32V .XK1GG .XK2GG .XII3GG .XK1PG .XK2PG ,XK3P6
• XtlRS ,XK2R& ,XK3ilG .XK10G .XK20G .XK30G .XKIUS ,X12U6 .XK3UG
































































































*XK1RP .XK2RP ,X«3RP XK10P ,XK20P ,X«30P ,XK1UP .XK2UP ,X*3UP
•XK1NP , XK2BP , X.K3BP ,XK1ZP ,XK2ZP ,XK3ZP .XX1RR .XK2RB ,XK3RR
•XK10R ,XK20R , XK30R ,XK1UR , XK2UR ,XK3UR ,XK1FIR , IK2MR , XK3BB
• XKUR ,XK2IR , XK3ZR .XK100 ,XK.200 ,XK300 .XK1UO .XK2UO .XK3UO
•xKino ,XR2no ,xiono . X K I Z O . X K Z Z O .iK3zo .XKIUU ,xn2uu ,i»3uu
• minu 'xK2nu ,XK3Ptu .XK IZU . X K Z Z U ,x«3zu .xKinn
•xnun ,XK2ZM ,xK3zn ,xuzz .xnzzz ,x«,3zz ,x*Pi l ,
• X K P H 2 . X K P I 2 2 , X K P 1 3 2 . X « P I 1 3 , X K P I 2 3 , X K P I 3 3 . P A 1 ,PA2
COnnON /f lATS/
«OPBV(3, 8), OEPBEy<2, 8 >. OPOL( 3, 3), PROD513. 61), PROD»( 2, 21)
COMON /HATS/
«P« ,P6 ,PP .PR ,PO ,PV» ,P6« ,PP» ,PS» .
• P0¥ ,P6S ,PPS >RS ,POS ,PPP ,*HP .POP ,PR« ,
• P O R ,'POO !PL6 'PLP • • • • ' •
E8U1VALENCE!PftOOl.PRftBS)
SWITCH e -.FALSE.
IF(G«AX .LE. 0 .OR. IPOM .Efl. 0 .OR. Jl .81. 1) RETURN
CALL TH3000
IF(XK1 .LE. 0.) RETURN


































I Nail BUB tetl









0 Logical f l a g
paint at »h[
coBBences .
D E S C R I P T I O N
1 acca la ra t l on g lead
1: Tkruit, but no base drag





that Is true If this Is the coaput.
•STORAGE SUBROUTINE USAGE

















/DYNA /( 181) CONTRL
NPLANE
THROTL






























Till evaluates the constant thrust constraint




























































THIS ROUTINE APPLIES WHEN NET THRUST IS A CONSTANT
LOGICAL SWITCH, 1LOADREAL HACH, ISP, ISPV, ISPR, ISPH, ISPT, ISPV*, ISPVR, ISP»H,
•ISP»T, ISPRR, ISPRH, ISPRT, ISPHH. ISPHT. ISPTT, LIFT, LIFT*.
•LIFTR, LIFTA' LIFT**, LIFTVR, LIFTVA. LIFTRR, LIFTRA, HUR, LIFTAA.
•IRATE6, ISPFJ ISPFF
REAL HACHV, HACHR, HACHVR, HACHRR
REAL LIFTH, LIFTVH, LJFTRH, LIFTHH, LlFTHA
COHHON /DVNA/
•ix ,TinE ,SINGAH,COSGAH,OHEGA ,onESA2,R
•COSA .OVNOll.OnEGAT.TAHP .PA ,RO ,CS
•ROH ,CSR TEBPRR.PARR ,RORR ,CSRR ,(OOE HASH ',»
•0* .OR , O V V ,OVR ,ORR ,F*AC ,F*AC* ,F*ACR ,F*ACH
• FVACT ,FVAC*V,F*ACVR,F*ACRR,FVACTT,T .HACHV .flACHR .ISP
• ISP* .ISPR 'ISPH .ISPT ,ISP** ,ISPVR .ISPVH ,ISP*T ,ISPRR
•ISPRH ,ISPRT tispnn ;ISPHT 'ISPTT ,LIFT 'LIFT* 'LIFTR .LIFTA
•LIFT**,LIFT*R'LIFT»A LIFTRR,LIFTRA,DRAG ,ORAG« 'ORAGR ,DRAGA
• DRAG** ,DR.AGVR,DRAG*A,DRAGRR,DRAGRA.DRAGAA,ALPHA 'PHI .LIFTH
• LIFTVH, L1F7RH,L1FTBH,LlFTHA.O&R , OBP.R ,&AHnAI),AE , T A X
•U ,SINPHI,COSPHI,SINPSI,COSPSI,SINRHO'COSRHO'SINROR,COSROR
•HUR ,X(G ,X(P .AKIN ,COO ,CDOH ,CLO ,F( ,XCGH
• XCGWl ,ZCGH 'ZCSHH ,XJ* ,XJR , X J V V ,XJ*R XJRR .RACHVR
•HACHRR,SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS26H,CH ,CHA ,CHH .CHAA ,CHHH
•CHAR ,cno 'CHOH ,cnonn ,CHAHH .ULFT* ,ULFTR :ULFT*V,ULFTVR
•ULFTVA.ULFTRR'ULFTRA'IPOW 'XARC 'TSTART'GN 'GRR .LIFTAA
•CDOHH .CLAHH ,CLOH ,CLOHH ,DVNH9,CT ,COBAE .SIDAE ,COD
• »SIO .DELTAE.CDE ,XCG ,ZCG- ,XJ- ,XnCG ,CALPHA,ALHAX
•OB ULFT CULFT 'ULFTA ,TSTAGE'TIHES 'XHCGAA'IDATED.FRATEO
COHHON /OVNA/
•HTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XHC6A ,F*ACF .ULFTAA.1SPF .ISPFF
•ILOAO ,F(H ,F(HH ,SWITCH.INOF .CL ,CLA *CLH ,CLAA
•CLOU ,CLAH co ,COA ,con COAA ,conn COAH ,ovni9s
• OVN19f.DVN200.XHCG* , XI1C6R .XRCGH , XnCG**, XHCG*R, XHCGVH, XnC6*A
• xnCGRR,XHC6RH,XnCGRA,XHC&nn,xnCGnA,RORRR .OYN211.0VN21$,OVN2li'
•DVN2I7.IOAH TA1RS ,TAIRft*.TAlR»H,TARBV*.TARBHH,TARBVM,SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH 'SFCVV ,SFCHH ,SFC*H
OIHENSION PRODH2, *<t>
COHHON /HATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,X(1 ,1(2 ,1(3 ,I(1T ,X«2T ,X(3T
•X(1D ,XK20 ,X(3D .XK1A ,X(2A ,XK3A ,*OA ,GDA ,PDA
•XH19 ,XH20 ,XH21 ,XH22 .XK1IT ,XK2TT ,X«3TT ,XK1TO ,XK2TD
•XK3TD ,X(1TA ,X(2TA ,X(3TA ,X(100 ,X(200 .1(300 ,X(1DA ,XH2DA
•IK30A ,X(1AA ,X(2AA ,X(3AA ,XR11 ,XHl2 ,XH13 ,XH11 ,XH15
•1(1* ,XK2* ,X(3* ,XK16 ,X(2& ,X(36 ,XK1P 'X(2P ,X(3P
•XMR ,X(2R .XK3R ,X(10 ,((20' ,1(30 ,X(1U ,XK2U ,X(3U
•X»1H ,XK2H ,XK3H ,X»1I ,XH2Z .XX3Z ,»HJVT .X(2*T ,XK3*T
•1(1*0 ,XKZVO ,X(3VO ,X(I*A ,I(2*A ,X(3«A ,XK16T 'X(2GT ,X(3GT
• K1GD ,X(2GO .XK3SD ,X(1GA , XK2GA ,X(3GA ,X(1PT ,X(2PT ,X(3PT
•IKIPD ,XK2PO ,XK3PO ,X(1PA ,X(2PA .XK3PA ,XHRT 'x(2RT ,X(3RT
•XK1RO ,X(2RO ,X(3RO .XK1RA ,X(2RA .XK3RA .XtlOT .X(20T ,XK30T
•1(100 ,1(200 .XK300 ,X(10A .XK20A ,X(30A ,X(1UT ,XK2UT ,I«3UT
•XK1UO ,X(2UO ,X(3UO ,X(1UA ,I(2UA ,X(3U* ,X(1HT X(2NT ,I(3HT
COrtflON /HATS/
• XK1PIO ,X(2HO ,X(3HD .XK1HA ,X(2HA ,X(3nA .XKIZT XK2ZT ,X«3ZT
•X(tZD ,X(2ZD ,XK3ZD ,XK1ZA IK2ZA ,XK3ZA ,X(1*V ,X(2*« ,X(3*«
•X(1G* ,X(2&V ,X(3&V ,X>1PV ,X(2P« ,XK3P« .XHIRV ,X(2RV ,KH3RV
• XMO* ,X(20V XK30V ,X(1U* ,XK2U« ,XK3U* ,X(1H* ,X(2H* ,XK3H*
•X(1ZV ,XK2ZV ,XK3Z* ,X(1GG ,XK2GG ,1(366 ,X(1PG ,X12PS ,H3PS
• XH1RS ,XK2RG .XK3RG .XKIOG ,1(206 ,X(306 ,XK1UG ,X(2UG , XK3U6
• X(1H£ ,1(2116 ,XK3HG .X(1ZG .IK2Z6 , XK3ZS ,X(1PP ,X(2PP ,X(3PP
•I(1RP ,X(2RP ,<*3RP ,XK10P ,I(20P ,XK30P ,X(1UP ,X(2UP ,X(3UP
*X(1HP .XK2HP 'xK3nP ,X(1ZP ,XK2ZP ,X(3ZP ,X(1RR ,X(2RR ,X(3RR
•XK10R ,X(20R ,X(30R ,XK1UR ,IK2UR ,XK3UR .X(1HR ,X«2RS ,IX3HR
• XK1ZR ,X(2ZR ,X(3ZR ,1(100 ,1(200 ,1(300 ,X(1UO ,X(2UO , XK300
*I(lnO ,X(2HO X(3nO ,X(1ZO .XK2ZO ,X(3ZO ,X(1UU ,X(2UU .XI3UU
•XKinu XK2nu >(3nu x(izu . X K Z Z U x«3Zu xninn nznn ,H3««
• XdZH ,I(2ZH ,XK3Zn ,XK1ZZ .XK2ZZ ,X(3ZZ . X(P 111, X(P 121. X(PI 31
•X(PI12,X(PI22,((PI32,X(PII3,X(PI23,<(PI33.PA1 ,PA2
COHHON /HATS/


























































































•F» ,P6 ,FP ,PR
• POY ,Pfi6 ,PP6 ,PR6




10 XKIT = 1.
ENTRY TMIQOO

































PIATH ........ n r r r nTPTTn i \ l S T O R A S E SUBROUTINE USAG
SYMBOL UC.OL.nir 1 1UIM BLOCK LOC SuBR CODE KAR
T It HI**. ( t -BS)









































KT ' pirtli if 'ot K ilth rttpici'to •. KJ ' " ' " " TH1 (T SKIT
TH2 0 SKIT
TM3 N SKIT




T1I2 evaluates the unthrottled vacuum thrust constraint
T
 -
 FVAC * AEpa ' °,
In addition, it evaluates the explicit first and second partials of this




























































THIS ROUTINE APPLIES WHEN THRUST IS NOT THROTTLED
LOGICAL SWITCH, I LOAD
REAL RACK, ISP, ISPV, ISPR, ISPH, ISPT, ISPVV. ISPVR. ISPVR,
•ISPVT, ISPRR, ISPRH, ISPRT, ISPRH, ISPRT, ISPTT. LIFT, LIFTV,
•LIFTR, LIFTA, LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LIFTVA, LIFTRR, LIFTRA, RUR, LIFTAA
•IRATED, ISPF, ISPFF
REAL HACHV, HACHR, HACHVR. HACHRR
REAL LIFTR, LlFTVB, LIFTRR, LIFTRR, LIFTRA
• COHRON /DYNA/
•XX .TIRE ,SINGAH,COSGAH,On£GA ,OflEGA2,R ,6 ,SINA
•COSA 'OYNOll'OHEGAT.TARP ,PA ,RO 'CS |TEnPR .PAR
•ROR .CSR ,TERPRR,PARR ,RORR - rCSRR ,KOO£ .HACH ,0 -
•0V .OR ,flVV ,QVR ,QRR FVAC 'FVACV .FVACR ,FV«CH
•FVACT ,FVACVV'FVACVR,FVACRR,FVACTT,T .HACHV 'HACHR ,ISP
•ISPV ,ISPR ,ispn .ISPT .ISPVV ,ISPVR 'ISPVH 'ISPVT ,ISPRR
•ISPRH .ISPRT 'ispnn .ISPHT .ISPTT .LIFT .LIFTV 'LIFTR .LIFTA
•LIFTVV,LIFTVR.LIFTVA.LIFTRR,LIFTRA,DRAG ,ORAGV ,ORAGR ,ORAGA
•ORAGVV,ORAGVR,ORAGVA,DRAGRR,ORAGRA,DRAGAA'ALPHA 'PHI .LIFTR
•LlFTVn,LIFTRH,LIFTRR,LIFTHA,DBR ,DBRR ,GARHAO,AE ,TAX
•U |SINPHI.COSPHI,S!NPSI,COSPSI,SINRHO,COSRHO,SINROR,COSROR
•HUR ,XKG ,XKP ,AKIN ,CDO ,CDOR ,CLO ,F« .XCGH
•XCGHH ,ZCSn , ZCGP1H ,XJV ,XJR ,XJVV ,XJVR .XJRR .RACHVR
•HACHRR,S1N2RO.COS2RO.COS2GH.CH , CBA. CRR ,CHAA ,CRRH
•CHAR .cno ,CRon .cnonn ,CHARH ,ULFTV ,JLFTR 'ULFTVV.ULFTVR
•ULFTVA.ULFTRR.ULFTRA.IPOU ,XARC ,TSTART,GH ,GRR .LIFTAA
•CDORR .CLARR ,CLOH .CLOHR ,OYNii9,CT ,COOAE .SIDAE ,COD
• SID .OELTAE.CDE , XC6 ,K6 , XJ ,XHCG ICALPHA.ALHAIT
•OB ,ULFT ,CULFT ,ULFTA ,TSTAGE,TIRES .XHCGAA,IRATED,FRATED
COHRON /DVNA/
•HTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XRCGA ,FVACF ,ULFTAA,I5PF .ISPFF
• ILOAD ,FKR .FKRd ,SUITCH,INOF ,CL ,CLA *CLH ,CLAA
•CLHR ,CLAB ,co ,CDA .con ,COAA ,CDHR ,CDAH ,ovNm
•DVN199,OYN200,XRCGV , XRCGR , XRCGH , XP1C6VV, XHCGVR, XHC6VH, XNCGVA
• IRCbl<R,xnCGRR,XnCGRA,XRCGnR,XnCGnA,RORRR ,OVN2I1,DYN215,DVN216
• DVN217,IOAH ,TAIRB , TA IRBV,TA IR8H, TARBW,TARBHH. TARBVH, SFC
•SFCV 'SFCH .SFCVV .SFCHH .SFCVH
DIHENSION PRO&H2. 61)
COHRON /RATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,XK1 ,XK2 ,XK3 ,XK1T ,X«2T ,IK3T
•XXIO ,XK20 ,XK3D ,XK1A ,IK2A ,XK3A VOA ,GOA ,PDA
•XR19 ,XH20 ,XH21 ,XR22 .XK1TT ,XK2TT ,I(3TT .XK1TO ,11210
•XK3TD XK1TA XK2TA .XK3TA ,XK10D .XK20D .XK300 .XX1DA .1(20*
• XK30A ,XK1AA ,XX2AA ,XK3AA ,XR<(1 ,IR12 ,IH13 ,IR11 ,IH1S
•XXIV ,XK2V ,XK3V XK1G ,X(2G ,XK3G .XK1P .XK2P ,IX3P
•XK1R .XK2R ,XK3R ,XK10 ,X(20 ,XK30 IK1U ,IK2U ,IX3U
•XX1H 'XK2H ,XK3n ,XK1Z ,XX2Z ,IK3Z ,XK1VT .XK2VT .IX3VT
•XK1VD .XK2VO .XK3VD ,XK1VA ,XK2VA ,XK3VA ,X«16T XK2GT ,X«3GT
• XdGO ,XK2GD ,X«3GD ,I(1GA ,XK2GA . XK3GA ,XK1PT ,IK2PT ,XK3PT
•IX1PD ,XK2PD .XX3PD ,X(1PA ,X(2PA ,XK3PA ,XK1RT XK2RT ,IX3RT
• K1RD ,X»2RD , XK3RD .XX1RA .X(2RA , XK3RA ,XK10T , XK20T , XX30T
•XK100 ,XK20D ,XK30D .XK10A ,X(20A .XK30A ,X(1UT ,IK2UT ,XX3UT
•XK1UD .XK2UO .XK3UO .XX1UA ,X(2UA .XK3UA .XK1RT .XK2HT .XK3HT
CORRON /RATS/
•XK1HD .XK2RD .XK3RD .XK1RA ,X(2RA ,XX3HA ,X«1ZT ,XX2ZT ,XK3ZT
• XIC1ZD ,XK2ZO , XK3ZO .XX1ZA ,X(2ZA .XK3ZA ,XK1VV ,Xk2VV ,X(3VV
•XX1GV ,XK26V .XK3GV ,X(1PV ,X(2PV ,XK3PV ,X«1RV .XK2RV .XX3RV
•XK10V ,XK20V ,XK30V ,X«1UV ,XK2UV .XK3UV ,XK1HV ,XK2RV ,XK3RV
•XK1ZV ,XK2ZV ,XX3ZV ,XK1GG ,X»2GG ,XK3GG ,XK1PG .IK2PG ,XK3P6
>JXlRb .XK2RG ,XK3RG ,IK10G ,XK20G .XK30S ,X11U6 ,XK2U6 ,XX3UG
•XK1HG ,IK2RG ,XK3RG ,XK1ZG ,XK2ZG ,XK3Z6 'XK1PP ,XK2PP ,XK3PP
•IK1RP .XK2RP ,XK3RP ,XX10P ,XK20P ,XK30P ,XK1UP ,XK2UP ,IX3UP
•XK1HP ,XK2RP ,X(3RP ,XX1ZP ,XK2ZP ,XK3ZP ,XK1RR .XK2RR ,XH3RR
•IK10R ,XK20R ,XK30R ,XK1UR ,XK2UR ,XK3UR ,XK1RR ,XI2RR ,XK3HR
•XK1ZR ,XK2ZR ,XK3ZR ,XK100 ,1X200 ,XK300 ,XX1UO 'XX2UO ,XK3UO
•XK1HO ,XK2HO ,XK3HO ,XK1ZO ,XX2ZO ,IK3ZO .XK1UU .XK2UU ,XH3UU
•IKlnj .XK2HU .X(3nj ,XH1ZU ,XX2ZU ,XK3ZU ,IK1HR .XK2HR ,X(3HH
• XK1ZR ,XK2ZR ,X(3ZR ,X(1ZZ ,XX2ZZ ,XK3ZZ ,XXPI11,XKPI21,XXPI 31
• IKPU2'XXPI22,XXPI32,XKPI13,XKPI23,XKPI33,PA1 ,PA2
CORRON /HATS/





































































































•P» .Pfi ,PP .PR ,PO .PVV ,P6» ,PPY ,PR»
•POV ,Pfi6 >P6 ,PH6 ,POS ,PPP ,PSP POP ,PBB
•POR ,POO |PL6 ,PLP
EQUIVALENCE* PRODI, PR005 »











10 XK1T : 1.
ENTRY TH2000
50 XH = T - F»AC
RETURN
END
THESE ENTRIES COUP. 1ST PARTS. W/RESP. TO CONTROL.
- •

















































I To t t l noult nit srss (FT 2 )




I Atcttpkaric prasturt (LBS/FT2)
I Sat syakal
I Sat symkal
I Tkrust ' ' (LBS)
0 First antry of 3 mart In-plgna contro l const ra in ts
1C
0 Tkt f i rst antri In a 3iS latrli containing K
 k
0 First tntry af 3i3 aiatrli containing tht tsp l lc l t
p t r t la ls of ft »lth rtlptct to •, K_
0 Tkt f i rst tntry 1* a 3il nstrli conta in ing «_,
S T O R A G E SUBROUTIN
BLOCK LOC SUBR COO











/DVNA /( 37) ARCIN 1
STATEF H
TH2 I
/DVNA /( 11 ) ARCIN I
STA1EF R
TM2 1




/DVNA /( 18) APPLY I
TH2 I
/OVNA /( 22) APPLY I
TM2 I























/HATS /( 20$) TH2 0
TH3 H
TH1 0



































































7113 evaluates the powered total acceleration constraint
(Tcos(a-5E) - DBcosa-D)2 + (Tsin(a-6E) -
In addition, it computes the explicit first and second partials of this






























































THIS ROUTINE APPLIES WHEN THRUST IS THROTTLED
COBBON/GLOBAL/
•GR ,ER .OBGZ , XLAflBFVnuRF ,LUB .TO , EPSLON. INNER ,
• llRnAX, JJOPl b) ,IFATAL,NARC .N&RAN .NFARC ,lO<t) .KTAB(20).
• ITAB(20). SIG.nAXTAB.Gn.PSIRF , I PFLG 1 , 1 PFL62, 1 PFj.63, 1 PFLSl,
• INEQFL(20). 1TPSO. KSOL, 1NARK,KGLOBL( 7 >
COnnON/ARCOAT/
•SREF .EJ ,X!SP ,TBULT .DTNC ,OTPI
•IATB .IBODE ,JAER ,JPRO ,OBAX ,GBAX
•XLBAX ,HOP»AX ,GBOOT ,ALFBAX JPHBAX .BAEA
•BAEB .BAEC .BAED ,BAEE .BAEF .BAE6
*BT .BISP .BXCG ,BZCG .BWDA . ,flWDD
•m>» , XCGR , ICSR , XE 'IE ,XT




REAL HACH. ISP' ISP», ISPR, ISPB, ISPT, ISPYY, ISPVR, ISP»B,
•ISPKT, ISPRR, ISPRn, ISPRT. ISPBB. ISPBT, ISPTT, LIFT. LIFTY.
•LIFTR. LIFTA, LIFTVV. LIFTYR, LIFTYA. LlFTRR. LIFTRA. BUR, LlFTAA.
•IRATED, ISPF, ISPFF
REAL nACHV. AACHR, BACHVR, BACHRR
REAL LIFTB. LIFTVB. LIFTRB, LIFTBB. LIFTBA
COBBON /OYNA/
•IX ,TIBE .SINGAB.COSGAB, OMEGA ,OWESA2,R ,S .SINA
•COSA ,OYN011.0nEGAT,TABP PA RO ,CS ,TEflPR .PAR
• ROR ,CSR ,TEBPRR,I>ARR ,RORR ,CS*R- ,«ODE ,BACH_'fl
*av , OR ,avv ,OVR ,BRR ,FVAC IFYACY 'FVACR ,FVACB
• FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR,FVACRR,FVACTT,T , RACHV ,<1ACHR ISP
• ISPV ,ISPR ,ISPn ,ISPT ,ISPVY ,ISPYR 1ISPYB 'ISPYT , ISPRR
•1SPRB , ISPRT .ISPUrt .1SPBT , ISPTT .LIFT .LIFTV ,LIFTR ,LIFTA
•tIFTVV,LIFTVR,LlFTVA,LlFTRR, LIFTRA, DRAG ,DRAGV DRA6R , DBA6A
•ORAGY»,DRAGYR,DRAGVA,DRAGRR,DRAGRA,DRA6AA. ALPHA .PHI .LlFTB
•LlFTVn,LlFTRn,LlFTBn, LIFTBA, OBR .DBRR .GABBAO.AE ,TAX
•W ,SINPHI,COSPHI,SlNPSI,COSPSI,SINRHO,COSRriO'SINROR,COSROR
•BUR ,XKG ,XHP ,AR1N , CDC , CDOB ,CLO ,F( ,XCGB
•XCGRB ,ZCGB , zcann ,xjv , XJR ' xjvv .XJYR IIJRR .BACHYR
•BACHRR,SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS2GB,CB CBA , Cnfl CBAA ,CRBfl
•CnAB .CBO ,CBOB .CBOBB ,CBABB ,ULFTV ,ULFTR ULFTYY, ULFTVfl
•ULFTYA.ULFTRR.ULFTRA.IPOW , XARC ,TSTART,6H GRR .LlFTAA
•COOBB ,CLABB .CLOB ,CLORB .DVNIIS.CT 'COOAE ISIOAE .coo
•SID .DELTAE.COE , XC6 ,ZCG ,XJ , XBC6 .CALPHA, ALBAX
• OB ,ULFT .CULFT .ULFTA , TSTAGE, TINES , XBCGAA, I RATED . FRATED
COBBON /OYNA/
•BTT ,Jl ,J2 ,J3 , XflCGA FVACF .ULFTAA.ISPF .ISPFF
•ILOAO ,FKB ,FKBB , SWITCH. INOF , CL CLA .CLB , CLAA
•CLBB , CLAB , CD ,COA 'COB ICDAA 'CDBB ,COAB ,ovNi9B
•OYN19«>OYN200,XBCGV , XIUGfl , inCGfl ,XBCGYV.IBC6«R.XBCGYB,XBCGYA
•XBCGRR,XnCGRB,xnCGRA.xnCGnn,XnCGnA'RORRR 'DYN2Il'DYN215.0YN216
•DYN2I7,IOAB ,TAIRB , TAIRBV, TAIRBH. TARBYY. TARBHH, TAR6VH, SFC
•SFCY ,SFCH .SFCYY ,SFCHH .SFCVH
DIMENSION PROOH2. 61)
COBBON /BATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,X«1 IK2 .IK3 ,H1T ,XK2T , XH3T
• HID .XK2D , XK3D \XK1A , XX2A ,XK3A , VDA , GO* .PDA
•XB19 , XB20 .XB21 ,IB22 ,XK1TT ,XK2TT 'XH3TT 'XKITD . XI2TD
•XK3TD , XK1TA , XK2TA , XK3TA ,XK1DD .IK200 , XK3DD ,XK10A , XK2DA
•XK3DA .XK1AA XK2AA ,XK3A» , XBH1 ,XA12 .XHH3 .XBH1 , X«t5
•XK1V , XK2V ,X«3V ,XK1G ,XK2S ,XK3G 'iKIP ,XK2P , XH3P
•XX1R ,XK2R ,XK3R , XK10 ,1(20 ,XK30 .XK1U ,XK2U ,X(3U
•IK1B , XK2B , XKJB ,I(1Z ,IK2Z .XK3Z ,XKIVT , X»2VT , XKJVT
•XK1VO .XK2VD , XK3VD .XK1VA ,XK2VA ,XK3YA ,XK1GT ,X(26T ,X«36T
•XK160 ,XK2GO , XK3GO ,XK1GA , XK2GA ,XK3GA ,XK1PT *X(2PT ,I(3PT
•XK1PD .IK2PO , XK3PD , XK1PA ,XK2PA .XK3PA XH1RT , IH2RT , XK3RT
•XK1RO ,IK2RO ,XK3RO ,XK1RA ,XK2RA ,X(3RA 'XKIOT , XK20T , XJ30T
•XKIOD , XK20D ,XH300 ,XK10A , K20A ,X«30A ,X«luT ,X«2UT , XK3UT
•XK1UD ,XK2UD , XH3UD ,XK1UA ,X»2UA XK3UA ,XKtnT ,XK2BT , X13«T
COBBON /BATS/
• XdnO , XK2BD ,X(3BD , XKlnft , XK2BA , XH3BA XK1ZT XK2ZT ,XK3ZT
•XKIZO .XK2ZO .XK3ZO ,XK1ZA , IK2ZA ,XK3ZA XK1VV , XK2VV ,X»3VV


















































































































































• XK10V .XK20V .XK30V .XK1UV .XK2UV ,XK3UV , XKlflV ,XK2HV .IK3HV
•XK1ZV .XK2ZV .XK3ZV .XK1GG ,XK2GG , XK3G6 ,X«1P6 ,XK2PG ,X«3P6
• XK1RG ,XK2RG !XK3RG ,XK10G , XK206 ,XK30G .XK1UG ,XK2UG .XK3UG
• XK1HG ,XK2nG IK 3 (16 .XKIZ6 ,XK2Z6 ,XK3Z6 .XK1PP ,XK2PP . XH3PP
•XK1HP JXKZHP XK3RP .XK10P ,X«20P ,X«30P ,X«1UP ,XK2UP ,XK30P
•XKldP 'XKZHP .XK3HP ,XK1ZP .XK2ZP .XK3ZP .XtlRR , XK2RH IK3RR
•XK10R .XK20R .XK30R ,IKIUR , XK2UR ,XK3UR , XKldR ,XK2HR , X«3«R
•XK1ZR .XK2ZR .XK3ZR .IK100 ,XK200 ,XK300 ,X«1UO , XK2UO , XK300
•XK1HO ,XK2HO , XK3HO ,XK1ZO .XK2ZO ,XK3ZO .XK1UU ,XK2UU , XK3UU
• XK1PIU ,XK2nU ,XK3HU ,XK1ZU , XK2ZU , XK3ZU , XKlnfl , XK2HH ,XK3HH
• XK1ZH XK2ZP1 XK3ZH XK1ZZ XK2ZZ XK3ZZ XKPI 11 , XKP1 21 . XKP 131
»XKPI12'XKPI22'XKP!32.'XKPI13.X*P!23,XKPI33,PA! ,PA2
connON /HATS/
• OPOY13, 8) OEPDEV(2. 8), OPDL( 3, 3), PR005I3, 61), PROD1(2, 21)
COHHON /HATS/
•PV PG PP PR ,PO .PVV ,P6V ,PPV .PR*
•POV 'PGG 'PPG !PRG 'POG !PPP 'PRP ,POP 'PRR ,
»POH ,POO .PL6 .PUP
EBUI VAUNCEl PR001,PR60S >
ASFCX, V) = T1«X + T2»V
THIS ENTRV COUP. 2ND PARTS. W/RESP. TO STATE
ENTRV TH3020
ASSIGN 6 TO 160
GO TO 1
THIS ENTRV COHP. HIXED PARTS .U/RESP. TO STATE AND
COST ATE.
ENTRV TH3011
ASSIGN 10 TO 160
60 TO 4
... . THIS ENTRV COHP. 1ST PARTS. H/RESP. TO STATE - - -
EttTRV TH3010
ASSIGN 20 TO 160
60 TO 1
THIS ENTRV COHP. 2ND PARTS. M/RESP. TO CONTROL
ENTRV TH3002
ASSIGN 30 TO 160
GO TO 5
THIS ENTRV COHP 1ST PARTS. M/RESP .TO CONTROL
ENTRV TH3001
ASSIGN 10 TO 160
60 TO S
THIS ENTRV EVAL. THE CONSTRAINING £0. ONLV
ENTRV TN3000
ASSIGN 50 TO 160
60 TO 5
1 T5 = -ORA6R - OBRoCOSA
Tt - LIFTR - DBR'SIHA




ZZ = -TSOAE * DBS*
VV = -TCOAE * DBCA
Tl = -VV - DRA6
T2 = LIFT - ZZ
T3 = ZZ - DRA6A
Tl = LIFT* - VV
GO TO 160
6 IK1VV = ASF(-ORAGV», LIFTVV) « ORAGV<*2 * LlFT«**2
IK1VV = XK1VV « X«>»V
IK1R» = ASFC-ORAGVR. LIFTVR) - T5>ORAGV * T6»LIFTV
XK1RV = XKlfi* * XilRV
XK1H» = T2»L!FTV« + LlFT»»LlFTH
X*IH» = K1HV * XK1H*
XX1RR = ASF(-ORA£RR - OBRR*COSA, LlFTRR - MRR'SINA) « T»>*2*T6»2
XK1RR - XK1RR * XK1RR
IK1HR = T2>LlFTRfl * T6*LlFTH
XK1HR = XK1HR • XK1HR
IK1HH = T2*LIFTHH • LlFTn*>2 - (GHAX>GR).«2
XK1HH = Itl«H * HIM
















































































































UFTRA - OBR*COSA) 4 T3»T5 4
XK1VT = »«1VT * XK1VT
XK1RT = COOAE«-T5 * SIDAEOT6
XK1RT = XK1RT * SKIRT
XK1HT : SIDAE'LIFTH
XKinT = XK1HT » XK1MT
XK1VD = -TSDAEoDRASV - TCOAEoLlFtV
XK1VD = XK1VO • XK1VO
XK1RD = TSDAE'TS - TCOAEoTt
XK1RO = XK1RO * XK1RD
XKinO - -TCOAE'LIFTH
XK1RD = XK1HO « XK1KO
XltlVA = ASFi-DRAGVA. I.1F74A) - T3«0»R6»
XK1VA = XK1VA * XX1VA
XK1RA = ASF(-DRAGRA * OBR*SINA,
XK1RA i XK1RA * XK1RA
XK1BA = T2«LIFT«A 4 Tl'LlFTK
XK1HA = XK1HA * XK1HA
ZO XK1V : ASF(-DRAGy, L1FTK)
XK1V = XK1V * XKli
XK1R = «SF(T5, T6)
XH1R - XK1R * IUR
XKin = TZ'LIFTH - 6R*6HAX**2»M
XK1H = XK1H * Ul«
30 XKlTT c Z.
XK1TO = ASF(SIDAE. -CODAE)
XK1TA - -XK1TO • LlFTA'StOAE - ORA8A>COOAE 4 DB'SID
XK1TO = XK1TO 4 XK1TD
XK1TA = XK1TA 4 XK1TA
XK10D = -ASF(TCDAE, TSOAE) 4 T>T
XK1DA = -XH1DD 4 T«(OB»COO - LIFTA«CODAE - ORAGA>S10AE>
XiilOO = XK100 4 XK1DO - - - - -
XK10A : XX10A 4 KIDA
XK1AA = ASFCYV - ORAGAA, II 4 tIFTAA) 4 T3**2 4 Tl**2
XK1AA = XK1AA 4 XK1AA
10 XKlT . ASFCCOOAE. SIOAE)
XK1T = XKIT 4 XK1T
XK10 = A5F<TSOAE. -TCOAE)
XK1D = XKIO 4 IKlO
XK1A = ASFCT3. Tl)
XK1A = XX1A 4 XK1«














































6 OCT 72 6.01-44
FS°»"«OL" S^B! »« DESCRIPTION
COD cos t , I Stt ifibol
COOAE c o s ( o - l E ) I S.t <y.bel
COS* CO »o 1 S«t >y>fai>l
DB n 1 'Batt rfraa " " ~
k
DBB SD./aR I S« i»»bolb
DBRR
 fl20 /aR2 I Stt tjrabel
Ofl»6 0 I Airod;m«lc 4r«g
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK tOC SUBR CODE VAR











































































































































6 OCT 72 G.01-11
OTJi." sKSS,. «>« DESCRIPTION
DRAG* dD/aa 1 Sn tyvkol
ORAGAA a2n/a«2 ' Sn syikolo u / o*
____ _
ORAGR dD/aR I Sn lyibol
DRA6R*
 d2D/3Rdsi I S.i .,.k.l
" — . • -
ORAGRA a2n/ap« I S.. »?•»(> 1o u / on *
DRAGV dD/aV 1 Si. >y«kol
DRAGVA ;>2n/awa«i ' s" »»•»•'O U / O V O**
DRAGVR
 d20/avaB I Si. .y.kol
DRAGVV j2n/ai/2 ' Sn >i«kllO U / O V
STORAGE SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBfl CODE VAR





































































































































b OCT T2 6.01-11
r-
N













LI FTrtH i2i / 3 M j)^O L / OB0V
Li FT W( a2i / j) «20 U / Om
LIFTR BL/8R
tnnr PI C •" P D T P T T O M STpSAGE SUBROUTINE USAGECODE

























I Stt l|«bol /DYN* /( 63) ALI
ALI

































































































6 OCT 72 6.01-44
o
oo
VvVwT" STMOL «"« D E S C R I P T I O N
LIFTR*
 a2L/aRda, I S.. ,,.b.l
L1FTRB
 a2L/aRa. I S.t M.bol
L! FTRR a2i / j)D2 1 St* syvbo 1 - •o L / on
LIFT* 3L/3V I S.I ly.bol
LIFTV*
 a2L/aV8a, I S.. .,.bol
LIFTVA ,2, /ai/a. I Sti «,«bol
0 L,/ 0 V 0B
L1FTVR
 a2L/avaR 1 Stt t,.b.l
LIFTVV
 a2 /au2 ' St« »>«belO L/ 0 V
SIO s i n k ' 5f • 'r»belE
SIOAE s i n ( a - t E ) > St. .y.b.l
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE VAR

























/DVNA /( 66) ALI






















































































































 C O K n r
r m T P T T n W S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I N E USAGE
SYMBOL LUUt UCOUn l r 1 iUlM BL&C» LOC SUBR CtiDE »AR












































































((I) H Tka f l rat antry in a 3i5 ..trli conta in ing K.k /HATS /( 205) TH2 0 XK1RR
kk * TH3 H X K 1 R A
THl 0 XX1RR
K ( | ) H Tha f i rs t antry In a 3i3 aiatrli con ta in ing «h, /HATS /( 97) TH3 H XK1RT
K ( | ) H Firit antry of 3i3 catrl i conta in ing tha a ip l l c l t /HATS /( 7) ALGCON 1 XK1T
T par t la l s of K vlth raspact to *, «- THl 0 XK1T
TH2 0 XK1T
TH3 H HIT
*TT TH3 0 XK1TT
*||) H Tha f lr t t antry In a 3i8 latrii con ta in ing K /HATS /( 16) ALGCON I XXY
• V ' ALGCON 1 IK1«
' TH3 H X K 1 Y
THl 0 X K 1 V
till H Tka firit antry In a 3i3 aiatrli con ta in ing «.. /HATS /( 70) ALGCON I IKUY
VT , TH3 H X K 1 Y T
t(|) H Tha f l ra t antry in a 3i8 catr i i conta in ing K /HATS /( 112) ALGCON I X K Y Y
ft ' TH3 H IK1««
THl 0 IK1VV






'1114 evaluates the airbreather thrust constraint
T
 -
 TAIRB - °'
In addition, it computes the explicit first and second partials of this

























































THIS ROUTINE APPLIES WHEN THE VEHICLE IS POUEREO BY
AN AIRBREATHER.
LOGICAL SWITCH, ILOAD
REAL BACH, ISP, ISPV, ISPR. ISPB., IS.PT, ISPVV. ISPVR. ISPVB,
•ISPVT, I5PRR, ISPRB, ISPRT, ISPBB. ISPBT, ISPTT, LIFT, LtFTV,
•LIFTR, LIFTA, LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LlFTVA, LIFTRR, LIFTRA, BUR, LIFTAA
•IRATED, ISPF, ISPFF
REAL BACHV, BACHR, BACHVR, BACHRR
REAL LIFTfl, LlFTVB, LlFTRH. LlFTBB, LIFTHA
COBBON /OYNA/
,TIBE ,SINGAB,COSSAB,OBEGA ,OBEGA2,R
•COSA ,DYN011,OflEGAT,TABP ,PA ,RO ,CS
,6 ,SINA
,TEBPR ,PAR
•ROR ,CSR ,TEBPRR'PARR RORR ,CSRR ,KODE ,BACH ,0
•ov |QR ,QVV 'OVR 'QRR IFVAC 'FVACV ,FVACR 'FVACB
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR'FVACRR,FVACTT'T ,BACHV ,BACHR ;ISP
•ISPV 'ISPR .ISPS 'ISPT ,ISPVV 'ISPVR IISPVB ,ISPVT 'ISPRR
•ISPRB ,ISPRT .ISPBB ,ISPBT .ISPTT .LIFT .LIFTV .LIFTR 'LlFTA
•LIFTVV,LIFTVR,LIFTVA,LIFTRR,LIFTRA,DRAG ,DRA6V ,DRAGR .DRAGA
•ORAGVV.ORAGVR.ORAGVA.DRAGRR.ORAGRA.ORAGAA,ALPHA .PHI ,LIFTB
•LIFTVB,LIFTRB,LIFTBB,LIFTBA,OBR DBRR ,GABBAD,AE TAX
"•Id .SINPHI.COSPHl'SINPSI.COSPSI SINRHO.COSRHO,SINROR.COSROR
•BUR ,XKG .XKP .AKIN ,CDO CDOB ,CLO ,FK ,XCGB
•ICGBB ,ZCGB .ZCGBB .XJV .XJR ,XJVV .XJVR ,XJRR .BACHVR
•BACHRR.SIN2RO.COS2RO,COS2GB,CB ,CBA ,CB« ,CBAA ,CflMfl
•CBAB ,CBO .CflOB .CBOBB .CBABB .ULFTV .ULFTR ,ULFTVV,ULFTVR
•ULFTVA.ULFTRR.ULFTRA.IPOU ,XARC ,TSTA»T,GH ,GRR .LIFTAA
•CDOBB .CLABB ,CLOB ,CLOBB .DVNisf'cT ,CODAE ,SIOAE ,COD
• SIO ,OELTAE,CDE ,XCG ,ZCG ,M -,XBCS ,CAtPltA, ALBAX
• OB ,ULFT ,CULFT .ULFTA .TSTAGE.TIBES ,XBC6AA,I RATED,FRATED
COBBON /DYNA/
•BTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 .XBCGA ,FVACF ,ULFTAA,ISPF ,ISPFF
•ILOAD 'FKH ,FKBB .SUITCH'INQF ,CL ,CLA ,CLB ,CLAA
•CLBB CLAB ,co CDA ,con ,COAA CDBB ,CDAB OYNive
•DYN149,DYN200,IBCGV ,XBCGR .XBCGB ,IBCGVV,XBCGVR,XBCGVB,XBCGVA
•XBCGRR.XBCGRB.XBCGRA.XnCGnB.XnCGBA.RORRR ,DYN21H,OYN21S,OYN216
• DYN2U.IOAB ,TAIRB , TAIRBV. TAIRBH, TARBVV, TARBHH, TARBVH, SFC
•SFCV ,SFCH .SFCVV .SFCHH .SFCVH
OIBENSION PROOK2. tA)
COBBON /BATS/
•PI ,P2 ,P3 ,XK1 ,XK2 ,XK3 ,XK1T ,XK2T ,XK3T
•XK10 ,IK2D ,XK30 .XK1A ,XK2A ,XK3A ,VDA .GDA .PDA
•XB19 ,XB20 ,XB21 ,XB22 ,IK1TT .XK2TT ,XK3TT .XK1TD ,XK2TO
•XK3TD .XK1TA .XK2TA .XK3TA .XKIDD .XK20D .XK3DD .XK1DA .XK20A
• XK3DA .XK1AA .XK2AA , XK3AA ,Xntl ,XH<<2 .XBH3 ,XBHt ,XB1»
•XK1V ,XK2V ,XK3V ,XK1G ,XK2G ,XK3G ,XK1P ,XK2P ,XK3P
•XKIR ,XK2R ,XK3R ,XK10 ,XK20 ,XK30 ,XK1U ,(K2U ,XK3U
• XK1B ,XK2B ,XK3B ,XKU ,XK2Z ,XK3Z ,XK1VT ,XK2VT ,XK3VT
•XK1VD .XK2VO .XK3VO .XK1VA .XK2VA ,XK3VA ,XK1GT ,XK2GT ,IK3GT
•XK1GO .XK2GD .XK3GD .XK1GA .XK2GA ,XK3GA .XK1PT .XK2PT .XK3PT
•XK1PO ,XK2PO .XK3PO .XK1PA .IK2PA ,XK3PA ,XK1RT .IK2RT .XK3RT
•XK1RO .XK2RO .XK3RO .XK1RA .XK2RA ,XK3RA ,XK10T ,XK20T ,XK30T
•XK100 ,XK200 ,XK300 ,XK10A ,XK20A .XK30A ,XKlUT ,XK2UT .XK3UT
•XK1UO ,XK2UO ,XK3JD .XKluA ,XK2UA .XK3UA .XK1BT .IK2BT ,IK3BT
COBBON /BATS/
•XK1BO ,XK2BO ,XK3nD .XK1HA ,XK2BA ,XK3BA ,XK1ZT ,XK2ZT .XK3ZT
•XK1ZD .XK2ZD ,XK3ZD ,XK1ZA .XK2ZA ,XK3ZA ,XK1VV ,XK2VV .IK3VV
•XK1GV .XK2GV ,XK3GV ,XK1PV ,XK2PV ,IK3PV ,IK1RV ,IK2RV ,XK3RV
•XK10V .XK20V .XK30V .XK1UV .XK2UV ,XK3UV ,IK1BV ,XK2BV ,XK3BV
•XKIZV .XK2ZV .XK3ZV .XKISG ,XK2GG .IK3GG ,XK1PG ,XK2PG .XK3PG
•XK1RG .IK2RS .XK3RG .IK10S .XK20G ,XK30G ,XK1UG ,XK2UG .XK3UG
•XK1BG .XK2BG .XK3BG .XK1ZS ,IK2ZG ,XK3ZG ,XK1PP ,XK2PP .XK3PP
•XK1RP .XK2RP .XK3RP .XK10P .XK20P .XK30P .XK1UP .XK2UP .XK3UP
•XK1BP XK2HP .XK3BP .XK1ZP .XK2ZP .XK3ZP .XK1RR ,XK2RR ,XK3RR
•XK10R ,XK20R .XK30R .XKluR .IK2UR .XK3UR ,XK1BR ,XK2BR ,XK3C1
•XK1ZR .XK2ZR .XK3ZR ,XK100 .XK200 ,XK300 ,XKlUO ,XK2UO ,XK3UO
• XK1BO ,IK2BO . XK3PIO . XKUO ,XK2ZO .XK3ZO ,XK1UU .XK2UU .XK3UU
•XK1BU .XK2BU ,IK3BU ,XK1ZU ,XK2ZU ,XK3ZU ,XK1BB ,XK2BB XK3BB
• XK1ZB ,XK2ZB ,XK3ZB ,XK1ZZ ,XK2ZZ .XK3ZZ ,XKPI 11,XKPI21,XKP131
• IKPI 12,XKP122,XKPI 32,XKPI 13,XKPI 23,XKPI 33,PA1 ,PA2
COBBON /BATS/


























































































•PV ,P6 ,PP ,PR ,PO ,PVV ,PG» ,PP» ,PRV , KATS
•POV .PBS ,PP6 ,PR6 ,P06 ,PPP ,PBP ,POP .PUB , BATS
»POR .POO ,PL6 >LP «MS
EQUIVALENCE(PROD1.PR605> «»TS
XK1VV = -T»RBVV TM1
XKIRV = -TARBVH TH1
XK1RR = -TARBHH TH1
IK1V = -TAIRBV TH1





(Kl = T - TAIRB TH<f
RETURN Trtt
END ' - THl
t OCT ?2 6.01-11










XK1RR V ( 1 )
nil
X K 1 V
 K ( | >
V
X K 1 V V ((I)
f f
cnnr n r T n T P T T O M S T O R A 6 E SUBROUTINE uSAfiECDDE
 Uha lyn l r l iU lM BL6cY \6t SUBR CODE VAK

















I Alr-br.athtr angina thr«»t (LBS) /OYNA /( 219) STATEF I
THl I
Part ial of TAIRB art k (al t i tude) /OVNA /( 221) THl I
Par t ia l of TAIRB art V /DVNA /( 220) THl 1
Second par t ia l of TAIRB art • /DVNA /( 223) THl I
Sacond par t ia l of TAIRB »rt V and k /OVNA /( 221) THl I
Sacond part ia l of TAIRB art V /OYNA /( 222) THl I
















































X K 1 V
X K I V
X K Y V
XK1VV
X K 1 V V





TRAJIN takes care of setting various flags and paramters at the initial


























































»NU ,ITER .ITAPA ITAPB ,J«IN ,JBAX
• KARO .INDHt) ,NEUNOn.CNT016.RHOC    ,
•KPAGE ,N«IP ,NUP ,IARC ,TRSTR ,InAX ,KTI«E  KONVER.NOPRNT.
•INBDRV.NUPAGE.IVARV(20). NN, NOVARV. PLAST. ZLAST, KODE&
LOGICAL INBORV, NEUNOH. KONVER. NOPRNT. NUPA6E
COnnON/6LOBAL/
• GR ,ER .OP16Z ,XLA«BF,VnURF ,LU« .TO .EPSLON. INNER ,
• ITRflAX, JJOPt 6 ) .IFATAL.NARC .NBRAN .NFARC ,ID<1) ,KTAB(2D>.
•ITAB(20), SIG.nAXTAB.GH.PSIRF , I PFLG1 , IPFL62, IPFL63, IPFL61.
«INEOFL(26). ifPSO, KiOL, !!J6Rn'KGLOBL(7 )
LOGICAL SWITCH, ILOAD
REAL BACH, ISP, ISPV, ISPR. 1SP«, ISPT. ISPV», ISPVR. ISPVH.
•ISPVT, ISPHR. iSPRB. ISPRT, ISPBN, 1SPWT. ISPtT. LIFT. LIFT},
•LIFTR. LIFTA, LIFT**, LIFTVH. LlFTVA. L1FTHR, LlFTRA. HUR. LlFTAA,
•IRATED. ISPF, ISPFFREAL nkCHv, AACHR, HACHVR. BACHRR
REAL LIFTH. LIFTVM, LIFTRH. LIFTHM, LIFTM
COIWION /DVNA/













.BACHV ,BACHR , iar;ispvv ;ISPVR IISPVB .ISPVT 'ISPRR
' •
 -









,ISPR ,ISPB ,ISPT ,
ISPRB ;iSPRT 'iSPftB 'iSPBT ; iSPTT .Lift
»LlFTVV,LlfT»R'LjFTVA,LIFTRR,LIFTRA,ORA6
• O B A G V V , D R A G V B , O B A G V A , O R A G R B , O R A G R A , D R A G A A ! A L P H A 'PHI 'LIFTB
•LIFTVB.LIFTRB'LIFTBB.LIFTBA.OBR .DBRR .GABBAD.AE . T A X .
•a 'SINPHI'CDSPHI'SINPSI,COSPSI,SINRHO,COSRHO'HNROR,COSROR'
•BUR ,X«6 .X«P ,AKIN .COO .CDOn 'CLO ,F« ,XC6B ,
•XCGBH ,IC6B .ZCGRM ,IJV .XJR ,XJ«V .XJVR .IJRR .BACHVR.
•nACHRR.SIN2RO.COS2RO.COS2GB,CB .CBA .CBB ,CflAA .CBBB ,
•CBAB 'CBO 'CAOA 'cnonn .CBAPIB ,ULFTV IULFTR .ULFTVV'ULFTVR'
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR.ULFTRA.IPOU ,IARC .TSTART.GH ,GRR .LIFTAA,





,XBCG .CALPHA, ALBAX•SIO 
•OB .ULFT CULFT ,ULFTA . TSTAGE , TIMES . XflCGAA, IRATEO .FRATEO
CORflON /DYNA/
«BTT .Jl ,J2 .J3 .XflCGA .FVACF .ULFTAA.ISPF .ISPFF ,
•ILOAD FK« F»nn SWITCH, INQF CL CLA ,CLB CLAA ,
•CLBB ,CLAB ,CO ,CDA .CDB , COAA , CDflH .CDAB .DVNI98.
• DVNH9,OVN200,XMCG» , XHC.GR ,XnCGB , IBCGV«,IBCGVR, XnCGVB, XRCGVA.
• XBCGRRlxnCGRB'xBCGRA.XnCGnn.XnCGnA.RORRR .OYN2H.OVN215.0VN216:
•DVN217.IOAB .TAIRB .TAIRBV. TAIRBH. TARB««,TARBHM. TARBVH, SFC ,





















































































 MB_ nrTr iTPTTniM S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE












t, 0 Enjlnt infliction ( R A D S ) /OVNA /( 1SS) ALGCON M






0 Net «aa«. /CNTRL /I ZS) OUTPUT H
SALVE 0
TRAJIN 0





2* 0 S«t if«kaF~ ' ... .
 /DVfl» /( 12) NLDRV I
TRAJIN 0







0 Tni«ctor. t|at at vklck protut recmt tnalna /OVNA /( 167) ARCIN M





t_ I Tr.j.ctor, itart tlaa. (SEC) /GLOBAL/( 7) FETCH N
























































UT computes all those dynamic quantities that bear an explicit dependence




















































THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES ALL THOSE DYNAfUC QUANTITIES
WHICH BEAR AN EXPLICIT DEPENDENCE ON THE IN-PLANE
CONTROL
REAL LCD, LSD. LCOA. LSD*
REAL LCDY, LCDR. LCOW. LCDYR. LCDRR. LCOYA. LCDRA, LCOAA, LSDY.










































LOGICAL SWITCH, I LOAD
REAL HACH, ISP. ISP», ISPR, JSPH, ISPT. ISPVY, ISPKR, ISPYH,
• ISP»T, ISPRR, ISPRH., ISPRT, ISPHH, ISPHT. ISPTT. LIFT, LIFT*.
•LIFTR. LlFTA, LlFTVY, LlFTVR, LlFTVA, LlFTRR, LIFTRA, HUR, LlFTAA,
•IRATED, ISPf, iSrrr
REAL HACHV, HACHR, HACHVR, HACHRR
REAL LIFTH^ LIFTVH, LIFTRH, LIFTHH, LIFTH*COHHON /DIM/
•XX ,TinE .SINGAH.COSGAH.OnEGA .OHEGA2.R .G .SINA
•COSA ,DYN01l'OnESAT,TAnP ,PA ,RO ,CS ,TEHPR .PAR
•ROR !CSR 'TEDPRR'PARR ,RORR ,CSRR ,KOOE 'HACH ,a
•O.V ,BR ,B»V ,8VR ,BRR ,F«AC ,FVAC« ,FYACR ,F«ACH
• ISPY JISPR JISPH 'ISPT 'ISP»» JISPVR JISPYH ',ISP»T !ISPRR
• ISPRB ,ISPRT 'iSPPln ,ISPBT .ISPTT ,LIFT ,LlFT» ;LIFTR ,LIFTA
•LIFTYY,LIFTVR,LIFTVA,LIFTRR,LIFTRA,DRAG .DRAGV .DRAGR .ORAG*
*DRAG«V,ORAGVR,DRAIiYA,ORAGRR,ORAGRA,ORAGAA,ALPHA ,PMI ,LIFTH
•u 'SINPHI'COSPHI'SINPSI|COSPSI)SINRHO!COSRHO!SINROR'COSROR
•nuR ,XXG ,XKP 'AKIN .coo ,coos ,CLO ,FK ,xca«
• xCGnn ,ZCGH .zc&nn ,xjv ,XJR ,xjv« 'XJVR .XJRR .PIACHVR
•nACHRR,SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS2GH,Cn • ,CHA ,CHH ,CMAA ,CRHH
•CHAH ,cno ,cnon CHOHH .CHAHH .ULFTY ,ULFTR ,ULFTYY,ULFT«R
*ULFTVA.ULFTRR,ULFTRA,IPOU .XflRC .TSTARl'SH ,SRS ,LlFT«A
•coonn ,CLAHH ,CLOH .CLOHH ,DYNii9,CT ,COOAE ,SIOAE ,coo
»SID .DELTAE COE ,ICG ,ZCG ,XJ ,XHCG .CALPHA.ALHAX
•OB ,ULFT 'CULFT 'ULFTA ^STAGE.TIHES 'XHCGAA'IRATED,FRATEDCOHHON /DYN*/' ' ' ' .
•NTT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,X«CGA ,FYACF .ULFTAA.ISPF ,ISPFF
«I LOAD ,fin 'FKFIH ,SWITCH,INBF ,CL ,CLA ;CLH ,CLAA
•CLHH ,CLAH ,co ,CDA con ,CDAA .conn .CDAH ,oymi9
•OYN199,DYN200,XnCGV ,XBCGR .XnCGfl ,XHCGYV,XHCBKR,XHCGYH,XHCGYA
• XHCGRR,XHCGRH,xnC6RA,xnC£Fin,xnCGnA,RORRR ,DVM211,0VN215.0VN2U
•DVN217.IOAH .TAIRB .TA1RBY,TA1RBH.TARBVV,TARBMH,TARBVH,SFC
•SFCV .SFCH 'SFCYV ,SFCHH ,SFC»H
oi HENS ION pROfii(2. ti)
CONNON /HATS/
•Pi ,P2 ,P3 ,XK) ,XK2 .XK3 ,XK)T ,XK2T ,XK3T
•XK1D .XK2D ,XK3D ,XK1A ,XK2A ,XK3A ,VOA ,GDA .PDA
• XH19 ,XH20 , XI121 , XB22 .XK1TT ,XK2TT ,X«3TT 'XKITD , XH2TD
•XK3TD ,XK1TA XK2TA ,XK3TA XK100 ,XK20D .XK3DD ,XK1DA ,XK2DA
•XK3DA ,XKIAA ,IK2AA .XK3AA ,XH1I .XH12 ,XH13 ,XR11 ,IH1$
•XK1Y ,XK2Y .XK3Y ,XK1G ,XK2G ,XK3G ,I«IP ,XK2P ,XK3P
•IK1R ,XK2R ,XK3R ,XK10 ,XK20 ,XK30 ,XK1U ,XK2U ,XK3U
•XK1H ,XK2H ,XK3H ,XK1Z ,XK2Z .XK3Z .XKIYT .XK2YT .XK3YT
•XK1VD ,XK2VD ,XK3YO ,XK1YA ,IK2«A ,XK3YA ,XK16T ,X«2ST ,XK3BT
•XKIGD ,XK2GO ,XK3GO XK1GA ,XK2GA ,XK3GA .XK1PT .XK2PT ,XK3PT
•XK1PO ,XK2PO ,XK3PD ,XK1PA ,XK2PA ,X«3PA .XK1RT 'XK2RT ,X»3RT
•XX1RO ,XK2RD ,XK3RO ,XKlRfl ,X«2RA .XK3RA .XX10T ,XX20T .XK30I
• XK10D ,XK'200 ,IK300 ,XKIOA ,XK20A 1XK30A ,XKIUT ,XK2UT ,XK3UT
•XK1UD ,X«2UD ,XK3UD ,XK1UA .XH2UA ,IX3UA .XKIHT ,XK2HT ,XK3BT
COHMON /HATS/
•XK1HO ,XK2HD ,XK3BD ,XK1BA IK2HA ,XH3HA ,XK1ZT .XH2ZT ,XK3ZT
•XK12D ,XK2ZD ,XK3ZO .XK1ZA ,XK2ZA ,IK3ZA ,XK1YY ,XKZVV ,XK3VY
•XKI6Y .XK26V ,XK3GV ,XK1PV .XK2PV ,XK3PY , XHRY , X«2RV , IK3RK



























































































































































•XK1ZV XK2ZV .XK3ZV .XK1GG ,XK2G6 .XK3GG .XK1PG .XK2PG .XK3PG
»XK1R6 ,XK2RG .XK3RG ,XK10G , XK206 ,XK30G ,XK1U6 , XK2U6 ,XK3U6
• XK1HG .XK2MG .XK3MG .XK1ZG ,XK2ZG .XK3ZG IXKIPP , XK2PP ,Xk3PP
•XK1RP .XK2RP , XH3RP .XK10P .XK20P .XK30P .XKIUP ,XK2UP ,XK3UP
«XK1NP .XK2MP JXK3MP ,XK1ZP ,XK2ZP ,XK3ZP ,XK1RR .XK2RR ,XK3RR
•XK10R .XK20R . XK30R .XK1UR XK2UR , XK3UR .XKlflR ,XK2MR ,XK3MR
«XK1ZR XK2ZR XH3ZR XK100 XK200 ,XK300 .XK1UO ,XK2UO ,XK3UO
• XK1MO XK2MO XK3P10 ,XKIZO XH2ZO ,X«3ZO .XK1UU ,XK2UU ,X«3UU
•XK1MU .XK2MU .XK3HU .XK1ZU .IKZZU ,XK3ZU .XKIMM
 >XK2HH ,XK3IW
• XKIZH ,x«2zn ,XK3ZM , xmzz .XKZZZ ,xn3Z2 ,x«Piii,xKpi2i,x«Pi3i
• XX PI I2.XKPI22.XKPI32.XKPI 13,X«PI23,X|CPI33,PA1 PA2
COMMON /MATS/
• OPDVO. 8), OEPOEVC2, 8), OPDL(3. 3), PROD5( 3, 6t>, PR009I2, 2<t)
COMMON /MATS/
•PV .PG ,PP ,PR ,PO ,PVV ,P6V ,PPV ,PRV ,
•POV - ,P66 ,PP6 -,PR6 ,POG ,PPP -.PRP .POP ,PRR ',
•POR P O O P L G P L P ' • • • • •
E8U1 VALENCE( PRODI ,Pd605 >
THli ENTRV COMPUTES ALL THE AFORESAID OUANTITIES
INCLUDING ALL THEIR 2ND. 1ST AND MIXED PARTIALS
U/RESP. TO STATE AND CONTROL. FOR THESE REASONS,
IT IS ONLV CALLED AFTER THE IN-PLANE CONTROL HAS
BEEN CONVERGED.
ASSIGN 1011 TO LABL3
ASSIGN 1071 TO LABL1
ASSIGN 1061 TO LABL5
60 TO 100
THIS ENTRV COMPUTES ALL THOSE CONTROL-DEPENDENTOUANTITIES THAT ARE NEEDED TO CONVERGE THE IN-PLANE
CONTROL WHEN THE ANGLE OF ATTACK IS TO BE OPTIMAL
ENTRV UTOP
ASSIGN 10$ TO LABti
ASSIGN 108 TO LABL1
ASSIGN 1062 TO LABLS
60 TO 100
THIS ENTRV COMPUTES ALL THOSE CONTROL-DEPENDENT
OUANTITIES THAT ARE NEEDED TO CONVERGE THE IN-PtANE
CONTROL WHEN THE ANGLE OF ATTACK IS TO BE NON-
OP T I HAL
ENTRV UTNOP
ASSIGN 106 TO LABL3
ASSIGN 109 TO LABL1
ASSIGN 1063 TO LABLS
100 S1NA - SIN( ALPHA)
COSA = C05( ALPHA)
SID = SIN(DELTAE)
COD = COS(OELTAE)
SIOAE = SINA'COO - COSA. SID
COOAE = COSA. COO « SINA>SID





n... BHv _ 8»MACHVlwl
 Onfi i B'HACHR
8MVMV = 8MV»HACN«
8NVMR : 8HV*HACHR
8MRMR = 8MR*HACHR8vnv - av»HACHv*2.
8VHR = BV'MACHR « BR'MACHV * B*HACH«R
BRMR = BR«MACHR*2. * B*MACHRR
ULFTVV = SREF»(8VV«CL « 8Vni/>CLM « 8HVMV>CLMH)
ORAGVtf = SREF*(8VV«CD » 8VnV«CDM * 8MVMV>CDMH)
ULFTKR = SREF«(0»R.Cu OVNR'CLM « BMVHR'CLMM)
DRAGVR = SREF'IQKR.CO BVMR'CDH •> 8M«HR>COHH)
ULFTRR : SREF«(ORR»CL ORnR'CLM « 8nRMR>CLHM>
ORAGRR = SREFX8RR«CO BRnR«CDM * 8HHnR>CDHM>
ULFTVA = SREF«(BV*CLA BNV>CLAH>
DRAGVA = SREF»<0<«COA QnV'CDAM)
ULFTRA = SREFX8R«CLA OM.CLAM)
DRAGRA = 5REF»(OR.COA BMR*COAH>
ULFTV =: SREFXBV.CL * OHV.CLH)
ORAGV £ SREF»(OV«CD » 8HV»CDH>
ULFTR : SREFX BR«CL * OBR.CLM)

























































































































































109 ULFTA* - 8S*CLAA
DRAGA* = OS*CDAA




IFCJAER .EQ. 3) 60 TO 107
GO TO LA1L5
la«-i l-'FT*« . ULFTVV041






10t» LIFT«« = ULFTAA -
\tH\ LIFT* = ULFTA
°»
3




LCD = ULFT*COSA 4 DRAG*SINA
LSD = ULFT«SINA - ORAG*COSA
LCOA = ULFTA'COSA 4 ORAGA»SINA
LSOA - ULFTAoSINA - ORAGA'COSA
IF r XC6 - XCGR
ZF = ZCG - ZCGR
VF r ZE - ZCG
WF = XT - XCG
FACTOR - XJ/WF
LCOAA '- LCOA - LSD
LSOAA = LSOA 4 LCD
XnCoA = LCDAA*XF 4 LSOAA»ZF 4 BSO*CM
X«C6 = LCO»»F 4 LSO*ZF « 06*»F 4 OSO'CB
GO TO LABL1
10.. SO . SREF»OREF0/1
 LCDS = COSA.ULFTV 4 SIW»»ORA6»
LCOR = COSA'ULFTR 4 SINA'OHASR
LSD* = SINA.lll.FTV - COSA'ORABV
LSOR = S1NA.JLF1R - COSA*DRAGR
LCD»» = COSA»ULFTV» SINA»ORAGV«
LCOvR = COSA«ULFT«R SINA»ORAG«R
LCD«A = COSA*ULFT»A SINA«ORAG»A - LSO«
LCDRR - COSA'ULFTRR SINA'DRAGRR
LCORA = COSA'ULFTRA SINA'ORAGRA - LSOR
LSOWV - SINA*ULFTV« - COSA'ORAGVV
LSOvR = SINA. ULFTVR - COSA»DRA6»R
LSDV* : SIMA'ULFTVA - COSA*ORAG«A 4 LCD*
LSORR = SINA*ULFTRR - COSA.DRA6RH
LSBRA = S1NA. ULFTRA - COSA'ORAfiRA 4 LCOR
xACG^tf = SD*( QVV*CA 4 6visv*cnfl 4 O'nvnv*cncm) 4 LCDVV*XF 4 LSDVV^ZF
XnCbVR = SO>(QVR*CH 4 OVflfi'CnN 4 QBVfl«»Cn«n) 4 LCOVR'XF 4 LSO»R*ZF
inCoRR = SD»(BRR«C« 4 ORflR'CBB 4 OnRHR'Cnnn) 4 LCDRR'XF 4 tSDRR'ZF
• 4 OARR'VF
IflCG«fl = LCOV«XC6d 4 LSOV»ZCGH
mcifin = LCORoxcen 4 ILSDR - OBR>«ZCSB
xnc&iui - LCo*xCGnn 4 (LSD - o»)>zC6iui
xnCa«« = SD«(Ov«cnA 4 o«v»c«Ani 4 LCOKA>XF 4 LSOVA«IF
xnCbR* = so«(OR»cn» 4 onR-crtA/i) 4 LCDRA.XF 4 LSORA«ZF
XnCGflA = LCDAA»XC6n 4 LSOAA'ZCGH
xnc«« = so«(0»»cn 4 anv*crtni 4 LCDVXF 4 LSO«*ZFXHCGR - so»(8R»c« 4 onR*cnn> 4 LCDR*XF 4 LSOR>ZF 4 OBR*VF










FACTiVI - FACTOR/UF»( XCGWI 4 2 . >ICGH*XCGNMF )
LlFT«« = ULFTV* 4 FftCT»««inCG 4 Z . »F»CT V.XHCb* 4 FACTOR*INCGK V





































































































LIFTV = FACTOR«XnCGV *
LIFTR = FACTOR.XBCGR «
LIFTS = FACTOR'XHCGH




















loo XRCGAA . (ULFTAA«COS« * DRftGAA»5I»a - LSOA - LSOA - LCD)'SF
8
* * (ULFTAA'SINA - DRAGAA.COSA * LCOA » LCD* - LSD )»ZF * BSO*CMA
LIFTAA = ULFTAA * FACTOR»XBC6AA
lOo LIFTA - ULFTA * FACTOR»X«C6A
v





































































I ftngl* *f attack
1 Drag c**f f lc l**t





I * Lift c»*t1t cliff "





I Hcaiiit caafflcli it





























LOC SUBS CODE VAR












( 192) AEROCO 0
OUTPUT I
UT I
( 193) AEROCO H
UT I
( 19$) AEROCO H
UT 1
( 197) AEROCO H
UT I
( 191) AEROCO 0
UT I
( 196) AEROCO 0
UT 1
( 186) AEROC'e H
OUTPUT I
UT I
( 187) AEROCO H
STATEF H
UT I
( 189) AEROCO H
UT I
( 191 ) AEROCO H
STATEF H
UT 1
( 188) AEROCO H
UT I
( 190) AEROCO H
UT 1
( 122) HOHECO 0
UT 1
I 123) nOHECO 1
STATEF H
UT 1







































































6 OCT 72 S.01-11
FORTRAN HATH
 cnn, n C C P O T D T T O MSYMBOL SVBBOL CODE U toLHl r l iU lM
CODAE c o s ( « - t ) 0 Sit lyikol
E
COSA CO sot « S>t tyBkof
OB D I But drtgk
- • - - _
OBR 30 /JR. I S» tyibtl
k
OBRR d"20 /dft^ ^ ^** »f«ktl
k
OELTAE i I EAglot dlfltctlo*
E
STORAGE SUBROUTINE USAGE
BUCK LOC SUBS CODE VAR

























































































































6 OCT 72 6.01-11
"«T sttm "« DESCRIPT ION
DRAG D * Airedynislc 4ri|
DRAGA dD/da * S>* »»•»••
DRAGAA A2n/aB2 1 Sn «>»kllO U/ OH
DRAGR 3DV3H "" Sit »y*t>el - • -
ORAGRA a2n/an;»n * Sti.ii«btio u / 0no«
DRAGRR a2n/aR,2 * Sit i»«belo u/ on
DRA&V dD/dV " *•• »»•*»!
DRAGVA rfj2n/*4V*Ja 5tt ijfBDtl0 U / O V O V
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR




















































































O R A G A A
ORA&AA










































8""nYoS." svmoi COOE D E S C R I P T I O N
ORAGVfl H S.. . .b.l
o u / d V 0™
DRAGVV d^D/dV2 ^ ^** *y*b°l
I LOAD I Logical f l ag that ll trga If thara It in,
aaredynaa lc lead en tki >enlc le.
JAER I Aeredynei lc >edel opt ion f lag
LIFT _ L . 0 »«i_o4jR|mU lift . .
"
*
LIFTA at/do 0 Saa tycbel
LIFT** a^L/da1 ° S" «»•*«'
LIFTH dL/a» 0 Saa ifcbol
LIFTHA ,2i /a 0 Saa iribol
0t/ dlP 3 HI
LiriHw ji^ i / ji «2 "* »aa %^%bftl
-- - .
S T O R A ^ f SUBROUTINE USAGg
BLOCK LOll SUBR CODE VAR














/ARCQATM 37 I STftTEF
UT
























































D R A G V V
O R A G V V
DRAGVV
D R A G V V
ORAGVV
O R A G V V



























































LIFTHA ,2i /anaO L. / 0 n 00
• * CTDfl A
0 L/ on 0B



































S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE VAR















































































































/DYNA /( 11) STATEF « HACHR
UT 1 HACHft
/DYNA /( 118) STATEF H HACHRR
UT I HACHRR
/DYNA /( 13) STATEF A HACHV
UT I HACMV
/DVNA /( 117) STATEF 0 NACHVR
UT I HACHVR












0 W O 9q/o*
s>0 slniE


































I Airttfyntaic rtftrtiici trtt




























































































































































































XflCGR a/d ' /aH
mcGRA
 32jy /an an
XHCGRfl a2u /apa_o nf*£f o n o •






I Ctniir of groliy body i itatlo*
I St. >|«kil
I Sit <7*k*l
I R.f.r.nc. icg Itotlen





















(FT ) /OYNA ,
/DVNA ,
/DYNA i



















LOC SUBR CODE VAR
'( 136) AL3 1
UT It
M 13$) AL3 I
UT N
M 131) AL3 I
UT H
K 15M OL2 1
STATEF I
UT I
M 108) DL2 i
STATEF N
UT 1
'( ~l'o«) OL2 I
STATEF f l
UT I
'( 32) UT !





'( 113) OL2 I
STATEF 0
- UT • 4 -
'( 116) DL2 I
STATEF 0
UT I
'< 112) DL2 I
STATEF 0in i
'( US ) DL2 I
STATEF 0
UT 1
'( 111) OL2 1
STATEF 0
UT 1
'( 160) OL2 I
OUTPUT I
UT fl
'( 176) OL2 I
UT fl
'( 169) DL2 I
UT fl
( 203) OL2 I
UT H
( 212) OL2 I
UT II
< 211) OL2 I
UT fl
( 202) DL2 I
UT n
( 210) DL2 I
UT fl
( 209) DL2 I
UT N
( 208) OL2 I
UT «



































X J V V





























































A i rodynav l c \ r \ * tur fact body B stat ion
Contir of gn»lty body I t to t lon
Sll lylbol
S«« <f*bol
Rifinnci leg locat ion







(FT ) / O Y N A /( 158)
/UVNA /( 110)
/OVNA /( 111)
















































WRAPUP controls the integration of the converged QL solution. It also
writes that solution or logical unit 11 for the possible use later as a
starting guess for steepest descent or QL itself. Finally, WRAPUP


















































































THIS ROUTINE CONTROLS THE INTEGRATION OF THE CON-
VERGED OL SOLUTION. IT ALSO WRITES THAT SOLUTION
ON UNIT 11 FOR THE POSSIBLE USE LATER AS A STARTING
SOLUTION FOR STEEP. OESC. OR OL ITSELF. FINALLY.
THIS ROUTINE CONTROLS THE OL TRAJ . TO SIZING INTER-
FACE.
REAL BUB, nuO. ISPB, ISPO, IOVEL,NNB,MO
COBHON /SIZING/
PHASE II SIZING PARABERERS
• TI. VV(3), QPClll, EROH, PZ<5>, VB, SW(20),
• SV(28>, 50(37,5), SE( 11 ). TLAT, TL«6.
PHASE 1 SIZIN& PARABERERS
•WB0, - WLOO, OWEB, OWED, TQLWT, WPB, TWRAT2,
•BK1, BX2, BK3, BKt, ISIZE, TRAFLG, TWRATO,
•OKI. 0(2, OK3, OKI, PRFLG, IPASS, IPSflAX,
•AEIIT, TVACD, NO, WFO, IOVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
•XPL, TVACB, NNB, WEO, WEB. WO. WLO,
•DVD. DVB. BUB, BUO, VSTG, WPO
•,JTYP, BEC6 , BSTG , ORBI, ITNBrt , ITNOW ,ISZO(23>
LOGICAL SWITCH, ILOAO
REAL BACH. ISP. ISPV, ISPR, ISPB, ISPT, ISPVV, ISPVR, ISPYH,
•ISPVT, ISPRR, tSPRB, ISPRT, ISPBn, ISPBT. ISPTT, LlFt, LIFTV,
•LJFTR LIFTA, LIFTVV, LIFTVR, LlFTvA, LIFTRR, LIFTRA, BUR, LIFTAA,
•IRATED, ISPF, ISPFF
REAL BACHV, BACHR, BACHVR, BACHRR
REAL LIFTB, LIFTVH, LIFTRB, LIFTBB, LIFTBA
CONBON /OYNA/
•xx ,TIBE ,SINGAB,COSGAB,OBEGA .OBEGAZ.R - ,6 ,SINA- ,
•COSA ,OYNOII,OBEGAT,TABP ,PA , RO 'cs 'TEBPR ,PAR ,
•ROR ,CSR ,TEnPRR,PARR ,RORR ,CSRR KOOE BACH ,0 ,
•ev ,OR ,ovv ,OVR ,ORR ,FVAC 'FVACV 'FVACR 'FVACB ,
•FVACT ,FVACVV,FVACVR,FVACRR,FVACTT,T BACHV .BACHR ,ISP ,
•ISPV 'ISPR ,ISPB ,ISPT ,ISPVV , ISPVR 'ISPVB .ISPVT ' ISPRR '
•ISPRfl 'ISPRT .ISPBB , ISPBT , ISPTT ,LIFT *LlFTV ^LlFTR ,LIFTA '
•LlFTnr,LlFTVR,LIFTVA, LIFTRR, LIFTRA, DRAG ,ORAGV ,ORA6R ,ORA6A ,
• DRA6VV,OHAGVR,OHAGVA,DRAGRR,ORAIiRA,ORAGAA, ALPHA .PHI .LIFTB ,
•LIFTVB, LIFTRB, LIFTnn, LIFTBA. OBR ,OBRR ,GABBAO,AE ,TAX ,
•w ,SINPHI'COSPHI,SINPSI,COSPSI,SINRHO!COSRHO!SINROR,COSROR'
•BUR ,XKG ,XKP ,AKIN ,CDO ,CDOB ,CLO ,FK ,XCGfl .
•XCGBB ,ZCGB ,ZC6BB ,XJV ,XJR ,XJVV .XJVR ,XJRR .BACHVR,
•BACHRR'SIN2RO,COS2RO,COS2GB,CB ,CBA 'CBB ,CBAA ,CBBB ,
•CBAB ,cno .CBOB ,CBOMB .CBABB .ULFTV .ULFTR ,ULFTVV,ULFTVR.
•ULFTVA,ULFTRR,ULFTRA,IPOW ,XARC ,TSTART,6H ,GRR ,LIFTAA,
•COOBB ,CLABB , CLOB 'CLOBB ,ovNi<«9,CT 'CODAE 'SIOAE ,coo ,
•SID ,OELTAE,COE ,XCG ,ZCG , XJ 'XBCG ,CALPHA,ALBAX ,
•OB ,4iLFT ,CULFT ,ULFTA ,TSTAGE,TIBES 'XBCGAA|IRATEO,FRATED
COBBON /OYNA/
•BIT ,J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,XBCGA ,FVACF ,ULFTAA,ISPF , ISPFF ,
•ILOAO , FUB ,FKBB , SWITCH, INBF ,CL .CLA ,CLB ,CLAA ,
•CLBH 'CLAB ,co ,CDA ,COB ,CDAA ;CDBB 'COAB ,D»m98,
•OYN199,OYN200,XBCGV , XnCGR ,XBCGB , XBCGVV, XBC6VR, XBCGVB,XBCi«A,
• XBCGRR,XBCGRB,XBCGRA,XBCGI<in,XnCGnA,ROnRR , OVN2 1 H , DVN2 1 5 , DYNJJt ,
•DYN21I,IOAB ,TAIRB .TAIR&V,TAIRBH,TARBV V ,TARBHM,TARB VH.SFC .
• SFCV ,SFCH ,SFCW ,SFCHH ,SFCVH
COBBON/ARCDAT/
•SREF ,EJ ,XISP ,TBULT ,OTNC ,OTPI
•IATB ,IBOOE ,JAER ,JPRO , OBftX ,GBAI
•ILBAX ,HDBAX , GHDOT ,ALFBAX ,PHBAI ,flAE*
•BAEB ,BAEC , BAED ,BAEE ,BAEF ,BAEG
•BT ,BISP ,BXCG ,BZCG ,BWOA ,nwDB
•BOB . XC6R ,ZCGR , XE ,ZE , XT
•OREF ,BCND ,RHOB ,8BULT .REBAX ,FRATE
OIBENSION ARCOAClO)
EOU1VALENCE1 SREF,ARCOA>
REAL BAGBV, BU, B, LV, LGAB, LPSI, LR. LRHO, LBU, LB, LTAU, NOB
» tHTCOBBON /o/
• X, H, XI(1), BAGBV, ERR, 09, 010, C(10), CSAVE(lO), V, GAB, PS1,
•ALT,RHO,BU,«, TAU, HT , LV, LGAB, LPSI, LR, LRHO, LBU. LB, LTAU,
























































































































































• 6R ,ER ,OH6Z , XLAI-IRF.YHURF ,LUn .TO ,EPSLON, INNER .
•ITRMAX, JJOPl k) .IFATAL.NARC ,NBRAN .NFARC ,10(1) ,KTAB(26),
• ITABC26), SIG,BAXTAB,Gn(PSIRF , I PFLG1 , J PFLG2, I PFLG3, IPFLGH,
«1NEOFL<20). ITPSO. KSOL, INARK,K6LOBL< 7)
connON /BLOCK/ 116(10, io), iitmo, 20), nciio. 20), jTAB(20),
• ITCTUO. 20). LTABUO), NOKNOU, NOC(20>, VALlC(l6, 20),





•PCI ,N ,PC3 ,IOP ,PC5 ,PC6 ,PC7 ,flAXBC ,NAUX
COBBON /CNTRL/
•NU ,ITER ,ITAPA , ITftPB ,jniN ,JBAI .LINES ,KPT ,BOn ,
• KARD ,INOX(1) ,NEulNOn,CNT016'RHOC ,RHOP ,NPTS ,n!NES ,
• KPAGE ,NNP ,NUP ,IARC .TRSTR ,lfl«X ,KTIf1E , KONVER. NOPRNT,
*INBDRY.NUPAGE,IVARV(20), NN, NOVARY. PLAST, ZLAST. KOOES
LOGICAL INBDRV, NEUNOB, KONVER, NOPRNT, NUPAGE
DATA WRAPUX/tHblRAPUP/
1 FORBAT(1HO. 3SHTHE FOLLOWING ITERATE IS CONVERGED./)
EQUIVALENCE TT, I), (OT, H)






- t*RITE(fc, 1) - -
COMBINE UP TNE LAST NOMINAL.
L = 1 - N
BOB = 0
00 70 IARC = 1, NARC
L = L * N
BOB = NOC(IARC)
NN = NXnOB •» 1)
CALL REAOMSCll, S, NN, 2*IARC - 1)
CALL BATflLTlY(L), S( N « 1), C. N, BOB, 1>
CALL nATADD(Y(L), Y( L >. S, N, 1)
IFC1ARC - 1) SO/SO, 60
SO OT(IARC) = Y(L « 7) » TO
GO TO 70
60 OT(IARC) = Y(L + 7) « OTI1ARC - 1)
70 CONTINUE
REMIND I NARK
NS = N/2 - 1
UR1TE( INARK) TO, NS, NARC, (QT(IK), IK = 1, NARC), (ZERO(U), IK =
• 1, NARC), (ZEROtIK), IK = 1, NARC), (ZERO(tK), IK = 1, NARC)
00 71 1 = 1, SO
71 Z(I) = 0.






81 00 13 IARC = 1, NARC
STORE FIRST POINT OF SUBARC IN Z-ARRAY.
L = L « N
00 1 I = I, N
} = L * I
9 2(1 > = Y(J)






















































































































TI = I ARC - 1
C
C CONFUTE FINAL POINT OF SUBARC.
C
10 TF = I ARC
C
C READ IN THE DATA FOR THIS SUBARC.
C
C









12 KPT = KPT * 1
CALL NLDRV(Z. ZO)




UBIIEI INARK) JABC,TlnE, JS,ALFDE6,PHIOEG, V,bAB, ALT.fl, PSI , RHO.BU, HI,
•Ly.LGAn.LR.Ln.LPSI.LRHO.LnU.LHT.LTAUIF(ABS(TP -TTI .BE. i.E-8> so 16 120
CALL OUTPUT
TP = TP * DTPI*OT
IF(ABS(TF - TT) .LT. l.E-8) 60 TO 125
120 IFiTT* DT .LT. TF - l.E-8) 60 TO 121
DT = TF - TT




125 IF(IARC.EQ.NARC) 60 TO 13











































































CODE n r T n i P T T O M S T O R A G E SUBROUTINLUUt
 U t o U n i r l l U I V BL6tK Lbc SUBR COD












1 Alt l tu«a ( F T ) /D /( 91) OUTPUT I









i.t. tht •nltiplltr* for tht ho*ogtittcn» BRANPT I
loUilox. GROPE 1
INTRPT 1










I luttgratloii l«ttr»al ( S E C ) /ARCDAT/ ( 9} URAPUP I















































































6 OCT 72 6.01-1*
















sttioi. «"* D E S C R I P T I O N
0 Op t i ona l a t m o s p h e r i c c a l c u l a t i o n s f lag.
I DAN = -1: Co.put. 83p,/dR3J
1DAH = 0: No op t iona l ca l cu la t i ons ;
IDAH = 1: Co. putt a3p,/3R3, »,, S|i,/SR, t t c .
v a r i a b l e T I DP = 6.
•rt stored. INARK = 11.
0 Not uit*.
point of sub. re, and KPT = NPTS on the lot point
of the subarc.
X I "«lttl.. f l ight p.th tngl* cettit*
X I H.nlng cott.tt
X I Niti coititt
X I R«l i t l«c longltudi cctt.te
X I R t l § t l » t tiliuth digit cottitt
X I A l t l tud t cotitt
X I Litltudt coitat*
X I Subirc dgritlon cottltt
X 1 R e l a t i v e v e l o c i t y costat t
V
STORAGE SUBROUTINE usast
BLOCK' LOG SUSR CODE VAR
/OVNA /( 218) ARCIN 0 I DAH
ERROR 1 I DAN
NPLANE 0 I DAH
STATEF I I DAH
URAPUP 0 I DAB
/PC /( It INARC I I DP
URAPUP I I DP





/CNTRL /( St> GROPE 0 KOOES
NLDRV « KODES
WRAPUP 0 KODES











" " " OUTPUT
URAPUP
/O /( 108) NLORV
URAPUP
/O /( 106) NLDRV
OUTPUT
URAPUP
/D /( 105) NLDRV
OUTPUT
URAPUP






/D /( 103) NLDRV
OUTPUT
URAPUP
/D /< 101) NLORV
OUTPUT
URAPUP
/D /( ion OUTPUT
URAPUP
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 rnnr n rTnTPT T n iv i S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGESYMBOL CODE U t o L M l r l i U l M BLOCK
( 1 Hill ( S ' S ) 10 /<
1 ntigratid.
u I Rilill.t longltuda ( N A D ) /D /(
= is.
- •
IU 1 Nucblr of subarc i In tha problai. /GLOBAL/C
3
•
I Nuabar of » a l o c i t « lois quant i t i es to b« Icit.or.ttd /PC /(
0 A l o g i c a l flij thit Inoic.tll to tbt Rvngt-Kutt i /CNTRL /(
Inttgritlon chtthtr or not thl f y t tca Jacobl«n
nitdt to bt ritxluattd.
H Tht nuiber of quantlt lt l cu r ren t l y being /CNTRL /(
nu'trlcal ly lottgratid.
of frit (unknown) itatt and co t ta t * «ar!»blti at
tha star t of aach subarc.
-
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s?HTBoY COD£ D E S C R I P T I O N
0 Tht to ta l nytjbtr »f polnti In the lubarc.
I I lank angle ( B A D )
Initial are of th« tuccets l ie tubirci' dura t ions
p I Latitude ( R A D )
1 Trajeeterf tl»o (SEC)
g 14 Tht quasltle>t var iable.
-
1
V I Relat ive veloci ty. (FT/SEC)
1 An 820 >ord array contain ing the pa r t i cu la r and
homogeneous solutions befog Integroted. Thf f irst
18 v)ords coaipr lsa tht par t icu lar tolut loa. Each
6loc* of 18 lordt tnaraaftar coaprl i t t an
ludopantftat hocoganaout solut ion.
S T O P f t G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBH CODE VAR






UK HP UP 0 NPTS
/DVNA /( 80) CONTRL H PHI
OUTPUT I PHI
HflAPUP I PHI
/O /( 93) OUTPUT I PSI
5TATEF I PSI
URAPUP I PSI
/o /( 171) INA'RC o QT
WRAPUP H QT








WRAP UP I TINE
/O /( l ) ALH I x




































11 /( 1 ) GROPE 0 V
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FORTRAN HATH
 rnn- n C C T D T D T T r i M S T O R A 6 E SUBROUTINE U5A6ESYHBOt svngQL """ U C. 51 n i r I 1 UIV BLOCK loc SUBR COPE VAR
Z I H A 20 mar t trny ultd to tton thi t o t o l l lntor II /( I) BNDRV I Z












ZD 1 A 20 mar t irr., cont i ln lng the v e c t o r f ( X , Z , « ) In /ZD /( 1) ENVPRQ I ZD










SIZIN is the routine that adjusts trajectory data for sizing solutions.
Description
SIZIN makes necessary changes in several types of trajectory data after
each pass through either in the phase I sizing or in the SSSP module.
1. Boundary Condition Data
Vehicle initial weight, cut-off, and drop weights as well as optimized
Initial states are reset by SIZIN. This is done by scanning for and
changing data contained on the boundary condition random access
file. This is file 9, record 21.
2. Arc Data
Propulsion system and aerodynamic reference areas are modified
according to changes generated during sizing, and the modified data

















































s t a t e init ial cond i t ion , ip tc i f ie t f it the beginn ing SOINP I
of eich subtrc. SIZIN I












n A >yn thes i> date irrtj (37, 5) thet conta in! the /SIZING/I 711 ENYPRH H
f l y b i c k deta and lo«e In jec t ion quantitltl FLYBKP n
I SPRAT I
POBC I
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VEHOF H
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F O R T R A N
SYHBOL s?«ioHL "« DESC R T P T T DIM L jSJTJ"">GEIf 1 1 U IV SLdO LOG S U B R O U T I N ESUBfl CODE USAGEVAR
SREF
r.f Atr.*,...l, r.f.r..c. .r..
> * K C O A T / (
sv I A ftynthtsls s r rvy (26) conta in ing st tg lng




0 fhrutt •v)t!pJ)»r 0r number 0f tAg)***
0 VICUIIB iptct f lc l(tpnl>i
/*RCB»T/(
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SYHBOL SYMOL CODE D r ^ P B T D T T C l M . .
SJSB!toLn l r l lU l  BtflfiT >6E SUBROUTINELOC SUBR CODE
USAGE
VAR
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c THIS PROGRAM A D J U S T S T R A J E C T O R Y D A T A FOR SIZ ING RUNS
REAL flUB, nUO. ISPB, ISPO, IDVEL.NNB.NO
COHHON /SIZING/
C PHASE II S IZ ING PARANERERS
• TZ, V V I 3 ) , QP(l l ) , EROR, P Z ( 5 ) , V9, SU(20) ,
• SV(28I , S Q ( 3 7 , 5 > , SEC 11). TLAT, TLNG,
C PHASE 1 SIZING PARAHERERS
•HBO, UlOO. OHEB, OUEO, TOLUT, UPS, TURAT2,
• BK1, B*2, BIO, BUI, ISIZE, TRAFL6, TMRATO,
•OKI. OK2, OK3, OKI, PRFLG, 1PASS, IPSHAX,
•AEI1T, TVACO, NO, UFO, IDVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
• XPL, TVACB, NNB, HEO, WEB. HO. MLO,
•DVO, DVB, HUB, HUO, VSTG. UPO
•,JTYP, BECO , BSTG , ORBI, ITNBU , ITNOW ,
• SVOPSO SVDCON , IHUNt , IOPSTG , 1SZDM9)
COnnOM/GLOBAL/
•6R ,ER ,OnGZ ,XLAHRF ,YRURF ,LUfl
•,JJQP(10) . IFATAL .NARC NBRAN ,NFARC ,10(1)
• , «TAB(20> .1TAB(20 ) ,516 , B6XTAB
»,6« .P5IRF, IPFL61, 1PFLG2,IPFLG3,IPFLG1,INEOFL<20)
•, ITPSO .KSOL ,KGLOBL(8)
OlflENSION BNARRC 100).T«RS< 100)
EOUI VALENCE( BNARR( 301 ) ,TAR6)
COI1HON/AHCDAT/
•SREF ,EJ ,IISP .TBULT ,OT«C ,OTPI
• IATH , IBOOE .JAER ,JPRO ,QnAX , GBAX
•XLHAX .HDHAX , GBDOT ,ALFnAX ,PHHAI ,HAEA
• HAEB ,nAEC ,HAED , BdEE ,HAEF .CIAEG
•NT ,niSP ,nxc& ,HZCG ,MUDA , HUDB
•HOB , JC6R , ZCSR ,XE , ZE .XT
•DREF ,BCND ,RHOB ,0«ULT ,REHAX
• .FRATE , A R C O ( 9 )
OtnENSION ARCOA(IO)
EOUI VALENCE! SREF, ARCOA )
IF( JTYP.Ef l .O) GO TO 10
IBECO = S0< 1,1)
IBESP = 50(1,2)
1SOCO = SOI 1,1)
ISOSP - 50(1,5)
IORBI - S0( 1,3)
IF(JTYP.NE.21 IOPST6 = 0
C I READ IN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
10 CALL READHS(9,BNARR.100,21 )
1C 1 IT VP CQ 91 Cfl Tfl 1 fiofli r lJITr.C.U.£) Qu 1 U 1 U W









C I-B TEST FOR FIRST ARC
IF4 I ARC. 6T . 1 ) 60 TO 200
C
IF( IVO.NE.5) 60 TO 20
C I-B SET NEU INITAL HEIGHT
IF) ICO .NE.2 .AVO.JTYP . E O . O ) GO TO 90
BNARR(KI«3) =VV( 1 >
60 TO 90
C I-C SET NEU INITIAL S T A T E S
20 IF( ICD.NE.2 .0R. IPASS.LE.2 ) GO TO 90
SO TO ( 90, 21, 21, 21, 22, 22, 22) , IVD
21 BNAKR(K1*3 ) = 50(17, IVD-1)
60 TO 90
22 B N A R R ( K I « 3 > = 50(17, IVO -2)
GO TO 90
C II ARCS AFTER FIRST
200 IF( IARC.NE .2 ) GO TO 210
IF( lVO.NE. l ) GO TO 90
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71. 50(13,31=2. S IZ IN
75. IF< I P A S S . L E . 2 ) GO TO 90 SIZIN
76. B N A R R ( m » 3 > = 50 (18 .3 ) SIZIN
77. 60 TO 90 S IZ IN
78 21C 1F< I ARC.NE .1BESP + 1) GO TO 220 S IZ IN
79. IFUVO.NE.5) GO TO 90 SIZIN
80 I f ( lCO.EB . l ) GO TO 212 SIZIN
81. C II-A DROP WEIGHT SET ICO=5 OR 6 S IZ IN
82. 1F( I C D . L T . 5 . 0 R . I C O . G T . 6 ) GO TO 90 S IZ IN
83. B N A R R < K I * 3 > = B P ( 9 ) - SKI 7) SIZIN
81. GO TO 90 S IZ IN
85 C Il-B UEI6HT AT BEGINNING NEXT ARC IS KNQUN SIZIN
86. 212 BN«RR(IU«3> - S V I 7 ) SIZIN
87. GO TO 90 SIZIN
88 C l l -C OPT1PIAL BOOST TIME DURATION SIZIN
89. 220 1F( 1ARC.NE . IBESP ) GO TO 230 SIZIN
90. I F ( IVD .NE . l ) GO TO 90 SIZIN
91. IF I ICO.NE.2) 60 TO 90 SIZIN
92. IF< 1 P A S S . L E . 2 ) GO TO 1190 AAA
93. BNARH(K1«3 )=SO( 18,2) UH
91. GO TO 90 SIZIN
95. 230 I F I I V O NE. l ) 60 TO 90 SIZIN
96. 1F ( ICD.NE.2> GO TO 90 SIZIN
97. IF) I P A S S . L E . 2 ) GO TO 90 SIZIN
98. C INSERT SPECIAL CODING TO SET OPT ICAL ARC TIMES SIZIN
99. 90 U=PU * 3 SIZIN
100. 100 CONTINUE SIZIN
101. 300 CONTINUE SIZIN
102. C TEST FOR NO SIZING SIZIN
103. IF< J 1 Y P . E O . O ) 60 TO 800 SIZIN
101. C III SCAN TARGET CONDITIONS SIZIN
105. *T = 0 SIZIN
106. DO 100 I=l,NARC SIZIN
107. KL= (TABd ) SIZIN
108. IFda.EO.O) GO TO 100 SIZIN
109. 00 390 J=1,KL SIZIN
110. ICO = ICOD(TARG(KT*1» SIZIN
Ml. IVO r I YOD( T«R6(«T»1 >) SIZIN
112. 1VD=IABS(1VD) SIZIN
113. VZ = T A R G ( K T + 2 > SIZIN
111. LCD =IA8S(1CO) SIZIN
115. IF< IVO.NE.5 ) GO TO 380 SIZIN
116. IF(I .NE.IBECO) 60 TO 380 SIZIN
117. IF (LCD.NE. l ) G O T O 380 SIZIN
118. C 111-6 BOOSTER CUT-OFF WEIGHT SIZIN
119. T A R G ( K T » 2 > = O P < 9 > SIZIN
120. 380 KT= «T*2 SIZIN
121 . 390 CONTINUE SIZIN
122. 100 CONTINUE SIZIN
123. IF( J T V P . E Q . O ) 60 TO 800 SIZIN
121. 101 CONTINUE AAA
125. C IV SCAN AND CORRECT THRUST AND ISP SIZIN
126. URITE(6,150) SIZIN
127. 150 FORHATl 1 HI . 20X, 2 7 H A R C DATA UPDATED 91 SIZE ) SIZIN
128. 00 600 IARC=I,NAAC SIZIN
129 CALL READnS( 9, 5REF , 51 , I ARC ) SIZIN
130. 1FC I A R C . G T . IBECO > GO TO S10 SIZIN
131. C TEST FOR SOLIDS AAA
132. 1FI S0( 20.1 l .NE.O. ANO. I ARC. LE . ISOCO ) GO TO 170 AAA
133. C IV-A SET ENGINE CHARACTERIST ICS ( B O O S T E R ) SIZIN
131. FfiflTE= flP( 1 1 SIZIN
135. XISP= O P ( 3 ) SIZIN
136 THULTM. SIZIN
137. IF(8P< 7 1 . N E . O ) SREF=BP< 71 SIZIN
138. EJ s OP( 11 1 SIZIN
139. GO TO 580 SIZIN
110. C SOLIO * BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AAA
111. 170 FRAT = OP( 1 )« 50(22,1) AAA
112. X1SP - TZ AAA
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lit. EJ = 50(22,5) «QP(11) AAA
lit. C l*-t ENGINE ORBITED SHIN
117. 510 IF{ IAKC.LT.IORB1 > EO TO 600 SIZIN
118. FRATE= OPI2) SIZIN
119. IISP = 8P<1> SIZIN
150. T«ULT=1. SIZIN
151. IF(flP< 8>.NE.O> SREF =BP(8) SIZIN
152. IF(OP< 121.NE.O. ) EJ=5P(12) UH
153. 580 COLL URITrtSC 9, SREF, 51, I ARC > SIZIN
151. N=IARC SIZIN
155. tlRIT£(6.70) *,< AHCOA< 1 1, 1 = 1, 1 7), ( ARCOA(J ) 1 = 32,37 > , AflCOAMIl, SIZIN
156. .ARCDAdJ), SIZIN
157. KARCDA(H), SIZIN
156. 2K = 18,3i >,ARCOA( 38) SIZIN
159. 70 FOMAT(//17H OATA FOR SUBARCI3 / 5X, 5HSREF=E12 . 6.1K , 9MNOZ . AREA=E1 SIZIN
160 I2.6,9».1H1SP=F7.3,9X,9HTH. HULT =F5 .2, 12X , 8HOELTA T=F9.5/ SIZIN
161. 210H PRT «ULT=F5.1.11XF9HATH.OPTN=IZ,11X,9MCNT.«ODE=I3,13I,9HAER.OP SIZIN
162. •TN=I3,13(.9HFRO OPTN=!3/ 5X, 5HiflAX=F 7 . 2, 1 3X, 5MS«AJ=F6 . 3, SIZIN
163. 110«,9HnAJ L1FT=E12.6, SIZIN
161. 5 5I.8HHEAT SIZIN
165. 6 RT=E12.fc,7X,bH6HOOT=E13.6/3X,7H»LFn«X=F7.3, 11X,7MPHIBAX=,F7.3 SIZIN
166. 7,11X, 7HxtGR£F=F8.3,lCX, 7H2CSREF =F 7 . 3, 1 3X, 5HXENS=F8.3/ SIZIN
167. » 51, 5HZENS=F7.3, 12X,6HXTAIL=F8.3, 12X,5HOfiEF=F7.3,llX,6MREBAX= SIZIN
168. • E12.H, HX,tHFR»t£=El2.1/ SIZIN
169. X15H TABLE NUnBERS/11 , 6HAERO AI1.7H AERO BI1.7M AERO CI1.7M AERO 0 SIZIN
170. AI1.7H AERO Ell, 7H AERO FIH.7H AERO SI1,7H TMRUSTI1.7H ISP LSI1, SIZIN
171. BIN XCSIH7M ZCGI1/ 1S.6HUINO A11.7M UIND B11 SIZIN
172. C,7M BASE OI1.7M CNDI1) SIZIN
173. 600 CONTINUE SIZIN
171. C V WRITE OUT NEy BOUNDARY CONDITION ARRAY SIZIN
175. 800 CALL WRITRS( »,BNARR ,100,21 ) SIZIN
176. RETURN SIZIN
177. 1000 CONTINUE AAA
178. 1PAYO =0 AAA
179. INTB =0 AAA
180. NSB =0 AAA
181. NSARC=0 AAA
182. C SCAN AARAV TO DETERMINE IF IT IS * BRANCH PROBLEM AND UNICH AAA
183. C BRANCH CONTAINS PAYOFF AAA
181. «1= 0 AAA
185. DO 1050 IABC=1,NARC AAA
186. IT= ITAB( IAHC) AAA
187 IF(IT.EO.O) GO TO 1050 AAA
188. 00 1015 J=I,IT AAA
189. ICO - BNARR(KI*I) AAA
190. C AAA
191. IF! ICO. LE. 10) GO TO 101S AAA
192. NJTARC = IARC AAA
193. INTB = 2 AAA
191. NSB = ICO -10 AAA
195. NSARC- IARC -1 AAA
196. GO TO 1051 AAA
197. )01$ *!= Kl «3 AAA
198. IOSO CONTINUE . AAA
199. GO TO 1080 AAA
200. C CHECK FOR BRANCH THAT CONTAINS PAYOFF AAA
201. 1051 CONTINUE AAA
202. Hl-0 AAA
203. 00 1075 1ARC=1,NARC AAA
201. XI = HT ABC IARC) AAA
205. IFIKI.E8.0) GO TO 1075 AAA
206. 00 1070 JM.KI AAA
207. IF( IARC.NE.NARC) GO TO 1070 AAA
208. LCD = IABSI I C00( TARGt KT»1 ))) AAA
209. IF<LCD.NE.2> GO TO 1070 AAA
210. LVO = IABS< I»00(TARG(«T*1»») AAA
211. 1PAVO = LVO AAA
212. GO TO 1077 AAA
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21<<. 1675 CONTINUE AAA
215. 107ti CALL STP1T(53> AAA
216. 1077 CONTINUE AAA
21T. 106C CONTINUE AAA
218. C V PHASE II INTERFACE AAA
219. C V-A SCAN INITIAL CONDITIONS AAA
220. (1=0 AAA
221. 00 1300 IARC=1,NARC AAA
222. K«= 1TABUARO AAA
223. IF(KK.EO.O) GO TO 1300 AAA
221. 00 1100 J = 1.K AAA
225. ICO- BNARR(«I*1 ) AAA
226. 1VD= &NARR(M«2) AAA
227. VZ = BNARR(*I«3> AAA
228. C V-B FIRST ARC AAA
229. IF( 1ARC.61 .1 ) 60 TO 1200 AAA
230. IFdVO.NE.S) SO TO 1120 AAA
231. BNARR(«1«3)= VVl 1 ) AAA
232. EO TO 1190 AAA
233. C V-C NEW INITIAL STATES AAA
231. 1120 IF( lCD.NE.2.0f).IPASS.LE.2> SO TO 1190 AAA
235. SO T0( 1190,1121,1121, 1121, 1122, 1122, 1122), 1VO AAA
236. 1121 BNAftR(Kl»3> = 50(17,1*0-1) AAA
237. SO TO 1190 AAA
238. 1122 BNAfiR(«I*3> = SIX 1 7. 1 «-2 > AAA
239. SO TO 1190 AAA
21C. 1200 IF( IADC.NE.2) 60 TO 1210 AAA
211. IF( 1VO.NE. l.OR. ICO.NE.2) 60 TO 1190 FINI
212. S0<13,3>=2. FINI
213. IF( IPASS.LE.2) 60 TO 1190 FINI
211. C 1-0 OPTIMIZED PITCH-OVER AAA
215. BNARR(KI*3>= 50(18.31 AAA
216. 60 TO 1190 AAA
217. 1210 IF( INTB.EQ.2.ANO.IARC.6T.NSB) 60 TO 1260 AAA
218. 1211 IF( IARC.NE.IBESP *1> GO TO 1220 AAA
219. IF(IVD.NE.S) GO TO 1190 AAA
250. IF(ICO.EO.l) 60 TO 1212 -' AAA
251. C V-E DROP MT. AAA
252. IF( ICO.LT.5.0R.ICO.GT.6) GO TO 1190 AAA
253. BNARR(KIO) = VV(2> AAA
251. IF( ISOSP«1.EO.IARC. AND. 50(20,1 l.NE.O. > BNARR( «I*3 )-»¥( 2 )« SQ(22.3) AAA
2SS. 60 TO 1190 AAA
256. C V-F ARC INITIAL UT.(ORB!TER! AAA
257. 1212 BNARR<(1*3> = S»( 7 ) AAA
258. 60 TO 1190 AAA
259. C V-G SOLID DROP UT . AAA
260. 1220 lf( 50(20,1 ).EO.O. ) 60 TO 1230 AAA
261. IF( 1SOSP*1.NE.1ARC> 60TO 1230 AAA
262. 1F(IVO.NE.5> GO TO 11*0 AAA
263. 1F( ICO.EO. 1 ) GO TO 1222 AAA
261. C 1 V-H SOLID DROP «T . AAA
265. IF( ICO. LT. 5. OH. ICO. ST. 6) GOTO 1190 AAA
266. BNARRIKIO) = S0(22,3) AAA
267. GO TO 1190 AAA
268. C V-I INITIAL UT . AFTER SOLID DROP (NO PROVISION FOR THIS) AAA
269. 1222 60 TO 1190 AAA
270. C V-J OPTIMAL BOOST TIKE DURATION AAA
271. 123C IF( IARC.NE.IBESP) SO T01210 AAA
212. IF(IVO.NE.l) 60 TO 1210 AAA
273. IF( ICO.NE.2) GO TO 1190 AAA
271. IOPSTS=1 UH
2?$. IF( IPASS.LE.2) 60 TO 1190 AAA
276. BNARR(XI+3) - 50(18,2) FINI
277. GO TO 1190 AAA
2)8. 1210 CONTINUE AAA
279. C VI SPECIAL BRANCH TRAJECTORY LOGIC AAA
280. C VI-A TEST WHICH BRANCH IS OfiBITER AAA
































262. 1260 IF< IORBI.6T.NSARC) GO TO 1280 AAA
283. IK 1ARC - NSAHC) 12U.12U.126J AAA
281. C VI-C IN REENTRY PORTION C SECOND BRANCH) AAA
285. 1265 1F( IARC.NE.NJTARC-U ) GO TO 1190 AAA
266. i266 IF( ICO.NE.5.0R .IVO.NE.S) 60 TO 1190 AAA
287. BUDfifil «1»3> = 50(19, t> AAA
288. C ADD SOLID TO JETTISON UT OF REENTRY VEHICLE AAA
284. 1F< ISOSP.EO.NSB. AND. S0< 20 , 1 ) . Hi .0 ) BNARRI X I «3 )= VV( 2 )•> 50(22,3) AAA
290. GO TO 1190 AAA
291. C Vl-0 REENTRV IS FIRST BRANCH , ORBITER IS SECOND BRANCH AAA
292. 1280 IF< IARC - NSARC) 1285,1285, 1295 AAA
293. C VI-E IN HFENTRY BRANCH TEST FOR JETTISON ARC AAA
291. 1265 IF( IARC.NE.NSB*2> GO TO 1287 AAA
295. GO TO 1266 AAA
296. C VI-F TEST FOR ENTRY INITIAL WT . ARC AAA
297. 1287 1F( IARC.NE.NSB *1) GO TO 1190 AAA
298. IFUVD.NE.5) GO TO 1190 AAA
299. IF(ICO.EO.l) GO TO 1289 AAA
300. IF( ICO.LT.5.0R.IC0.6T.6) GO TO 1190 AAA
301. C VI-G ORBITER GROSS UT IS DROPPED AAA
302. BNARR(KI«3> = S»(7) AAA
303. EO TO 11*0 AAA
301. C AAA
305. 1289 BNARfi<XI»3>= VV( 2 ) AAA
306. I29S CONTINUE US
307. 1190 H=U*3 AAA
308. 1100 CONTINUE AAA
309. 1300 CONTINUE AAA
310. C VI SCAN TARGET CONDITIONS AAA
311. KT:0 AAA
312. 00 1100 1ARCM.NARC AAA
313. «L = KTAB< IARC) AAA
311. IF(KL.EQ.O) GO TO 1100 AAA
315. 00 1390 J=l,«L AAA
316. ICO = 1COD(TAR6(«T+1 )) AAA
317. IVD - IABS( IVOO(TAR6(KT*1>» AAA
318. LCD - 1ABSI JCD) AAA
319. IF(IVO.NE.S) 60 T01380 AAA
320. If< IARC.NE.1BECO) 60 T01380 AAA
321. IF(LCD.NE.l) GO TO 1380 AAA
322. C VI-A BOOSTER CUT-OFF WEIGHT AAA
323. TAR6(KT»2> = QP< 9 > AAA
321. 1380 «T =KT+2 AAA
325. 1390 CONTINUE AAA
326. 1100 CONTINUE AAA
327. GO TO 101 AAA
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Calls proper subroutine for sizing option specified, checks sizing convergence,
and sets print and trajectory flags.
Comments:
This is the main program of the PADS-I sizing routine. The first pass through
this routine may use the booster staging velocity or mass ratio as a primary
parameter, subsequent passes use the staging and total velocities provided by
the trajectory routines of PADS.
If a large step in gross weight is indicated, a special message is printed and
a flag set for a second pass through the steepest descent trajectory program.
This process is only executed once. If another gross step is required, the case
is aborted.
The subroutine may also be terminated by exceeding a maximum number of iterations,
This maximum is an input quantity.
Error Notes:
If the specific impulse of each stage is not input, a note stating this is printed
and preset values of ^25 and H60 sec for the booster and orbiter are used.
*Iteration limit reached*
This error indicates that the maximum number of iterations through the sizing ,
routine has been exceeded. This limit may be increased through an input quantity.
*Bad starting guess on staging velocity has resulted in iteration for optimum
control parameters*
This error is caused by a kO% increase in the initial stage weight required. It
is felt that this is an excessive amount and new control parameters would be re-
quired to converge the trajectory routines. This path may be followed once. If
another gross step is indicated, the job is terminated.






The sizing requires an initial estimate of the booster mass ratio or staging
velocity. If the staging velocity option is used, the following equation is
used to determine the initial booster mass ratio
MUB = EXP (MUB/32.17U/ISPB)
This equation is also used on the second and following passes through the sizing
program since the trajectory program will be returning with the booster staging
velocity (VSTG) and not the booster mass ratio.
to
F O R T R A N












I Booster cut -of f ire
I Booster sieging ire




Gr»r l t>t lon* l i c c e l e r o t i o n »t lurfact of the firth. /GLOBAL/1
(FT/SEC 2 )
Sl i lng Mention counter
«ni»u« nu>ber of I terat ions
/SlZING/(
/SIZlNG/(
S i t i n g op t i on f l ig 1. FUed «lo, ..il.in .pi 2. /SUING/I
F i i ed >pl, D l n l o i z c a lo 3 . F i x e d o r fa i t t r , • in iv ize
•lo 1. F i i ed boott i r , •Iniilie >le 5. Filed( t / * ) I . O . nuliize ipl t. Find (1/.1I.O.
Det<r«int f
Booster v f tuua s p e c i f i c Ivpu ls t s t c
O r b i t e r vicuu* s p e c i f i c l«pul»e sec
B o o s t e r e»pty vtght curvt no.
/S lZING/(
/S IZ INS/ l
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IV)










r t 7flllTJ 1 atUvf
SIZI









0 Orbi t t r tejpty «elgnt curve no.
H Booster DISS ratio or v e l o c i t y
H Orbittr Dttl rttlo
I Orbittr Ignition ire
Identi f ier 3. Print data
the siting
I Wane list 6 tact a»t
f lag.
ht tdtr s
S Si t ing mbroutlne for f l ied l i f tof f (eight tiling
op t i on ( 1 altt't >
( 1 si tt=Z )
S S i t i ng subroutint for f l s t d arbi ter t l t l ng o p t i o n
S S i t i ng subroutine for f i led l t /e>0 < U l j e = 5 )
0 A s y n t h e s i s data a r r a y ( 37 ,$ ) that c o n t a i n s the
f l y b a c k dttt tnd sone i n jec t ion quant i t ies
n Boos te r l i f to f f (eight s i t i n g t o l e r a n c e ( I b )
H Tra f f i c control f lag 0. Si t ing loop not converged
1. S i t i n g loop c o n v e r g e d 2. Error in s i t i n g loop
ne>t cas t
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SOBB CODE VAR














/SIZlNG/( 316) REU3 1
SIZE I
VEHDF I
/SlZlN6/( 290) SIZE H
SIZOUT H
/SIZE /(* ) SIZE U
/SIZE /<«SIZE) SIZE 1
/SIZE /OSIZE) SIZE E
/t j 7fi IIT // <> cniiT i *»i TF ^/ 3 t «tU Uf / l<F9UUIJ t)l alC V
SIZOUT E




/S IZ3 / (1S1Z31 SIZE S
SI Z3 E
/SIZI / ( S S I Z 4 ) SIZE S
SIZI E
/SIZS /( SSIZS) SIZE S
SI ZS E


















/SIZING/( 2 7 6 ) SIZE H
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N.







*™ coor HI" r P D T PT T ("IM S T O R A S E su»ROUT{SYHBOL CBBE ut bl/n 1 r 1 1 DIM BLOC* tie SUBR to
I Booittr ttiglng »«locity <fpl> /5-HINB/( 311) SIZE I
TRTOSZ «








n Pr i> lous It.ritlon «ilu< of boost t r l i f t o f f .eight /SIZlN6/( 273) SIZE fl
( Ib)
















































































































































































•SR ,ER ,OHGZ , XLARRF , VMURF LUH
•,JJCP(10> ,IFATAL ,NARC .NBRAN .NFAfiC ,10(1)
• ,KTAB(20>, ITAB(20) ,SIG ,1AITAB
•,GH .PSlRF.IPFlGl. IPFL62,lPFL63,IPFL6l,INEOFL(20)
*,1TPSO ,«SOL ,KGLOBL(8>
REAL NUB. mJO. ISPB, ISPO, IOVEL,NNB,NO
C0ft*0« /SIZING/
C PHASE II SIZING PARAftERERS
• TZ, V V « 3 > , OP(11), EROH, PZ(5) , VQ, SW(20> ,
•sv«za>, sa (37 .s> , SEC m. TLAT, TLNG,
C PHASE I SIZINt PARAMETERS
• W80, WLOO, DUEB, OUEO, TOtWT, bIPg, TURAT2,
•BK1, BK2, BK3, BK1, ISIZE, TRAFLG, T W R A T O ,
•OKI, OK2, OK3, OKI, PRFLG, IPASS, IPSMAS,
•AExlT, TVACO, NO, WFO, IOVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
«XPL, TVACB, NNB, UEO, WEB, WO, ULO,
•D»0, OVB, HUB, MUD, VST6, UPO
•,JT»P, BEC6 , BSTG , ORBI. ITNBU , ITNOU ,
• SVDPSO . SVOC&N .IHUNT ,IOPSTG ,ISZO(19>
EQUIVALENCE (OAT( l ) .WBO)
NAKELIST/S1ZOATS
•UBO. ULOO. OUEB, OUEO, TOLHT, UPB, TURAT2,
• Ml, BKi, BK3, BK1, ISIZE, TRAFLG, T W R A T O ,
*OK1, OK2, OK3, OKI, PRFLG, IPASS, IPSMAJ,
»*EXIT, TVACO, NO. UFO, IOVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
•IPL, TVACB, NNB, UEO. WEB. UO, ULO,
• OVO, OVB, NUB, NUD, VST 6, WPO
C
C FIRST PASS TEST
C
IF< IPASS. E0 . 1 1 GO TO 200
HUB = EIPIVSTGX fin /ISPB)
GO TO T
c





ITNBU = DATl 16)
ITNOM = OAT(IT)
URITE<6.SIZD*T>
SOI 1,1) = BECO
S0(l ,2> z BSTG
sad. 3) = ORBI
IFIHUB.LE.O. ) HUB^VSTG
IFIISPB.ME.O..ANO.HUB.GE.15. ) «UB=EXP(«UB/ GR /ISPB)
IF(ISPB) 202,202,201
201 CONTINUE
IF(ISPO.NE.O..AND.HUO.GE.15.) «UO=EXP<«UO/ GR / ISPO)
IF! ISPO) 201,201.7
C












C VEHICLE SIZING SUBROUTINES
C
















































































20 OCr 72 fi.61-16
20 OCT 72 6.01-16
71. k CALL SIZ1 SIZE
75. GO TO 8 SIZE
76. Z CALL S1Z2 ' SIZE
77. CO TO B SIZE
78. 3 CALL SIZ3 SIZE
79. GO TO 8 SIZE
80. 1 CftLL S1Z1 SIZE
81. GO TO 8 SIZE
82. 5 CALL SIZ5 SIZE
83. C SIZE
81. C VEHICLE PRINT TEST ROUTINE SIZE
85. C SIZE
86. 8 IFtPRFLC.NC.O) CALL SIZOUT SIZE
87. IF (IPASS. EB.l) GO TO 20 SIZE
88. 1F(TRAFLG.GC.1. > 60 TO 999 SIZE
89. C SIZE
90. C VEHICLE "T CONVERGENCE TEST SIZE
91. C SIZE
92. IF (TOLMT.EO.0.0) TOLWT = 10.0 SIZE
93. 1F(ABS(MLOO - ULO) - TOLUT > 21,21,26 SIZE
94. 26 IF <ABS(ULOO -WLOI/ULO .61. 0.90) 60 TO 22 SIZE
95. IF ( IPASS. LT.IPSMAt) 60 TO 23 SIZE
96. C ITERATION LIMIT REACHED SIZE
97. C . SIZE
98. 25 WRITE(6,103> SIZE
99. 183 FORMAT(32H HOI 1 HUB MO. ITERATIONS EXCEEDED) SIZE
100. TRAFLG - 2. SIZE
101. RET USB SIZE
102. C SIZE
103. C NOMINAL EXIT TO B-L ROUTINE SIZE
101. C SIZE
105. 23 TRAFLG = 0. SIZE
106. 1PASS = IPASS • 1 SIZE
10T. GO TO 11 SIZE
108. C SIZE
109. C A GROSS STEP IN STAGE SIZE HAS BEEN TAKEN SIZE
110. C RETURN FOR NEW OPTIMUM CONTROL HISTORY- ONE TIME ONLY SIZE
111. C SIZE
112. 22 CONTINUE SIZE
113. UR1TE<6,102) SIZE
111. 102 FORHAT(96H BAD STARTING GUESS ON STAGING VELOCITV HAS RESULTED IN SIZE
115. 'ITERATION FOR OPTIMUM CONTROL PARAMETERS > SIZE
116. IF(RETFLG.EO.l.O) GO TO 21 SIZE
117. RETFLG = 1.0 SIZE
MB. TRAFL6 = 0. SIZE
119. CALL TAMPM SIZE
120. RETURN SIZE
121. C SIZE
122. C SECOND PASS THRU STEEPEST DESCENT SOLUTION U1TH NO CONVERGENCE SIZE
123. C TERMINATED FOR BAD STAGING GUESS SIZE
121. C SIZE
125. 21 TRAFLC = 2. SIZE
126. . RETFLG = 0. SIZE
127. CALL TAMPA* SIZE
128. RETURN SIZE
124. C SIZE
130. C CONVERGED TRAJECTORY AND SHUTTLE SIZING SIZE
131. C SET FLAGS FOR FINAL PASS THRU 0-L ROUTINE SIZE
132. C SET FLAGS FOR FINAL VEHICLE TRAJECTORY AND PRINT SIZE
133. C SIZE
131. 11 TRAFLG = 2. SIZE
135. UR1TE<«,9> (SIZE SIZE
136. 9 FORMAT< 23H PHASE 1 SIZING OPTION ,12, 10H CONVERGED ) SIZE
13T. PRFLG = 1. SIZE
138. CALL TAMPAR SIZE
139. GO TO 8 SIZE
110. 20 TRAFLS = 0. SIZE
111. IPASS = IPASS * 1 SIZE



































To size a two stage space shuttle with a fixed gross lift-off weight.
Comments:
This routine will size a two stage launch vehicle with a fixed initial weight
to perform a given mission. The payload weight is allowed to vary. The two
stages are allowed to vary and are described by input weights in a tabular
format as a function of propellent weight or the stage weights may be determined
by inputing coefficients to a generalized weight scaling equation.
Data transmission to and from this routine is handled by C0MM0N/SIZING/'
2. O
3.0 EQUATIONS
The fixed Jift-off weight sizing equations are based on impulsive velocity
relationships and are solved to maximize the payload delivery capability for
the given pross initial weight.
The first quantity calculated is the booster propellant weight using the initial
estimate of the booster mass ratio
WPB = WLO (MUB-l)/MUB
where WLO is the initial gross weight
and MUB is the estimate of the booster stage mass ratio.
The booster burnout weight is determined from
WBO = WLO - WPB
The booster stage weight is determined from the following generalized weight
equation if the coefficients are input. If the coefficients are not input, the
stage weight may be input in a tabular format as a function of the stage propellant
weight
WEB BK1 + BK2(WPB) + BK3(WPB)1/3 + BKl*(WPB)2/3
where BK1 through BKU are input quantities.
The sensitivity of the booster stage weight to the booster propellant weight is
determined by differentiation of the equation above to yield;
DWEB = BK2 + 1/3 BK3(WPB)~ + 2/3 BKU(WPB) 3
A similar expression is obtained from the tabular weight option if it is used.
The booster thrust to weight ratio at lift-off is calculated from
TWRATO = N(TVAC - AEXIT (2116.217) ) /WLO
and the booster inpulse velocity from
DVB =32.2 (ISPB) ALOG (MUB)
The initial orbiter weight is found from
W/0 = WBO - WEB
The orbiter mass ratio required to provide the desired mission velocity is
determined from
MUO = EXP ((IDVEL - DVB)/(32.2 ISPO).
The velocity contribution of the orbiter stage to the total mission velocity is
DVO =32.2 ISPO ALOG (MUO).
The orbiter propellant weight required is found from
WPO = WO (MUO - l)/MUO.
The orbiter stage weight may be determined by the generalized weight equation
used to determine the booster weight or may be input in a tabular format. If
the generalized equation is used, the coefficients must be input.
WEO = OKI + OK2(WPO) + OKSfWPO)1/3 + OKU(WPO)2/3
The orbiter stage weight sensitivity is determined from
DWEO = OK2 -f 1/3 OK3(WPO)~2/3 + 2/3 OKlt(WPO)~1/3
The payload weight that corresponds to this estimate of the total mission velocity
and booster staging velocity is found from
XPL - WO - WPO - WEO
The orbiter initial vacuum thrust to weight ratio and final burnout weight determinat:
conclude the SIZ1 routine
TWRAT2 = NO (TVACO)/WO












sTmoL COBE DESCRIPT ION
I Booster engine eslt e rco < f t»#2)





M Booster Idel ve loc i t y ( fps )
0 Orblttr Ideal ve loc i t y ( fps )
•eight ( Ib/lk)
M S e n s i t i v i t y »f orbi t t r stagt ptlght to p r o p c l l a n t
• light ( Ib/lk)
r
 (FT /SEC 2 )
I Totll ld««l t l loclty requ i red to orbi t («p»)
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
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SIZ2
UTORP
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(>n














I Bootttr IICUUB •p tc l f l c lupulst itc
I Orblttr <ricil<l« f p t c l f l c Icpulft >tc
I Bootttr tipty >tght etir»t no.
I Orbittr t>pty (tight curtt no.
I Nunbtr of bootttr tngiatl
I Nuibtr of orblttr tnglntt
I Saiit tt bkl t ictpt for orblt tr
I Satjt ts bk2 tictpt for orblttr
1 Satjt as bk3 t ictpt for orbi t t r
I Sact is bkl tictpt for orblttr
E S i t i n g subrout int for fti.it l i f t o f f (tight t i l ing
op t i on ( ls l l t -1)














IOC SUBS CODE VAR

















































































































/SIZI /I SSIZI ) SIZE S SIZI
SIZI E SIZI
SIZS S SIZI
8 NOV 72 G.01-16
VY"™" S?«OL "« DESCRIPTION
TV SCO I Orblt fr «tcuv> tkrult ( I ta)
TWRATO 0 Li f tof f tkryst-tfl-»olglit rotlo
TWHAT2 0 Stcond itOjt tkrust-to-»l gkt rat io
WEB R Bootttr »t*gi »ilgfct < l b >
WEO fl Orblttr tttgt volgkt < lb l
WLO I Booit tr l i f to f f ••Ight ( Ib )
WO « Ini t ial orblttr (tlgkt ( Ib )













LOG SlIBR CODE VAR
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•FORTRAN HATH




Boest t r propt l lant ^tlght ( Ib)
* Orbit.r prop.Hint ^tlght ( Ib)




2 T T ) SIZOUT I net




























































































































































CONSTANT LIFT-OFF WEIGHT SIZING
COHHQN/GLOBAL/
• GR ,ER ,OH6Z , «LA«RF .VHURF , LU1
*,JJOP(10) , 1FOTAL .NARC .NBRAN ,NF«RC ,10(4)
*,KTAB(20),ITAB(20) ,SI6 ,HAXTAB
• ,S« .PSIRF.1PFLG1, IPFLG2,lPFLG3,IPFLG4,INEaFL(2C)
• 1TPSO ,KSOL ,KGLOBL(8>
REAL HUB, HUO, ISPB, ISPO, IOVEL, NUB, NO
cannon /SIZING/
PHASE 11 SIZING PARAHERERS
• TZ, VV(3), QP(14>, EROR, PZ(5), VO, SU(20).
«SV(28), 50(37.5), SEdll. TLAT, TLNG.
PHASE I SIZING PARAHERERS
•UBO, ULOO, OUEB, OUEO, TOLUT, UPB, TMRAT2,
•g«l, BK2, BK3, BK4, ISIZE, TRAFLG, TURATO,
•OH, OK2. 0(3, OK4, PRFLG, IPASS, IPSHAJ,
•AEXIT, TVACO, NO. UFO. IOVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
•IPL, TVACB, NNB. UEO, UEB, UO, ULO,
•OVO, DVB, HUB, HUO, VSTG, UPO
*,JTVP. BEC6 , BSTG , ORBI, ITNBU ITNOU .
• SVOPSO , SVOCON , 1MUNT .IOPSTG ,ISZD(19>
BOOSTER PROPELLANT UT
UPB = ULO * <HUB-l.)/m»B
BOOSTER BURNOUT UT
UBO = ULO - UP*
BOOSTER STAGE UT AND SENSITIVITY
IF(BKl.GT.O.O) GO TO 1
CALL SPLIZ( ITNBU, UPB, UEB, OUEB)
GO TO 2
1 UEB = BUI * BK2* UPB* B(3* UPB»»0. 3333* BUI. UPB**0.6667
DUEB= BK2 * B>3* 0.3333* UPB**( -0. 6667 )t BK4* 0.6667* UPB**
. (-0.3333)
2 CONTINUE
TWfiATO =NN8*<TV«CB- AEHT • 21 16.217 I/ULO
DVB = GR • ISPB * ALOS(HUB)
INITIAL ORBITER UT
UO = UBO - UEB
ORBITER MASS RATIO
HUO = ESP(( IOVEL -OVB)/(GR • ISPO))
DVO = GR * ISPO»»L06(HUO)
ORBITER PROPELLANT UT
UPO = UO* (HUO-1.0)/HUO
ORBITER STAGE UT AND SENSITIVITY
IF(OKl.GT.O.O) GO TO 3
CALL SPLIZC ITNOU, UPO, UEO, OUEO)
GO TO 4
3 UEO = OKI* OK2«UPO* OK3* UPO** 0.3333* OK4« UPO>* 0.6667




KPL = UO - UPO - UEO






























































































To size a two stage space shuttle with a fixed payload.
Comment:
This routine interates on both stage propellant weights for the input payload
weight.
Stage weights may be of a tabular input format or the coefficients of a








couvi«v<<^ ^ V^ y^V^tDUVJ^V <i
^^/'
\
3 . 0 EQUATIONS
The solution to the fixed payload sizing problem starts with the determination
of the velocity distribution between the booster and the orbiter. The booster
velocity is given by
DVB =32.2 ISPB ALOG (HUB)
The required orbiter mass ratio to satisfy the mission velocity is given by
MUO » EXP ((IDNEL - DVB)/32.2/ISPO
AND THE ORBITER VELOCITY IS GIVEN BY
DVO =32.2 ISPO ALOG (MUO)
The orbiter propellant weight is solved for iteratively from the following
equations
WPO = (MUO - 1) (XPL + WE01)/MUO
Where WE01 is an initial estimate of the orbiter stage weight. An orbiter stage
weight is calculated with the estimate of the orbiter propellant weight given
above. Either the tabular input data of the coefficients for the general weight
equation given below must be input to determine the orbiter stage weight
WE0 = OKL + OK2(WPO) + OK3(WPO)1/'3
and stage weight sensitivity.
DWEO = OK2 + 1/3 OKSCWPOr + 2/3 OKU(WPO)~1/3
This value for WEO is returned to the equation above and solved until
WEO = WE01
Once the orbiter propellant weight and stage weight has been determined, the
~irfitl"al— orbiter -gross-weight may jbe determined from
WO = WEO + WPO + XPL
and the orbiter burnout weight from
WFO = WO - WPO
The orbiter thrust-to-weight ratio is given by
TWRAT2 = NO (TVACO)/WO
The booster proellant weight is solved for in a similar manner, with the booster
stage weight initialized as zero
WEB1 = 0
and the propellant weight determined from
WPB = (MUB-1)(WO + WEBl)/MUB
Once again the booster stage weight corresponding to this propellant weight




and the propellant weight determined from
WPB = (MUB-1)(WO + WEBl)/MUB
Once again the booster stage weight corresponding to this propellant weight is
determined from one of the two stage weight options available. Either the
booster weight has been input in a tabular format as a function of its propellant
weight or the coefficients of the generalized weight law have been input
WEB = BK1 + BK2(WPB) + BK3(WPB)1/3 + BK^(WPB)2/3
—and the sensitivity of—booster^ weight to propellant weight
_p/-3 -1 /O
DWLB = BK2 + 1/3 BK3(WPB) ' ° + 2/3 BKU(WPB) '°
the iteration is continued setting WEB1 = WEB until convergence has been obtained.
Once converged, the remainder of the booster parameters are determined from
WBO =-W + WEB
o
WLO = WBO + WPB
TWRATO « N(TVAC - AEXIT(2116.217))/WLO.












s!$TBoY woe DESCRIPT ION
equat ion
•eight equation
I Va lue of l/3-po»er tor* c o e f f i c i e n t In booster
s t a ge «ei ght equat Ion
I Va lue of 2/3-po«er term c o e f f i c i e n t in booster
s tage velght equation
E Entry point for booster p rope l l en t veight loop
( sli2)
PI Booster idel ve loc i t y ( f f i >
0 Orblter ideal v e l o c i t y ( f p t )
H Sens i t i v i t y of booster s tage weight to p rope l l en t
•eight ( Ib/ lb)
•tight ( Ib/lb)
g I 6r ivl t>t lona 1 a c c t l t r a t i o n it tur f ic t of the ctr th.
r
 (FT /SEC 2 )
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR





/ ^ l71 f t lCy f 9 7 Q ) C171 I/3 l£I IVO/ l £ f T I 3  £ 1 I
SIZZ I
UTORP I
/e.l7]|ic/f 9 A D k ^ I 7 1 I/>l£INo/( £Ov I dl&l 1
SIZZ I
UTDRP I
/SIZING/1 281) SIZl I
SIZZ I
UTORP I
/SIZING/( 282) SIZl I
SIZZ I
UTORP I
/BUPB /( iSIZZ) SIZZ E
SIZ3 S










T R T O S Z 0




S T A U I
UTDRP H





















































































0 Do- l oop Indts for a r b i t e r propil l int wight
dettni ait Ion
/S IZZ /OSIZZ) SIZZ 0 I
8 NOV 72 6.01-16

















8 NOV 72 6. 01-16
WOE DESCRIPTION
I Total Idttl tt loclty r.qulrtd to orbit ( fp t )
I Booitor tcpty night curtt no.
I Orbittr tipty itlgkt cor«t no.
I Booster mttt r t t lo or « t loc i t y
H Orbi t t r ins r t t lo
I Nuabir of orbittr tnalntl
I S»Mt ts bkl t ictpt for orbi t t r
I Sax is bk2 ticept for orbittr
I Sait as bk3 tictpt for orbit tr
I S»a« as bkl t ic tpt for orb i t t r
E S i t ing sutorouttnt for f l * « d p a y l o t d opt ion
1 ls i i t=2)















/ s iz2 7rr
LOC SUBR CODE VAR





















































2 6 7 ) SI21
S1Z2
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vacuum tkrvst per engine Ib
• ac nun tkreist 1 Ib)
tkr«st-to-nl}ht ratio
stOge throst-to-«l ght ratio
bvrnoat (elgkt ( Ib)
stage (elgkt ( Ib)
U I terat ion .triable for booster s tage (eight
« Orbiter stajc («lgkt 1 Ib)
U I terat ion va r iab le for orbi ter s tage (eight
ft Booster
*
l i f toff (eight ( Ib)





































































































































































































6 NOV T2 S.01-1*
fORTRAN MATH






H I n l t l . l o rb l t t r (light l i b )
B Boo«t t r proptll.ot (tight Mb)
Orbi t t r proptl l tnt »tlglit ( Ib)
W Convtrgti ict trror in »t«< i t t r t t loo
I Plflo.d •<!Jkt (Ib)
/SIZINS/<
/SIZ1NS/(
/ S U I N E / C
/SU2 /(.
/SIZING/C
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S I Z Z














































































C CONSTANT P A V L O A D SIZING
C
COnnON/GLOBAL/
• 6B ,EB ,0«SZ , X L A W R F .VPIUBF ,LU»
•,JJOP(10) . IFATAL .NARC .NBRAN ,NFARC ,10(1)
• , K T A B ( Z O ) , l T A B ( Z O > , SI G . H A X T A B
• ,6(1 .PSIBF,IPFL61, IPFLG2,!PFLG3,IPFLG1,INEBFL(20)
» , ITPSO ,KS&L ,XGLOBL<8)
REAL nUB, nuO. I5PB, ISPO, IDVEL,NNB,NO
COnnON /SIZING/
C PHASE II SIZING PARAHERERS
• TZ, V V I 3 ) , OP(ll), EBOR, P Z ( 5 ) , VB, SW(ZO) ,
• S» (Z8) , 5 8 ( 3 7 . 5 ) . SE(l l ) . TLAT, TLN6,
C PHASE I SIZING PARAMETERS
•UBO, ULOO, DUES, OWED, TOLUT, WPB, TWfiATZ,
• BXl' BKZ, BX3, BXl, ISIZE, TRAFLG, TWRATO,
•OKI, 0X2. 0X3, 0X1, PRFLS, IPASS, IPSflAX,
•AEXlT, TVACO, NO, WFO, 1DVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
•XPL, TVACB, NNB, WEO. WEB, WO. WLO,
•OVO, DVB, «UB, HUD, YST6, WPO
»,JTVP, BECO . BST6 . ORBI. ITNBW IT NOW ,
• SVDPSQ , SVDCON , I HUNT . IOPST6 , ISZD(19)
C
C ORBITER MASS RATIO
C
DVB = 6R • ISPB> ALOG(HUB)
RUO = EXPdIDVEL -OVB) / (GR • ISPO))
D»0 = SB • ISPO» ALOG(HUO)
C




WPO = (RUO -!.)•< XPL » WE01)
I F ( O K l . G T . O . O ) GO TO T
5 CONTINUE
CALL SPL1Z( ITNBW, WPB, WEB, DWEB)
GO TO 8
T WEO = OKI* OK2> WPO* OK3*WPO«>0.3333 * OX1«UPD»> 0.6667
DWEO= 0X2+ 0X3*0. 3333* WPO»»( -0. 6667 )* OX1»0. 6667» WPO«>
• (-0.3333)
8 X = ABS(WEOl-WEO)




C ORBITER INITIAL WEIGHT
C
10 CONTINUE
WO = WPO * WEO •> IPL
WFO = WO - WPO
TWRAT2 = NO«(TVACO) /WO
C





WPB = (nUB-1.0)>(WO * WEB1)
I F ( B X l . G T . O . O ) GO TO IT
15 CONTINUE
CALL SPLIZI ITNOW, WPO, WEO, OWED )
GO TO 18
17 WEB = BKl* BK2> UPB* BK3>UPB» 0 . 3 3 3 7 + BX3»UPB«»0 . 6667
DUEB= BK2* BX3»0.3333> UP9»»( -0 . 6667 ) »BKH. 0.6667«WPB«>
• ( -0 .3333)
18 X = ABS(WEBl -WEB)







































































































HBO = «0 >HEB
BOOSTER LIFT-OFF HEIGHT
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SIZ2
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To size a space shuttle launch vehicle with a fixed orbiter stage and payload
weight.
Comments:
This routine sizes a booster stage for a given orbiter stage size and payload
weight.
The booster propellant weight is determined using the iterative loop in subroutine




The orbiter is specified by its propellant weight and stage veight. The initial
and final stage weights are given by
WO = WPO + WEO + XPL
WFO s WO - WPO
The thrust-to-weight ratio is given by
TWRAT2 = HO(TVACO)/WO
and the orbiter velocity is given by
DVO =32.2 ISPO ALOG (WO/WEO + XPL))
The required booster mass ratio is determined by
MUB = EXP(IDVEL - DVO)/32.2/ISPB)
this corresponds to a booster staging velocity of
DVB = 32.2 (ISPB) ALOG (MUB).
With this data the propellant weight loop of subroutine SIZ2 is called (entry
point BWPB) and the remaining booster parameters determined.
o.
X













S Entrl point for booster propt t lant •elgnt loop
( « lz2)
0 Booittr (del t t tocHj < fp» )
H Orblter Util ve loc i t y ( f p> )
n I G rav i t a t i ona l a c c e l e r a t i o n at turfic* of the ear th .
' (FT/SEC2 )
I Booster vacuum s p e c i f i c laipulte sec
I Orb l te r »icuu« s p e c i f i c Impulse sec
.
n Boos te r «ass ra t io or v e l o c i t y
I Nucbtr of orblter engines
E S i t i n g subrout ine for f i led o rb l te r sl i ing o p t i o n
< l t i i e = 3 ) a s s u m e s f i led p a y l o a d .
STOR1GE SUBROUTINE USAGE
aiocfc LOG SU8R CODE VAR
/BMPB / I S S I Z 2 I S I Z 2 E BMPS
SI 23 S BUP8
































S 1 Z 3
SIZl










































































/SIZ3 /C.SIZ3) SIZE S S1Z3
SIZ3 E S1Z3
8 NOV 72 6.01-16
N
n\
"«w" SVWOL COOE DESCRIPT ION
TVACO I Orblttr >ic«u> tkritt ( Ik)
TUBA12 0 Second ttOgt thr«»t-te-»tl gM ritlo
UEO I Orblttr ttigi Might < l k >
UO M Inltl.l orbltcr icigkt (Ik)
f
UPO 1 Orb l tc r p ropc l lan t .tight ( Ib)
XPL I Piylo.d (tight ( Ikl
S T Q R A 8 E SUBROUll





















































T V A C O
T V A C O
T V A C O

















































































• 6R ,ER ,OH6Z .XLAflRF ,YnURF ,LU«
*,JJOP(10) , 1FSTAL ,NARC ,NBRAN ,NFARC ,10(1)
* , K T A B ( 2 0 I , I T A B ( 2 0 > ,516 .nAXTAB
»,6« ,PSIRF,IPFLG1, IPFLG2, IPFL63, 1PFL61,1WEOFL<20>
*, ITPSO .KSOL ,*GLOBL(8>
REAL nuB. HUD. ISPB, 15PO, 1DVEL,NNB,NO
cannon /SIZING/PHASE n SIZING PARAKEREHS
• 11, »»(3). OP(ll), EROR, P Z < 5 ) , VB, SK<20),
»SV(28 ) , 50(37,5), SE<11). TLAT, TLIIG,
PHASE I SIZING PARAHEREAS
»«BO, ULOO, OWES, OWED, TCLUT, Uf>8. TWRAT2.
•BUI, BK2, BK3, B«1, 1S1ZE, TRAFL6, THRATO,
•OKI, OK2, OK3, OKI, PRFL6, 1PASS, IPSnAI,
•AEIIT, TKAtO, NO, «FO, 10VEL, 1SPO, ISPB,
• XPL, TVACB, NNB, UEO, UE6. WO ULO,
•OVO, DVB, BUB, HU6, VSTG, M^O
•,JTVP. BECO . BSTG , ORBI. ITNBU , 1TNOU ,
• SVOPSa , SVDCON ,IHUNT ,10P5T6 ,ISZD(19)
INITIAL ORBITER WEIGHT
UO ==' UFO + HEO « XPL
UFO = WO- UPO
TMBAT2 = NO*TVACO/UO
BOOSTER "ASS RATIO
OVO = BR • 1SPO* ALOG(UO/(MEO »>PL»
HUB = EXPdIOVEL -DVO) / (GR * ISPB))
DVB = GR >ISPB » ALOG(HUB)























































To size a space shuttle using a fixed booster stage and payload weight.
Comments:
This routine starts with an initial estimate of the booster staging velocity
and determines the orbiter size required. The payload value is determined and
compared to the required value. If they disagree, the booster staging velocity
is changed and the process repeated.
IKS
3.0 EQUATIONS
The booster lift-off weight is determined from the initial stage mass ratio
estimate and the propellant weight
WLO = WPB(MUB)/(MUB-1).
Next the burnout weight and thrust-to-weight ratio are determined from
WBO = WLO/MUB
TWRATO = N (TVAC - AEXIT (2116.21?))/WLO.
The corresponding booster staging velocity is given by
DVB = 32.2 (ISPB) ALOG (MUB).
The initial orbiter weight is given by
WO = WBO - WEB.
The required mass ratio for the orbiter is given by
MUO = EXP (IDVEL - DVB)/32.2/ISPO
which corresponds to an orbiter velocity of
DVO = 32.2 (ISPO) ALOG (MUO).
The orbiter vacuum thrust-to-weight ratio is given by
TWRATZ = NO (TVACO)/WO
and the orbiter burnout and propellant weights are given by
WFO = WO/MUO
~~~ " -- -WPO = WO--. WFO. __
At this point the orbiter stage weight and weight sensitivity is determined using
the propellant weight and input data. If the tabular stage weight option has been
used, these quantities are looked-up, whereas, if the coefficients to the
generalized stage weight equation were input,
VffiO - OKI + OK2(WPO) + OK3(WPO)1/3 + OKU(WPO)2/3
and
OWED - OK2 + 1/3 OK3(WPO)~2/3 + 2/3 OKMWPO)"1/3.
The corresponding payload for this iteration is determined from
YPL = WFO - WEO
if this payload matches the input payload the sizing is complete. If
X = XPL - YPL f 0
then the booster mass ratio is changed in the proper direction by
MUB = MUB - X (MUB-1)2/WPB
and the process is repeated until X is made sufficiently small.











s3»oi WOE DESCRIPT ION
I Boost t r tnglnt tilt trtt ( f t»»2)
H Boost t r Idtl i t loclty < f ( r » )
0 Orb i t t r {(U.I . t loc i ty < f p » )




I Tot i l idtt l v e l o c i t y r tqulr t t f to orb i t ( f a t )
I Boosttr »>euu> iptc l f le i»puli« itt
1 Orbi t t r v tcuup s p e c i f i c lapulst stc
I Orbit tr tppty ptlght curt t no.
S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I N E USAGE
BLOCK LOC SU6R CODE VAR










































































































































•ott rot lo or v t loc l t f
of orbltor tnglnti
bkl tictet for orblttr
b*2 octet for orblttr
bk3 txcopt for orblttr
bkl t ictpt for orbltor
1 Orbit«r
0 L i f to f f
• tcuu* thruit 1 lb>
thrult-to-ctlgtit ra t io
0 Stcoftd t tOgt tbr ust-to-«t I ght ra t io















LOC SUBR CODE VAR
309) SIZE N HUB
SIZ t I HUB
S I Z 2 I «UB
S I Z 3 « HUB
SIZl N NUB
310) SIZE ft CIUOSizi n nuo
SIZ2 « HUO
sizi A nuo
302) S IZOUT HMO



























S S I Z f ) SIZE
SIZl










































T V A C B
TVACB
.TVACB
T V A C B
T V A C B
T V A C O
T V A C O
T V A C D
T V A C O
T V A C O
T V A C O
2 6 5 ) S IZOUT I TURATO




2 7 6 ) S IZOUT I TURAT2
SIZl 0 TURAT2
S I Z Z 0 TURATZ
S1Z3 0 TURAT2
SUM 0 TURAT2
8 HO* 12 6.01-16















CODE D E S C R I P T I O N
ft feaotttr burnout •tight ( tb)
n Booiter l i f toff wtlght (Ib)
n Initial orbittr weight (Ib)
I Booster propel lent •eight (Ib)
H Orbi t t r propelUnt -eight ( Ib)
U DHf t renct betv t tn i nttr ft* 1 ly dettraintd p«) lo td
I P«y lotd »t!gM ( Ib)
"" —











LOG SUBR CODE KAR



























































/s-izi A » S I Z M ) sizi a i






/SIZS /(*SIZ<1> SIZH W Y
8 NOV 72 G.01-tt
r\i
FORTRAN «»TM
 rn.., n n C n D T D T T r i M STOIUSE SUBROUTINE U5»6EvV.Vl" SV«OML "« D E S C R I P T I O N
VPL U Int.mil «»lul of p iy lo id u-l>d to J.ttr.U. »tiac /Sill /(• ) S1Z-I U YPLtrn »lu dite alnt ttlg
•lit ilth oat st»gt f l itd
































































































•GR ,ER ,OnGZ , XLAHRF , YHURF , LUH
•, JJOP(IO) ,IFATAL ,NARC ,NBRAN ,NFARC ,10(1)
• ,KTAB(2C),ITAB(20) , SI 6 ,NAXTAB
»,6H .PSIRF,IPFLG1, 1PFLG2,1PFLG3,IPFLG1,1NEBFL(20)
•.ITPSO ,(SOL . KGLOBLIB)
REAL HUB, HUO, ISPB, ISPO, IOVEL,NNB,NO
CORRON /SIZING/
PHASE II SIZING PARAHERERS
• TZ, VV(3), BP(11), EROR, PZ<5), VO, SU(20>,
• SV(28>, 50(37.5). SEOM. TLAT, TLNG,
PHASE 1 SIZING PARAMETERS
•UBO, ULOO. OUEB. OUEO, TOLUT, UPB, TURAT2,
•B«l, 8(2, 8(3, 8(1, ISIZE, TRAFLG, TURATO,
•0(1, 0(2, QK3, OKI, PRFLG, IPASS, IFSHAX,
•AEIIT. TVACO, NO, UFO, IOVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
•XPL, TVACB, NNB, UEO, UEB, UO, ULO,
•DUO, DVB. HUB, HUD, VST6, UPO
>,JTYP, BECO , BSTG . ORBI. ITNBU , ITNOU ,
• SVOPSB , SVDCON ,IHUNT .IOPSTG ,ISZO(19>
6 CONTINUE
BOOSTER LIFT-OFF UT
ULO = UPB * HUB/(HUB-1.0>
BOOSTER BURNOUT UT
UBO - ULO /HUB
TURATO =NNB»(TVACB- AEXIT • 21 16. 21 7 )/ULO
INITIAL ORBITER UT
UO = UBO - ME*
ORBITER MASS RATIO
DVB = GR • ISPB • ALOG(HUB)
HUO = EXPUIOVEL - DVB)/(GR • ISPO))
DVO = GR »ISPO • ALOG(HUO)
ORBITER UTS
TURAT2 = N0» TVACO /UO
UFO = UO/HUO
UPO = UO- UFO
IF(OKl.GT.O.O) GO TO 1
CALL SPLIZdTNOU, UPO, UEO, DUEO)
GO TO 2
1 UEO = OKU 0(2<UPO* OK3»UPO«»0.3333» 0(1>UPO»0 . 6667
DUEO = 0(2 + 0(3»0. 3333»UPO»»(-0. 6667 )» 0(1»0 . 6667'UPO ••
• (-0.3333)
FIXED FAVLOAD ITERATION
2 YPL - UFO -UEO
X = XPL-YPL
V - ABS(X>
IF( V.LT.l.l GO TO 1




















































































To size a space shuttle vith a given lift-off thrust-to-veight ratio and thrust
level.
Comments:





^ A 3.0 EQUATIONS
This routine determines the vehicle gross veight from
WLO = NB (TVACB - AEXIT (21l6.21?))/TWRATO










»TH .Dni. n r T H T D T T n i V I S T O R A G E SUBROUHBOL CODE UtbLnir 1 IUIM sLflc* LO£ SUBR
I Boostt r tngint tilt aria <ft»»2) /SIZIN6/C 2 4 3 ) SIZI
SIZ2
S I Z 4
S IZS
TAISPAR






S S i t i n g subroutint for f l i td l i f to f f (tight s i t i n g /SIZI / ( t S I Z I ) S IZE
opt ion < lsllt=l) SIZI
SIZS
assucts fl ied thrust SIZS

























































tl 7Ka I L7
SIZS
T V A C B
T V A C B
TVACB
TVACB
T V A C B










































FIIEO ( T / M ) L . O . SIZING - THRUST GIVEN
REAL HUB. fl'JO. ISPB, ISPO, IDVEL,NNB,NO
connON /SIZING/
PHASE II SIZING PARANERERS
«TZ, V V ( 3 ) , QP<1S) , EROR. P Z ( S ) .
» S V ( 2 8 ) . 58(37 5) SE( II). TLAT, TLN6,
PHASE I SIZING PARAAERERS
•UBO, WLOO, OHEB, DUEO, TOLMT,
• BUI, BK2, 8X3, BK1. ISIZE,
»0«1, OK2, OK3, OKI, PBFL6,
• A E X t T , TVAtO, NO, UFO, ICVEL,
•XPL, TKACB, NNB, UEO. U£B.
•OVO, DVB, HUB, nuO. «STG,
•,JTVP. BECfi . BSTS , ORBI, ITN8H
• SVOPSB , SVDCfiN .1HUNT
BOOSTER LIFT-OFF HEIGHT











S I Z S
SIZS





















S I Z S
SIZS
XLO,








To format and print out the PADS-I sizing data.
Comments:
This routine prints identification headers and data for all of the PADS-I sizing
routines. A standard output format is used. All data is transmitted to this
routine through the C0MM0N/SIZING/statement.
After the first pass through this routine, the print control flag, PRFLG, is set
to print data only. The print format is shown in Table I.
COT 9>oT
PAUS PHASE i SIZING DATA
SIZI.NR
P A K A M g [£R
Llf r T-.?FF i«£!(jHT
PRL^cLLANT XfclG^T
a i ' K <K o 'J I i<> v 1 0 1 ( f
STeF .-'blGHT
P A Y L v A j 4 P 1 G H T
SPECIF 1C IMPULSF
I M K - L 3 i V b VELOCIT
VACUUM THRUST




























O i O Q O O
Ii0084
<xW^-3.
B O O S T E R Q R 9 I T E R
L!F"T-CFF "cHiMT
DU*v''UU| i'* t I C ^ t '
C T f I** ! i L. T r P • T5 T t r K 1 1 ' i ^  T

































The only quantity calculated in this routine is the total vacuum thrust for each
stage. These quantities are determined from the following equations and used
for print purposes only.
Booster:
ABC = NB (TVACB)
Orbiter:
DEF = NO (TVAGO)
F O R T R A N NATH _0 r\ p r p D T D T T fl M













C I 7 AlITy I iUU I
data
data
1 Booster idel v e l o c i t y ( f ps )
1 Orb i ter idea l v e l o c i t y ( f ps )
I S e n s i t i v i t y of booster s tage aieigh.t to p r o p e l l e n t
• eight ( Ib/lb)
I Sens i t i v i t y of orblter s tage we igh t to p r o p e l l e n t
•eight ( Ib/lb)
1 Sit ing option f lag 1. Filed Bio, .aiiniie ipl 2.
( t / n ) I .O . naiinii* ipl 6. Find ( t /») I .O.
Oetern ine f
I Boos te r vacuun s p e c i f i c inputs* sec
I Nunber of booster engine*
1 Nunber of orb i ter engines
n S i t i n g d a t a pr in t f l a g 1. Pr in t header i . P r i n t
i d e n t i f i e r 3. Print data
he ader s
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE U S A G E
BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE VAR
/S I ZOu"T/( «5 1 ZO ) SIZOt/T W ABC










/ S I Z I N G / I
I Z O U T / < *
308) S IZOUT I DVB
SIZI n DVB
S I Z 2 n DVB
S1Z3 0 DVB
SIZI n DVB





T R T O S Z 0 DVO












283) SIZE «. ISIZE
SIZOUT I ISIZE













T A H P A R ISPO
302) SIZOUT NNB
SIZI NNB




2 9 5 ) S I Z O U T NO
SIZ) NO
SIZ2 NO
S I Z 3 NO
SIZI NO
TAnPAR NO
290) SIZE n PRFLG
SIZOUT K PRFLG
S I Z O U T E S IZOUT
6 MOV 72 G.01-16
XF O R T R A N HATH „„.. HI" r O D T P T T DM S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I N E USAGE
SYMBOL SYMBOL CUDt U t O b H i T 1 i U IM BLflCn LflC SUBR CODE VAR
T VACB













T A f t P A R






I L i f to f f thru»t-to-«elght ntlo /SIZING/C 285 ) SIZOUT 1
SIZ1 0
S I Z 2 0
SIZ1 0
S I Z 5 1
I S e c o n d stOgc thr utt-to-it 1 oht rit io /S IZ ING/ I 278) S IZOUT I
SIZ1 0
SIZ2 0
S I Z 3 0
S I Z H 0
I Bootttr burnout .tight (Ib) /SIZlNG/( 272) GEINP H







I Boo»t«r itigt Plight ( Ib) /SIZING/ I 301) PAYLOD I
SIZOUT I
SIZ1 f t
S I Z 2 «
S I Z H I
T A O P A R I
UTDRF H
I O r b l t e r stagt fft lght ( Ib) /S IZ ING/ ( 303) P A Y L O O I
SIZOUT I
S1Z1 H





1 Orb i t t r burnout (tight ( Ib ) /SIZING/ I 296) P A V L O D f t
SIZOUT I
S I Z 1 0
SIZ2 0




T R T O S Z 0





S 1 Z S f t
S I 2 5 0
T A R P A R I




S I Z 3 f t
SIZ1 B
TAHPAR I '
T V A C B
T V A C B
TVACB
T V A C B
T V A C B
T V A C B
T V A C O
TV.CO
T V A C O
T V A C O
T V A C O
TVACO
TyRATO























































8 (VOV 72 6.01-1*
"«T S?£BOHL "« D E S C R I P T I O N
UPB I Boottir proptl l int (tight l ib)
UPO I Orblitr proptl l int (tight ( Ib)
XPL I P., loid .tight ( Ib)
.UNOfc. 0 Fll. of til output d«t.
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR










S 1 Z 4 H
TAnPAR 1
UTDRP n



















P A V 0 2 0
PRINT 0
P R I N T V 0
PR1NTU 0
P R I T E O 0








S I Z I N 0
S IZOUT 0
SOLVE 0
SPLICO 0SPL IZ 0
SPLVNE 0
S S S P 0
S T A U 0
STPIT 0
SUflOUT 0








































































































































C PRINT ROUTINE FOR PHASE I SIZING DATA
C
REAL 1UB. flUO, ISPB, ISPO, IDVEL.NNB.NOCOHION /SIZING/
C PHASE II SIZING PARAHERERS
• TZ. ««(3). QP(11). EROR, P 2 ( 5 ) , VO,
• S V ( 2 8 > , S a ( 3 7 . 5 > , SEC 11), TLAT, TLNG,
C PHASE I SIZING PAfiAREREliS
• WBO, ULOO, DUES, DUEO, T O L W T , UPB,
•BUI. BK2, BK3, BK1, IS1ZE, T R A F L G ,
•OKI. 0(2. OK3, • OKI, PRFLG, ( P A S S ,
«AEXU, TVAtO, NO, UFO, IO»EL, ISPO,
• XPL, TVACB, NNB, WEO. WEB, WO,
• OVO, DVB, flUB, HUO, V S T G , WPO
•,JT»P, BECO , BSTG , ORBI, ITNBW , I T N O W ,




IF(PRFLS.£a.21 60 TO 1
1F( PRFLG.NE. 1 ) GO TO 20
WRITE! 6, 100)
PRFIG = 3.











ABC =NNB • TVACB








100 FORHAT( 22X,21HPAOS PHASE I SIZING DATA )
101 F Q H H A T ( 2 C X , 3 7 H S I Z I N G OPTION 1 FIXED LIFT-OFF WEIGHT )
102 FORHATC 2CX,37HSIZ ING OPTION 2 F ISEO P A Y L O A D WEIGHT )
103 FCR«AT(20X,31HSIZING OPTION 3 F I X E D ORBITER >
101 FORnAT(2CX,31HSIZING OPTION 1 F IXED BOOSTER )
105 FORnAH2GX.31HSlZ ING OPTION 5 FIXED ( T / U J L . O . )
109 FORflATI 16X,9HPARArlETER , 19X, 7HBOOSTER, 1 1 X, 7HORBITER )
110 FOR«AT( 10X.21HL1FT-OFF WEIGHT ( LB ), 2( 81, F10 .0 >, / ,
1CX,21HPROPELLANT WEIGHT < L8 ), 2( 8X, F 10 . 0 ), / ,
1CX,21HBURNOUT WEIGHT ( LB ), 2( 8X, F 10 . 0 ), /,
1CX.21HSTEP WEIGHT ( LB ), 2( 8X, F 1 0 . 0 ), /,
10X.21HPAYLOAD WEIGHT < LB > , 2( 8 1 , F 1 C . 0 >, / / ,
10X.21HSPECIFIC IMPULSE ( S E C > , 2 ( 8X,F10.0) , / ,
10X,2lMInPULSIVE VELOCITY ( FPS ), 2( 8X ,F 1 0 . 0 ), / ,
10x,2lriVACUUn THRUST ( LB ), 2( 8X,F 1 0 . 0 ), /,
10X,21HDWE/OWP ,2(9X,F8.1) ,/,
1CX,21I«T/W)L.O. , 2 ( 9 X , F 8 . 1 ) >










S W C 2 0 ) , SIZING
SIZING
SIZING
T W R A T 2 , SIZING











e I in iiTJ 1 L L U 1
SIZOUT
SIZOUT




















































Puts PADS-I data into format compatible with trajectory program interface.
Comments:
This routine corresponds to TAMPER in the PADS-II program (SSSP).













 CODE nr r m T PT T niVI S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I N E USAGESYHBOL LUUt UtoUnir 1 1UIM BLOCK LOG sueR CODE VAR
I Booster engine tilt irt. t f t »»2> /SIZINS/l 243 ) SIZI








S I Z 3
SIZ1
TABPAR









S I Z S
TAnPAR






0 A s y n t h e s i s d>t> imy (37 ,5 ) thit cont i lns the /S IZ IN6 /C 71 ) ENVPRN
f l y O i t k d«t« and >o» in jec t ion quant i t ies FLVBKP
1 S P R A T
POBC








































SIZEnR H SOSIZIN n so





T R T O S Z n SO
VEHDF B SB
UTVOl N SB







T A H P A R 0 SV
TAMPER N SV
If iTOSZ H SV
VEHOF n SV
UTVOL 1 SV
I Boos te r .»cou« thrust per eng ine Ib /SIZINSK 301) S I Z O U T T V A C B
SIZI TVACB
S I Z 2 T V A C B
S I Z S T V A C B
S IZS T V A C B
~ " - - - - ~ - - - - ^ _ _ T A M D & D T U A P B
8 NOV 72 G.01-16
F O R T R A N W A T H
 0 _ . n P ^ P R T P T T H l MSYHBOL SYWBOL *•««*• U C. o L» n 1 r 1 1UIM
T V A C O I O rb l t t r v«cuu« thrust ( Ib )
WLO 1 Boottir l i ftoff Might ( lb>
WO I Initiil orb i tc r Might ( I b )
WPB I Booitir propt l l int Might ( I b )
WPO I O r b i t e r p rope lUn t Might ( I b )
S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I N E USAGE
BLOCK LOC SUBR CODE VAR
/SIZING/I 291) S I Z O U T I
SIZ1 I
S I Z 2 I
S I Z 3 I
SIZt I
TAf lPAR I





























T A n P A R I
Tf iTOSZ 0








/ S I Z I N G / < 305 ) P A V L O D 0
SIZOUT 1
SIZ1 fl
S IZ2 f l
SIZ3 f l
S IZ t f l
TAHPAR I






/S IZ ING/ ( 312) SIZOUT I
SIZ1 N
SIZ2 f l




T V A C O
T V A C O
T V A C O





























































8 NOV 72 S.01-16
VF O R T R A N
SVnBOL SVflBOL CODE D E S C R I P T I O N S T O R A G E SU^OJIINE U5A6ESU8R CODE V»R
XPL Piy lo id .tight ( lb> /S lZ ING/( 300) SIZOUT I
SI2) 0
S1Z2 I









8 NOV 72 G.01-16





































SUBROUTINE TO INTERFACE W I T H T R A J E C T O R Y PROSRAH
REAL »jft. nuc. ISPB, ISPO, IDVEL.NNB.MOCOV»B* /SIZING/
PHASE II SHINS PARAHERERS
»TZ, H « < 3 > . aP(11), EROR, P Z < 5 > . »0,
»SV(28) , 58137.5). SE( l l ) . TL«T, TINS,
PHASE 1 SlilNS PARAnERERS
• MBO, HLOO, DblEB, OUED, TOLUT, UPB,
•SKI. BK2, BK3. BUS, ISIZE, TRAFLG,
•OKI. OK2. OK3, OKI, PRFL6, IPASS,
•AEXIT, TVfltO, NO, UFO, 10VEL, I5FO,
•XPL, TVflCB, NNB, UEO. UEB. UO
»DVO. ODB, NUB, nUO, VSTS, WPO
»,JTVP, BECD , BST6 . ORBI. ITHBH , ITtlOM ,
• SIDPSa , SVOCON ,1HUNT , IDPSTG , 15ZO(l4)
»v< i > = MLO
V»(2)=UEB
V»(3)=UPB
OP( 1 > = TV«CB»NNB





OP(l l ) = AEX1T
SV(1> = WFO
SV($ ) = WPO
SVC 7) = UO




























































































































T 0 2 T
T 0 3 H
1ROFLG
D Booster sub-sonic l/d /DATA2»/«
I Nu.ber of iteration! for parameter bunt /SIZING/1
H S iz ing i terat ion counter /SIZING/I
I fUii».i» na.ber of Iterations /SIZING/!
E Hain, progr>. of phist II p*oi f i l ing progra. /SSSP /(*
ove r la;($,0>
S Subroutine to print »u««ir, diti and ca lcu la te /SUnOUT/C$
thmit for output purpose! only
I A syn thes is array ( 2 8 ) containing staging /SIZING/(
parameters mat Disc f lags
I Stored booster >alut of I»p(I) /ORBINV/I















Stored (rooster «alue of *r( I > /ORBINV/(
I S to red o rb i t e r .llut of I sp ( l ) /0«BlNX/(
S t o r e d o rb i te r v a l u e of .r( I ) /ORBINS/ I
0 T r a f f i c c c n t r o l f l * g 0 . S i t i n g I co f no t c o n v e r g e d /S IZ lNG/ (
1. S i z i n g Iccp c o n v e r g e d 2. E r ro r in s i z i n g l o o p



































S T O R E «
SUHOUT 1
VEHOF M
U T V O L I
$3) I T E R B H
SSSP 0
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 PC T PT T nfil S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I NIBO L COBE U tbLn l r l lU tM BLOCK tot SUBR coo
1 Orbit. r arc» (tight /TANf /( 1) SSSP 1
SUNOUT I
W T V O L N
I P. » lend •tljkt /SUH«U /( It) SSSP I
SUNOUT I
TANPER N















P R I N T V 0
PRINTW 0
PRITEO 0















S T A U 0
STP1T 0
SUNOUT 0
T A B I N 0
TEST 0
VEHOF 0

































































































































DRIVER SUBROUTINE FOR PHASE 2 OAOS SIZING PROGRAM
CALCULATES FLYBACK FUEL RE3UIREO
DIMENSION SSPOAT< 1)
EQUIVALENCE ( SSPOATI 1 1.TB1 >
REAL MUS. MUO. ISPB, ISPO, IOVEL.NNB.NO
COMMON /SIZING/
PHASE II SIZING PARANERERS
• IZ, V V ( 3 ) , OP(11), EROR. P Z ( 5 > . VO, SUI2C).
»SV(28>, 50137.5) . SE(ll), TLAT, TLN6,
PHASE I SIZING PARAMETERS
•WOO. ULOO, DUEB, DUEO, TOLUT, UPB, TURAT2.
• BK1, BK2, 81(3, BK1, IS1ZE, TRAFL6, TWf iATO,
• OH, OK 2, OK3, OKI. PRFLG. IPASS, IPSMAX,
•AEXIT, TVAtO, NO, UFO, IDVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
»XPL, TVACB, NNB, UEO, UEB, UO. ULO.
»0»0, DVB. MUB, MUO. VSTG, UPO
*,JTYP, BECO , BSTG , OHBI. ITNBU , ITNOW ,
* SVOPS3 , SVDCON .1HUNT .IOPSTG ,1520(19)
DIMENSION SKB( 30 ),SCB( 300 ),TB1( 6 ),TB2C( 10),TB27( 6),TB31(6),
1 TB18( 10>.TB19( 10>,TB50( 10 ),TB57( 6 >,BWSAVE( 10)
COHHON/ORBINV/






















1ANENGS , ft NT (INK ASRATO .ASWEEP ,C(300) .CBBOOY ,CFUEL(6>
2CHBODV .CLBODV ,CSBODY ,CSFA1R ,CSFUTK ,CSHORZ ,CSOXTK
3CSPLAN , C S V E R T ,CSUING .CTHRST ,CTHST2 ,OEF<5) , FIMOVS
1ISP(6> ,1TPS ,K(30) ,KIN , LF ,MR(6) ,NCREU
5NEN6S .NLISTO ,NPASS , NHL ,PCHAN ,0 ,RHOFU
6RHOFU2 ,RHOX ,RHOI2 , SBODY ,TOL .TOVERC ,TPRATO
7TYTAIL , VBOOY UGROSS
COnMON/VOLCAL/BBODY,CROOT , CSPAN ,CTIP .GAL ,GSPAN
2HBOOY ,LBOOY ,RTOD ,5FAIB ,SFUTK ,SHORZ . 5 0 X T K
35PLA* ,STPS(1) ,SVEHT , SWIMS ,SXPOS ,TOEL ,TROOT
1TTOT ,TTOT2 , T T O T A L ,VBODYA , VBODYl , VBODY2 , VCAR60
SVCflEU , VFUTK , VFUU2 ,VINST« , VLS9AY , VOTHEH . V O X T K
6VOITK2 . VPROP , VSTRUC
COMMON/MTCALC/ ABFSYS .UABFTK ,UABFU ,UABPR ,VACRES
1UACS ,UACSFO ,UACSTK , MAERO ,UAUXT ,UBASIC ,UBODV
2U8PUMP , UCARSO ,UCOnN , UCOMT , WCOVER .UOECAY ,WOIST1
3UDIST2 ,XDOCK , UOPLOY ,UOBANS ,MDRY ,UELCAD ,UE«PJY
1UENSMT ,«IENGS , WENGS2 ,UFAIR ,tJFCONT ,UFDCAY , UfROST
5UFU2(3> ,«1FUEL( 6 ),UFUL .UFULCS , UFUNCT .UFUOX , UFURES
6MFUSYS , UFUTK ,UFUTK2 ,UFuTOT ,UFJTRP ,USASPR ,UGNAV
7UHORZ ,MHYCAD ,UINFUT ,U1NOST ,UI*STK ,UINST .UINSUL
8UJETC6) .ULANCH ,UL6 ,ULCSS ,ULfiO ,UNACEL ,MODCAY
9WOIL , «iOILRS .UIORSUL ,UOVERS , U Q X ( 6 > ,UCX2(3 ) ,UOXIO
lUOXLOS , -OXRES ,UOISYS , W O X T K ,UOXTK2 ,UOXTOT ,UOXTRP
2 UP .t fPASS UPAVL ,UPtRS , UPOUCO ,UPOUER .UPOUFO
3UPOURS ,UPOUT« ,UIPPROV ,UPfiEIG ,UrROP .UPRSYS ,UREFUL
IriRESID .URESRV , USEAL ,WSECST .USORCE ,MSRTRP ,USTAB
5USURF , J7ABC ,UTHRS1 ,UTO ,UTPS ,UVERT ,UWAIT(10),
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7URNORS ,U«NFRS UAC07P .UACF7P ,UPU07P ,UPUF7P ,UGAS
8UABFUC .UACORS ,UACFRS .UPUORS ,UPUFRS
REAL NXFOB
REAL IVACO, IVACB, ISLO, ISLB, IDVELO
COnMON/DA7AZX/
»ALO, FBPAfi, 10VELO, ISLB, ISLO, IVACB, I V A C O . PERISP, OHXI,
1 anXS,SFC,SLVOU7,COPIES.SYWIT,7FCTBB,TFC7BO,TOLI9U,TOL7U,
2 TR All 0, T ULO. T ULO I ,UTOUT, FIRE, BOOTH, VCB USE
3 , NXFOB, PRN7X,FSEC,CLVG.ORNG
1 ,SOL10,AS,BS,SISP.SINERT,SAE,TSBO.FLYBCK
5 ,uPOREB,afOfi£8, CURES
6 FBFUEL,CA CB,UFLYX,RT,H1 ,R3, SFC1.SFC2, SFC3, ALD1 , ALD2, ALD3, VFLY1 ,
7 VFLY2,VFLY3
>,TUOX( i ) ,PNDX( 10),BLOU( 10),BUPP( 10),STEP( 11 ) ,PAYX
EQUIVALENCE ( R V A R TUIOK2))
DlnENSION SKO( 30), SCO( 300), 701(6 ),7020( 10), 70271 6), 7031(6),
1 7018(1 0),7019( 10),7050( 10 ), T057( 6 >,OUSAVE( 10 )
COflAON/ORBINX/
1 701,702,703,704,705,706.707 708. T09, TO 10, TO 11, 70 12. 70 13, 7011,
3 1028,1029,1030,1031,1032,7033,7031,7035,7036,1037,7038,7039,7010,
1 7011, T042, 1013,7011, 7015, 7016, 7017, T018, T019, T050, T051 , 7052,7053,
5 7051, 7055, 7056. 7057. 7066, SKO, SCO, OHSAVE
6, 7059, 7060, t 06 1,T062,T063,T061,T065, 7067, 7068, 7069, 7070,7071.
7 70 72, 7073, 7071, 7075, 7076, 7077, T078,T079, 7080, 7081, 7082,7083,
87084
COIMON /TRUST/
•FVACO ,FSLO ,FVACLO ,FVACS ,
•FVACB .FSLB .FSLLO ,FSLS
COnflON/JUPIPY/ JUMP, UBIG, UBOO
COnnON/PRESET/ PRESET! 57)
DIMENSION A ( 5 7 )
EQUIVALENCE <ALD,»<1»
DA7A( A ( l> . 1= 1,57) /57»-0./
DA7A (PRESET! I ),I=1.5T)
»/ 6., 250., 50000., 390., 390., 150., 150.,
•O.B1, 550., 900., 0.2, 0., 6., 5.,
•1., 1., 0.0005, 0.001, 1.0, 1.371, -1.,
•0., 2. 0. 300., 0., 1., 0.,
COft&OW/POUEL/ jij j/30) ICON, JIJJ, Eff,P*P( 123)
COnnON/OPWEL/ JJJJJ(30),OON, JI, ON, PNP(123>
INTEGER DON, ON
INTEGER CON, EN
F ( X , Y ) = EXP( Y/( 32. 174.XU
S ( X , Y ) = 32.174. X • ALOG(Y)
C
C FIRST PASS TEST
C




1F( 1PASS. GT . IPSnAX ) GO TO 13
CALL REAOnS(3,SSPDAT,1699 1)
IF< SW( 3 I.6T.SU! 4 ) ) 60 TO 10
2 CALL OVEHLAY( 1HSSSP, 7,1. 6HRECALL)
18 1F( 10PS7G.G7.0 ) GO 76 15
CALL OVERLAY(1HSSSP,7,2,6HRECALL)
C
C CHECK CONVERGENCE OF SYN7HESIS LOOP
C
17 CONTINUE
IF( SU(2) .LE.0.5) GO TO 3
C
C CONVERGED VEHICLE CALL FOR ORB17ER WEIGHTS
C
1 CALL OVERLAY(1HSSSP,7 ,2 ,6HRECALL)
CALL SUHOUT
C






D A 7 A 2 X
D A T A 2 X
O A T A 2 X
O A T A 2 X
OATA2X
O A 7 A 2 X
DA7A2X
O A 7 A 2 X
O A 7 A 2 X
O A 7 A 2 X
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150. IF( IHUNT.LE.O) GO TO 111 UH
151. CALL OVERLAY< 4HHUNT,7, 3,0) UM




156. GO TO 2 UH
1*1. C SSSP
158. C FIRST PASS LOGIC - INITIATE FLAGS SSSP
15*. C SSSP




164. C CALL FOR INPUT DATA SSSP
165. C SSSP
166. CALL OVEHLAY(4HSSSP,7,1,6HRECALL» CKOUT
167. CALL OVERLAY(4HSSSP,7,2.6HRECALL) O P T S T G
168. C SSSP
164. C SET FLAGS FOR CONTINUED ITERATION SSSP
170. C SSSP
111. 3 SW(3> = SU(3> » 1. SSSP
172. C SSSP
173. C CALL FOR VEHICLE WEIGHTS SSSP
174. C SSSP
17S. 16 CONTINUE ?OW
176. 1F(5U(I3). GT.O. .AND. SW(2).GE. l . ) GO TO 8 CKOUT
177. IF(SU( 13>.GE.3. > GO TO 8 CKOUT
178. GO TO 9 CKOUT
179. 8 CALL SUHOUT CKOUT
180. 9 CONTINUE CKOUT
181. C SSSP
182. C CHECK FOR ERROR IN WTVOL ROUTINE SSSP
183. C SSSP
184. 1F( EROR.GT.O.S) GO TO 9 SSSP
185. C SSSP
186. C SET FLAGS FOR NOMINAL RETURN TO PADS SSSP
187. C SSSP
188. 6 IPASS - IPASS * 1 SSSP
189. CALL WRITMSI3.SSPDAT, 1699.1) POM
140. GO TO 999 SSSP
191. C POW
192. C OPTIMUM STAGING VELOC1TV DETERMINATION OPTSTG
193. C POM
194. 15 CONTINUE POW
195. C OPTSTG
196. C FIRST PASS THRU POWELL OPTST6
197. CALL OVERLAY<4HSSSP, 7,2, 6MRECALL) O P T S T G
198. ON = 0 OPTSTG
199. STEP = 100. OPTSTG
200. N = 1 O P T S T G
201. PAY = -WPAVLO OPTSTG
202. PV = G<TB27(3),TB34(3» OPTSTG
203. CALL OPiJELL(PV.N,STEP,EPP,PAV) OPTSTG
204. C O P T S T G
205. C CONTINUED ITERATIONS O P T S T G
206. 21 CONTINUE O P T S T G
207. OELVB = PI OPTSTS
208. DELVO = S V ( 2 > -DELVB O P T S T G
209. T B 3 H ( 3 ) = F(TB27I3) ,OELVB> OPTST6
210. T034(3 ) = F(T027(3) ,OELVO) Q P T S T G
211. CALL OVERLAV(4HSSSP,7 ,2 .6HRECALL> OPTSTG
212. CALL SUMOUT O P T S T G
213. URITE(6 ,94> P A Y . PV, USROSO O P T S T G
214. 94 FORHAT( 9H Pft»LOAD= ,E17.8. 19H ST4SINS V E L O C I T Y =.E17.8, O P T S T G
215. • 16H ORBITER GROSS - ,E17.8> O P T S T G
216. PV - G(T827(3) ,TB34(3» O P T S T G
217. PAY = -UPAVLO O P T S T G
218. CALL OP«ELLrP».N,5TEP,EPP,P»») OPTSTG
219. IF(OON.EB.-I. ) GO TO 21 OPTSTG





























229. 11 FORIt«T(3tH HAIIHUH ITERATIONS EICEEOEO IN SSSP
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VBL0CK
CINPUT






















Nu*b«r of air breathing engines used by setO to set
co««on to tero
Nunbcr of air breathing fuel tanks
Ui ng aspect ratio
Uing l e a d i n g edge seieep anglt
Input array c(300) of v e h i c l e s i z i n g data
Body aiidth coeff.
Mi >ture rat 1 0
Body height or coeff
Body length or coeff
/ Total body vetted area or coeff
Fairing planforn area or coeff
Fuel tank surface area or coeff
Horizontal stabalizer planters area
O i i d i z e r tank surface area coeff
Ve r t i c a l fin planfor* area or coeff
Uing pi anf or • area
Vac. Thr ust-to-«eight ratio
Secondary p r o p u l s i o n t/«
F i l e d ling l o a d i n g
- - - . _













/ C I H? UT / (
/CINPUT/I
/CINPUT/(









































































PCI T U A

























































































































































T V T A I L
VBOOY
S™BOML DESCRIPTION
Specif 1 c I (pulse
Therco p r o t e c t i o n f l a g
D e s c r i p t i o n not input
U l t i m a t e load factor 1. Thrust b u i l d u p 2. Not used
3. Plain i m p u l s e «iss r a t i o M . Hi In iapulse reserve
5. Secondary i m p u l s e Bass ratio 6. Not used
Mass ratio
Nucber of ere* Heathers
Total number engines per stage
Na«elist output flag
Nu*ber of passengers
Uing lo a d i n g f lag
Main rocket engine chaaber pressure
naninuH dynaajlc pressure
Fue 1 dens i ty
Secondary fuel desnity
Oii di >er dens) ty
Secondary o i i d i i e r density
Total body netted are*
Gross H e i g h t i t e r a t i o n tolerance
Uing thickness o»er choord ratio
Ui ng taper r a t i o
D e s c r i p t i o n not input
Tot a 1 body >o 1 une
-
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(• Oh I HA1M DESCRIPTION s L a i.« LOG cone V*H

























































TR A T I O
30 OCT 1Z G. 01-16 '
DESCRIPTION
Booster iub-»onlc 1/4
E s t i m a t e of t l o p e for booster cruis e adjustment If
•oreq 70 or mpareq 70
Total idol v e l o c i t y estimate to p a r k i n g orbit
i n s e r t i o n
Booster sea l e v e l s p e c i f i c Impulse
Description not Input
Description not input


















Booster e f f e c t i v e i sp e s t i m a t i n g parameter
Estimate of mat q during ascent used for s i t i n g
•chicle
Slope used for •ai-q adjustment mhen t/m l.o. Varies
during synthesis iterations
Specific fuel consumption of booster air breathers
Output f l a g for s i i i n g data
Number of copies of summary sheet to be output
Number of a l l o w a b l e synthesis itcrat -ions (mai = 6)




Orbiter thrust m u l t i p l i e r for ascent
D e s c r i p t i o n not input




D e s c r i p t i o n not input
Orbiter mass ratio to 1 er anct 'i nput -
Tolerance on t m l o i t e r a t i o n




























































































































































































































Desired v a l u e of l.o. T/m
P l e i l m u m number of I t e r a t i o n s to o b t a i n tmlo
Output pr 1 nt f l a g
Ascent burn sequence f l a g 1- simultaneous stage burn
Z- s e q u e n t i a l stage burn
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
Booster f l y b a c k cruise v e l o c i t y
F l a g for crossfeed of p r o p e l l e n t s from booster tanks
to o r b i t e r engines at lift-off If flrt =1
Data/ pr i nt flag
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not input
D e s c r i p t i o n not input
Number of s o l i d motors also f l a g for s o l i d motor
option
S o l i d motor thrust curve interctpt
S o l i d motor thrust slop*
S o l i d motor vacuum Isp
S o l i d motor Inert (eight
S o l i d motor eiit area
S o l i d rocket burn tlmt
F l y b a c k cruise c a l c u l a t i o n flag 1= parametric range
data 2= staging- q function 3= constant range 1=
b a l l i s t i c impact range 5= entry trajectory simulation
Per tent booster m e i g h t for cruise back leg no. 1
Per cent booster meight faf cruise back leg no. 2
A d d a t i v e booster meight for flyback
T r a n s i t i o n range increment for flyback c a l c u l a t i o n s
F i n a l descent f l y b a c k range incremnt
S p e c i f i c fuel consumption
S p e c i f i c fuel consumption
S p e c i f i c f u e l consumption
Booster sub-sonic l/d
D e s c r i p t i o n not input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
Booster f l y b a c k c r u i s e v e l o c i t y psel
Booster f l y b a c k c r u i s e v e l o c i t y pse2
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\BLQCK
IMS





y«Ight In o r b i t
W e i g h t i t r t turn point








2 ) P R W T S n

















I U H 1 H A N I1A1M D E S C R I P T I O N i TQRA. - .E S_JHSQUI|Mg U S A G EBLOCK LOG iUBH COOt VAR
JUMP
UIBOO
Oi t t f l > 9 0: orb l t i r Is boottcr
Boas te r gron •cljht
/JUHPV /(
/JUMPY /(
1 ) FRENCH 0 JUftP
PR I NT y ] junp




3) PRINTU 1 UBOO
TAMPER 1 UBOO
UTVOL 0 UBOO





































































































v a l u e
va lut
v a l u e
value
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e















va l u e






























































































































































































































































































L U V I I
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
U o r k i n g naie for Input c-array orbiter s c a l i n g
coeff I c lentt
/ORBINX/( 115) STORE M SKO
/ORBINX/C 111)
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Otter 1 pt 1 on
Deter I p t l o n
Otter i p t l o n
Deter I p t l o n
Deter I p t l o n
Deter i pt Ion
D e s c r i p t i o n
Oetcr i pt ion
Deter 1 pt ion
De t cr 1 pt i on
Deter I p t l o n
Deter i pt 1 on
Deter i pt i on
Deter ip t l o n
Deter 1 pt ion
Deter i pt i on
Deter Ipt i on
Deter 1 pt 1 on
Deter Iptlon
Deter 1 pt i on
Deter Ipt 1 on
Deter iptlon
Deter iption
Deter i p t l o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
Oetcr ipt i on

























































































































































































































































































































v a l u e



























v a l u e
v a l u e









































































































































































































































































































































Uor k 1 ng ntmt
eoef f i el enti
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
Descr I p t i o n
Descr iptton
Oescr Ipt i on
Descr I pt i on
Oeser i pt ion
Deter i pt 1 on
De ter 1 pt ion
D e s c r i p t i o n
Deter Iption




Deter i p t i o n
Deter i pt Ion
Deter iption
Deter i pt 1 on
Det cr i pt i on
D e s c r i p t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n
Oescr i pt i on
Oescr iption
Oetcr i pt i on
Oescr i p t i o n































I n p u t k-irriy boottcr v o l u v e s e l l i n g
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BL&CK
P0
f O R I R A N
SYMBOL
PIATH
SvnaOL n C C P D T D T T n MU c o L / n l r I 1UIM
SIQSA' iE SUBROUTINE USAGE_.
BLOCK LOC iUBR CODE von
HPRNT O t t c r i p t i o n not Input /PO /( 1) FRENCH n nPRNT
VEHOF I KIPRNT
30 OCT 72 G.01-16

\ ilh I HAN I1A1 H DESCRIPTION S P R O U T I nitB L O C K L O C C O D E V«R
PRESET O t t e r I p t I o n
FOK
/PBESET/ l 1 ) SSSP 0 P R E S E T
YE HOP I PRESET




































O r b i t (aneuirerlng p r o p e l l e n t (eight
Booster f l y b a c k fuel required
P r o p e l l e n t (t . Less fpr -booster
Stage dry (eight - booster
Booster gross (tight
nisc. Uelght - booster
Total «olu(e of f u e l tank - booster
Booster o i i d i i e r tank volume
nisc. Booster «olu(C
Booster body >olu(e
Volu(e of booster p r o p e l l a n t tanks
Des c r i p t i o n not Input
Total body (etted area- booster
Booster body planforei are*
Booster (ing leading
 t
Pay load (ti ght
St»ge dry (tight -orbiter
nisc. Ueight - orbiter
O r b i t e r f l y b a c k fuel required
Total »olu»t of fuel tank - orbiter
O r b i t e r o i i d i i e r tank voluac
Vo 1 u(t of car go
nfsc. Orbiter »olueie
O r b iter body «elu(e
D e s c r i p t i o n not input
Total body (etted area- orbiter
O r b i t e r body plinfor* are*
Orbiter (ing loading
I n - o r b i t (tight - o r b i t e r
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'V,































Contingency and grovth »t 1 ght-or b 1 tr /SUnVkl /(











































































P r o p e l l a n t »t. Lto fpr -orblter
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input












U T V O L
SunouT

















O T T O T
O T T O T
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BL0CK
TRUST
t - O R l R A N n*TH n c r p D T D T T r i M S I Q B f t f i E '.iiJtHOUl I NE Uiof't
svnsOL u toon i r I 1 U i« A L O C K T5T buaR CODE v««
O r b l t t r »cuu* thruit ( I b ) /THRST / ( J)
30 OCT 72 6.01-16
oV DM NAN D E S C R I P T I O N _ili LOG VAH
f V A C O
FSLO
F V A C L O
F V A C S




D e s c r i p t i o n not Input
O r b l t e r l ea l e v e l thrust Mb)
T o t a l vicuui l i f t - o f f thruit ( I b )
S o l i d «otor t o t a l v a c u u o thruit ( I b )
B o o s t e r vacuu* thrust ( Ib)
B o o s t e r s e a l e v e l thruit ( I b )
Sea l e v e l l i f t -o f f thrust ( Ib)













2 ) THRUST fl
3) THRUST n
<* > THRUST n








































Body Bldth usid by sitO to sit COBBOH to tiro
I ng root chord
Structural span along 0.5 Chora)
Ulng tip chord




Dig to rad conversion
Total f a i r i n g or shroud surface area
Total fuel tank Bitted area
Horizontal stabllinr planfora are*
Total oiidinr tank Bitted are*
Body planter* arc*
Total theraal protection systi* surface are*
V e r t i c a l fin planfora ere*
Sross Bing area
Eiposed Blng are*
Gia b a l system d e l i v e r e d torque
Thi o r i t l c a l root thickness
Total stage vac. Thrust
Total stage vac. Secondary thrust
Total stage vac. Thrust / 1,000,000
Total body voluBe less structure
Vbody to - 1/3 poser
Vbody to - 2/3 poair
Vo IUBC of car go bay
VoluBi of criB coapartBint

































LOC SU4R CODE VAR




















































































































30 OCT 72 G.01-46
t O R I H A N n«IH
S Y M B O L S Y M B O L
V F U T K 2
VINSTK
VLGBAY
V O T H E R
VOTHER
V O X T K
V O X T K 2
VPROP
VSTHUC
D E S C R I P T I O N
T o t a l v o l u n a o f s e c o n d a r y f u e l tank
T o t a l tank I n s u l a t i o n «olu«e
Volu«e o f r e c o v e r y t ys te * bay
R i s e . A n d unused vo lume
D e s c r i p t i o n not input
T o t a l v o l u t e of oi idl ier tank
T o t a l v o l u a e o f s e c o n d a r y o i l d i z e r tank
Volitate af p ropu l s ion bay
Vo lume of bas i c st ructure
S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I N E
»LOI:K
/ V O L C A L / l
/ V O L C A L / (
/VOLCAL/(
/ V O L C A L / C
/ V O L C A L / (
/ V O L C A L / C
/ V O L C A L / C
/ V O L C A L / (
/VOLCAL / (
LOG SU*H 1.006
30 ) P R I N T V I
S T O R E n
T A M P E R I
UTSCH n
31 > P R I N T V I
UTSCH n
32 ) PRINTV I
UTSCH n
32)
33 ) P R I N T V I
UTSCH n
3<n P R I N T V I
STORE n
T A M P E R I
UTSCH M
35 ) P R I N T V I
S T O R E «
TAMPER I
UTSCH rt
3 fc) PRINTV I
UTSCH n
37 ) P R I N T V I
UTSCH n
U S A G E
Y A H
V F U T K 2
V F U T K 2
V F U T K 2
V F U T K 2
V I N S T K
VINSTK
VLGBAV
V L G B A V
VOTHER
VOTHER
V O X T K
V O X T K
V O X T K
V O X T K
V O X T K 2
V O X T K 2
V O X T K 2







































A l r b r e e t h l n g f u e l system (eight used by sttO to stt
common to itro
Weight of elr breathing p r o p u l s i o n systt( tanks
Weight of jp futl
Weight of air breathing tnglnts
Weight of attitude control futl rtstrvt
Weight of attitude control systtei,
Weight of attitude control futl plus oiidlzer
Weight of a t t i t u d e control tankage
Weight of a e r o d y n a m i c controls
Weight of separation system
Total (eight of basic body
Total (eight of body group
Weight of boost and transfer pumps
Pavload (eight or cargo
Communi cat ion system (tight
Contingency and gro(th (tight
Total (tight of thermal prottction systt( cover panels
Thrust decay p r o p e l l e n t (tight
Fuel syste* d i s t r i b u t i o n (tight ptl
Fuel systeei d i s t r i b u t i o n (tight pt2
Docking structure (tight
O e p l o y a b l e aerodynamic d e v l c t (tight
Fuel tank dump and d r a i n (tight
Stage dry (eight
De s c r i p t i o n not Input
St age eeipty mt I ght
Engine mount (eight
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30 OCT 72 G. 01-16
DESCRIPTION
Ueight of secondary engines
Uelght of f a i r i n g s and shrouds
Fuel syste* controls (eight
Thrust decay fuel itlght
Frost and Ice •eight
Ueight of secondary fuel
Fuel weight 1. Thrust build-up fuel 2. Not used 3.
M a i n i m p u l s e fuel »t . 1. flain i m p u l s e fuel reserve
5. Secondary Impulse fuel 6. Not used
Fue 1 »t 1 ght
Vented fuel
Fuel tank (eight
Ueight of vain and secondary propellent
Fuel reserve
Total fuel syste*. •eight
Ut of non-structural fuel tankage
Ut of secondary fuel tank and syste*
Total .tight of fuel
Trapped fuel (eight
U e i g h t of gas and pressurant
Guidance and n a v i g a t i o n system »t
H o r i z o n t a l s t a b i l i i e r (t .
H y d r a u l i c / p n e u m a t i c syste* at
Ueight of i n t e r g r a l fuel tank
Ueight of i n t e g r a l o i i d l i e r tank
Tot a l (eight of tank i n s u l a t i o n
Uelght of Instrument systeai
D e s c r i p t i o n not Input



































































































































































































































































J e t t i s o n .eight 1. I g n i t i o n to l i f t - o f f 2. Not used
3. J e t t i s o n d u r i n g ascent 1. I n - o r b l t j e t t i s o n »t.
5. Pre-entry jettison »t . 6. F l y - b a c k jettison at.
Launch gear »t 1 ght
L a n d i n g gear and controls »elght
In-f 1 i ght veight lost
Launch and r e c o v e r y systo Height
Pylons, nacel,and pod weights
O i i d i i e r thrust decay «eight
Ser v i c e i te« losses
S e r v i c e lte» reserves
Or i ent at i on, contro 1 , and separation systeai .eight
Ulng loading
Thrust b u i l d - u p o i i d i i e r 1. Thrust b u i l d - u p o i i d i i e r
2. Not used 3. Itain i m p u l s e o i i d i i e r 1. Itain
i m p u l s e o i i d i i e r reserve 5. Secondary Impulse
o i i d i i e r 6. Not used
Secondary o i i d i i e r (eight
Itain i m p u l s e o i i d i i e r •eighter
Vented oil di icr
Oi i di icr reserve
O i i d i i e r systea celght
Non-stur ctur a 1 tank mi.- o i i d i i e r
Secondary systo o i i d i t e r tank ait
T o t a l c e i g h t of o i i d i i e r
T r apped o i i d i i e r (tight
Total p r o p e l l a n t weight
U e l g h t of passengers
Pay l o a d »t 1 ght
Crt» gear and l i f e support •eight




























LOC S'J-111 COOE VAB





68 ) PRINTU I
UTSCH It





71 > PfilNTU I
WTSCH It









77 ) PfiOTHH I


















91 ) PfilNTU 1
UTSCH ft
92 ) PfilNTU 1
UTSCH It
93) UTSCH ft
91 > PRINTU I
STORE It
UTSCH It
9$ ) UTSCH It
96) PRINTU I
UTSCH It
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Po(tr c o n d i t i o n i n g equipment (t .
Oe s c r i p t l o n not Input »
Po(er systc* p r o p e l l e n t (t .
Po(er system p r o p e t l a n t reserve
Prim po(er syste( tank (eight
J>,r,OB»,J pr.,|.,M.
Pre-i g n i t i o n losses
Total (eight- p r o p u l s i o n group
Pressur i i at i on syste( (eight
Fuel syste( r e f u e l i n g syste( (tight
Weight of r e s i d u a l s
Propellant restrvs
Fuel tank seal (eight
Secondary body structure (t
Prlxe pO(tr syste( (eight
Trapped o i i d i i e r (eight





Induced e n v i r o n m e n t a l p r o t e c t i o n (t
V e r t i c a l fin (eight
S u m m a r y (eights 1. I g n i t i o n 2. Take-off 3. Burnout
1. I n i t i a l o r b i t e r 5. I n i t i a l entry 6. I n i t i a l
f l y b a c k 7. Land! ng
O p e r a t i n g (eight-empty
T o t a l str_uc t ur a 1 (t . Of (Ing _




























































































































































































































































Subr out 1 ne to
Subrout 1 ne to
v e h i c l e thrust
Subrout 1 ne to
D E S C R I P T
Inlt 1 el l ie veh l cl
deter •! ne b o o s t e r
Cl l l end 1 nl tl el 1
ION
e s i z i n g dtti
, o rb l te r , end
1C s y n t h e s i s det e
S T O R A G E
BLOCK
S U B R O U T I N E U S A G E
L O C SU9R C O D E V A R
/FRENCH/I 4
/ T H R U S T / ( 4
/VEHOF /( *
) O A T A I N
FRENCH
) D A T A I N
T H R U S T





















































































0 OCT 72 G. 01-1*
PROGRAM OATAIN
SUBROUTINE TO READ IN CASE DATA
COnnON/ GLOBAL/
•GR , ER ,0«6Z ,XLAI"IRF ,YHURF ,LU«
«,JJOP(10) , IFSTAL , NARC , NBBAN , NFARC .10(1)








1ANENGS .ANTANK ,ASHATO .ASUEEP .0 (300) , CBBODY ,CFUEL(6)
2CMBOOV ,CLBODY ,CSBODV .CSFAIR , CSFUTK ,CSHORZ .CSOXTK
3CSPLAN . C S V E R T ,CSUING , CTHRST ,CTHST2 ,DEF(5) , FXUOVS
1ISPI6) , I T P S , K < 3 0 > ,K1N ,LF , W R ( 6 > ,NCREU
5NENGS .NLISTO ,NPASS , NUU ,PCHAH .0 .RHOFU
6RHOFU2 ,RHOX .HHOX2 .SBODV ,TOL .TOVERC .TPBAIO
7 T LIT A i » ynnnv UCB A<^ cf lT IH l l . , ¥OUU I
 f MOnU Jd
DinENSION S K O ( 3 0 ) , S C O ( 3 0 0 ) . T 0 1 ( 6 ) , T 0 2 0 ( 10) .T027(6) .T031(6) ,
1 T018( 1C). 10491 10),T050( 10 ), T05 7( 6 >,0«SAVE< 10)
COniON/ORBINX/
1 T01.T02,T03.T01,T05,T06.T07,TOe,T09.T010.T011.TOU,T013.T011.
2 TO 15. TO 16, TO 17, TO 18, TO 1 9, T020, T021, 1 022, 1 023. 1 021, 1 025, 1026, T02I.
3 I028,1029,I030,I031,I032,T033,T031,T035,T036,I037,T038,T039,T010,
1 T011.T012.T013,T011,TO<I5.T016.T01T.T01«.TO'I9,T050.TQ51,T052,TOS3.
5 T051, T 0 5 5 , T 0 5 6 , T 0 5 7 . T 0 6 6 , S K O , S C O . O W S A V E
6,T059,T060,T061,T062,T063,T06S,T065,T067,T068,T069,T070,T071,
7 T072 ,T073 ,T071 ,T075 ,T076 ,T077 ,TOI8 ,T079 ,T080 ,T081 ,TOB2,T083 .
BT081
DIMENSION SKB(30) ,SCB(300) ,TB1(6 ) ,TB20( 10 ) ,TB27( 6 ),TB31< 6 >.
1 TB18( 10),TB19( 10),TB50( 10 ) ,TB57( 6 ), BUSAVEI 10 )
COnnON/ORBINV/
1 TB I ,TB2,TB3,TB1.TB5,TB6,T87,TB8,TB9,TBtO,TBII ,TB12,TB13.TBH,






COnn6N/UTCALC/ ABFSYS .UABFTK ,UABFU .UIABPR ,UACRES
1UACS ,UACSFO ,UACSTK ,UAERO ,UAUXT ,WBAS1C ,WBODV
2UBPUNP .UCARSO ,uconn . UCONT .UCOVER ,UDECAV yoiSTi
3UOIST2 ,UDOCK ,UDPLOV , WORANS ,UORY ,UELCAO ,UEMPTV
1WENGRT ,UENGS ,UENGS2 ,UFAIR ,UFCONT , UFOCAY , UFROST
5UFU2(3) ,UFUEL(6),UFUL ,UFULOS ,WFUNCT ,UFUOX ,UFURES
6UFUSYS ,UFUTK ,UFUTK2 .UFUTOT .WFUTRP .USASPR ,UGNAV
7yHORZ .UHYCAD ,UINFUT .UINOXT ,UINSTK ,UINST .UINSUL
8WJET(6 ) ,ULANCH ,ULG ,ULOSS , ULRO , UNACEL ,UODCAV
9UOIL , UOILRS UORSUL .MOVERS , U O X ( 6 ) , U O X 2 ( 3 > ,UOXIO
1UOXLOS ,UOXRES .UOXSYS ,UQXTt ,UOXTK2 ,UOXTOT ,UOITRP
2UP .UPASS .UPAVL .UPERS ,UPOUCO , UPOUER .UPOUFO
3UPOURS , UPOUTK UPPROV .UPREI6 , UPROP .UPRSVS .UREFUL
1WRESID .URESRV ,WSEAL ,USECST ,USORCE ,USRTRP ,USTAB
5U5URF ,UTABC ,UTHRST ,WTO >TPS .UVEfil ,UUAIf( IO),
6WUET ,UUING .UZROFU ,UABTRP ,UABRES .UdNOTP ,U«MFTP
7WBNOH5 , UPINFR5 ,UACOTP ,UACFTP ,UPUOTP , UPUFTP UGAS
8UABFUC , UACORS .UACFRS ,UPUORS .UPUFRS
COnnON/VOLCAL/BBODY.CROOT ,CSPAN ,CTIP , GAL .GSPAN
2HBOOY ,LBODY ,RTOO ,SFA1R ,SFUT« ' ,SHORZ ,SOXT«
3SPLAN , S T P S ( 1 ) ,SVERT .SUING ,SXPOS ,TDEL , TROOT
1TTOT ,TTOT2 . T T O T A L ,»BOOYA ,VBODY1 , V B O O V 2 . VCAR60
5VCREW ,VFUTK ,VFUTK2 ,VINSTK ,VLGBAY , VOTHER ,VO»T«







O A T A I N
O A T A I N


















































































" tnnr P» C <~ P D T P T T H M STORAGE SUBROUT1WSYMBOL COOE UtoUHir 1 1UIM BLbcn tfrt SUBR too
M Uorklna n»i far input t-«rr.« bo»lt«r letling /ORBINV/I 111) FLVBKP M




























T R T O S Z H
VEHOF H
UTVOL n
























































































































































C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE FLVBACK PERFORMANCE PARAMETER
C
REAL HUB. MUO, ISPS. ISPO, IOVEL.NNS.NO
COMMON /SIZING/
C PHASE II SIZING PARAftERERS
• TZ. V V ( 3 ) . OPtll), EROR, PZI5). VB, SUC2C) ,
.SV(28>, SaO7,5>, SE(l l ) . TLAT. TLN6.
C PHASE I SIZING PARAMETERS
• UBO, ULOO, DWEB, OblEO, TOLWT, UPB. TURAT2,
• BK1, B«2, BK3, BK1, ISIZE. TRAFL6, TURATO,
•OKI. OK2. OK3, OKI, PRFLS, 1PASS, IP5MA1,
•AEXIT, T»AtO, NO. WFO, IDVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
•XPL, TVACB, NNB, MEO. HEB. MO. WLO,
•OVO, DVB, HUB, MUO. «ST6, w'O
*,JTVP, 8ECO . 8STS ORBI ITNBll . ITNOU ,
• SVOPSB , S«OCON .IHUNT .IOPSTE ,ISZD(19>
DIMENSION SKB(3C) ,SCB( 300 >, TB1( 6 ), T«2C( 1C >,TB2I( 6 >, TB31( 6 >,
1 TB1BC 1G),TB19(10),TB50( 10 ), TB57{ 6 ), BtfS*«E( 10 »
COnnON/ORBINV/
1 TB1,TB2.TB3,TB1 ITB5,TB6.TB7 TB8.TB9 TB1C.TB1 1 -TB12 ,T B13, TB11,






C CRUISE PROPELLANT UEIBHT EQUATION
C
FUIA,8,C,D) = U* » 11. - l./EIP( 1.689«»/C*B/D»
C
IF( SV(21).NE.O. ) GO TO U
• ADJUST FLYBACK RANGE
SHI 15) = PZ(5) • 58(10,3)
i .... SU( 15) IS THE FLYBACK RANGE «••»
DETERMINE FLVBACK PROPELLANT WEIGHT REQUIRED
11 CONTINUE
IFLV = SQ< 32.11
GO TO (600,6*0, 700), 1FLYC . . .
C ' USE BREGUET RANGE EQUATION FOR CRUISE RANGE PARAMETER
C
600 CONTINUE
DAUB = TB31I3) - SQ( 19,2)
1 F( SM( 3 ) . 6T . 1 . 5 . AND . ABS( DNUB ) . 6T . . 001 >
1SE(5) = t SU( 15) • SB(H,I))/ DUMB
SQ< 19,1) = SW1S>
SOI 19,2) = TB3K3)
50(19,3) = SUI 11 )/SW( 12 )*SU( 111/1.689
SCB(211)=ESP(Stf( 15)/SQ< 19.3))
SCB(211>= SCBI211) • SV(20 ) / ( S»(20)- S3C32,1»
SCBI211) = SCBC211) - 1.
GO TO 800
C
C USE PERCENTAGE WEIGHT METHOD FOR DESCENT AND
C BREGUET RANGE EQUATION FOR CRUISE
C
650 CONTINUE
OWF = $3(32,2) « SV(20)
SQ(35.2> = DWF
UA = 5v(20)
R2 = SU(15) - SOI 32, 5) - 50(33,1) - SQ(33.2>
DM = FU(R2,SO( 33,t),SO(31,2),SO( 31,5))
50(35,3) = DW
UA = WA - OW
























































































DU : SB(32 ,3 ) • M5a i35 , i> = oy
GO TO 790
























OUF = FU<!U,sa( 33,3),50(31,1 >,58(31,1) >
SOI 35,2) = OUF
UA = 5 V ( 2 0 ) - OUF
R2 = S«(15) - SOI 32,5) - 50(33.1) - 50(33 ,2 )
Qy = FU(ii2.SQ(33,1),SO(31>2)>Si(3<I.S»
S0(35,3) = DU
DUF = OUF * OU
U« = U« - DU
OU = FU(R3>SO(33,5)<SO(31,3),SO(3S>1> >
50(35,4) = OU

















97. OUF = DUF » DU » S0(32,4>
98. UA = UA - DU - 50(32,1)
99. SCB(211) = OUF/UA
100. 50(19,3) = SO(31,5)/1.689>SO(31,2)/SO(33,<I>
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SUBR0UTINE
FRENCH













 cone nr rP D T PT T HIM S T O R A G E _ SUBROUTJN5YB60L {-uot Ufcoonlr 1 iUlv tLffC* 'LOT sua« coo




n Nuibtr of >ir br..thlnj tn9 lnf i ustd by »tO to <tt /CINPUT/C 1) FRENCH I




E Subroutlnt to tnltlllilt v th ie l t l l t lno datl /FRENCH/($ ) D A T A I M S
FREkCH f







0 Th.r.o prot tc t lon f l«g /CIKPUT/( 33e) FRECCH 0
STORE H
UTSCH n






0 Wing lo>d l f>9 f lag /CINPUT/1 379) FRENCH 0
STORE H
UTSCH n
1. S i z i n g loop con te rg td 2. Error in s i z i n g loop ITERfi 0


















































SVBBOL CODE DESCRIPTION S T O B A 6 EB L O C K LOC SUBROUTINE U5A6ESUBH CODE VAR































































































































































SUBROUTINE TO INITIALIZE BOOSTER AND OHBITER




«6fi , ER ,0«6Z .ILAMRF .VHURF -LUH
..JJOP(IO) ,IFATAL .NARC ,NBRAN ,NFARC ,10(4)
• , K T A B ( 2 0 > , 1 T A B < 2 0 > .516 .HAITAB






1ANENGS -ANTANK .ASRA10 .ASUEEP ,C(300> .CBBQOV .CFUELI6)
2CHBOOV .CLBQOV .CSBODV .CSFAIR .CSFUTK .CSHORZ .CSOXTK
3CSPLAN ,CSVERI .CSUING .CTHBST ,CTHST2 , O E F ( 5 ) .FXUOVS
1ISP(6) .ITPS , K < 3 0 ) .KIN ,LF ,«R<6> .NCREU
5NENSS .NLISTO .NPASS , NUL .PCMAft ,d .RHOFU
6SHOFU2 ,RHO< ,RHOI2 ,5BODY , TOL ,TOVEfiC .TPRATO
T T V T A I L , VBOOY ,U8ROSS
OIHENSION SKO(30) ,SCO(300) ,T01(6 ) ,T020( 10 ).T027( 6 ), T03K 6 ),
1 T01B( 10),TOH9( IC>,T050< 1 0> ,T05 7( 6), 0«S<WE( 10)
COHHON/ORBINK/
1 TOl .TOZ.TOa.TOl .TOS.TOb.TOT.TOB.TOt .TOIO.TOl l .TOU.TOU.TOl l ,
3 1028, 1029, 1030, 1 031, 1032, T033,T03t , 1035, 1036,1 03 7, T036,T039,T010,
1 T011,T012.T013,T011,T015,T016,T017,T018.T019,T050,T051,T052,T053,
5 TOS1, T055.T056.T057. 1066. SKO, SCO. OWSAVE
6,105 9, 1060,1061, 1062, 10t3, TO 61, 1065, 106 7, 1068, 1069, TO 70, TO 71,
7 T072,T073,T071,T075,T076,T077,T078,T079,T080.T081.T082.TOe3,
8T081
OIHENSION S>B(30),SCB(300),TB1(6) ,TB2G( 10 ).TB27< 6 ).TB31( 6 ),
I TB18( 10>.TB19(10),TB50( 10 ),TB57( 6 ), BUSAVEt 10)
COCMON/ORBINV/
1 TBl.TB2,TB3.Tt4.TBS>TB6.TB7.TB8.TB9.TB10>TBll .TBlZ.TB13,TB11.
2 TS1 5, TB16. TB1 7. TB18 ,1819, TB20.TB21, 1 B22. I B23. I B21, 1 »25, I B26,TBZ7,




7T871, 1872, 1873, t 871, 1975, 1876, 187 7, t 878, 1B79, TB80, T»81 , 1882,
81883,1881
COIMON/UTCALC/ ABFSVS .UABFTK .UABFU .UABPR .UACRES
1UACS .WACSFO .UACSTK ,UAERO .UAUST .UBASIC .UBOO*
2UBPUHP .UCARGO ,MCO«« ,UCONT ,WCOVER .MDECAV ,UOIST1
3UOIST2 .UOOCK .UOPLOY , MORONS , UOBV .UELCAD .UE1PTY
1UENGNT .UENGS , UENS52 UFAIR .UFCONT ,WFOCAV , UFROS1
5yFU2(3) .UFUEL(6),UFUL .UFULOS .UFUNCT .UFUOt .WFURES
6UFUSVS ,MFU1K .UFUTK2 ,UFU101 .WFUTRP ,UGASPR ,USNAV
TUMORZ .UMVCAO >INFUT .UINOIT ,UINSTK ,UINST .UINSUL
8UJETI6) .MLANCH ,«L6 .ULOSS .MLRO >NACEL ,WOOCAV
9UOIL .UOILRS .UORSUL .MOVERS ,UOS(6) ,UOS2(3) ,UOXID
1U01LOS .UOSRES ,UOSSVS .HOITt .UOITK2 .UOITOT ,UO»TRP
2UP .UPASS ,yP»YL .tfPERS .UPCUCO >POUER .WPOWFO
3KPOURS ,UPOUT( ,UPPBOV ,UPBE16 , UPROP ,UPflSVS , UREFUL
1WRESID ,tIRESR« ,USEAL ,WSECST , UISORCE .USRTRP .VSTAB
5MSURF .WTABC ,UTHRST ,U10 .WTPS , -VERT ,««•!!( 10),
6UUET .UUING .UZROFU .WABTRP .WABRES .UHNOTP .UHNF1P
TWHNORS .WnNFRS .UACOTP .UACFTP .UPUOTP .UPUFTP .USAS
8UABFUC UACORS .WACFRS ,UPyORS .UPWFRS
CONnON/VOLCAL/BBOOV.CROOT , CSP«N .CTIP , SAL ,GSPAN
2H900V ,LBOOV ,RTOD ,SFAIR ,SFUT* ,SHORZ ,SOXT(
3SPLAN ,STPS(I) ,SVEHT .SUING ,SXPOS ,TOEL ,TROOT
1TTOT ,11012 ,TT01AL . V B O O V A ,»BOOV1 , KBOOV2 , VCOR50
5VCREU , »FUT« VFUTK2 ,V INSTK . KLGBAV .KOTHER ,VOIT(
6VOI1K2 , VPROP .VSTRUC
OIHENSION AI392)
EQUIVALENCE (A.ANENGS)
REAL HUB. «UO. 1SPB, ISPO. IOVEL. NNB. NO
COMMON /MZINS/









































































































































• tZ, V V < 3 ) . Q P ( 1 4 ) , EROR, P Z I 5 ) , VO, Su< 20),
• S V < 2 8 > , 5 0 ( 3 7 , 5 ) , SE( l l ) , TLAT , TLN6,
PHASE 1 SIZING PARAMETERS
«UBO, ULOO, OUEB, OWED, tOLUT, UPB, T U R A T 2 ,
• Ml, BK2, BK3, BK1, 1SIZE, TRAFL6, TUR610,
•OKI. 0(2. 0*3, OKI, PRFLG, IPASS, IPSMAI,
»»E«1T, TVACO, 10. UFO, IOVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
*IPL, TVACB, NNB, UEO, WEB. HO. NLO,
»DVO, DVB, HUB, MUD. VSTG, UPO
«,JTYP, BECO , BST6 . ORBI, 1TNBU , IT NOW ,
* SVDPSB , SVOCON , IHUNt , IQPST6 .ISZDI19)
MAflELIST/PRNTX/
UNENfiS .ANTANK , ASflATO .ASUEEP ,C , CSBODV ,CFUEL
2CHBDOV .CLBODV .CSBOOV .CSFAIR ,C5FUTK .CSHORZ .CSOXTK
3CSPLAN , CSVEHT ,CSU!NG .CTHBST ,CTHST2 .FXUOVS
1ISP ,ITPS ,K .KIN , LF ,HR ,NCREU
5NEN6S ,NL1STO ,NPA5S ,NUL , PCHBB ,Q ,RHOFU
' 6RHOFU2 ,RHOX ,RHOI2 ,SBOOV ,TOL ,TOVERC ,TPRATO
7TVTAIL , VBODV ,U6ROSS




CALL T ABI N< OUH, 1, A . 392,RU«HY, 1, 10, I PC, O.I EDO)





IF( ANEN6S.EB. 0. ) ANENGS = 1.
CALL STORE
COLL ORBSTO




CALL TABIN(OUn.l,A,392,RUMV> l , IO.IPC,0,IEOD>





I Ft ANENES.E8. 0. > ANENGS = 1.
CALL STORE
CALL BOOSTO
RETURN TO SYNTH PROGRAM
RETURN
1 WRITE<6.2 )
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HUNT
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1 I d l e d escent ringe I n c r e m e n t for f l y b i c k
c 1 1 cu 1 it 1 ont
1 Number of booster tnglnti
























I S o l i d »otor thrust curve Intercept
F Squire root function
/OATA2X/1
/SORT /('
.UNOe. F i l e of al l output diti / . U N 0 6 . / <
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MUNI
1. PROGRAM HUNT HUNT
2. C PROGRAM CONTROLS HUNTING PROCEEOURE HUNT
3 REAL HUB. MUO. ISPB, ISPO. IOVEL,NNB,NO SIZING
1. COnnON /SIZING/ S IZ ING
5. C PHASE II SIZING PARAHERERS SIZING
6. »TZ, V V < 3 ) , OP(H) , EROR, P Z ( 5 > , Vfl, S U < 2 0 > , S IZ ING
7. • S V ( 2 8 > , 5 0 ( 3 7 , 5 ) , SE( l l ) , TLAT. TLNG, SIZING
8. C PHASE I SIZING PARAMETERS S IZ ING
1. «MBO, MLOO, DUES, OUEO. TOLHT, UPB. T U R A T 2 , SIZING
10. •BK1. BK2, BK3. BK1, ISIZE, TRAFL6 . TUHATO. S IZ ING
It. -OKI, OK2, OK3, OKI, PRFLG, IPASS, IPSMAX, SIZING
12. .AEXlT, T V A C O , NO, UFO, IDVEL, ISPO, ISPB, SIZING
13. »XPL, TVACB, NNB, UEO, UEB. 'UO, ULO, SIZING
11. >DVO, DVB, HUB. MUO, VSTG, UPO SIZING
1$. > , J T V P . BECO , BSTG . ORBI, ITNBU . ITNOU , SIZING
16. • SVOPSO , SVDCON .1HUNT . IOPSTG , 1 S Z D ( 1 9 ) UH
17. OIDENSION S«B< 30 ) ,SCB( 300),TB1( 6).18201 10 ), TB2 7( 6 ), TB31( 6), ORBINV
18. 1 TBM8( 10I.TB19C 10) ,TB50( 10), TBS7( i), BWSAVE( 10) CKOUT
14. COMMON/ORBINV/ ORBINV
20. I TB1.TB2,TB3,TB1.TB5,TB6,TB7,TB8,TB9,TB10.TB11.TB12,TB13,TB11, OBBINV
21. 2 TB15,TB16,TB17,TB18,TBl4,TB20,TB21,!B22,iB23,lB2<<>lB2S,lB26,TB27, ORBINV
22 3 IB28,1B21), IB30, 1831, IB32,TB33,TB34,TB35,TB36, 1637,1838,1939,TBtO, ORBINV
23. t TBMl,TBl2,TBt3,TB11,TB15,TB16,TB17,TBl8,TB'(9,TB50,TB51,TB52,TB53, ORBINV
2<t. 5 TB51/TB55,TB56,TB57,SKB.SCB,BHSAVE UH
25. 6 ,TB54,TB60.TB61.TB62.TB6S.TB6< l I TB6; ,TB6 i .TB i7 ,TB68,TB69.TB70, UH
26. 7 tB71 , tB72 .TB73 , tB7H , tB75 , tB76 , fB77 , fB78 , tB79 , tB80 , tB81 , tB82 , UH
27. 8TB83,TBS1 UH
28. REAL NIFOB DATA2X
29. REAL IVACO, IVACB, ISLO. ISLB, IDVELO O A T A 2 S
30. COMMON/OATA2X/ O A T A 2 X
31. *ALO, FBPAR. IOVELO, ISLB, ISLO, IVACB. I V A C O . PERISP, OMXX, O A T A 2 X
32. 1 ONXS,SFC, ' LVOUT,COPIES .SVNIT ,TFCTRB,TFCTHO,TOLNU.TOLTM, D A T A 2 X
33. 2 TRATIO,TULO.TULOI ,WTOUT,F IRE,BOOTH,VCRUSE D A T A 2 X
31. 3 ,NXFOB,PRNTX,FSEC,CLVG,6RNG D A T A 2 X
35. 1 ,SOLIO,AS.BS.SISP.SINERT,SAE,TSBO,FLVBCK O A T A 2 X
36. 5 ,UPOREO,UORE6,GUREO D A T A 2 X
37 6 ,FBFUEL,CA,CB,«FLVX,RT,R1,R3,SFC1,SFC2,SFC3,ALD1,AL02,ALD3,VFLV1, O A T A 2 X
38. 7 VFLV2,VFLV3 O A T A 2 X
39. « , T y O X ( 2 ),PNDX( 10),BLOU( 10),8UPP( 10),STEP( 11 ) , P A V X POW
10. EQUIVALENCE ( HVAR, TUOH 2)) POW
11. DIMENSION A( 1) X V A R ( 10) ,PVAR( 10) .STAP( 11 ),EROR( 10) HUNT
12. EQUIVALENCE <A, TB1) HUNT
13. COHMON/POUEL/ IZI1S) HUNT
11. EQUIVALENCE ( IZ (31 ) .CON) , < I Z( 15 ), EN) HUNT
1$. INTEGER EN .CON HUNT
16. C FUNCTIONS HUNT
17 BOdNdX.II) = A S I N i S O R T K X X - BLOUI II »/(BUPP( II )-BLOU( II ) ) ) ) HUNT
18. B O X ( X X , I I > - BLOUI II) * ( B U P P ( I I ) - BLOUI II ))• SIN! XX) . -2 HUNT
19. NVAR^RVAR ' HUNT
50. C I PUT A VALUES INTO XVAR ARRAV HUNT
51. 00 10 I=1,NVAR HUNT
52. INOI = PNfiKI ) HUNT
53. X V A R d )=A( INOX) HUNT
51. P V A R ( I ) - BOIINI XVARd ). I) HUNT
55. STAPI I )=BOXIN(STEP( I ),I ) HUNT
56 10 CONTINUE HUNT
57. INOPA = A B S ( P A V X ) HUNT
58. SI=1. HUNT
59. I F ( P A V X . 6 T . O . ) SI=-|. HUNT
60. PAV = A( INOPA )«SI HUNT
61. CALL POHELL(PVAR,NVAR,STAP,EROR,PAV) HUNT
62. C TEST FOR CONVERSANCE HUNT
63. 00 20 I=1.NVAR HUNT
61. INOI = PN6«( I ) HUNT
65. A ( I N D X ) = B O X < P V A R ( I ).l ) HUNT
66. STEPI I )=BOIIST»P( I ).I) HUNT
67. 20 CONTINUE HUNT
68. IF( CON.NE.-l) RETURN HUNT
69. PAVO=A( INDPA) HUNT
70. URITE(6,103) PAVO ' HUNT
71. 103 FORnAT(35HO POWELL HAS CONVERGED TO A PAVOFF=E20.8) HUNT
72. RETURN HUNT
73. END HUNT
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VSUBR0UTIN
ITER8









SOL CODE D E S C R I P T I O N
page output
on f l j f ceK
ft t t o(
0 Stortd booster voluo of »r( 1 )
M Storod orblttr »>Ut of »r( 1 )
0 T r o f f l c con t ro l f l « g 0. S i t i n g loop not c o n o t r j t d
noit COS*
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR
/ITER8 /(* I ITERB E
/RANGE /is ) ITERB s
RANGE E





















/1TER8 /( » 1 ITER8 U
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\ HIM 1 MAN iYNBOL CODE DESCRIPTION
5TQS S U B R O U T I N E USAGE
BLOCK LOC b'JBH CODE VAR























































































































































































SUBROUTINE TO CHECK SYNTHESIS LOOP FOR CONVERGENCE
REAL HUB, MUO. ISPB, ISPO, 1 DVEL, NNB, NO
COMMON /SIZING/
PHASE II SIZING PARAMERERS
• TZ, V V ( 3 ) , OPI11), EROR, P Z < 5 > , VB, SUI20),
• S V ( 2 8 > , 5 0 ( 3 7 . 5 ) . SE( l l ) . T L A T , TLNG,
PHASE I SUING PARAMETERS
«UBO, ULOO, DkfEB, OUEO. TOLUT, UPB, TURAT2 ,
•BK1, BK2, BK3, BK1, ISIZE, 7RAFL6, TURATO,
•OKI, OK2, 01(3, OKI, PRFLG, I P A S S . IPSMAX,
«AEX iT , TVACO, NO, UFO, IDVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
•IPL, TVACB, NNB, UEO. WEB. WO, ULO,
•DVO, DVB. HUB, HU6, VST6, WPO
«,JTYP, BECO , BSTS . OBBI, ITNBU , 1TNOW ,
• SVDPSfl , SVDC&N . I HUNT .10PSTS , ISZD(19)
DIMENSION S K O ( 3 0 ) , S C O < 300 ), TDK 6 ) , T02D( 10 ), T027( 6 ), T03K 6 ),




3 1028. I029 , I03C, I031 , I032 ,T033,T031,T035,T036, I037 ,T038,T039,TO<(0 ,
1 T011,T012.T013,T011,T015.T016,T017,T018,T019,T050,T051.T052,T053,
5 T O S H , T O S 5 , T 0 5 6 . T 0 5 7 , T 0 6 6 . S K O , S C O , 6 U S A V E
6,T059,T060,T061,T062,T063,T061,T065,T067,T068,T069,T070,T071,
7 T072 ,T073 ,T071 ,T075 ,T076 ,T077 ,T078 ,T079 ,T080 ,T081 ,T082 ,T083 ,
8T081
DIMENSION SKB(30 ) ,SCB(300 ) ,TB1(6 ) ,TB20( 10 ), T B 2 7 C 6 ), TB3K 6 ),
1 TB18( 10).TB19( 10>,TB50( 10) ,T657( 6 ) ,BUSAVE( 10)
COHMON/ORBINV/
1 TB1 .TB2 ,TB3 .TB1 .TB5 ,TB6 .TB7 TB8 . TB9 . TB10 . TB1 1 . TB12 ,TBl 3, TB11 ,
2 TB15,TB16,TB1 7, TB18 .TB1 9, TB20, TB2 1 , IB22, 1823,1821, 1825,1826,7827,






SUI2) = 2 FOR CONVERGED RUN
SM(2)=I . FOR LAST PASS
SUI2) =.5 FOR ITERATION
CALCULATE IMPULSE MASS RATIOS
CALL SIZEMR
CALC ERROR IN MASS RATIO AND PRINT
TOLER = ABS( T03K3) - S V ( 6 ) ) / SV (6 )
WRITE (6,1005) SV( 6),T031(3), SH( 3 ), SUI 5 ), TOLER
CHECK FOR SUCCESSFUL CONVERGENCE
IF(TOLER.LT.SH(5» GO TO 1
GO TO 11
1 SUI 2) = 2.
TRAFL6 = 1.0
GO TO 11
SET ORBITER MASS RATIO FOR UTVOL ROUTINES
CALL FLYBACK RANGE




IFI SU(2).GE. I. ) RETURN































































































500 IF( TOLER .ST. SU< 5 ) ) U R I T E < f c , 1 0 0 0 > SV( 6 ) ,T03M( 3 >,SU< 5 ),TOLEB
IF ITERATION COUNTER EXCEEDED PRINT
I F ( S U ( 3 > . G T . S U ( 1 > > URITE(t,1021> SU( 3 ),SW( 5 ),TOLER
RETURN TO SYNTH PROSRAN
RETURN
1000 FORRAT ( /Z tH FAILED TO CONVERGE - «U = 2E16.B.
I 5»,13M INPUT TOL = FB.5,5»,7M TOL = F9.6)
1005 FORnATI/5X,10H TOP HU = F10.6,5X . 11HUTVOL HU = F10.6.F1.0.
1 5X.13H INPUT TOL = F8.5,5X,7M TOL = F9.i)
1020 eORn»l <//31H ITERATION COUNTER EXCEEDED = fl.O//)
1021 FORDAT (//31M ITERATION COUNTER EXCEEDED = F1.0.
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SUBROUTINE OPy£LL(PV,N, STEP, EPP, PAY)
COMMON /OPWEL/
• DEL (11) ,11 .COUNT ,XT<3) , AT (3) ,PVS(10) ,
• PASAV , CON , LOU , EN ,PPN(l6) ,
•SC .MOUNT ,66(11. 10)
• , PAO, NT , Nt , DO . 0(7) , V( 7 )
c6nnON/SmNG/OUNMV( 320>,ELIM
DIMENSION PV( 1),STEP( 1)
INTEGER COUNT, CON, EN
INTE6ER ELIM
BEGIN LOGIC FOR SUBROUTINE POWELL













XT(I > = 0.
5 »T< I ) = 0.
DO 6 1=1,11
6 DEL( I ) = 0.
DO 10 1=1. N
PVS( I ) =PV(I)
10 PPN( II = PVCI 1
NP1 =N»1
DO 17 1=1, NPI
DO 17 J =1,N
IF( I .Efl.J) GO TO If
66(1, J)= 0.
GO Tfi 17
15 SSI l,J|s 1.
17 CONTINUE
CHECH VALUE OF MOUNT.
1.) IF MOUNT EQUAL 1ERO STORE INFORMATION
REQUIRED FOR ACCELERATED LINEAR SEARCH.
2 I IF MOUNT EQUAL ONE CONTINUE WITH QUADRATIC
SEARCH.
19 1F( MOUNT. EQ.l ) GO TO 100
20 COUNT = COUNT »1
XT( 1 > = XT(2)
XT(2) = XT(3)
XT(3) = OEL(II)
AT( 1 ) = AT(2)
AT(2) = AT(J)
AT(3) = PAY
IF(COUNT.6E.2) GO TO 70
SAVE PAYOFF TO CHECK IF ACCELERATED LINEAR SEARCH
SHOULD BE ENDED.
52 PASAV = PAY
COMPUTE STEP SIZE FOR USE IN ACCELERATED LINEAR SEARCH,
AND COMPUTE NEW VALUE OF PV.
VAL = 0.
00 53 1=1, N
53 VAL = VAL * ( G6( 1 1 . 1 )/STEP( I »>*2


























































































































































































DELHI) = 2."COUNT-DEL( II >/(2.»EN)
OELCI! > = SC • DELHI >
DO 55 I M,N
P V ( I ) = PPN( l ) • DELI II )»66( 11,1 >
RETURN
COnPARE VALUES FRO« ACCELERATED LINEAR SEARCH.
1.) IF FIRST THREE POINTS FORM A CONCAVE UPWARD
SET. GO TO QUADRATIC SEARCH.
2.) IF PAY IS LESS THAN P A S A V , SET P A S A V EQUAL
TO PAV, CONFUTE NEW STEP SIZE AND NEW VALUE
OF PV.
3.) IF PAY IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO P A S A V .
A. ) IF COUNT IS EQUAL TO T W O . SET
P A S A V EOUAL TO PAY REVERSE THE
DIRECTION OF NEW STEP, COMPUTE
NEW PV.
B.I IF COUNT NOT EQUAL TO TWO BEGIN
QUADRATIC SEARCH.
I F ( P A Y . 6 T . A T ( 1 ) . AND. SC.EQ . -. 5. AND. COUNT .EQ. 3 > 68 TO 75
IFIPAY.LT. P A S A V ) GO TO 52
IF< COUNT. E0.2) GO TO 90
BEGIN QUADRATIC SEARCH.
NC=NC*I
AA = ( X T ( 2 ) - X T ( 3 ) ) » A T ( 1)
BB = ( X T ( 3 ) - X T ( ) » * A T ( 2 >
CC = (XT (11 - X T ( 2 ) » A T ( 3 >
AS = (XT(2 )»»2 -XT(3) *»2 )»AT(1)
BS =(XT13)«»2 -XTI1>»»2 >»AT(2l





00 85 1=1, N
PV( I ) = PPN(I) «00«GGIU,I>
MOUNT = 1
RETURN
REVERSE OIRETION OF STEP.
SC = -.5
GO TO 52
CHECK VALUE OF LOU.
1.1 IF LOU EQUAL TO ONE, CHECK CONVERGENCE OF
QUADRATIC SEARCH
2.) IF LOU EQUAL TO ZERO, THROW AWAY WORST
VALUE OF ACCELERATED LINEAR SEARCH AND
' REPLACE BY RESULT OF QUADRATIC SEARCH
VI NC)= PAV
I F( LOU-EQ-1 ) 60 TO 1>0
PHAX = A n A X H A T ( l ) , ATI 2 >, A T I 3 ) )
DO 120 1=1,3




DO 130 I =1.3
IF(PniN.EQ.ATIM) GO TO 131
CONTINUE
JS = I
JL = HOOI J«»JS.1>
IF (JL .EQ.O) JL =2
Fnl = APISXH XT< 1 > , X T < 2 >, IT< 3»
Fn2 = ABINK III 1 > . X T I 2 ) , » T < 3 ) >
1FIOO.GT.FH1. OR. 00. LT.FH2) GO TO 111
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lit. 1FC XI< jni.EO.FPI2. AND. <T( JLI.EO.FMI ) 60 TO US JULV28
117. GO TO 111 JULV28
11B. 135 1F( O D . S T . I T C JS» 60 TO 111 JULV26
119. 60 TO 115 JULY 2 8
150. 137 1F< 00.6T.IT( JS » 60 TO 115 JULY28
151. Ill IT(JH) =00 JULY28
152. AT (JH) =PAY JULY28
153. 60 TO 11' JULY28
151. IIS IT(JL) =00 JULY28
155. »T< JL)= PAY JULY28
156. 119 LOU =1 JULV28
157. 60 TO 75 JOLY28
158. ISO 1F1NC.GE.7) GO TO 1S2 JULV26
159. IF (PAY.6T .P»SA¥> 60 TO 105 JULY28
160. TT = .2 JULY28
161. IF(N.EQ.l) TT=.OS JULV28
162. I F < P A S A V - P A Y . 6 T . T T » P A S A » ) 60 TO IDS JULY28
163. IF(NT.EB.2> GO TO 1S2 JULY28
161. NT = NT«1 JULY28
16S. IF(PAY.6T.P»0) GO TO 105 JULY28
166. C JULY28
167. C IF N EQUAL TO ONE. SET CON EQUAL TO ONE AND RETURN JULY28
168. C JULY28
169. 1S2 IM=1 JULY28
170. VNIN=V<1> JULV28
171. 00 153 1=2, NC JULY28
172. IF( VMIN.6T .VCI )> IM=I JULY28
173. 153 VMIN = »(!«) JULV2B
171. DO = 01 IN) JULY28
175. 00 151 1=1,* JULY,! 8




180. IF(K.EO.l) GOTO 252 JULY28
181. IF( Il.EO.N*! > 60 TO 200 JULY26
182. C JULY28
183. C RESET FOR NEU MINOR OR COMBINED SEARCH. JULV28
181. C JULY28
18S. 00 155 1=1, N JULV28
186. 155 PPN(I) = PPN(I) * DO*GG(II,I> JULY28
187. NT = 0 JULY28
188. SC=1. JULV28
189. COUNT =0 JULY28
190. MOUNT = 0 JUCY28
191. LOU = 0 JULV28
192. «P1-N*1 JULY28
193. DO 160 1=1 *P1 JULV28
191. 160 DELI I ) = 0. JULV28
19S. 11=11*1 JULY28
196. IF(II.LE.N) GO TO 20 JULV28
197. C JULY28
198. C COMPUTE COMBINED OIRETION. JULV28
199. C JULY28
200. 6»AL=0 JULY28
201. DO ITS I = 1,N JULY28
202. 175 6VAL = GVAL«(PPN(I >-PVS(l >)»2 JULY28
203. SVAL = S O R T C 6 V A L ) JULV28
201. 00 180 1 = 1,N JULV28
20S. 180 GG( II I ) = (PP«( I )-PVS(l »/6«AL JULY28
206. 60 TO 26 JULV28
207. C JULV28
208. C CHECK CONVER6ENCE OF PROBLEM. JULV28
209. C JULV28
210. 200 DO 2SO I =1,N JULY28
211. 250 IFC ABS<P»S< 1 >-PV< 1 ».6T.EPP( 1 >> 60 TO 255 JULY28
212. 252 CON = 1 JULV28
213. RETURN JULV2B
211. C JULY28
215. C INCREMENT EN. JULY28





































221. 260 00 261 I - l.N
225. PVSC I > =P»«n
226. 261 PPNC II = PMI >
227. NT = 0
228. P»0 =P»»
224. II =1
230. SC = 1.
231. COUNTED
232. MOUNT = 0
233. LOU = 0
231. NP1=N»1
235. 00 265 1=1,NP1
236. 265 OEU 1 > = 0.
237. 00 270 I = l.N
238. 00 270 J s| M
234. 270 EE(I.J) = 66<I«1,J)
















































































Poundt to k l l o g r a * c o n v e r s i o n
Sine •> vbody In akt unltt
Sa*e is vcirgo In akt units
Sane as icrtm In «ki unltt
Six is vfutk In «kt unltt
Sa«e is vfutk2 In aks u n l t t
SIBC is v l n s t k In *ks unltt
Save is v l g b a y In *>kt unltt
Saae as vother In «ks unltt
Saae as voitk In aks units
Same as vo«tk2 tn »ks units
Saae as vprop In *>ks units
S»t as vstruc in aks units
Subroutine to p r i n t v e h i c l e voluae data
Subroutine to print «lsc data
Total body »olu»e
Volume of cargo bay
Volume of ere* co«part>ent
Total volume of fuel tank
Total voluBe of secondary fuel tank
Total tank i n t u l a t i o n «olu»e
Voluaie of recovery tysteai bay
Total voluie of o i l d l i e r tank
Total voluie of secondary o i l d i i e r tank
VoluBt of propulsion bay
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C • •• PRINTV •••
C
C PRINTV - PRINT VOLUMES
C
REAL KI LO, K VSTRU, K VCAR6 ,KVLGBA,KVPROP. KVFUTK. II VO XT K, KVINST, KVOTHE
•,KVBOOY,KVFUT2,KVOIT2,KVCREU
REAL KIN
REAL 1SP.K.LF, MR, NCREU.LBODY, NPASS
REAL NENGS
CDMMON/CINPUT/
IANENGS ,ANTANK ,A5R»TO .ASUEEP2CHBOOY .CLBOOV .CSBOOY ,CSFAIR
3CSPLAN .CSVERT .CSWIN6 ,CTHRST
41SPI6) ,ITPS ,K!30> ,KIN
5NENGS ,NLISTO .NPASS , NWL
6RHOFU2 .RHOX ,RHOX2 .SBODY
r iYTAiL ,VBOOY .UGROSS
COMMON/VOLCAL/BBODY CROOT ,CSPAN
2HBODV , LBOOY ,RTOD ,SFAIR
3SPLAN .STPSI1) , SVERT .SWING
4TTOT .TTOT2 .TTOTAL , YBOOYA
5VCREW , VFUTK .VFUTK2 .VINSTK
6 V O X T K 2 .VPROP .VSTRUC
COMMON/WTCALC/ ABFSYS .WABFTK
1WACS .WACSFO .UACSTK , UAERO
2WBPUMP UCARGO .WCOMM .WCONT
3WDIST2 .WOOCK .UOPLOY .WORANS
4WENGMT .WENGS .UENGS2 .WFAIR
5WFU2I3) ,WFUEL!6),WFUL .WFULOS
6UFOSYS ,WFUTK .UFUTK2 .WFUTOT
7WMORZ .WHYCAO .WINFUT .WINOIT
8WJETI6) .WLANCH ,WLG .WLOSS
9WOIL .W3ILRS .WORSUL , UIOVERS
1WOXLOS .WOXRES .WOXSVS .WOXTK
2WP .WPASS .WPAYL .UPERS
3WPOWRS ,WPOWTK. .UPPROV .WPREIG
4WRESIO .WRESfiV .WSEAL .WSECST
SWSURF .UTABC .WTHRST ,WTO
6WWET .WWING .UZROFU ,WABTRP
7WMNORS .WHNFRS .UACOTP ,WACFTP
8WABFUC .WACORS -WACFHS .WPWORS


















WRITE! 6, 400) VLGBAY, KVLGBA






1110 FORMAT! 1MO, 10HTOTAL ENTRY VEHICLE
950 WRITE < 6, 1000 1VOTHER, KVOTHE
URITEC 6,1110) VBOOY.KVBODY
IFIVBOOY.EO.O. ) VBODV = 1.
CALL PROTHR
RETURN
8 FORMAT ( 1HI )




































































, S O X T K
,TROOT
, VCAR60
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76. 100 FORflAT( 1M0.40HBOOY STRUCTURE
TT. ZOO FQfinimiH ,10HC«E« AMO PASSENGER COMPARTMENTS
78. 300 FOfimATdM .10HCAR60 COMPARTMENT
79. HOC FORf lATI lH .10HLANDIN6 GEAR BAYS
80. 500 FOHHATCIH ,10HPROPULS10N BAY UITHIN BODY
61. 700 FORFIATdH .10HFUEL CONTAINERS
82. 800 fOf iBAKlH 'lOHOHDIZEA CONTAINERS
83. 900 FORnAT(IH .MOHPROPELLANT INSULATION
BS. 1000 FORNAT(1H .HOHOTHER BODY VOLUME
85. 1100 FORBATUH .10HSECONDARV FUEL CONTAINERS
86. 1SOO FORHATC1M .HOHSECONOARY QIIDIZER CONTAINERS
87. END
2 F 1 0 . 2 )
2 F 1 0 . 2 I
2 F 1 0 . 2 )
2 F 1 C . 2 )


































































































































































































v e h l c le s i t i n g data
kg)
1= booster




































• I nf ut
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• 1 ns u 1
• Inst
• 1 anch
• 1 9 In
• loss
DESCRIPTION
1 n .ki unl ts
In .ks units
in .k i units
• ks units
In .ks units
• Ird In .ks units
•nace 1
• oil 1


















• pr el 9
.prop
•prsys
• res i d











p 1 d los














) in .ks units
in .ks units






















Ib) input as c(296)
in .ks units
p r i n t v e h i c l e (eight data


















































i',F 5U*RO'J1i IN F USAGE
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1 0 IU fi A N 11 0 I H



















































W e i g h t of »!r breathing engine!
Ult l g h t of a t t i t u d e control futl reitr«i
Uelght of a t t i t u d e control systeei
Uelght of a t t i t u d e control fuel p l u s o i l d l i e r
Ueight of a t t i t u d e control tankage
Weight of a e r o d y n a m i c controll
W e i g h t of separation systesi
Total •eight of basic body
Total weight of body group
Booster gross Height
Pavload weight or cargo
Co««uni cat Ion svjte* Height
Contingency and gronth Height
Total Height of theraal protection syste* cover
p a n e l s
Thrust decay p r o p e l l e n t weight
Docking structure Height
D e p l o y a b l e aerodynamic d e v i c e Height
Stage dry nei ght
W e i g h t of rocket engines i n s t a l l e d
Weight of secondary engines
Weight of f a i r i n g s and shrouds
Frost and ice Height
Fue 1 >e i ght
Vented futl
5 t PRASE SUBRPUT INt

























1 ) PR1NTU I
UTSCM n
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™°f DESCRIPTION
I U e l g h t of .eln and secondary p r o p e l l e n t
1 Fue 1 reserve
I Total fuel systeai .eight
1 Ut of non-structural f u e l tankage
I Ut of secondary f u e l tank and systeai
I Trapped fuel .eight
I Weight of secondary futl
I Uelght of gas and pressurant
I Guidance and n a v i g a t i o n syste. »t
I Gross lift-off .eight
I Horizontal s t a b i l i z e r ait.
1 H y d r a u l i c / pneu.atic syste. m\
I W e i g h t of i n t e r g r a l fuel tank
I Weight of i n t e g r a l o i i d i z e r tank
I U e i g h t of Instrument systeai
I Total .eight of tank i n s u l a t i o n
I Launch gear (eight
I L a n d i n g gear and controls .eight
I I n - f l i g h t .eight loss
I Launch and r e c o v e r y syste. .eight
I Pylons, nacel,end pod .eight*
J S e r v i c e Ite. losses





































































































































































































































































































Or 1 ent at Ion, contra 1 , and s e p a r a t i o n systei le l g h t
Plain l u p u l i e o i i d i i e r >elghter
Vented o i l d l s i r
Oi 1 dl icr reserve
O i i d i i e r systei •eight
Non-stur ctur a 1 tank »t.- o i i d i i e r
Secondary systea oiidiier tank »t ,
Trapped o i i d i i e r (eight
Secondary o i i d i i e r •eight
Weight of passengers
Pay load «ei ght
Cre» gear and l i f e support weight
Pover conditioning equipment at.
Po»er syste* p r o p e l l a n t mi.
femtr systei p r o p e l l a n t reserve
Priae poaer systeei tank (eight
Personnel p r o v i s i o n s
P r e - i g n i t i o n losses
Total ceight- p r o p u l s i o n group
Pr essur i i at i on syste* veight
Uelght of r e s i d u a l s
Prope 1 1 ant reser vs
Secondary body structure mi
Pr i He poser syste* weight
T r a p p e d o i i d i i e r (eight



























;E S U H H O U T I N F USAGE
LOC iJOH CJOfc VAR
76 ) PRINTU 1
UTSCH PI

















































110 ) PRINTU I
UTSCH It
112 > PRINTU I
PROTHR I
UTSCH n
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y>
vj
T™T ,™ r-°<* DESCRIPTION
USTAB t Engine glvb*! tyttea >t
USURF I Aero surfact »t
UTHRST I Thrust structure mi
UTO I Take- off .eight
UTPS I Induced environmental protection »t
UVERT I V e r t i c a l fin »elght
UUET I Operating • elght-opty
UUING I Total structural t>t . Of ling
.UNOb. 0 F i l e of all output data
,
ilO_RAr,E iUWJTINE
8LUUH LOC !>U8H CODE
/UTCALC/I 115 ) PHINTU I
UTSCH n
/UTCALC/I l i b ) PRINTU I
UTSCH n
/UITC»LC/( 118) PRINTU I
UTSCH n
/UTCALC/( 119) PRINTU I
UTSCH «
/UTCALCM 120) PRINTU I
UTSCH n
/UTCALC/( 121 ) PRINTU I
PROTHR I
UTSCH n
/UTCALC/C 132) PHINTU I
UTSCH n
/UTCALC/( 133) PRINTU I
PROTHR I
UTSCH n
























































































































































































UUSECS KUTP& KUCQVE KUINSU «UL6 HyFSOP Ky£NSS .KUNACE.KyFUTK,
2KUOXTK,KU!NST,KUFUSY,KUaxSY,KUFRSY,KUAE>;a,<l>PauE,KUAPU .KyPOUT,
3KUELCA,KUHYCA,KUGNAV,KWPPf ia.KUDRY . KUCO NT KUFERS, KUPAYL, KUCAR6,
IKMPASS.KURESI.KUSASP.KyFUTR.KyOXTR.KySfSTR.KyRESH.KHFURE,
•KMOXHE.KyPOUR.KUOILR.KUACHE, (y«ET ,«MLBSS, KHFULO, KHOXLO,













1ISP(6) , ITPS ,M30>
5NENGS .NLISTO .NPASS
6RHOFU2 ,RHOX .RHOI2
7TYTAIL , KBODY .UGROSS
COnnONS V&LCAL/ BBODV . CROOT
2HBOOY .LBOOY .RTOO
3SPLAN ,STP5( 1) .SVERT
1TTOT .TTOT2 .TTOTAL
5VCREU .VFUTK .VFUTK2




3UOIST2 , yOOCK .UOPLOY
1HEN6HT .UENGS .UEN6S2














KUABPR = UABPR * KILO
KUABFT = UABFTK • KILO
















































































































































































































































































































































KWFU2 = «1LO • UFU2(1)













66 FORMAT (1H1 )
67 CONTINUE
IF(Jimp.EB.l) £0 TO 15
USITE(6.25I






























































































































































26 FORMAT ( 1H0.31HWEI6HT BREAKDOWN - BOOST S T A K E , 3 3 X 6 H P O UND5 , 20X
• 9HKILOGRAnS>
50 URITEI6 .100) WSURF.KWSURF
150 URITEI6.200) WWIN6.«WWIN6
250 WRITE (6 .13500) UHORZ.KUHORZ
350 WHITE! 6,100 )WVERT,XWVERT
650 UHITE( 6,700 >UFAIR,«WFAIR
750 WRITE !6 ,eOO)WBODV,KWBOOY
W R I T E < 6 , 9 0 0 > WINFUT.KMINFU
WRITE! 6,1000) WIMOIT.KWINOX
1050 URITE!6,1100)WBAS1C,KWB«SI
WRITE! 6,1300) WSECST . KUSECS
1350 W R I T E (6,1100) WTHRST , HWTHRS
1550 URITE16,1600> W T P S . K W T P S
1750 UR1TE(6,18QO) WCOVER,KWCO»E
1850 URITE<6,1900) WINSUL. KWIHSU
2150 WRITE! 6, 2200 >ULRD.KWLRD
2250 WRITE! 6, 2300 >WLANCH , KWLANC
2350 Mfl lTE< 6,2100 > UOPLOV, KWDPLO
2150 UfUTE!i,2500> UL6,KUl6
2550 UR1TE(6,2600) WOOCK,«WDOM
2750 WRITE! 6,2800) WPROP.KWPROP
2850 W R I T E ! 6, 2900) WEN6S . «WE«6S
WRITEI6 .2870) WEN6S2, KWEN62
WRITE! 6, 3300) WFUTK,KWFUT*
WRITE! 6,3100) UO «T«, «WOXT«
WRITE! 6, 3110) UFUTK2,KFUTK2
WRITE! 6,3120) W O X T K 2 , KOSTK2
WRITE! 6, 3500) UINSTX, KUIIIST
' 3550 WRITE! 6,3600) WFUSVS, KWFUSV
WRITE! 6, 3700) UO X S V S , KWOXSY
WRITE! 6,3800) WPRSYS, KMPHSV
WRITE! 6,1110) WABPR.KUABPR
WRITE! 6, 3100) UNACEL.KWNACE
WRITE(6,1115) WABFTK.KWABFT
1250 WRITE! 6, 1300 JWORSUL, fcwOHSU
1350 WRITE! 6, 1100) UdUXT , KWAUXT
WRITE! 6, 1170) WSTAB, «WST«B
1150 WRITE! 6, 1500) WAER4 .KWAERO
1550 WRITE! 6, 1600) UACS.KHUCS
URITEI 6,1600) WACSTK,KUACST
1850 WHITE! 6, 1900 )WPOWER, KWPOWE
1950 WRITE! 6,5000) WSORCE, KWSORC
WRITE! 6,5300) UPOUTK.KUPOUT
5350 WRITE I6,5100)WPOHCO,KWPOUC
5550 WHITE! 6, 5600 >UHYC»D,KWHVC*
5650 WRITE! 6, 5700) WGMAV,KU8N*V
5750 WRITE! 6, 5800) WI KST, KWI KS1
5850 URITE! 6,5900) UCOnN.KUCOM
6550 WRITE(6 ,6600)UPPROV.KWPPRO
7250 WRITE!6 ,7300) WDRV.KWDRV
WRITE! 6, 7100) WCONt , KWCOUT
7150 WRITE! 6, 7500 ) WPERS , KWPERS
7750 WRITE! 6, 7800) WPAYL , KUPAYL
7851 WRITE 16,7900) WPASS. KWPASS
WRITE (6 ,7860) WCAH60, KWCAR6
8350 WRITE! 6, 8100 1WRESI 0, «WRESI
WRITE! 6, 8500) U6ASPR . KWGASP
8550 URITEI 6,8600)WFUTRP,iWFUTR
WRITE! 6 ,8700) WOXTRP, K W Q X T R
8850 URITE(6 ,8900)USRTRP,«WSRTR
8950 UfllTEl 6 .9000)WRESRV,KWRESR
9050 WRITE! t,<HOO)UFURES,KWFURE
WRITE! 6,9200) WOXRES, KWOXRE
WRITE! 6, 9300) WPOWRS , KWPOWR
WRITE! 6,9100) WOILRS.KUOILR
WRITE! 6, 9500) UACHES, KWACRE
9650 WRITE! 6, 9700 )blUE1 , KWWET
9750 UR]TE(6 ,9800)WLOSS,«WLOSS
WRITE! 6, 9801) PLOLOS,PLLOS
WRITE! 6, 9898) WFROST, FROST
9850 WRITE(6,9900)WFUI.OS.KUFULO
9950 WRITE! 6, 10000 )WOXL05, KWOXLO
10050 WRITE! 6, 101 00 JWPOWFO, KWPOWF
10150 UHITEI6, 10200) WACSFO, KWACSF
P f i l N T W
PR1NTU
P R I N T W
P R I N T W





























































P R I N T W





















































































UB1IEI 6, 10100) UOIL.KUOIL
WRITE! 6,10110) UABFU.KUABFU
URITE! 6,1 0600 )UDECAV . KUOECA
10650 W R I T E ! 6, 10700 1UFUOX, KUFUOX
10750 UHITEI6, 10800 >UFUL,KUFUL
W R I T E ! 6, 1 1100 ) UOXID.KUOXID
URITE(6,11500)UFU2d>.KUFU2
WRITE! b, 11 600 >UOXZ( 1 ).KUOX2
URITEI6,11900)UTO,KUTO
URITEI6, 12300) UPfiEIG.KUPREI
URHE( 6, 12500) UGROSS, KU6ROS
1F( JUBP.EO.O) GO TO 9994
KUBOO = UBOO • KILO
URITE! 6, 13010) UBOO , KUBOO
9999 CONTINUE
RETURN
100 FORMAT! 1H0.52HAERODYNAMIC SURFACES
•F18.0 F27.0 )
200 FQHBATdH ,52H UlNS * WING BOUNTED CONTROL SURFACES
»F9.0,FZ7.0)
100 FORMATdH ,52H VERTICAL SURFACES
• F9.0 F27.0)
700 FORMATdH ,52H FAIR I NGS, SHROUDS AND ASSOCIATED STRUCTURE
»F9.0 F27.0)
800 FORMAT! 1H0.52HBOOV STRUCTURE
•F18.0.F27.0 )
900 FORMAT (1H ,50H STRUCTURAL FUEL CONTAINERS
•F11.0.F27.0)
1000 FORMAT ( 1H 50H STRUCTURAL OXIDIZER CONTAINERS
»F11 .0 F27.0)
1100 FORMAtdH ,52H BASIC BODY STRUCTURE
•F9.0 F27.0 )
1300 FORMAT! 1H ,52H SECONOARV STRUCTURE
•F9.0.F27.0)
1100 FORnATC 1H ,52H THRUST STRUCTURE
• F9.0 F27.0 )
1600 FORMAT! 1HO . 52HINDUCEO ENVIRONnENTAL PROTECTION
•F18.0.F27.0 )
1800 FORNATC 1H ,52H COVER PANELS, NON-STRUCTURAL
•FS.O.Fll .0>
1900 FORMAT! 1H .52H VEHICLE INSULATION
*F9.0 F27.0)
2200 FORHAT( 1H0.52HLAUNCH. RECOVERY AND DOCKING
•F1B.O F27.6 )
2300 FORHATdH ,52H LAUNCH GEAR
•F9.0.F27.0)
2100 FORnATC 1H ,52H OEPLOYABLE AERODYNAHIC DEVICES
•F9.0.F27.0)
2500 FORltATI IH ,52H ALIGHTING GEAR
•F9 O.F27.0)
2600 FORPIATIIH .52H DOCKING STRUCTURE
•F9.0.F27.0)
2800 FORdATi 1HO, 52HPROPULSION
*F18.0,F27.0 )
2870 FORnATdH ,52H SECONDARY ENGINES AND ACCESSORIES
•F9.0.F27.0)
2900 FORHATdH , 52H ENGINES AND ACCESSORIES
•F9.0,F27.01
3100 FORPIATdH ,52H NACELLES, PODS .PVLONS, SUPPORTS
•F9.0.F27.0)
3300 FORFIATdH ,52H FUEL CONTAINERS AND SUPPORTS (NON-STRUCTURAL)
»F9.0 F27.0)
3100 FORHATdH ,52H OXIDIZER CONTAINERS AND SUPPORTS! NON-STRUCTURAL )
•F9.0.F27.0)
3110 FORnAT( lH ,52H SECONDARY FUEL T A N K A G E AND SYSTEMS
• F9.0.F27.0)
3120 FORMATdH .52H SECONDARY OXIOIIER TANKAGE AND SYSTEHS
• F9.0 F27.0)
3500 FORMAT! IH ,52H PROPELLANT INSULATION
»F9.0.F27.0)
3600 FORMAT! 1H .52H FUEL SYSTEM - MAIN
•F9.0 F27.0)
3700 FORMAT! 1H ,52H OXIDIZER SYSTEM - MAIN
•F9.0.F27.0)































































































































































1300 FORNATdHO,52HORlENTATION,SEPARATION AND ULLAGE CONTROL
*F18.0,F27.6 )
SEPARATION SYSTEMS
AIRBREATHIN6 ENGINES AND INSTALLATION
AIRBREATH1NG PROPULSION TANKAGE AND SYSTEMS
STABILITY AND CONTROL, ENGINE 6IHBAL
AERODYNAMIC CONTROLS
SPATIAL ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
CONTROL PROPELLKNl TANKAGE AND SYSTEMS
1100 FORMAT! 1H ,52M
•F9.0.F27.0)








1900 FORPIATC 1H0.52HPRIME POWER SOURCE AND DISTRIBUTION
»F18.0,F27.6 )
5000 FORMATdH ,52H POWER SOURCE UNITS
»F9.0,F27.0)
5300 FORMATdH ,52H POWER SOURCE TANKAGE AND SYSTEMS
•F9.0.F27.0)
5100 FORHAT(1H0.52HPDWER CONVERSION AND DISTRIBUTION
•F18.0.F27.6 )
5600 FORNATdH .52H HYDRAULIC/PNEUMATIC
•F9.0.F27.0)






6600 FORnAT( 1H0.52HPERSONNEL PROVISIONS
•F16.0,F27.6 >
7300 FORnAT(1H0.52HDRV STRUCTURE
», 7X,1H( ,F10.0,1H),17X,1M<,F10.0,1H) )






7860 FORNAtdH ,52H MISSION EOUIPnENT/PAYLOAD
•F9.0.F27.0)
7900 FORMATdH ,52H CARSO OR UPPER STAGE
•F9.0.F27.0)
8100 FORMAT<1H0.52HRESIOUAL PROPELLANT AND SERVICE ITEMS
•F18.0.F27.6 )
8500 FORHAtdH ,52H TANK PRESSURIZATICN AND PURGE GASES
•F9.0.F27.0)
8600 FORMATdH ,52H TRAPPED FUEL
•F9.0.F27.0)
6700 FORBATdM ,52H TRAPPED 0(101 IER
•F9.0,F27.0)
8900 FORMATdH .52H SERVICE ITEMS RESIDUALS
•F9.0.F27.0)
9000 FORMATdHO.;2Ht)ESERVE PROPELLANT AND SERVICE ITEMS
•F18.0.F27.0 )




9300 FORMAT( 1H ,52H
«F9.0,F27.0)




9700 FORMAT! 1HO,52HOPERATI NG WEIGHT EMPTY
•, 7X,1H( , f 10.0, 1H),I7«, IH( ,F10.0,1HI
98CO FORMAT(1H0.52HIN-FLIGHT LOSSES
•F18.0.F2T.6 >
























































































LUBRICANTS AND OTHER SERVICE ITEMS
FLYBACK FUEL
376. 9898 FCRHATI 1H .52H
37T. .F9.0.F27.0I
378. 9900 FORflATC1H ,S2H
379. «F9.0,F27.0)
380. 10000 FORHATC1H ,52H
381. «F9.0.F27.0>
382. 10100 FORPIATC 1H ,52H
383. •F9.C.F27.0)
381. 10200 FGfinATllH ,52H
385. »F9.0,FZ7.0)
386. 10100 FORMAT! 1H ,52H
387. •F9.fl,F2T.O>
388. 10110 FOR«AT<1H ,52H
389. »F9.0.F27.0)




391. 1C8CC FORRATI1H ,52H FUEL - MAIN
395. «F9.0.F27.0)
396. 11100 FORMAT! 1H ,52H OXIDIZER - MAIN
397. •F9.0,F2J.O>
398. 11500 FORHATdH ,52H FUEL - SECONDARY
399. .F9.0.F2T.O)
100. 11600 FORRATdH ,52H OXIDIZER - SECONDARY
101. •F9.0.F27.0)
102. 11900 FORHATC1H0.52HBASS AT FULL THRUST
103. *F18.G,F27.0 )
101. 12300 FORMATC1HO.52HPRE-IGNITION LOSSES
105. »F18.0,F27.0 )
106. 12SOO FORMATCIMO,52HBAXIHUn GROSS HEIGHT
107. ., 7X,1H( ,F10.C,1H),15X,1H(,F10.0.1H)
108. 13010 FORWAK1H0.5CHGBOSS UEIEHT OF ONE BOOSTER
109. » 2XF18.0.F27.0)
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SUBR0UTINE
PRITEQ
HIM I HAN I1AIH
SYI1BOL SYH80L DESCRIPTION STOfi.«"'E I i NEBLOCK SUBR coot V A R
I
.UNOb.
I Input arrty c( 300) of v e h i c l e s i t i n g diti
U Oo loop counter
0 Fl le of alI output data
/ C I N P U T / (
/ P R I T E O / I *
/ . U N 0 6 . / I *
5 ) P R I N T U I
P R I T E O I
P R I T V A I
" S T O R E f l
U I T S C H I
U T V O L 0
) BL ICO 0
B N O R Y C 0
C R A S H 0
FRENCH 0





















































































































































C SUBROUTINE TO PRINT WEIGHT AND VOLUME COEFFICIENTS
C
REAL BUB, nUO, ISPB, 1SPO, IDVEL,NNB,NO
COHflON /SIZING/
C PHASE 11 SIZING PARABERERS
• TZ, VVI3). QP<11>, EROR, PZ(5), VO, SMI20),
• SV<28), SQI37.5), SE(ll). TLAT, TLNG,
C PHASE I SIZING PARAHERERS
• UBO, ULOO, DUEB. DUEO, TOLUT, UPB, TURAT2,
• BK1, BK2, BK3, BK1, ISIZE, TRAFL6, TUIUTO,
•OKI. OK2. OK3, OKI, PRFL6, IPASS, IPSHAX,
•AEIIT. TVACO, NO. UFO. IDVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
• XPL, TVACB, NNB, UEO. UEB, UO, ULO,
• DVO, OVB, nUB, nUO, VSTS, UPO
•,JTYP, BECO . BST6 , ORBI, ITNBU , ITNOU ,





1ANENGS ,ANTANK ,ASRATO ,ASUEEP ,C(300) , CBBODV ,CFUEL(6)
2CHBODY .CLBODV .CSBODV .CSFAIR ,CSFUTK ,CSMORZ ,CSOXTK
3CSPLAN .CSVERT ,CSUIN6 .CTHRST ,CTHST2 ,OEF<5) ,FXUO»5
1ISP(6) ,ITPS ,K(30) ,KIN ,LF ,nR(6) ,NCREU
5NENGS .NLISTO ,NPASS ,NUL ,PCHSB ,0 ,RHOFU
6RHOFU2 .RHOX .HHOX2 ,SBOOV ,TOL .TOVERC ,TPRATO
7TVTAIL , VBOOV .WGROSS
COnflON/VOLCAL/BBODV.CROOT ,CSPAN ,CTIP , GAL ,GSPAN
2HBODV .LBODY ,RTOD .SFBIP , SFUTK .SHORZ ,SOXTK
3SPLAN ,STPS(1) ,SVERT .SUING ,SXPOS ,TOEL ,TROOT
1TTOT ,TTOT2 .TTOTAL . VBOOVft ,VBODY1 .VBOOV2 ,VCARGO
5VCREU , VFUTK ,VFUTK2 ,VINSTK , VLGBAV , VOTHER ,VOXTK
6VOXTK2 .VPROP ,»STRUC
connoN/uTCALC/ ABFSYS ,UABFTK ,UABFU , UABPR , UACRES
1UACS .UACSFO ,UACSTK .WAERO ,UAUXT , UBASIC ,UBOD»
2UBPUMP .UCARGO .UCOHN ,WCONT .UCOVER , UDECAY ,UDIST1
3UOIST2 .UOOCK ,UDPLOY . UORANS ,UORV ,WELCAD ,UEnPTY
1UENGHT .UENGS .UENGS2 ,UFAIR ,UFCONT .UFDCAY ,UFROST
5UFU2(3) ,yFUEL( 6 l.UFUL .UFULOS ,UFUNCT , UFUOX ,UFURES
6UFUSYS ,WFUTK ,UFUTK2 ,«FUTOT .UFUTRP ,UGASPR ,UGNAV
7UHORZ ,UHVCAO .UINFUT ,UINO(T ,UINSTK ,UINST ,UINSUL
8UJET16) .ULANCH ,ULG .ULOSS ,ULRO .UNACEL , UODCAY
9UOIL , WOILRS .UORSUL .HOVERS ,UOX(6) .UOX2(3) ,UOXID
1UOXLOS .WOXRES ,UOXSYS ,WOXTK ,UOXTK2 ,UOXTOT ,UOXTRP
2UP ,UPASS .UPAYL ,UPERS , UPOUCO , UPOUER ,UPOUFO
3UPOURS ,UPOWTK .UPPROV .UPREIG ,UPROP .WPRSYS ,UREFUL
1URESID .URESRV ,USEAL .USECST ,USORCE ,USRTRP ,USTAB
5USURF .UTABC .UTHRST ,UTQ .UTPS .UVERT ,UUAIT(10 ,
6UUET ,WU1NG .UZROFU .UABTRP .UABRES , UBNOTP .UHNFTP
7UPINORS .UflNFRS ,UACOTP .UACFTP .UPUOTP .UPUFTP ,UGAS
8UABFUC , UACORS ,«ACFRS .MPUORS .UPUFRS
900 URITE(6,1150)
1150 FORrlATC 1H1,26HUEIGHT COEFFICIENTS = C( I ), /)
' 00 300 I : 1,300




1250 FOR«AT( IHO.SSHVOLUflE COEFFICIENTS = K( I ), I = 1,30 =/ )






























































































I Input array c (300 ) of xhlclt t i l ing data
I Body • idth cot f f .
I Body height or cotff
I Body length or cooff
I Tota l body vet ted art* or coaf f
1 Fairing planfore) araa or coaff
I Fual tank sur face araa or coaf f
I Hor i lontal s t aba l i za r planfora araa
I Oildl iar tank sur face area coaf f
I Body planfer* area or coaff
I V a r t l c a l f in p lan fo r * araa or coa f f
I Vac. Thruat-to-valgkt ratio
I Secondary propulsion t/aj
U Do loop counter
I Data f l a g 0= arbiter 1= booster
I Nusber of crec ntaberi
I To ta l nuaiber engines per stage
I F u e l d e n s i t y




















































































































































TTflT1 1 U 1
T Y(1Y91 1 H 1 *
MJET
WAIT
MATH -„„,- n r " C r » D T D T T n MSVABOL COOE D E S C R I P T I O N
I Oiidlitr rfmsfty
I Stcondary o i td l x t r dansl ty
I A syn th ts l s data ar ray ( 3 7 , 5 ) tha-t con ta ins tht
f lyback data and »o»t in j tc t fon quant it. as
I J a t t l s o n .tight 1. Igni t ion to l i f t -o f f 2. Not
usad 3. Jattlson during ascent 1. In-orbit
back j t t t lson «t.
I Su««»ry .tight i 1. Ignit ion 2. Taka -o f f 3.
Burnout 1. Initial o rb i ta r i. Init ial antry 6.
In i t ia l f l y b a c k 7. Landing
S T O R A G E S U B R O U T J N
BLOCK LOC SUBR COO
/CI*PUT/< 381) PRITVA I
STORE B
UTSCH I
/CINPUT/I 385) P R I T V A I
STORE n
UTSCH I































/ V Q L C A L / ( 22) P R I T V A I
UTSCH N




































































SYBBOL CODE D E S C R I P T I O N S T O R A G E SU8BOUTSU6R t 1NE USAGEODE VAR
.UN06. 0 FlIt of ilI output 4*4* / .UN06. / I4 > BLICO o
BNORVC 0
C R A S H 0
FRENCH 0













P H I T V A 0
PROPIN 0














































































































































PRITVA - PRINTS VARIABLES
COnnON / JUMPY / JUMP. UBIG, UBOO
REAL HUB. RUO. ISPB, 1SPO, IDVEL.NNB.NO
copmoN /SIZING/
PHASE II SIZING PARAHERERS
»TZ, VVI3), ap(11), EROR, PZ(5), VQ, S«(20),
• SV(26), 50(37,5), SE(ll). TLAT, TLN6,
PHASE I SIZING PARAflERERS
•UBO, ULOO, OUEB, DUEO, TOLUT, UPB. TURAT2,
• BK1, BK2, BK3, BK1, ISIZE, TRAFLG, 1URATO,
•OKI, OK2, OK3, OKI, PRFL6, IPASS, IFSHAX,
•AEXlT, TVAtO, NO, UFO, IOVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
•XPL, TVACB, NNB, UEO. UEB, UO ULO,
•OVO, DVB, HUB, nu6, VSTG, UPO
• , JTYP, BECO , BSTG , ORBI, ITNBU , ITNOU





1ANENGS ,ANTANK .ASRATO .ASUEEP ,C(300> .CBBODY , CFUEL(t)
2CHBOOY , CLBODY .CSBODY .CSFAIR .CSFUTK .CSHQRZ ,CSOXTK
3CSPLAN .CSVEfiT .CSUING , CTHRST .CTHST2 ,OEF(5) .FXUOVS
1ISPI6) ,ITPS ,K(30) ,KIN ,LF ,nR(6) ,NCREU
5NENGS ,NLISTO ,NPASS ,NUL .PCHAH ,B ,RHOFU
6RHOFU2 ,RHOX .RHOX2 .SBOOY ,TOL , TOVEfiC ,TPRATO
TTYTAIL . VBODY .USROSS
COnnON/VOLCAL/BBODY,CROOT ,CSPAN , CTIP ,GAL .GSPAN
2HBODY .LBODY .RTOD .SFAIR .SFUTK ,SHORZ ,SOXTK
3SPLAN ,STPS(1) ,SVERT .SUING .SXPOS ,TOEL ,TROOT
1TTOT ,TTOT2 ,TTOTAL ,VBOOYA .VBOOY1 .VBOOY2 , VCBR60
5VCREU ,VFUTK .VFUTK2 .V1NSTK .VLGBAY .VOTHER ,VOXTK
6VOXTK2 , VPROP .VSTRUC
CONnON/UTCALC/ ABFSYS ,UABFTK , UABFU ,UABPR .UACRES
IUACS .UACSFO .UACSTK ,UAERO .UAUXT ,UBASIC ,UBODV
2UBPUPIP .UCARGO . «CO«« .UCONT .UCOVER .UOECAY .HOIST!
3UOIST2 , MDOCK .UOPLOY ,UORANS ,UDRY ,UELCAO ,UE«PTY
lUENGHT ,UENGS ,UENGS2 .UFAIR .UFCONT .UFDCAY , UFROST
5UFU2(3) ,UFUEL(6),UFUL .UFULOS .UFUNCT ,UFUOI ,UFURES
6UFUSVS ,UFUTK .UFUTK2 .UFUTOT .UFUTRP .UGASPR ,UGNAV
7UHORZ ,UHYCAD .UINFUT .UINQXT .UINSTK .UINST ,UINSUL
8UJET<6) ,ULANCH ,ULG ,ULOSS .ULRD .UNACEL , UODCAY
9UOIL ,UOILRS ,UORSUL ,UOVERS ,UOX(6) ,UOI2(3) ,WOXIO
IUOXLOS .UOXRES ,uoxsvs ,UOXTK .UOXTKZ ,UOXTOT .UOXTRP
2UP ,UPASS ,UPAYL UPERS UPQUCD ,UPOUER ,UPOUFO
3UPOURS ,UPOUTK ,UPPROV ,UFfiEI6 .UPfiOP ,UPRSYS .UREFUL
1URESIO ,URESRV .USEAL .USECST .USORCE .USRTRP ,USTAB
5USURF ,UTABC ,UTHRST ,UTQ ,UTPS ,UVERT ,UUAIT(IO ,
6UUET ,UUING .UZROFU ,UABTRP ,UABRES .UftNOTP .UBNFTP
TUflNORS .UHNFRS .WACOTP .UACFTP .UPUOTP .UPUFTP ,UGAS







UR1TE( 6, 7000) CSFUTI
URITE( 6, 6000) CSHORZ








URITE( 6,21000 ) RHOFU2
URITE(6, 22000) RHOX
URITE( 6,22010) RHOX2
WRITE! 6,21000) CTHRST, UUAIT( 3 ), C( 129 ), NENGS, TTOT
















































































































































WRITE (6,26000)1 l.UJETI I ) 1=1 6)
IF( JunP.E3.OI GO TO 200
UNITE ( 6. 1500) SW( 12)









URITEI6, 30001) 50(7,1 )
WRITE(6, 30005) 58(8,1 )
IFUUMP.EQ.l) WRITE (6,999)
200 RETURN
999 FORMAT ( 1H1)
1000 FORHAT ( 1HO,11HCBBODV = U10TH OF BODY / VBODY »» .3333 =, F9.1)
1500 FORMAT (26H4SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION = F7.5)
1505 FORflAT ( 28H CRUISE BACK VELOCITY = F9.2,8H FT/SEC )1510 FORMAT I28H THRUST RATIO = F8.5)
1515 FORMAT (28H L/0 = F8.5)
1520 FORMAT ( 28M FLYBACK RANGE - F9.2,7H N. HI.)
1525 FORnAT(29H BANK ANGLE DURING REENTRY = F6.2,1H OEG)
2000 FORMAT (IN ,11HCHBOOY = HEIGHT OF BODY / VBOOY»» .3333 = F9.1)
3000 FORMAT (Irt .11HCLBODY = LENGTH OF BODY / VBOOY.. .3333 :,F9.1)
1000 FORMAT (1H ,17HCSBOOY = UETTED AREA OF BODY / VBOOY •• .6667 -,
• F9.1)
6000 FORMAT (IN ,12HCSFAIR = FAIRING AREA / BODY WETTED AREA =,F9.1)
7000 FORMAT (1H ,58HCSFUTK = WETTED AREA OF FUEL TANKS / TANK VOLUME • «
*.6667 =.F9.1)
8000 FOHMAT( 1H ,13HCSHOR2 = STABILIZER AREA/THEO MING AREA = ,1-9.1)
9000 FORMAT (1H ,63HCSOXTK = UETTED AriEA OF 0X101 ZEfi TANKS / TANK VOLUM
»E »» .6667 = F9.1)
10000 FORMAT (1H ,51HCSPLAN - VEHICLE PLANFORM AREA / BODY VOLUME 0.666
.7 =.F9.1)
11000 FORMAT (1H ,57HCSVERT = AREA OF EACH VERTICAL SURFACE / VBODY • • .
•6667 =,F9.1)
13000 FORMAT (IH .SOHCTHRST = ENGINE THRUST / wro =.F9.i)
13002 FORMAT(17H1CTHST2 = AIRBREATHING ENGINE THRUST / UENTRY :,F9.1>
16000 FORMAT ( 1HO,21HNCREU = NUMBER OF CREW = F5.0)
17000 FORflAT (IN .27HNENGS = NUMBER OF ENGINES -,F1.D>
20000 FORMAT ( IH 22HRHOFU - FUEL DENSITY =,ft.21
21000 FORMAT ( IH ,13HRHOFU2= SECONDARY PROPULSION FUEL DENSITY =,Ft,.2>22000 FORMAT IIH ,25HRHO< = OXIDIZES DENSITY =, Ft.2>
22010 FORMAT (IH .15HRHOX2 = SECONDARY PROPULSION OX1D1ZEB DENSITY F6. 2)
21000 FORMAT (IH .66HTTOT = MAIN PROPULSION THRUST = CTHRST • WORBIT • C
»( 129) • NENGS = / 10X
» F6.3,3H • ,F7.0, 3H « ,F8.0,3H • ,FZ.O,3H = ,F7.0I
25000 FORMAT ( 1HO, 61HTTOT2 = AIRBREATHING ENGINE THRUST = CTHST2 I WETUR
• N C(158) = • / 10» F6.3.3H • ,F7.0,3H •> ,F7.0,3H = ,F7.0)
260GC FORR«T (IH , 5KBJ£T( , 11 . 3f) } =,.c!0.)>
26001 FORMAT(IHO)
30000 FORHAT( 1 HO, 12HMA Jl MUR ASCENT DYNAMIC PRESSURE - F8.2,
11H PSF)
30001 FORMAT(1H , 12HTIME AT MAX t - F8.3,
11H SEC)
30002 FORMAT( IH ,12HALTITUOE AT MAX 0 = F8.0,
13H FT)
30003 FORMAT( IH ,12HMACH NUMBER AT MAX 0 = F7.3)
30001 FOflMATUH ,12HRELATIVE VELOCITY AT MAX 0 = F9.2,
11H FPS)
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SUBR0UTIN
PR0THR







































































Body B l d t h used by setO to set coition to icro
Ing root chord
S t r u c t u r a l span along 0.5 chord
Body he 1 ght
Sane as bbody In »ks units
Sane as croot In aiks units
Save as cspan In a>ks units
Sane as hbody In iki units
Pounds to k i l o g r a n conversion
Same as (body In iks units
Sane as croot In aiks units
Same as sbody In Iks units
Same as short In aiks units
Same as s p l a n In aiks units
Same as svert In iks units
Saie as scing in aiks units
Saie as sipos in aiks units
Saie as uaibody in iks units
Sane as uihorz In aiks units
Saie as uivert in >ks units
Sane as uiiing in aiks units
Saaie as lovers in aiks units
Body length
S u b r o u t i n e to p r i n t aiisc data
Total body letted are*
Total f u e l tank aietted area
Saie as sfutk in iks units
H o r i z o n t a l s t a t a i l i t e r p l a n f o r i area
Total o r i d i z e r tank letted area
Body p l a n f o r i area
V e r t i c a l f i n p l a n f o r i area
Gross ling area
E iposed »l ng -ar ea - -- - - -- — _ „
S T O R A i J F S U B R O U T I N E USAGE
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K1R1HAN HA
liYlWJl iYH



























D E S C R I P T I O N
W i n g t h l c k n e t t o v e r c h o o r d r a t i o
Body unit we igh t
H0r l i on ta l tal 1 unit flight
V e r t 1 ca l t a l l unit (eight
Ul ng unit mt 1 ght
T o t a l me 1 ght of b a s i c body
H0r 1 l on ta l s t a b l l i te r mi.
W e i g h t o f I n t e r g r a l f ue l tank
W e i g h t o f I n t e g r a l o i l d l t e r tank
Ul ng load l ng
S e c o n d a r y body s t r uc tu re t i t
V e r t i c a l f in .eight
T o t a l s t r u c t u r a l mi. Of .ing
S T O R A G E
SLiK* IOC
/ C I N P U T / I 3 8 8 )
/ P R O T H R / ( « )
/P f iO IHR/<» )
/ P R O T H R / 1 * )
/ P R O T H R / ( » )
/UTCALC/< 1 1 )
/ U T C A L C / ( 5 5 )
/u lTCALC/( 57 )
/ U T C A L C / ( 5 8 )
/UTCALC/ ( 7 7 )
/UTCALC/ I 112)
/ U T C A L C / C 121)
/ U T C A L C / C 1 3 3 )
S U H R O U
SU*H
P R O T H R
S T O R E
UTSCH
P R O T H R
PROTHR
P R O T H R
P R O T H R
PRINTU
























































U S A G E
Y A H
T O V E R C
T O V E R C

































N t U H 1 R A N I1A1 Hivi-ieoi CODE DESCRIPTION BLUCK LOC CODE





















































































































C PROTHR - PRINT ALL OTHER QUANTIT IES
C
REAL KILO, KSBODY, KSWING, KUIOVER, KSVERT, KSHORZ, KUUUIN,








2CHBODY , CLBOOY .CSBODY
3CSPLAN .CSVERT .CSU1NG
1ISP(6) . 1TPS , K ( 3 0 )
5NENGS .NLISTO .NPASS
6RHOFU2 .RHOX .RHOX2
7 T Y T A I L , VBOOV .USROSS
COcmON/vOLCAL/BBODY.CROOT
2HBOOY .LBODV ,RTOO
3SPLAN ,STPS( 1) .SVERT
1TTOT ,TTOT2 . T T O T A L
5VCREU ,VFUTK ,VFUTK2
6 V O X T K 2 .VPROP .VSTRUC
COnnON/UTCALC/ A B F S Y S
1UACS .UACSFO ,UACSTK






8UJET(6) .ULANCH , UL6
9UOIL .UOILRS .UORSUL











IF (SBOOY.NE.O 0) UUBODY=(l
IF( SUING .NE. 0. ) UUUIN6
IF ( S V E R T . NE 0. ) UUVERT =
IF ( SHORZ. NE.O. ) UUHORZ =
KILO = .0929
SFU7KX = KILO * SFUTK
S O X T K K = KILO * SOITK
KSBODY = SBOOY *KILO
KSUING = SUING *KILO
KSXPOS=KILO*S>POS
KSPLAN =KILO«SPLAN
KSVERT = SVERT *KILO
KSHORZ = SHORZ *KILO
KILO =1.8821
KUUUIN = KILO* UUUING
KUUVER = KILO* UUVERT
KUUHOR = KILO* UUHORZ
KUUBOD = KILO* UUBODV
KUOVER = UOVERS*KILO






























































, U O X ( 6 )














































, T P R A T O
.GSPAN
. S O X T K
.THOOT
, V C A R G O























































































































































HRITE( 6 .999) SUING. KSUING
UfiITE< 6,3000) S X P O S . X S X P O S
URITEC 4 .9000) SPLAN.KSPLAN
950 UR1TE(6,1000)SVERT .KSVERT





1650 lF(UiNFUT.EO.O. .ANO.UINOXT.EB.O. >URITE (6 ,1700) UUBOOV, KUUBOO











10 FORnAT ( / / / 15X11HDESIGN DAT* )
100 FORHAT< 1MO, 12HUETTED AREAS 29X.10H SO. FT. ,10H SB.«.
• )
200 FOR«AT( 1H0.10H GROSS BODY < SBOOV ) 2F10
620 FORnAT (1H , 18HFUEL TANKS ( SFUTK >, 22X, 2F10.2)
625 FORnAT (1H .22HOXIDIZER TANKS ( S O X T K ) , 18X, 2F10.2)
700 FORHATt 1 HO, 12HPLAW AREAS 29X.10H SB. FT. ,10H SB. It.
999 FQfinATIlH ,10H THEORETICAL WING AREA (SUING) 2F10
910 FORnATUH ,10H UING LOADING .2F10
1500 FORnAT( 1H ,10H VERTICAL SURFACES 2F10.2
1100 FORnAT( 1H ,1CH HORIZONTAL SURFACES ( S H O R Z ) 2FI0.2
1300 FOR«AT( 1HO,12HUNIT WEIGHTS 28X.10H LB/SB.FT. ,10H KG/SB. H
1100 FORnAT( 1H0.10H UING 2F10.2
1000 FORHATdH ,10H VERTICAL SURFACES (SVERT) 2F10.2
1600 FORflAT( IH ,10M HORIZONTAL SURFACES 2F10.2
1700 FflRBfUllH ,10H BOOV STRUCTURE (BASIC) 2F10.2
2000 FORHATI IH ,10H STRUCTURAL SPAN 2F10
2100 FORNATC IH ,10H ROOT CHORD LENGTH 2F10
2200 FORHATI IH ,10H LENGTH (LBOOY) 2F10
2300 FORHAT(1H , 10H UIDTH (BBOOV) 2F1C
2100 FORHOTMH 10H HEIGHT ( HBODV ) 2F10
2500 FOHflAT( IH ,10H UING
2600 FORHATI IH ,10H BODV
2700 FORBATI 1HO, 16HDIHENSIONAL DATA, 27X.10H FEET .10HHETERS
3000 FORHATI IH , 10H EXPOSED UING AREA ( SIPOS ) 2F10
3100 FORHATdH , 30H THICKNESS RATIO 2FIO
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SUBR0UT1NEPRWTSM























































HI i ture rat lo
Do loop counter
Sped fit i aipul tt
D-o loop counter
Da ta f l a g 0- o r b i t e r 1= boos te r
V e l o c i t y p e r a r c ( d e t e r s / s e c )
C o n s t a n t = 6.0
Pounds to k i l og ra* c o n v e r s i o n
Save as >ab fu in aks units
Saie as • f u e l ( i ) in «ks units
G r o s s Height ( k i l l o g r a u s )
Saie as »jet( 1 ) in oks uni ts
Saie as moi( i > In iks units
Pre- i gni t lon l o s s ( kg)
Saie as • •a i t ( i ) in iks uni ts
nass rat io
Oi id i ier to f u e l i l s ture r a t i o 1. Thrust bu i ld-up
2. Not u s e d 3. Pla in i ipu lse 1. M a i n i i pu lse
r e s e r v e 5 . S e c o n d a r y i n p u l s e 6 . N o t u s e d
S u b r o u t i n e to p r in t sunary da ta
Weight of jp fue l
Land! ng mti ght ( Ib)
Landing leight ( k g )
Entry >eight
Ueight at r e t u r n po in t
F u e l v e i g h t 1. T h r u s t b u i l d - u p f u e l 2 . Not u s e d
3. m a i n i * p u i s e f ue l »t . H . na in i m p u l s e f u e l
r e s e r v e 5 . S e c o n d a r y i i pu l se f u e l 6 . N o t u s e d
G r o s s l i f t - o f f »elght
J e t t i s o n > e i j h t 1 . I g n i t i o n to l i f t - o f f 2 . Not
used 3. J e t t i s o n dur ing a s c e n t t . In-orbi t
" j e t t i sVn »t . 5 ." " P r e - e n t r y j e t t i s o n - «t. 6-.- F l y -
b a c k - j e t t i son nt.
S I C K O ' . E iU^RO'J l INF U S A G E
8LOI.K LOC
/CINPUT/< 3 0 6 )
/PRUTSf l / (» )
/ C I N P U T / f 3 3 0 )
/PRUTSn/(» )
/JUnPV /( i )
/PHUTSf l / (» )
/ P R U T S n / ( * )
/PRUTSd/(» )







/ C I N P U T / C 3 6 9 )
/PRUTSH/<» )
/ P R U T S n / ( 5 )
/UTCALC/J 3 )
/ P R U T S N / f * )
/PRUTSn/ (» )
/Ens /( 3)
/EMS / ( 2)
/ U I T C A L C / C 3 7 )
/ C I N P U T / ( 3 9 2 )
/ U I T C A L C / C 6 2 )
- —
SuSf i COUE V A R
pfiuiTSrt n
S T O R E n
U T S C H n
PRUTSn III
PRUTSn 1
S T O R E n
UTSCH I




P R I T V A 1
PRUTSn M
UTSCH I
































S O L V E n
S T O R E n
T A f l P E R I
UTSCH n
UTVOL I
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\ 1 11 Ml MAN
ULANO
ULOSS






 ro . n r
 r
 P P T P T T HIM S I O R A S E iyihojiiNtivi-mm '•uot U t J o n i r l l U I V BHII.K LOG SUSH CJOE
0 Land ing .eight /ENS /( t > PRUTS1 0
T A M P E R I
I In - f l i gh t (eight loll / U T C A L C / I 70) P R I N T U I
P R U T S n 1
U T S C H 0
0 W e i g h t in orb i t /EnS /( 1) PRUTSn 0
TAPIPER I
n T h r u s t b u i l d - u p o i ld i ie r 1. Th rus t bu i l d -up / U T C A L C / ( 78) PRUTSN «
o i i d i z e r 2 . Not u s e d 3 . Pla in i m p u l s e o x i d i i e r 1 . U T S C H n
Plain i m p u l s e o i id i ier r e s e r v e 5 . S e c o n d a r y lupulse
0 i i <ti ler b. Not uied
H P r e - i g n i t l o n loisel / U T C A L C / ( 1 0 5 ) P-RINTU I
PRUTSH «
UTSCH f l
I S u m m a r y c e i g h t s 1. I g n i t i o n 2. T a k e - o f f 3. / U T C A L C / l 122) P R I T V A I
Burnout M. I n i t i a l o r b l t e r 5. I n i t i a l en t r y b. PRUTSn I
I n i t i a l f l y b a c k 7 . Land ing S T O R E n
TAf lPER I
UTSCH K
0 F i l e of a l l output da ta / . UNOfc. /<« ) BL ICO 0
B N O R V C 0
C R A S H 0
FRENCH 0









P A Y 0 2 0
PRINT 0
P R I N T V 0
PRINTU 0
P R I T E 8 0
P R I T V A 0






S I Z E 0
S 1 Z I N 0
S I Z O U T 0
SOLVE 0
S P L I C O 0
SPLIZ 0
SPLYNE 0
S S S P 0
S T A U 0
S T P I T 0
SUflOUT 0
T A B I N 0
T E S T 0
VEHOF 0
UTSCH 0
U T V O L 0























































































































































01HENSION O E L T A V < 6 )
DIMENSION OF(6>
01 BENS I ON KUUAIT(IO)





1ANENGS ,ANTANK ,ASRATO , "SWEEP ,C(30C)
2CMBODV , CLBODY .CSBODY .CSFAIR ,CSFUTK
3CSPLAN .CSVEHT ,CSU1N6 ,CTHBST ,CTHST2
1ISP<6) ,ITPS , K ( 3 0 ) ,KIN , LF
5NENSS .NLISTO ,NPASS ,NUL ,PCHAH
6RHOFU2 ,RHO> .RHOX2 ,SBOOV ,TOL
7 T V T A I L , V80DY .UGROSS
COHnON/V&LCAL/BBODY.CROOT ,CSPAN ,CTIP
2HBOOV ,LBODY ,RTOO ,SFAIR ,SFUT«
3SPLAN , S T P S < 1 ) .SKERT .SUING .SXPOS
1TTOT ,T10T2 .TTOTAL , VBOOYA .VBODVI
5VCREU , VFUTK VFUTK2 ,VINST« ,VL6BA»
6 V O X T K 2 .VPROP .V5TRUC
COntON/UTCALC/ A8FSYS ,W«8FT* ,WA8FU
1UACS .UACSFO .UACSTK .UAERO .UAUXT
2UBPUHP .UCARSO ,UCOnn ,UCONT .UCOYER
3UOIST2 .UOOCK ,UOPLOV .UORANS ,UDR<
1UENGHT .UENGS .UENGS2 ,UFAIR .UFCONT
5UFU2C3) ,UFUELI6),UFUL ,UFULOS ,UFUNCT
6UFUSYS ,yFUTK ,UFUT«2 ,UFUTOT UFUTRP
7UHORZ ,UHYCAD ,UINFUT .UINOXT ,,UINSTK
8UJEK6) .ULANCH ,ULG ,ULOSS , ULRO
9UOIL .UOILRS ,UORSUL ,UO«ERS . U O X ( 6 )
1UOXLOS .UOXRES .UOXSVS ,UOXTK ,UOXT«2
2UP ,WPASS ,UPAVL ,UPERS , WPOUCO
3UPOURS .WPOUTK ,UPPROV .UPREIG .UPROP
1WRESIO .URESRV ,USEAL ,U5ECST .USORCE
5USURF .UTABC ,UTHRST ,UTO .UTPS
6UUET ,UUING ,UZROFU ,UABTRP .WABRES
7UHNORS .UnNFRS .UACOTP .UACFTP .UPUOTP








IF( UPREIG. NE. 0. ) UPREIG=-UPREIG
5 00 111 I = I. KI
IF(CFUEL( I ) .EQ.O.O) CFUEL(I) = 1.
OF( I ) = ( l-CFUEL(I)) / CFUEL(I)
IF(UJET<I l.NE.O. ) UJETd )=-UJET( I )
IF(UFUEL( I l.NE.O. )UFUEL( I )=-UFUEL( I >
IF(UOX( .NE.O. )UOX( I )=-UOI(I )
KUJETd UJET(I)*KILO
KUFUELC -KILO«UFUEL(II
KUOK I ) I L O > W O X ( I >
DELTAS =32. 17H.I5PI 1 )*ALOG(nRU>)





10 KUUAIT(I) = KILO* UUAIT(I)
DO 20 J = 1.6














































































































































































































URITE (6 .666H I,HR( 1 ) ,OF( I ),ISP( I >, DELTAS I ) , K D E L T V ( I ), 1=1,6)
50 URITE(6 .100>
URITE( 6,210)
150 URITEI 6,200) UGROSS.KUGROS
URITE(6,205)UPREIS,KUPRIG
URITE(6 ,207 ) UUAIT(1),KUUAIT( 1)
160 UR1TE(6,210) UFUEL( 1 ),KUFUEL( 1 )
WRITE! 6 ,220) UOX ( l l . K W O X (1)
URITE(6,230) UJETI 1 I.KUJETl 1 >
URITE(6 > 300) UUAIT(2) ,KUUAIT(2)
UENTRY = UUAITI6)
JUHP = JUHP * 1
GO TO (260,280), JUHP
260 URITE (6 ,210) UFUELO), KUFUEL(3>
URITE (6 ,220) U O X ( 3 > , KUOXI3)
UR1TE(6,230) UJETI 3 > , K U J E T ( 3 >
URITE (6,101) UUAIT(I), KUUAITd >
UORBIT = UUA1K1)
URITE(6.230) UJET(1).KUJET(1>
URITE (6,500) WUAIT(5> , KUUAIK5)
UETURN = UUAITI5)
URITE (6,210) WFUEL<5) , KUFUEL(S)
URITE (6 ,220) UOXI5) , KUOX(5 )
URITE(6,230> UJETI5 I,KUJET(5)
URITE ( 6 , 5 6 7 ) UUAIT(i), KUUAIT(6>
JUHP = JUHP - 1
1FI JUHP.EQ 0 ) GO TO 765
260 URITE (6,210) UFUELI3), KWFUEL(3)
URITE (6,220) UOXI3) , KUOX(3)
URITE(6,237) UJET(3) ,KUJET(3)
URITE (6,1000) UUAIT(I), KUUAITd)
UETURN - UUAITI1)
URITE (6 .1005) WJETd), KUJETd)
URITE (6 ,500 ) W U A I T ( 5 ) , KUUAIT(S)
URITE( 6.1010) UJETI 5 ),KUJET( 5)
URITE (6,1015)WUAIT(6>, KUUAIT(6)
JUHP=JUHP-1
765 KUABFU = UABFU • KILO
UABFU = - UABFU
KUABFU = - KUABFU
URITE (6 ,225) UABFU, KUABFU
UAIT = UUAIT( 7 )
ULAND =UAIT
UABFU - - UABFU
UAIT2 =KUUAIT (7 )
ulfiiTE (6 ,600) W A I T , UAI72
IFIUPREI6.NE.O. ) UPREIG=-UPREI6
00 120 1=1, KI
I F( UJETI I ) .NE.O. ) UJETI I )=-UJET( I )
IF(UFUEL( I ) .NE.O. )UFUEL( I )=-WFUEL( I )
IF(UOX( I ).NE.O. )UOX( I )=-MOX( I >
120 CONTINUE
IF( UJET< 6 l .EO.ULOSS ) UJETI 6) =0.
CALL PRITEQ
RETURN
100 F O R H A T ( / / 15H WEIGHT SUflHARY ,28X,10H POUNDS , 10HKI LOGRAHS )
200 FOfinAT( lHO,lOHflAXIHUH GROSS WEIGHT ( UGROSS > 2F10.0)
205 FOR«AT( 1HO,10H PRE-IGNITION LOSSES 2F10.0)
207 FORnAT( 1HO,10HHASS AT IGNITION 2F10.0)
210 FORHAT< 1MO,10M FUEL 2F10.0)
220 FORHAT( 1H 10H OXID IZER 2F10.0)
225 FORnAT (1HO,10H FLYBACK FUEL 2F10.0)
230 FORflOTIlH ,10H JETTISON 2F10.0)
237 FQRHAT (1H ,10H PAVLOAO AODED/REHOVEO 2F10.0)
210 FORAAT( 1HO,2H )
300 FOR1AT( 1HC,10HENO OF PRE-FLIGHT PHASE ( UTO > 2F10.0)
101 FORnAT ( 1H0.10HUEIGHT IN ORBIT (UORBIT ) 2F10.0)
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119. 567 FORMAT!1H0.10HENTHY HEIGHT ( UENTRV>
150 661 FORMAT (IHl )
151. 665 FOfil-IAH 69X.31HTHEORETICAL VELOCITY INCREMENT / SIX
152. • 11MO/F RATIO 1SP.5»,28H FEET/SECOND METERS/SECOND
153. 666 FORflAT( 1HO, 11H nnSS RATIO,20X, 12,1H=,F10.1,
151. « F12.1,3XF6.!.2XF!0.1,5IFI0.1I
155. 800 FOfinSK 1HO,MOHLdNOl NG WEIGHT (UUANO)
156. 1COC FORMAT (1H6.SOH1NIT1AL SEPARATION
157. 1005 FCfil"mT ( 1H ,10H THRUST OECAV AND RESIDUALS
158. 1010 FORMAT (1H ,10H JETTISON AND EXPENDABLES









































s?SBoHL «DE D E S C R I P T I O N
y F l y b a c k f l ight path angle
U Apogee altitude
I Apogee altitude
U Initial pitch att i tude for range c a l c u l a t i o n s
C T a b l e ve lue of pitch attitude for range
ca lcu la t ions
y Range
E Subrout ine to eva lua te booster f l v b a c k range b a s e d
on f l ybck
A A syn thes i s data a r ray (37,5) that con ta ins the
I A synthesis arrey 128) containing staging
S T*o d lsensional tab le look-up surboutlne
y A p o g e e v e l o c i t y pa rame te r used in f l y b a c k range
deter* } net to*
1 V e l o c i t y pa rame te r used In f l y b a c k range
ca lcu la t ions
C S t a g i n g v e l o c i t y In range tab les
U S tag ing v e l o c i t y
C T a b l e va lue of s tag ing v e l o c i t y





/RANGE /( * )











/RANGE /< • )
/RANGE /(• >






















































































































































SV«BOL CODE DESCRIPTION STORAGE SUBROUTINE USAGEBLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR























































































































































































SUBROUTINE RANGESUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE FLYBACK RANGE
OlflENSION V S T 8 L I 7 ) , HSTBU 5 >, H A N T B L < 7 , 5 > , N A A T B L < 7 , 5 > ,
2 V A A T B L < 7 , 5 > , VABTBU 7 ,5) , R A A T B L < 7 , 5 > , RABTBL(7 ,5> ,
3 V A T B L < 7 ) , H A T B U 7 ) , P$ATBL(T ,7> ,
1 H A R T B L ( 7 > , PSITBLII), HRATBL<7,1), HRBTBLI7,1)
REAL HUB. HUD, ISPB, 1SPO, I OVEL, NN8, NO
COMMON /SIZING/
PHASE I! SIZING PARAMERERS
• TZ, V V < 3 > , OP(ll), EROR, P Z ( 5 > , VO, S M < 2 6 > ,
• SV(28 ) , S Q ( 3 7 . 5 > , SE(ll), TLAT, TLNG,
PHASE 1 SIZING PARAMETERS
»UBO, ULOO, DMEB, DUEO, TOLUT. UPB, TURAT2,
•BK1. BK2, BK3, BK1, 15I2E, TRAFLG, TURATO.
•OKI. 0«2. OK3, OKI, PRFL6, IPASS, IPSMA«,
•AESlT, TVAtO, NO, UFO. IOVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
• »PL, TVACB, NNB, WEO. UEB. WO. MLO,
.0X0, DVB, HUB, MUO, V S T G , UPO
»,JTYP, BECO , BSTG , ORBI, ITNBH , ITNOU ,
• S V O P S O , SVOCON ,IHUNT ,IOPST6 ,1SZD<19>
PARAMETRIC RANGE DATA BASED ON
U/CL»S = 80.7 PSF
L/0 - nA« AT CL-«»X=O.S
CL-HAX = 0 .723 AT ALPHA = 60 OE6
TERMINAL ALTITUDE = 50,000 FT
ISO-DEGREE NANEUVER
nAxinun LOAD FACTOR = IB
DATA LIMITS
APOGEE ALTITUDE = 300.000 FT
APOGEE VELOCITY = 13,000 FPS
P A T H ANGLE = 11 DEGREES
DATA HSTBL/ 150000., 175000., 200000., 225000. , 2 5 C O O O . /
DATA VSTBL/ 7000., 8000., 9000., 10000., 11000., 12000., 13000. /
DATA HANTBL/ 2.175, 2.210, 2.320, 2.110, 2.505, 2 .6075 , 2.7125,
2 2.115, 2.115, 2.190, 2.250, 2.325, 2.105, 2.185,
3 2.055, 2.073, 2.100, 2.125, 2.160, 2.200, 2.210,
1 2.035, 2.038, 2.012, 2.050, 2.060, 2.080, 2.105,
5 2.015, 2.020, 2.022, 2.025, 2.030, 2.032, 2.035/
D A T A HAATBL/ 195., 200., 200., 197., 193., 187., 175.,
2 150., 183., 203., 215., 220., 220., 220.,
3 200., 250., 303., 353., 105., 160., 510.,
1 220., 290., 375., 170., 570., 670., 780.'
5 235., 320., 115., 520., 610., 790., 880. /
DATA VAATBL / 3.65, 6.00, 8.25, 10.60, 12.90, 15.10, IS. 25,
2 1.70, 2.30, 3.20, 1.10, 5.90, 7.55, 9.30,
3 0.70. 1.15, 1.60, 2.35, 3.25, 1.15, 6.00,
1 -1.00, -1.10, -1.00, 0.02, 1.70, 2.70, 2.70,
5 -1.30, -1.80, -1.70, -1.25, -0.70, -0.15, -5.70/
DATA VABTBL/ -122 . 0,- 166.0 -212 .0, -260 . 0, -309 . 0, -360 .0, -116.0,
2 -62.0, -70.0, -103.0, -133.0, -167.0, -202. 0, -210.0,
3 -38.0, -17.0, -58.0, -73.0, -92.5, -119.0, -153.0,
1 -6.0, -10.0, -15.0, -22.0, -32.0, -16.0, -67.0,
5 5.0, 2.5, 0., -2.5, -6.0, -12.5, -22. 5/
D A T A R A A T B L / 0.05, 0.065, 0.10, 0.18, 0 .33, 0.385, 0.10,
2 0.02, 0.08, 0.16, 0.26, 0.39, 0.51, 0.73,
3 0.01. 0.07, 0.07, 0.11. 0.15. 0.25, 0.52,
1 -0.05, 0.01, 0.01, 0.055, 0.06, 0.098, 0.201.
5 0.01, 0.03, 0.01, -0.018, -0.01, -0.05, 0.03/
DATA RABTBL/ 2.3, 2.8. 3.1, 2.8, 2.2, 2.5, 3.1,
2 3 .7 . 1.1. 1.2, 1.9. 5.2. 5.55. 5.8.
3 3.15, 1.85, 6.15, 4.3, $.8, l6.9, 11.6,
1 5.2, 5.2, 6.3, 9.0. 11.8. 11.25, 16.8,
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D A T A VATBL/ 7000., 8000., 9000., 10000., 11000., 12000., 13000. /
D A T A HATBL/ 180000., 200000., 220000., 210000., 260000., 280000.,
1 300000. /
D A T A PSATBL/ 90.0, 90.0, 89.0, 85.0, 83.0, 61.0, 79.5,
2 87 .0 , 80.5, 76.0, 73.5, 72.0, 71.0, 71.0,
3 81.5, 66. 5; 63.0, 62.0, 61.5, 61.$, 62.0,
1 65.0, 58.5, 55 .5 , 51.0, 51.5, 56.0, 58.5,
5 35.0, 32.5, 32.0, 33.0, 35.0, 38.0, 11.5,
6 17.0, 16.0, 17.0, 19.0, 22.0, 25.5, 30.0,
7 0.0, O.O) 1.5, 1.0, 8.0, 13.0, 19. O/
D A T A PS1TBL/ 0., 15., 60., 75. /
D A T A HARTBL/150000. , 175000., 200000., 225000..
1 250000. , 275000., 300000. /
DATA HRATBL/ 7»16.0E-07.
1 7 985E-07, 7.950E-07, 7.915E-07, 7.955E-07,
1 7.991E-07, 8.000E-07, 8.010E-07,
2 3 201E-07, 1.100E-07, 1.636E-07, 3.900E-07,
2 5.176E-07' 5.350E-07, 5.511E-07,
3 0.297E-07, 1.150E-07, 1.969E-07, 2.600E-07,
3 3.131E-07, 3.550E-07, 3.958E-07/
DATA HRBTBLX 0., 0.250E-02, 0.175E-02, 0.650E-02,
A 0.800E-02, 0.950E-02, 1 . 100E-02,
1 0 .577E-02 , 0.600E-02, 0.992E-02, 1.150E-02,
1 1.276E-02, 1.100E-02, 1.512E-02,
2 0.830E-02 l .OOOE-02, 1.152E-02, 1.275E-02,
2 1.125E-02, 1 525E-02, 1.652E-OZ,
3 0.931E-02, 1.120E-OZ, 1.271E-02, 1.100E-02.
3 1.522E-02, 1.630E-02, 1 . 726E-02/
BANK ANGLE DURING ENTRY = PSI = 50(10,2)
SB( 10,2) - 0.
TEST FLVBACK OPTION FL«E
ISND = IFIKSat 19, S)«.l)
60 TO (100,200,300,100,500), ISND
100 CONTINUE
DETAILED FLYBACK RANGE CALCULATIONS
VS - 5 V 1 8 )
HS = S V ( 9 )
CHECK STAGING ALTITUDE
I F ( H S . G T 250000. ) MR I TE( 6, 1 000 )
IFIHS GT. 250000. ) HS = 250000.
IF< SVC 10) .LE. 0. ) 6A«S = 0.0001
GOBS = SV( 10)
CHECK STAGING PATH ANGLE
IF( G A W S . G T . 11. ) URITE(6,2000)
IFIGAHS.GT. i l . ) GAMS = 11.
DRS = SW( 10)
CALCULATE APOGEE ALTITUDE
CALL TBL2DI VS, HS, VSTBL, HSTBL, HANTBL, H»N )
CALL TBL2D( VS , HS, VSTBL, HSTBL, HAATBL, HA» >
HA = HAA»GAflS»»HAN * HS
CALCULATE APOGEE VELOCITY
CALL TBL20( VS , HS. VSTBL, HSTBL, VAATBL , VAA )
CALL TBL20( VS, HS, VSTBL, HSTBL, VABTBL, VAB )
VA = VAA»6ACIS««2. » VAB»GA«S • VS
CALCULATE RANGE TO APOGEE
CALL T B L 2 D C VS, HS, VSTBL, HSTBL, R A A T B L . R A A >
CALL TBL20I VS , HS, VSTBL, HSTBL, RABTBL.RAB »















































































152. C TEST APOGEE ALTITUDE RANGE
153. C RANGE
151. IF( HA. GT. 300000. > URITEI6. 3000) RANGE
155. IF(MA. GT. 300000. ) HA = 300000. RANGE
156. C RANGE
157. C RETREIVE BANK ANGLE REQUIRED AND TEST RANGE
15S. C RANGE
159. CALL TBL2DC VA, HA, VATBL.HATBL.PSATBL.PSI ) RANGE
160. IF (PSI .GE. r5 .6> PS I - 75.0 RANGE
161. S8< 10,2) = PSI RANGE
162. C RANGE
163. C CALCULATE RANGE RANGE
161. C RANGE
165. CALL TBL2D( HA,PSI , HARTBL,PSITBL.MRAT»L.HHA > RANGE
166. CALL TBL20( H6 PSI,HARTBL,PSITBL, HRBTBL.HRB) . RANGE
167. RR = HRA«VA*«2. + HRB»VA RANGE
16S. C RANGE
169. R = 60.-ORS + RA + RR * S0(10,3) RANGE
170. C RANGE
171. C 5 0 ( 1 0 , 3 1 IS A FLVBACK ADDITIVE RANGE FACTOR TD ACCOUNT FOR THE RANGE
172. C FINITE TinE REQUIRED TO ACCOMPLISH VARIOUS REENTRV MANEUVERS. RANGE
173. C ORNG IS THE NUMON1C INPUT IN OATA2. RANGE
171. C RANGE
175. C IF VARABLE GEOMETRY CONFIGURATION GO TO 10 RANGE
176. C RANGE
177. IF(SU(9).NE.l. > GO TO 10 RANGE
176. C RANGE




183. C CORRECT FG RANGE PREDICTION FOR VG CONFIGURATION RANGE
181. 10 SU(15) = R»(0.7230/SU(9)>>«0.25 RANGE
185. RETURN RANGE
186. C RANGE
187. 200 CONTINUE RANGE
188. C FLVBACK RANGE = FUNCTION OF STAGING Q ONLY RANGE
189. C RANGE
190. C SPECIAL FLVBACK RANGE COMPUTATION FOR HSC RANGE
191. C V8= LOG( IO) Q STAGE RANGE
192. C RANGE
193. VO = AL0610(SV( 12)) CKOUT
191. RNG c -55.915 • VO + 130.0 RANGE
195. C RANGE
196. C SOI 10, 3) IS' A FLVBACK ADDITIVE RANGE FACTOR TO ACCOUNT FOR THE RANGE
197. C F INITE TINE REQUIRED TO ACCOMPLISH VARIOUS REENTRV MANEUVERS. RANGE
198. C ORNG IS THE MNEMONIC INPUT IN DATA2. RANGE
199. C S W ( 1 5 ) - FLVBACK RANGE RANGE





205. 300 CONTINUE RANGE
206. C FLVBACK RANGE = CONSTANT = 50(10,3) INPUT IN OATA2 RANGE
207. S«< 15) = SOI 10, 3) RANGE
208. RETURN RANGE
209. C RANGE
210. 100 CONTINUE RANGE
211. C FLVBACK RANGE = IIP RANGE
212. C SU< 10) = CFNTRAL ANGLE FROM LIFT OFF TO STAGING RANGE
213. C 50(12,1) = IIP CENTRAL ANGLE FROM STAGING TO IMPACT - 2 (89 ) RANGE
211. c so ( io ,3 ) = A D D I T I V E RANGE FACTOR ( D A T A 2 INPUT) RANGE
215. SUI15) = 60..(50( 12,1 ) * SUMO)) « 58(10,3) RANGE
216. RETURN RANGE
217. C RANGE
218. 500 CONTINUE RANGE
219. C • ••» FLVBACK TRAJECTORY TO BE NUMERICALLY INTEGRATED • •»» RANGE
220. RETURN RANGE
221. C RANGE
222. 1000 FORMATC71H S T A G I N G ALTITUDE GREATER THAN 250000 FT - FLVBACK RANGE RANGE
223. 1 EQUATIONS INVALID) RANGE
1C—]
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\.
221. 2000 FORWAKiSH STAGING 6ABBA GREATER IMAM 14 DEC - F L Y B A C K RANGE EBUAT fiANSE
226. 1IOHS INVALID) RANSE
226. 3000 FOS1«T(73H APOGEE ALTITUDE GREATER T H A N 300000 FT - F L V B A C K RANGE RANSE
227. lEBUATIONS INVALID) RANSE
228. END RANSE




I Illl I II«N
JYIIHHI
I1AI H
jVi'MOl. r.onc DESCRIPTION TQHA'.E INF US ARE*>LU' COOt VAR
Number of ilr brnthlng t n g l n t t uied by setO to let /C1NPUT/I
coanon to liro
0 A i r b r « » t h i n g f u t l systen H e i g h t used by setO to set /UTCALC/(
co»«on to tero
0 Body » i d t h used by setO to set comon to icro /VOLCAL/I
Ul Do loop counter /SETO /<«





1 ) SETO 0 C
UITSCH n A B F S Y S
1 ) PROTHR 1 BBOOY
SETO 0 0
UTSCH 0 BBOOY
> SETO W I
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SUBR0UTINE
SIZEMR
F O R T R A N HATH
 rnnF n C QP n T P T T l"l MSYMBOL SYHBOL CODE ' Utounlr 1 1UIM
T027 1 S t o r e d o rb l t c r »lvt of l » f > < ! >
S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I N E USAGE
BLOCK LOG SU»R CODE VAR
/SlZING/( 2 S 9 ) FLV8KP 0 5E























T R T O S Z H SB
VEHDF n SB
UTVOL « SB








T A n P A R 0 SV
TAnPER H SV
T R T O S Z H SV
VEHOF H SV
UTVOL I SV
/CIBAIMV/I *4 1 ) <>I7FMfl I T A 9 T'UnDliT/i ^ 1 di L CHU i I Ot I
SSSP I TB2T









VEHOF f l T027
UTVOL I T027
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SUBROUTINE TO E V A L U A T E nAIN IMPULSE HASS R A T I O S
REAL HUB. MUO, ISPB, ISPO, IDVEL.NNB.NO
COHMON /SIZING/
PHASE ll SIZING PARAMETERS
»TZ, V V ( 3 > . QP( l l ) . EROR, PZ I5 ) , VO, SU(20 ) ,
«SV(28 ) , 5 0 ( 3 7 , 5 ) , SE( I l ) , TLAT, TLN6.
PHASE 1 S IZ ING PARAMETERS
•UBO, ULOO. DUEB, DUEO. TOLUT, UPB, T U R A T 2 ,
»B*1, BK2, BK3, BK1, IS IZE , THAFLG, T U R A T O ,
•OKI, OK2, OK3, OKI, PRFL6, IPASS. IPSHAI,
•AEStT, TVACO, NO, UFO, IOVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
• XPL, T V A C B , NNB, WEO. UEB, MO, ULO,
-ovo, DVB. NUB, nuo, V S T G . MPO
•,JTYP. BECO , BSTG , ORBI, ITNBU ' ITNOU ,
« SVOPSO , SVOC&N . i HUNT . IOPSTG , i szo( i9 )
OIHENSION S K O ( 3 0 ) , S C O ( 3 0 0 ) , T 0 1 ( 6 ) , T 0 2 C ( 1 0 ) , T 0 2 7 ( 6 > . T 0 3 1 ( 6 > >
1 T018 I10 ) ,T019 (10 ) .T05C(10 ) .T057 I6 ) ,OWSAVE(10 )
COMION/ORBINX/
1 Tf l l ,T02,T03.T01,T05,T06.T07,T08,T09,T010,T011,T012.TOl3.TOI1,
2 TO 15, TO 16, TO 17, TO 18, TO l4,T02C, T62 1,1 022,1 OZ3 . 1 021, 1025, 1 026, T027,
3 1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, T 0 3 3 , T 0 3 s , T 0 3 5 , T 0 3 6 , 1037, T038,T039,T010.
t Tai l ,Tai2.TOl3,T011,T015,T01t,TOl7,T018.T019,T050,T051,T052,T053,
5 T051, T 0 5 5 , T 0 5 6 . T 0 5 7 , T 0 6 6 , S K O , S C O , 0 « S A V E
6,T059,T060,T061,T062,T063,T061,T065,T067,T068,T069,T070,TOT1,
7 T072 ,T073 ,T071 ,T075 ,T076 ,T077 ,T078 ,T079 ,T080 ,T081 .T082 ,T083 ,
8T081
01 BENS I ON S K B ( 3 0 > , S C B < 300 ), T BH( 6 ) , TB201 10 ), T B 2 7 C 6 ).TB31< 6 ).
1 TB18I 10) ,TBH9( 10 ) ,TB50< 10),TB57( 6 ) ,BUSAVE( 10)
COHHON/ORBINY/
1 TB1,TB2,TB3,TB1,TB5,TB6,TB7.TB8,TB9,TBIO.TB11,TB12.TB13,TB11.
3 l B Z 8 > I B 2 9 < I B 3 0 ( I B 3 1 > I B 3 2 , T B 3 3 < T B 3 1 > T B 3 5 , T B 3 6 > I B 3 7 < T B 3 t , T B 3 9 > T B l O >
1 TB41,TBt2,TBl3,TB14,TBl5,TB16,TB17,TBt8,TB' )9 ,TB50,Te51,TB5Z,TB53,
5 TB54,T955,TB56,TB5r ,S«8,5C8,BWSAVE
6 ,TB5 < » ,TB60 ,TB61 ,Te62 ,T863 ,TB6 '< ,T665 ,TB66 ,TB67 ,T668 ,TB69 ,TB70 ,
81883,1881
CALCULATE LAST STAGE MASS RATIO
S V ( 6 > = S»(7) /SV(1)
CALCULATE BOOSTER MASS RATIO
SV(28 ) = VV( 1 ) /OP(9)
TEST PARALLEL BUR* FLAG
IF( SEC 21. ME. 1. > GO TO 1
CALCULATE EFFECTIVE FIRST S T A G E nASS R A T I O
OfiBDV - 32.171 • 1027(3) • A L O G ( S V ( 6 »
EFFM1 = E X P U S V < 3 > - ORBOV > /32. 171/OPC 13 ) )
OETERMIME BOOSTER SIZING MASS RATIO
TBPAR = VV( 1 )/EFFHR «( EFFMR -!.)» O P ( 1 3 ) / OPl 1 }
TBPARO = TBPAR * T 0 2 7 C 3 ) / O P ( 2 )
S V < 2 8 > = ( VV( 1 ) - UPPARO)/aP«9)
GO TO 99
CHECK CROSS FEED FLAG
1 IF( SE( 1O.E0.1. ) GO TO 2
CORRECT ORBITER MASS RATIO
S V ( 6 ) = ( S V ( 7 ) « SE(l l )) / SV(1)



















































































(VV(1) - SE(1D) / flP(9)













Z IF( 53(20,1 I.LE.O. ) 60 TO 11
CALCULATE BOOSTER MASS RATIO












89. 50(11 ,1) = 32.171
90. S O ( 1 S , 3 ) = 32.171
91. S0( 11,2) = SKI 3)
92 . S V ( 2 ) = S V ( 3 )
93. 999 RETURN
91. END
T B 2 7 I 3 )
T 0 2 7 I 3 )
A L O G ( S V ( 2 8 ) >
ALOG(SV(6»
SIZEnR
C K O U T
CKOUTCKOUT
F I N 1
SIZEHR
SIZEflR




















E Sub rou t i ne to driit (tight tnd »olu«t c i lcu l l t iont /SOLVE /< S
( • t s c h ) to eonv t rg tnc t - >n inner loop J r i v t r
N G r o s s Blight I t t r t t lon to lc ranc i
H Toti l boil) >ola>t
Ou«.y «tlut of >body In so l t t rout In
Ou*my vtlut of vbody In s o l v e rout l f t
Gro» lift-off (tight
S Subrout ine to c t l tu l t te (tight «nd >olu(t of both /UTSCH /( $
tttgti
U Ou*«y volut of (gross in se l f t loop
W Ou.«» »lu< of (gross In solit loop


















367 ) SOLVE «

































P A V O Z 0
PRINT 0
P R I N T V 3
PRINTU 0
P R I T E B 0















S T A U 0
S T P I T 0
sunoui o
T A B I N 0























































































































































C THIS VERSION OF SOLVE DRIVES SUBROUTINE UTSCH TO CLOSE ON WEIGHT
C USING A NEUTON/HAPHSON ITERATION SCHEME
C
REAL nlN.dAX
REAL HUB, flUO, ISPB, ISPO, IDVEL,NNB,NO
connON /SUING/
C PHASE II SIZING PARAHERERS
*TZ, VV<3), 8P(11), EROR, P2(5), Vfl, SU(20>,
»SV(28), SB<37,5). SE(ll). TLAT, TLNG,
C PHASE I SIZING PARAMETERS
»UBO, ULOO, DUEB, DUEO, TOLUT, UPB. TMRAT2,
•BK1, BK2, BK3, BK1, IS1ZE, TRAFLG, TURATO,
•OKI. OK2. OK3, OKI, PRFLG, IPASS, 1PSNAJ,
•AEXlT, TVACO. NO, UFO, IDVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
•XPL, TVACB, NNB, UEO. UEB. UO. ULO,
• DVO. DVB, HUB, ItUO, VSTG, UPO
»,JTYP. BECO . BST6 , ORBI. ITNBU , ITNOU ,




1ANENGS ,ANTANK , ftSRATO ,ASUEEP ,C(300) , CB800Y ,CFUEL(6)
2CHBOBV ,CLBOOV .CSBODC ,CSF«IR ,CSFUTK ,CSHORZ ,CSOXTK
3CSPLAN ,CSVERT ,CSUING ,CTHRST ,CTHST2 ,DEF(5) .FXMOVS
1ISP(6) ,ITPS ,K(30) ,KIN , LF ,nfi(6) ,NCREU
5NENGS .NLISTO ,NPASS , NHL ,PCHAB ,8 ,RHOFU
6RHOFU2 ,RHOX ,RHOX2 ,SBODV ,TOL ,TOVERC ,TPRATO
7TVTAIL .VBOOV .UGROSS
COnnON/VOLCAL/BBOOY.CROOT ,CSPAN ,CTIP ,GAL ,GSPAN
2HBODV .LBODV ,RTOD ,SFAIR .SfUTK ,SHORZ ,SOXTK
3SPLAN ,STPS(1) ,SVERT .SUING ,SXPOS ,TOEL ,TROOT
1TTOT ,TTOT2 .TTOTAL ,VBOOVA ,VBODV1 ,VBOO¥2 ,VCARGO
5VCREU ,VFUTK ,VFUTK2 .VINSTK , VLGBAV , VOTHER ,VOXTK
6VOXTK2 ,VPROP .VSTBUC
COnnON/UTCALC/ ABFSVS ,UABFTK , UABFU , UflBPR , UdCRES
1UACS , UI6CSFO ,UACSTK ,UAERO ,UAUXT , UBHSIC , kIBQDV
2UBPUnP .UCARGO ,UCOnn ,UCONT ,UCOVER ,UOECAV ,UOIST1
3UDIST2 ,UDOCK , UDPLOY UORANS . UIORV ,UELCAO ,UEnPTV
1UENGHT .UENGS ,WENGS2 ,UFAIB ,UFCONT , UFDC«V , UFfiOST
5UFU2(3) ,UFUEL( 6).UFUL , UFULOS ,UFUNCT . UFUOX .UFURES
6UFUSVS ,UFUTK ,UFUTK2 ,UFUTOT .UFUTRP ,UGASPR ,WGNAV
7UHORZ .klHVCAD ,UINFUT ,UINOXT ,UINSTK ,WINST ,UINSUL
8UJETI6) ,ULANCH ,ULG ,ULOSS ,ULRO ,UNACEL , t'ODCAV
9U01L .UOILRS .IdORSUL , MOVERS ,UOX(6) ,UOX2(3) . UOI10
1UOXLOS .UOXRES .UOXSVS ,UOXTK ,UOXTK2 ,UOXTOT ,UOXTRP
2WP ,WPASS ,UPAVL ,UPERS , UIPOUCD .UPOUIER , UPOUFO
3UPOURS UPOUTK ,UPPROV ,UPREIG ,UPROP .UPRSVS ,UREFUL
1URESIO .URESRV .USEAL .USECST ,USORCE ,USRTRP ,USTAB
5USURF , UTABC ,UTHRST ,UTO ,UTPS ,UVERT ,UUA1T(10),
6UUET .UU1NG ,UZROFU , UABTBP ,UIABRES ,UrlNOTP ,UnNFTP
7W1NORS UnN^BS WACOTP UACFTP UPUIOTP .UPUFTP UGAS
8UABFUC .UACORS .WACFRS 'WPUORS >PWFRS
C
IF(SU( 13I.GT.2.S) WRITEl 6.1001 )
C
UK-nR(3)








































































































































IF(U2.GT.nk> .OR.U2.LT.n iN> GO TO 120
Ifl A B S ( O U 2 > . L T . T O L . A N D . A B S ( D V 2 > . L T . S . t GO TO 100
IF< HER GT. 15)60 TO 110
UK = (U2-U1 ) / (OWl-OU2> - 1.






IF(SU( 13). 61. 2. 5) URITE(6,1000) W2.DU2, V 2 . 0 V 2 . UK. ITER
I F ( O ) 5005.10.5005
C THIS CARD NECESSARY TO PROGRAM AROUND COMPILER





IFISH(U) EO.2 .0 ) MR1TE( 6.1001 )




1002 FORHATC 10S.30H «»««• BLOWUP IN SOLVE »••»• // )
URITE(«,10D1)
URITE(6.1000) U2.0U2. V 2 . 0 V 2 . UK.ITER
RETURN
1000 FORRAT( 5X.2( F12 . 2. F12 .1 1.FI2 . 3 . 1 1 )
1001 FORnAK /9X ,2HU2 10I.3HOU2 81, 2HV2 10S, 3HOV2 10»,







S O L V E
SOLVE
SOLVE




















































































Number of air b r e a t h i n g e n g i n e s used by setO to set
co««on to zero
Number of air b r e a t h i n g fuel tank*
Ul ng aspect r at 1 o
Ui ng l e a d i n g edge Sleep angle
Input array CC300) of v e h i c l e s i z i n g data
Body » l d t h coeff.
ni iture ratio
Body h e i g h t or coeff
Body length or coeff
Total body cetted area or coeff
F a i r i n g planter* area or coeff
F u e l tank s u r f a c e area or coeff
H o r i z o n t a l s t a b a l i z e r planforaj area
O i i d i z e r tank surface area coeff
Body planfor* area or coeff
V e r t i c a l fin planforai area or coeff
Ui ng p 1 anf or • area
Vac . Thr ust-to-ce i ght r a t i o
S e c o n d a r y p r o p u l s i o n t/«
F i i e d »i ng l o a d i n g
Do loop counter
























LOG bUlh CODE VAR

















305 ) PRITVA I
STORE n
UTSCH I









31H ) PRITVA I
STORE n
UTSCH I
315 ) PRITVA I
STORE «
UTSCH I
316) P R I T V A I
STORE n
UTSCH I
317 ) P R I T V A 1
STORE n
UTSCH I
316) P R I T V A I
STORE PI
UTSCH I
319 ) P R I T V A I
STORE n
UTSCH I
320) P R I T V A I
STORE n
UTSCH I
321 > STORE d
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S p e c 1 i 1 c 1 >pu 1 si
T h e r m o p r o t e c t i o n f l a g
U l t i m a t e l o a d f a c t o r 1 . Th rus t b u i l d u p 2 . Not
u s e d 3 . P la in i m p u l s e « a s s r a t i o S . Plain I m p u l s e
r e s e r v e 5 . S e c o n d a r y l upu l se nass r a t i o 6 . No t
u s e d
Class r a t i o
Number o f ere* m e m b e r s
T o t a l number e n g i n e s p e r s t a g e
Name l is t output f l a g
Number of p a s s e n g e r s
Ui ng l o a d ! ng f 1 ag
Plain r o c k e t eng ine c h a m b e r p ressure
Fue 1 dens 1 ty
S e c o n d a r y f u e l d e s n l t y
Oi i d i ler d e n s i t y
S e c o n d a r y o i i d i z e r d e n s i t y
U o r k i n g n a m e f o r input c - a r r a y b o o s t e r s c a l i n g
c o e f f i c i e n t !
U o r k i n g name f o r input k - a r r a y b o o s t e r v o l u a i e
i t O R A ^ f 0 UlhOlJT 1 NE U S A R E
BlOUK
/ C I N P U T / I










/C INPUT / (
/ C I N P U T / C
/cifiPiu/c
/ O R B I N Y / C
/ O R B I N Y / (
LOG
3 3 0 )
3 3 6 )
3 6 8 )
3 6 9 )
3 7 5 )
3 7 6 )
3 7 7 )
3 7 8 )
3 7 9 )
380 )










U T V O L
FRENCH
S T O R E
U T S C H
S T O R E
U T S C H
PRUTSrt
S O L V E
S T O R E
UTSCH
P R I T V A
S T O R E
UTSCH
P R I T V A




S T O R E
UTSCH
FRENCH




P H I T V A
S T O R E
UTSCH
P R I T V A
S T O R E
U T S C H
P R I T V A
S T O R E
UTSCH
PR J T V f t
S T O R E
U T S C H
FLYBKP
S T O R E
SUP10UT
T A M P E R
THRUST
VEHOF
U T V O L





















































I T P S
ITPS




























R H O X
RHOX
RHOX
R H O X 2
R H O X 2









s c a l i n g c o e f f
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DESC R I P T I O N
root f grict 1 on




for. at /STORE /( 0
f 0 '.MR OUT iNf.
LOC
)




























































S t o r e d
S t o r e d























v a l u e
va lue
v a l u e
va lue
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
va 1 ue
v a l u e
v a l u e
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S t o r e d
orb! ter
or b i ter
or bi ter
or b i ter
arbiter
or bi t er
or bi t er
or bi ter




o r b i t e r
or bi ter
o r b l t er
or bi t er
or bi ter
or b! t er
o r b i t e r
or bl t er
or bi t er
or b i ter
D E S C R I P T I O N
• el ue
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
value
va lue
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
over
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
va lue
v a l u e
v a l u e
va lue
v a l u e
va I ue
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
va lue
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e
v a l u e






















































I »p( 1 )
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D E S C R I P T I O N
S t o r e d o r b i t e r v a l u e of vbody
Stored orbiter value of vfutk
Stored o r b i t e r v a l u e of vfutk2
Stored o r b i t e r v a l u e of voitk
Stored o r b i t e r v a l u e of voitkZ
Stored o r b i t e r v a l u e of igroit
Stored orbiter v a l u e of c l b o d y
W o r k i n g name for i n p u t k-array o r b i t e r v o l u t e
s c a l i n g coef f
Stored o r b i t e r v a l u e of csbody
Wi ng taper ratio
Total stage vac. Thrust
Total body vo 1 u««
Vbody to - 2/3 po»er
Total volume of fuel tank
Total volute of secondary fuel tank
T o t a l v o l u m e of o i i d i i e r tank
W e i g h t of a t t i t u d e control fuel reserve
W e i g h t of a t t i t u d e control fuel p l u s o i i d i i e r
W e i g h t of sep a r a t i o n syste*
Thrust decay p r o p e l l a n t w e i g h t
Frost and ice He I ght
Vented fuel














































































































































































































































fl Fue 1 re»er»e
PI T r a p p e d fuel .eight
n U e l g h t of gas and pressurint
PI Gross lift-off .eight
0 J e t t i s o n .eight 1. I g n i t i o n to lift-off 2. Not
used 3. J e t t i s o n d u r i n g ascent 1. In-orbtt
jettison «t. 5. Pre-entry jettison ft. 6. Fly-
back jett i son «t .
n Vented o i l d l i e r
n Oi i dl zer r eser »e
PI Trapped o i l d t i * r .eight
n Po.tr systen p r o p e l l e n t .t .
PI Po.er syste* p r o p e l l e n t reserve
PI Trapped o i i d i i e r .eight
PI 5u««ary .eights 1. I g n i t i o n 2. Take-off 3.
Burnout t. I n i t i a l o r b i t e r 5. I n i t i a l entry 6.
I n i t i a l f l y b a c k 7. Landing












































































































































































































































1ANENSS .ANTANK .ASRATO .ASUEEP ,C(300) , CBBOOY , CFUEL(fc)
2CHBODV , CLBODY , CSBODY .CSFAIR .CSFUTK , CSHORZ , C S O X T K
3CSPLAN , CSVEfiT ,CSW1NS ,CTHRST .CTHST2 .DEFI5) .FXUOVS
1ISP(6) .1TPS ,K<30 ) ,«IN ,LF Hfi(6) ,NCREM
5NENSS ,NLISTO .NPASS ,NWL .PCHAB ,0 ,RHOFU
6RHOFU2 .RHOX -RHOX2 .SBODV TflL , T O V E R C .TPRATO
T T Y T A I L , VBODY ,U6ROSS
COnnaN/VQLCAL/BBQOV.CROOT .CSPAN ,CTIP , GAL , GSPAN
2HBODY , LBODV ,RTOO .SFAIfi ,SFUTK ,SHORZ , S O X T K
3SPLAN .STPS( 1 > .SVERT .SWING .SSFOS .TOEL ,TROOT
1TTOT .TTOT2 .TTOTAL .VBOOV* .VBOOV1 , VBOOV2 ,VCARGO
5VCREU , VFUTH .VFUTK2 .VINSTK .VLSBAV ,VOTHER , V O X T K
6VOXTK2 , VPROP .VSIRUC
COnnON/UtCALC/ ABFSVS >A8FT» >ABFU , UABPR ,MACRES
1UACS .UACSFO .WACSK ,UAERO ,i»UXT ,UBAS1C ,UBODV
2UBPUHP , UCAR60 .UCOPIB ,«CONT .WCCVER .UDECAV ,UOI5T1
3UOIST2 , UOOCK .UOPLOV .GORANS .HORV ,klELCAO .UEMPTV
1UENSHT ,UENES .UENGS2 ,KFAIR ,UFCONT ,UFDCAV ,UFROST
5klFU2(3> ,UFUEL(6).UFUL .UFULOS .MF-JNCT .UFUOX .WFURES
6UFUSYS ,UFUTK ,MFUT«2 ,yFUTOI .UFUTRP .UGASPR ,USNAV
7UHORZ UHVCAO , UINFUT >1NQXT .UINSTK .WINST .UINSUL
eujET(t) ,ULANCH ,ULE >LCS5 ,KLRO .UNACEL , UOOCAV
9WOIL , WOILRS , UORSUL .MOVERS ,UOI(6) , U O X 2 ( 3 ) ,UOXIO
IUOXLOS ,UQXRE5 , yOXSYS ,UOXTIC ,UOXTK2 ,UOXTOT .UOXTRP
2 UP UPASS , yPAVL .UPEHS .HPOklCO , UPOUEB , UPOUFO
3UPOURS ,UPOUT( ,UPPROV .UPREIB ,tfPROP ,UPRSYS ,UREFUL
1URESIO .URESRV ,USEAL .USECST .WSORCE .USRTRP .USTAB
5USURF ,UTA8C ,UTHRST ,UTO ,UTPS ,UVERT ,UUA1T(10 ,
6UUET .biylNS .UZROFU ,UABTRP .^ABfiES .UNNOTP ,UPINFTP
TWnNORS .WnNFRS , UACOTP ,UACFTP >PHOTP , UPWFTP ,ySAS
8UABFUC .UACORS .MACFRS .UPWORS .dPUFRS
OinENSION SKO( 30 ), SCO( 300 ),TOK 6 ), T020( 1 C ), T027C 6 ), T03K 6 ),









DIMENSION SKB< 30),SCB(300).TB1(6),TB2C( 10) .TB27(6) ,TB31(6) ,




3 1828,1829,1830, I »31, 1 832, 1833, T83 I.I 935, 783 6, I B3 7, T 838.7839,7810 .
1 TB11,TB12,TB13 /TB11.TB15.T9S6 rT»l7,TB18.IB19,TB50,TB51,TB52 /TB53.
5 TB51,TB55,TB56,TB57,S«B.SCB,BtJSAVE
6.TB59.TB60.TB61.TB62.TB63.TB61.TB65.TB66 IT»67.TB68.TB69,TB70>




VBOOVfi = !./( VBOOV«». 6666671
IF( CSBOOV. 6T. 20. ) CSBOOY = CSBODY.VBOOYR
IF( CSPLAN.ST.20. ) CSPLAN=C5FLAN»VBODYR
IF (CSVERT.6T .5 . ) CSVERT = CSVtRT»VBODVR
IF( CSFA IR .ST .20. ) CSFAIR = C5F»Ifi/( C590BY/UBODYR )
VBODYR = Sa f iKVBOOYR)
IF( CBBOOY. 6T. 5. ) CBBOOV = CBBOOY. VBODYR
IF(CM800V.6T.5. ) CH800Y - CHBOOY. V800VR
























































































































































C ORBITER DATA STORAGE
ENTRY OBBSTO
T02 = CBBODY
00 20 1 = 1.6












TO 19 = CTHST2
00 21 I = 1.6
21 T027(I ) = l5P(I)
DO 26 I = 1.6
















00 30 I = 1,30
30 SKO< I )= K(I)
DO 50 I = 1,300




























999 CUSAVEd )=HtfAlT( 1 )
RETURN





















































































































































DO 60 I = 1,6













DO 61 I = 1,6
61 TB27U ) = ISPCI 1
DO 66 1 - 1,6
















00 80 1 = 1, 30
80 SKBU > = K(I >
DO 100 I = 1, 300




























997 BUSAVE( I )=UU*IT(I)
RETURN
C ORBITER DATA RETRE1VAL
ENTRY ORBCAL
CBBODV = T02
DO 200! = 1,6











































































































































288.y ft Qf. O T .
290.




















00 2011 = 1,6
201 ISPC I ) = 1027(1)
00 2061 = 1.6
















DO 230 I = 1,30
230 «( 1 ) = S«0(I )
DO 260 1 = 1,300




























996 UUAlTd )=OUSAVEI I )
RETURN
ENTRY BOOCAL
C BOOSTER DATA RETREIVAL
CB80DY = TB2
DO 3001 = 1.6






















































































































































DO 3011 = 1,6
301 ISFd ) = 7827(1 )
DO 3061 = 1.6













V O X T K = 0.
VOITK2 = TB55
00 100 I - 1,30
100 «(I ) = SKBd )
DO ISO 1 = 1,300




























995 «UA1T( I ) = BHSAVE< I )
IFCTB18.EO 0 .ANO.SCBC UD.EQ.O. ) CI129) = T T O T
IF(SCB( 153 ) .EO.O. ) CI151) = UAUXT • 5 C B C 2 6 3 )
C( 105)=UGROSS
UGROSS = TB56






























































































U T o t a l ascent p r o p e l l e n t we igh t Inc lud ing fpr /SU«OUT/<« ) SUMOUT U FRANK
U Integer .alue of f i r e f l ag /SUMOUT/I . ) SUMOUT U IFIRE
I Tet»l orblter tnruat /TAMP /( 2) SUHOUT J OTTOT
TAMPER I OTTOT
UTVOL M O T T O T
I Tot i l body «etted area- boos te r /SUMVW /( 13) SUnOUT I SBODfB
TAMPER 0 SBOOVB
I Tot l l body Mtteo tree- o rb l te r /SUHVU /( 26) SUnOUT I SBOOVO
TAMPER 0 SBOOVO
I W o r k i n g n»e lor Input c-err«. booiter t c e l l n g /ORBINV/ t 114) FLVBKP M SCB





HI VOL M SCB
I A r rey of »ynthe»!» Itentlon p ropu ls ion p» re«e te r s /S IZ INS/C 2 5 9 ) FLVBKP 0 SE








I Bootter body pliflfor* irei /SUMVU /( 11) SUMOUT I SPLANB
TAnPER 0 SPLANB
I Orb l ter body plinforei eree /SUMVU /( 27) SUMOUT I SPLANO
TAMPER 0 SPLANO
U Nodnel s p e c i f i c ! .pulse- see l e v e l / S U M O U T / ( » ) SUMOUT U SPSLN
U Nomina l s p e c i f i c Impu lse - »>cuu> /SUMOUT/ ' (> ) SUMOUT U SPVAN
M A s y n t h e s i s d«t» trr.j ( 3 7 , J ) thit c o n t a i n s the /S lZ ING/< 74) E N V P R M H SO
t l .b»c« date and so«e In jec t ion quant i t ies FLVBKP M SO
ISPRAT I SB
POBC I SO











T R T O S Z M SO
VEHDF M SO
UTVOL N SO
E Subrout ine to print su»arr data and c a l c u l a t e /SUMOUT/I S ) SSSP S SUMOUT
thrust for output p u r p o s e s on ly SUMOUT E SUMOUT
8 NOV 72 G.01-16













T V A N
TVANB





CODE D E S C R I P T I O N
I A synthes is orrav ( 2 6 ) con ta in ing s tag ing
parae i t t t rs and aiisc f lags
I S to red booster v a l u e of I sp ( l )
I S to red booster va lue of «r( t 1
I S to red booster va lue of sailng
I Stored arbiter value of lip(i)
( S to r t d orbi ter v a l u e of seilng
a Noaina sea l e v e l thrust for output
U Noalna sea l e v e l thrust for output b o o s t e r
U Noalna sea l e v e l thrust for output o r b i t e r
U Noa ina v a c . Thrus t -ou tpu t ( v e h i c l e )
U Noaina v a c . Thrus t -ou tpu t ( b o o s t e r )
Id Noa ina v a c . Thrust -output ( o r b i t e r )
U O r b i t e r t hr ust-to-ne i ght ra t i o
I Boos te r body voluaie
I O r b i t e r body voluaie
1 Vo lu te of-^carqo











/ S U M O U T / ( »

















T A M P A R 0
iAMPER M
T R T O S Z M
VEHOF M
UTVOL I



















































































































































































T o t a l voluie of fuel tenk - orbiter
nlic. Boos te r «olu«e
Misc . Orbl ter >olu>e
Boos te r o j i d l t e r tank volume
Vo lue-e of p ropu ls ion bay - orblter
Orblter f l ybeck fuel required
A s c e n t propel lent we ight - booster
C o n t i n g e n c y end growth «el ght-orbl tr
Not! nil mtlgtit flo*
Stage dry •light - booster
S t a g e dry •eight -orblter
Orbi ter entry velfht
P r o p e l l e n t >t. Lets fpr -orblter
Booster grot t •eight
O r b l t c r g ross velght
Land ing we igh t - booster
Landing •eight - orblter
O r b i t • a n e u v e r i n g p rope l l en t ceight
T o t e l escent p rope l l en t weight
A s c e n t p rope l l en t f o r o rb l te r i nc lud ing fp r
In-orbit plight - orb l ter
Misc Uelgnt - booster
M i s c . Utight - orb l ter
B o o s t e r * lng loedlng






































































W T V O L n
5) SUMOUT I
TAnPER M
























































































 r n T p T T ni\i S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGEIBOL CDDE UtoLHlr 1 1UIM BLbtn LOC SUBR CODE VAR
I Orbit fr >!ng loidlng /SUHVU /( 26) SUnOUT I
TAHPER 0
1 Piyloitf night /SU1VU /( It) SSSP 1
SUnOUT 1
TAHPER «
I Entry Blight- booitir /SUHVU /( 32) SUWOUT I
TAMPER 0
I Entry .eight- orbltcr /SUHVU /( 31) SUnOUT I
TAMPER 0
0 Fill of ill output <Ut« / .UNOt . / ( « ) BLICO 0
BNDRYC 0
C R A S H 0
FRENCH 0






































































































































































C SUBROUTINE TO PRINT SUHNARY DATA
C CALCULATES THRUST FOR OUTPUT PURPOSES ONLY
C
REAL LBODYO, LBODYB
REAL HUB. nUO, ISPB, ISPO, I DVEL, NNB, NO
COnnoN /SIZING/
C PHASE II SIZING PARANERERS
«TZ, V V < 3 ) , gP(ll). EROR, P Z < 5 ) , VB, S«( 20 ),
•sv (26) , 5 0 ( 3 7 . 5 ) . SE( i i ) . TLAT, TLNG,
C PHASE I SIZING PARANERERS
»WBO. WLOO. DWEB, OWED, TOLUT. UPB, TURAT2 ,
•BUI, BK2, BK3, BK1. ( S I Z E , TRAFL6, T U R A T O .
• OKI, OK2. OK3, OKI, PRFLG, IPASS, IPSBAX,
"AEXIT, T V A C O , NO. UFO, IOVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
• XPL, TVACB, NNB, WEO. WEB, WO. ULO,
•DVO, DVB, HUB, HUD, VSTG, WPO
»,JTVP, BECO , BSTG , ORBI. ITNBW , ITNOW ,
* S V D P S O , SVDCON ,IHUNt . IOPST6 , ISZD(19)
DIMENSION S K O < 3 0 ) , S C O ( 3 C O ) , T 0 1 ( 6 > , T O Z O < 10 ), T027C 6 >, T03K 6 ),
1 T018C 10),T019( 10),T050( 10 ) . T057( 6 ) ,OUSAVE( 10 )
connoN/ORBiNX/
1 T01.T02,T03.T01.T05,T06,T07,T08.T09 /T010.T011,T012,T013,T011.
2 T015, TO 16, T017, fo l8 ,T019,T020,T021, 10 22, 1023, 1021, 1025. 1026,102 7,
3 1028, I029,1030, I031, I032,T033,T031,T035,T036, I037,T038,T039,T010,
1 T011,T012,T013,T011,T015,T016,T017'T018,T019,T050,T051,T052,T053,
5 T051, T055 .T056 .T057 ,T066 .SKO,SCO.OWSAVE
6,T059,T060,T061, i062,T063,TOfc1,T065,T067,T068,T069,T070,T071,
7 T072 ,T073 ,T071 ,T075 ,T076 ,T077 ,T078 ,T079 ,T080 ,T081 ,T082 ,T083 ,
8TOB1
OlriENSION SKB(30) ,SCB(300) ,TB1(6 ) ,TB20( 10 ),TB2T( 6 ),TB31( & ),
1 TB18( 10).TB19( 10) ,TB50( 10),TB57( 6 ) ,BUSAVE( 10)
COnHON/ORBINV/
1 Tt l .TBZ.TBa^BH.TBS.TBfc.TBT.TBe.TBS.TBlO.TBl l .TBU.TBl I .TBI l ,
2 TB15 ,TB16 ,TB1 7, TB18, TB19, TB20.TB21 , I 822, I 623, 1621,1825,1826^827,
3 IB28, IB29, IB30, IB31, IB32,TB33,TB31,TB35,TB36, IB37,TB38,TB39,TB10,
1 TB11,TB12,TB13,TB11,TB15.TB16,TB17,TB18,TB19,TB50,TB51,TB52,TB53,
5 TB51 ,TB55 ,TBS6,TB57 ,SXB,SCB.BUSAVE
6.TB59,TB60.TB61,TB62.TB63.TB61,TB65,TB66,TB67.TB68.TB69.TB70,




1 V F U T K B . V O X T K B . V O T H B , V B O O V B . VABFUB.
2 LBODV9,5BODVB,SPLANB,UOVRSB,
1 WPAVLO.UDRVO.UOTHO. UABFUO,





50(1-1,3) = Sfi(l<i,2> - 58(11,1)
FRANK = WFUOXO - WOP
TWORB = OTTOT/UGROSO
WORVT = UORYB * WDRVO
WGROSV = WSROSB •> W8ROSO
VPROPO = VFUTKO + V O X T K O
VPROPB = VFUTKB * V O X T K B
30 TVANO = OTTOT/T036
TVAMB = BTTOT/TB36
TSLNO - TVANO • T027( 2 )/T027( 3 )
TSLNB = TVANB * TB27I 2 ) /TB27( 3 )
X = 1.
IF( SE( 8 1 - E Q . O . .OR. IFIRE. Efl.2) X=0.
T V A N = OTTOT • X + BTTOT
UDOTN - O T T O T • X / T 0 2 7 ( 3 ) * BTTOT / T B 2 7 ( 3 )
SPVSIV - TVAN/WOOTN
TSLN = TSLNO • T036 • X » TSLNB * TB36
SPSLN = TSLN/WDOTN
UOPT = FRANK « SQ( 37,1)
UOPTX = UFUOXO « S0<37,1)
UBPTX = UFUOXB * 50 (37 ,5 )
NCOPIE = SV( 15)* .1










































































































































1 3 7 .
138.
i -s q














WR|TE( 6,1011 1 WFUOXB, FRANK
WRITE (6,1012) 5 0 ( 3 7 , 5 ) , SQ(37,1)
W R I T E (6,1015) WBPTI,«OPT
W R I T E (6,1020) WOP
W R I T E (6 ,1025) HBPTX.yOPTX
W R I T E (6,1022) WABFUB .WABFUO
W R I T E (6.1030) UPAYLO
WRITE (6 ,1035) WDRYB,WOfWO .UDRYT
W R I T E (6,1011) UCONTB,UCONTO








WRITE ( 6,1060) VOXTKB,VOITKO
WRITE (6,1065) VPROPB.VPROPO
WRITE (6,1070) VCARO
WRITE (6 ,1075) VOTM»,VOTMO
W R I T E (6 ,1077 ) VBODVB,VBODVO
WRITE (6,1080)
WRITE (6 ,1085) LBODYB.LBODYO
WRITE (6 ,1090) SBOOYB.SBODVO
WRITE ( 6 ,1095 ) SPLANB.SPLANO
WRITE (6,1096) TB15, T015
WRITE ( 6,1)00) W O V R S B , W O V R S O
WRITE (6,1105)
WRITE (6,1110) TUORB.SV(13)
WRITE (6,1111 ) TB36.T036
IF(5E( 8 ) . E O . O . .OR. IFIRE. EB. 2) GO TO ZOO
WRITE (6,1112) TSLNB, TSLNO, TSLM





WRITE (6,2112) TSLNB, TSLNO, TSLN




WRITE (6,1126) T B 3 K 3 ) . S V ( 6 >
U ii 1TE( 6,1128) S0( 11,1 ),S«( 11, 3), 50(11,2)
WRITE (6,1127) SE(6)
WRITE (6,1130) SV(1Z)
WRITE (6,1135) S V I 8 )
WRITE (6,1110) S V ( » )
WRITE (6,1115) SV( 10)
W R I T E ( 6,1150) SB( 11,1)
WRITE (6,1155) 50(11,5)
WRITE ( 6,1160) S0( 15,3)
WRITE (6,1165) S8( 15,1)
WRITE (6,1195) SW( 15)
C
IF (SO(2C,1 I.LE.O. > GO TO 900
W R I T E ( 6 ,1200 ) Sf l(20, l ) ,SO(22 ,1 ) ,SS( 20, 5 ), 581 21 , 5 ), S0( 21 , 1 ),




W R I T E ( 6,3000) 50(36,1)
WRITE (6 ,3010) SOI 36, 2)
WRITE (6 ,3015) SOI 36. 3)
WRITE (6 ,3020) S0(36,1)
WRITE (6,3025) 50(36,5)

















































































20 OCT 72 6.01-16
20 OCT 72 6 01-16
ISO. WRITE (6,3050) SUHOUT
151. IFLV = SOI 19,5) SUHOUT
152. 60 10 ( 910, 920, 930, 910, 950), IFLY SUflOlIT
153 910 URITE ( 6 . 3 0 5 5 ) SU( 9 ), SQ( 10, 2 ) SUnOUT
151. GO TO 960 SUnOUT
155. 920 W H I T E (6 .3060) S V ( > 2 ) SUnOUT
156. GO TO 9<>6 SUnOUT
1 5 7 . 930 UR1TE ( 6 . 3 0 6 5 ) 58(10,3) SUnOUT
158. GO TO 960 SUnOUT
159 910 W R I T E ( 6 . 3 0 7 0 ) 5W( 10 ), S0( 12, 1 ) SUflOUT
160. GO TO 966 SUnOUT
161. 950 URITE ( 6 . 3 0 7 5 ) SV( 27 ) SUnOUT
162. URITE ( 6 . 3 0 8 0 ) TLdT SUnOUT
163 WRITE ! 6 ,3085 > TUNG SUnOUT
161. URITE (6 ,3090) P Z ( 5 ) SUnOUT
165. URITE (6 ,3095 ) P Z ( 3 > SUnOUT
166 URITE (6 ,3100) PZ( 1 ) SUnOUT
167 UfilTE (6 ,3105) P Z ( 2 > SUnOUT
168. URITE (6,3110) PZ(1) SUnOUT
169. 960 1FUL * SQ(32,1) SUnOUT
170 GO TO (965 ,970,975>, IFUL SUnOUT
171. 965 URITE (6,3115) SU(15) SUnOUT
172. URITE (6 ,3120) SU(12) SUnOUT
173 URITE (6 ,3125) SU( 11 ) SUnOUT
171. URITE (6,3130) SU(ll) SUnOUT
175. URITE (6 ,3135) 50(10,3) SUnCUT
176. URITE (6,3110) 50(32,1) SUnOUT
177. U2 = UABFUB - 50(32,1) SUIWUT
176. URITE (6,3115) W2 SUnOUT
179 URITE (6 ,3150) WABFUB SUnOUT
180. URITE (6 ,3155) SCB(211) SUnOUT
181. GO TO 980 SUnOUT
182. 970 URITE (6 ,3160) SU(15) SUnOUT
183. URITE ( 6 , 3 1 7 5 ) 50(32,5) SU10UT
181. URITE (6 ,3165) 50(32,21 SUnOUT
185 URITE (6 ,3180 ) 50(33,1) SUnOUT
186 URITE ( 6 , 3 2 1 5 ) 50(35,2) SUnOUT
187 URITE (6 ,3190 ) 50(33,1) SU10UT
188 URITE (6 ,3195) 50(31,2) SUnOUT
189. URITE ( 6 , 3 2 0 0 ) 50(31,5) SUnOUT
190 URITE ( 6 , 3 2 0 5 ) 50(35,5) SUnOUT
191 URITE ( 6 , 3 2 2 0 ) 50 (35 ,3 ) SUnOUT
192 URITE (6 ,3170) 50(32,3) SUnOUT
193 URITE (6 ,3185) 50(33,2) SUnOUT
191 URITE (6 ,3225 ) 50(35.1) SUnOUT
195. URITE (6 ,3135) 50(10,3) SUnOUT
196. URITE (6 ,3210 ) 50(32,1) SUnOUT
197. U R I T E 16 ,3150 ) WftBFUB SUnOUT
198. URITE (6 ,3155) 508(211) SUROUT
199. GO TO 980 SUKOUT
200 975 URITE ( 6 , 3 2 3 0 ) SMI 15 ) SUnOUT
201. URITE (6 ,3175) 50(32,5) SUnOUT
202. URITE (6 ,3235) 50(33,3) SUnaUT
203. URITE (6,3215) 50(31,1) SUnOUT
201. URITE (6 ,3255) 50(31,1) SUnOUT
205. URITE (6 ,3180) 50(33,1) SUnOUT
206. URITE (6 ,3215) 50(35,2) SUIWUT
207 URITE (6 ,3190 ) 50(33.1) SUnOUT
208. URITE (6 ,3195) 50(31,2) SUIWUT
209 URITE (6 ,3200) 50(31,5) SUnOUT
210. URITE ( 6 , 3 2 0 5 ) 50(35,5) SUnOUT
211. URITE ( 6 , 3 2 2 0 ) 50 (35 ,3 ) SUnOUT
212 URITE (6 .3210) 50(33,5) SUnOUT
213 URITE ( 6 , 3 2 5 0 ) 50(31,3) SUnOUT
211 UfilTE ( 6 , 3 2 6 0 ) 50(35,1) SUnOUT
215 URITE ( 6 , 3 1 6 5 ) 50(33,2) SUnOUT
216 URITE ( 6 , 3 2 2 5 ) 50(35,1) SUnOUT
217. URITE ( 6 , 3 1 3 5 ) 50(10,3) SUnOUT
218. URITE (6 ,3210 ) 50(32.1) SUnOUT
219. URITE (6 ,3150) UABFUB SUnOUT


























































































1000 FORMAT! 1H1 ,25X,31HSPACE SHUTTLE S Y N T H E S I S SUMMARY)
1005 FORMAT ( 3 7 X , 7 H B O O S T E H 1 1 X , 7 H O R B 1 T E R 1 1 X , 7 H V E H I C L E / )
1010 FORHAT ( 12H WEIGHT ( LB ) )
1011 FORnAT(32H PROPELLANT, ASCENT LESS FPRF12.0, F18.0)
1012 FORMAT ( 27H PROPELLANT , ASCENT FPR ,F 1 7 . O.F18 . 0 )
1015 FORHAT(30H PROPELLANT, ASCENT T O T A L F 11 . 0, 2F18. 0 )
1020 FORMAT (36H P R O P E L L A N T . ORBIT MANEUVER 8X.2F18.0)
1C22 FORMAT ( 26H FLYBACK FUEL 3F18.0)
1C25 FORHAT (26H PROPELLANT, TOTAL 3F18.0)
1030 FORMAT ( 26H PAY LOAD 18X.2F18.0)
1035 FORMAT(26H STRUCTURE 3F18.0)
1C10 FORMAT (26M OTHER 3F18.0)
1011 FORMAT (26H CONTINGENCY 3F18.0)
1015 FORMAT (26H TOTAL 3F18.0)
1050 FORMAT <13HOVOLUME <FT3»
1055 FORHAT (26H FUEL TANK 3F18.0)
1060 FORMAT (26H OXIDIZER TANK 3F18.0)
1065 FORMAT ( 26H PROPELLANT TANKS 3F18.0)
1070 FORMAT (26H PAVLOAD 18X,2F1B.O)
1075 FORMAT ( 26H OTHER 3F18.0)
1077 FORHAT (26H TOTAL 3F18.01
1080 FORMAT ( 9H SEOMETRV)
1085 FORMAT (26H LENGTH ( F T ) 3F18.1)
1090 FORMAT I 27H BOOV WETTED AREA ( F T 2 ) F 1 7 . 1 , 2F 18 . 1 )
1095 FORMAT (29H BODY PLANFORH AREA ( F T 2 ) F 1 5 . 1 , 2F 18 . 1 )
1096 FORMAT ( 33H T H E O R E T I C A L WING A R E A ( F T 2 ) Fll.l F18.1)
1100 FORMAT ( 2 3 H WING LOADING ( P S F ) F21.1.F18.1)
1105 FORMAT (1IH PROPULSION)
1110 FORHAT ( 2 6 M THRUST-TO-UEIGHT 18X,2F18.5>
1111 FORMAT ( 26H NO. OF ENGINES 2F16.0)
1112 FORMAT ( 26H SL THRUST/ENG NON ,2( E10 . 0, BX ), F9.0)
1113 FORMAT (26H VAC THRUST/ENG NON ,2( F10. 0, 81 ), F9.0)
1115 FORHAT (26H SL ISP NOH ,51X,F12.1)
1120 FORHAT ( 2 6 H VAC ISP NON ,51X,F12.1)
1125 FORHAT < 11HOTRAJECTORV )
1126 FORMAT (26H NASS RATIO 2F18.5)
1127 FORMAT ( 3 5 H MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE ( PSF )27X,F18. 1 )
1128 FORMAT! 31H CHARACTERIST IC V E L O C I T Y ( FPS )3X ,F7 .0.2F 18.0 )
1130 FORMAT !35H STAGING DVNAMIC PRESSURE ( PSF >27X,2F18.0 )
1135 FORMAT ( 38H STAGING VELOCITV (RELATIVE) ( FPS >21X,F18. 0 )
1110 FORHAT ( 3 5 H STAGING ALTITUDE (FT ) 27X, FIB. 0)
1115 FORHAT (17H STAGING FLIGHT P A T H ANGLE ( R E L A T I V E ) (DEGU5X,
1F16.3)
1150 FORHAT (10H INJECTION V E L O C I T Y ( I N E R T I A L ) ( FPS )1X,F18 . 0 )
1155 FORMAT (35H INJECTION ALTITUDE ( F T ) 9X,2F18.0>
1160 FORMAT ( 19H INJECTION FLIGHT P A T H ANGLE ( INERTIAL ) (DEG)F13 .3 )
1165 FORMAT (35H INJECTION INCLINATION ( D E G ) 9X.2F18.2)
1170 FORHAT (26HO IN ORBIT 18X,2F18.0)
1175 FORMAT ( 26H RETURN CONDITION 2F1B.O)
1!80 FORMAT ( 26H ESTRY 2F18.0)
185 FORHAT (26M LANDING 2F18.0)
1195 FORMAT ( 26HOFLYBACK RANGE ( N HI ) F16.ll
1200 FORMAT (22HOSOLIO AUGMENTATION ,F1.0,7H SOLIDS, 2X, 15HPROPELLANT
1UT.= F6.0.,2X,10HINERT UT.= F8.0/
2 12X,11HTOTAL UT . =F9.0,5X, 1 IHEXIT A
3REA = F6.0.5I, 11HBURN TIME =F5.0/
1 . 12X .5HISP = F7 2, 5 X . 1 6 H V A C THRUST/
5ENG= F8.0.1H » (,F7.0,9H • TIME ) / 12X,15HSL THRUST/ENG = F9.0)
2112 FORMAT (26H SL THRUST/ENG NOM ,F 1 6 . C, 8X.F10 . 0, 8X.F9 . 0 )
2113 FORMAT ( 26H VAC THRUST/ENG NOM ,F 1 0 . 0, 6X,F 10 .0, BX.F4 . 0 )
2115 FORMAT (26H SL ISP NOH ,36X,F12.1)
2120 FORMAT ( 26H VAC ISP NOH ,36X,F12.1)
3000 FORMAT (31HOORAG LOSS AT STAGING - F10.2)
3010 FORMAT 31H G R A V I T Y LOSS AT S T A G I N G = F10.2)
3C15 FORMAT 31H D R A G LOSS AT INJECTION = F10.2)
3020 FORMAT 31H G R A V I T Y LOSS AT INJECTION = F10.2)
3025 FORMAT 31H MISALIGNMENT LOSS AT INJECTION = F10.2)
3015 FORMAT 18H BOOSTER BURN T I ME, 15X, 1H= F 7 . 2 )
3016 FORMAT 18H ORBITER BURN TIME, 151, 1H= F 7 . 2 )
3050 FORMAT 9HOFLYBACK )
3055 FORMAT ( 21H DETAILED RANGE, CLVG = E16. 7 5X 12HBANK ANGLE = F7.2 )





























































































































































(17H CONSTANT. ORNS - FI0.3)
(22M UP, CENTRAL ANGLE = F 8 . 2 , 5 X , 5 H IIP: F8.2)
(38H NUMERICAL INTEGRATION, MAI. LOADING = F T . 3 )
(5»,6MTLAT = F8.3)
( 5 X . 6 H T L N 6 = F8.3)
( 5 X 1 5 H S U R F A C E RANGE - F9.3)
(5X10HALTITUOE = F10.1 )
(5X ICHLATITUDE = F8.3)
(5X.11HLONGITUOE = F8.3)
(5X115HAZ1MUTH DIFF. = F8.3)
(16HOCRUISE, RANGE = F8.2I
(5I.5HSFC = F9.1)
(5X.SHL/D = F9.1)
(5X .17HCRUISE VELOCITY - F9.2)
(5X.6HORN6 = F9.2)
(5X,7HUFLyX - F9.2)
(5X .13HCRUISE FUEL = F10.2)
( 5 X , HHFLYBACt FUEL = F10.Z)
(5X .10H CC211) = F9.5)
(27HOPERCENTAGE HEIGHT. RANGE = F8.2)
(5X.5HCA = F».1)
( 5 X . 5 H C B = F9.1)
( 5 X . 5 H R T = F9.2)
( 5 X , 5 H R 1 - F9.Z)




( 5 X . 5 H R 2 = F9.2)
(SX.6HUFLY(= F9.2)
(5X20HIOLE DESCENT FUEL = F9.2)
(5X20HCRUISE FUEL WEIGHT = F10.2)
(5X,27HFINAL DESCENT FUEL WEIGHT = F9.2)






















































F O R T R A N Ml
SYMBOL SVI
BTTOT
aynnT iDHUU 1 1












SB! CODE D E S C R I P T I O N
I T o t a l boosttr «elght f loat
I Body Itngth
I To ta l orbittr thrust
I T o t a l body tutted »rta
c o e f f i c i e n t s
I Body p lanfor* art*.
'
 P
0 Orbi t t r body planfon aria
M A s y n t h e s i s data a r r a y ( 3 7 , 5 ) that c o n t a i n s the
f l y b a c k da ta and sca t i n j e c t i o n quan t i t i es
S T O R A G E S U 8 H O U T 1 N E USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR
/TAMP /( 5 ) SUMOUT 1
TAMPER I
UTVOL 0
/^ A1P ER / ( * ) T A HP ER U
/ V O L C A L / l 8) PROTHR I
TAMPER I
WTSCH •)
/TAMP /( 2) SUMOUT 1
TAMPER I
•IT VOL M












/SIZING/( 259 ) FLVBKP o












/ 5 JOtf «• /( 14) 3 IJSQ OT I
TAMPER 0
/SUMVW /( 27) SUMOUT I
TAMPER 0










S T A U I
SUMOUT H
T A M P A R 0
TAMPER M
THRUST M










O T T O T
O T T O T
















































B MOV 72 G.01-16
V)
F O R T R A N MATH .-.., p. p C p D T P T T H MSYMBOL SYMBOL Ut.oL.nlr 1 1UIM
5V n A s y n t h t t l s a r r a y < 2 8 ) c o n t a i n i n g s tag ing
para>ct<rs and vise tlagt
TO 36 ! S t o r e d o r b i t c r vat t it of nengi
TO1*? 1 S to red o r b t t e r v a l u t of »»lng
T2 bl H»in engine burn 1 1 at
VflBFUB 0 V o l u m e of boos te r p r o p e l ! ant tanks
VBODV I T o t a l body wo 1 !*••
VBOOYB 0 Boos te r body vo tua t
VBODVO 0 O r b i t e r body voluai




/OR B 1 NV / (
/OR B I NV / (
/no B i MU 1 1/ un D i NT / \
/ Afi ft! UV / 1f on o i **T / 1








E SUBf iOUTINE USAGE
LOG SUBfi CODE VAft













) TAMPER E TOWER
UTVOU S TAWER
HI) 51 ZEMR 1 T B2 7
SSSP 1 TB27


















iqv C 1 nBC M TRtiSo T 1 9lunt " 1 DT>
SUMOUT 1 TBSS
TAMPER I TB15











69) STORE M 104$
SUMOUT 1 T0<t$
TAMPER I T015
) TAMPER H T2
11 ) TAMPER 0 VABFUB
391 ) PRINTV n VBOOY
SOLVE M VBODV
S T O R E « VBOO*
T A M P E R I VBOOY
UTSCH H VBODV
UTVOL I VBOOV
1C) SUMOUT I VBOOVB
TAMPER 0 VBOOVB
2H > SUMOUT I VBOOVO
TAMPER 0 VBOOVO




























I Voluvt of cargo boy
0 Vo lutit of cargo
1 Totil »olu.c of futl ttnk
0 Totil voluve of futl tank - booster
0 Tottl »olu«e of futl tink - orblttr
1 Totil voluvt of stcondory futl tank
D Wile. Booster vo I utje
0 Misc. Orblttr »olu«e
1 Totil voluvt of oildiztr tank
0 Booster oxldlxer tonk voluat
0 Orbittr oi ld lzer t«nk volutit
1 To ta l voluvt of s t condery ox ld l i e r tank
I Uelght of jp futl
n Soot t t r f l y b t c c futi r.quirtd
n Orb l t t r f l y b o c k fut l r t fu l r td
I Boos t t r g ross (tight
I Con t i ngency end gro*th ctlght
Contingency end grocth >e I ght-boostr
Contingency end growth e>e i ght-or bi tr
U Weight floe
I Stege dry .eight
0 Stege dry «elght - booster
0 Stage dry (eight -orbiter
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V O I T K
V O X T K
VOSTKB




V O J T K 2
V O X T K 2


















) TAMPER U UOOTT1
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Orbiter ent ry (tight
Entry (eight
Height at return point
Gross IMt-off (eight
J e t t i s o n (eight 1. I g n i t i o n to l i f t -o f f 2. Not
back j e t t i s o n (t.
Landing (eight
Landing (eight - booster
Landing (eight - orblttr
Orb i t ( aneuve r i ng p r o p e l l e n t (eight
Height in orbit
In-orblt (eight - boos te r
In-orbit (eight - orblttr
M isc . Height - booster
Misc . Height - orbl ter
Hi ng to adl ng
Boos te r (ing loading
Orb j ter (ing loading






















/ H T C A L C / C
/sunvu /(
/sunvu /(
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W W A I T
1 Stcono ' t r j oildlur (tight
I Pijloii) •tight
H P.ylotd (tight
0 Entry (tight- bootttr
0 Entr, (tight- arbiter
Burnout 1. Inltitl orbi t . r 5. Inltlt l tntry t .
Inltltl f l yb te t ?. Lindliig
S T O R A G E S U B R O U T I N E USnBE
9LOC* LOG SUBS CODE »»R




/UTCALC/ I 8S) PRINTU 1
TAnPER 1
UTSCM H
/WTCALC/ t 91) PRINTU 1
T A W E R I
WTSCH N
/SUivu /( It) SSSP 1
Simoul 1
TAnPER 1
/sunvy /( 32) sunouT I
TAMPER 0
/sunva /( 31 > SUIOUT 1
TAnPER 0
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P R I M A R Y D A T A INTERFACE BETWEEN UTVOL AND
T R A J E C T O R Y PROBRAn. THIS SUBROUTINE SETS
T R A J PROG W O R K I N G VARIABLES AND STORES
SUMMARY WEIGHT ADN VOLUHE DATA






1ANENGS .ANTANK , A S R A T O , ASUEEP ,C(300) ,CBBODY ,CFUEL(6)
2CHBOOY .CLBODV .CSBODV .CSFAIR , CSFUTK . C S H O R Z , C S O X T K
3CSPLAN , CSVERT ,CSUING ,CTHRST ,CTH5T2 , D E F < 5 > ,FXUOVS
1ISP(6) ,ITPS ,K(30> ,K1N ,LF ,HR(6) ,NCREU
5NENGS .NLISTO ,NPASS , NUL ,PCMAB ,0 ,RHOFU
6RHOFU2 ,RHOX .RHOX2 .SBOOV ,TOL . T O V E H C .TPRATO
7 T V T A I L , VBODV ,U6ROSS
COnnON/VOLCAL/BBODV.CROOT .CSPAN ,CTIP , GAL , GSPAN
2HBODY ,LBODV ,RTOD ,SFA1R ,SFUTK ,SHORZ , S O X T K
3SPLAN . S T P S ( l ) ,SVERT .SUING ,SXPOS ,TDEL .TROOT
1TTOT , T T O T 2 , T T O T A L . V B O D Y A ,VBOO»1 ,»BODV2 ,VCAR60
SVCREU , VFUTK ,VFUTK2 .V INSTK ,VLGBAV ,VOTHER ,«0(TK
6VOXTK2 .VPROP , VSTRUC
COnnON/WTCALC/ ABFSVS .UABFTK .UABFU ,U(l6PR .UACRES
1UACS .UACSFO .WACSTK , WAERO >«UXT .UBASIC .UBOOV
2UBPUnP .UCARGO ,UCOn* .UCONT .UCOKER .UOECAV ,UDIST1
3UDIST2 .UOOCK ,UDPLOV ,UORANS .UORV .UELCAO .UEHPTV
lUENGHT .UENGS ,WENGS2 ,UFAIR ,UFCONT ,UFOCAV .UFROST
5UFU2I3) ,UFUEL(6)>UFUL ,UFULOS .UFUNCT ,UFUOX , UFURES
6UFUSVS , WFUTK ,UFUTK2 ,UFUTOT .UFUTRP ,UGASPR , MGNOV
7UHORZ ,UHYCAD ,U1NFUT ,UINOXT ,UINSTK ,UINST ,WINSUL
8UJETI6) , ULANCH ,ULG .ULOSS , ULRD ,WNACEL .WODCAY
9UOIL , UOILRS .UORSUL .MOVERS ,uox(6) , uox2 (3 ) .UOXID
IUOXLOS .UOXRES . U O X S Y S .UOXTK ,UOXTK2 .UOXTOT .UOXTRP
2UP ,UPASS ,UPAVL , UPERS .UPOUCD .UPOUER .UPOUFO
3UPOURS .UPOUTK ,yPPBOV .UPREIG .UPROP .UPRSYS , MREFUL
1URESID ,WRESRV ,USEAL ,USECST .USORCE .USRTRP ,USTAB
5USURF .UTABC ,UTHR5T , UTO ,UTPS ,UVERT .UUAITdO ,
6UUET , UIUIN6 ,UZROFU .UABTRP .UABRES , UflNOTP , HPINFTP
7UnNORS .U1NFRS ,UACOTP .UACFTP .UPUOTP .UPUFTP .UGAS
8UABFUC UACORS .UACFRS UPUORS .UPUFRS
OMENS ION S K O ( 3 0 ) , S C O ( 3 0 0 ) . T 0 1 ( 6 ) . T 0 2 0 ( 1 0 ) . T 0 2 7 ( 6 ) . T 0 3 1 ( t ) .
1 T018( 10),T019< 1 0 ) , T O S O ( 10 ), T05K 6 ) ,OUSAVE( 10)
COnnON/ORBINX/
1 T01.T02,T03,T01,T05,T06,T07,T08,T09,T010,T011,T012,T013,T011,
2 T015.T016.T017,T018,T019.T020.T021, 1022, 102 3, 1021, 1025. 1026, T027,
3 1028. 1029, 1030, 1031, 1 032, T033,T031,T035 , T036, 1037, T038, T039,T010,
1 T011,T012.T013,T011,T015,T016,T017 . T018 . T019, T050, T05 1 , T052.T053,
5 T051, T 0 5 5 . T 0 5 6 . T 0 5 7 , T 0 6 6 . S « 0 , S C 0 . 6 u S A V E
6,TO;9 ,T060 .T061 ,T062 , i063 ,T06 l ,T065 ,T067 ,T068 ,T069 ,T070 ,T07 i ,
7 T 0 7 2 , T 0 7 3 , T 0 7 1 , T 0 7 5 , T 0 7 6 , T 0 7 7 , T 0 7 8 , T 0 7 9 , T 0 8 0 , T 0 8 1 , T 0 8 2 , T O B 3 .
8T081
DIMENSION SKBI 30) ,SCB( 300 ), TBK 6 ), TB201 10),TB27( 6),TB31(6).
1 TB18C 10).TB19( 10) ,TB50( 10 ), TB57( 6 ), BUSAVE< 10 )
COnnON/ORBINV/
1 TB1.TB2.TB3.T81.TB5,TB6.T67,TB8,TB»,TB10,T811,TB12,TB13.TB1«I ,
2 TB15 ,TB16 .TB17 ,TB18 ,TB19 ,1B20 ,TB21 . IB22 . IB23 , I B21, 1 B25, IB26, TB27 .
3 IB28 , IB29 , IB30 , IB31 ,1B32 ,TB33 ,TB31 ,TB35 ,TB36 ,1B37 ,TB38 ,TB39 ,TB10 ,
1 TB11 ,TB12,TB13,TB11,TB15,TB16,TB17, IB18,TBH9,TB50,TB51,TB52.TB53,
5 T B 5 1 , T B 5 5 , T B 5 6 , T B 5 7 > S K B , S C B , B U S A V E
6 , T B 5 9 , T B 6 0 . T B 6 1 . T B 6 2 , T B 6 3 . T B 6 1 , T B 6 5 . T B 6 6 , T B 6 7 T B 6 8 . T B 6 9 TB70,
7T371 ,TB72,TB73,TB71,TB75,TB76,TB77,TB78,TB79,TBBO,TB81,TB82.
8 T B 8 3 , T B 8 1
REAL LBOOVO.LBOOVB
COnrtON/SUNVU/UOP. UABFUB,UFUOXB,UDRVB,bl6R05B,UOTHB,
1 V F U T K B , V O X T K B , VOTHB, »BODVB, VABFUB,
2 LBOOYB,SBODYB,SPLANB,UOVRS8.
1 UPAYLO,yDRYO, WOTHO, HABFUO.





















































































































































































REAL tU». MUO ISPB, ISPO, IDVEL,NNB,NO
COMMON /SIZING/
PHASE II SIZING PARAMERERS
• TZ, V V ( 3 > . OP(M), ERQR. PZ(51, va, S W C 2 0 ) ,
• S V C 2 8 ) , 50(37,5), SE(ll), TLAT, TLN6,
PHASE I SIZINS PARAMERERS
•WBO, WLOO. DJEB, OWED, TOLWT, UPB, TURAT2,
•BK1, BK2, BK3, BK4, ISIZE, TRAFLG, TURATO,
•OKI, CK2, OK3, OK4. PRFL6, IPASS, 1PS1AS
•AEIIT, TVAtO, NO, WFO, 1DVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
•XPL, TVACB, NNB, WEO. WEB. WO, MLO,
•DVO, OVB, MUB, MUO, VSTG, HPO
• ,JTVP_ BECO . BSTG . ORBI. ITN9W , ITNQM ,
• svopsa SVDCON .IHUNT IOFSTG ,iszo(i9>CGMMQN/EM£/WORBI T WETURN,WENTRY WLANO
COHMON/CS/OSPLAN '
IFIRE = S£(2)
VV( 1) = UGR05S
SVC 7) = OWSAVE(l)
SV(4 ) — OWSAVE(4)
SVC 6) = T034C3)
SaC 19,4) = WJETC5)
PROPULSION REFERENCE AREA (TOTAL)
OP( 11) = TB36 • SCBC216)
OPC12) = T036 • SCOC21B)
AERODYNAMIC REFERENCE AREAS
OP(6) = AERO REF AREA WITH SOLID MOTORS, BOOSTER, AND ORB1TER
O P C 7 ) = TB45
OPC8) = T04S
BP( 101 * SCOC 103)
O P C 9 ) = VVC 1) - WFUOI
ORBITER VACUUM THRUST AND ISP
OPC2) = OTTOT • SEC 8)
8PC4) = SE(7)
BOOSTER WEIGHT FLOW
BWOOT1 - BTTOT • SE(9)/ SEC 1 )
SEC 11) - 0. .
TEST FOR PARALLEL BUR!
GO TO (5,9) , IFIRE
SIMULTANEOUS FIRE OF BOOSTER AND ORBITER
5 CONTINUE
VACUUM THRUST AND ISf
OPC 1 > = OTTOT* SEC 8) * BOTTOT* SEC 9>
OUOOT1 - OTTOT • SEC8)/ SEC 7 )
UOOTT1 = OWOOT1 » BDOTI
8 P C 3 ) = BP(1)/UOOTT1
CALCULATE STAGE BURN TIMES
50(37,1) = (WFUOIB * 50(37,5) )• O P C 4 ) / O P C 2 )
50(37,2) = (UFUQSO * 58(37,4) )• aP( l ) /OF(3>
CHECK PROPELLANT CROSS FEED FLAG
I F C S E C lOl.Ea.O. ) GO TO 16
T2 = ( tfFUOS - BUDOT1 • O P C 1 4 ) ) / BWOOT2
SEC 11) - OWCOT1 • O P C l t ) * OWDOT2 • T2
OPC 1C) = OPC1C) * SEC11)












































































































































































SEQUENTIAL FIRING OF BOOSTER ANO ORBITER OR
TANDEM FIRING OF BOOSTER AND ORBITER
THRUST AND ISP
DPI 1 > = BTTOT * SE19)
3P(3) = DPI 1 )/ BUDOT1
16 CONTINUE
SV( l l ) = DPI I)/ V V < 1 >
S V ( 1 3 ) = S V l l l ) • TB27 (2 ) /OP(3 )
CHECK SOLID MOTOR OPTION FLAG
IF<SQ(20,1).LE.O. ) GO TO 18
VV( 1) = VV( 1) t S8(21,5)
S V ( 1 3 ) = ( B P < 1 > • T B 2 7 ( 2 ) / B P ( 3 ) * SQ( 21 .1 »/ VV( 1 )
TZ = < Q P ( 1 ) + SQ(22 ,1 ) ) / ( BUDOT1 * S0( 21 , 3 )/Sfl( 21 , 2 ) )
18 IF(NCALL.EQ.l ) RETURN
SV(11) = TB3K3)
S V < Z O > = UklAIT<6>
50(1,1) = OUSAVE(1>-WPAYLO
S Y ( 5 > = OWSAVE(1 ) -OUSAVE(4>
V » ( 2 > = O.P<9> - S V < 7 >
V V ( 3 ) = yFUOXB




50(37,1) = UFURES * WOXRES



































































































































V O T H B = V B O D Y - VFUTK - VOITK
V A B F U B - V O X T K 2 « VFUTK2
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SUBR0UTIN
TBL2D
MllllllftN f l f t lM
 r n r C P D T D T T n i M b l Q h < > r , F iUShihH IMF U S A G E
iVMHOl iVflHOL U C O O n i r I J U I V ULJI.K LOG iUiih ( G O e YAH
1BL2D E I»o d i cen t lon i l t tb l t l ook -up lu rbout ln t /TBL2D / ( ' • > ) RAMGE S TBL20
TBL20 I T B L 2 0












2 DIMENSIONAL TABLE LOOK-UP



























It 3 SCAL1 = (X-XTBH !-!))/( XTBL< 1 )-XTBL(I-'. I) T»L2D
15. 1 DO 5 JJ=2,T
16. J=JJ
17. IF(V-VTBL( J)) 7,6,5
TBL2D
TBL2D
T8L20 n19. 5 CONTINUEGO TO 7 TBL20TBL2D20.
21.






7 SCALZ = ( V - V T B L < J - l ) ) / < V T B L 1 J )-VTBL( J-l
6 1FIK-1 ) 9,10,9
TBL2D
TBL2D
2t. 9 Zl = ZTBL( I-l.J-1 ) * SCf t l » (ZTBL( I,J-1) - ZTBLI 1-1,J-l I )
25. Z2 = ZTBL(I-1,J) « SCAL1»(ZTBL(I ,J ) - ZTBL( l - l .J) )






















Ww\" ™L C°°E D E S C R I P T I O N
LOCI I A 50 c o r d a r r a y tha t c o r r e s p o n d s to
50 . E a c h e n t r y i s an i n t e g e r tna t
I n i t i a l v a l u e o f t h e I n d e p e n d e n t v a
c o r r e s p o n d i n g t a b l e . A >e ro ent ry
not 1 nput .
X 0 A 50
50.
l n i t
c or r
not
V 0 A 50
50.
1 » c *
• or d
E a c h




e spo nd i
1 nput .
• o r d
E a c h
c o r r e s p o n d
2 n a 50u H y u
50
l a s t
E a c h







ay that c o r r e s p o n d s t o
r y is an i nt e ger
of the
t a b l e .
ay that
that
t a b l e s 1
p o i n t s t o
r 1 a b l e of
I n d i c a t e s
t a b l e s 1
p o i n t s t o
i n d e p e n d e n t v a r i a b l e o f
A ler o e n t r y
c o r r e s p o nds to
ry i s an i n t e g e r
t ab le
III 1 I I V C I | « U
o c c u r e d .
that
1 at 1 ni  v i o
of the i n d e p e n d e n t
c o r r e s p o n d ! ng t a b l e .
i ndi c a t e s
t a b l e s 1
i n d i c a t e s
n ft 1 4 k«n OT i n e
+ a h 1 o c 1i  D i e » i








t a b l e




i I O f i « jE S U R f i O ' J T 1 IVe U S A R E
B L O C K L O G SUSf l CODE V A H
/ T A B L E /( 1 ) S P L I C O
S P L I C O






/ T A B L E /( 1 ) S P L I C O
S P L I C O






/ T A B L E /( 701 ) SPL ICO
SPLICO





/ T A B L E /< 1M01) S P L I C O
SPLI CO


















































































SUBROUTINE THRUPUTAB, Fl, T2, F2>
THIS SUBROUTINE SETS UP THE LINEAR THRUST
TABLE NUMBERED 1TAB. THE TABLE ENTRIES
Fl, T2 AND F2 ARE DETERMINED BY THE SIZING




FIND THE FIRST ENTRV OF ITAB.
II = LOCI(1T»B)
SET THE INITIAL TIME OF ITAB TO ZERO AND
ZERO OUT THE SECOND DERIVATIVES.
= 0.
Z( II ) = 0.
Z< II * 1) = 0.
STORE THE FINAL TIME OF ITAB AND THE 1MIT1AL
AND FINAL VALUES OF THRUST.
« 1 ) = T2
Y(II > = Fl


















































T B 3 6
THRUST
smoY COOE D E S C R I P T I O N
n Set l e v e l l i f t - o f f thrust ( Ib )
n Or ta i t e r set loci thrust ( Ib )
W Orbi ter thrust per eng ine vac . ( Ib)
n T o t a l v i cuua l i f t -o f f thruit ( I b )
coe f f i c i en t .
S . ' A t r o d y n i t i c r e f e r e n c e area ( F T * )
-E Subr out t ne -t o de te rmine booster- , o rb i te r , and
v e h i c l e thrust
' S T O R A G E
BLOCK LOG
/TRUST /( 6)
/TRUST / ( 7)
/TRUST /( 2)
/TRUST /( 6)
/THRUST/ ( . )
/TRUST / ( 5)
/TRUST /( 3)
/TRUST /( 1)




/ A R C O A T / ( 1)
/QRB1NY/ I 60)
/ T H R U S T / ( 5 >

































I S P R A T
POBC

















F X O A T





































































































































a NOV /2 G.oi-i t
4
M
F O R T R A N
SVnBOL SYHBOL CODE DESCRIPTION O R A G E S U B R O U T I N E USAGELOG SU8R CODE VAfl
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THRUST













































































SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE BOOSTER, ORBITER, AND
VEHICLE THRUST
REAL RUB. NUO. ISPB, ISPO, IDVEL.NNB.NO
connoN /SIZING/
PHASE II SIZING PARAflERERS
«TZ, V V < 3 > , OP(11), EROR, P Z ( 5 ) , VQ, SMI 20),
• S V C 2 8 ) , 30 (37 .5 ) . SE( 11). TLAT, TLN6,
PHASE I SIZING PARAHERERS
•UBO, WLOO, DUES, DUEO, TOLUT, UPB, TURAT2,
•BUI, BK2, BK3, BK1, ISIZE, TRAILS, TURATO,
•OKI, 0X2, OK3, OKI, PRFLG, IPASS, IPSHAX,
•AEX1T, T V A C O , NO, UFO, IOVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
• XPL, TVACB, NNB, UEO, WEB. WO, WLO,
•DVO, DVB, HUB, HUD, YST6, UPO
> ,JTVP , BECO , BSTG . ORBI, 1TNBW 1TNOW .
• SVOPSQ , SVDC6N .IHUNT . I O P S T G . ISZDI19)
DIMENSION SKO( 30) , SCOl 300 >,TOK 6 ) ,T02&( 10 ), T027( 6 ),T031( 6 >,
1 T018( 10),T019( 10) ,T050( 10 ),T057( 6 > ,OWSAVE( 10 )
COnnON/ORBlNX/
1 T01 ,T02 ,T03 ,T01 .T05 ,T06 .T07 .T08 .T09 ,T010 ,T01 I .T012 .TOI3 .T011 ,i rois, rait, riir,roie, roil, rota, 1021, 1022, to23, 1021, to2s,l02t.ro2T,
3 1028 1029| 1030 1031, 1032,1033, T031,T035,T036, 1037' T038,T039,T010,
1 T01l ,T012>T013.T041.T015,T01t ,T017.TO' l8 .TOl9,TO»O.T051>T052,TO$3,
5 T051, T 0 5 5 . T 0 5 6 . T 0 5 7 T066 , SKO, SCO.f iMSAVE
6,T059,T060,T061,T062,T063,T061,T065,T067,T068,T069,T070,T071 /
7 T 0 7 2 ! T 0 7 3 ! T 0 7 l ' T 0 7 5 , T 0 7 6 , T 0 7 T , T 0 7 8 , T 0 7 9 , T 0 8 0 , T 0 8 l ' T 0 8 2 , T 0 8 3 ,
8TOB1
01 HENS I ON SKB(30) ,SCB( 300),TB1( 6),TB20( 10 ) . IB27( 6 ), 1 B31( 6),
1 TB18I 10),TB19{ 10),TB50I 10 ), TB57( 6 ), BUSAVE( 10)
COHnON/ORBINV/
1 TBI ,TB2,TB3,TB1,TB5,TB6.TB7.TB8,TB9.TB10,TB11.TB12,TB13.TB11.
2 TB15,TBi6,TB17,TB18,TB19,TB20,TB21, lB22, !B23, IB21, fB25, IB26,TB27,
3 1B28,1B29, IB30,1B31, IB32,TB33,TB31,TB35,TB36, IB37 TB38,TB39,TB10,
1 TB1l!TB12iTB13.TB11,TB1S.TB16,TB17,TB18,TB19.TB50'TB51.TB52.TB53.
S TB51,TB55,TB56,TB57,SKB.SCB,BUSAVE
*. 7859, 7840, TB41. 78*2, T843, 7841,7845, T8*4. 7847, 78AS T849.T870,
7TB71, tB72,TB73,TB71,TB75,TB76,TB77,TB78, iB79,TB80, tB81,TB82,
8TB83 TB81
COnn6N/TRUST/
•FVACO ,FSLO ,FVACLO ,FVACS,
•FVACB ,FSLB ,FSLLO ,F5LS
COnnON/ARCDftT/
»SREF ,EJ ,XISP ,T«ULT ,OTNC ,OTPI
• IATCI ,IHODE ,JAER ,JPRO ,0fl«« ,6HAI
•ILHAX ,HDHAX ,GflDOT ,ALFHAX ,PHMAX ,HAEA
• HAEB .HAEC' ,flAEO .RAEE , BAEF ,NAE6
•HT ,HISP ,flXCG ,NZCG ,nUOA ,HUOB
• HOB , ICGR ,ZCGR , «E , ZE , XT
•OREF ,HCND ,RHOB , OBULT ,REHAX







IF (SU( 1 7 ) . E O . O . . O R . S Q ( 2 0 . 1 ). LE.O. .OR . SE( 2 I.EO. 1 . ) GO TO 6




IF (nT .LE.O) GO TO $
CALL SPLIZ(BT,0, FTABO, DUB)
5 CONTINUE
IF( FTABB.NE.O ) SCBI129) = FTABB/TB36
IF( FTABO .NE. 0 ) S C O ( 1 2 9 ) = FTABO/T036
IF (HT.GT.O) GO TO 1
COniUN ENGINES USED























































































































































































CALCULATE ORBITER UNIT THRUST FRO* BOOSTER THRUST
FUNIT = SCBI 129)
GO TO Z
CALCULATE ORBITER UNIT THRUST
1 FjMIT : SCO! 129)
CALCULATE BOOSTER AND ORBITER THRUST
2 FVACO = FUNIT* T036 »SE<8)
FSLO = FVACO - SCOC218) >T036 '2116.217
FVACB = SCBC129) * TB36 • SEC 1 1
FSLB = FVACB - SCB(218) • 1636 02116.217
CHECK PARALLEL BURN FLAG
IF( ITAB.GT.O.ANO.SO(20,1) .LE.O. 1 EO TO 3
IF(SE(2).SE.2. ) 60 TO 3
ADO THRUST LEVELS FOR LIFT-OFF THRUST
FVACLO = FVACO * FVACB
FSLLO = FSLO * FSLB
SO TO 4
DETERMINE LIFTOFF THRUST
3 FVACLO = FVACB
FSLLO = FSLB
CHECK SOLID MOTOR FLAG
1 1F(SO(20,1).LE.O. > RETURN
DETERMINE SOLID ROTOR THRUST AND NEK LIFT-OFF THRUST
FVACS = 50(20,2) • SOI 20,1)
FSLS = FVACS - 50(21.1 >»5fl(20,l >«21I6. 217
FVACLO = FVACLO * FVACS
FSLLO = FSLLO * FSLS
Fl - FVACO
T2 = S0(21.2)
F2 = Fl - T2« 50(20,3)
CALL THRUPI ITAB,FI,T2,FZ>
ESTABLISH OUANITIES FOR TWO ENGINE SIMULATION
IF(SO( 30,1 KNE.O. ) GO TO 10
50(31,1 ) = FVACB
50(31,2) = FVACS
50(31,3) = SO(20>1)/SE( 1)
SOI 3 1,1) = SE(1)
RETURN




58(31,3) = SO(20,1)/SE< 7)
50(31,1) - SE(7)
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SUBR0UTIN:
VEHDF



















































Boott tr tub-tonic 1/4
Booittr f l yb ick crullt • t loc l t f
Flig for c r o t t f t t d of proptl lontt fro* booitcr
tonkt to orbi t . r tnglntt it l i f t-off If f lrt =1
Ooto/ print f l og
Boottor eut-off ore
Boottir thrutt nultlplitr for itctnt
Boottor ttoglng ore
Orblttr »otl rot lo to lo ronco Input
Hint II it Input block
Output f l o g for tiling diti
Ettlxitt of t l opo for boottor crui to odjuitntnt If
• oroo, '0 or oportq JO
ftnliu* nunbtr of Ittrotlont
ordtr.
To t t l idtll Y t l o c l t y ot t lnott to parking orbit
1 ntort lon
ftoilvu* nuBbor of Itorotlont
Boott tr t f f t c t l v l l ip o t t i vo t lng poronotor
Orbi t t r Ignition ore
Orbit. r no lt»il tpiclf lc Inpulto
Rt t lo of boot tor to orbl t tr tnglnt thrutt (net
Ot t i r t d oilui Of 1.0. T/(
fli i inuo nuBbtr of I t t ro t lon t to obtiin t«lo
fo rk ing nil. for Input c -o r roy boottir sel l ing
co.f f i c 1 ont 1
S T O R A G E
BLflcY
/OATA2X/ I




















/ 0 *TA2X/ (
/OATA2 I / (




























































































































































































CODE n C ^ P R T P T T O Mtoot
 Utounir 1 1UIM
1 1 f p p
I Output print f log
burn 1- sequent ia l tt»g« burn
I So l i d cnglftt cu t -o f f «re
I So l id engine drop ore
M A s y n t h e s i s dot* or roy (37,5) that contolni the
M A syn thes i s o r r t y ( 2 8 ) contain ing stiglng
M S to red boaster «ilue of 1 sp< 1 )
1 Stored booster >elue of «r( 1 )
I Booster k«c. Isp
M Stored orblter «o lue of l s p ( l >
S T O R A G E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR
/SIZING/I 259) FLYBKP 0 SE








/OATA2> / ( 19) VEHOF I SFCt
/OATA2X/ ( 50) VEHOF I SFC2
/SIZINE/( 326) VEHOF I SOCO
/ D A T A 2 X / ( 31) VEHDF I SOLID
/SIZINS/I 327) VEHDF I SOSP








SIZEAR H SBSIZIN *; sa




T R T O S Z N SB
VEHOF n sa
UTVOL n sa
/SIZINS/I 16) ENVPRN A SV









T R T O S Z M SV
VEHOF n SV
UTliOL I SV















/ O A T A 2 X / I 15) VEHDF I TFCTRB
/ORBINX/ l 11) SIZEMR I T02T
SSSP I T027
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 cone nr Tt3 TPT T fiM S T O R A G E SUBROUTINSVBBOL CODE UhoLnlrl lulM BLOCK LOC SUBR too






0 T r i f f l c con t ro l f l o g 0. S i t i n g l oop not con. t rq .d /SIZING/I 261) FRENCH 0




I Orbltir >ic. Up /OATA2« / ( 111 VEHDF 1
t Orbltir tnrutt >ultlpUtr for ilcint /OATA2X/( 37) VEHDF I
E Subrout ln t to c o l l ind Inl t lol l lo syn th i i l s do to /VEHOF /( S ) OATAIN S
VEHOF t
I Tolirinci en tllo Itir.tlon /DATA2« /< 15) VEHDF 1

































S T A U 0


















































































































































SUBROUTINE READS SYNTHESIS DATA AND SETS WORKING VARIABLES -
• ADJUSTS ORBITER MASS RATIO
* SOLID MOTOR OPTION UTS AND THRUST
ARRAY B(57) IS USED TO OBTAIN THE SYNTHESIS
DATA FROM THE PADS PROGRAM
DIMENSION A157)
LOGICAL NEED
EOU1 VALENCEC *LO, At 1 ) >
•.(IPSHAX.HIPSMX)
REAL NXFOB
REAL IVACO, IVACB, ISLO, ISLB, IOVELO
COHMON/OATA2X/
• ALD, FBPAR, IOVELO, ISLB. ISLO. IVACB. IVACO. PEHISP, ONXX.
1 flnXS.SFC,SLVOUT,C&PIES,SYNIT,TFCTRB,TFCTRO,TOLMU.TOLT«,






*.TUO«(2) ,PNDX( 10), BLOW 1C),BUPP( 10),STEP< 11 > ,PAVX
EQUIVALENCE ( RVAR,TUOX< 2 »
REAL HUB. NUO. ISPB, ISPO, IDVEL.NNB.NO
COMMON /SIZING/
PHASE II SIZING PARANCRERS
*TZ, Y V ( 3 ) , BP<11), EROR, P Z < 5 > , VO, SU<20),
• SV(2B>, SQ(3T.5>, S£< 11 », TUAT, T4.N6,
PHASE I SIZING PARANERCftS
*UBO, HLOO, OMEB, DUEO, TOLUT, UPB TURAT2,
*BK1. Bk2. BK3. BUI, ISIZE, TRAFLG, TWRATO,
•OKI, 0(2, OK3. OKI, PRFLG, IPASS. IPSHAX,
•AEIlT, TVACO, NO, UfO, IOVEL, ISPO, ISPB,
•IPL, TVACB, NNB, UEO. UEB. UO, WLO,
•DVD, DVB, MOB, MU&, VSTG, WPO
•,JT¥P, BECO , BSTG . OHBI. ITNBU ITNOU ,
• SVDPSfl , SVDCON , 1HUNT ,IOPSTG ,I5ZO<19)
01 PENSION SKO(30) ,SCO(300) ,T01(6) ,T026( 10 ).T027( 6 ),T031( 6 ),




1 T011. T012. 7013^011,7015^016^017,7018^019^050^051^052^053,




DIMENSION SKB( 30 ),SCB( 300 ), TBK 6 >, TB20( 10 ),TB27( 6 ),TB31( 6 >,











•GR ,ER ,OHGZ .XLAMRF ,YMURF ,LUM
• ,JJOP(10) , IFATAL .NARC ,NBRAN , NFORC ,10(1)
> , K T A B ( 2 0 ) . | T A B ( 2 0 > ,SIG ,fl«XTAB
*,GM - ,PSIRF,IPFLG1. IPFLG2,IPFLG3,IPFLG1,INEaFL(20>
«,ITP50 , KSOL , K6LOBL(8)
COnnON/PRESET/ PRESET(»7) .
COHMON/PO/HPRNT,MPNCH
NAHELIST/OATA2/ ALD, FBPAR. IOVELO, ISLB, ISLO, IVACB, IVACO, PERI SP.f lMXX,
1 gHXS,SFC,SLVOUT,COPIES.5YNIT, tFCTRB,TFCTf iO,TOL«U,TOLTM,
2 TRAIIO,TULO,TWLOI,MTOUT, FIRE, BOOTH, YCRUSE
3 , NXFOB, PRNTX.FSEC, CLVG. ORNG

























































































































































EflUl VALENCE ( SOCO, I SZDI 1 ) >, ( SOSP, 1 SZO< 5 > }
c
C PRESET TEST EQUATION
C
NESO(I) = ABS(».Ea.O..AND.5I£N( l.,I).LI.O.
C
IPC = 33
CALL TABIN(DUn.l.*i 1°1. "I""", 1.10, IPC, 0,1 EOQ)
IF(IEOD.NE.O) CO TO I
00 3 1=1.57
IFINE60IAII »> All )= PRESET! I)
3 CONTINUE
C •••» READ SYNTHESIS DATA *>•*
IFCWRNT.EB.I) URITE(6,OATA2)
C




SEC 2) = FIRE * .1
SEC 3) = BOOTH
SE11) - 0«»S
SEC 51 = FBPAR






SMI 2) - .5
SU( It = SYNIT
SW(5) £ TOLHU









SU( IT) c THLO
SWI 18) = TOLTH
SMI 19) E TULOI
S Y ( 2 ) = IOYELO
S Y ( 3 ) x S»(ZI '
S V < 1 5 ) = COPIES
SOI 1,1) £ BE CO




S0( )6,1) = UOREO




IFIFBFUEL.EO.l. ) 50(19,3) = SU( 11 )/SM( 12 ) • SUUD/1.689











S0( 33, 5) = SFC3
50(31 1) * AL01




















































































































SOI 31,1) = VFLY1
50(31,5) = VFLY2
50(35,1) = VFLY3
IF(FBFUEL.E0.2. .OR. FBFUEL.EB. 3. ) 50(19,3)= S0( 31,5 )/l .689 •
1 50(31.2) / 50(33,1)
TOZ7(3) = SE(7)
T B Z 7 ( Z > = SEI !)»( 1.-2116.217»SCB(2I8)/SCB( 129))
1627(3) = (l.-SU(7»* TBZ7(2) •» S«( 7 )• 5E( 1 )
C
C ADJUST «»SS RATIO FOR ORBITER
100 1031(3) = E«P( ( S V ( 2 ) - 1827(3) • 32.171019 • *LOG(TB31(3> >








IF< SOLID. LE.O. ) RETURN
50(21,3) = (SOLIO/SISP)»TSBO»(*S«.5»BS.TS60)
30(21,1) =1»S - 11.69 • S»E ) • SOLID
S«( 21,5 )=5I«RT»50LIO«SB( 21,3 )
50(22,1) = 50(21,3) / SOLID
50(22,2) = 50(21,1) / SOLID
50(22,3) = SOLID * 50(20,5)
50(22,1) = SOLID • 50(29.2)
50(22,5) = SOLID* 50(21,1)
C
RE1URN
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WTSCH
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CODE DESCRIPTION
n A l r b r e a t h l n g f u e l systc* p e i g h i u v e d uj ii',0 ts sst
common to lero
I Number of air breathing engines used by setO to set
common to zero
I Number of air b r e a t h i n g fuel tank*
I Ul ng aspe ct ratio
I Ulng l e a d i n g edge soeep angle
n Body a i d t h used by setO to set coaion to zero
I Input array c(3GO) of v e h i c l e s i z i n g data
1 Body »ldth coeff.
H Mix t u r e ratio
I Body height or coeff
I Body length or coeff
U Temporary storage
11 Ing root chord
I Total body Betted area or coeff
I F a i r i n g planfora area or coeff
I Fuel tank surface area or coeff
I Horizontal s t a b a l i z e r planfora area
I O i i d i i e r tank surface area coeff
PI Structural span a l o n g 0.5 chord
I Body p l a n f o r a area or coeff
































LOC iiMn CODE VAR
1 ) SETO 0
UTSCH n






































315 ) P R I T V A I
STORE PI
WTSCH J
316) P R I T V A I
STORE PI
UlTSCH 1
317 ) P R I T V A I
STORE «
UTSCH J





319) P R I T V A I
STORE n
UTSCH t
320) P R I T V A I














































































































Vac. Thrust-to-ael ght r a t i o
Secondary p r o p u l s i o n t/a>
Ulng tip chord
Booster vacuua thrust (Ita)
Fi icd oi ng loodl ng
Tot a 1 ga 1 Ions of fuel
Geoaetrlc alng span
Body height
Specif) c 1 apul to
Therao protection flag
Data f l a g 0= orblter 1= booster
Body length
U l t i a a t e lead factor 1. Thrust b u i l d u p 2. Not
used 3. Plain i a p u l s e aass r a t i o H . Plain i a p u l s e
r e s e r v e 5. Secondary i a p u l s e aass r a t i o 6. Not
used
Plots rotlo
Nuaber of ere* atabers
Total nuaber engines per stage
N a a e l i s t output flog
Nuaber of passengers
Ui ng load) ng flog




—Secondary f u e l desnlty


























LUC SUBK COUE VAR












5 ) UTSCH n
6) UTSCH PI







































381 ) UTSCH n
382 ) P R I T V A I
STORE B
UTSCH I
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V
















































Oil dl zer densl ty
Secondary o i i d l z e r density
Oeg to red conversion
Total body netted area
Total f a i r i n g or shroud surface area
Total fuel tank netted arta
Horizontal s t a b i l i z e r planforn area
Total oiridizer tank netted area
Body planforn area
Square root function
Total thermal protection systen, surface area
V e r t i c a l fin planfora area
Gross ni ng area
Eiposed ni ng area
Tangent f unct i on
G i c b a l systeii d e l i v e r e d torque
U i n g t h i c k n e s s over choord ratio
Ui ng taper ratio
T h e o r i t i c a l root thickness
Total stage vac. Thrust
Tot a l stage vac. Thrust / 1,000,000
Total stage vac. Secondary thrust
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T o t a l
T o t a l
DESCRIPTION
body vo 1 u*e
























to - 1/3 poaier
to - 2/3 poeier
of cargo bay
of cre» co«part«ent
vol u e e of fuel tank
volume of secondary fuel tank
tank i n s u l a t i o n vo 1 u*e
of recovery systea) bay
voluae of oiidiier tank
*olu*e of secondary o i i d i t e r tank
of prapul s i on bay
of b a s i c structure
of jp pr essur i let 1 on systee)
of jp fuel systea) less tanks
of air breathing p r o p u l s i o n syste* tanks
of jp fuel
_
of air b r e a t h i n g engines
of attitude control fuel reserve
of a t t i t u d e control systee,
of a t t i t u d e control fuel
ef a t t i t u d e control fuel p l u s o i i d i i e r








































































































































































































































































































Uelght of attitude control proptllnt
Utlght of attltudt control tankage
Uttght of aerodyni«lc control*
Utlght of separation ty*t*B
Total nclght of a v l o n l c sy*te«
Total Height of bade body -
Total Height of body group
Utlght of boost and transftr puaipt
Pavload Height or cargo
Co»uni cati on systeti Blight
Contingency and grovth •tight
Total titlght of theraal protection tyftea cover
pane U
Thrust decay propel lant Height
Fuel system distribution weight ptl
Fuel syste* d i s t r i b u t i o n might pt2
Docking structure Btlght
O t p l o y a b l e *erodynatile device veight




U e i g h t of recktt engintf Installed
Weight of secondary engine*
Ueight of fairing* and shrouds
Fuel system controls neight
Thrust decay fuel Height
Frost and ice Height
F u e l Height 1. Thrust b u i l d - u p f u e l 2. Not used




























































































































































































































r e s e r v e 5. Secondary Impulse futl 6. Not ustd
Fue l Height /UTCALC/ t
V e n t e d fue l /UTCALC/ I
43) PRINTU I UFUL
MTSCH « UFUL
MS ) PRINTU I UFULOS
STORE n UFULOS
UTSCH fl WFULO£
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Ueight -f « a l n ind secondary p r o p e l l e n t
Fut 1 rtstr vt
Total fuel systeB Blight
Ut of non-structur il futl tankage
Ut of secondary fuel tink ind systtB
Total .eight of fuel
Trapped fuel Height
Uelght of secondary futl
Weight of git ind prissurint
Guidance and navigation systiB >t
Grots lift-off night
Ho r l i o n t a l stab) llur at.
H y d r a u l i c / pn«u.etlc tystiB »t
Ueight of intergral full tink
Ueight of Integral o i l d l i e r tink
Ueight of instrument systiB
Total .eight of tink Insulation
J e t t i s o n .eight 1. I g n i t i o n to lift-off 2. Not
used 3. J e t t i s o n d u r i n g ucint 1. In-orbit
j e t t i s o n mi. 5. Pre-entry jettison »t . 6. Fly-
back jettison at .
Launch gear Blight
L a n d i n g gear and controls Blight
I n - f l i g h t .eight lots

































































































































































































































































































Launch and recovery systea (eight
Pylons, necel,*nd pod weights
O i l d i i e r thrust decay (eight
Service Itea loss**
Service lte( reserves
Or 1 ent at i on, contro 1 , and separation systea (eight
Ulng loading
Thrust b u i l d - u p o i l d i i e r 1. Thrust build-up
o t i d i i e r 2. Not used 3. ftaln lapulse oiidlzcr 1.
Ma i n i m p u l s e o i i d i i e r reserve 9. Secondary Impulse
o i i d i i e r 6. Not used




Nan-sturctural tank at.- oildiier
Secondary systea oildiier tank at
To t a l >eight of o i l d i i e r





Cre( gear and l i f e support (eight
Poser c o n d i t i o n i n g equipeent at.
Po«er systee. p r o p e l l e n t at.
Po««r systea p r o p e l l e n t reserve
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P r e - 1 tj n 1 t 1 o n 1 o s S « t
T o t a l (eight- p r o p u l s i o n group
Pressur 1 nl 1 on systt( (tight
Fuel syste( r e f u e l i n g syste( (tight
Weight of residuals
Prope 1 1 ant reser»s
Fuel tank stal (tight
Secondary body structure (t
Pr)(e poser syste( (right
Trapped o i i d i i t r (tight





Induced envi r o n m e n t a l prottetlon (t
Sub r o u t i n e to c a l c u l a t e (eight and »olu«e of both
stages
Vertical fin (eight
Su»ary (eights 1. Ignition 2. Take-off 3.
Burnout 1. I n i t i a l orbiter 5. I n i t i a l entry 6.
I n i t i a l f l y b a c k 7. Landing
O p e r a t i n g (eight-etipty
Total structural (t. Of (ing
Zero f u e l (eight of vthiclt
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VN
to
\ F O F U R A N
S Y M B O L CODE D E S C R I P T I O N STORAGE S U B R O U T I N E USAGEBLOCK LOC i'JBh CODE VAR
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\ UTSCH
SUBROUTINE UTSM
. C ••• UTSCH •••
. C
. C UTSCH SUBROUTINE REPROGRAHED BV UALTER 0. HONEVCUTT
. C AND B. H. OMAN ON 9/17/70 INPUT DECKS PRIOR TO THIS DATA ARE NO
. C LONGER VALID
. C
. C
REAL BUB. MUO, ISPB, ISPO, IOVEL.NNB.NO
10. COMMON /SIZING/
11. C PHASE II SIZING PAflANERERS
12. *TZ, V V C 3 ) . OPC11), EROR, PZI5), VQ, SU(20>,
13. .SVJ28), Sac 37.51. SEC 111, TLAT, TLN6,
11. C PHASE I SUING PARAMETERS
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•UFU2 ,UFUEL ,UFUL .WFULOS .UFUNCT ,UFUOX ,WFURES
•UFUSVS ,UFUTK .UFUTK2 .UFUTOT .yFUTRP ,ySASPR ,WSNAV
• yHORZ .UHYCAD ,yiNFUT ,UINOXT .WINSU ,y]NST ,WINSUL
• yjET ,WL»NCH 'HLG ,WLOSS .WLRD , yNACEL .yODCAV
•UOIL .UOILRS .yORSUl ,UQ«ERS ,UOX ,MOX2 ,UOIIO
•UOXLOS ,UOXRES .yoxSYS ,uom ,uoxm ,UOXTOT ,UOITRP
•yp .ypASS ,ypAYi .WPERS .upoyco ,UPOUER .UPOUFO
•WPOURS ,ypouT« 'UPPAOV .WPREIG , UPROP , ypRSvs ,VREFUL
•yRESIO .VRESRV ,USEAL .USECST .USORCE .WSRTRP ,WSTA8
•USURF ,UTA»C 'UTHRST ,UTO ,UTPS ,U»ERT .UUAIT









COMPUTE FUEL PER CENT ABE
00 10 1=1,6
IF (CFUEL(I).GE.l.O) CFUEK 1 >=!./< CFUELI I )*1. )
COMPUTE MASS RATIO






1 UJETC 3 IzUFROST « C(127)
UJET(4)=USRTRP * UDECAV * UFURES • WXRES
1 * CI296)
UJET( 5 >2UACSFO » C(T6) * UGASPR * UFULOS * UOXLOS






IF <«R< I >.HE.O. > WFUO«=WUAIT(I)«(MR(I )-l. )/NR(l )
COMPUTE FUEL HEIGHTS
WFUEK I >:WFUOX»CFUEL( I )
COMPUTE LOX WEIGHTS
t>OX( I )— UFUOI-HFUELC I )
THRUST BUILD UP' PROPELLANTS INPUT CONSTANT
IF (I.NE.l) £0 TO SO







































































































































































































MFUOI-UFUEU ! 1+UOII 1 >
30 CONTINUE
COMPUTE VEHICLE HEIGHTS
IFd.EB.I) SO TO 40






WWA1TI S I=UUAIT( 1 >-UJET( 1 )
COMPUTE TOTAL THRUST
IF< JUMP.EO.O) TTOT= FVACO
IFCSE<3>. EQ.l.) F»AC8=0.






WACSFO=Ct 173 )»WTO«Ct 171 >»UHAIT( 1 >+C( 1 TS )
COMPUTE POKER SOURCE PROPELLANTS
yf>DMFO=C< 38 )«HWAIT( 6 )«C( 127 >
COMPUTE SERVICE ITEM LOSSES
WOIL=C( 1301»TTOT«C(U1 »
COMPUTE MAIN FUEL RESERVES
UFURES=C<m>>MFUEL<3>*C(M*> * MFUEL(I)
COMPUTE MAIN LOI RESERVES
W»RES=C(117)>HDX (3>*C(118) *HOSI1>
COMPUTE ACS PROPELLANT RESERVE
UACRES=C< 1 72 )*MACSFO«C( 73 1
COMPUTE POWER SOURCE PROPELLANT RESERVE
UPOURS = C(119)«WPOWFO*C<120>
COMPUTE SERVICE ITEM RESERVES









































































































































































































COMPUTE SECONDARY FUEL HEIGHT
WFU2(1 1=0.0
WOI2( 11=0.0
IF IMRI5KEB.O.O) GO TO 1>
WFU2C 1 )=UUAIT(1)»(MR(5>-1. )/MB< 5 >«C CFUEL(5»
«FUEL(5UWFU2< 11
COMPUTE SECONDARY LOX HEIGHT




COMPUTE TOTAL FUEL WEIGHT LESS TRAPPED ANO LOSSES
WFUTOT=0.0
IF tCt 109). ME. 1.0) HFUTOT=IUFUL*UFURES»C« l lO))/< l.-CC 109»
COMPUTE TOTAL LOX HEIGHT LESS TRAPPED AND LOSSES
WOJTOT=0.0
IF (C( 111). ME. 1.0) WO»TOT=( W01IO»WOJRES»C< H2)>/( l.*C(lll»






UO<LOS = C( 125)»WO«TOT*C(230)«WP»C( 126)
SUM TOTAL FUEL HEIGHT AND LOSSES
UFUTOT=WFUTOT»UFULOS
SUM TOTAL LOI HEIGHT ANO LOSSES
WOXTOT=UOITOT«HOXLOS
SUM PROPELLANT HEIGHT LESS TRAPPED
UP=UFUTOT*UOXTOT
COMPUTE TRAPPED FUEL HEIGHT
UFUTRP:C( 109>*UFUTOT*CI225)>UP*C<22fc»TTOT «C«110>
1 * C(300>«HPONS
COMPUTE TRAPPED LOX HEIGHT
HOXTRP=CI 111 )»UOXTOT*C( 221 >*UP*CI 228 ».TTOT «ct 1 12 >




COMPUTE TOTAL FUEL HEIGHT
HFUTOT=UFUTOT«UFUTRP*HFDCAV
COMPUTE TOTAL LOX HEIGHT
WOITOT=WO*TOT»WOJTHP«HOOCAY


















































































































































3 6 9 .
3 7 0 .
371.


















































W8A$P»=C< 106»VFUTK*C( 107>«VO»TK»C< 108)
COMPUTE TRAPPED SERVICE ITEMS
USRTRPsCI 113>*UU*IT< 1)»C(1M»
COMPUTE ICE AND FROST
UFROST:C< 78)
SUM ENTRV HEIGHT
UHAIT1 6 )=yu»IT( $ )-UFUEL( $ )-HOX< 5 >-KJET( 5 )
COMPUTE AIR BREATHING FUEL
UABFU=O.O
U«tFU=.C< 1\5 V»« m W t 1 . *Ct III t V*VM»m t »
COMPUTE AIR BREATHING FUEL TANK VOLUME
IF(RHOFU.EO.O.O.OR.UUAIT(6) .EO.O.O) GO TO 9999
IF< A N T A N K . G T . 0 . 0 ) GO TO 9999
I F< C( 2 1 2 ) . NE . 0 . 0 . OR . CC 213 ) . NE . 0 . 0 ) K« 28 >zUABFU/RHOFU
CONTINUE
SUM LANDING HEIGHT
UUAIT(7):UUA1T<6> - UABFU - UJET(t)
SUM SUBTOTAL
HTO=UUAIT< 1 )-UFUEL( 1 >-HOX( 1 >







COMPUTE BODY VOLUME TO THE 1/3 POHE*
IF( VBODV.LE .0 .0 ) VBODV:1.0
VBOOV1 = VBODV»CI3
COMPUTE BODY VOLUME TO THE 2/3 POHER
V»OOY2=VBODY1..2
COMPUTE LOX TANK VOLUME
VOXTK=0.0
IF ( R H O X . N E . O . ) VOm:(HOXTOT/RHOX>*(«f2>* l . )*K(29)
COMPUTE FUEL TANK VOLUME
VFUTK=0.0
IF (RMOFU.NE.O. ) VFUTK=(UFUTOT/RHOFU)*IK( 1 )«l. )•«( 28 )•«( 21 )
COMPUTE FUEL TANK SURFACE ARE*
SFUTK=0.0
IF( YFUTK.GT.0 .0 )
1SFUTK=CSFUTK»VFUTK*»C23
COMPUTE LOX TANK SURFACE ARE*
SOXTK=0.0
IF( V O X T K . 6 T . O . O )























































































































































































COMPUTE PROPELLANT TANKS INSULATION VOLUME
VINSTK=K(3)oSFUTK*K(1)*K<25>«SOXTK




IFUUMP .ST. 0.0) GO TO 3t































VCREM-KI 5 >«NCREM«*< i »
COMPUTE LANDING GEAR SAV VOLUME
VL6BAV:X< 12 )«MLG«K( 11 >
COMPUTE VBOOV,VOTHER,SBODV AND VSTRUC USING K(18) SCALING DATA
IF(M 16KLE.1.0 ) GO TO 1*






















































































































































































































confute BODY SURFACE ME*
50 SBQDY=CSBODV*VBODV2
COMPUTE STRUCTURAL VOLUME
VSTRUC=K( 10 )»SBODV*« 111




IF( ABS( VBOO»I-»BOOV).U.Z.O> 60 TO 60
SAVE BODY VOLUME
VBODV<=VBOOV
UPDATE BODY VOLUME TO TNE 2/3 POMER
IF( VBOOY.LE.0 .0) VBOOVcl.O
VBODY2 = VBOOY"CZ3
GO TO 50
UPDATE BODY VOLUME TO THE 1/3 POWER
60 YBODYUVBODY..C13
UPDATE BOOV VOLUME TO THE 2/3 POWER
V80DV2=VBOOV1**Z
IF(NWL.LE.O.OR.NWL.GE.8> »WL=6
TEST FOR WING SIZE BETHOD-IF INPUT WING LOADING ( F X W O V S ) NOT
TO ZERO SIZE 0« INPUT -IF INPUT WING LOADING EOUAL ZERO USE
WING ARE*
IF(FtUOVS.NE.O.O) £0 TO TO
VARIABLE WIM6 LOADING
WOVERS=0.0









COMPUTE WING ROOT CHORD
CHOOT=0.0
IF (TPRATO.NE. - l .O) CROOT:Z.>SWING/(( I . *TPRATO)«GSPAN)
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522. C COMPUTE UING STRUCTURAL SPAN 50PC UTSCH
523. C UTSCH
521. CSPAN=0.0 UTSCH
525. IF (GSPAN.NE.0 .0) CSPAN=GSPAN/COS( ATAN( TAN( ASUEEP/RTOO >-( . »*CROOT UTSCH
526 !•( 1 . « T P R A T O )/( 6SPAN/2. »)) UTSCH
527. C UTSCH








536. C COMPUTE UING EXPOSED AREA UTSCH
537. C UTSCH
538. SXPOS=0.0 • UTSCH
531. IFU . 5««600'M.6T.O.O> UTSCH
510. 1 S X P O S ^SUING-I CROOT*BBODV-( .5>BBOOV )*>2>TAN( ASUEEP/RTOO) ) UTSCH
511. C UTSCH
























566. C COMPUTE BODY LENSTN UTSCH
567. C UTSCH
568. LBODV=CLBOOV*VBODV1 UTSCH
569. C . UTSCH
$70. C UTSCH
571. C COMPUTE THERMAL PROTECTION ARE* UTSCH
$72 . C UTSCH
$73 IF( ITPS.U. 1 .0R. ITPS.6T.8 ) ITPSM UTSCH
5/1 GO TO 00,100,110,120,130,110,150,160), ITPS UTSCH
575. 90 STPSt 1)=0. UTSCH
$76 . GO TO 170 UTSCH
5 7 7 . 100 STPSC 1 >=SBODV UTSCH
$ 7 8 . GO TO 170 UTSCH
$ 7 9 . 110 STPSC 1 >=SBODY»SHORZ UTSCH
$80. 60 TO 170 UTSCH
581. 120 STPSC 1 )=S800Y»SHORZ«S»ERT UTSCH
582 GO TO 170 UTSCH
563 130 STPSI 1 >=SBODY*SHORZ*SVEAT+SUING UTSCH
581 GO TO 170 UTSCH
585. 110 STPSC 1 ) = SHORZ«SVERT*SUING UTSCH
586. GO TO 170 UTSCH
5 8 7 . 150 STPS( 1 )=S800Y»SUING UTSCH
568 GO TO 170 UTSCH
$69 . 160 STPSI 1 )=SBODY»SVERT UTSCH
590. C UTSCH
591. 170 CONTINUE UTSCH
$92. C UTSCH





















































































IF (TROOT.NE.0.0) UWING=C< 1 ) > < W W A I T ( 6 I * LF* CSPAN>SWING/TROOT
I/ 10..»9 )..C( 12 )»C( I >*SU1NG*C< 3 )
COMPUTE VERTICAL TML HEIGHT
UVFRTsO.O
I F( SVERT.GT.0.0.AND.C(135 > .GT. 0.0 >
1WVERT=C<1)»SVERT»*C< 135)»C(21>»SVERT*CI 5 >
COMPUTE HORIZONTAL TAIL HEIGHT
WHOH1=0.0
IF< UOVERS. GT.0.0. AND.SHOBZ. GT . 0.0. AND.8. GT. 0.0. AND. C< 176 ). GT.0.0)






COMPUTE INTEGRAL FUEL TANK HEIGHT
HINFUT=C( 10).VFUTK«C( 11 >
COMPUTE INTEGRAL LOU TANK HEIGHT
UINOIT=C(138>»VOm*C( 139 t
COMPUTE BODY BASIC STRUCTURE HEIGHT
W8ASIC=C( 13 >*SBOOV«C< It >«VBODV«C< 15 )
COMPUTE BODY SECONOARV STRUCTURE HEIGHT
WSECST=C( 23 )*SBODV«C( 80 )>UUAITI 1 )«C{ 169 )




COMPUTE TPS INSULATION HEIGHT
HINSUL=C< 180>«STPS( 1 )«C(26)
COMPUTE TPS COVER PANELS HEIGHT
WCOVER=C( 181 >*STPS( 1 )*C<27 )
SUM TPS HEIGHT
UTP$£HINSUL*HCOVER
COMPUTE LAUNCH EOUIPHENT HEIGHT
ULANCH=C( 113>«HTO*C( 1111









































































































































































































IF(UGROSS.GT.O.O.AND.C( 182). ST. 0.0)
1UL8=C( 30 )«yy»lT( 7 >»»C( 182 >«C< 31 )
COMPUTE DOCKING EQUIPMENT
UDOC«=C( 117)>UUAIT(*)*C<118>
COMPUTE DEPLOYABLE AREO DEVICES
HOPLOY=C< iH5>»uuAiT< T)»C( ii6>
SUM LAUNCH AND RECOVERY GEAR
ULRD=ULANCH*ULG*UDOCK*HDPLOV
COMPUTE CREW HEIGHT
UP£HS=C< 47 »NCREH«C( 48 >




IF(NENGS.NE.O.O.AND.PCHAH.NE.O.O) TOEL=75t> .«( TTOT/NENGS/PCHAM)**
1 1.25
COMPUTE GIHBAL SYSTEM HEIGHT
USTAB=0.0
I F( T DEL . GT . 0 . 0 . AND . C( 160 ) . GT . 0 . 0 >
1USTAB=:NENGS>( C( 28 >»TDEL"C( 160 > )*C( 161 >
COMPUTE SECONDARY ROCKET ENGINE HEIGHT
UENGS2=C< 110 »»TTOT2+C( Ml >
COMPUTE AIR BREATHING ENGINE HEIGHT
UABPR=C( 210 )>HUAIT( 6 )«C< 211 >
COMPUTE AIR BREATHING NACELLES HEIGHT
UHtC£L=C< 36 I««8PR«C< 3T t
TEST-FOR AIR BREATHING FUEL TYPE IF LHZ GO AROUND




IF (C(212) .NE.O.O.OR.CI213) .NE.O.O> GO TO 180
COMPUTE JP-1 FUEL PUMPS HEIGHT
HBPUMP: C( 114)>ANENGS>( 1 . T5* .266>ANENGS 1/1000.
COMPUTE JP-1 PRESSURE SYSTEM HEIGHT
UA8FPS=0.0004*C<114)>A«EN6S»ANTANK
COMPUTE JP-1 FUEL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM HEIGHT
HDIST1:ANENGS*C( 141 >»SQRT(C( 114)1
180 CONTINUE
COMPUTE ROCKET ENGINE HEIGHT
HENGS=0.0
IF(C(221).GT.O.O)












































































































































































































CtmPUTE ROCKET FUEL TANK WEIGHT NON-STRUCTURAL
UFUTK:C( 39 >« YFUTK*C< 10 )
CONFUTE ROCKET L0> T*NK HEIGHT NON-STRUCTURAL
UO(TX£C<11)«VOITK*C<12>
CONFUTE ROCKET SECONDARY FUEL TANK WEIGHT
WFUTK2=C( 170).»FUT«2«C(136>
CONFUTE ROCKET SECONDARY LOI TANK WEIGHT
UOXTK2°C< 171)*VOXTK2-tC(UT>
CONFUTE ROCKET FROFELLANT TANK INSULATION HEIGHT
UINSTK = C(13>*SFUTK*C(77>»SOXTK«C(11>
CONFUTE ROCKET FUEL SYSTEM HEIGHT
UFUSVS=C< 15 >«TTOT+C< 16 )<>LBOOV«C( 17 )
CONFUTE ROCKET LOX SVSTEN HEIGHT
HOXSVS=C( 18 )»TTOT«C( 19 >»LBODV*C( 50 )
CONFUTE ROCKET PRESSURE SYSTEM HEIGHT
UPRSVS=C(M)oVFUTK+C(52>*roXTK+Cf 187)
TEST-FOR AIR BREATHING FUEL TYFE IF LH2 GO AROUND










IF (C(212) .NE.O.O.OR.C(213) .NE.O.O> GD TO 190
CONFUTE JF-1 FUEL IN GALLONS
6AL=HABFU/6.S
CONFUTE JF-1 FUEL SVSTEN TANKS HEIGHT
IF(ANTANK.NE.O.O) UFUNCT?C( 189 )•( GAL/ANTANK )•• . 6»ANTANK*C( 190 )
CONFUTE JF-1 FUEL SYSTEH DISTRIBUTION HEIGHT
HOIST2=.255»6ALo».T»ANTANK»».2S
CONFUTE JF-1 FUEL SVSTEN CONTROLS HEIGHT
UFCONT=. 169«ANTANK«SORT< GAL)
CONFUTE JF-1 FUEL SVSTEN REFUEL SVSTEN HEIGHT
UREFUL=ANTANK«( 3.* . 1S«GAL»»C13 >
CONFUTE JF-1 FUEL SYSTEM REFUEL SVSTEN HEIGH
HDR»N5=.159«6«L««.6J
CONFUTE JF-1 FUEL TAW SEALING
IF< ANTANK.NE.0.0) USEAL-. 015* ANT ANK>( GAL/ANTANK )». 75











































































































































































































A B F S Y S = UBPUflP«UDISTl*HDlST2*UFCONT«UREFUL*UDRANS*USEAL*UFUNCT
1*UABFPS
SUM JP FUEL SYSTEM WEIGHT LESS TANKS
U*BFS=ABFSYS-HFUNCT
190 CONTINUE
COMPUTE A1RFUEL TANK HEIGHT
UABFTK=C( 212 >»UABFU«C< 213 > »«BFSVS
5UH PROPULSION SVSTEN HEIGHT
UPROP=UENGS«UNACEL«UFUTK«UO>TK«UINSTK»UFUSVS*UOISVS*UPRSVS«UENGS2*
1UFUTK2+HOITK2*UABPR*HASFTK
COnPUTE AREO SURFACE CONTROL HEIGHT
UAEROM>.0
1 F ( U U A I T < 5 > . G T . O . O . A N O . ( L B O D V * C S P A N ) . G T . O . O . A N D . C ( 185K6T.O.O)
1UAERO = C(55>*(UUAIT(5)»>.689»<LBOOV*CSPAN)<>* .287>««C( 185>*C(56>
COMPUTE SEPARATION SYSTEM HEIGHT
IF( JUHP.EO.0.0) UAUXT=C( 153>»UTO«C( 151)
IF( JUMP. EQ. 1.0) HAU»T=CU53)»UPAYL*CI 151 »
COMPUTE ACS SYSTEM HEIGHT
HACS=0.0
I F < UTO . 6T . 0 . 0 . AND . C( 1 55 ) . GT . 0 . 0 )
IUACS-CI 156 )>UUAIT( 1 >»»C< 155 >*C( 157 >
COMPUTE ACS PROPELLANT TANK HEIGHT
UACSTK=C( 161 )•( UACSFO*HACRES )+C< 165 I
SUM ORIENTATION CONTROLS HEIGHT
UORSUL=HSTAB*UACS*HAERO«HAUXT+UACSTK
COMPUTE GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION SYSTEM HEIGHT
UGNAV=C(68)
COMPUTE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM HEIGHT
UlNST =C(69)*LBODV*C<TO>
COMPUTE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM HEIGHT
UCOH«=C< Tl )«NCREH»C( 72 )
SUM AVIONICS SYSTEM
UAVIOC=UGNAV«HINST *HCOMM
COMPUTE PRIME POUER SOURCE AND DISTRIBUTION
USORCE=C<62) • HHAIT(t) « C(61)
COMPUTE PRIME POHER SOURCE TANKAGE
UPOUTK=C( 29 )>HPOHfO«C( iO )




























































































































































lUHVCAO=C(65>«<«SUING«SHORZ«S«ERT>oO/ IOOO. )••!. 312S«( LBOOY'CSPAN)
2>*1.06125 )»C( 66 )«C( 67 )
Sun POWER CONTROL AND DISTRIBUTION
UPOUCD=UHYCAD
COMPUTE PERSONNEL ACCOMODATIONS HEIGHT




COMPUTE GROUTH AND CONTINGENCY
CRAP = UDRY-UENGS-HABPR-C(MU
UCONT = C(96)*CRAP * C(162)





UPASS=C< 101 >*NPASS*C( los >
SUM PAYLOAD HEIGHT
UPAYL=UPASS*HCAR60
SUN OPERATING HEIGHT EMPTY
UUET =UEMPTY«URESIO*HPERS*UPAYL«URESRV







UGROSS=HTO*HPREI G-»HFUEL( 1 >*HOI( 1 >
UPDATE HHAITI1)
HHAIT( 1>=HGROSS -UPREIC





IF (UGROSS.ST.20000000. .AND.JUMP.Ef l . l .OR.W6BOSS.ET.10000000. .AND.J
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SUBROUTINE
WTV0L








O T T O T








S?«UL CO»E DESCRIPT ION
0 Input a r ray c ( 3 0 0 > of >eklcl« tiling oato
n v«c. Tkrust-to->eigkt rat io
cy c le
0 Spec i f ic lapalst
« Oete f l a g 0= orbittr 1= booster
1 Tota l arbiter tfcrot
S Subroutine to print vok lc lo volgkt data
U Uelgktlng fac to r for updating range
M Uorking n»«t for Input c-array boottor soling
coef f ic ients
M Ar ray of s y n t h e s i s i terat ion propu ls ion p a r a m e t e r s
S Subrout ine to drltt (tight end »olu»t c a l c u l a t i o n s
S T O R A G E
BLOCK LOG
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•?V"«OL" S?«OL "»e DESCRIPT ION
S B M A tynthel i t d»t» errey (37,5) thet conte i*» t h e
f l y b a c k dito end to«e in ject ion quentltiei
SV I * trnthet l i o r roy (28) contelnl Kg »t»giiig
S T O R A S E SUBROUTINE USAGE
BLOCK LOG SUBR CODE VAR




























T R T O S Z M
VEHDF M
MTVOL I
TAMPER S Subroutine to Interface «ig»t and «olu>o oierlej /TAMPER/(* I TAMPER E
TB18 0 Stored boo.ter telue tf cthrit
TB27 I S t o r e d booster .due «f l *p( l>
TB31 « Stored booster .elue of »r( 1 )
TB36 I S to red boulter tilue of *en|i
•
TB51 0 S to red boottor »lue of >»odf
TBS6 « Stored booiter lelae of cgrott
T018 n S to red arb i ter »lue of ctkrtt
T027 I Stored arbiter >eluo of 1 lp< 1 )
— _ ^ — — — _
/QRBINVSC 23) STORE M
UTVOU 0





















/ORBINY/( 102) STORE n
UTVOL 0
/ O R B I N Y / C . io?> STORE M
UTVOL f,
/ORBINX/C 23) STORE M
UTVOL M


















































































































Starad erbltar .tlut ef »r( 1 )
Sterad arbltar value ef >t*gt
Startd erbltar >al«t ef »bed>
Ste r td orblttr >tlut af aigresa
Tatt l t tagt tac. Tkrqit
Ihrutt-to-«tl jht ratla
Tatal body >alua>t
Vbodf <e ~ 1/3 poatr
• bed» te - 2/3 paver
Beettar grot lelfkt
Utlgkt af lain and i tcondtry prepel lant
Prepalliiit «t. Last fpr -oralttr
Orfelttr graaa •tlfkt
6ro». l l f t -ef f ctlgkt
Rtqufr td arbltar jr»»» vtlgkt
Rtqul r td orbl t t r preptlleiit »lght
Subrouttnt te calcul t t t aalgkt and «alu«t ef betk
ttagtl
Miln pragri* for •tight and teluat ca lcu la t lao
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Xi
\
F O R T R A N BATH
 roB_ RC^SV180L SVMOL «•"" u E. O
r n i D T T f l M s!a£.*6EUnlrl 1UIM BLfltii LOC SUBROUTINESUBR CODE USAGEVAR











HP 51 0 .UNO*.
OUT 0 .UN06.



















































































































PRIMARY SUBROUTINE FOR HEIGHT HUD VOLUME SUBROUTINE
REAL MUt. MUO, ISPB. ISPO, IOVEL.NNB.NOCOMMON /SIZING/
PHASE II SIZING PARAMERERS
• TZ. V V « 3 > , OP<I1>. EROR. PZ<5>. VO, SHI 20),
• SV(28>, 50(37.5). SE( 111 TLAT. TLNG,
PNASE I SIZING PARAMERERS
•HBO, ULOO, DUE*, OUEO, TOLUT, UPB, TURAT2,
• BKl, BK2, BK3, B<1, ISIZE, TRAFLG, TtfJATO,
•OKI. OK2. OK3, OKI, PRFLG, IPASS, IPSMAX.
•AEXIT, TVACO, NO, UFO, IOVEL. ISPO. ISPB.
*IPL, TVACB, NNB, UEO, UEB. HO. UtO.
•OVO, OVB. HUB. MUO, VSTG. MPO
«,JTYP, BECfi . BST6 . ORBI, ITNBM , ITNOU .
• SVOPSB . SVDC6N .IHUNT .10PST6 .ISZO(19)
DIMENSION S«0(30) ,SCO(300>,T6s(6) ,T02&( 10 ),T027( 61.T03K 61.
1 T018C 10>,T019( 10),T050( 10 ),T057( 6 ),OUSAVE( 10)
COMIUN/ORBINI/
1 T01.T02.T03.T01.T05,T06.T07,TOe,T09,T010.T011.T012.TOl3,T011.
2 Tai5.TOl6.T6ir, TO 18, T01 9, 1020,1621,1022, 1 023, 1021. 1025, 1026.T027,





















1ANENSS , A NT AUK , ASRATO ,ASUEEP , C13CO) .CBBODY , CFUEL(6>
2CHBOOY .CLBOOV , CSBOOY CSFAIR .CSFUTK .CSHORZ , CSO«T«
3CSPLAN .CSVERT .CSWING .CTHRST .CTNST2 ,OEF(5) ,F»UO»S
1ISPI6I .ITPS ,K(30) .KIN ,LF ,MR(6> .NCREri
5NENGS .NLISTO .NPASS ,NWL .PCHAN ,S .RHOFU
6RHOFU2 .RHOX ,RHOZZ .SBODY ,TOL .TOVERC .TPRATO
7TYTA1L .YBOOY .UGROSS
COMKCN/KOLCAL/BBODY.CROOT .CSPAN ,CTIP , GAL .6SPAN
2HBOOV .LBOOY .RTOD .SFAIR .SFUTK .SHORZ ,SOIT«
3SPLAN .STPS(l) .SVERT .SUING .SIPOS ,TDEL .TROOT
1TTOT .TTOT2 ,TTOTAL . V B O O Y A .VBOOY1 .VBODY2 .VCARGO
5VCREU ,VFUT« , YFUTK2 ,»INST« , VLGBAY , VOTMER ,«OIT«
6VOITK2 .VPROP , »STRUC
COMMON/UTCALC/ ABFSYS .UABFTK .UABFU .UABPR .MACRES
IUACS .KACSFO .MACSTK .UAERO , WAUIT .UBASIC .WBOOV
2WBPUMP .WCARGO , HCOMM , MCONT .UCOYER .UOECAV .UDIST1
3UOIST2 ,UOOC« .WOPLOV ,UORANS ,UORY .UELCAD .HEHPTY
1UENSMT .MENGS .UEN6S2 .UFA1R .WFCONT .UFOCAV .UFROST
5UFU2I3) ,UFUEL(6>.WFUL ,«FUL05 .UFUNCT ,UFUO« .WFURES
6UFUSYS .UFUTI .WFUTK2 .UFUTOT .UFUTRP .UGASPR ,UGNA«
7MHORZ .UHYCAD .UINFUT .UINOST .WINSTK .KINST .UINSUL
«yjEI(6) .WLANCH ,UL6 ,ULOSS .ULRO .MNACEL ,«ODCAY
4MOIL .UOILRS .UORSUL .COVERS .UOI(6> , U O X 2 ( 3 > .UOIIO
1X0 1 LOS .MOIRES .UOISYS .UOXTK ,UOSTIC2 .UOITOT .UOXTRP
2dP .WPASS .UPAYL , «PERS , MPOKCO .UPOUER .UPOUFO
3UPOWRS .MPQUTK .yPPROV .UPREIG .UPRCP ,UPRSYS .UREFUL
IriRESIO >RESR» .USEAL , USECST .USORCE .USRTRP .USTAB
SUSURF ,1*1 ABC .UTHRST ,UTO ,UTPS .MVERT .UWAITdO).
tUitT ,yy(NS .HZROFU , UOBTBP .UABRES .UMNOTP .MHNFTP
7UMNORS .UMNFRS .UACOTP .tIACFTP .WPriOTP .UPMFTP ,KSAS
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20 OCT 12 G.01-46
16. C UTVOL
II. COnflQN/IAnP/UGROSO.OTTOT.UFUOlO.TBTO.BTTOT UTVOLJ8. connottsjunpv/ JUMP. UBIG. MOO CKOUT
74. CQnnON/TRUST/ CKOUT
80. • FVACO, FSLO, FVACLO. FVACS, CKOUT
81. « FVACB. FSLB, FSLLO, FSLS CKOUT
8Z. C UTVOL
63. C CHECK PRINT FLAS UTVOL
84. C UTVOL
85. BTWTOL=SU(18)*.S ' UTVOL
st. am = SE<6> . UTVOL
8T. UOREQ: 50(10,1) UTVOL
88. UPOREQ = Sa(l3,l> . UTVOL
89. GUftEH= 30(16.1) UTVOL
90. IF(SU(3).GE.l.) SO TO 40 UTVOL
91. C ' UTVOL




96. C NORMAL ENTRY POINT - INITALIZE VARIABLES UTVOL
97. C UTVOL
98. 40 CONTINUE WTVOL
99. SU( 3>=SU(3>*1. • UTVOL
100. BIBz. 00005 • UTVOL
101. BOB=.0002S UTVOL
102. ILAST=0 UTVOL
103. EROR = O.t UTVOL
104. GUS = 0. UTVOL
10$. ACEL=0. UTVOL
106. ACNT=0. UTVOL
107. 101 CONTINUE UTVOL
108. ACNT*ACNT*I. UTVOL
109. CALL ORBtAL UTVOL
110. C FIXED TMRUST-TO-UEIGhi UTVOL
111. 15P(J) = T02TI1) UTVOL
112. JUW = 0 UTVOL
113. CALL UTS CM UTVOL
114. CALL SOLVE ' UTVOL
US. VBODV1 = VBODV UTVOL
116. UGftOSO=UGROSS UTVOL
117. UFUOXO^UFUOS UTVOL
118. OTTOT=TTOT ' UTVOL
119. OSPLAN - SPLAN UTVOL
120. GO TO 291 UTVOL
121. 19$ CONTINUE UTVOL
122. CALL BOOCAL UTVOL
123. UTVOL
124. CHECK CONSTANT (T/U)L.O. FLAG UTVOL
12$. UTVOL
126. IF( SEOI.EO.O.) GO TO 200 UTVOL
127. UTVOL
128. FIXED THRUST-TO-UEI6HT UTVOL
129. 197 SCB(124> = 0. UTVOL
130. C( 129) = 0. UTVOL
131. CTHRST = CTHRST • SE( 1 >/ TB27(2) UTVOL
132. TB18 = CTHRST UTVOL
133. GO TO 210 UTVOL
134. C FIXED THRUST UTVOL
13$. 200 CTHRST - 0. UTVOL
136. TB18 = 0. UTVOL
137. TBTO = SU(6) * TB36/T036 UTVOL
138. SCB(129) = OTTOT.TITO/TB36 UTVOL
139. 0 (129) - SCBI129) UTVOL
110. 210 ISP(3 ) = T62II3) UTVOL
111. JUMP = 1 UTVOL
142. CALL UTSCH UTVOL
143. CALL SOLVE UTVOL
144. BTTOT = TTOT UTVOL
14$. VBOOV2 = VBODV UTVOL
146. 269 7851= VBODV2 UTVOL
147. 1051 = VBOOV1 UTVOL
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119. UBOO = UGROSS-T051 UH
150. T 0 5 6 = U6RDSO UTVOL
151. 291 CONTINUE UTVOL
152. IFCILAST.NE. l .AND. SUC16) . EO. 0.) 60 TO 292 UTVOL
153. CALL PRINTU - CKOUT
151. CALL PR1NTV CKOUT
155. CALL PRUTSH CKOUT
156. 242 CONTINUE UTVOL
1ST. IFCJUBP.EO.I) 60 TO 300 UTVOL
158. CALL ORBSUfl UTVOL
159. CALL ORBSTO UTVOL
160. 60 TO 19$ UTVOL
161. 300 CONTINUE UTVOL
162. C ( 3 ) = SCB<3> UTVOL
163. C ( 5 > = S C B < 5 > UTVOL
161. C ( 7 ) = SCB«T» UTVOL
165. CC116) = SCB(llt) UTVOL
166. C< 31 ) = SCB(31 > UTVOL
167. C ( 5 6 ) = S C B C 5 6 ) UTVOL
168. C(129) = SCBC129) UTVOL
169. C C 2 1 1 >=SCBC211 > UTVOL
170. C ( 6 7 ) = S C B C 6 T ) UTVOL
171. C UTVOL
172. C CHECK CONST. T/U-LO FLA6 UTVOL
173. C UTVOL
171. IFC 5 E ( 3 ) . E O . O . ) 60 TO 100 UTVOL
175. CTHRST = CTHRST • TB27C2) / SEC 1 ) UTVOL
176. 100 CALL BOOSUN UTVOL
I T T . CALL BOOSTO UTVOL
178. CALL TAMPER! 1) UTVOL
179. TUO = OTTOT/T056 UTVOL
180. W R I T E (6 ,1000) T031( 3 >,T056.0TTOT, TUO, TB3K 3 ), TB56,OP( 1 ) ,SV( 13 ) UTVOL
161 I F ( S E ( 3 ) Efl. l.) 60 TO 500 UTVOL
182. IF( ACNT.6E.SU( 19)) 60 TO 500 UTVOL
183. C ••• THIS LOOP ADJUSTS CTHRST CORBITER T/U) TO OBTAIN UTVOL
181. C SPECIFIED LIFTOFF T/U ••• UTVOL
185. 1 F C S U C 2 ) . E Q . 1 . ) BTUTOL=SU( 18) UTVOL
186 IFC A B S C S V C 13)-SUC 17)) . LE . BTUTOL ) 60 TO $00 UTVOL
187. T018 - T 0 1 8 / S V C I 3 ) • SUC 17) UTVOL
188. 60 TO 101 UTVOL
189. 500 CONTINUE UTVOL
190. ACNT=0. UTVOL
191. ACEL=ACEL*1. UTVOL
192. 1FCGUREO.LE.O. ) 60 TO 800 UTVOL
193. C ••• THIS LOOP ADJUSTS PAVLOAD UEI6HT TO OBTAIN UTVOL
191. C SPECIFIED 6ROSS LIFTOFF UEI6HT ••• UTVOL
195. 01FF=GUREO-TB56 UTVOL
196. TOn=DIFF/6UREO UTVOL
197. IFCABS(TOH) .LT.BIB ) 60 TO 501 UTVOL
198. IFC ACEL.6T.I . ) 60 TO 502 UTVOL
199. SLOPE=-2I. 1 UTVOL
200. I F C S U C 3 ) .6T.1. .OR. BUS. ST. 0.) SLOPE=SUC8) UTVOL
201. GO TO 50$ UTVOL
202. 502 SLOPE = (OIFF - SOIFF >/( SCO( 103 ) - SAPAV ) UTVOL
203. 505 CONTINUE UTVOL
201. Ufl lTEC 6,1001 > SCOC 103). DIFF, SLOPE , UTVOL
205. SUC 8) = SLOPE UTVOL
206. SOIFF - DIFF UTVOL
207. S A P A V = SCO! 103) UTVOL
208. S C O C 103) = SCOC 103) - OIFF/SLOPE UTVOL
209. IFC ACEL .ST .6 . > GO TO 503 UTVOL
210. 60 TO 101 UTVOL
211. 503 URITE(6.1002> UTVOL
212. GO TO 600 UTVOL
213. 501 W R I T E ! 6.1001 ) SCOC 103), OIFF, SUC6) UTVOL
211. TOn = DIFF/6UREO UTVOL
215. URITEI 6,1003) TOH UTVOL
216. GO TO 600 UTVOL
2 1 7 . 800 CONTINUE UTVOL
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219. C •••••THIS LOOP ADJUSTS ORBITED HRI 9 ) TO COMPENSATE FOR CHANGE IN T/U UTVOL
220 . C AT LIFTOFF. ••••• UTVOL
221. SB( 15.1 ) = SO( 15.2) UTVOL
222. SQ( 15, 2) = SV( 131-1. UTVOL
223. C SVC 13) IS LIFTOFF THRUST-TO-UEI 6HT UTVOL
221. 1 F C A C E L . G E . 2 . ) GO TO 600 UTVOL
225 . IF( ACEL.EQ.1 . .ANO.SU(3>.LE.1 . .ANO.GUS.EO.O. ) 60 TO 600 UTVOL
226. OIFF = S0< 15,2)-SQ( 15,») UTVOL
227 . IFC A B S ( O I F F ) . L T . B I B ) GO TO 600 UTVOL
228. SLOPE = 500./SEC7I/32.1M UTVOL
229. X = T 0 3 H < 3>«SLOPE/SQC 15,2) - .2 UTVOL
230. C THE CONSTANT -.2 REFLECTS WEIGHT REDUCTION DUE TO fl«AX DECREASE UTVOL
231. C ••••• X IS AN ESTIMATE OF THE FEEDBACK OF T/U VARIAT IONS UTVOL
232. C THROUGH CHANGES IN MUO AND UMAX. ••••• UTVOL
233. I F C X . G E . . 8 8 ) GO TO 803 UTVOL
231. IF< X.GT..11) X=.« UTVOL
235. OTyT = -OIFF/SOC 15,1 >/SOC 1S,2)/C1.-X) UTVOL
236. DTUT = OIFF/ (l.-I) UTVOL
237 . R A T I O = 1. * DTUT / S0(15.2> UTVOL
238. OLD=T031C3> UTVOL
239. T031C.) = OLD • RATIO**< -2.*SLOPE > UTVOL
210. DHU= TOJ1(3)-OLD UTVOL
211. URITE<6,1001> DMU.X.DTUT UTVOL
212. C ••••• ADJUST THE OHAI ESTIMATE ••••• UTVOL
213. SEC 6) = SEC 6) « SEMI* OTUT UTVOL
211. OMX = SEC 6) UTVOL
215. GO TO 101 UTVOL
216. 803 URITEC6.1008) UTVOL
217. EROR = 1 . 1 UTVOL
219 '. GO TO 900* ' UTVOL
250. C ' UTVOL
251. 600 CONTINUE UTVOL
252. IFC ACEL.GT.6. ) GO TO 900 UTVOL
253. ACEL - 0. UTVOL
251. 1FCUOREQ.LE.O. > 60 TO 700 UTVOL
255. C ••• THIS LOOP ADJUSTS BOOSTER "ASS RATIO TO OBTAIN UTVOL
256. C SPECIFIED ORB1TER GROSS HEIGHT. ••• UTVOL
2 5 7 . DU=UOREO-T056 UTVOL
25S. ERR=DU/UOREO UTVOL
259. I F C A B S C E R R ) .LT. BOB) GO TO 604 UTVOL
260. IFC GUS.GT .O . > GO TO 602 UTVOL
261. S=. .51 «T056 • T031(3)/TB31(3) UTVOL
262. IFCSUC 3 ) .6T. l . ) S = SO(ll.l) UTVOL
263. GUS-0. UTVOL
261. 60 TO 605 UTVOL
265. 602 S = CO U-SD U )/( TB3M 3 )-SMR ) UTVOL
266. 605 U R I T E C 6 . 1 0 0 5 ) 0 U.S UTVOL
267. S8( 11,1) = S UTVOL
260. SO b £ 0 M UTVOL
269. SIW = TB31C3) UTVOL
2?0. T B 3 1 C 3 ) - TB31C3) - 0 U/S UTVOL
2)1. RP«R=SOC 19,S) UTVOL
272. IF iSPAR.6T.100. )SCB(2M)=SCB(211)«SE(5)«(TB31(3)-SHR)/RPAR UTVOL
273. T031C3) : T031(3)«SNR / TB3K3) UTVOL
271. IFCGUS.GT .6 . ) GO TO 403 UTVOL
275 . GUS = 6US * 1. UTVOL
276 GO TO 101 UTVOL
2 7 7 . 603 URITEC 6,1002) UTVOL
278. 601 U R I T E C 6 , 1005) DJ ,50(11,1) UTVOL
279 . 60 TO 960 UTVOL
280. 700 IFC UPOflEO.LE.O. ) GO TO 900 UTVOL
281. C ••• THIS LOOP A D I U S T S BOOSTER MASS RATIO TO OBTAIN UTVOL
282. C SPECIFIED ORB1TER PHOPELLANT UEI6NT UTVOL
283. C INCLUDES FPR, EXCLUDES ON-ORBIT DELTA V ••• UTVOL
281. OU^UPOREO-UFUOXO UTVOL
285. ERR=DU/UPOREO UTVOL
286. I F C A B S C E R R ) .LE. BOB) GO TO 704 UTVOL
287. I fCGUS.ST.O. ) SO TO T02 UTVOL
288. S: . 690»WfUOXO»T031(3) / TB31C3) UTVOL




















































702 5 = 1 OH -SOU )/(TR31( 31-SHR)
70$ URITE(6.1006> DM ,S
S0< 11,1) r 5
50 H = 0 U
SrtS = T83K3)
TB3K3) = TB3K3) - OH /S
RPBR=S8< 19,3)
IF( RPAR . GT . 100. >SCB< 211 >=SCB< 211 >«SE< $ )•( TB3K 3 >-S«R )/RPAR
T031<3>= T031(3)*SW) / TBJK3)
IFCGUS.GT. t . ) go TO 703










1000 FORNftT ( 15MOORB1TER HU = F8.5.13H HEIGHT = F9.0.I3M THRUST
1= F9.0,10H T/H = F9.6/
2 l$H BOOSTER HU - F8.5.13H HEIGHT = f1.0,13H THAUST
3= F9.0.IOH T/U = F9.6)
1001 FOH««T(5«,11HP»VLO*D = FIO. 2. 51. MHLO HT OIFF = F12. 2,51, 10HSLOP
IE = F12. «!///>
1002 FORHAT(5>,36H«»» ITERATION COUNT EXCEEDED ..»••/)
1003 FORftAT(5X, l$HCONVER6 ERR - F10.6///)
1001 FORMAT! 8X.5HOHU = F8.$, 5H X = F».1, 8H DTUT - F9.6 / )
1005 FORHAT<SX,t6HOR» UT OIFF - F10.1 , SI, 9HSLOPE - FlO.l//)
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Hunting Procedure (POWELL) f Q
Section 1
POWELLS METHOD
The purpose of Subroutine POWELL is to find the values of N parameters,
given by the vector—say,
~T' - (7 7 y \ n n*-• — \fj it *"i N V *• * /
so that the value of a function of these parameters—say, F(Z)—is a minimum
subject to constraints on the parameters of the form,
e . < i s . ^ h , i = l , 2 , . . . , N (1.2)1 1 1
The inequality constraints on the parameters (Equation 1. 1) are handled by the
BOX TRANSFORMATION whe
a new set of parameters—say,
re a change of variable is made from the z. to
•**• ~ \^ 1 1 ^o > • • • i TSJ '
by the formula,
Xi = ARCSIN ^(z. - ei)/(h. - 6i) (1.3)
Subroutine POWELL uses the x. as a new set of independent parameters
which have no inequality constraints imposed upon them. In terms of
X- space, the algorithm minimizes a function f(X) related to F(Z) by the
equation:
f (X) = F(Z~(X))
where Z ( X ) is defined by the inverse transformation,
•/. o -I- (h. - e ) sin x (1 .4)
i - 1, 2, . . . . N
1. 1 BASIC ALGORITHM
The basic procedure is as follows (Reference 2):
1. Choose a best known approximation to the minimum of f—say, X .
Let E,, t-, . . . , e.., be unit vectors in the coordinate directions; then
for r = 1, 2, . . . , N ca!
where X is defined by
, lculate X so that f (X ) is a minimum
Xr
2. When XN is determined, find a \ so that f(X-, + \ EN ,) is a
minimum, where e., , is the unit vector in the combined direction:
3. Rotate the N+l vectors, EJ, t^, . . . ', EN> EN + I , by replacing £r by
e r+1 for r = 1, 2, 3, .... N.
4. Replace X by e-, . + X Svj+i anc^ return to Step 1.
The sequence of Steps 1 through 4 will be called a major iteration.
As indica ted by the above steps, the procedure requires N+l minimizations
per major iteration.
1. 2 THE MINIMIZATION ALGORITHM
The minimization algorithm employed in Subroutine POWELL uses an
accelerated linear search until a set of three points which define a concave
upward curve is achieved. It then uses these three points to initiate a
quadratic search for the minimum.
In genera l , assume we are given a point X in X-space and a unit vector e
which the minimization is to take place;
F = (ur u2, . . . , UN) with | T | = 1
Associated with each independent parameter, x. , is a nominal step size-
say, s..






Now the step taken along e on the accelerated linear search portion of the
minimization algorithm is a function of:
1. p = | number of previous steps taken along "e. | (including the
null step).
2. k_ as defined above.
3. q = I number of the current major iteration| .
Now, calling the current step S(p, k_, q), we have
S(p, k_, q) = 2P'1 (k_)/q (1 .7)
(See Appendix A)
The process of stepping along 7 is from the current initial point X ; each
new step being twice the previous step.
Now, if the accelerated linear search is in a descent direction, ,then_the
search continues until a point X is found so thatK
 P
(1.8)
The minimum along e (for a true quadratic) is given by (X , f (X ))
whe re
Since in general f is not quadratic, the quadratic search procedure is
i t e ra t ive and continues as follows. (Assume s. < s. < s, . )
i J K
1. If s > s, or s < s., throw the worst point of Equation (1. 10)— the
ill K iil 1
point with highest payoff— and replace that point by (X , f (X )) for
the next quadratic fit.
2. If s. s s < s, . we have two subcases to consider:i m k _ _
A. If the worst point is (Xk, f (Xk))
1) If s > s., then throw away (X., f (X.)) and replace it
with'x J f (Xm)).
2) If s < s., then throw away the worst point and replace it
bV <*m' ' <*m»-_
B. If the worst point is (X., f (X.))
1) If s > s., then throw away the worst point and replace it
with^xj f (Xm)).
2) If s < s., then throw away X, and replace it with
I* l J_ i K *
1. 3 CONVERGENCE AND STOPPING CRITERIA
Convergence and stopping are controlled by the following conventions.
1. Maximum number of major iterations allowed is 20.
2. Maximum number of quadratic fits allowed in any one search is 7.
3. A quadratic search is called converged if
A. The current payoff value is less than or equal to the previously
computed payoff value.
B. The difference between the previous payoff a.nd the current
payoff is less than 20 percent of the previous payoff (5 percent
if there is only .one independent parameter).
C. A f t e r A and B are satisfied, the algorithm tries twice more to
get the current payoff less than the value obtained at the start
of the current major iteration. If it fails, then only A and B
are required for convergence. (Once convergence is achieved,
,whe re
S(p, k q) (1.9)
Under these circumstances, the last three points, X , X ,, and X _, arep p-1 p-2
fi t ted with a quadratic for a minimum. (This begins the quadratic search
procedure for this case. )
If, however, the accelerated linear search is in an ascent direction— i. e. ,
X. > X —then the search continues for X_ in the direction -t by the magnitude
of the step which produced X... If the triple X., X_, X, yields a concave up-
ward set, then these points are fitted with a quadratic for a minimum.
If the tr iple X,, X_, X- does not yield a concave upward set, then the descent
1. & J
p o r t i o n of the algorithm is used, but now in the opposite direction. Once
three sat isfactory points are determined, the procedure goes into a quadratic
search mode. This will now be considered.
Assume that somewhere along the line the accelerated linear search yields
a concave upward set of three points— say,
(x. . )) , ( c f(x.)), (xk, f ( k ) ) (i.
with associated steps s., s., s,, a quadratic fit is now made using thei j K





M - Xk> f <Xi>
= (Xk - X . ) f (X~.
f (Xk) B3 = (X. - X.) f (Xk)
;\^^ the best of the points generated is used to continue the
algorithm. )
4. If N > 1, convergence of the total problem is achieved if the changes
in the independent parameters are small (determined by an input
tolerance).
5. If N = 1, convergence of the quadratic search is defined as conver-
gence of the total problem.
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jFjcN.Gs:,!) GO TO 19
r* . . . .




S C - 1
 t • • • -
CON s *•!





? A T {J / s v i
DO 6 Ial,ll
6 UfcUU) ^ 0,
U^ 10 !?1 * w • — . . . .
10 PPN(l) » PV(U
00 17 I=1,\-P1
00 17 J «i,N
i r / f en i\ I*A Tn <RJ^ vl'i'tO", J7 uO iy 13
GG(liJ)? 0,
UO TO 17




c i .) IF MOUNT EQUAL Z6K-0 STO«E I N F O P M A T I O S
R63UIHED FOH A C C E l t R A T P D I.JNSAR S E A R C H ,
0 0 0 0 6 7
000071
u v 0 0 ' e.
000073
0 0 0 0 7 5
4
 tfk n n n 7 t^•UOO ' o
^000077
000100
V ' ' • '£ i '<
C
C
«o ic ' j f t jn i iL i * n / \ -4% r tnIT |r JnUUNT| t :Q t l J uU
20 COUM = COU^T *1
X T ( 1 ) r X T < 2 )
X T ( 3 ) = DEL( I I )
A T ( 1 > * A T ( 2 )
A T < 3 ) ? PAY
IF(COUNT,Gg,2 ) GO
SEARCH,
W A 4 A ATO 100
TO 70
\^^ n^ fi-i n "t
^p v U 1 uo
000104







f r\ n ^  A 7u y 01 o i
OOC203
000205









































aAVc rATOrr" '" — CHcCK IT AC vEL" A-| ttr t"i NcAS- ScAHCH
SHOULD BE ENDED,
CCMPyTE STEP SIZE FOR USE IN ACCELERATED LINEAR ScARC"(
AND COMrCJ'fc New VALUE OP" PV,
VAL « o;
VAL « VAL * (GQ<II,I>/STEP(I))»*2
DELHI) *1./SQRT(VAL)
DELHI) ? SC * DkLHI)
DO 55 I *1,N
RETURN
ft a LA& * DCL k t i t ilC!C f\f DAW 1 n i C l l iCCHrAnfc VAtJCo 3f "Ay A PASAV,
li) IF PAY JS LESS THAN PASAV, SET PASAV E-'wA.
TO PAY, COMPUTE NEW STEP SIZE AND NEW V A L » =
y^ PV i
2i) IF PAY IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO PASAV,
Ai) IF COUNT IS EQUAL TO TWQ, SET
PASAV tut/AL TC KAY, *tvci'bc T-S
DIRECTION OF NEW STEPiCCnPUTE
NEW PV,
B\ tr pfl'ivjT MnT FOllAl TO Tuft Re. Its.
SUADRATIC SEARCH,
iF<PAY,LT, PASAV) GQ TO 52
IF(COUNT,EQ.2) GC TO 90
BEGIN QUADRATIC SEARCH,
•,, r< ,- LI r> . 4M t iNw* 1
AA s(XT{2) » XT<3) )*AT(i)
B8 «<XT(3) » XT(1))*AT(2)
AS =(XT(2)**2 .XT(3)*«2 )*ATd)







RBVERSE DlRETIOM OF STEP,
c
* r i- e -
























































j n U U U . E Q . l ) GO TO 150
P M A X - A M A X 1 ( A T U ) » A T ( 2 ) i A T < 3 »
-vO-i-2^—|-stT3-
I F < P M A X , E O , A T < I » GO TO 121
1 2 0 C O N T I N U E
4 *3 * I LI •» 1 _„_
± £ ± ~ ^ J > t ~ ~ • I ~ " ' ~
PO 130 1=1,3






IF(DD,GT,FHl,OS,UD,LT,rM2) GO TO 141
JF(XT(JH),£0,FMliAND,XT(JL)iEQ,FM2) GO TO 137
1F (X T -<-%H^i-efrTFi-,2 rANDr*T1 WL^Tfc&Yf-ttrM>0-TO-i-35-
00 TO 141
135» JHDU.GT.XTtJS)) 50 T5 141
UO TO 145
137 JF(DU,GT,XT<JS» GO TO 145


















149 UOU = 1
UO TO 75
-i-5(M-H
JF<PAY,GT,PASAV> GO TD 105
TT =,2
-tHn 1) TT s
ir(PASAV»PAYiGTiTT*PASAV) GO TO J05
IF(NT,E2,2J GO TO 152
~tft—*NT-Hr
JF(PAY,GT,PAO) GO TO 1Q5
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000634
000636
0 0 0 T 0
000644
000645

























- T C / Kk- -C r> 4 * ft n » A ^) K Tl F f " i « c U | l ] ~ u \ j | V J e 7 Z
i^( li lEC
 tN«l) QO TO 200





160 PEL(I) = 0.
n = u*i
fUJ,USi f JJ QO TO 20
CCMPUTE COMBINED 0{«ETION,
GVAU30
PO 175 I e 1,N
4,7? UVft),, .0 t3VAU*' pP N<I'* rvS\l>)**2
CVAL - SQRK6VAL)
DO 180 I = 1,N
low uu\{(|I) c ( rr N * 1 J "P Va ( I / ) /G V AL
UO TO 20
UNtCK C"N"t^UCNC£ Or rnOBLcno
200 DO 250 I «1,N
252 CON = 1
RETURN
JKCR£ MENT EN, • '
1,) IF =N IS LESS THA*i OR EQUAL TO SLIM RESET
rftf)fkll^LJl^lr)2f OK NCW M A Jur<
2i) |F NOTiSET CON ESU*L JO ZERO AND RETURN,
25I> tNttN^l
IF^EN.LB.ELtM ) GO TO 260
CON a 0
D C T 1 1 D MH t J UnN
260 DO 261 f a 1|N
PVS(I) sPV(I)
«&1 PFN tj? - PVij)
PAD = PAY
I! =1 - -




269 UcU ( i ) a 0 ,
DO 270 I « liN







































Working variable used to compute minimum of quadratic fit.
Working variable used to compute minimum of quadratic fit.
Array of Dimension 3 which stores the payoff valves of the ;
accelerated linear search used in the quadratic search.
Working variable used to compute minimum of quadratic fit.
Working variable used to compute minimum of quadratic fit.
Working variable used to compute minimum of quadratic fit.
Flag which indicates convergence of problem.
1. If CON = 1, problem has converged
2. If CON = 0, iteration limit exceeded without convergence.
Number of steps taken in accelerated linear search (including
the null step).
Working variable used to compute minimum of quadratic fit.
Array of Dimension 7 which stores the step sizes to a
minimum for any single quadratic search.
Step size to a minimum obtained from quadratic search.
Step used in accelerated linear search.
Maximum number of major iterations allowed.
Major iteration counter.
Convergence tolerance: for N > 1. If the difference between
the independent parameters in two successive major iterations
are all less than EPP, then the problem has converged.






















Minimum of the three steps used in any one pass of the
quadratic search.
Array of dimension (10 x 12) which contains the direction
vectors.
Magnitude of combined direction vector.
Counts the number of search directions per major interaction.
Index of the step sizes for the maximum payoff of the three
payoff values used in any single pass of the quadratic search.
Index of the step size for the middle valued payoff of the
three payoff values used in any single pass of the quadratic
search.
Index of the step size for the smallest payoff of the three
payoff values used in any single pass of the quadratic search.
Flag so that,
1. If MOUNT equals zero, store information required for
accelerated linear search.
2. ^If MOUNT equals 1, continue with the quadratic search.
Number of independent parameters.
Counts number of passes in any single quadratic search
(Max r- 7).
Counter which limits to two the number of attempts to get
payoff less than the value achieved at the start of the current
major iteration (after certain weaker convergence criteria
have been met).
Payoff value at start of a major iteration.
Previous payoff value.
Current payoff value.
Maximum payoff of the three payoffs used in any single pass
of the quadratic search.
Minimum payoff of the three payoffs used in any single pass
of the quadratic search.
Vector which defines current search direction.










Independent parameter array for previous major iteration.
Multiplier which reverses direction of linear search.
Nominal step size array (Max = 10).
Array of Dimension 3 which stores the steps of the
accelerated linear search to be used in the quadratic search.
Array of Dimension 7 which stores the payoff values for any
single quadratic search.
Working variable used to compute k—.
Working variable used to compute index of best point in any
single quadratic search.
Appendix A
ON THE CHOOSING OF A STEP SIZE
The method for determining the step size S(p, k-, q) will now be presented.
The nominal steps s. associated with each independent parameter determine




Given a direction determined by a unit vector,
e" = ( U j , u2, . . . , UN)
we wish to find a constant k — s o that, k-£ lies on the ellipse in Equation (A- l ) .
Therefore the following equation must be satisfied;
N /k u.^f E i
s.1
= 1 (A-2





Therefore, the step taken in the direction e should have magnitude k-.
N , To accelerate the linear search, k is multiplied by the factor 2 , but,
v E D-l\ also, to cut down the size of the step as convergence is approached, 2K k
is divided by q (p = number of previous steps; q = major iteration number).
Therefore, we have
S(p, k-, q) = 2P-1 k-/q (A-4)
Appendix B
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The subroutine was tested on Rosenbrocks function of two variables x., x_;
JL £
viz,
f (xr x2) = 100 (x2 - x2) + (1 - X j)2 (B- l )
with the starting conditions
Xj = -1. 2 , x2 = 1 (B-2)
Two major cases were considered, each with its own spectrum of step sizes
(the s.). All cases converged but with a varying number of function evalu-
ations. (In all cases s, = s_. )
The converged values to the problem are
Xj = x2 = 1 , f (Xj x2) = 0 . (B-3)
5The number of function evaluations to get f (X., X2) < 10 and f (X., X_) < 10
is tabulated in the following charts.
Case 1: NO CONSTRAINTS ON INPUTS
Step






for f < 10-5











Case 2: INPUT CONSTRAINTS
The constraints are,
-5 <
 X< 5 , i = 1, 2
Step No. of evaluations No. of evaluations
^ = 82) f o r f < 1 0 ' 5 for f< 10-9
.05 167 177
. 1 127 155
.2 269 285
.4 253 270
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GROUND RULES FOR MODIFYING, PADS
In this section of the program description, some suggested procedures for
modifying the applied load models, control governing equations and boundary
conditions in PADS are presented. Referencing of the formulation document
Volume I, is used throughout the discussion and both FORTRAN and engineering
notations are used depending on which better describes the situation. Impli-
cations for input are discussed in the last sub-section.
Since the trajectory module of PADS contains both the steepest descent and quasi-
linearization modules, there will be some special differences in programming changes.
For the most part, those differences are related to the following:
a. Q-L Optimal Control calculation ALGC0N - AL1 subroutines
b. Common block communication
c. Arc initialization
d. Need for first and second partial derivatives in QL module
and only first partials in SD module.
1. Applied load model change.
The addition or modification of an applied load model requires that
the formulation and coding of the accleration vector, a, and its
partials with respect to state, y and the in-plane control vector, u,
be redone. The coding for this type of change is outlined in chart 1.
2. Control governing equations.
A simpler modification to the program is the addition or modification
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If an applied load model is added or modified, it is often necessary to
change one or more of the governing equation's subroutines.
The general form of the governing equation is
K± - K± (y,u) - 0
In the program the preferred form of K. Is
K± - K± [y,a <u,y)]
where a is the acceleration vector.
Each of the options for K is programmed in a separate subroutine along
with its partial derivatives.first with respect to the control vector and
then with respect to state. The reason for including the acceleration
vector in the K. dependency is that this vector and its partials are already
computed at the time K. and its partials are needed. This convenience permits
a simpler representation of K. and Its partial derivatives through the use of
chain rules. For example, the explicit partial of K. with respect to a is
3K. 3K. T 3i
 m 1 a
3a * 3a 3ct
3. Boundary Conditions
The function or non-linear target equations and their explicit partials
with respect to state are all contained within subroutine PDBC in the
steepest descent module and its parallel counterpart, PDBCQL, In the QL
module.
In order to add or modify a boundary condition, it is only necessary to
supply the equation for the function in terms of common supplied state
and state functions and derive and code the partial derivatives of the
function with respect to the state vector.
A. Input Implications
The impact of program modifications on the data input interface can be
very significant.
4-a. Applied load model input implications.
For applied load model changes, the following must be considered.
Arc dependent input data is stored as an array on random file. This
array contains 51 words including such things as aerodynamic reference
area, curve numbers, rated vacuum thrust etc. (See ARCDAT common.)
The representation of this data in the input routine, 1NEDIT, (see this
volume), is a set of 51 subscripted arrays; each array having 20 words
to correspond with the maximum number of arcs in the trajectory. If it
y-
necessary to expand the' number of words in this array, first the address
equivalencing in the /AA/ common block in subroutine 1NEDIT must be
shifted. Then the new variable names added to common /AA/ and to the
NAMELIST/XX/ statement set. Common block /ARCDAT/ should be expanded
to include the new variable names and arc initialization coding (see chart
1) should reflect the larger size of COMMON/ARCDAT/. If fixed point flags
are added and print out of the new data is desired, subroutine FXDAT should
be amended. Also the construction of the random file 9 should be changed
to reflect the larger size of COMMON/ARCDAT/.
If desired, the meaning of words in /ARCDAT/ can be shared between different
models in order to save the trouble of expanding the size of the common
block. This could be handled by simple equivalencing in the subroutines
that are affected. These routines should include INEDIT, where equivalencing
and dimensioning new variables in COMMON /AA/ could be accompanied by the
addition of the new variable namesinto the NAMELIST/XX/ set.
B. Governing equation input implications.
Governing equation options are regulated by choice of option flags contained
usually in COMMON/ARCDAT/. Therefore, the interfacing coding changes will
only appear in the arc initialization and control choice logic. The arc
initialization is described in Chart 1. The control choice logic is found
i
in the steepest-descent module in subroutines MODELA, and BLGCON and in '
NPLANE and ALGCON in the QL module.
C. Boundary condition input Implication. j
The addition of a new boundary condition has important significance to the *
boundary condition checking and set up in Program (CDC)or Subroutine (UNIVAC)
SDINP and its subsidiary routines. The logic for printout of the name of the
• target should be added to SDINP. Functions LOMG, MOMG, MPSI, TOL, SOMGJ; SPSI,
TOLPSI, need modifications to reflect the addition of a target with a variable
f
number code greater than 36, (see Table 2.6-1 in Volume III), requiring a preset
tolerance value, and possible having different input units than internal
units.
\
